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HIGHLIGHTS 

Capsule Summaries of the More Significant Articles in this Issue 

SF  Terminated as List of Active Projects Reduced to Fifteen 

During the three months from September through November 1985, the United 
States Synthetic Fuels Corporation (SFC) made awards to two projects, 
advanced five projects in two targeted competitive solicitations, dropped nine 
other projects, and set imminent deadlines for six projects. These actions 
represent the "swan song" for the SFC because, on December 18, Congress 
decided to terminate all future SFC activities (page 1-15). The projects that 
received awards of SFC assistance are the Parachute Creek oil shale project 
and the Forest Hill heavy oil project. In the tar sands mining/surface 
extraction solicitation, the PR Spring project and the Sunnyside project 
advanced, while two other tar sands projects were dropped by the SFC. Seven 
coal projects were dropped or withdrawn from the eastern bituminous coal 
gasification solicitation, and three projects advanced—Keystone, COGA-1, and 
Virginia Power. These developments are explained in more detail in the article 
beginning on page 1-1. 

SFC Formally Issues Appendices to Comprehensive Strategy Report 

On August 21, 1985 the SFC Board of Directors formally approved 11 appen-
dices to the Comprehensive Strategy Report that was submitted to Congress in 
June. Appendices that are summarized in this issue are as follows: 

Appendix C which describes the SFC's energy price assumptions (page 1-16). 

Appendix D which analyzes the effects of environmental restrictions 
(page 1-38) and the effects of water supply (page 1-39) on synthetic fuels 
projects. 

Appendix E which summarizes the experience that the SFC has gained from its 
solicitation procedures (page 1-9). 

Appendix C which describes the types of programs, and their costs, required to 
meet the production goals of the Energy Security Act (page 1-12). 

Appendix H which analyzes the potential economic benefits to the United 
States that would result from the SFC's Phase I program (page 1-19). 

Appendix J which describes the status of the technologies (page 1-26) and the 
amount of domestic resources (page 1-40) that could be used in developing a 
synthetic fuels industry in the United States. 

1986 Japanese Budget Requests Made for Energy Projects 

As described on page 1-35, Japanese government spending on energy projects in 
fiscal 1986 will increase by about 6.5 percent to $US3.65 billion if budget 
proposals are adopted. Petroleum related spending would increase the most at 
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$126 million. Electric power related items would increase while spending for 
coal related activities would drop slightly. The changes for synthetic fuels 
related projects would be mixed, with decreases in some areas and increases 
and new projects in others. 

SYC Awards Additional $500 Million to Union Oil 
On October 16, 1985 the SFC awarded an additional $500 million to Union Oil 
Company to incorporate a fluidized bed combustor into the Parachute Creek oil 
shale project. Terms of the award, summarized on page 2-7, include up to 
$327 million in loan guarantees and an initial price guarantee of $173 million 
which will increase up to $500 million as the loan guarantee is repaid. 

Australian Oil Shale Projects Profitable at Current Conditions 
Southern Pacific Petroleum of Australia has been involved in economic feasibil-
ity studies for three different oil shale projects: Stuart, Rundle, and Condor. 
On the basis of these studies SPP projects a discounted cash now internal rate 
of return of over 30 percent for these projects (see page 2-11). 

Livermore Models Union Retort 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory has used its retort simulation com-
puter program to model Union Oil Company's up-flow oil shale retort. Varia-
tions in retort parameters and in operating conditions have been simulated. The 
effects on oil yield are discussed on page 2-14. 

Union Patents System for Spent Shale 
Union Oil Company has received a patent on a method of removing hot oil shale 
from their retort, grindin g it, and transferring it while hot to a fluidized bed for 
combustion. A description of the patent may be found on page 2-17. 

Phillips Patents Method for Extracting Nitrogen from Shale Oil 
A recent patent issued to Phillips Petroleum Company (page 2-18) describes a 
method of extracting nitrogen compounds from shale oil. The method involves 
contacting shale oil with aqueous solutions of acid gases. 

Australian Shale Pyrolyzed in Supercritical Toluene and Hydrogen 
Research carried out at the Colorado School of Mines on oil shale from the 
Stuart A deposit in Queensland, Australia shows both an improved yield and an 
improved product quality when pyrolysis is carried out in an atmosphere of 
supercritical toluene and hydrogen. Yields of 160 percent of Fischer Assay 
have been obtained. Some results of that research are summarized starting on 
page 2-19. 

Ignition of OR Shale Dust Layers Evaluated 
Hot plate tests carried out at the United States Bureau of Mines have evaluated 
the effect of various parameters on the ignition of oil shale dust layers. 
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Results (page 2-23) indicate that oil shale must reach a grade of about 
50 gallons per ton before the dust hazard becomes comparable to coal. 

Australian Oil Shale Resources Put at 24 Billion Barrels 

A new compilation by the Bureau of Mineral Resources of Australia's Depart-
ment of Resources and Ener gy lists demonstrated and inferred reserves by 
deposit. These resources are tabulated on page 2-31. 

Combined Fluidized Bed Combustion and Retorting of New Brunswick Shale 
Tested 

The Research and Productivity Council of New Brunswick has carried out an 
experimental program aimed at developing a hybrid process wherein oil shale is 
retorted, then the spent shale is co-combusted with high sulfur coal. The burnt 
shale absorbs the sulfur from coal combustion, allowing operation without sulfur 
dioxide scrubbers. A description of the system is given on page 2-31. 

CIM Outlines Oil Shale History of New Brunswick 

The Canadian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy has prepared a short history of 
oil shale activities in tne province of New Brunswick (page 2-34). 

EIS Favors 84 Mesa for C-a Offfract Lease 

The Bureau of Land Management has published an Environmental Impact 
Statement concerning the proposal to lease 6,400 acres of federal land to Rio 
Blanco Oil Shale Company to provide an offtract site to dispose of overburden 
and spent shale from an open pit mining operation on the C-a tract. The EIS 
considers two alternative disposal sites, but concludes that the preferred 
alternative is the proposed site on 84 Mesa. A complete discussion of the 
contentious issues addressed by this EIS begins on page 2-36. 

SFC Releases Seep Ridge Environmental Monitoring Plan 

Although it was approved about two years ago, the Environmental Monitoring 
Plan for the Geokinetics Seep Ridge Project was only recently approved and 
released by the United States Synthetic Fuels Corporation. Major requirements 
of the plan are set out on page 2-40. 

Endangered Species Status Proposed for Toad-Flax Cress in Utah Shale Region 

The United States Department of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service, is 
proposing , to classify a plant known as toad-flax cress as an endangered species 
and to designate its critical habitat. This critical habitat would encompass part 
of the Naval Oil Shale Reserve No. 2, as well as some land leased by 
Geokinetics for oil shale development (see page 2-43). 

Court Ruling Extends Indian Jurisdiction Over Utah Shale Lands 

The United States Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals has ruled that the boundaries 
of the Uintah and Uncompahgre Indian Reservations have never been diminished 
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and still extend eastward, encompassing most of the rich oil shale lands in Utah. 
The impact of this ruling, if ultimately upheld, is unclear, but it has already 
created major difficulties for the Seep Ridge project. As noted on page 2-49 
the SFC has delayed an award to Seep Ridge because of the uncertainties 
raised. 

Toscô Files Application for Oil Shale Mineral Patent 
Tosco Corporation has filed a patent application for twelve oil shale claims, 
bringing the total acreage under active consideration in Colorado to 
91,873 acres. An updated status list is provided on page 2-51. 

Oil Shale Activities Noted on Utah State Lands 

The Utah Division of State Lands had a high level of activity in 1985 for oil 
shale lands. A number of leases were approved, cancelled, relinquished, or 
exchanged. A summary of activities is given on page 2-52. 

Dome Plans 25,000 BPD Project at Primrose 
Dome Petroleum Ltd. is planning a 25,000 barrels per day cyclic steam heavy 
oil project in the Primrose Area of northeastern Alberta. As stated on 
page 3-1, the project capital cost will total $1.2 billion, Canadian. 

Future Production Phases Scheduled at Wolf Lake 

The Wolf Lake Project of BP Canada and Petro-Canada is one of the first 
commercial scale in situ bitumen recovery projects to come onstream in 
Alberta. Future phases of development are now scheduled to bring production 
up to 35,000 barrels per day by 1990 (page 3-2). 

Husky Lists Heavy Oil EOR Projects 
A description of the advanced EOR projects being carried out by Husky Oil Ltd. 
in the Lloydminster area of Alberta and Saskatchewan is given on page 3-4. 
These projects include four steam injection pilots and four fireflood pilots. 

SFC Awards $60 Million to Forest Hill and Approves EMP 

On September 25, 1985 the SFC awarded $60 million in loan and price 
gqrantpes to the Forest Hill heavy oil project in Texas. Details of the award 
are explained on page 3-7 and the entire contract is reproduced in the 
Appendix: The SFC has also approved the Environmental Monitoring Plan (EMP) 
submitted by Greenwich Oil Corporation for its Forest Hill heavy oil project. 
The plan includes a requirement for monitoring the composition of the product 
oil; in anticipation of a possible need to apply for a Pre-Manufacturing Notice 
under the Toxic Substances Control Act (page 3-41). 

Pace Sees Promising Outlook for Heavy Oil and Oil Sands 
An analysis by Pace (pate 3-11) notes that events occurring in the oil markets 
during thelast 3 years have created an uncertain timetable for synfuels in 
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general. At the same time; changes in the refining industry have resulted in a 
narrowing of the price spread between heavy oil and light oil. The total result 
is that heavy oil and bitumen in situ projects are now relatively much more 
attractive in comparison to shale oil and coal liquids than they were a few years 
ago. 

Integrated Enpex Project Seen Uneconomical 
An integrated production and upgrading project based on the San Miguel Tar 
Sand of Texas has been evaluated by Enpex Corporation. The results, indicated 
on page 3-14, show that a 5,700 barrels per day project is much too small to 
attain the economies of scale needed for profitability. 

Tar Sands Electromagnetic Hot Water Flood Looks Highly Profitable 
Petrotec Systems has proposed a two-step process consisting of an initial phase 
of electromagnetic preconditioning of the formation, followed by a second 
stage, of hot water flooding. Preliminary economics, reported on page 3-16, 
show a median internal rate of return of 64 percent. 

WET Process Extracts Bitumen With Radio Frequency Energy 
Western Extraction Technology has developed a novel process utilizing a 
propriety solvent with the simultaneous application of radio frequency energy. 
The 'process, described on page 3-26, produces an upgraded oil product without 
the use of hydrogen or coking. 

High Conversion H-Oil Processing Demonstated on Cold Lake Residues 
In connection with Husky Oil's Li-Provincial Upgrader project, tests have been 
carried out on H-Oil processing of atmospheric residual from Cold Lake heavy 
oil. The results, abstracted on page 3-28, suggest that If-Oil processing should 
have no trouble processing the Cold Lake feed. 

Economics of Heavy Crude Seen Favorable in Europe and Africa 

Elf Aquitaine of France has operated several thermal pilot tests in different 
locations. On page 3-32 they compare the economics of typical projects in 
California, France, and offshore Africa. 

Egypt Initiates Thermal Pilot in Ras Gharib Tar Sands 

Egypt is developing a thermal pilot project for recovering tar from the Ras 
Oharib field on the West Coast of the Gulf of Suez. Project parameters are 
listed on page 3-33. 

Bemolanga Tar Sands of Madagascar Characterized 

Elemental and SARA analyses for Bemolanga, Madagascar bitumen and Ath-
abasca, Canada bitumen are compared on page 3-35. 
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Venezuelan-German Cooperative Agreement in Heavy Oil Extended to 1987 
A joint Venezuelan-German feasibility study on integrated production and 
upgrading of Orinoco heavy oil has been completed, as described on page 3-36. 
The cdoperative agreement has now been extended to other areas for the period 
1985 to 1987. 

Small Scale Production of Heavy Crude Profitable in Suriname 
The direët use of heavy crude oil to replace No. 6 fuel oil may be practical in 
Undeveloped countries with no refining capacity. A small-scale effort of this 
typ'e' in Surinarne utilizes a shallow, heavy crude deposit which would not be 
economical to develop by conventional means (page 3-37). 

BLM Adds to Fiddler Butte WSA in Tar Sands Area 
The intéior Board of Land Appeals has directed the United States Bureau of 
Land Management to add •about 8,000 acres to the Fiddler Butte Wilderness 
Study AMa. This WSA, described on page 3-39, includes about 40,000 acres of 
the Tar Sand Triangle Special Tar Sands Area. 

Em For Bi-Provincial Upgrader Predicts Minimal Impact 
The Environthental Impact Statement prepared for Husky Oil's Bi-Provincial 
UpgEader project predicts minimal measureable impact on the surrounding area 
after construction is complete. Overall conclusions of the EIS are summarized 
on page 3-40. 

BLM lssues'Final EIS for PR Spring 
A final Environmental Impact Statement for the PR Spring and Hill Creek 
Special Tar Sand Areas has been issued with little change from the draft 
version. A considerable portion of the lease conversions which have been 
proposed are within the Winter Ridge Wilderness Study Area (page 3-43). 

700 Billion Barrels of World Heavy Oil and Bitumen Recoverable 
An estimate of world resources and recoverable reserves of heavy oil and 
bitumen prepared by Meyer and Schenk of the United States Geological Survey 
shows a total resource in place of almost 6 trillion barrels. The recoverable 
fraction, however, may be only about 10 percent or no more than 700 billion 
barrels. A country-by-country tabulation is reproduced on page 3-43. 

Sabine Requests Approval of Sunnyside Tar Sand Unit 
Sabine Production Company has submitted the Sunnyside Tar Sand Unit for 
approval by the State of Utah. A summary of the unit is given on page 3-45. 

Construction Begins on Shell Coal Gasification Unit 

As described on page 4-4, construction of the Shell Coal Gasification Process 
demonstration unit (SCGP-1) has begun. The unit, which is one-fifth the size of 
a commercial gasifier, is expected to start up in the first half of 1987. 
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New Zealand MTG Plant Starts Production 
In mid-October the natural gas-to-gasoline plant at Montunui, New Zealand 
started production. The plant uses natural gas to produce methanol which is, in 
turn, converted to gasoline by the methanol-to-gasoline (MTG) process devel-
oped by Mobil Oil Corporation. As described on page 4-6, the plant is the first 
commercial use of the MTG process. 

Sasol's 1985 Annual Report Reviews Successful Year 
Sasol Limited's Annual Report for fiscal year 1985 (which ended on June 29, 
1985) indicates that the company had a profitable year. As described on 
page 4-7, sales of Sasol's products increased from approximately $1.9 billion to 
$2.8 billion, and earnings increased from $235 million to $285 million. 

EPRI Reports on KEW Fluidized Bed Gasifier/Combined-Cycle Plants 
The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) has issued a final report on the 
use of l{RW-based gasification in conjunction with combined cycle power 
generation. The study examines performance and economic data and compares 
cases using Illinois No. 6 coal and Texas lignite with conventional coal-fired 
power generation technology and with other gasification technology. The 
report, summarized on page 4-12, concludes that ICRW-based combined-cycle 
plants can be competitive with conventional plants and perform as well as 
Texaco and Shell gasifiers studied in earlier EPRI work. 

Low UCG Product Costs Seen By Energy International 
Energy International has shifted its emphasis in underground coal gasification 
(UCG) feasibility studies from making fuel gas to making synthesis gas for 
conversion to higher value products. Various product options, defined on 
page 4-25, indicate that UCG derived synthesis gas is competitive with natural 
gas reforming at natural gas prices above $2.20 per million BTU. 

UCG Termed Near Economic Feasibility 

Underground coal gasification is much less capital intensive than mining and 
gasification and, where applicable, is a highly competitive technology, accord-
ing to F. W. Hammesfahr. His remarks are abstracted on page 4-27. 

Synthetic Coal Developed for UCG Experiments 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory is proposing to use a synthetic coal to 
build large (2,000 cubic feet) laboratory blocks in which to carry out model 
experiments for underground coal gasification. The coal/polyurethane compos-
ite system is described on page 4-34. 

DOE Workshop Defines Directional Drilling Capabilities for UCG 
A Department of Energy sponsored workshop explored the current state-of-the-
art in directional drilling, particularly as it applies to the requirements of 
underground coal gasification. Results of the workshop are summarized on 
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page 4-36. it was concluded that present directional drilling technology is 
inadequate to clearly satisfy all the needs for UCG. 

Supersolvents for Coal Identified 

Research at West Virginia University has identified a group of solvents capable 
of dissolving an appreciable fraction of the organic material in coal at mild 
conditions, specifically the normal boiling point of the solvent. These solvents 
are identified on page 4-39. 

KRW Gasifier Planned for People's Republic of China 

the KRW gasification process has been selected by the Ministry of Machine 
Building Industry in the People's Republic of China for application at their First 
Heavy Machinery Works located in Fularji Heilongjiang Province. This project 
will be the first commercial application of the ICRW gasifier. A description of 
the project is provided on page 4-45. 

CRIP to be Applied in Belgian-German UCG Test 

The Belgian-German underground coal gasification field project at Thulin is 
slated to use the Controlled Retracting Injection Point (CRIP) technology for 
linking and burn control. A modification to the CRIP procedure, explained on 
page 4-51, will involve actual combustion of the steel liner to circumvent 
possible problems of borehole squeezing at great depths. 

Reverse Combustion Linking Carried Out in French UCG Test 

The Group d'Etude de la Gaseification Souterraine (GEGS) attempted to 
establish a deep link between two wells at its LaHaute Deule underground coal 
gasification pilot facility by using reverse combustion. The effort was 
unsuccessful, but, as pointed out on page 4-53, it is possible to learn from 
unsuccessful experiments. 

Feasibility Study of Wujing Trigeneration Project to be Conducted 

The Shanghai Wujing Chemical Corporation is seeking a firm(s) to conduct a 
technidal and economic feasibility study of a proposed trigeneration project. 
The coal gasification project, described on page 4-54, will be located at the 
Shanghai Coking and Chemical plant in Wujing. Products from the proposed 
plant include town gas, electricity, steam, and methanol. 

Nynas Energy Chemicals Complex Agreement Reached 

A group of four Danish and Swedish companies have agreed to build the Nynas 
Energy Chemicals Complex south of Stockholm. As described on page 4-55, the 
project will use the Texaco gasification process to produce synthesis gas for 
ammonia production, hot water for district heating, and industrial fuel gas. 

EPA Source Testing Program at Kosovo Summarized 

The United States Environmental Protection Agency carried out an emissions 
sampling and characterization program at the Kosovo coal gasification plant in 
Yugoslavia several years ago. Results were recently summarized, as reported 
on page 4-62.
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GOVERNMENT 
SFC PRUNES LIST OF ACTIVE PROJECTS TO 	 two coal projects, one heavy oil project, and one oil 
FIFTEEN WITH MORE DECISIONS IMMINENT	 shale project have received awards. The 15 active 

projects and the 9 projects that were recently dropped 
The three months from September through Novem- 
ber 1985 was a very active period for the United States 
Synthetic Fuels Corporation (SEC). Two projects re- 
ceived awards: the Union Oil Parachute Creek oil shale 
project and the Forest Hill heavy oil project. Also, two 
oil sands projects and three coal projects advanced in 
two separate targeted competitive solicitations. Nine 
projects, two oil sands and seven coal projects, were 
either dropped by the SEC or were withdrawn by the 
sponsors. Lastly, December 1985 or January 1986 dead- 
lines were established for six of seven projects that are 
being considered under both the Third and Fourth 
General Solicitations. 

As shown in Table 1, the SEC is now involved with 
15 active projects—five oil shale projects, three oil 
sands/heavy oil projects, and seven coal/lignite/peat 
projects. (One project, Keystone, is under considera-
tion in two solicitations.) Of the 15 active projects, 

TABLE I 

STATUS OF ACTIVE PROJECTS THAT 
APPLIED TO THE SIC FOR ASSISTANCE

I,,, 4k... CVfl .....,. u lJ SL U	 t, ., O........ I	 AAA:,:..,11. y. 4 JyLflc2L	 mc Cv lit L%LILV Li tuuiLiJIiali, 

status of every project that ever applied for SEC 
assistance is depicted in Figure 2. Recent changes in 
the active projects are shown as dashed lines in the 
figure. 
Oil Shale 

From September through November 1985, the SFC 
announced an award to one oil shale project, and moved 
closer to final decisions regarding the other four oil 
shale projects that are still under consideration. As 
described in the Government portion of the Oil Shale 
section in this issue of the PaceSynthetic Fuels Report, 
the SFC awarded an additional $500 million in loan and 
price guarantees to the Union Oil Company for the 
Parachute Creek Project. The SEC award is to be used 
to incorporate a fluidized bed combustor into the 
existing facility. The terms of the previous $400 mil-
lion price guarantee that was awarded to Union by the 
United States Department of Energy (DOE) were modi-
fied by extending the deadline for the price guarantee 
payments and by reducing the support price to $37.87 
per barrel (a support supplement of an additional $30.00 
per barrel will be provided for all shale oil produced 
after the fluid-bed combustor begins operation). 

Project Solicitation status	 - 

OIL SHALE 

Union 0th 
Phase I Transferred from DOE Awarded $400 Million Price 

Guarantee 
Fluldized-Bed Third General $500 Million Loan and Price 

Combustor Guarantee Incorporated into 
Phase I Contract 

Cathedral Bluffs Third General Letter of intent sled 

Seep Ridge Third General Letter of intent Signed 

Pareho-Ute Third General Decision Pending 

American Syn- Fourth General Qualified Project 
Crude/Indiana 

OIL SAND/HEAVY OIL 

Forest Hill Third General Awarded $60 Million Price 
and Loan Guarantee 

PR Spring Competitive Tar Sands Qualified Project 

Sunnyside Competitive Tar Sands Qualified Project 

COAL/LIGNITE/PEAT 

COOl Water second General Awarded $120 Million Price 
Guarantee 

Dow Synga. Third General Awarded $620 Miluon Price 
Guarantee 

Northern Peat Third General Letter of Intent Signed 

Keystone Fourth General and Qualified Project 
Competitive Eastern 
Gasification 

Utah Methanol Fourth General Qualified Project 

COGA-1 Competitive Eastern Qualified Project 
Gasification 

Virginia Power Competitive Eastern Proposal submitted 
Gasification

With regard to the other four oil shale projects, the 
SEC Board has decided the following: 

The sponsors of the Paraho-Ute Project must 
provide additional information regarding a pro-
posed down-scaled project by December 13, 
1985. The project was proposed to the SFC in 
response to the Third General Solicitation that 
closed in January 1983. Originally, the sponsors 
proposed a phased project to produce nearly 
40,000 barrels of shale oil per day. More re-
cently, a single phase of the project was to 
produce over 14,000 barels per day of hydro-
treated shale oil. The newly-proposed down-
sized project would produce only 4,500 barrels 
per day. 
The SEC staff was directed to continue to 
negotiate with the Cathedral Bluffs project 
regarding two proposals for down-sizing the 
project. The project was originally designed to 
produce a total of 14,300 barrels of shale oil 
per day, 12,000 barrels per day from a Union 
aboveground retort and 2,300 barrels per day by 
modified in situ retorts. Although the SEC has 
not released.any details regarding the proposals 
for downsizing Cathedral Bluffs, at their meet-
ing on November 19 the SEC Board 'indicated 
their continued interest in MIS technology." 
Hence, Pace theorizes that the new proposals 
will likely include only MIS retorting, with no 
immediate plans for aboveground retorting. No 
deadlines have yet been established by the SEC 
for the Cathedral Bluffs Project, which is being 
considered under the Third General Solicitation. 
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• The SEC staff is to resolve all outstanding 
issues regarding the Seep Ridge Project by the 
December SEC Board meeting. Although SEC 
financial assistance for Seep Ridge has been 
imminent for several months, an award has not 
been made because a recent Court of Appeals 
ruling has raised questions regarding jurisdic-
tion of Indian tribes over certain lands in Utah, 
including those of the Seep Ridge project. (See 
the article in this issue entitled "Court Ruling 
Extends Indian Jurisdiction Over Utah Shale 
Lands" for details.) 

• The American Syn-Crude/Indiana project was 
given until January 31, 1986 to secure 100 per-
cent of its required equity. The project applied 
for SEC loan and price guarantees in response 
to the Fourth General Solicitation. 

The deadlines that were established by the SEC Board 
should resolve the status of all but the Cathedral Bluffs 
project within the next two months, with the possibility 
that awards will be made to one or more oil shale 
projects during the first quarter 1986. 

OR Sands/Heavy Oil 

During the last quarter 1985, the SFC made several 
major decisions regarding oil sands/heavy oil projects 
that had requested financial assistance. On September 
24, 1985 the SFC awarded $60 million in loan and price 
guarantees to the Forest Hill heavy oil project. The 
award is the third made by the SEC, and the first 
assistance provided to an oil sand/heavy oil project. 
Details of the award are described In the Oil Sands-
Government section of this issue in the article entitled 
"$60 Million Awarded to Forest Hill by SFC." 

In other action, the SFC advanced two projects and 
dropped two other projects that had applied for finan-
cial assistance under the solicitation for projects that 
utilize mining and surface processing of tar sands. The 
International Hydrocarbons Project and the CHEMECH 

Project were found to be non-responsive to the solicita-
tion and were dropped from further consideration by 
the SEC. 

On the other hand, the PR Spring Project and the 
Sunnyside Project were determined to have met the 
qualification criteria of the solicitation. The two 
projects were also found to be relatively equal when 
rated according to the ranking criteria of the solicita-
tion. (Refer to page 3-10 of the September 1985 issue 
of the Pace Synthetic Fuels Report for listings of the 
solicitation eligibility requirements and ranking 
criteria.) 

The sponsors of the PR Spring Project, described on 
pages 3-3 and 3-4 of the September 1985 issue, have 
requested approximately $231 million in SEC loan and 
price guarantees. The sponsors of the Sunnyside Pro-
ject (see pages 3-4 and 3-5 of the September 1985 
issue) requested slightly over $452 million in loan and 
price guarantees. Of these two remaining projects, the 
one that provides the "best economic terms to the SFC"

could receive an award. The solicitation also provides 
that more than one award can be made, or that no 
awards may be made. The sponsors of both the PR 
Spring and Sunnyside projects now have 60 days (from 
November 19) to secure commitments for the full 
required equity. 

Coal/Lignite/Peat 

The number of coal-based projects under consideration 
by the SEC was reduced considerably during the period 
from September through November 1985. Seven pro-
jects that had submitted preliminary qualification pro-
posals under the SEC's solicitation for eastern bitumi-
nous coal gasification projects were dropped from 
further consideration. Thus, only three of the ten 
projects that originally responded to the solicitation 
now remain under active consideration by the SEC. 
Two coal projects that applied for SEC assistance under 
other solicitations are also under active consideration. 
(The Keystone project is being evaluated under two 
solicitations.) Also, two coal projects have received 
SEC awards. Hence, the SEC now has seven active 
coal/lignite/peat projects. 

Of the ten projects that responded to the SFC's solici-
tation for eastern bituminous coal gasification projects, 
three proposed to utilize fluidized-bed technologies. 
On November 19, 1985 the SEC Board of Directors 
dropped one project (Ohio-I) and advanced the other 
two (COGA-1 and Keystone. These two projects will 
now compete for SEC assistance in the fluidized-bed 
category of the solicitation. Both projects are briefly 
described in the Projects portion of the Coal section in 
this issue of the Pace Synthetic Fuels Report. 

Also, on November 19, 1985 the SEC Board dropped the 
Scrubgrass Project and the Davis Synthine Project. 
These two were the only projects in the entrained-flow 
category of the SEC's solicitation for eastern bitu-
minous coal gasification projects. Thus, no awards will 
be made in the category. 

With regard to slagging fixed-bed gasifier projects that 
responded to the eastern bituminous coal gasification 
solicitation, only one project (Virginia Power) submitted 
a Qualification Proposal by the November 15, 1985 
deadline. Four other projects had previously submitted 
Preliminary Qualification Proposals, but failed to meet 
the deadline for the more detailed Qualification Pro-
posals. These four projects (Calderon/Bowling Green, 
Air Products, H-ft International, and Process Energy) 
were therefore dropped from further consideration by 
the SEC Board. According to the terms of the solicita-
tion, the SFC staff must complete their evaluation of 
the Virginia Power project within 30 days. If the 
project meets the qualification criteria of the solicita-
tion, Virginia Power will be the only eligible project in 
the slagging fixed-bed category of the solicitation. The 
Virginia Power Project is described in this issue in the 
article entitled "Virginia Power Proposes Combined 
Cycle Process to SEC." 

Regarding coal-based projects that are being considered 
under other solicitations, the SEC Board established the 
following deadlines:

- 

- 
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• Northern Peat Energy must demonstrate con-
tinued sponsor commitment and must provide 
updated information on project design, econo-
mics, and potential environmental impacts by 
December 13, 1985. The project is being con-
sidered under the SFCs Third General Solicita-
tion that closed January 10, 1983. 

• By January 31, 1986 the Keystone project must 
complete negotiations on key terms regarding 
the request for financial assistance under the 
Fourth General Solicitation. (Keystone is also 
being considered under the SFC's solicitation 
for eastern bituminous coal gasification pro-
jects.) The January 31, 1986 deadline was also 
established for this second application.) 

• The sponsors of the Utah Methanol project, 
which applied to the SFCs Fourth General 
Solicitation, must complete negotiations on key 
financial terms by January 31, 1986. 

In addition to the five projects that are still negotiating 
with the SFC, two coal-based projects have received 
awards from the SFC. The Cool Water Project was 
awarded a $120 million price guarantee under the Sec-
ond General Solicitation, and the Dow Syngas Project 
was awarded a $620 million price guarantee under the 
Third General Solicitation. Thus, seven coal/lig-
nite/peat projects are still active with the SFC. 

SFC DESCRIBES CONCLUSIONS MADE FROM 
SOLICITATIONS AND NEGOTIATIONS 

In June 1985 the United States Synthetic Fuels Corpor-
ation (SEC) submitted its Comprehensive Strategy Re-
port to the United States CongSss. (See pages 1-17 
and 1-13 of the June and September 1985 issues, 
respectively, of the Pace Synhe ttic Fuels Report) Sup- 
porting information I or the Comprehensive Strategy 
Report was released in eleven appendices that were 
approved by the SFC Board of Directors on August 21, 
1985. Appendix E, which Is entitled "Solicitation Ex-
perience," describes the experience that the SFC has 
gained from twelve solicitations, and summarizes the 
conclusions that the SFC has drawn from this exper-
ience. 

The SFC's Appendix E provides a summary of the re-
sults of the twelve SFC Solicitations for synfuels pro-
jects. These solicitations have generated 211 proposals 
(204 were identified In Appendix E, but seven projects 
have been added since the appendix was written) repre-
senting 132 discrete projects (129 in the Appendix). 
The twelve solicitations are chronalogically listed in 
Table 1, with the results of each summarized in 
Table 2. 

Following the summary of their solicitations, the SFC 
provides some conclusions that they have made to date 
regarding the solicitation process, the effectiveness of 
different types of financial assistance, and industry 
interest in synthetic fuels projects.

TABLE 1

SFC SOLICITATION SUMMARY 

Proposal 
Date	 Submission 

Solicitation Issued	 Deadline 

Initial solicitation for pro-- 11/21/80	 3/31/81 
posals for financial assist-
ance for synthetic fuels pro-
jects 

Second solicitation for 12/11/81	 6/01/32 
synthetic fuels projects 

Third solicitation and 8/19/32	 1/10/83 
statement of program objec-
tives for synthetic fuels 
projects 

Competitive solicitation 1/20/83	 3/15/83 
for oil shale projects 

Competitive solicitation 4/25/83	 7/25/83 
for Gulf Province lignite 
gasification projects 

Competitive solicitation 6/30/83	 12/01/83 
for Eastern Province and 
eastern region of the 
Interior Province bituminous 
coal gasification projects 

Solicitation for coal-water 1/05/84	 2/02/84 
fuel projects 

Solicitation for coal or 1/05/84	 6/15/84 
lignite gasification projects 

Solicitation for coal or 2/16/84	 6/21/84 
lignite gasification or 
liquefaction retrofit projects 

Fourth general solicitation 2/16/84	 6/29/84 
for synthetic fuels projects 

Solicitation for Eastern 5/28/85	 7/08/85 
Province or eastern region of 
the Interior Province bitu-
minous coal gasification 
projects 

Solicitation for projects to 6/24/85	 8/30/85 
produce synthetic fuels by 
mining and surface processing 
tar sands	 -
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TABLE 2 

'SFC SOLICITATION RESULTS THROUGH NOVEMBER 1985 

Letters 
of Intent 

Projects for 
Passing Assistance Projects 

Projects Final (Executed Projects Under 
Submitting Evaluation or Awarded Consi-

Solicitation Proposals Review* Authorized) Assistance deration 

First General 1 68 5 0 0 0 
Second General 35 11 12 1 0 
Third General 46 17 8 3 4 
Western Oil Shale 6 0 0 0 0 
Gulf Coast Lignite 1 0 0 0 0 
East & Midwest Coal 9 0 0 0 0 
Coal and Lignite 3 1 1 0 0 0 
Coal-Water Fuel 11 4 - - 0 
Coal-Based Retrofits 2 2 0 0 0 
Fourth General 18 .6 -	 . - 3 
East Coal Gasification 10 - - - io 
Tar Sands 4 - - - 4

* Strength review in the first three general solicitations; technical review in 
the three targeted solicitations; qualification review in the final four 
solicitations. 

1. Sixty-three proposals were submitted by the March 1981 deadline, and five 
projects that had applied to DOE under the Defense Production Act and/or 
the Non-Nuclear Research and Development Act requested that their pro- 
posals be transferred to the SFC. 

2. There were originally four letters of intent. The SFC later withdrew three of 
them (First Colony, Santa Rosa, and Calsyn). 

3. Although the sole proposal submitted was unresonsive to the solicitation, the 
SFC Board determined that this type of project was essential to a synthetic 
fuels program, and the SFC proceeded with direct negotiations with the 
sponsor. 

4. This includes the Keystone Project, which the SFC Board has not yet decided 
to admit.
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Effectiveness of Solicitation Methods 

The SEC has found that the most effective type of 
solicitation is one that is structured so that it requires 
projects to meet specific evaluation criteria and mile-
stones requiring clear definition of a project's engi-
neering, cost estimates, marketing plan, financial 
structure, and permitting requirements so that risks are 
reduced to an acceptable range for first-of-a-kind pro-
jects. A second key element to an effective solicita-
tion is negotiating flexibility so that discussions can 
proceed while the project pursues design work and 
equity commitments. Finally, the SEC finds that the 
most competitive environment appears to be created 
when projects compete within defined resource cate-
gories but not solely on a low-bid basis. Because 
synthetic fuels project definition is seldom sufficient to 
permit sponsors to submit binding low bids early in the 
process, sponsors need negotiating interaction with the 
SFC ("nurturing") to develop confidence that the forms 
and amounts of assistance will be adequate. 

Another "nurturing" approach developed by the SEC has 
been the practice of advancing a project "condi tonally." 
For example, if a project meets most of the criteria 
and shows the potential of meeting the remaining one 
or two criteria within the timeframe of a solicitation, 
the project could be advanced on the condition that it 
satisfy the remaining criteria by a certain date. This 
type of conditional advancement gives sponsors con-
tinued Incentive to spend money for project develop-
ment. 
One feature of the Energy Security Act (ESA) that the 
SEC has found to be impractical and unnecessarily 
limiting Is the heavy emphasis on competitive selection 
of projects through the solicitation process. The pool 
of mature first-of-a-kind synthetic fuels projects was 
simply too small to make such an emphasis reasonable. 
Strict competitive requirements, similar to those used 
in government procurement, are not feasible or desir-
able when dealing with an embryonic industry, accord-
ing to the SEC. 

Effectiveness of Forms of Assistance 

With regard to the effectiveness of different forms of 
financial assistance, the SEC has found that price 
guarantees and loan guarantees are relatively respon-
sive to sponsor needs, and a combination of the two is 
the most effective use of the SEC's obligational author-
ity. The SFC believes that price guarantees are neces-
sary initially to ensure the long-run viability of most 
synthetic fuels projects. However, because price guar-
antee payments are taxable and are received much 
later than the equity investment (between 4 and 
14 years, assuming a 4 year construction period and a 
10 year price guarantee period), they are an inefficient 
method of enhancing the sponsor's return on invest-
ment. The SEC has also found that loan guarantees are 
generally necessary because they limit the amount of 
equity required, allow debt financing on a non-recourse 
basis that shields the sponsors' other assets from risk of 
default, and through leveraging provide the opportunity 
for enhanced return on equity investment. Taking into 
account tax effects, the effective leverage for a spon-
sor could be as high as 85 percent.

From the SEC's viewpoint, a combination of loan and 
price guarantees is generally most effective in encour-
aging owners to proceed with the lowest amount of 
obligations] authority. With this approach, repayment 
of the guaranteed loan converts SEC liability on the 
loan to price guarantee payments. This type of assist-
ance package results in total obligational authority that 
is 30 to 60 percent lower than if the loan and price 
guarantees were provided separately. 

By contrast, purchase agreements require substantially 
greater amounts of obligational authority than price 
guarantees because they require SEC outlays to cover 
the total product cost, not just the differential between 
the market price and the support price, as in the case 
of a price guarantee. Thus, purchase agreements have 
no more value to a sponsor than price guarantees yet 
cost the SEC substantially more. 

Similarly, direct loans were considered unnecessary 
because the private market will provide the capital 
required so long as the loan is secured by a government 
guarantee. Also, direct loans, unlike loan guarantees, 
require budget outlays when loan funds are disbursed 
rather than only upon a default. 

Joint ventures, restricted by the ESA to synthetic fuels 
project modules, are accorded the lowest priority 
among the forms of assistance. Because modules 
cannot cover operating costs, price guarantees would be 
required to keep these facilities operating. However, 
the ESA excludes price guarantees assistance to joint 
venture projects. 

Enhancements to Forms of Assistance 

The SEC has considered several options for enhancing 
the effectiveness of certain assistance mechanisms. 
One extremely beneficial modification to the price 
guarantee incentive would be the use of advance pay-
ments that would be made during the construction 
phase pro rata with equity investment. As price 
guarantee payments are earned by the sale of product 
these earned amounts would be offset against the 
advance. The SEC believes that with advance pay-
ments, both aggregate and per barrel SEC assistance 
could be reduced by about 40 to 50 percent. 

Under the ESA, loan guarantees are limited to 75 per-
cent of project costs. This limit includes an allowance 
for potential accrued but unpaid interest in the event of 
future default. As a result, the principal amount of 
guaranteed debt is effectively reduced to approxi-
mately 70 percent of the project costs. The SEC 
believes that the effectiveness of loan guarantee 
authority would be enhanced if only the principal 
amount of guaranteed debt was limited to 75 percent of 
project costs, rather than the principal amount plus the 
allowance for potential unpaid interest. 
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Regarding direct loans, the SEC has found that direct 
Loans could substantially reduce the financial burden of 
senior debt only if they were made on a low interest 
rate basis with equity conversion or participation feat-
ures. Presently, the ESA provides that interest rates 
should take into account yields on comparable Treasury 
securities, suggesting that such loans be structured as a 
traditional debt transaction with market interest rates. 

The SEC also believes that another way the effective-
ness of SEC assistance could be enhanced Is the 
expanded use of joint venture authority. The ESA 
restricts SEC joint venture participation to "synthetic 
fuel project modules," i.e., projects smaller than syn-
thetic fuels commercial production facilities. The ESA 
also prohibits the use of other forms of assistance in 
conjunction with joint ventures. Without such restric-
tions, joint venture participation by the SEC also could 
reduce obligational authority commitment, according to 
the SEC. 

One alternative to a full loan guarantee is a completion 
guarantee. However, because the loan would be guar-
anteed only through construction and startup but not 
through repayment, a lender would require a higher 
debt service coverage ratio. Higher price guarantee 
levels would be required to provide such coverage, and, 
as a result, the total SEC assistance required would 
Increase. 

Lastly, the SEC concludes that regardless of the form 
of assistance used, the potential impact of proposed 
changes in tax laws on capital-intensive, low-margin, 
first generation synthetic fuels projects is particularly 
severe. Proposed changes in the energy investment tax 
credit, the alternative energy production tax credit, 
and the accelerated cost recovery system established in 
the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 could increase 
SEC assistance that is needed by projects by 50 to 
90 percent. 

Limited Number of Potential Sponsors 

The SEC has found that potential sponsors are limited 
principally by three factors. Foremost is the amount of 
equity required of sponsors if loan and price guarantees 
are the only incentives provided. With maximum per-
mitted assistance and the full use of tax benefits during 
construction, sponsors must still invest about 15 per-
cent of project capital costs as equity. For example, a 
$2 billion project would require equity of $300 million, 
a substantial share of any corporation's investment 
capital. 

A second constraining factor, according to the SFC, is 
that only a limited number of domestic corporations 
have sufficient strategic interest in synthetic fuels. 
Because corporations always have limited risk capital 
available, in choosing between a synthetic fuels facility 
and some other investment of comparable size, a cor-
poration must decide which one best serves its overall 
stratgegic interests. A company must have a strong 
long-term interest such as the need to develop secure 
energy sources; the desire to convert resources it owns 
into more marketable reserves; a technology it wishes 
to develop for licensing; or the wish to earn fees in the

construction and management of synthetic fuels pro-
jects. 

The third key factor that the SEC believes is limiting 
the number of likely sponsors is that few companies 
have the confidence or experience necessary to manage 
the commercial application of a costly new technology. 
Even large energy companies often do not have such 
experience and thus, often shy away from undertaking 
synthetic fuels projects. 

In short, the SEC's experience In attracting and nego-
tiating with sponsors indicates that it is unlikely that a 
large number of sponsors will participate in the pro-
gram on any financial terms. 

The SEC also believes that because projects employing 
Innovative technology rarely achieve a clean startup or 
advance to nameplate capacity without delay, there is a 
real value in allowing sufficient time for a "learning 
pause" between the pioneer plant and subsequent plants. 
The time required to acquire and analyze information 
derived from the startup and operation of first-of-a-
kind plants may range from 1 to 10 years from the end 
of construction. Once the technology is established, 
design criteria confirmed, and operating systems 
proven, the time needed to reach full capacity in later 
plants using the same basic design is reduced dra-
matically.	 - 

UNITED STATES CANNOT ACHIEVE SYNTHETIC 
FUELS PRODUCTION GOALS ACCORDING TO SEC 

The Energy Security Act (ESA) requires that the United 
States Synthetic Fuels Corporation (SEC) establish a 
comprehensive strategy to achieve a national synthetic 
fuels production capability of 500,000 barrels per day 
by 1987 and 2 million barrels per day by 2000. in 
Appendix C to the SEC's Comprehensive Strategy Re-
port, the SEC outlines approaches to achieving these 
goals, describes the constraints to the approaches, and 
proposes an alternative approach to developing a syn-
thetic fuels industry in the United States. 

Basis 

The financial analysis in Appendix C is not based on 
specific project data, but on cost data of multiple 
projects that were submitted to the SEC. This analysis 
assumes that little learning would be available to be 
incorporated into plant design because the schedule 
required to meet the production goal would necessitate 
parallel construction of most synthetic fuels plants. 

In this analysis, the SEC assumes that plants would be 
constructed embodying economies of scale to reduce 
unit costs. The specific project capital and operating 
costs employed in the appendix are shown in Table 1. 
(The SEC cautions that because the cost data are only 
approximations, care should be taken when comparing 
one type of resource to another.)

- 
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TABLE 1 

CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATING PARAMETERS FOR 
HYPOTHETICAL PROJECTS it 

ACHIEVE MAXIMUM PRODUCTION 

-	 Coal-	 Tar 	 Coal 

	

Liquid	 Sandal	 on	 Gasif I-

	

Mixtures Heavy Oil	 shale	 cation 

Capacity (BOED)	 9,460	 10,000	 30,000	 40,000 
Project Life (Years)	 30	 16	 30	 30 

Constant Dollar Unit Coatsl 

	

Capital/BOED2 (U	 21,600	 19,059	 74,100	 78,700 

O&M 3/BOE4 (4)	 II	 20	 28	 27

As-Spent Project Capital 
• Costs (Million 05	 300	 300	 3,700	 5,900 

I. First quarter 1985 dollars 
2. Design, engineering, and construction cciis through startup excluding 

Interest expenses 
3. Operations and management 
t BOB: Banale of oil equivalent 
S. As-spent dollar cosra for plant design, engineering, construction, 

startup, and Interest during construction and startup, assuming 1967 
start of construction 

The SEC assumes that the financial assistance is con-
vertible loan and price guarantees. The guaranteed 
loan is assumed to fund debt principal up to 89 percent 
of project construction and startup costs. The loan 
term for the hypothetical coal, oil shale, and coal-
water mixtures projects is assumed to be 18 years, 
including a 3 year grace period on principal repayment. 
The guaranteed loan term for tar sands/heavy oil pro- 
jects is 13 years including a 3 year grace period on 
repayment of debt principal. interest and principal 
payments are assumed to be made semi-annually in 
equal installments, and the interest rate is assumed to 
be 105 percent of the treasury bond rate. 

In the analysis, price guarantees are limited to a 
10 year term from the start of production. The support 
prices utilized are $70 per barrel oil equivalent (first 
quarter 1985 dollars) for the hypothetical coal and oil 
shale projects and $40 per barrel oil equivalent for the 
hypothetical tar sand/heavy oil and coal-water mixtures 
projects, each escalated by the Producer Price Index, 

The SEC assumes that the project sponsors are corpora-
tions which can use all tax benefits on a current basis. 
However, neither the energy investment tax credit nor 
the energy production tax credit are assumed to be 
unavailable to these projects. The analysis uses the 
SE C's median energy price forecast as follows: 

SEC Oil Price Projections 

$/Barrel 

	

1990	 31 

	

1995	 34 

	

2000	 37

Table 2 summarizes the results of the financial analysis 
for each hypothetical resource/technology project. 

ThaLE 2 

ESTIMATED SPC PIN ANQAL ASSISTANCE 
REQUIRED FOR HYPOTHETICAL PROJECTS 

(Dolk	 - 

Coal-	 Tar	 Coal 
Liquid	 Sands/	 Oil	 Caaif I-

Mixtures Heavy Oil 	 shale	 cation 

Total Assistance (MillIon,	 300	 500	 3,500	 5,800 
of As-Spent Dollars) 

Total Per BOED Capacity	 32,000	 50,000	 115,000	 145,000 

Obllgational authority necessary to yield 31 percent real return on 
equity, assuming convertible loan and price guarantee assistance 

The synthetic fuels resource mix used in the analysis 
was selected based on the following constraints: 

• Minimizing the required SEC obligational au-
thority by first selecting, to the greatest 
practicable extent, project categories (tar 
sand/heavy oil and coal-water mixtures) that 
need least financial assistance per barrel. The 
potential for using coal-water fuels in utilities 
is limited by the number of facilities currently 
burning oil, and the potential for tar sand/heavy 
oil is limited by the resource base. 

• Taking advantage of available learning benefits 
by aiming at larger coal and oil shale projects 
of 30,000 to 40,000 barrels oil equivalent per 
day. 

• Focusing first on plants with short construction 
and startup times, which favors tar sand/heavy 
oil and coal-water mixtures projects. 

• Avoiding construction bottlenecks in either in-
frastructure, manufacturing, or management by 
avoiding undue geographic or industry concen-
tration. 

Results 

The SFC's Appendix C discusses approaches to pursuing 
the statutory production goal in three sections. The 
first section of the appendix examines the 1987 target 
of 500,000 barrels oil equivalent per day. The second 
looks at the expected SEC financial assistance required 
to meet the 1992 production target of 2 million barrels 
oil equivalent per day. The third section discusses how 
much production capability might be put in place by 
1992 within the ESA budgetary constraint of $88 billion. 

The SEC does not believe that the 1987 production 
target can be achieved under current conditions. New 
projects could not now be planned, designed, financed, 
and constructed in time to contribute measurably to the 
1987 target. Production capabilities contributing to the 
1981 production target are limited to the SEC's Phase I 
program and synthetic fuels projects implemented with-
out SEC assistance.	 The Phase I projects (Union 
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Phase I, Cool Water, Dow Syngas, Great Plains, Forest 
Hill, and Seep Ridge) are the only projects scheduled to 
be completed by 1987; their combined capacity is 
approximately 46,000 barrels oil equivalent per day. 

Other domestic synthetic fuels projects expected to 
have a production capability by 1987 include Tennessee 
Eastman and several other smaller projects for a total 
capacity of less than 15,000 barrels oil equivalent per 
day. Together, all these projects have an aggregate 
production capacity of less than 60,000 barrels oil equi-
valent per day, far short of the statutory 1987 produc-
tion target of 500,000 barrels oil equivalent per day. 

In their analysis of meeting the 1992 production target, 
the SEC assumes that it would assist a mix of projects 
to achieve a production capability of 2 million barrels 
oil equivalent per day by 1992. This mix, shown in 
Table 3 is based on specific resource, technology, and 
market limitations.

TABLE 3 

SYC ESTUILATE OF PROJECT MIX TO
ACHIEVE THE 1992 PRODUCTION TARGET 

Estimated Estimated 
Estimated Total Total SPC 

1993 Number Capital A.E.tsnee 
Project Capacity of Plants Cost R.qutred 

(sOtD (1995 1) (MIllion
1) 

CoaI-Weter Mixtures 300,000 30 6.430 1.910 
Tar SantIHesvyOil 500,000 50 9,530 24,925 
Oil Shale 500,000 15 37,050 59,000 
Coal GasIficatIon 578,500 15 45,529 83,159 

Sub-Total 1,879,500 110 99,599 176,054 
Other Capacity- 121,500 is 7.000 7.355 

Total 2,000,000 123 105,598 183,401

*Includes capacities of the Phase I contracted and latter of Intent 
projects currently pending before the SPC and approximately 15,000 
BOED of synthetic fuels capacity from projects not assisted by the 
sFC 

Total SFC financial assistance required to implement 
this strategy is estimated at $183.4 billion, significantly 
more than the $88 billion authorized by the ESA. More-
over, the SEC believes that even if this additional 
funding were made available, the required production 
capability could not actually be in place by 1992 
because of logistical and economic constraints. 

Because the production goal cannot be met within the 
budgetary and other constraints imposed by the ESA, 
the SEC conducted an additional analysis to determine 
the maximum production capacity that might be 
achieved by 1992 within the $88 billion budget con-
straint of the ESA. The results of this analysis are 
presented in Table 4.

TABLE 4 

SPC ESTIMATE OF PROJECT MIX TO
ACHIEVE MAXIMUM CAPACITY WITHIN $89 BILLION 

Estimated Estinated 
Estimated Total Total SIt 

1992 Number Capital Assisisnee 
Project Capacity of Plants Cost Required 

(BOED) (1995 1) (MIllion 
As-Spent 30 

Coal-Water Mixtures 300.000 30 6,500 8,910 
T.j' Ssn/Hesvy Oil 500,000 50 9,500 24,925 
Oil shale 375,000 13 29,000 48,750 
Coal Gasification - - - -

Sub-Total	 1,175,000	 93	 44,000	 90,845 
Other Capecitye	 121,500	 13	 7.000	 7,355 

Total	 1,299,500	 106	 51,000	 99,000

flncludes capacities of the Phase I contracted and letter of intent 
projects currently pending before the SIt and approxitnet.ly, 15,000 
BOW	 th of •ynetlo fuels capacity from projects not assisted by the 
SPc 

This project mix is estimated to yield a synthetic fuels 
production capacity of almost 1.3 million barrels per 
day, or 65 percent of the 2 million barrels per day 
target by 1992. By focusing heavily on lowest cost 
technologies, no coal gasification or liquefaction pro-
jects would be assisted as part of such a program, 

Alternative Approach 

The SFC's analysis of the statutory production goal 
indicates that the goal is not attainable for either the 
1981 or 1992 production capability targets within the 
constraints imposed by the ESA, given the current 
economic and energy climate. Therefore, the SEC 
believes that the United States should pursue a policy 
to encourage the "market-driven" development of a 
domestic synthetic fuels industry. This policy, as 
identified in the SFC's programmatic objectives and 
Phase I Business Plan, would entail continuing the two-
phased structure of the ESA. The SFC would continue 
to implement Phase I by assisting relatively small-scale 
commercial projects using diverse resources and tech-
nologies. A Phase II strategy and program would then 
be determined on the basis of experience and conclu-
sions based on the Phase I program. 

The SEC believes that with this phased program, it is 
not unreasonable to expect that a synthetic fuels pro-
duction capability of about 2 million barrels per day 
could be attained by 2010. Production would come 
from many large coal and oil shale plants, with the 
balance coming from smaller utility-owned plants using 
Integrated-cycle coal gasification and coal-water mix-
tures technologies, along with expanded heavy oil and 
tar sand production. The SEC provides the following 
example (not necessarily their projection) of a 
sequenced expansion of a domestic synthetic fuels in-
dustry to reach a 2 million barrels per day production 
capability by 2010: 

• All of the SEC's Phase I plants are operational 
in 1991.

-

- 
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• Maximum learning benefits. from the Phase I
projects are achieved between 1995 and 2000. 
The most economically attractive synthetic 
fuels plants (i.e., coal gasification combined-
cycle units for electricity generation and per-
haps some tar sand/heavy oil) begin construc-
tion design in the mid-1990s. 

• Initial design and investment in approximately 
ten oil shale and coal plants begin in 1995, and 
these plants come on line by 2000. 

• The next group of plants could be under design 
in 2000. Given the immediate experience and 
trained work force from the plants then coming 
on line, 20 or more plants could be undertaken 
simultaneously. 

th'e SFC'concludes that the private sector will not build, 
pioneer 'synthetic fuels, plants in the foreseeable future 
without substantial government assistance. However, if 
pioneer plants are built and operated successfully, 
second and third generation plants can be expected to 
be economically justified as early as 1995 and almost 
certainly by 2010. 

Conclusion 

The SFC has concluded that the production goal cannot 
be met under current conditions, and thus a comprehen-
sive strategy cannot be formulated as specified by the 
ESA. Such a course of action would be highly disruptive 
and imprudent compared to an orderly course of devel-
opment for a competitive synthetic fuels industry.

CONGRESS TERMINATES SFC 

On December 18, 1985 it Was announced that 
House/Senate Conferees had agreed to legislation that 
will terminate the United States Synthetic Fuels Cor-
poration (SEC). The legislation to end future activities 
of the SFC was incorporated into the Continuing Reso-
lution legislation that provides funding for federal 
agencies for the remainder of fiscal 1986. Due to the 
late-breaking nature of the decision, complete details 
were not available in time to be incorporated into this 
issue of the Pace Synthetic Fuels Report. However, the 
proposed legislation includes the following: 

• All funds that have not been awarded by the 
SFC have been rescinded 

• The SFC has 120 days (until mid-March 1986) to 
phase out all activities 

• Responsibility for the four projects that re-
ceived SFC financial assistance (Cool Water, 
Dow Syngas, Forest Hill, and Parachute Creek) 
will be transferred to the United States Trea-
sury Department. 

Before the House/Senate confeeres Continuing Resolu-
tion Is enacted into law, both houses of Congress must 
vote on the legislation and President Reagan must sign 
it. Both actions are expected to occur before COngress 
adjourns for its Christmas vacation. 

Additional details of the SPC's demise will be discussed 
in the next issue of the Pace Synthetic Fuels Report. 
Although Congress' action does not represent the end of 
all synthetic fuels activities, it certainly represents the 
conclusion of another cycle In the United States synthe-
tic fuels industry. 
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ENERGY POLICY & FORECASTS 
SFC FORECASTS 2 PERCENT ANNUAL REAL OIL 
PRICE INCREASE IN 19901S 

On August 21, 1985 the Board of Directors of the 
United States Synthetic Fuels Corporation (SFC) for-
mally approved the eleven appendices to the SFC's 
Comprehensive Strategy Report. Appendix C sum-
marizes supply and demand forecasts for conventional 
oil and gas, and the SFCs energy price projections to 
2000. The SFC believes that the real price for oil will 
remain constant through the 1980s, and increase at 
approximately 2 percent per year thereafter. 

To develop its price projections, the SFC compiles 
many (usually 30 or more) forecasts of low, median, and 
high oil prices from "credible" outside sources. Using 
these data, the SFC conducts regression and simulation 
analyses to generate a range of futures prices, each 
with a distinct probability of occurrence. The forecasts 
are then used in the financial analysis of projects,. 
estimates of program outlays, and projections in the 
Comprehensive Strategy Report. 

Table 1 compares the projected crude oil prices used by 
the SFC with those projected by the United States 
Department of Energy (DOE); Energy Information Ad-
ministration (EIA); Ashland Oil Company; Chevron Cor-
poration; and Gas Research Institute (CR1) in 1984 
dollars per barrel.

TABLE 1 

COMPARISON OF OIL PRICE PROJECTIONS 
(Dollars) 

L
1990 1995 2000 

M H L M H L M H 

SFC 25 31 37 27 34 42 30 37 49 
EIA 25 30 40 30 40 55 na na na 
Ashland 23 26 34 21 26 40 19 26 49 
Chevron 25 30 34 25 32 39 30 40 50 
GRI na 31 na na 35 na na 40 na

L= Low,	 M Median 11= High 

Sources: United States Department of Energy, Energy 
Information Administration, Annual Energy 
Outlook 1994, January 1985; Ashland 
Company, "Ashland: Crude Prices to Stay 
Weak," Oil and Gas Journal, September 1984; 
Chevron Corporation, World Energy Outlook, 
July 1984; Gas Research Institute, Baseline 
Projection of United States Energy Supply 
and Demanth 1983-2000, october 1984.

With regard to the energy supply/demand balance, the 
SFC agrees with the prevailing view among forecasters 
that the United States is on a path toward increased 
reliance on imported energy. This increased reliance on 
Imports will be caused by falling production of oil and 
gas from domestic reserves coupled with increasing de-
mand as the economy rows. 

In the appendix to the Comprehensive Strategy Report, 
the SFC points out that forecasts by DOE and CR1 
Indicate United States domestic shortfalls may neces-
sitate oil imports of more than 7 million barrels per day 
and natural gas imports of about 3 trillion cubic feet 
Per day by the end of the century. Projections by the 
Office of Technology Assessment and the Congressional

 Service anticipate even higher oil import 
rates in the 19908. The SFC believes that these 
forecasts may be low due to recently declining real oil 
prices, which would reduce incentives for exploration 
and production of domestic resources. Oil imports of 
the magnitude expected in the 1990s would make the 
United States more vulnerable to supply interruptions 
and would further increase the trade deficit, according 
to the SFC.

8#14 

CRR CRITICIZES FEDERAL ENERGY 
SUBSIDY PROGRAMS 

The Center for Renewable Resources (CRR), a non-
profit organization based in Washington, D.C., which 
describes itself as the educational Affiliate of the Sols 
Lobby, issued a report dated October 1985 entitled "The 
Hidden Costs of Energy" and sub-titled "Row Taxpayers 
Subsidize Energy Development." The report is strongly 
critical of what it considers inadequate tax incentives 
for emerging renewable energy technologies while tax 
breaks for traditional, established sources (what the 
report refers to as "bountiful subsidies to oil, gas, and 
nuclear") would be continued in tax packages now 
before Congress. The report goes on to claim that "the 
subsidies institutionalize inefficiencies and waste 
scarce capital on costly energy boondoggles such as 
synfuels plants and nuclear reactors." 

The CRR report claims that the "hidden cost" of energy 
(tax money used to subsidize energy producers, includ-
ing direct agency outlays, tax breaks, loans and loan 
guarantees, and an array of federal support programs) 
was equivalent to $523 for every household in the 
United States in 1984. The total $44 billion the federal 
government reportedly used to subsidize the energy 
Industry in 1984 amounts to about one quarter of the 
nation's $180 billion annual budget deficit The report 
observes that more than $41 billion of the total 1984 
subsidy was provided to mature energy technologies 
with more than $15 billion going to nuclear power while 
the oil industry received $48.5 billion, and hydropower 
received $2.3 billion. Emerging renewable energy 
sources solar, wind, waste-to-energy, ethanol, wood, 
and geothermal—received $1.7 billion, and energy effi-
ciency, which CRR cans "by far the most cost effective 
investment," received $864 million. 
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Tax Expemdl luffa 

Accelerated Cat Recovery Syaten, (ACES) 
Investment Tax Credit (ITC) 

Billion $ Expensing of Construction Period Interest 
Tax Exempt Bonding by Publicly Owned 

Utilities 
15.56 Percentage Depletion 

Expecting of Drilling and Exploration Cats 
3.80 Tax Exempt Pollution Control and Similar 
2.38 Bonding 

Residential Energy Credits 
Utility Dividend Re-Investment 

28.00 Deduction for Future Reclamation Cats 
Business Energy Credits 
Alcohol Exemption from Gasoline Excise Tax 

0.53 Tax Exempt Black Lung Benefits 
0.44 Capital Gains Treatment of Coal Royalties 
2.22 Accelereted Amortization 
1.11 Other Tax Expenditures 

Sub-Total 
4.61 Principal Agency Outlays 

Department of Energy 
0.09 Army Corp. of Engineers (Defense) 
0.74 Departments of Labor and Health and Human 
3.78 Services 
1.e9 Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
1.27 Environmental Protection Agency 
ne Naval Petroleum & oil Shale Reserves 
Re Internal Revenue Service (Treasury) 
as 
-

Bureau of Reclamation (Interim) 
8.58 Minerals Management Service (Interior) 

Coast Guard (Transportation) 
Strategic Petroleum Reserve (Energy) 

1.65 Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement 
0. lB (Interior) 
0.35 Mine Safety and Health Administration (Labor) 
0.11 Bureau of Land Management (Interior) 
0.60 United States Geological Survey (Interior) 

_W1. Bureau of Mines (Interior) 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 

3.40 (Energy) 
International Atomic Energy Agency (State) 

0.36 Sub-Total 
0.18 Cat of Loans and Guarantees 
0.10 Rural Electrification Administration 

Tennessee Valley Authority 
0.84 Export-Import Bank 

Bonneville Power Administration 
Other Power Marketing Admlnlstretion, 

0.33 .	 Synthetic Fuels Corporation 
0.22 Maritime Administration 
0.45 Department of Energy 
0.11 Sub-Total 
0:22 Total 
0.00 
1.70

Regarding specific industry subsidies, the CR11 report 
offers the following observations (refer to Tables 1 and 
2 for reported subsidies by industry and by category): 

TABLE I 

FEDERAL ENERGY SUBSIDIES 
REPORTED BY INDUSTRY 

(Fiscal Year 191141 1111141 Dollars) 

Electric UWitles 
Nuclear Electric 
Fossil Electric 
Fuel Subsidy 
Hydroelectric 
Renewable Sources 

Total
Natural Gas 
Intangible Drilling Coat 
Percentage Depletion Allowance 
Accelerated Cost Recovery System 
Investment Tax Credit 
Agency Direct Outlay 

Total 
Oil 
Intangible Drilling Cats 
Percentage Depletion Allowance 
Accelerated Cat Recovery System 
Investment Tax Credit 
Agency Direct Outlays 
Expensing of Construction Period Interest 
Expensing of Tertiary Injectants 
Tax Benefits for Foreign Operations 

Total 
Cal 
Program Outlays 
ITC 
ACRS 
IDC 
Depletion 
Other Tax Expenditure 

Total 
Synfuels 
ACES & ITC 
Program Outlays 
Loans and Guarantees 
Price Supports 

Total 
Renewable Energy 
Residential Energy Credits 
Business Energy Credits 
AC" 
vrC 
Program Outlays 
Alcohol Fuel Excise Tax-Exemption 
Other Tax Expenditures 

Total 
'ne • not estimated 

Synthetic Fuels--'At the center of the synfuels 
collapse is the tact that the Industry was set to 
compete with oil at $50 to $100 per barrel. 
With the Stabilization of prices at $27 per 
barrel and construction costs climbing even 
higher, there is no near term hope for the 
industry.	 Between 1982 and 1985, several 
major synfuel projects met financial collapse. 
It's expected that the final cost In lost invest-
ments will range up to several billion dollars.

TABLE 2 

FEDERAL ENERGY SUBSIDIES 
REPORTED BY CATEGORY B 

(FIscal year 1184; 1984 Dollars)

Billion $ 

11,830 
5,310 
4.100 
2,240 

1.775 
1.555 
1.000 

595 
415 
400 
230 
215 
165 
110 

61 
180 

30.181 

4.049 
1,022 

783 

466 
280 
256 
193 
ITO 
162 
161 
159 
125 

Ill 
SI 
78 
46 
46 

is 
3,235 

3,986 
779 
275 
260 
156 
100 

mill. 
a 

43.952 

A number of analysts believe that once the 
price of oil begins to climb again, federal 
support could make synfuels a viable energy 
option despite its substantial economic and en-
vironmental costs. Others say that if the 
nation turns to conservation and renewable 
energy, the immense capital expenditure for 
synfuels and the government price supports will 
never be justified." 

S Electric Power'-"Although electric utilities 
provided only 13 percent of the nation's energy 
In 1984, the industry received nearly two-thirds 
of federal energy subsidies. Federal support for 
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the electric industry through agency budget 
outlays, tax breaks, and loans In 1984 totalled 
$28 billion. . . The bulk of federal support for 
electricity, about $15 billion, is in the form of 
tax breaks for plant construction. The cost of 
loans and loan guarantees, also primarily for 
construction, add up to about $5 billion. 
Another $7.4 billion not included in the total 
$28 billion is in the form of 'phantom 
taxes'—money collected from consumers 
through utility bills in 1984 to cover utility tax 
payments which were deferred and not paid to 
the federal government... The federal com-
mitment to the electrified vision of the fut-
ure. . . has frozen energy policy-making and is 
likely to stretch out and deepen the current 
structure of subsidies. . . The result Is that 
electricity will probably continue to receive the 
largest portion of the federal energy sub-
sidy—distorting competition with more effi-
cient energy sources." 

• Oil—"In view of the consensus that oil is run-
ning out, the solution for the instability of 
supplies is not to find more expensive oil, and 
continue to distort the energy market and cloud 
policy-making through subsidies, but to encour-
age investment in viable technologies that can 
save oil at a fraction of new production costs." 

• Natural Gas-"The role that natural gas will 
play In the future is related to its future price 
and determination of how much domestic gas 
will ultimately be available. . . If reserves 
prove to be much greater than currently esti-
mated, then natural gas stands a good chance of 
expanding its market tinder a system of desub-
sidized competition. The subsidy Issue facing 
natural gas Is whether exploration, drilling, and 
possible overconsumption will be encouraged, or 
if efficient use will extend the life of domestic 
supplies and help keep consumer bills down over 
a longer term." 

• Coal—"Greatly expanded use of coal is not 
likely in the near future, unless the world coal 
glut dissolves and the threat of oil and electric-
ity shortages in the United States break the 
current political impasse. The $3.4 billion fed-
eral subsidy in the meantime serves to maintain 
coal's competitive position with gas and oil and 

- to provide an additional fuel subsidy for the 
electric industry. The indirect problem is that 
coal-fired power plants are heavily subsidized 
and under 'Treasury IF depreciation is acceler-
ated from 15 years to 10 years, making them 
even more attractive. The result is a danger of 
subsidizing increased pollution—acid rain and 
the 'greenhouse effect'.., Instead of cheaper 
energy efficiency." 

The report also provides observations for various seg-
ments of the renewable energy industries including: 
photovoltaics, solar heating and cooling, centralized 
solar thermal, wind, alcohol fuels (primarily ethanol), 
wood, geothermal, waste-to-energy, hydropower, and 
energy efficiency. CRR's reported concerns for the

long-term effects of inadequate subsidies include all 
areas of renewable energy and conservation. The 
report claims that "the solar industry faces an exten-
sive collapse as the withdrawal of tax credits shrinks 
markets and the interest of investors, yielding interna-
tional markets to Japan;. . . the wind industry faces a 
similar collapse, . . . yielding international markets to 
Denmark and West Germany; development of small 
hydropower will be delayed; ethanol fuels, now contri-
buting about 600 million gallons to United States sup-
ply, will be drastically cut and most likely replaced by 
Imports from Brazil; the trend for industrial switching 
to wood fuels will be slowed; and energy efficiency 
Improvements, the cheapest and most easily accessible 
source of energy, will continue largely untapped." 
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ECONOMICS 
SFC DETAILS ECONOMIC ANALYSIS SHOWING 
$10 BILLION BENEFIT FROM 118 PROGRAM 

In its Comprehensive Strategy Report to Congress, the 
United States Synthetic Fuels Corporation (SFC) sum-
marized the results of an economic analysis of their 
program. (See page 1-13 of the September 1985 Pace 
Synthetic Fuels Report.) Details of the analysis were 
recently released by the SFC as Appendix H to the 
Report. 

The SFC has concluded that synthetic fuels will not 
become competitive with other sources of energy until 
the following milestones are achieved: 

• The technblogies have been built and opéated
at commercial scales 	 -. 

• Large follow-on commercial facilities are con-
structed to capture economies of scale 

• Projects have operated for a long enough period 
to gain learning benefits 	 - 

S Possibly a subsequent generation of.rojects is 
designed and built to incorporate earlier exper-
ience. 

In Appendix H E the SFC describes the potential econo-
mic benefits of expediting the development.of a synthe-
tic fuels industry by supporting a few pioneer plants. 
These benefits include reducing the cost of second and 
third generation plants, lowering • current world oil 
prices, and improving energy supply security. 	 - 

Benefits Derived from Cost 
Improvement 

The SFC forecasts that even with high oil prices, 
pioneer synthetic fuels plants will not begin to be 
economic within the next 25 to 30 years. Therefore, 
these first-generation plants will not be built by private 
Industry without financial assistance. Without the 
experience from pioneer plant operation, development 
of a commercial synthetic fuels industry will be de-
layed, and the United States will not experience an 
early realization of the benefits of such an industry. 
The SFC's Appendix H describes the potential for re-
duced cost of synthetic fuels production as a result of 
successful operation of pioneer plants, and the econo-
mic benefits resulting from the SFC's financial assist 
ance to such plants. 

The SFC first describes the potential cost improvement 
that may be achieved in the synthetic fuels industry by 
examining several other industries. The low-density 
polyethylene, ammonia, and alumina refining industries 
were examined for examples of historical evidence of 
learning benefits. These three industries were selected 
because they collectively have certain characteristics 
similar to a synthetic fuels industry, e.g., a large solids-
handling component, chemicalsynthesis, high capital 
Intensity, and so forth. AU three industries have 
displayed substantial cost improvement as shown In 
Figure 1. In general, costs have declined 20 percent for 
each doubling of cumulative output.

FIGURE 1 
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The SFCs discussion of the cost Improvements for the 
three industries Is intended to be illustrative. However, 
because these widely divergent industries show a simi-
lar rate of cost improvement, development of a synthe-
tic fuels industry is expected to be similar. As synthe-
tic fuels production technologies are refined, usually 
with an increase in scale, throughput capacity, and 
plant reliability, unit production costs will tend to fall 
substantially. 

As a further example of potential cost reductions, the 
SFC examined the histories of the South African Coal, 
Oil and Gas Corporation (SASOL) indirect coal liquefac-
tion program and the Great Plains project. The 
SASOL I plant experienced major problems for several 
years, and took 4 to 5 years to reach 75 percent of 
design capacity. SASOL II, which began operation ap-
pSximately 25 years after SASOL I, took approxi-
mately 2 years to reach 75 percent of design capacity. 
The construction period for SASOL III was approxi-

-
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different size on the same site. Labor, maintenance, 
and other , unit operating costs may also decrease as 
plant capacity Increases, but are generally smaller than 
those associated with unit capital costs. 

mately 1.5 years shorter than for SASOL II, and 
SASOL Ill took only 9 months to reach 90 percent of 
design capacity. 

Great Plains successfully tested 12,000 tons of North 
Dakota lignite in the SASOL gasifiers. However, the 
benefit of the test information with respect to the coal 
gasification process contrasts with the difficulty en-
countered by Great Plains in achieving adequate sulfur 
recovery. Because SASOL encountered, and continues 
to encounter, operational problems with the sulfur 
recovery process, the design of the Great Plains plant 
did not have the benefit of SASOL learning experience. 
Hence, Great Plains has also experienced startup prob-
lems with its sulfur recovery units. 

The SFC believes that the potential for cost savings 
generated by pioneer plants derives from three inter-
related and interdependent sources. First, industry will 
learn to design better plants, build them more effi-
ciently, and operate them more economically. The SEC 
refers to these savings as "cost improvements from 
learning." Second, once costs, capacity, performance, 
and other factors are confirmed at pioneer plants, 
private industry will be willing to risk the larger sums 
that are required for construction of larger plants that 
often are more economic than the pioneer plants. This 
source of cost savings is referred to as "economy of 
scale." Third, once pioneer plants have operated suc-
cessfully, uncertainties regarding performance and 
economics will be greatly reduced, thus allowing future 
projects to be financed at lower cost. Such lower costs 
are referred to as "financing cost improvements." 

With regard to cost Improvements from learning, the 
Rand Corporation determined that five factors have a 
major influence on the magnitude of such Improvements 
and their availability to the operators of future plants. 
First, the pioneer plant must operate for 4 to 5 years 
after startup to permit the full realization of any 
learning benefits from operations. Lesser Improve-
ments in performance continue over 10 to 15 years of 
plant operation. Second, adequate technology transfer 
through people is essential because documentation has 
little value without experienced people to Interpret it. 
Third, learning experience has the greatest impact on 
subsequent projects constructed on sites having char-
acteristics similar to the site of the pioneer plant. 
Fourth, the potential for cost improvement was found 
to be greater for plants using innovative technologies 
than for plants using previously proved technologies. 
The potential for cost improvement is also greater for 
plants incorporating extensive solids-handling systems. 
Lastly, the Rand study concluded that cost improve-
ment Is not automatic; management must pursue It 
through support of research and development, incen-
tives to employees, and on-going capital expenditures. 

Concerning economies of scale, the SEC points out that 
the capital and operating costs for major process plants 
do not increase in direct proportion to their size. With 
certain types of capacity increases, unit capital costs 
can be reduced by 10 to 30 perecent. However, when 
plant capacity is increased by adding modules or pro-
cess trains, the reduction in unit capital costs is gen-
erally less (0 to 10 percent). Economies of scale Is a 
concept most useful for comparing similar plants of

Regarding the third source of cost savings, financing 
cost improvements, the SFC concludes that because 
synthetic fuels projects are capital intensive, the pro-
duct cost is strongly influenced by the manner in which 
the project is financed. SFC contacts with investment 
banking firms indicate that the successful operation of 
pioneer plants will improve the project financing oppor-
tunities for subsequent plants. The Investment com-
munity is generally hesitant to invest in a project that 
has even a remote possibility of severe technical prob-
lems. Laboratory results or pilot plant operation are 
not sufficient to dispel technical doubts, thus necessi-
tating successfully operating commercial-scale pioneer 
plants. 

SFC assumes that the construction and operation of 
commercial-scale, pioneer synthetic fuels plants will 
result in lower costs of later generation plants through 
learning, economies of scale, and improved project 
financing. The net economic value to the United States 
of assisting these pioneer 'plants depends on when and 
by how much SEC assistance accelerates the introduc-
tion of synthetic fuels into the marketplace, and the 
amount by which synthetic fuels are cheaper than 
competing fuels.	 I 

The approach used by the SEC to estimate net scene- 
mic value of pioneer plants has two,baslc steps First, 
the capital and operating costs of supporting pioneer 
synthetic fuels plants are estimated. These estimated 
costs are subtracted from estimated sales revenues to 
be received over the life of the pioneer plants, dis-
counted at a 10 percent real rate to compute the net 
present value. In the second step, the net present cost 
of the program is compared with the net present value 
of the projected synthetic fuels industry. This pro-
jected industry would be comprised of plants that take 
advantage of cost reductions made possible by the 
operation of the pioneer plants. 
Two oil price scenarios were used to Illustrate the net 
economic benefits of the program. First, the net 
economic benefits were calculated assuming the SFC's 
median oil price scenario, which entails 2.1 percent per 
year average real growth to 2010 and 2.0 percent per 
year real growth thereafter. The second scenario 
assumes 2.1 percent per year real growth in oil prices 
until 1995 when a modest oil price shock of 20 percent 
Is assumed to occur. From 1995 to 2010, oil prices are 
assumed to Increase at 3.8 percent per year average. 
Beyond 2010, prices are assumed to grow 2 percent per 
year. 
SFCs estimate of the net present cost of the 'pioneer 
plant program (in first quarter 1985 dollars) is approxi-
mately $3 billion. The program's cost Includes the costs 
of the currently supported pioneer projects (Union I, 
Dow Syngas, and Cool Water) as well as the cost for 
five hypothetical projects. These hypothetical projects, 
characterized in Table 1, were assumed to be two 
additional coal projects, one additional shale project, 
and two tar sand projects. The costs assumed for these 
pioneer plants were then used to estimate costs for 
subsequent plants. 
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TABLE 1 

ASSUMED CHARACTERISTICS OF PIONEER 
AND SECOND AND THIRD GENERATION PLANTS 

Pioneer Plant Second Generation Third Generation 
Unit	 Unassisted2,3 

Plant	 Capital	 Levelized Plant	 Levelized3 Plant Levelized3 
Plant Type	 Scale	 Cost	 Cost Scale	 -	 Cost Scale Cost 

(HOED)'	 ($/BOED)	 ($/BOED) (BO ED)	 ($/BOED) (HOED) 5/HOED)

Oil Shale 4	 14,500	 75,000	 110	 30,000	 45-50	 45,000	 35-40 
Coal5	 7,500	 85,000	 125	 20,000	 40-50	 40,000	 25-40 
Tar Sand6	 5,500	 30,000	 90	 10,000	 55-60	 40,000	 40-50 

1. BOED: Barrels of oil equivalent per day 
2. Levelized costs for assisted projects are likely to be 20 to 30 percent lower 

because assistance improves availability and terms of financing 
3. includes total manufacturing costs plus capital charges 
4. includes upgrading of raw shale oil. Operation of 20 years 
5. includes only facilities to produce medium-BTU gas. Operation of 20 years 
6. Does not include upgrading. Operation of 25 years 

Using the study performed by Rand as the basis for its 
approach, the SPC assumed that costs of second gener-
ation plants are reduced from approximately 8 to 
22 percent due to the effects of learning. Levelized 
cost reductions for third generation plants were as-
sumed to be approximately 12 percent. 

Reduction in unit costs resulting from economies of 
scale was estimated based on the assumed plant scales 
for second and third generation plants shown In Table 1. 
To develop the scale factors assumed for estimating 
economies of scale, cost estimates of specific projects 
proposed to the SFC spanning a range of plant sizes 
were used. This led to assumed cost reductions of 
approximately 5 to 30 percent for second generation 
plants and of approximately 0 to 20 percent for third 
generation plants. 

To estimate the cost savings from improvements In the 
method of financing second and third generation plants, 
the SPC used the following assumptions: 

Pioneer Plant 
• 100 percent equity 
• 21 percent real after-tax rate of return on 

equity 

Second and Third Generation Plants 
• 50 percent equity 
• 17 percent real after-tax rate of return on 

equity 
• 50 percent debt

• Interest on debt equal to 120 percent of the 
20 year Treasury bond rate. 

Based on these assumptions, financing cost Improve-
ments of approximately 5 to 30 percent for second 
generation plants and approximately 0 to 10 percent for 
third generation plants were calculated. 

The SFC evaluated the assumed cost improvements for 
second and third generation synthetic fuels plants 
against historical evidence of cost improvement for the 
low density polyethylene, ammonia, and alumina refin-
ing industries. (The rates do not include the effects of 
improved financing.) Over a 26 year period, represent-
ing 26 years operation of the pioneer plant, 8 years 
operation of second generation plants, and 5 years oper-
ation of third generation plants, levelized cost reduc-
tions of 0.10, 0.21, and 0.07 were determined using the 
Rand approach for oil shale, coal, and tar sand plants, 
respectively. These levelized cost reductions compare 
with the historical 0.2 average reductions exhibited by 
the combined low density polyethylene, ammonia, and 
alumina refining industries. The SFC therefore believes 
that their estimates of cost improvements are not 
overly optimistic. 

The SFC calculated the total present value for a 
synthetic fuels industry comprised of second and third 
generation plants, then subtracted the net present cost 
of the pioneer program (approximately $3 billion) to 
yield the net present value of the pioneer program. 
Two cases were considered: the SFOs median price 
scenario and an oil price shock scenario. The results 
are presented in Table 2. 
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TABLE 2 

ESTIMATED NET ECONOMIC VALUE OF A
SYNTHETIC FUELS INDUSTRY DERIVED 

FROM A PIONEER PLANT PROGRAM
(Million 1985 Dollars) 

Median	 Price - 
Industry	 Price	 Shock 

Size	 Scenario	 Scenario
(Thousand 

ROE 0) 

0 (3,000) (31000) 
400 (2,000)-(2,200) 0-700 
800 (1,100)-(1,600) 3,000-4,300 

1,200 (100)-(900) 5,900-7,900 
1,600 (200)-800 8,800-11,500 
2,000 500-1,700 11,700-15,200 
2,400 1,100-2,700 14,600-18,800

Percent
Production 

From 

Shale	 30-40	 30-40 
Coal	 25-30	 25-30 
Tar Sand	 45-30	 45-30 

The SFC draws two major conclusions from the analy-
sis. First, there appears to be a real potential for 
realizing positive economic benefits from the Phase I 
Program. If the pioneer program results in the develop-
ment of a synthetic fuels industry having a production 
capability of 2 million barrel crude oil equivalent per 
day by about 2015, the net present value of the 
economic benefit to the United States would be about 
$500 million to about $1.7 billion. The range reflects 
the sensitivity of the benefit to changes in the assumed 
economies of scale and to variations in the fraction of 
total production contributed by the three resources. 

The SPas second, major conclusion is that the results 
are much more sensitive to assumptions about oil prices 
than to either the assumed distribution of production 
from. the various resources or the variation in estimated 
cost reductions. If there were an oil price shock, the 
estimated economic benefits of the SFC's Phase I pro-
gram would be $11 to $15 billion. The net economic 
value of the program is 7 to 12 times greater under the 
price shock scenario than under the median price scen-
ario. 

Benefits Derived from Lower 
World Oil Prices 

A second economic benefit that may be realized from 
the SF C's program is the moderating effect that a 
synthetic fuels capability may have on world oil prices. 
Because the long term price of oil is largely determined 
by the marginal production costs, promotion of a 
domestic synthetic fuels capability could limit the price 
growth of imported oil.

The SFC points out that the owners of an exhaustible 
resource such as oil may foresee the time when it will 
become scarce and dramatically increase in value. 

Therefore, its market price begins to be determined 
more by expectations about future prices than by 
current production costs. If the price is increasing, 
many owners will withhold supplies in anticipation of 
higher prices. But if the price Is not expected to be 
significantly higher, many owners will try to sell more 
now rather than later. 

Because the oil reserves of the Middle East are close to 
a pure exhaustible natural resource, the SFC thinks that 
world oil prices will continue to increase. Other fossil 
fuel resources, particularly coal and oil shale, will not 
experience such price increases for many decades be-
cause they are so plentiful relative to any reasonable 
expectation of demand. 

The national economic -benefits of the SFC's program 
are Illustrated In Figure 2. 

Without the SFC's Phase I program, the price for 
synthetic fuels falls from a to c while the price of 
conventional oil rises from g to c In accordance with 
the resource pricing theory. At point c on the figure 
the development of a commercial synthetic fuels 
Industry is undertaken by the private sector. The price 
of synthetic fuels is expected to be reduced over time 
from c to d as a result of the learning benefits from the 
progressive development of a synthetic fuels idustry. 

The SFC believes that their program advances the date 
for starting the development of a commercial synthetic 
fuels Industry from c to b. Because the learning 
benefits are realized earlier, the price of synthetic 
fuels at any given time will be lower as illustrated by 
the difference between curve cd and curve bd. 

Because the SFOs program lowers the price of 
synthetic fuels, the price at which oil becomes "uneco-
nomic" is lowered, and the date occurs earlier (at. h 
rather than c). The price and date at which synthetic 
fuels become an economic alternative to conventional 
oil is represented by point I. The difference between 
curve gc and curve ef represents real savings in the 
cost of imported oil resulting from the SFC's program., 

While any estimate of the effect of synthetic fuels upon 
world oil prices is Judgmental, the SFC concludes that 
if the existence of a viable synthetic fuels option 
depresses world oil prices by $0.25 per barrel today 
increasing to $0.47 per barrel by 2010, the benefit in 
terms of lower import payments is approximately 
$450 million per year now, increasing to approximately 
$1.3 billion per year in 2010. Using a 10 percent 
discount rate, the discounted present value of the 
benefits is approximately $8 billion. This value ac-
counts for only the benefits to the United States, not to 
its oil-importing allies in the world who would also 
benefit from the lower world oil prices. 

The economic benefits associated with reduced world 
oil prices arelargely additive to the benefits associated 
with lower costs for synthetic fuels plants. 
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FIGURE 2 

SFC's CONCEPTUAL REPRESENTATION OF OIL/SYNTHETIC 

FUELS PRICE VARIATIONS OVER TIME 
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Insurance Benefits Against Price 
and Supply Dislocations 

The SEC believes that a major benefit of their program 
is the insurance provided by an improved national 
capability to increase fuel supplies in anticipation of or 
reaction to a sudden increase in imported oil price or 
supply disruption. The SFC's program will provide the 
basis for a more rapid expansion of synthetic fuels 
production: first, from moderate-sized tar sand/heavy 
oil projects; and second, over the longer term from coal 
and oil shale projects. Experience gained from the 
pioneer plants will allow such expansion to occur at 
lower cost, and with lead-times shortened from roughly 
10 years to as little as 3 to 5 years. 

The desire to limit the United States exposure to supply 
disruptions is a key reason for the SFC's Phase I pro-
gram. An expanded synthetic fuels production capabil-
ity will enhance energy supply security by providing the 
United States with direct physical control of sufficient 
energy production to help meet the nations long-term 
needs. 

Other Benefits 

In addition to the more easily quantifiable effects, 
there are other less tangible economic benefits that are 
associated with the development of a major domestic 
synthetic fuels industry. For example, a synfuels 
capability could: 

• Initiate new sources of income for United 
States firms—if the United States develops 
technologies for synthetic fuels production that

could be licensed both domestically and abroad, 
United States firms could build synthetic fuels 
plants, thereby creating new jobs and new mar-
kets that would add to the national wealth. 

Alleviate balance of payment flclts—When 
dollars are exported for oil, the resulting bal-
ance of payments deficit means that the poten-
tial for domestic economic growth may be 
lessened. A domestic synthetic fuels industry 
would create benefits in the form of taxes and 
royalty payments to the United States govern-
ment rather than to a foreign government. 

Create new domestic energy reserves—A syn-
thetic fuels industry would transform large 
quantities of currently uneconomic domestic 
resources into economic reserves that would 
substitute for imported oil. 

Lessen GNP losses due to energy supply inter-
ruptions—The Office of Technology Assessment 
has projected a decrease in the GNP of 5 to 
10 percent for a long-term imported crude 
shortfall of 3 million barrels per day. A 
synthetic fuels capability would allow a positive 
national response to any long-term disruption in 
the world oil market. 

Conclusion 

Under the SFC's median oil price scenario, the present 
value of the economic benefits attributable to the 
program from an assumed synthetic fuels industry pro-
ducing 2 million barrels per day in 2015 was estimated 
to be up to approximately $1.7 billion. The present 
total value of such benefits under a price shock seen-

- 
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ario was estimatid to be up to approximately $15 bil-
lion. Additionally, the present value associated with 
lower world oil prices was estimated to be approxi-
mateLy $8 billion. Hence, the total present value from 
both sources could range from approximately $9.7 bil-
lion to $23 billion depending on the oil price scenario. 
Other benefits, such as enhanced capability to expand 
fuel production, enhanced security of fuel supply, and 
the enhanced United States economic potential, may 
also be substantial. 

ECONOMIC BURDENS OF IMPORTED OIL 
IDENTIFIED 

In testimony before the United States House of Repre-
sentatives Subcommittee on Economic Stabilization, 
C. Henry M. Schuler identified the economic burdens 
that occur due to the United States' dependence on 
Imported oil. Schuler, who holds the Dewey F. Bartlett 
Chair in Energy Security at Georgetown University's 
Center for Strategic and International Studies, was 
testifying at hearings on the Role of Synthetic Fuels in 
Promoting Economic Stability held by the Subcommit-
tee on September 11, 1985. 

Schuler believes that before Congress eliminates the 
United States Synthetic Fuels Corporation (SFC), the 
following considerations should be re-examined: 

• Burdens on consumers of oil imports—military, 
strategic, foreign policy, supply interruption, 
and balance of payments. 

• Threats hanging over oil exporters—regional 
wars, terrorism and sabotage, revolution, diver-
gent political and economic interests, and seiz-
ure in a general war. 

• Availability of domestic alternatives or pro-
tective measures—unused production capacity, 
strategic petroleum reserves, emergency con-
servation measures, fuel switching, reducing 
dependence on Middle Eastern oil, and enhanc-
ing security of Middle Eastern exports. 

In his testimony, Schuler limited his remarks to the 
first set of considerations—economic burdens caused by 
reliance on oil imports. There are two types of 
economic burdens: (1) those posed by potential supply 
disruptions such as impacts on gross national product, 
unemployment, inflation, private investment, and ex-
penditures for personal consumption, and (2) those 
posed by massive payment outflows, defense expendi-
tures, international banking problems, and currency 
volatility associated with obtaining foreign oil when 
there is no supply disruption. 

Supply Disruption Burden 

In regard to the burden of a potential supply disruption, 
Schuler does not believe that the United States is 
essentially invulnerable in the 1980s . A supply inter-
ruption of realistic length can produce an adverse 
impact by prompting a significant price increase, there-

by producing the equivalent of a permanent supply 
reduction. 

Although the United States and other consumers are 
better protected than they were a decade ago, Schuler 
finds that there is no basis for complacency due to 
several considerations. First there is no basis for 
assuming that the 10 to 12 million barrels per day of 
currently unutilized production capacity around the 
world would be made available to dampen a price 
increase. This finding is based on the fact that OPEC 
nations possess 95 percent of the world's unused capac-
ity, and could, therefore, increase revenues through 
price rather than volume. 

Second, the United States Strategic Petroleum Reserve 
of 487 million barrels has been offset by a correspond-
ing drop in privately owned inventories. Moreover, 
Schuler finds that it Is far from clear that the govern-
ment will be willing or able to release its strategic 
stocks in time to eliminate price escalation. 

Lastly, there is little "fat" left in the system to reduce 
oil demand through voluntary and mandatory conserva-
tion. 

Oil Imports Burden 

Turning to the on-going cost of obtaining oil imports 
when there is no supply disruption, Schuler finds that 
dependence on oil imports imposes a very substantial 
burden. Last year, the United States spent $59.2 billion 
on imported oil, which was almost three times as large 
as the second largest item ($22 billion for automobiles 
and other transportation equipment). Moreover, there 
are also indirect costs. It has been estimated that the 
FY 1985 defense budget included $47 billion arising out 
of military commitments to protect Persian Gulf oil 
exporters and that $727 billion will be spent for the 
same purpose over the next 10 years. 

Also, oil prices affect the delicate world financial 
balance. Additional United States demand on the 
world's available oil exports must eventually force 
prices to start rising again thereby jeopardizing the 
financial health of oil importers, according to Schuler. 

Lastly, Schuler points out that oil exporters control a 
significant portion of the liquid assets that overhangs 
world currency markets. (For example, on June 30, 
1984 OPEC members had about $84 billion invested in 
the United States including $19 billion in bank deposits 
and $32 billion in Treasury bonds and bills.) Hence, any 
change in the psychology of the currency and capital 
markets can lead to a sharp decline in the value of the 
dollar, thereby forcing the United States to once again 
face t the problems of inflation and tightened monetary 
policy. 

In summary, Schuler cautions that any assessment of oil 
imports should "consider their paramount contribution 
to a deeply disturbing balance of trade deficit, their 
significant call upon defense funds at a time of danger-
ous budget imbalances, their integral role in interna-
tional debt problems, and their causal relationship with 
unstable currency markets." 
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Synthetic Fuels Corporation 

Although the SFC cannot eliminate these threats to 
United States economic stability, development of oil 
shale, tar sands, and coal is a step in the right direc-
tion. Schuler concludes that enhancing the Nation's 
energy security by encouraging private sector develop-
ment of synthetic fuels is "an entirely appropriate role 
for government because we simply cannot expect inves-
tors in private companies to underwrite the Nation's 
energy security anymore than we expect them to under-
write our military security."
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TECHNOLOGY 

ADVANTAGES AND STATUS OF SYNFUELS 
TECHNOLOGIES SPECIFIED BY SEt 

As back-up to its Comprehensive Strategy Report that 
was submitted to Congress in June, the United States 
Synthetic Fuels Corporation (SFC) recently released 11 
appendices. Their Appendix .3, entitled "Re-
source/Technology Background," describes the SFCs 
analyses of synthetic fuels resources in the United 
States, and the technologies that are needed to exploit 
the resources. In establishing its Business Plan prior-
ities, the SFC sought to emphasize technologies in 
terms of commercial readiness and potential technical 
and economic superiority. The intent of the SECs 
Appendix J Is to provide the underlying rationale for 
the Business Plan resource/technology priorities. 

The following information is a very brief summary of 
the technology assessment portion of the 60 page Ap-
pendix J. The resource evaluation is summarized in a 
separate article In this Issue entitled "SFC Identifies 
1.4 Trillion Barrels of Potential Production from U. S. 
Resources,"

In their evaluation of various technologies, the SFC has 
provided an appraisal of the commercial readiness of 
each technology. The terms "commercialization" and 
"commercial" are used to describe any pioneer plant 
whose successful operation would allow the private 
sector to build a subsequent plant at reasonable techni-
cal risk and with firm expectations about its cost and 
environmental and technical performance. 

Coal 

Two fundamentally different systems for the conversion 
of coal to fluid fuels, indirect conversion (gasification), 
and direct liquefaction (hydrogenation), have been in 
competition since the early 1920s. These routes are 
depicted in Figure 1. In its Business Plan, the SFC has 
given primary priority to gasification technologies and 
secondary priority to direct liquefaction technologies. 
These prorities were established because the SFC 
believes that gasification technologies are more devel-
oped, and also because the SFC believes that compar-
atively few (perhaps no) mature direct liquefaction 
project proposals will be forthcoming in the near 

FIGURE 1 
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future. In addition, because direct liquefaction plants 
may require gasification plants to generate hydrogen, 
support of coal gasification partially aids commerciali-
zation of direct liquefaction. 

Coal Gasification 

Because of applicability to different coal feedstocks, 
fundamentally different mechanical approaches, and 
uncertainties as to which gasification system will ulti-
mately prove superior, the SEC has given primary 
priority to all three principal gasifier types (fixed-bed, 
entrained-flow, and fluidized bed). Within the fixed-
bed gasifier type, two sub-types are given primary 
priority: dry bottom and slagging. Within the 
entrained-flow gasifier type, two sub-types are given 
primary priority: slurry feed and dry feed. Thus, a total 
of five gasifier types/sub-types are given primary prior-
i ty. 

The essential technical issue in all indirect conversion 
systems is the initial gasification of coal. Numerous 
secondary processes are available to clean the raw 
coal-derived gas, and secondary processes are available 
to produce a variety of end products from the clean 
gas. A demonstration of these latter secondary pro-
cesses is unlikely to present insurmountable technical 
problems in the SEC's opinion. However, most principal 
secondary processing systems operate at elevated pres-
sures, ranging from 350 to 1,500 psi, which places a 
significant premium on initial gasification at pressure. 

Similarly, the SEC has chosen to emphasize oxygen-
blown .gasifiers because (1) oxygen-blown gasification 
appears to be more economic, (2) demonstration of a 
given gasification technology using virtually pure oxy-
gen will normally be sufficient to establish the techno-
logy's ability to use air, whereas the converse does not 
necessarily follow, and (3) the low-BTU gas produced by 
air-blown gasifiers cannot be further processed prac-
tically into end products. 

Regarding the commercial readiness of various gasifi-
cation technologies, the SEC has formulated the follow-
ing conclusions: 

Fixed-Bed Gasification (Dry Bottom)—The basis for 
this technology was first applied commercially 50 years 
ago. Since then, more than 160 Lurgi gasifiers have 
been built. The "standard" Lurgi gasifier is the Mark IV 
with one Mark V gasifier (5 meters in diameter) in 
operation at the SASOL I plant The capacity of the 
Mark IV gasifier is nominally 650 tons per thy of coal; 
the capacity of the Mark V gasifier is nominally 
1,000 tons per day of coal. Several United States coals 
have been run in large-scale tests at the SASOL I plant. 
Hence, the SEC concludes that "the technology is 
unquestionably ready for commercialization in the 
United States on lower rank coals." 

Fixed-Bed Gasification (Slagging)—The primary candi-
date for slagging fixed-bed gasification is the 
BGC/Lurgi slagging gasifier technology being developed 
jointly by British Gas Corporation and Lurgi. A 
300 tons per day, 6 foot diameter pilot gasifier was

built in 1974 in Westfield, Scotland, and a nominal 
600 tons per thy, 8 foot diameter demonstration gasi-
fier has been built and recently commissioned in West-
field. In the SECs opinion, the technology is ready for 
commercialization with some level of technical risk. 

Entrained-Flow Gasification (Slurry :Feed)—The SEC 
has financial assistance agreements with the Cool 
Water Project, which uses Texaco gasification technol-
ogy, and the Dow Syngas Project, which plans to use 
Dow gasification technology. 

There are two versions of the Texaco coal gasification 
technology the quench version and the heat exchange 
version. There are three 15 tons per day Texaco 
gasifiers (quench version) at Texaco' development faci-
lities in Montebello, California; one 165 tons per day 
Texaco gasifier (which can operate as quench or heat 
exchange version) in Oberhausen, West Germany; one 
190 tons per day Texaco gasifier (quench version) at the 
TVA National Fertilizer Development Center in Muscle 
Shoals, Alabama; two 900 tons per day Texaco gasifiers 
(quench version) at the Tennessee Eastman chemical 
complex in Kingsport, Tennessee; two 1,000 tons per 
day Texaco gasifiers (one heat exchange version and 
one quench version) at the Southern California Edison 
Cool Water site near Barstow, California; and four 
550 tons per day Texaco gasifiers (quench version) at 
Ube City, Japan. All of these gasifiers are currently 
operational. The SEC believes that the quench version 
of the technology should be considered commercial, and 
the commercial feasibility of the heat exchange version 
is being demonstrated at the Cool Water Project. 

Dow Chemical Company began development of a coal 
gasification technology for low-rank coals In the early 
1970s. Dow now has a 36 tons per day pilot unit and a 
1,600 tons per thy semi-plant, both of which are pres-
surized and utilize pure oxygen. The 2,400 tons per day 
Dow Syngas Project is under construction at Dow's 
Plaquemine, Louisiana chemical complex. 

Entrained-Flow Gasification (Dry Feed)—Phase I candi-
dates of entrained-flow gasification technologies are 
the Mountain Fuel Resources gasifier, the Shell gasi-
fier, and the Krupp Prenflo gasifier. 

A 15 to 25 tons per day pilot gasifier using the Moun-
tain Fuel Resources technology operated from February 
1983 to November 1984 in Utah. The SEC is evaluating 
a proposal to build a 150 tons per day plant in Utah 
using this technology. 

Shell and Krupp cooperated in building a 165 tons per 
day gasifier at Shell's refinery in Hamburg, West Ger-
many. It was completed in 1978 and was operated until 
1981. Shell, with the Electrical Power Research Insti-
tute (EPRI) and Lummus, intends to build a pilot plant 
in Houston that would start up in 1986. - It would have a 
nominal capacity of 250 tons per day of Illinois coal or 
400 tons per thy of lignite. Assuming successful opera-
tion of the Houston pilot plant, the SEC believes that 
the Shell technology could be ready for commercializa-
tion as early as 1987. 

Krupp has announced plans to build a 53 tons per day 
pilot plant in Fuerstenhausen, West Germany, using its 
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Prenflo technology. The announced startup date is the 
fourth quarter of 1985. Assuming the program stays on 
schedule and the pilot operates successfully, in the 
SEC's opinion this technology could be ready for com-
mercialization as early as 1986. 

Fluid-Bed Gasification—Technology candidates for 
fluid-bed gasification In Phase I are High Temperature 
Winkler (HTW), U-Gas, and KRW (formerly Westing-
house). 

A 30 tons per day pilot plant near Cologne, West 
Germany, using HTW technology has run successfully 
since 1919. A 562 tons per day commercial/demonstra-
tion plant is being built in Weaseling, West Germany 
with scheduled start-up in 1985. After successful 
operation of the demonstration plant, the technology 
should be considered ready for commercialization on 
American low-rank coals as early as 1986, according to 
the SEC. The technology should not be considered 
ready for commercialization on United States bitumi-
nous coal feedstocks. 

A 25 tons per day U-Gas pilot plant operated at IGT 
facilities in Chicago until 1983, but the pilot plant is 
now mothballed. Start-up of a 220 tons per day demon-
stration plant in France using U-Gas technology is 
scheduled for 1986. The SEC believes that the U-Gas 
technology is ready for commercialization now, but 
with some level of technical risk. Successful operation 
of the 220 tons per day demonstration plant would 
reduce the technical risk. 

A 15 to 24 tons per thy pilot plant using the KRW 
technology has operated near Pittsburgh since 1915. 
Two 1,000 tons per day KRW gasifiers are planned for 
the Keystone Project, a proposal now being evaluated 
by the SEC., A RaW gasifier-based project to be 
located in northeastern China plans to use one 283 tons 
per day gasifier that would start up in late 1986, 
followed by three other gasifiers at the same site. The 
SEC has concluded that the Raw technology is ready 
for commercialization now, though at some level of 
technical risk. Successful operation of the 288 tons per 
day gasifier would reduce the technical risk somewhat. 

Underground Coal Gasification—There are several UCG 
technologies including Gulf's steeply dipping bed UCG 
technology, and UCG technologies applicable to hori-
zontal seams. The SEC has concluded that either 
technology is ready for initial commercial demonstrat-
ion. However, because performance of UCG projects 
will depend on specific geologic characteristics, many 
resource-specific demonstrations will be required. 

Other—Coal Technologies 

Direct Liquefactlon—During the last 20 years, the 
major research effort, both in the United States and 
atfroad, has focused on versions of hydrogenation of 
coal itself. This effort culminated in the operation of 
three 200 tons per day pilot plants and in the operation 
of several smaller facilities ranging from 6 to 30 tons 
per day. 

Two large (about 200 tons per day) direct liquefaction 
pilot plants. were built and operated in the United

States in the late 1970s and early 1980s: Exxon's EDS 
(Exxon donor solvent) pilot plant in Baytown, Texas has 
been dismantled, and the II-Coal pilot plant in Ashland, 
Kentucky has been mothballed. A large pilot plant (also 
about 200 tons per day) is operating in Bottrop, West 
Germany, using the "lG-Neu" process, a modern variant 
on the direct hydrogenation technology used by Ger-
many In World War II. Operations of all three pilot 
plants have been considered successful. The New 
Energy Development Organization (NEDO) has an-
nounced plans to build a large pilot plant in Japan by 
1989 using the NEDOL process. The only operating 
direct liquefaction plant in the United States is the 
6 tons per day pilot plant in Wilsonville, Alabama. It 
uses a two-stage process. Co-processing research pro-
grams under way at UOP, Lummus, Kerr-McGee, and 
Hal laboratories. 

In the SEC's opinion, direct liquefaction processes, in-
cluding two-stage liquefaction and co-processing, are 
essentially ready for commercialization now, but at a 
high level of technical risk. The risk occurs because 
none of the pilot plants has integrated hydrogen produc-
tion with coal hydrogenation; because of the mechani-
cal scaleup of many equipment components; and be-
cause of the complexity of direct liquefaction plants. 
Practically the only way such problems can be con-
fronted and solved is by actually building and operating 
large facilities. Given the long run-time of the Bottrop 
pilot plant (over 16,000 hours to date) and the similarity 
to the hardware used in earlier German plants, the risk 
for this project may be "low" or "medium." 

Coal-Liquid Mixtures.—Assistance to projects that 
would use coal-liquid mixture technologies has received 
secondary priority in the SEC's Business Plan because 
the technologies may already be essentially developed, 
and because private industry may be able to commerc-
ialize coal-liquid mixtures without SEC assistance. For 
economic reasons, attention has focused on the produc-
tion of coal-water slurries, specifically to replace 
heavy fuel oil in both utility and industrial boilers. 

The SFC believes that the major barrier to the success-
ful penetration of coal-water slurries into the util-
ity/industrial fuel oil market is not making the slurry 
but showing that it can be used successfully (including 
economic and environmental success). At least one 
long-term, full-scale demonstration burn is necessary 
for coal-water fuels to be adopted by the United States 
utility industry, according.to the SEC. 

Pyrolysis—The Energy Security Act prohibits SEC sup-
port of high-temperature pyrolysis (coking). Some 
technologies exist for low-temperature pyrolysis of 
non-caking coal, but technologies for low-temperature 
pyrolysis of caking coal are less developed. Hence, the 
SEC believes that low-temperature pyrolysis of non-
caking coal needs a small amount of additional develop-
ment, and burning of the pyrolysis char in a conven-
tional pulverized-coal boiler also requires some addi-
tional testing. 

Low Rank Coal Dewatering—The structure of low-rank 
coal (e.g., lignite or peat) can be altered by heating at 
relatively low temperatures in the presence of liquid or 
vapor water. The resultant product may be dewatered 
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to a much lower level of water content than the parent 
coal. Several technologies exist, including the Eleiss-
ner, Koppelman, and Neste Oy Wet Carbonization tech-
nologies. All are ready for commercialization, accord-
ing to the SFC. 

Cost 

Concerning the relative costs construction time for 
coal projects, the SEC has found that, in general, 
pioneer projects that convert coal to liquid fuels are 
the most expensive type of synthetic fuels project from 
the standpoint of capital requirements and required 
SFC assistance per unit of production and product cost. 
However, learning benefits from pioneer plants and 
economies of scale may render coal projects economi-
cally competitive with projects using other synthetic 
fuels resources. Construction time for a large grass 
roots, coal-based project ranges from 3 to 6 years 
depending on project size, and the startup time ranges 
from 0.5 to 3 years depending on the maturity of the 
technology used and prior commercial experience. 
Additionally, 2 to 5 years or more of planning, permit-
ting, and designing are required before construction 
begins. Thus a total of 5.5 (optimistic) to 14 (realis-
tic/pessimistic) years is needed from conception to full 
production for a large, coal-based synthetic fuels pro-
ject. 

Oil Shale 

Surface retorting and modified in situ retorting of 
western shales have been given primary priority in the 
SFC's Business Plan because of the size and accessibi-
lity of the resource. Secondary priority has been given 
to true in situ retorting of western shale and surface 
retorting of eastern shale, because the applicable re-
sources are smaller in the first case, and the economics 
are less well understood in the second. 

The various routes for processing oil shale are shown in 
Figure 2. 

In Situ Methods 

The modified in situ (MIS) approach calls for under-
ground mining of about 20 percent of the oil shale, 
rubblizing (fragmenting) the remainder with explosives 
to create permeability, then retorting the rubble in 
place from top to bottom. The SEC has found that the 
technology is especially applicable to very thick and 
deep oil shale deposits, which make up a substantial 
fraction of the resource. Because of its potential for 
higher recovery, and because it is a promising technical 
alternative to surface retorting, the SFC has specified 
in the Business Plan that modified in situ retorting has 
a primary priority. 

Occidential's MIS technology has been tested at nearly 
full scale (retort dimensions about 160 x 165 x 273 feet 
high) at Logan Wash, Colorado. This technology was 
proposed to the SFC in the Cathedral Bluffs Project on 
Federal Lease Tract Cb. The SEC has concluded that 
the MIS technology is ready for commercialization with

moderate to high technical risk. 

True in situ (P15) retorting can be used in special cases 
when the oil shale is very close to the surface (a 30 feet 
thick oil shale seam with 60 feet of overburden). In this 
case, explosives are placed in the deposit via wells to 
rubblize the oil shale and displace the rubble upward. 
The now-permeable oil shale is retorted in place hori-
zontally. The size of the western oil shale resource to 
which this technique is applicable is thought to be 2 to 
S billion barrels of oil in place. 

Geokinetics' TIS technology has been successfully 
tested at Seep Ridge in Utah in more than 20 progres-
sively larger retorts, the last two nearly full scale 
(2 acres by about 30 feet thick). This technology was 
proposed to the SFC in the 1,100 barrels per day Seep 
Ridge Project which is still under consideration. In the 
SEC's opinion, TIS oil shale retorting is ready for 
commercialization with moderate risk. 

Other in situ methods, such as microwave heating of 
the oil shale or conventional petroleum industry-type 
fracturing of the shale to increase permeability, do not 
appear sufficiently advanced for near-term commercial 
application, in the SFC's opinion. 

Aboveground oil shale retorts can be classified as 
coarse shale (particles typically larger than 1/4 inch but 
smaller than 3 inches) and fine shale (particles typically 
smaller than 1/2 inch) retorts. 

Coarse shale retorting equipment is essentially of the 
"fixed-bed" type. Retorts employing both upflow and 
downf low of the shale have been developed. Heat may 
be provided by burning the carbon on spent shale and 
the offgases in the retort (direct combustion retorting), 
or the gases may be burned in a furnace outside the 
retort, with hot circulating recycle gas or solids passed 
to the retort to heat the shale (indirect retorting). An 
alternative coarse shale retort is the linear or circular 
traveling grate, which is used commercially in other 
industries. 

Coarse-Feed, Non-Carbon-Burning—Candidate techno-
logies that could be used in the SF C's Phase I program 
include Brazil's Petrosix indirectly heated downflow 
retort and Union's Unishale-B upflow retort. These two 
technologies cannot process the fines portion of the 
feed, nor do they recover the energy contained in the 
residual carbon on the retorted shale. 

Petrosix technology has had the most operating exper-
ience (more than 70,000 hours) in the largest scale unit 
(about 1,700 tons per day) of any available retorting 
technology. The unit is 18 feet in diameter, has one-
fourth the commercial throughput, and is currently 
operating in a product mode. Brazil also has a 6 feet 
diameter unit, which is operating continuously, and an 
8 inch pilot plant. A 7,000 tons per day Petrosix retort 
was proposed to the SEC as part of the American Syn-
Crude Project in Indiana, currently in negotiations. A 
nearly identical single retort facility is under construc-
tion in Brazil and will be in operation in time to benefit 
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FIGURE 2 
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the American Syn-Crude Project. This technology, 
according to the SFC, is ready for commercialization 
with low to moderate risk. 

Unishale-B technology was developed as a result of 
extensive work in the l g SOs in Parachute, Colorado on 
the Union-A technology at rates up to 1,200 tons per 
day. Union-A technology was direct-fired, while Uni-
shale-B technology is indirectly heated, but they are 
mechanically very similar. A 3 tons per day Unishale-B 
pilot plant has been operated extensively at Brea,

California. Union is now undergoing a difficult startup 
at their 12,800 tons per day commercial Unishale-B 
facility at Parachute. This project has a $400 million 
price guarantee, which is being administered by the 
src. (An additional $500 million was awarded to the 
project subsequent to the writing of the SFC's Appen-
dix J.) 
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IGT has operated a semi-continuous 24 tons per day 
"Hytort" pilot plant on eastern shale. This retort uses a 
moderate pressure (about 500 psig) hydrogen atmo-
sphere to obtain oil yields substantially higher than 
Fischer assay. Due to the need for additional develop-
ment and the apparent lack of recent progress, the SFC 
has concluded that it is unlikely that this technology 
could be commercialized in the Phase I program. 

Coarse-Feed, Carbon-Burning—Retorts that could be 
candidates in the SF C's Phase I program include Dravo's 
circular grate retort, Paraho's direct-fired (downflow) 
retort, Superior's circular grate retort, and Union's 
Unishale-C (upflow) retort. 

Union's Unishale-C technology is an improved version 
of Unishale-B technology. Unishale-C replaces the 
equipment downstream of the Unishale-B retort with a 
fluid-bed combustor system that burns the residual 
carbon from retorted shale and may burn the rejected 
fine feed as well. Present plans are to incorporate the 
fluid-bed combustor into the existing commercial facil- 
ity. The SFC believes that commercialization could 
proceed in 2 or 3 years with moderate to high risk. 

Drava has recently operated a 150 tons per day semi-
works facility in Cleveland, Ohio and a small batch-
type pilot plant located in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. A 
50,000 tons per day Dravo circular grate retort was 
proposed to the SFC as part of the Means Project in 
Kentucky but the project was dropped because of lack 
of equity sponsorship. Dravo technology is ready for 
commercial application with moderate risk according to 
the SFC. 

Paraho technology was used extensively during the 
1970s in a 300 tons per day semiworks facility and a 
30 tons per day pilot plant. An 18,000 tons per day 
Paraho retort was proposed to the SFC as part of the 
Paraho-Ute Project in Utah. The SFC believes that the 
technology is ready for commercialization with moder-
ate risk. 

Superior Oil Company's circular grate retort was devel-
oped for western shale at 240 tons per day several years 
ago on the same semiworks machine that Dravo now 
owns (the processes are similar). Superior has also 
operated a batch-type pilot plant in Denver, Colorado. 
The technology was proposed to the SFC at 20,000 tons 
per day in the Pacific Project in Colorado, but the 
project could not meet solicitation requirements and 
was dropped. Given the absence of an integrated, 
continuously operating pilot or semiworks facility and 
Superior's apparent lack of interest in pursuing develop-
ment, the SFC has concluded that it is unlikely that the 
technology could be commercialized in the Phase I 
program. 

Allis-Chalmers has processed more than 50 tons of 
shale in a batch-type pilot plant for its roller grate 
retort technology in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Because of 
the lack of a continuous pilot or semiworks facility and 
the planned development schedule, this technology 
probably will not be ready for commercialization in 
Phase I according to the SFC.

Fine-Peed, Carbon-Burning—Phase I candidates include 
Chevron's Staged Turbulent Bed (STB) retort and Lurgi's 
Screw Mixer retort. These retorts are potentially more 
efficient than other types because they can retort all of 
the shale mined and can recover essentially all of the 
energy value in the shale. 

Chevron and its 30 percent partner, Conoco, have just 
completed operation of a nominal 350 tons per day 
semiworks STB retort facility in Salt Lake City, Utah. 
The semiworks was based on earlier work with 1 ton per 
day and 4 tons per day pilot plants. Chevron will soon 
mothball, dismantle, or otherwise dispose of the facil-
ity, because of current and forecast oil prices. The 
SFC believes that this second generation, high-perfor-
mance technology could be commercially used now, but 
with high technical risk because of the limited number 
of operating hours to date. 

Lurgi has operated a 24 tons per day screw mixer pilot 
plant in Frankfurt, West Germany. The Rio Blanco 
Project (Gulf/Chevron and Amoco) built and operated a 
5 tons per day pilot plant at Harrnarville, Pennsylvania 
in support of their plans to develop Federal Lease Tract 
Ca. In the SFC's opinion, this moderately high-perfor-
mance technology could be ready for commercialization 
with moderate technical risk in a year or two and could 
process most oil shales. 

Exxon has recently begun operating a 5 tons per day 
fluid-bed retort in Baytown, Texas. The SFC has 
concluded that this high-performance, second-genera-
tion technology can process most shales but is not 
sufficiently developed to be considered in the Phase I 
program, and will probably not be ready for commer-
cialization until after 1995. 

Fine-Feed, Non-Carbon-Burning—The only potential 
Phase i candidate that could use fine-feed, non-carbon-
burning retorts is the TOSCO II retort, which does not 
recover the residual carbon on retorted shale. It was 
being commercially developed as part of the 
47,000 barrels per day Exxon/TOSCO Colony Shale Oil 
Project. The TOSCO II process was tested extensively 
in a 1,000 tons per day semiworks plant in the early 
lBlOs and has been mothballed since. A 24 tons per day 
pilot plant was operated more recently at Rocky Flats, 
Colorado. The SFC believes that it would probably take 
a year or more to bring the technology to commercial 
readiness again, and that technical risk would be mod-
erate. 

Other Technologies—There are many other surface 
retorts under development in the United States and 
several foreign countries, but none of these is likely to 
be included in the Phase I program. They include 
Edwards anaerobic metal surface retort (United States), 
Kiviter cross-flow retort (Soviet Union), Galoter rotary 
kiln (Soviet Union), T3 semi-continuous retort 
(Morocco), Everman hot oil retort (United States), 
vertical shaft/circular grate/cross-flow retorts (Japan), 
and a downflow moving-bed retort (China). 

-
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Cost 

The SFC has found that, in general, large pioneer oil 
shale projects appear to require nearly as much capital 
per unit of production as do coal projects, but required 
SEC assistance and product cost appear to be lower. In 
general, the time required to plan, permit, design, 
build, and start up a large oil shale plant is comparable 
to a coal plant of the same size. 

Tar Sands and Heavy Oil 

The SEC has concluded that several aspects of tar 
sand/heavy oil projects, particularly in situ projects, 
make them especially worthy of consideration: 

• A large reservoir can be put into Initial produc-
tion in 1 t 3 years, compared to 5.5 to 14 years 
for shale or coal projects. 

• Technologies perfected for tar sand/heavy oil 
production will inevitably be useful for conven-
tional petroleum production also. 

• Generally, there Is less financial risk to the 
SFC in tar sand/heavy oil projects than for coal 
or shale projects because the required assist-
ance per unit of production and the probability 
of technical failure are lower. 

• Finally, some very large tar sand/heavy oil 
deposits exist outside the United States, in 
Canada and Venezuela. 

Tar sand/heavy oil have been given a primary priority 
rating in the SFCs Business Plan despite the relatively 
small size of the resource, mainly because of the rapid 
expansion potential of tar sand/heavy oil resources 
compared with oil shale or coal. Two classes of 
technologies, surface processing and in situ, are in-
cluded in the program. 

Surface Methods 

In surface oil sands technologies, the material is mined 
using commercially available surface mining techni-
ques, then processed by either retorting or solvent 
extraction to recover the oil. 

Retorting processes are conceptually, if not mechani-
cally, similar to those used for oil shale in that the ore 
is heated to about 900°F to simultaneously drive off and 
crack the oil. The SEC believes that the Lurgi retort-
ing process, tested by Getty in a 150 barrels per day 
pilot unit at McKittrick, is ready to go commercial for 
diatomaceous earth "tar sands." Testing would be 
required before the technology could be considered 
ready for commercialization on Utah or Kentucky tar 
sands. The Alberta Oil Sand Technology and Research 
Authority (AOSTRA) is developing a rotating kiln-type 
retort, the TACIUK Processor, which could be ready for 
commercialization on Canadian tar sands in 2 to 
3 years. Testing would be required to determine its 
applicability to United States tar sands according to the 
SF C.

Solvent extraction processes use a solvent to dissolve 
the oil out of the sand matrix. The solvent-oil mixture 
is then separated by distillation and the solvent is 
recycled. The Clark hot water process practiced com-
mercially in Canada Is considered unapplicable to 
United States tar sands because they are much leaner, 
with a different oil-sand-water interface. The Drava 
solvent-extraction process (percolation version) has 
been tested in a large (50 barrels per day) pilot plant in 
Kentucky, and in the SEC's opinion, is ready for com-
mercialization on tar sands with a low clay content. 
The Dravo process (mixer-settler version) has also been 
tested by Getty in a large (i60 barrels per day) pilot 
plant in McKittrick, California on very rich diatoma-
ceous earth "tar sands." A small pilot plant using a 
chlorinated solvent has operated in Kentucky, and a 
small pilot plant using the Solv-Ex process exists in 
New Mexico. 

The SFC believes that the relatively small size of the 
domestic surface-mineable tar sand resource would 
make it difficult for them to justify support of more 
than one surface processing project unless the funds 
required were low or the technology demonstrated 
could be used for other synthetic fuels resources. 

In Situ Methods 

Regarding in situ technologies, the SEC has found that 
the salient problem with the production of heavy oil or 
tar sand oil by wells is their high viscosity. Hence, all 
in situ technologies attempt to reduce viscosity. In situ 
technologies may also reduce resistance to flow within 
the reservoir and provide greater driving force to move 
the tar sand/heavy oil toward the well bore. 

Thermal methods include steam soak, steam drive, and 
fireflood (air or oxygen). Conventional steam drive or 
steam soak processes to recover tar sand oil and heavy 
oil are commercially practiced in California and do not 
require SFC assistance. Two field tests in Texas 
(Conoco and ENPEX) have used coal-fed fluid-bed com-
bustors to generate steam for steam flooding. The SEC 
considers this use of coal to "produce a synthetic fuel" 
is ready for commercialization, and cogeneration is also 
considered commercial. 

Like steam stimulation, fireflooding is a method of 
thermal stimulation. Conceptually, fireflooding is very 
appealing to the SEC because it requires a minimum 
amount of surface equipment and, ideally, it burns only 
the tower quality residual oil that presumably would be 
left behind. Unfortunately, very few firefloods have 
been attempted in the United States, and success has 
been far from uniform. Heavy oil firefloods have been 
or are being tested in California, Texas, and Alberta 
with mixed results. Although the SEC considers the 
technology to be ready for commercialization, they 
believe that each application will remain high risk 
because the performance of each fireflood is dependent 
on specific geologic conditions. The major problem has 
been that the hot gases often find or make a higher 
permeability path and short-circuit much of the forma-
tion. 
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SF05 EVALUATION OF ME COMMERCIAL 
READINESS OF OIL SHALE TECHNOLOGIES 

SURFACE RETORTING 
Coarse-Feed, Noo-Ca,too-Thznthsg 

Pairceix Reedy now, with low to moder-
ate Ask 

Unishale-B To be demonstrated at the Para-
chute Creek Project 

Hytort Unlikely to be reedy before 1992 

Coene-Peed, Carbon-Thsrsnlng 
Dravo Circular Orate Reedy now with moderate risk 
Paraho Ready now with moderate risk 
Unishale-C Ready in 2-3 years with moder-

ate to high risk 
Superior Oil Circular Grate Unlikely to be ready before ion 
AllIs-Chalmers Roller Grate Unlikely to be ready before 1992	 - 

Pine-Feed, Non-Carbon-Burning 
TOSCO II Reedy in over one year at mod-

crate risk 
Fine-Peed, Carton-Bursting 

Chevron Staged TurbwentBed Ready now, but at high level of 
risk 

Liargi Screw Mixer Ready in 1-2 years at moderate 
Ask 

Exxon Fluidlzed-.Ded Not ready until after 1995 
Othen 

Edwards Anaertbio Metal Unlikely to be ready before 1992 
Surface, Kiviter Crc.,-
Flow, Galoter Rotary Kiln, 
T3 Semi-Continuous, 
Everman Hot Oil, Japanese 
(3 types), Chinese Down-
flow Moving-Bad 

IN SITU RETORTING 
Modified in Situ (MIS) 

Occidental Ready now at moderate to high 
risk 

True In situ (TN) 
Geokinetics LOFRECO Ready now at moderate risk 

Other 
Rio Blanco MIS, Eames single Unlikely to be ready before 1992 
Hole, Inclined MIS, IITRI 
Microwave

Concerning other thermal processes, the SFC believes 
that radio frequency heating tested by LITRI and others 
on a small scale does not appear to be ready for 
commercialization now (unless very high technical risk 
were acceptable), but could be in as little as a year or 
two if successful field tests were conducted. Similarly, 
downhole steam generation technologies do not appear 
ready for commercialization. However, since conceiv-
ing, building, and testing such units require relatively 
Little time, commercial readiness in the next few years 
remains possible.

TABLE I 

SPCS EVALUATION OF THE COMMERCIAL 
READINESS OF COAL CONVERSION 

TECHNOLOGIES 

SURFACE COAL GASIFICATION 
Find-Bed, Dry Bottom 

Lurgi	 Unquestionably, ready 
Pizad-D.d, Slegglag 

BGCILugI	 Ready now with some level of 
risk

Another technique is mine-assisted production. Mine-
assisted heavy oil production was being attempted until 
recently in a test in California (HOP Kern), and is being 
attempted in a test in Canada by AOSTRA. The 
Russians practice oil mining in the Yarega field. Ac-
cording to the SFC, mine-assisted technologies appear 
to be approaching commercial readiness, with perhaps a 
year or two of additional testing desirable. 

Summary 

The SFC's technology assessment in Appendix 3 to their 
Comprehensive Strategy Report contains overview in-
formation regarding many different synthetic fuels 
technologies. Perhaps the most interesting information 
is the SFC's evaluation of the commercial readiness of 
each technology. Therefore, Pace has listed the SFCs 
evaluations of coal, oil shale, and oil sands/heavy oil 
technologies in Tables 1, 2, and 3, respectively. 

TABLE 2 

Entrained-Plow, Slnrry Feed 
Texaco Quench Version 
Texaco Heat Exchange Version 

Dow 

EntraIned-Flow, Dry Feed 
Mountain Fuel 

Shell 
Krupp Prenilo 

High Temperature Winkler 

U-Gas 

KRW 

COAL LIQUEFACTION 
Enon Deece Solvent, B-Coal, 
and NEDOL 
IC-N. 

Two-Stage Liquefaction 

COAL- WATER SLURRIRS

Ready now 
Now being demonstrated at the 
Cool Water Project 
To be demonstrated at the Dow 
Syngas Project 

Demonstrated in 15 to 25 tone 
per day pilot plant 
Ready n early u 1981 
Ready as early as iaae 

Ready with low rank coal as 
early as 1986; not ready for bitu-
minous coal 
Ready now with some level of 
risk 
Ready now with some level of 
risk 

Ready now, but at high level of 
risk 
Ready now at low to medium 
risk 
Ready now, but at high level of 
risk 
Ready now, but at high level of 
risk 

Ready now, but one long-term, 
full-scale test still needed 

UNDERGROUND COAL GASIFICATION 
Steeply DIwlzq Bad end 	 Ready now, but very sits-Van. 
flectuxuat Seams	 tic 

LOW TEMPERATURE PYROLYSIS 
Non-CalcingCeela (COED P,eee) Ready now with a small amount 

of development 
Caking Coals	 Additional development needed 

LOW RANK COAL CARBONIZATION 
Plain.., Prone., Koppelman 	 Ready now 
Proeess, and Nest. Oy Wet 
Carbonization
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TABLE 3 

SYC'S EVALUATION OF THE COMMERCIAL 
READINESSOF OIL SANI€/ 
HEAVY OIL TECHNOLOGIES 

NININOISUHPACE EXTRACTION 

Ret-
Lurgl Ready	 now	 for

	 diatomaceous 
earth; testing required for Utah 
or Kentucky tar sends 

TACIUK Testing	 required	 for	 United 
States tar sands

Solvent Extraction 
Clark Hot Water 

Drava Percolation Version 

Dravo Mixer-Settler Version 

Soly-Ex 

IN SITU 

Steam Soaking 

Steam DeW. 

Fireflooding 

Radio Frequency 

Dowahol. Steam Generation 

MIm.-Assisted 
HOP Kern and AOSTRA

Practiced commercially in Can-
ada, but unapplicabie for United 
States tar sands 

Reedy now for tar sane with 
low clay content 

Ready now for diatomaceous 
earth 

Tested at small pilot plant scale 

Practiced commercially In Cali-
fornia 

Practiced commercially In Call-
foinla 

Ready flow, but at high risk be- 
cause very sIte-specifIc 

Ready now, but at very high risk 

Not ready now, but could be 
ready in a few years 

1-3 years additional tasting de-
sirable
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84.2 84.1 +0.1 

1.8 6.0 -70.0 
1.0 1.5 -33.3 
5.7 0.0 - 

9.9 0.0 - 

27.0 31.9 -15.4

	

2.1	 2.0
	

+5.0 

	

0.7	 1.0	 -30.0 

	

7.8	 5.2
	

+50.0 

	

3.0	 3.0
	

0.0 

	

0.0
	

0.4	 -100.0 

	

6.1
	

5.3
	

+15.1 

	

13.0
	

18.4	 -29.3 

	

10.5
	

8.3
	

+26.5 

	

8.7
	

6.0
	

45.0 

	

2.4
	

1.6
	

+50.0 

	

2.3
	

1.6
	

43.8 

	

4.9
	

1.9
	

+157.9 

INTERNATIONAL 

BUDGET REQUESTS MADE FOR 1986 JAPANESE 
GOVERNMENT ENERGY PROJECTS 

Budget requests for Japanese government spending on 
energy for fiscal year 1986 total about $3.65 billion 
(United States) assuming an exchange rate of 247 yen 
per dollar. The requests represent an increase of 
$224 million above approved 1985 budget levels, or a 
rise of 6.5 percent, a major increase under government 
austerity programs. A breakdown by major categories 
appears in Table 1. The largest rise would occur in 
petroleum related spending, which would increase near-
ly $126 million (7.5 percent) due mainly to increased 
spending for exploration and development (up $96 mil-
lion) and for oil/LPG stockpiling (up $25 million). Elec-
tric power plant siting programs would cost almost 
$51 million more in 1986, with most of the increase 
scheduled for promoting construction, while power 
source diversification project spending would rise by 
$43 million. Spending for coal-related acitvities would 
actually decrease slightly (down $4 million). Projects 
related to alternative energy sources would be targeted 
for an increase of $8.5 million.

these activities would rise by 7.2 percent, but the 
changes range from major cuts in some programs to 
addition of major new items for 1986. The largest 
single item will remain coat liquefaction pilot plants. 
The second largest item will remain photovoltaics 
power conversion, although funding would drop nearly 
$5 million. Other power-related projects (fuel cells, 
battery storage, binary cycle generation, and 
cogeneration from coal gasification) would receive 
funding of $41.2 million in 1986 versus 31.9 million in 
1985.

TABLE 2 

NEW JAPANESE ENERGY PROJECT SPENDING
FY 1986 REQUESTS VERSUS FY 1995 BUDGET 

(Million United States Dollars) 

FY 1986 FY 1985 Percent 
Request Budget Change 

TABLE 1 

FY 1986 FY 1985 Percent

	

Request	 Budget Change 

	

505.7	 509.7	 -0.8 

	

1,805	 1,683.0	 +7.5 

	

238.1	 229.6	 +3.7 

	

411.7	 361.1	 +14.0 

	

686.2	 642.9	 +6.7 

	

3,650.2	 3,426.3	 +6.5

Coal Liquefaction Pilot 
Plants 

High Calorific Gasification 
Low Calorific Gasification 
Hydrogen, Methanol Produc-

tion from Coal Gasifi-
cation Plant 

Cogeneration Program by 
Entrained Bed Coal 
Gasification Pilot Plant 

Photovoltaics Power 
Conversion 

Solar Systems for Indus-
trial Process Heat 

Wind Energy Conversion 
Binary Cycle Power 

Generating Plant 
Hot Dry Rock Program

(Includes lEA, 
Domestic Programs) 

Geothermal Hot Water 
Supply 

Geothermal Resources 
Research 

Fuel Cell Power Genera-
tion 

Advanced Battery Electric 
Power Storage 

Stirling Engine 
Fundamental Research on 

Methanol Utilization 
Alcohol Biomass Energy 
Super Heat Pump Energy 

Accumulation 

Total 

Coal 
Petroleum 
Alternative Energy 

Sources 
Electric Power Plant 

Siting 
Electric Power Source

Diversification 

Total 

Basis: $1 = 247 yen

JAPANESE GOVERNMENT ENERGY SPENDING:
FY 1986 REQUESTS VERSUS FY 1985 BUDGET

(Minion United States Dollars) 

These activities would be funded mainly from crude and 
fuel oil import duties ($508.5 million), the petroleum 
tax on crude and refined products plus natural gas 
($1,923.1 million), and electric power resource develop-
ment promotion tax on all electric power sales 
($959.9 million). Carry-over from 1985 and borrowing 
from the Japan Development Bank would provide the 
additional $258.7 million required. 191.1	 178.2	 +7.2 

Among the new energy projects requested are eighteen 
specific items under the New Energy Development 
Organization. Table 2 highlights the 1985 and 1986 
figures for these actiities. Overall the budget for

Basis $1 = 247 yen 
Source: New Energy Development Organization 
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DOE'S INTERNATIONAL FOSSIL ENERGY 
PROGRAMS—UPDATE 

In the December 1984 issue of the Pace Synthetic
His  Report on page 1-29 the status of projects of synfu Fueels 

interest being conducted under bilateral and multilat-
eral agreements between the United States Department 
of Energy (DOE) and other countries was reviewed. An 
earlier review (June 1984 issue, page 1-44), described 
DOE's synfuels-related fossil energy international pro-
grams for the first time. 

In this issue, the status of these projects as of June 
1985 is reviewed, and several planned projects also are 
discussed. 

Status of Active Bilateral Projects 

Brazil—Development of Technology 
Utilizing the Site of the Triunfo 
Coal DepSts in Rio Qrande do Sul 

The Memorandum of Understanding (MOW for this 
project was signed May 24, 1984 with the objective of 
developing an underground coal gasification project to 
produce synthetic gas and other fuels for import substi-
tution. Annex 1, which provides for implementation of 
the first field test, was signed on January 21, 1985. 

The program consists of three phases of work: (I) Coal 
and Site Characterization, (2) Test Design and Feasibi-
lity, and (3) Test Operations and Evaluation. After 
providing geological specifications for coal resources, 
defining the suitability of Brazilian coal samples and 
evaluation of site characterization data, DOE is respon-
sible for providing information to the Companhia Auxi-
liar de Empresas Electricas Brasileiras team fer the 
preparation of a preliminary design of the field test 
program. 

A calendar of activities had not been prepared as of 
June 1985. 

Federal Republic of Germany 
Conversion of Methanol-to-
Gasoline/-Olefins 

This three-phase project began . March 20, 1980 and 
currently is scheduled to be completed by March 20, 
1986. Its objective is to conduct R & D for conversion 
of methanol-to-gasoline/olefins in a fluidized bed reac-
tor, and involves the design, construction, testing, and 
evaluation of a plant converting approximately 100 bar-
rels, of methanol per day. During Phases I and II 
(methanol-to-gasoline), the plant processed 6,800 tons 
of methanol at a maximum theoretical gasoline yield of 
92 percent to produce about 1,800 tons of gasoline 
(yield including alkylate would be about 2,800 tons). 
Total time onstrearn was 8,604 hours, which corre-
sponds to a service factor for the scheduled test runs in 
both phases of 99 percent. 

Two hundred barrels of stabilized gasoline have been 
evaluated, and were found to meet United States and

German standards for leaded premium gasoline. With 
the addition of octane boosters which can be made from 
MTG gasoline product, the gasoline met United States 
standards for unleaded super gasoline. 

Conceptual design of a commercial MTG plant is sche-
duled to be completed in 1985. 

Phase lit of this project involves the conversion of 
methanol-to-olefins. Pretest operation of the 4 barrels 
per day pilot plant in Paulsboro, New Jersey was 
completed in December 1984 to determine preferred 
operating conditions for the 100 barrels per day plant 
methanol-to-olefins plant operation. The 100 barrels 
per day plant modification for methanol-to-olefins 
operation was completed in January 1985 and shake-
down operation started in February. 

People's Republic of China 
Cooperation In the Field of 
Fossil Ene R&D 

A Memorandum of Understanding was signed April 16, 
1985 for a comprehensive fossil fuels R & D coopera-
tion protocol. The program currently planned runs 
through April 16, 1988, and will be implemented by the 
People's Republic of China (PRC) Ministry of Coal 
Industry and the DOE acting through the United 
States - PRC Joint Commission on Scientific and Tech-
nological Cooperation. A Working Group is being set up 
to coordinate activities. 

I! d[ R 

This program began March 6, 1980 and currently runs 
until March 6, 1988. Energy technology project inter-
ests include, but are not limited to, petroleum, coal, 
solar, geothermal, and hydroelectric energy. The cur-
rent general agreement is implemented through eight 
annexes. Those projects pertinent to synfuels interests 
and their status are described as follows: 

• Evaluate Past and On-Going Enhanced Oil Re-
covery Projects in the United States and Vene-
zuela (Implementing Agreement 110—Develop a 
consistent and comprehensive base of data on 
the technical and economic performance of 
enhanced oil recovery projects conducted in 
Venezuela and the United States. 

• Enhanced Oil Recovery Thermal Process (Im-
plementing Agreement IV)—Develop steam in-
jection thermal protection systems, instrumen-
tation and control, and deep reservoir steam 
injection technology. 

• Subsidence Due to Fluid Withdrawal (Imple-
menting Agreement IX)—Evaluate (a) Geophy-
sical Probing, (b) Seismic hazard Studies, (c) 
Theoretical Studies on Compaction, and (d) 
Petrophysics Relating to Compaction. 
Phases A and C have been completed, Phase B 
is nearly complete, and Phase D is scheduled 
for completion by February 1, 1986.

- 
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Status of Active Multilateral Project 

At present, three synfuels-related multilateral projects 
are being conducted under the auspices of International 
Energy Agency (lEA). The status of each of these 
projects is as follows: 

• IRA—Coal Research Service (Duration: 1975 to 
Indefinite)—Participating nations are Australia, 
Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Federal 
Republic of Germany, Ireland, Italy, Japan, the 
Netherlands, New Zealand, Spain, Sweden, 
United Kingdom, and the United States. The 
Coal Research Service combines the authoriza-
tion of the Economic Assessment Service (HAS), 
Technical Information Service (TIS), and the 
World Coal Resources and Reserves Data Bank 
Service. 

• Pressurized Fluidized Bed Combustion—Parti-
cipating nations are the Federal Republic of 
Germany, United Kingdom, and the United 
States. In August 1984, the United Kingdom 
National Coal Board assumed ownership of the 
Grimethorpe facility from the three sponsors. 

•	 Final reports on each plant aspect, and the 
project final report are to be completed by 

•	 December 1985 (see Pace Synthetic Fuels Re-
22!t, December 1984, page 1-32 and June 1984, 

•	 page 1-47). 
• Research, Development, and Demonstration on 

Enhanced Oil Recovery (Duration May 22, 1979 
to	 Indefinite)—Participating	 nations	 are 

• . Australia, Austria, Canada, Egypt, Federal Re- 
publiè of Germany, Japan, Norway, United 
Kingdom, and the United States. This four-task 
project was described earlier (Pace Synthetic 
Fuels Report, December 1984, page 1-32). 
Task 1 (Development of Techniques for Mea-
surement of Residual Oil Saturation on a 
Spatial Basis) was to have been replaced by 
Task 4 (a & D for Thermal Recovery) in early 
1985. However, Task I is being continued by 
Norway and Austria, and so has not been for-
mally closed as expected. Task 2 (Fundamental 
Research on Surfactants and Polymers) and 
Task 3 (Development of Techniques for Miscible 
Flooding) continue as described in December 
1984. Participants in Task 4 include Canada, 
Egypt, Germany, United Kingdom, and the 
United States. Further discussions about the 
specifics of the Task 4 plan were to be held 
during the October 1985 Executive Committee 
meeting in Tokyo. 

Planned Projects of Synfuels Interest 

Three bilateral projects currently are planned, two with 
Mexico in the area of petroleum R & D, and the third 
with the United Kingdom to provide for continuation of 
research at the Grimethorpe PEB test facility. 

Both projects with Mexico were expected to start in the 
Summer 1985. One project has the objective of ex-
changing information on the application of techniques

now in use and under development for the separation 
and identification of chemical types of components 
present in heavy crude oils, such as the Isthmus and 
Mayan. The second project will involve the exchange of 
information on the development and use of new and 
improved experimental techniques, procedures, and 
equipment now in progress at the National Institute for 
Petroleum and Energy Research and other DOE • funded 
organizations for the measurement and analysis of 
thermodynamic and physical properties of classes of 
compounds, and mixtures of interest. 

Negotiations with the United Kingdom were expected 
to be completed during the Summer 1985 to extend 
studies for an additional three years (to 1988) to 
examine the gas turbine material performance and 
control philosophy and selected design aspects of the 
pressurized fluidized bed combustion experimental 
power station at Griincthorpe, England. 

#:# # 
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ENVIRONMENT 

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS NOT RESTRAINING 
SYNTHETIC FUELS ACCORDING TO SFC 

In August the Board of Directors of the United States 
Synthetic Fuels Corporation (SEC) approved the appen-
dices to the SEC's Comprehensive Strategy Report that 
was issued in June 1985. One appendix, Appendix D 
entitled "The Environmental Perspective," summarizes 
the SEC's experience and conclusions regarding the 
impact of environmental considerations on the synthe-
tic fuels industry in the United States. Appendix D is 
essentially unchanged from a draft that was sum-
marized in the June 1985 Pace Synthetic Fuels Report 
beginning on page 1-42. 

In the appendix the SEC analyzes the following aspcts 
of environmental considerations: 

• Permitting 
• Socioeconomic Impacts 
• Water Supply 
• Environmental Monitoring 
• Financial Assistance Agreement Requirements. 

From their experience with many synfuels projects, the 
SEC has made a number of conclusions regarding the 
effects that each of the environmental considerations 
may have on the United States synfuels industry. With 
regard to permitting, the SEC finds that "thus far the 
existing permitting system has been able to accom-
modate synthetic fuels development." The SEC also 
notes, however, that the regulatory system continues to 
evolve, and that new rules will affect decisions made by 
future projects.

Regarding socioeconomics, the SEC concludes that syn-
thetic fuels development will not cause impacts as 
severe as previously projected. The impacts will be less 
because the synfuels industry is developing more slowly 
and on a smaller scale, the relocating population will be 
smaller, and because project developers and the af-
fected communities have been successful in mitigating 
the impacts. 

Concerning water supply, the SEC finds that "adequate 
water supplies appear to be available to support a large 
nationwide synthetic fuels industry." However, the SEC 
warns that site-specific problems can occur without 
proper planning and site selection. (A separate article 
in this issue entitled "SEC Summarizes Expected Water 
Consumption for Synfuels Plants" tabulates SEC water 
use data for coal, oil shale, and tar sands/heavy oil 
plants.) 

In regard to environmental monitoring, the SEC be-
lieves that the Environmental Monitoring Plans that are 
required by the SEC will be the major source of 
information regarding emissions from synfuels plans and 
worker exposure at the plants. This information will 
contribute toward establishing safe exposure limits, 
setting new environmental standards, and developing 
control techniques. 

Lastly, in Appendix 0 the SEC discusses the environ-
mental provisions that projects must meet to receive 
SEC financial assistance. The SEC concludes that 
"these requirements, taken collectively, meet the 
Energy Security Act's objective of developing a synthe-
tic fuels industry in an environmentally acceptable 
manner." 
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WATER 
SEC SUMMARIZES EXPECTED WATER 
CONSUMPTION FOR SYNFUELS PLANTS 

The United States Synthetic Fuels Corporation (SFC) 
issued its Compiehensive Strategy Report to Congress 
in late June 1985. On August 21, the SEC Board of 
Directors approved eleven appendices to the report. 
Appendix D summarizes environmental effects on the 
United States synfuels industry. Included in Appendix 0 
is a discussion of water supply considerations for syn-
fuels plants. 

From its experience with many synfuels projects, the 
SFC concludes that water requirements for a synthetic 
fuels plant are determined by the type of synthetic fuel 
resource to be converted, the technology to be used, 
the products to be produced, and the size of the plant. 
Because the bulk of the water is for cooling, the 
dominant factor determining water requirements is the 
design philosophy for the plant cooling system. (For oil 
shale projects, the SEC notes that a significant portion 
of water is used for cooling and moistening the retorted 
shale before disposal and for dust control.) 

Table 1 presents ranges and averages of water con-
sumption estimates taken from a number of relatively 
detailed designs of synthetic fuels plants proposed to 
the SEC. Although these projects are generally much 
smaller, water requirements are pro rated from the 
actual plant size to 50,000 barrels crude oil equivalent 
per thy. These data are only for grass roots plants (i.e., 
plants built from scratch as opposed to retrofit facili-
ties). In general, the estimates of water consumption in 
the literature and those from the SEC's project file 
data are similar, but the SEC believes their data are

more definitive because they are the result of detailed 
site-specific design efforts by project sponsors. In fact, 
preliminary Information from recent startups of the 
Cool Water and Great Plains coal gasification projects 
appears to support the design water-use estimates of 
both projects. 

The data in Table 1 indicate that there is greater water 
use in the more complex coal-to-synfucls plants. Tar 
sand/heavy oil and shale projects generally require 
similar amounts of water. The SEC concludes that coal 
projects require more water than either oil shale or tar 
sand/heavy oil because of the great complexity and 
higher thermal regimes of coal-based plants. 

For oil shale facilities, water requirements for cooling 
retorted shale and for wetting these solids before final 
disposal represent as much as one-half of their water 
consumption. The lower per barrel water use require-
ments shown for western plants (compared to eastern) 
reflect the fact that facilities located in the water-
scarce West are designed to minimize water consump-
tion. The SEC also finds that design data further 
indicate that partial or total in situ retorting of oil 
shale significantly reduces water requirements because 
water is not needed to cool and dispose of the shale 
retorted underground. 

TABLE I

570 SYMMATC11 OF WATER REQ UIREMRWTS FOR GRAfl ROOTS PLAInS 

RrqtotNot A'tfleofNot 
Water Reqoirements Wator Reqoirementa 

Acre.Feet/ Acre-Feet) 
Number Barrels Y.. r. Barrels Veer for 

of Water 50,000 BaRD Water 501000 BOED 
Process	 Planes Per BCE Plant Per DOE Plant

Weatan Oil Sale 

Surf.,. Retorting 
S4Jrface Retorting/MIS 
True!, Situ 

Restest Oil Sate 

Suns,. Retorting 

Tat Sat/Been 00 
Mlnlng-Estnct5on 
In Situ 

Siflece Coel 0aBaUoe 

MOOS 
5MG 
Methanol 
Gesolin. 

On Situ, Cal OesiflaIson

4	 0.9-3.10	 1.980-6.490	 2.00	 4,340 
I	 2.60	 5,890	 2.10	 2,690 
O	 0.65	 1.520	 0.65	 1,520 

3.40	 1,200	 2.40	 7,200 

2.30.5	 4,77D-1,370	 3.1	 6.430 
1.40.3	 3.270-5 • 390	 2.7	 3.970 

6	 2.0-9.0	 3.900-14,000	 5.1	 9.800 
O	 0.0	 09,050	 0.0	 20, 050 
114.0	 29,000	 24.0	 29,000 
3	 17.5-23.4	 37.000-19.600	 19.6	 42,500 

MOO	 I	 0.2	 400	 0.2	 400 

Includes one plant the I converts m.dlum-OTU qvtluesis gas (nynga.) to ammonia. The 
estimeted. attn consumed In enrevonia synthesis Is not Included 

Source, SVC project me data
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RESOURCE 
SFC IDENTIFIES 1.4 TRILLION BARRELS 
OF POTENTIAL PRODUCTION FROM 
UNITED STATES RESOURCES 

In August, the Board of Directors of the United States 
Synthetic Fuels Corporation (SFC) formally approved 
eleven. appendices to their Comprehensive Strategy 
Report that was submitted to Congress in June 1985. 
The SFC's Appendix J, entitled "Resource/Technology 
Background," describes the synthetic fuels resources 
and the technologies required to develop them. Thus, 
the appendix provides the technical rationale and sup-
porting information for both the Comprehensive Strat-
egy Report and the Business Plan. The technology 
portion of Appendix J is summarized in this issue of the 
Pace Synthetic Fuels Report in the article entitled 
"Technical and Economic Advantages of Synfuels Tech-
nologies Specified by SFC." The following information 
summarizes the SFOs views on United States resources. 

The SEC has developed a quantitative indicator of 
resource size to help develop priorities among the 
synthetic fuels resources. This indicator, called "pro-
duction potential," takes into account the size of the 
identified resource in place and the efficiency of ex-
tracting and converting the resource into synthetic 
fuel. Production potential does not take into account 
existing non-synthetic fuels uses, if any, for the re-
source, and is based solely on the identified amount of 
that resource, not on the total amount of the resource. 

The SFCs production potential estimates for domestic 
synthetic fuels resources are given in Table 1. United 
States synthetic fuels resources are depicted in 
Figure 1.

TABLE I 

SYNTHETIC FUELS RESOURCES AND 
SEC PRODUCTION POTENTIAL ESTIMATES 

(Billion Barrels Oil Equivalent) 

Identified 
Resource	 Production 

Resource	 in Place	 Potential 

Coal 2,440 731 
Peat 77. 35 
Oil Shale 1,670 626 
Tar Sand 24 8 
Heavy Oil 110 33 

Total 4,321 1,433

Coal 

As the United States' most abundant synthetic fuel 
resource, coal has been given a high priority in the 
SEC's Comprehensive Strategy Report and Business 
Plan. The size of the identified and economic domestic 
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coal resource is approximately 675 billion tons. As 
shown in Table 2, this is "worth" nearly three-quarters 
of a trillion barrels of oil, assuming that 60 percent of 
the resource is recoverable by mining and the effi-
ciency of processing the mined coal into synthetic fuel 
is 50 percent. Hence, conversion of the domestic 
identified, economic, and recoverable coal resource 
into synthetic fuel could match the current domestic 
petroleum production of about 3.2 billion barrels per 
year for well over 100 years while also allowing for coal 
consumption for traditional uses at the current rate. 

-	 TABLE 2 

SFC ESTIMATED PRODUCTION POTENTIAL 
OF DOMESTIC COAL 

Billion 
Tons 

Identified and Economic Coal Resource 675 
40 Percent Allowance for Legally, Techni- (270) 

nically, or Economically Unrecoverable 
Coal 

Identified, Economic and Recoverable Coal 405 

50 Percent Allowance for Conversion to (202) 
Synthetic Fuel

Synthetic Fuel Producible from ldeati- 	 203 
fled, Economic, and Recoverable Coal 

Production Potential: 

203 Billion Tons x 3.6 BOEJT0n = 731 BBOE 
(BBOE = Billion Barrels of Oil Equivalent)

The USGS defines 20 principal coal regions in the 
United States. Of these, the SFC has selected four key 
coal resources: Eastern Interior bituminous, Powder 
River subbituminous, Appalachia bituminous, and Fort 
Union lignite (Table 3). Figure 2 shows all 20 USGS 
principal coal regions, with the four key coal resources 
highlighted by diagonal hatching. 

TABLE 3 

SFC KEY COAL SYNTHETIC FUELS 
RESOURCES 

Billion Tons 
Identified & 

Region (Coal Type; Economic Coat 
Approximate Location) in Place 

Eastern Interior (Bituminous; 213 
Illinois, Kentucky, Indiana) 

Powder River (Subbituminous; 181 
(Montana, Wyoming) 

Appalachia (Bituminous; Appalachia) 147 
Fort Union (Lignite; North Dakota, 25 

Wyoming - 

Total 566

Peat 

Peat is partially decomposed plant matter that has
accumulated in relatively stagnant water having low 
dissolved oxygen content. Compared to coal, peat
generally has a higher oxygen content, higher reacti-



nt, lower sulfur con-vity, higher volatile matter conic 

FIGURE 2 
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tent, and lower fixed carbon. Peat's major drawback Is 
that its moisture content is extremely high (90 percent 
or more). 

Identified domestic resources of peat are estimated at 
27 billion tons on a moisture-free basis. More than 
80 percent of domestic peat is located in 12 states: 
Northern Tier states (Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, 
Minnesota, and Wisconsin) have 31 percent; Southern 
Coastal states (Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, 
North Carolina, and South Carolina) have 12 percent; 
and Alaska has 41 percent. Of all the domestic peat 
resources, the SFC is most interested in Northern Tier 
peat. Peat has only a secondary priority in the SFC's 
Business Plan. 

Oil Shale 

The development of oil shale resources ranks high 
among the SFC's Business Plan priorities because of the 
size of. the resource and because of the production 
potential. There are two major oil shale resources in 
the United States: western oil shale, in the Green River 
Formation of Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming; and sur-
face-minable eastern oil shale, in the area of Indiana, 
Northern Kentucky, and Ohio. In addition to their 
different geologic and mining-related characteristics, 
eastern and western oil shales differ in that: 

• Western oil shale is richer when measured by 
the Fischer assay method-20 to 40 gallons of 
raw shale oil per ton of western oil shale versus 
8 to 15 gallons per ton for oil derived from 
eastern oil. shale. (However, the organic con-
tent of both shales is comparable.) 

•. The oil from western oil shale is relatively 
paraffinic. Hence, after upgrading it is an 
excellent refinery feedstock that produces 
large yields of diesel and jet fuel. The up-
graded oil from the more aromatic eastern oil 
shale is better suited as a feed for catalytic 
crackers in the production of gasoline. 

The SFC staff estimates that the oil shale resource 
represents recoverable shale oil syncrude of 626 billion 
barrels, after applying appropriate factors to reflect 
mining recovery and processing efficiency (Table 4). 

TABLE 4 

SPC ESTIMATED PRODUCTION POTENTIAL
OF DOMESTIC OIL SHALE

Billion BOE 

Identified Western and Easily Minable 	 1,670
Eastern Oil Shale 

50 Percent Allowance for Unrecoverable	 (835)
Shale 

Identified Recoverable Oil Shale 	 835 
25 Percent Allowance for Conversion 	 (209)

to Synthetic Fuel 

Production Potential	 626

Tar Sands and Heavy Oil 

Tar sand and heavy oil resources in the United States 
are small compared with coal and oil shale. However, 
the resources receive primary priority status in the 
SFC's Business Plan because they could be developed 
relatively quickly in a fuel shortage. The definitions 
used by the SFC for heavy oil and tar sand oil are as 
follows: 

• Tar sand oil—Any oil produced by mining. If 
produced by conventional methods (wells), then 
any oil with a gas-free viscosity of greater than 
10,000 centipoise at reservoir temperature. If 
viscosity data are unavailable, then any oil 
heavier than water (100AP1 or less). 

• Heavy oil_._Anx oil not a tar sand oil and having 
a density of 20 API or less. 

The SFC believes that tar sand oil and eligible heavy oil 
are Important because: (I) Project lead-times are much 
shorter than for oil shale and coal projects; (2) thecost 
of bitumen/heavy oil products appears to be lesi than 
that of shale oil or coal-derived liquids; (3) the products 
are chemically similar to conventional petroleum pro-
ducts; (4) production and refining technology is a rea-
sonable extension of petroleum processing; and (5) large 
tar sand and heavy oil resources are held by oil compan-
ies that also own the refineries to which these products 
are best suited. 

However, tar sand and eligible heavy oil resources are 
of limited strategic value because: (1) Although the 
United States resource is large compared with existing 
domestic reserves of conventional crude, it is small 
compared with coal and oil shale; and (2) only a 
relatively small fraction of the resource is recoverable 
with current technology. 

The measured domestic tar sand resource exceeds 
22 billion barrels of oil in place, more than one-half of 
which is located in Utah. Alabama, California, Ken-
tucky, and Texas have tar sand deposits totaling more 
than 1 billion barrels for each state. Only 10 to 
20 percent of the resource is accessible by surface 
mining techniques. 

Domestic heavy oil resources are estimated at more 
than 100 billion barrels in place, more than one-half of 
which is in California. Alaska contains 25 billion bar-
rels, while Arkansas, Mississippi, Oklahoma, Wyoming, 
and Texas each have more than 1 billion barrels. 

The SFC believes that the amount of heavy oil and tar 
sand oil ultimately recoverable is a matter of specula-
tion until adequate commercial-scale data are obtained. 
They assume that 30 percent of the heavy oil resource 
is recoverable, 80 percent of the surface-minable tar 
sand oil is recoverable, and 25 percent of the in situ tar 
sand oil is recoverable. Thus, the recoverable resources 
for heavy oil are 33 billion barrels, and for tar sand oil, 
8 billion barrels. 
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RECENT GENERAL PUBLICATIONS/PATENTS 

Bank America Capital Markets Group, "A Study of Project Finance Mechanisms for United States Synthetic Fuels 
Corporation." 

Brown, W. K., at al, "MOLTOX Process Integration for the Cogeneration of Oxygen and Steam." 

Center for Renewable Resources, "The Hidden Costs of Energy." 

Energy Information Administration, "Study of the Effect on Selected Oil and Gas Companies of 'The President's Tax 
Proposal to the Congress for Fairness, Growth and Simplicity'," July 1985. 

Energy Information Administration, "Analysis of the Impacts of the President's Tax Proposal on Major Sectors, of 
the Energy Industry," August 1985. 

House Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs, Subcommittee on Economic Stabilization, "Hearings on 
The Role of Synthetic Fuels in Promoting Economic Stability,' September 1985. 

United States Department of the Interior and Bureau of Land Management, "Grand Junction Resource Management 
Plan and Environmental Impact Statement," November 1985. 

GENERAL - PATENTS 

"Extraction and Upgrading of Fossil Fuels Using Fused Caustic and Acid Solutions," Walter D. Hart and Robert A. 
Meyers - Inventors, TRW Inc., United States Patent 4,545,891, October 8, 1985. A crushed hydrocarbon-bearing 
material containing hydrocarbon and foreign mineral constituents is dispersed in fused alkali metal caustic to 
remove the sulfur content and release the foreign mineral matter from the hydrocarbon material for recovery 
and/or upgrading of the hydrocarbon content. The process permits recovery of 80 to 95 percent of the available 
kerogen or other hydrocarbon in a mineral matrix such as oil shale rock and conditions a solid fossil fuel such as 
coal, as well as the kerogen or other hydrocarbon released from the mineral matrix, for removal of substantially all 
remaining ash and other foreign mineral matter by subsequent washing of the hydrocarbon product in an aqueous 
solution of acid. 

"Polar Solvent Extraction and Dedusting Process," James L. Taylor - Inventor, Gulf Oil Corporation; Standard Oil 
Company, United States Patent 4,544,477, October 1, 1985. A process is provided to produce and dedust oil from oil 
shale and other types of solid hydrocarbon-containing material. In the process, raw oil shale or other solid 
hydrocarbon-containing material is retorted, preferably with solid heat carrier material, to liberate an effluent 
product stream of hydrocarbons containing entrained particulates of dust derived from the oil shale or other solid 
hydrocarbon-containing material. A fraction of oil containing most of the dust is separated from the effluent 
product stream and fed to one or more dedusters. The dust-laden oil is dissolved in a special dedusting solvent 
(alcohols containing from 1 to 4 carbon atoms and alkanes containing from 3 to 9 carbon atoms) which contains both 
polar and non-polar solvents. In the deduster, the dissolved oil is separated into a dedusted stream of oil and 
solvents and a residual stream of dust-laden sludge. Solvents are recovered from the dedusted stream as well as the 
sludge. The recovered solvents are recycled to the deduster for use in dedusting the oil. The sludge is preferably 
dried and combusted for use as part of the solid heat carrier material in the retort. 

"Shale Oil Stabilization with a Hydroprocessor," David M. Johnson, Paul B. Miller, and Earl D. York - Inventors, Gulf 
Oil Corporation; Standard Oil Company, United States Patent 4,548,702, October 22, 1985. A process is provided to 
produce, stabilize, dedust and upgrade synthetic oil, such as shale oil. In the process, synthetic fuels, such as oil 
shale, tar sands, and diatomite are retorted with heat carrier material to liberate an effluent product stream 
comprising hydrocarbons and entrained particulates of dust. To minimize polymerization of the product stream and 
agglomerate the dust, the product stream is stabiized, upgraded, and pretreated prior to dedtmting, in a 
hydroprocessor, such as an ubullated bed reactor, with a hydroprocessing gas in the presence of a catalyst The 
hydroprocessing gas can be hydrogen, scrubbed fractionator gases, or hydrocarbon-enriched hydroprocessor off 
gases.
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COMING EVENTS 

1985 

DECEMBER 7-11, MIAMI BEACH, FLORIDA—Seventh International Conference on Alternative Energy Sources. 

DECEMBER 9-11, MIAMI BEACH, FLORIDA .'—Clean Energy Research Institute, 7th Miami International Conference 
on Alternative Energy Sources. 

DECEMBER 10-13, PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA—World Enerp Markets: Stability or Continued Cycle 
Seventh Annual North American Conference of the International Association of Energy Economi 	

?, 
sts. 

DECEMBER 11-13, LONDON, ENGLAND-5th International Conference and Exhibition on Coal Utilization and 
Trade, Coaltech 85. 

1986 

FEBRUARY 5-6, DENVER, COLORADO—USGS Research on Energy Resources--1986, Second Annual V.E. 
McKelvey Forum on Mineral and Energy Resources. 

FEBRUARY 19, CALGARY, ALBERTA—Heavy Oil & Oil Sands Technical Symposium, University of Calgary. 

FEBRUARY 23-21, NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA—American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Technical Economics, 
Synfuels and Coal Energy Symposium. 

MARCH 17-19, WASHINGTON, D.C.—Government Institutes, Inc., 1986 Energy Technology Conference and 
Exposition. 

MARCH 24-26, PERTH, AUSTRALIA-13th Congress of the World Energy Conference, World Energy Conference: 
Perth Symposium. 

APRIL 8-10, NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA—American Institute of Chemical Engineers, Petro Expo 186. 

APRIL 13-18, NEW YORK, NEW YORK—Status of Synfuels Commercialization, Surface Science of Coal 
Liquefaction Catalysts, Chemical Basis for Toxicological Response in Synthetic Fuel Liquids, Division of Fuel 
Chemistry. 

APRIL 21-23, GOLDEN, COLORADO—Colorado School of Mines, 19th Oil Shale Symposium. 

APRIL 21-24, QUEENSLAND, AUSTRALIA—Australian Coal Association, 1986 Australian Coal Conference. 

APRIL 28-MAY 1, ROLDUC, THE NETHERLANDS—institute for Chemical Technology of the University of 
Amsterdam, Coal Characterization for Conversion Process, (First International Rolduc Symposium on Coal Science). 

MAY 18-21, SOUTH SEAS PLANTATION, CAPTIVA ISLAND, FLORIDA—National Council on Synthetic Fuels 
Production and Synthetic Fuels Research Institute, Annual Synfuels Symposium. 

JUNE 8-12,, DUSSELDORF, GERMANY-31st International Gas Turbine Conference & Exhibit 

JUNE 23-25, ALABAMA-27th United States Symposium on Rock Mechanics, United States National Committee on 
Rock Mechanics. 

AUGUST 25-28, SAARBRUCKEN, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY—United States Department of Energy and 
Federal Ministry for Research and Technology (Germany), Twelvth Symposium on Underground Coal Gasification. 

AUGUST 25-29, SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA—American Chemical Society, Intersociety Energy Conversion 
Engineering Conference. 

SEPTEMBER 7-12, ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA—American Chemical Society, American Chemical Society National 
Meeting. 

SEPTEMBER 8-11, TORONTO, CANADA—Gas Research Institute, International Gas Research Conference. 

OCTOBER 5-9, LAS VEGAS, NEVADA—American Mining Congress, International Mining Show. 
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PROJECT ACTIVITIES 

SPC MAKES ONE AWARD, POUR OTHER OIL SHALE 
PROJECTS PENDING 

From September through November 1985, the United 
States Synthetic Fuels Corporation (SFC) announced an 
award to one oil shale project, and moved closer to 
final decisions regarding the other four oil shale pro-
jects that are still under consideration. As described in 
the Government portion of the Oil Shale section in this 
issue of the PaceSynthetic Fuels Report, the SFC 
awarded an additional $500 million in loan and price 
guarantees to the Union Oil Company for the Parachute 
Creek Project. The SEC award is to be used to 
incorporate a fluidized bed combustor into the existing 
facility. The terms of the previous $400 million price 
guarantee that was awarded to Union by the United 
States Department of Energy (DOE) were modified by 
extending the deadline for the price guarantee pay-
ments and by reducing the support price to $37.87 per 
barrel (a support supplement of an additional $30.00 per 
barrel will be provided for all shale oil produced after 
the fluid-bed combustor begins operation). 

With regard to the other four oil shale projects, the 
SFC Board has decided the following: 

• The sponsors of the Paraho-Ute Project must 
provide additional information regarding a pro-
posed down-scaled project by December 13, 
1985. The project was proposed to the SFC in 

• response to the Third General Solicitation that 
closed in January 1983. Originally, the sponsors 
proposed a phased project to produce nearly 
:40,000 barrels of shale oil per day. More re-
cently, a single phase of the project was to 
produce over 14,000 barels per day of hydro-
treated shale oil. The newly-proposed down-
sized project would produce only 4,500 barrels 
per day. 

• The SEC staff was directed to continue to 
negotiate with the Cathedral Bluffs project 
regarding two proposals for down-sizing the 
project. The project was originally designed to 
produce a total of 14,300 barrels of shale oil 
per day, 12,000 barrels per day from a Union 
aboveground retort and 2,300 barrels per day by 
modified in situ retorts. Although the SEC has 
not released any details regarding the proposals 
for downsizing Cathedral Bluffs, at their meet-
ing on November 19 the SFC Board "indicated 
their continued interest in MIS technology." 
Hence, Pace theorizes that the new proposals 
will likely include only MIS retorting, with no 
immediate plans for aboveground retorting. No 
deadlines have yet been established by the SFC 
for the Cathedral Bluffs Project, which is being 
considered under the Third General Solicitation. 

• The SFC staff is to resolve all outstanding 
issues regarding the Seep Ridge Project by the 
December SFC Board meeting. Although SEC 
financial assistance for Seep Ridge has been 
imminent for several months, an award has not 
been made because a recent Court of Appeals

ruling has raised questions regarding jurisdic-
tion of Indian tribes over certain lands in Utah, 
including those of the Seep Ridge project. (See 
the article in this issue entitled "Court Ruling 
Extends Indian Jurisdiction Over Utah Shale 
Lands" for details.) 

S The American Syn-Crude/Indiana project was 
given until January 31, 1986 to secure 100 per-
cent of its required equity. The project applied 
for SFC loan and price guarantees in response 
to the Fourth General Solicitation. 

The status of the five active SFC oil shale projects is 
summarized in Table 1. The deadlines that were estab-

TABLE 1 

STATUS OF ACTIVE OIL SHALE PROJECTS THAT 
APPLIED TO THE SPC FOR ASSISTANCE 

Project	 Solicitation	 Stalin 

Union OIL 

Phase I	 Transferred from DOE	 Awarded $400 Miluor, Price 
Guarantee 

Fluldlzed-Bed	 Third General	 $500 Millen Loan and Price 
Combostor	 Guarantee Incorporated into 

Phase I Contract 
Cathedral Bluffs	 Third General	 Letter of Intent Signed 
Seep Ridge	 Third General	 Letter of Intent signed 
Paraho-Ute	 Third General	 Decision Fending 
American Syn-	 Fourth General	 Qualified Project 

Crude/Indiana 

lished by the SEC Board should resolve the status of all 
but the Cathedral Bluffs project within the next two 
months, with the possibility that awards will be made to 
one or more oil shale projects during the first quarter 
1986. 

The status of all 15 projects (oil shale, oil sands/heavy 
oil, and coal/lignite/peat) that are presently under 
consideration by the SFC are depicted in Figure 1 in a 
separate article in this issue. Refer to the article in 
the General section entitled "SFC Prunes List of Active 
Projects to Fifteen, More Decisions Imminent." 
Figure 2 in the same article shows the status of all 
projects, either active or dropped, that have applied to 
the SFC for financial assistance. 

GEOKINETICS DETAILS PROGRESS OF LOFRECO 
PROCESS 

Development of the Geokinetics horizontal in situ re-
torting process (LOFRECO) was summarized by M. A. 
Lekas, President of Geokinetics Inc., at the Synfuels 
Fifth Worldwide Symposium held in Washington, D.C. in 
November 1985. 

In 1976, Geokinetics entered into a cooperative agree-
ment with the United States Department of Energy 
(DOE) to develop a true in situ process for producing 
shale oil. The concept of the process was to fracture 
oil shale beds with explosives, creating a permeable in 

-
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situ "retort," and then drive a tire front horizontally 
through the rubblized oil shale to release the oil, which 
collected at the bottom of the retorts, and was lifted to 
the surface through wells. 

The development program lasted for eight years, until 
November 1, 1984. During this period, the parameters 
for a complete process were developed, including a 
blasting technique to fracture the oil shale bed with 
minimal fracturing of the overburden, low cost proce-
dures for drilling wells through rubblized rock, ignition 
procedures, , methods of controlling the fire front and 
preventing channelling, techniques for minimizing gas 
leakage from the retorts, of fgas cleanup, and waste 
water handling. 

A total of $18 million was spent on the program, 
$3 million by Geokinetics and $15 million by DOE. 
Twenty-eight retorts were blasted, and 16 retorts were 
burned. in the course of the test burns, 136,000 barrels 
of shale oil were produced and sold. 

As the process was designed to minimize initial capital 
costs, It was named LOFRECO, an acronym for Low 
Front End Cost. In the process, the oil shale is 
fractured by means of explosives placed in blast holes 
drilled from the surface. After a specific area has been 
fractured, air Injection holes are drilled at one end, and 
oil and of Igas recovery holes are drilled at the other. 
The process is designed to retort oil shale beds under 
shallow overburden. However, the basic horizontal burn 
that has been developed can be applied to a number of 
other situations, including secondary recovery of oil 
from the pillars, floor, and roof of a room and pillar oil 
shale mine. 

Laboratory and pilot work were carried out at the 
Geokinetics facilities in Concord, California during

1974 and early 1975, to examine the technical feasibi-
lity of establishing and maintaining a horizontally mov-
ing burn front through a random sized mass of rubblized 
oil shale. In March 1975 leases on oil shale lands 
suitable for the process were acquired in the southern 
Uintah Basin of Utah. In April 1975 field operations 
began. 

The project field site is located 70 miles south of 
Vernal, Utah on land owned by the State of Utah. Oil 
shale rights were leased from the state by Geokinetics, 
and 320 acres were dedicated as a test site. The oil 
shale bed is approximately 30 feet thick and has a grade 
of 22 gallons per ton. Overburden over the shale ranges 
from zero to a maximum of 120 feet. 

Because of the remote location of the site, being 
70 miles from the nearest supply center over poor 
roads, it was necessary to establish a fully self-con-
tained camp, including living quarters, shops, warehous-
ing, etc. 

The most important step in the process is blasting the 
shale bed to create permeability. To allow the rock to 
swell, the ground surface Is permanently lifted over a 
portion of the retort. 

In a typical two acre retort, 250 blast holes are drilled. 
The retort is divided into two areas, the vertical motion 
area (VMA), and the lateral motion area (LMA), as 
shown in Figure 1. The VMA is fired first. The force of 
the explosive is directed to the closest free face, which 
is the surface. The surface is temporarily lifted to a 
height of 15 to 25 feet, as the shale bed is broken and 
expanded upward. At an appropriate delay, while the 
surface is still in upward motion (usually about 0.5 se-
cond) the first row of holes in the LMA is fired. As the 
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closest free face is now the edge of the expanding 
VMA, the force of the explosive is directed laterally 
toward the VMA. Subsequent rows of the LMA are 
fired in sequence, with appropriate delays (usually 
about 0.01 second) until the entire round has been 
detonated. After the blast, all of the oil shale within 
the retort boundary has been rubblized, and the surface 
shows an uplift over the VMA of about 10 to 12 feet. 

Basic design and operational parameters necessary to 
design a LOFRECO commercial operation were devel-
oped. These are as follows: 

• Air Injection Rates, Specific air injection rates 
per square foot of retort cross section (superfi-
cial Gas Velocity = SGV) ranged from 0.40 to 
0.97 standard cubic foot per minute. An in-
crease in SGV up to at least 0.8 or 1.0 has a 
beneficial effect on oil recovery. 

• Recovery Efficiency. Recovery rates ranged 
from 26 to 59 percent. For design purposes, a 
recovery of 50 percent can be used. 

• Production Rate. Oil production rates ranged 
from 1.0 to 3.1 barrels per day per 100 square 
feet of retort cross section. At SGV of 0.80, a 
production rate of 1.9 is predicted. 

• Air Requirement. At 0.80 SGV, the air require-
ment was 58,000 standard cubic feet per barrel. 

• Rate of Fire Front Advance. SGV appears to 
have little effect on rate of fire front advance 
within the limits tested. Advance rates clust-
ered around 1.0 foot per day. 

• Air Injection Pressures. Wellhead pressures 
were 1.0 to 3.0 psi. Most of the wellhead 
pressure is required to overcome the resistance 
in the formation adjacent to the wellbore. 

• Oil Composition. Oil composition will vary 
from retort to retort and will also vary with 
time within a retort. A composite analysis of 
oil is shown in Table 1. 

• Gas Composition. The gas composition varied 
from day to day within a retort, and from 
retort to retort. The average heating value was 
about 75 BTU per cubic foot. 

• Retort Water. Oil and water are produced from 
the retorts. Part of the water is lifted as free 
water, and the remainder is emulsified with the 
oil. The ratio of water to oil is approximately 
1:1. 

A number of processes were tested to remove hydrogen 
sulfide from the retort off gases. It was concluded that 
the ARI "Lo-Cat" solution is effective in removing 
hydrogen sulfide from shale oil retort gases. Such a 
plant would incorporate a unit to recover condensable 
hydrocarbons, a venturi scrubber to remove approxi-
mately 50 percent of the sulfur, followed by a packed 
tower to remove the balance. 

Geokinetics is awaiting final approval of the financial 
assistance package being provided by the United States 
Synthetic Fuels Corporation to implement the 
LOFRECO process on the Seep Ridge project.

TABLE 1 

TYPICAL CRUDE SHALE OIL
SPECIFICATIONS 

Gravity, °API 25-26 
Viscosity, CST 

100°F 12-16 
140°F 6-8 

Flash Point (A5TM D92-23), OF 180-200 
85 & W(Maximum), Wt. % 1.0 
Ash, Wt.% 0.015-0.030 
Pour Point, °F 70-80 
Asphaltenes, Wt. % 0.5-1.5 
Elemental Analysis, Wt. % 

Carbon 83.0-84.7 
Hydrogen 11.8-11.9 
Oxygen 0.9-1.6 
Nitrogen 1.5-1.6 
Sulfur 0.8-1;0 

Metals, ppm 
Iron 87-740 
Arsenic 8-11 
Vanadium 1-3 
Nickel 6-58 

Heat of Combustion (Gross), BTU/Lb 19,000-19,500 

Distillation (ASTM D1160)	 Vol % 

IBP 160-255 
10 420-470 
30 520-580 
50 600-675 
70 775-790 
90 900-920

FBP	 980-1,150 

DOE PROCEEDS TO DEMOLISH ANVIL POINTS 

Following up on its decision to destroy the Anvil Points 
oil shale facility, the United States Department of 
Energy awarded demolition contracts to four firms. 
Contracts totalling $2.64 million were awarded to 
Mountain Region Construction and A & B Asbestos 
Abatement of Grand Junction, to Synfuels Engineering 
and Development of Parachute, and to Brown's Environ-
mental Construction of Littleton. 

The four Colorado firms are to dismantle the 41 year 
old plant, and reclaim the 50 acre site over an 18 month 
period which started August 1, 1985. 

SOLUTION MINING OF NAHCOLITE 
TO BE TESTED 

A pilot plant test to determine if solution mining of 
nahcolite is commercially feasible will be conducted by 
Northern Natural Resources Company, Industrial Re-
sources, Inc., and several other parties. The announce-
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ment was made by HNJ/lnterNorth, the parent of NNR. 
Industrial Resources holds 8,359 acres of federal sodium 
leases in Rio Blanco County, Colorado. 

Nacholite is expected to have important applications as 
a low cost sulfur oxides control agent for coal burning 
power plants. 

More than 80 percent of the sulfur dioxide from coal 
burning plants could be removed with a dry injection 
process using a sodium sorbent such as sodium bicar-
bonate, or nahcolite. HNG/InterNorth states that costs 
of the dry injection process could be about 65 percent 
that of conventional wet scrubbers and other spray 
dryer systems. Reflected in the cost differential is the 
estimated capital investment of the dry injection sys-
tem, which Is about one-fourth that of comparable wet 
scrubber systems. 

The cost effectiveness of the dry injection system 
depends, to a considerable extent, on the sorbent's cost. 
The nahcolite solution mining process offers the poten-
tial for producing a low cost sorbent.
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CORPORATIONS 

TENNECO PULLS 
OUT 

OF C-b PROJECT 

Tenneco has given Occidental Petroleum a two year 
option to obtain Tenneco's 50 percent interest in Cathe-
dral Bluffs! Shale Oil Company. In the meantime 
Tenneco will not contribute to further operations. Last 
summer Tenneco announced that it was writing off as a 
loss a good Out of its investment in the project. Terms 
of the buyout were not disclosed. 	 - 

'Cathedral Bluffs had received a letter of intent for 
funding from the United States Synthetic Fuels Cor-
poration (SEC). The project would have involved a 
combination of modified in situ retorts and a surface 
retort using the Dravo circular grate process. Oxy is 
expected to try to reorganize the project at a smaller 
scale to salvage SFC support. 

ATTENDANCE (1001) AT LLNL OIL SHALE 
BRIEFING 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) held 
its Fifth Briefing on Oil Shale Research October 23, 
1985. Although attendance was down considerably from 
earlier years, interest level was higher than might have 
been expected, with about 70 attendees. 

Research on oil shale retorting has continued at LLNL 
for more than a decade. This briefing was the fifth. 
Previous ones were held in 1976, 1978, 1980, and 1982. 
LLNL is operated for the Department of Energy by the 
University of California. The LLNL project is part of a 
government sponsored oil shale research program man-
aged by the Departmentof Energy's Morgantown Energy 
Technology Center (METe). As noted in Figure 1, 
funding levels, although reduced, are still substantial.

Oil Shale Research at LLNL is directed at developing 
retorting technology. Efforts include mathematical 
modelling and experimental studies of chemical reac-
tions, physical processes, retort systems, and compo-
nents of retort systems. In recent years, the emphasis 
has shifted from Modified In Situ Retorting (MIS) to 
Surface Retorting. 

Presentations made during the briefing are listed as 
follows: 

	

• - Introduction-Oil	 Shale	 Research	 at
LLNL—Arthur Lewis 

• Overview of Mathematical Modelling of Oil 
Shale Retorting—Robert Braun 

• General chemical -Kinetic Model of Oil Shale 
Pyrolysis—Alan Burnham	 - 

• Mathematical Modeling of Oil Shale Retorting 
in a Fluidized-Bed Pyrolyzer and Lift-Pipe 
Combustor—Julio Diaz 

• Mathematical Modelling of Oil Shale Retorting 
in an External Combustion, Hot-Gas Re-
tort—Robert Braun	 - 

• Mathematical Modelling of the Cascading-Bed 
Retorting System and Comparisons of Model 
Calculations with LLNL Pilot Retort 
Data—Robert Braun 

• General Description of a 1 Ton Per Day Rapid 
Pyrolysis Solid-Recycle Retort—Robert Cena 

• Comparison of Generic Retorting Pro-
cesses—Arthur Lewis 

• Review and Comparison of Chemistry of In Situ
and Aboveground Processing—Alan Burnham

- 
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• The Design, Construction, and Operation of a 
Fluidized Bed Retort Using Solid Recircula-
tion—Riehard Mallon 

• Operating Results of a 1 Ton Per Day Cascad-
ing Bed Rapid Pyrolysis Solid-Recycle Re-
tort—Robert Cena 

• Retorting Diagnostics: Chemistry in the Solid 
Recycle Retort—Tom Coburn 

• From Bench Top to Pilot Scale: Determination 
of Sulfur Gases by Triple Quadrupole Mass 
Spec tom etry—Carla Wong 

• The Gravity Bed retort: A Big Sulfur Chemistry 
Set—Dick Crawford 

• Sulfur Gas Production: Where it Comes From, 
Where it Goes—Phil Miller 

• Effects of Reactive Components in Oxidized 
Shale on Fischer Assay Oil Yield and Composi-
tion—Robert Banner 

• Sulfur Disposition During Oxidation of Retorted 
Shale Robert Taylor 

• Ammonia Released from Shale Combustion and 
Fischer Assay Retorting—Myongsook Oh 

• Nitric Oxide from the Combustion of Retorted 
Shale Robert Taylor 

• inorganic Nitrogen In Green River Formation 
Oil Shale Robert Taylor 

• A Model of Hydrocarbon Evolution in the Uinta 
Basin, Utah—Jerry Sweeney 

• Discrete Particle Computer Modelling of Gran-
ular Solids Flow Behavior—Otis Walton

PARAHO FILES FOR CHAPTER 11 

Paraho Development Corporation of Denver, Colorado, 
has flied for protection under Chapter 11 of the bank-
ruptcy code. It may attempt to merge with another 
company by the end of the year. The company's books 
show assets of $410,000 and $2.1 million in liabilities. 

Financial support from the United States Synthetic 
Fuels Corporation (SFC) for Its Paraho-Ute oil shale 
project in Utah would be Paraho's only hope for survival 
since its only assets are land and retorting technology. 
Paraho had received a letter of intent for a 14,000 bar-
rels per day project In Utah. The SFC has given Paraho 
120 days to reorganize around a smaller project. 
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GOVERNMENT 

SPC AWARDS ADDITIONAL $500 MILLION 
TO UNION OIL 

On October 16, 1985 the United States Synthetic Fuels 
Corporation (SFC) awarded up to $500 million in addi-
tional loan and price guarantees to the Union Oil 
Parachute Creek shale oil project. The financial assist-
ance will be used to incorporate the Unishale "C" 
fluidized bed combustion technology into the existing 
Phase I project. Terms of the SFC agreement are 
summarized in Table 1. Also, the more important 
sections of the Amendment Agreement are reproduced 
in the Appendix in this issue of the Pace Synthetic 
Fuels Report 

The loan guarantee portion of the award will cover up 
to 55 percent of the costs incurred in incorporating the 
fluidized bed combustor (FBC) into the project. These 
costs are presently estimated by Union to be $562 mil-
lion. The loan guarantee will be limited to a maximum 
of $327 million, including interest of $27 million. 

The price guarantee will include the $400 million award 
made by the United States Department of Energy (DOE) 
on July 29, 1981, plus an additional initial award of 
$173 million made by the SFC. As described in the 
September 1981 Cameron (now Pace) Synthetic Fuels 
Report, the DOE award provides price differential 
payments for up to 20 million barrels of syncrude that 
may be produced from the Parachute Creek project 
between the start of production and June 30, 1993. The 
payments cover the differential between a base price 
and the • current market price of JP-4 jet fuel and 
diesel. The base price was to be $42.50 per barrel (in 
1981 dollars) adjusted for inflation. However, the new 
SFC award has lowered this base price to $37.87 per 
barrel. 

The ' SEC Amendment Agreement also revised the 
June 1993 deadline that would have terminated further 
payments. The new deadline will be 10 years after the 
earlier of: (1) the date of initial production, or (2) 
December 31, 1992. This extension of the deadline is 
needed because the long delay in the startup of the 
Unishale "B" retort would have significantly limited the 
amount of payments that Union could receive under the 
original DOE agreement. 

The additional price guarantee provided by the SFC will 
initially be limited to $173 million. A "supplemental 
adjustment" of $30.00 per barrel will be added to the 
price differential payments for shale oil that is pro-
duced by the new Unishale "C" technology. This 
supplemental adjustment will be adjusted for inflation. 
As the SFC loan guarantee is repaid, the price guar-
antee will increase up to a maximum of $500 million. 
Hence, Union may receive total price guarantee pay-
ments of up to $900 million ($400 million from the DOE 
award plus $500 million from the SFC). 

The fluidized bed combustor will eliminate the need for 
the spent shale cooling/removal system that has pre-
vented sustained operation of the Unishale "B" retort. 
Additionally, by burning the residual char on the spent

TABLE 1 

PROPOSED TERMS OF THE AMENDED SPC CONTRACT 
WITH THE PARACHUTE CREEK PROJECT 

SPC Assistance 
Maximum of $500 million in loan and price guarantees 
to incorporate a fluidized-bed combustor (FBC) into the 
existing Phase I facility, and to produce shale oil from 
the modified facility. 

Amendment of Existing DOE Agreement 

The Phase I $400 million price support contract would 
be modified to eliminate the existing time and produc-
tion limitations. 

Amount of Loan Guarantee 
Up to 55 percent of the costs incurred by incorporating 
the FEC into the existing facility, currently estimated 
to be approximately $560 million. 

Amount of SEC Price Guarantee 
Up to $500 million. The initial amount will be 
$173 million based on the loan guarantee maximum of 
$327 million. This initial amount will increase up to the 
maximum as the loan is repaid. 

Guarantee Price 

The Phase I support price was modified to $37.87 (ad-
justed for inflation) for each barrel of upgraded shale 
oil produced prior to completion of the FBC. The new 
SEC price guarantee of up to $500 million would be in 
the form of a price support supplement of $30 per 
barrel (adjusted for inflation), which would be available 
only with the commencement of operation of the FBC. 

Duration of Price Guarantee 
Union will receive price guarantees for a period which 
ends on the earlier of (1) 10 years from the first price 
guarantee payment or (2) when the aggregate payments 
of price guarantees equal the maximum amount avail-
able under the contract. 

Profit-Sharing Payments 

Above $225 million cumulative after tax cash flow, 
Union will make profit-sharing payments for a period of 
16 years to safeguard against windfall profits. Pay-
ments will cease when they equal the greater of (1) 
$250 million or (2) the amount of price guarantees 
received by Union in real dollars. 

Access to Upgrading Facilities 

Union will make its existing shale oil upgrading facili-
ties available to third parties for the upgrading of other 
shale oils on reasonable commercial terms. 
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TABLE 2 

SPECIFICATIONS FOR ELIGIBLE PRODUCT 

Property	 Specification 

Distillation 
Recoveryat 5250?, % 
Recovery at 6500F, % 
Recovery at 1,000017, % 

Gravity 
Sulfur, wppm 
Nitrogen, wppm 
Carbon Residue, Weight % 
Arsenic, wppm 
Pour Point, °F 
Oxygen, ppm by Weight 
Reid Vapor Pressure psia at 100°F

30 minimum 
50 minimum 
90 minimum 
32 minimum 
100 maximum 
1,250 maximum 
0.30 maximum 
5 maximum 
+50 maximum 
500 maximum 
11 maximum

• A minimum of 5,000 barrels per day of feed-
stock Is available during the period the other 
project's shale oil Is being upgraded. 

shale to produce steam and electricity, the operating 
costs of the facility will be reduced. (Refer to the 
article in this issue entitled "Union Patents System for 
Spent Shale" for a description of the technology.) 

Union must now prepare a "Milestone Cost Estimate" 
for the augmentation facilities. Presently, Union be-
lieves this estimate will be completed on or before 
December 31, 1986. The total fundable costs of the 
augmentation program are now estimated to be approx-
imately $562 million, and the construction costs to be 
approximately $260 million, If the construction costs 
are found to be In excess of $286 million, Union can 
choose to terminate the augmentation program. Union 
presently believes the "Construction Milestone Date" 
(the date on which Union will have incurred or become 
liable for at least 25 percent of the construction costs) 
will occur on or before December 31, 1987. Construc-
tion of the augmentation facilities Is expected to be 
completed by June 30, 1989, and syncrude Is expected 
to be sold from the project by June 30, 1990. To 
qualify for price guarantee payments, the syncrude 
must meet the specifications shown in Table 2.

• Excess capacity is available at the upgrading 
facility. 

• The supplier of the shale oil has obtained pre-
manufacturing notices as required by the Toxic 
Substances Control Act. 

The award to Union is the first financial assistance that 
has been made by the SEC to an oil shale project. 
However, Congressional critics of the SFC have threat-
ened to revoke the award. If Congress does not revoke 
the award, the SFC's action has very likely advanced 
the technical and economic viability of the Parachute 
Creek project. Thus, the award has also advanced the 
oil shale industry and the entire synthetic fuels industry 
in the United States. 

BLM RECORD OF DECISION ON MOBIL PROJECT 
SUPPORTS PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE 

The United States Bureau of Land Management issued 
Its Record of Decision with respect to the Final Envir-
onmental Impact Statement for Mobil Oil Corporation's 
proposed Parachute shale oil project. The project, as 
outlined in the EIS, involves mining, retorting and 
upgrading up to 100,000 barrels of shale oil per day 
north of the town of Parachute, Colorado and con-
structing the Main Elk water supply northwest of New 
Castle, Colorado. (See Pace Synthetic Fuels Report, 
September 1984, page 2-29, and March 1985, page 
2-46). 

On the basis of the information of record, BLM formu-
lated a Record of Decision in favor of granting various 
land requests in support of BLM's Preferred Alternative 
indentified in the Final Mobil-Pacific Oil Shale Environ-
mental Impact Statement (FEIS). 

Details of the Preferred Alternative which affect pub-
lic lands are as follows: 

The SEC agreement provides for quarterly profit shar-
ing payments from Union if and when the adjusted 
cumulative after tax cash flow of the project exceeds 
$225 million. The payments will be equal to one-half 
the quarterly after tax cash flow. Profit sharing will 
continue for 16 years after the start of initial produc-
tion, or until the payments exceed the greater of: (1) 
$250 million, or (2) the amount of price guarantees 
received by Union. 

Another interesting aspect of the Amendment Agree-
ment requires that Union must make the upgrading 
facilities at the Parachute Creek project available to 
other oil shale projects that also receive SFC assist-
ance. The upgrader must be made available to other 
projects on reasonable commercial terms provided that:

• Lands in Wheeler Gulch for processed shale 
disposal. 

• Transmission line in Hayes Gulch. 
• Dam abutment, access road, reservoir inunda-

tion areas, and relocation of county road 243 in 
the vicinity of Main Elk Creek. 

• Contractor's road in Cow Creek. 

After review for consistency with the EIS and applic-
able regulations pending Rights-of-Way, land purchases, 
exchanges, and lease applications involving BLM lands 
will be issued. BLM personnel will perform on-site 
inspections and analyses of site specific actions and will 
utilize the findings in formulating stipulations for the 
grants and permits. 

BLM will issue the right-of-way requested by Mobil on 
public lands, but will not issue a Notice to Proceed until 
the following items are recieved and approved: (1) 
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detailed construction, operation, and rehabilitation 
plans; (2) habitat recovery and replacement plan. No 
surface disturbance, construction, or occupancy will be 
allowed to occur on the rights-of-way until the Notice 
to Proceed has been issued. The rights-of-way will be 
issued for the projected life or period of use for the 
facility. 

I3LM, the Corps of Engineers, and the Department of 
Energy in conjunction with Mobil have completed Sec-
tion 7 Consultation with the United States Fish and 
Wildlife service under the Endangered Species Act. A 
non-jeopardy biological opinion on terrestrial threat-
ened and endangered species was issued on January 14, 
1985 and a non-jeopardy opinion on endangered aquatic 
species was issued on February 11, 1985. 

Mitigation measures identified in the FEIS as commit-
ted by Mobil are adopted by the Record of Decision. 
Summary of BIS Process 

On November 11, 1981 Mobil submitted documentation 
to the BLM for the purpose of initiating preparation of 
an EIS. Actions requested included an application for a 
right-of-way on BLM administered land for the Main 
Elk Reservoir inundation area, the right abutment of 
Main Elk dam, the Main Elk dam access road, and 
relocation of County Road 243. A right-of-way was 
requested for a transmission line in Hayes Gulch. Pur-
chase, exchange, or lease of land in Wheeler Gulch to 
support processed shale disposal was also requested. 
Additional federal actions required for project facilities 
include Corps of Engineers Section 404 permits and 
Department of Energy land use authorizations. 

It was determined that these federal permits and ap-
provals constitute "major federal actions" requiring 
preparation of an EIS under the National Environmental 
Policy Act. BLM issued a public scoping notice in the 
Federal Register on February 10, 1983. Over 240 
scoping comments were received and analyzed by the 
BLM and include the following categories: 

Socioeconomics 
Water Resources 
Land Use and Regulatory Affairs 
Project Plans, Schedules, and Technology 
Transportation 
Biology 
Air Quality 
Waste Management 
Energy 
Cumulative Impacts 
Health and Safety 
Recreation 
Geotechnical and Mining 
Reclamation and Soils 
Utility/Pipeline Corridors 
Cultural Resources 
Noise 
Visual Resources. 

These categories are listed in order based on the 
frequency of scoping comments addressing those topics. 
Clearly, socioeconomics, water resources, and land use 
were issues in the forefront of most commenter's con-
cerns. Based on scoping, the Draft Environmental

Impact Statement was prepared and released for public 
comment on March 8, 1984. The Final Environmental 
Impact Statement was released for public comment 
December 7, 1984. 

Alternatives Considered 

BEAM identified for detailed study in the EIS 66 alterna-
tives to various project components. 

Mobil's proposed action is to develop the Parachute 
Shale Oil Project (PSOP) in a phased manner up to a 
maximum production rate of 100,000 barrels per day. 
ELM analyzed the 100,000 barrels per day production 
rate as a worst case scenario. 
They concluded that development of the PSOP is con-
sistent with BLM statutory and regulatory responsibili-
ties to manage the federal lands to best meet the 
present and future needs of the American people. 
Moreover, because most of the Parachute Project is on 
private lands, the use of adjacent public lands for 
infrastructure facilities, such as roads, pipelines, trans-
mission lines, and water reservoirs, is consistent with 
multiple use and sustained yield concepts contained in 
pertinent federal law (e.g., FLPMA). 

The 100,000 barrels per day production rate would pro-
duce significant revenue surpluses for counties, allow-
ing, for revenue sharing with municipalities. It also 
reduces (with respect to lower produdtion rate alterna-
tives) the per capita shortfalls in municipalities and 
allows for growth to pay its own way. The total tax 
revenues expected to be generated by the PSOP would 
exceed the required government expenditures by over 
$360 million by 2009. 

The impacts of the PSOP on noise, surface water, 
ground water, water quality, air quality, paleontology, 
cultural resources, aquatic ecology, terrestrial ecology, 
public land use, recreation, endangered species, and 
wilderness will not present significant adverse impacts 
to the environment and in BLM's judgment will comply 
with all applicable laws and regulations administered by 
ELM. 

Table 3.4-1 in the FEIS showed differences in level of 
impact between the alternatives for noise, surface 
water, ground water, topography, paleontology, soils, 
aquatic ecology, vegetation, wildlife, cultural 
resources, land use, recreation, wilderness, and energy. 
However, when considered on a cumulative basis, dif-
ferences in the level of impacts are not considered 
significant. These insignificant differences support 
ELM's decision when considered in conjunction with the 
resource recovery, land management policy, socioeco-
nomic, and other factors including the required mitiga-
tion measures. 

Although the overall project is rated acceptable, the 
merits of the individual land actions must still be 
reviewed. BLM's analysis follows: 
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As indicated in the FEIS, it was determined that neither 
the ground water nor the Ruedi Reservoir alternatives 
could provide sufficient water to supply the needs of 
the project. Both alternatives would still require 
construction of the Main Elk Reservoir to assure an 
adequate water supply. Because the major impacts 
would be associated with the Main Elk Reservoir, the 
environmental impacts for all alternatives would be 
essentially the same. Therefore, the land actions 
associated with the Main Elk Reservoir Water Supply 
Alternative would be appropriate. 

Electric Power Transmission Line 

Three alternatives were evaluated for this component. 
The proposed action through Hayes Gulch was selected 
because the shorter route would cause less disturbance 
of soils and have less erosion potential. Impacts on 
visual resources were not considered to be significantly 
different among the three alternatives. Therefore 
approval of the right-of-way in Hayes Gulch would be 
appropriate. 

Contractor's Road in Cow Creek 

Four alternatives were evaluated. The Cow Creek 
Route was found to be highly preferable on an environ-
mental basis especially for soils, wildlife, visual, noise, 
and vegetation. 

Proceed Shale Disposal In Upper 
and Lower Wheeler Gulch 

The only reasonable alterantives for processed shale 
disposal are in Wheeler Gulch. The Glenwood Springs 
Planning Area Resource Management Plan has desig-
nated the requested lands in Wheeler Gulch as available 
for disposal. Therefore sale or exchange to Mobil is 
appropriate.
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ECONOMICS 

AUSTRALIAN OIL SHALE PROJECTS 
PROFITABLE AT CURRENT CONDITIONS 

In the United States, with the world's richest oil shale 
deposits, it is accepted that shale oil production cannot 
be economical at current oil prices. This view is not 
shared by J. S. Turner of Southern Pacific Petroleum 
N.L. of Australia. He notes that the participants in 
three of Australia's best known oil shale 
deposits—Stuart, Rundle, and Condor—have recently 
reported their comprehensive technical and economic 
development studies. Representing a combined cost of 
more than $50 million (US), the studies were carried out 
independently and were reported publicly in differing 
levels of detail. 

Economic data for the Stuart feasibility estimate de-
monstrates Stuart's financial viability at current world 
oil prices. By comparison the returns on investment for 
the other two projects should be similar. 

Australia's most attractive oil shale deposits lie in the 
coastal and near-coastal geological formations of 
Central Queensland, on the northeastern seaboard of 
the continent (Figure 1).

Although of a similar geological age, these QueenMand 
shales differ from Colorado's Green River shales in 
several respects. The Colorado shales are calcareous, 
higher iii nitrogen, dry and strong. Queensland's coastal 
shales are clay based, relatively moist, and show a rock 
strength about one third that of Colorado shales. Ore 
grades are typically 10 percent to 30 percent lower in 
Queensland. 

Situated in areas of favorable terrain and climate, the 
Australian deposits lie in thick seams near the surface 
well suited to low-cost open pit mining with no abnor-
mal environmental constraints. Most of them are close 
to deepwater harbor facilities and other supportive 
infrastructure, including abundant water supplies. 
Moreover, the Australian oil shale regions are con-
ducive to attracting workers and their families to the 
new industry. 

Feasibility Studies 

These advantages are reflected in the economic results 
of three feasibility studies on three different deposits. 
Each study was carried out independently of the others 
during a two to three year period ending in late 1984. 
In undertaking their respective studies, each group used 
its own data sources and estimating bases. 

The amount of economic data currently published on 
each study is limited. Publicly available information on 
Rundle and Condor is limited by confidentiality 
arrangements between the respective study partici-
pants. Stuart economic data, however, are entirely the 
property of Southern Pacific Petroleum M.L. and 
Central Pacific Minerals N.L. (SPP/CPM) who gave 
permission to release some of that data at the Synfuels 
Fifth Worldwide Symposium. 
Turner's economic results presented for Condor are 
based on a combination of published figures and as-
sumptions that items such as development schedules, 
cash flow, and cost breakdown closely follow Stuart 
patterns. Thus the economic results for Condor are 
illustrative only. 

Stuart Study 

The deposit known as Stuart lies near the port of 
Gladstone, and contains some 2.5 billion barrels of in 
situ shale oil. Its rich southern portion has an average 
shale oil yield of 24 gallons per ton under a relatively 
thin overburden of some 16 meters. - 

The Stuart plan covered the mining and retorting of 
156,000 tonnes per stream day of oil shale, the raw oil 
then being upgraded to yield about 93,000 barrels per 
stream day of refinery feedstock quality syncrude. 

Development would take place in four phases: a precon-
struction phase followed by three S 52,000 tonnes per 
stream day process units, the final unit being at full 
production 12 years from start of preconstruction. 
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The estimating basis included a Lurgi retorting system 
and an upgrading plant designed and estimated by UOP 
of Illinois. Each Lurgi retort unit processes 26,000 ton-
nes per stream day of shale. Two such retorts made up 
one module of 52,000 tonnes per stream day capacity. 

Mining would be by face shovels loading to haul trucks, 
then to in-pit primary crushers before being taken to 
surface stock piles by belt conveyors. 

Environmental checks indicate there are no foreseeable 
environmental issues to impede project development. 

Capital costs up to the date of full operation in 1997 
were estimated to be $2,670 million (in mid-1985 Aus-
tralian dollars). A breakdown is given in Table 1. 

TABLE 1

STUART PROJECT CAPITAL COSTS 

Capital Cost 

Area Million Percentage 

Mining 390 15 
Retorting 690 26 
Upgrading 850 31 
Common Facilities 370 14 
Infrastructure/Environment 310 12 
Owners' Costs 60 2 

Total 2,670 100

The estimated average annual operating cost at full 
production is $A310 million, excluding government 
charges (corporation taxes and royalties). To the ex-
tent that plans are required to finance development, 
a real interest rate of 4.5 percent annually was chosen. 

The assumption was made that all product syncrude 
would be sold into the Australian marketplace at a 
price set by the Australian ederal government's Import 
Parity Pricing formula. This formula calculates a 
selling price equivalent to the Australian refiners' cost 
of importing Arabian Light crude oil, after allowing for 
transportation costs and quality differentials. 

Revenues were based on a 1985 Arabian Light price of 
$US28 per barrel. When the formula is applied, with a 
current exchange rate of $0.70 United States dollar per 
Australian dollar, the selling price of syncrude be-
comes $A 45 FOB Gladstone. 

It was assumed that oil prices would not move above 
the $US 28 figure until early 1987. Thereafter, and for 
the next three years, it would merely keep pace with 
general inflation (7 percent annually). From 1990 on-
ward, further tightening of the oil market would cause 
the oil price to move at 2 percent per year faster than 
the rate of inflation. In effect, this scenario means 
that oil does not regain its current price in real terms 
until 1997.

It was assumed that 40 percent of the total investment 
would be funded by equity capital, and 60 percent by 
various forms of debt financing. Analysis on this basis 
gave an Internal Rate of Return (IRa) on owners' equity 
of 33 percent. 

A 20 percent reduction in oil revenue would reduce IRK 
by 5 percentage points. Similar variations in other 
parameters produced smaller effects. 

It was concluded that development of Stuart would not 
only provide satisfactory returns to investors, but would 
be sufficiently robust in economic terms to maintain 
positive returns under severe variations in costs, 
revenues, and schedule. 

Rundle and Condor Studies 

The Intensive investigation phases for both oil shale 
deposits began in the early 1980s. Limited economic 
results of both studies were first made public in third 
quarter 1984. 

Rundle comprises shale types similar to those of Stuart. 
It Is estimated to have an in situ resource of 2.6 billion 
barrels and an average grade of 25 gallons per ton. 

The Rundle study was undertaken by Ease Exploration 
and Production Australia Inc. as operator of the Rundle 
Joint Venture with SPP/CPM. The study formed part of 
a work program costing more than $A 32 million. 

Termed a commercialization study, it proposed a first 
stage processing capacity of 25,000 tonnes per stream 
day feeding to a single retort, followed at intervals by 
two further stages, each of 50,000 tonnes per stream 
day. 
Stage I was estimated at $US 645 million and the total 
project cost was estimated to be $US 2,650 million, 
both expressed in mid-1983 dollars. No development 
schedules or operating east data are publicly available 
for Rundle. 

Condor is the largest Tertiary oil shale deposit in 
Australia. Although Condor's average oil shale grade of 
16 gallons per ton is low compared to Rundle and 
Stuart, other factors offset this disadvantage. The 
shale is more dense, its moisture content is less than 
half that of the other deposits, and mining conditions 
are more favorable. For the same quantity of in situ 
oil, less material needs to be mined at Condor than at 
Stuart. 

The Condor feasibility study was undertaken jointly by 
Japan Australia Oil Shale Corporation and SPP/CPM. It 
was completed in June 1984 at a cost of SUS 23 million. 

One of several project configurations examined was a 
facility nominally processing 200,000 tonnes per stream 
day in four Lurgi retort modules (each module contains 
two retort trains). Modules were scheduled to come on 
stream at two-year intervals. 

Total capital cost was given as $US 2,300 million, and 
annual average operating cost as $US 265 million at full 
production, both quoted in mid-1983 dollars. These 
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figures converted to mid-1985 Australian dollars, are 
$3.1 billion and $300 million, respectively. 

Stuart and Condor Project 
Economic Evaluations 

Unit capital and operating costs for the Stuart and 
Condor projects are set out in Table 2. The capital cost 
per daily barrel of production of $A 30,000 to 
$A 40,000, at the current exchange rate is approxi-
mately $US 21,000 to $138 28,000. Cash operating costs 
are between $1357 and $US 9 per barrel. 

TABLE 2 

UNIT COST COMPARISONS
(Australian Dollars)

National Benefits 

There is another aspect to these projects which is of 
importance to Australia. Projects such as these, due to 
their size in relation to Australian capital markets, 
require considerable foreign capital. 

Turner believes that it is useful therefore to focus on 
the national benefit to Australia. Such a cost-benefit 
study was recently undertaken by consultants to the 
North West Shelf Gas Project which has an estimated 
capital cost. of $A 7.7 billion in first quarter 1984 
dollars. 

Calculated national costs and benefits as applied to the 
Stuart oil shale project were compared with results 
published for the NWS Gas Project as summarized in 
Table 4.

TABLE 4 

Item	 Stuart	 Condor
COMPARATIVE NATIONAL BENEFITS 

Capital Cost Per Daily Barrel	 31,200	 37,800 

Cash Operating Cost Per	 10	 12
Barrel 

A comparative DCF analysis for Condor and Stuart 
gives results shown in Table 3. The discounted cash 
flow internal rates of return-33 percent for Stuart and 
32 percent for Condor—would appear to confirm that, 
on the assumed basic conditions, both projects offer 
reasonable rates of return to their investors. 

TABLE 3 

COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC ANALYSES 

Stuart	 Condor

Case A: (60% Loan Funded, with Inflation Effects) 

Return to Equity, %/Year 33 32 
Present Value at: ($A Million) 

15% Discount 3,300 2,800 
20% Discount 1,400 1,100 

Maximum Equity Commitment 1,200 1,000 
($A Million) 
Occurs in Year 1994 1994 

Case B: (100% Equity Funded, Zero Inflation) 

Return toEquity, %/Year 18 . 17 
Present Value at: ($A Million) 

10% Discount 1,500 1,200 
15% Discount 500 200

*in dollars of the day, i.e., inflated dollars

NWS Gas	 Stuart 
Project	 Project 

National Internal Rate of Return	 22	 40
%/Year 

National Present Value of Net 
Cash Flows at: ($A Million) 
10% Discount	 4,200	 11,000 
15% Discount	 1,500	 4,600 

An important reason for the relative strength of an oil 
shale project such as Stuart is its capacity for con-
tinued long-term production. -After the initial invest-
ment, any ongoing capital costs are modest by compar-
ison, and prospects are for a 50 year or longer produc-
tive life. 

Turner concludes that the production of oil from shale 
in Australia could be viable, even at today's oil prices. 
It is likely that shale syncrude can be produced at lower 
cost in Australia than anywhere else in the world. 
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TECHNOLOGY 

LIVERMORE MODELS UNION RETORT 

Work carried out at Lawrence Livermore National 
Laboratory has led to mathematical modelling of oil 
shale retorting in an above ground, external combus-
tion, moving bed retort. 

The Union B process was used as the starting point for a 
hot gas, external combustion, generic model. 

In the Union B process, shale is pushed upward through 
an expanding conical retort by two alternating pistons. 
Gas heated in an external heater flows downward into 
the rising shale to provide the heat required for the 
retorting process. The oil shale kerogen is pyrolyzed 
into oil vapor and other gaseous products which escape 
from the shale particles into the bulk-gas stream. Oil 
gradually condenses from the bulk-gas stream as it 
passes through the cooler bed of rising shale. The liquid 
oil continues to trickle downward, and the balance of 
the oil in the form of vapor and mist is carried from the 
retort by the gas stream. The gas and vapor are 
separated from the shale by a lower slotted wall section 
of the retort cone. The liquid level is controlled by 
withdrawing the oil product. 

Livermore's time dependent, one-dimensional mathe-
matical model was modified to simulate the movement 
of shale in a conical retort. 

Base Case Conditions 

The retort dimensions for the base case are shown in 
Figure 1. Only the upper 9.14 meter height of the 
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retort between the gas inlet and outlet was considered 
in the detailed retort model, because nearly all the 
important physical and chemical processes occur in that 
region. 

The other base case operating conditions are given in 
Table 1. An ambient pressure of 0.8 atmosphere was 
assumed for the location of a commercial oil shale 
plant at an elevation of 6,200 feet. The inlet now rate 
of recycle gas (heated to 500°C) was determined so that 
the outlet shale was approximately 99 percent retorted 
at steady state. For the base case this flow rate was 
141,700 standard cubic feet per minute. 

TABLE 1 

BASE CASE CONDITIONS FOR
EXTERNAL COMBUSTION RETORT 

Grade 125 b/MG (30 gal/ton) 
Bound Water & Surface 1.5 weight % 

Moisture 
Shale Particle Size -50 + 3mm (-2 + 1/8 in.) 
Raw Shale Feed Rate Per 11,340 Mg/Day 

Unit Reactor (12,500 Tons/Day) 
Recycle Gas Flow Rate 2,820 mol/second 

Per Unit Reactor (141,700 SCFM) 
Recycle Gas Temperature 500°C (9320F)

A relatively high temperature for the inlet hot gas is 
desirable because the required gas flow rate is then 
low. The feasibility of doing this depends on the 
severity of oil cracking that would occur. Cracking of 
oil vapor within the retort bed itself is negligible for 
inlet gas temperature less than 525°C because of the 
very short residence time at the elevated temperature. 
However, there is a possibility of cracking some of the 
light oil present in the recycle gas. The off-gas from a 
hot gas retort may contain approximately 5 to 10 per-
cent of the generated oil. A large fraction of this off-
gas must be reheated and recycled to the retort. 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory therefore 
analyzed the cracking of the relatively low moleculr 
weight oil vapor that might occur in the recycle gas 
from the time it is heated in the external combustor 
until it is again cooled by contacting shale (a total 
residence time of approximately 10 seconds, including 
the time in the pressurized dome at the top of the 
retort). It was found that less than 10 percent of the 
oil vapor in the recycle gas will be cracked in 
10 seconds, if the temperature of the recycle gas is 
kept below 550°C. This corresponds to a loss in total oil 
yield of less than 1 percent. Allowing a drop in 
temperature of 25°C due to wall heat loss from the gas 
ducts and retort dome, the maximum temperature of 
the inlet gas that finally contacts the top of the shale 
could then be 525°C without excessive loss from oil 
cracking. 
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FIGURE 3 
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TABLE 2 

COMPOSITION OF RECYCLE GAS
AND PRODUCT GAS

(Volume Percent) 

Species Recycle Gas Product Gas 

Carbon Dioxide 16.4 18.6 
Carbon Monoxide 2.4 2.7 
Hydrogen 35.9 40.3 
CH4 18.8 21.3 
CH, 26.5 17.1" 

*Molecular weight of CHx in recycle gas is 
72 grams per mol 

"Molecular weight of CIIX in product gas is 
43 grams per inol 

The recycle gas is compressed from 0.85 to 1.1 atmo-
sphere, with an accompanying temperature increase 
from 68° to 94°C. The recycle gas is further heated to 
500°C by countercurrent heat exchange with flue gas 
from a gas- and oil-burning furnace, assuming that 
80 percent of the thermal energy of combustion is 
transferred to the recycle gas. Fuel for the furnace 
consists of all the product gas and 3.4 percent of the 
product oil. 

Base Case Results

The kerogen concentration profile in the retort is shown 
in Figure 2 for the base case conditions. Most of the 
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kerogen pyrolysis is seen to occur in the upper few 
meters of the retort. By proper selection of the 
recycle gas temperature and flux, the unpyrolyzed 
kerogen in the outlet shale is only 0.9 percent of that in 
the raw shale. Calculated oil loss from cracking is 
practically negligible and that from oil coking is only 
1.8 percent, giving a net oil yield of 97.3 percent of 
Fischer assay. 

The calculated pressure drop for the base case is 
0.25 atmosphere. The pressure gradient is steepest in 
the lower part of the retort because of the converging 
path of the gas stream and because of the liquid oil that 
coats the shale particles in the lower temperature 
region of the retort. The calculated pressure gradient 
increases by 50 percent in the region of the retort 
where oil shale particles are wet by the oil. 

The process flowsheet using the base case conditions is 
shown in Figure 3. The temperature of the shale 
leaving the top of the retort is 4900C. Fluid products 
leave the retort at 68°C. Approximately 92 percent of 
the uncondensed, bulk-gas stream is needed for recycle. 
The composition of the recycle and product gas on a dry 
basis is shown in Table 2. Note that the molecular 
weight of the Clix is greater in the recycle gas because 
the uncondensed oil fraction is included in this compo-
nent. The net heating value of the product gas, from 
which all the oil has been condensed, is 700 BTU per 
standard cubic foot.

Parameter Studies 

The first runs examined the effects of different tem-
peratures of recycle gas from 4750 to 525°C. A higher 
temperature decrease the compressor power and the 
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retort pressure drop, since a much lower flow rate of 
recycle gas can be used. Also, somewhat surprisingly, 
even though the gas inlet temperature is higher, the 
reduced gas flux results in a decrease in the off-gas 
temperature, which lowers the condenser heat load. 
The significant increase in the temperature of the 
outlet shale causes a net increase in the energy drain 
from the system which, in turn, further increases the 
amount of fuel (in this case part of the generated oil) 
needed for heating the recycle gas. Since this is a 
relatively minor effect, it appears to be advantageous 
overall to use the highest inlet gas temperature. It 
should not, however, exceed 525 0C, or the loss in oil 
yield from cracking would begin to become appreciable. 

Operating conditions must be adjusted to limit the 
amount of unpyrolyzed kerogen in the outlet shale. 
This is necessary not only to obtain the best oil 
recovery, but also to obtain satisfactory performance 
of the retort in other respects. For example, unpyro-
lyzed kerogen in the shale at the top of the retort 
means that the heaviest oil components are still being 
released. This may have serious implications regarding 
the cohesiveness ofthe shale and the capability of easily 
sweeping the outlet shale from the top of the bed. 
The degree of pyrolysis of the outlet shale (i.e., oil 
generated, percent PA) is a sensitive function of 
recycle gas flux, as shown in Figure 4. At steady state, 
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the outlet shale is99 percent or more retorted at the 
recycle gas flow rate used in the base case. In 
contrast, a decrease in gas flux of 10, 20, or 30 percent 
causes the degree of pyrolysis to sharply decrease to 
92, 77, or 7 percent, respectively. It would, of course, 
be out of the question to operate the retort at these 
conditions. However, it is highly likely that the gas 
flux over the large cross-sectional area at the top of 
the retort will vary by 20 percent or more. Thus, 
operational problems may be present unless a high 
enough gas flux is used to ensure that the minimum 
required flux is maintained in regions of low perme-
ability.

Excessively high pressure drop must be controlled. The 
slope of the retort wall and the height of the retort 
both have an important influence on the pressure drop. 
A 90° wall gives the smallest pressure drop (0.11 atmo-
sphere), but a vertical wall is unsatisfactory for a shale 
upflow retort. At the other extreme, a 72° wall gives a 
much greater pressure drop (0.36 atmosphere). A suit-
able compromise might be the 760 slope used in the base 
case, which gives an intermediate pressure drop of 
0.25 atmosphere. 

By decreasing the upper height from 9.14 to 6.4 meters, 
the pressure drop decreased from 0.25 to only 
0.13 atmosphere. In so doing, however, the unpyrolyzed 
kerogen in the outlet shale increased from less than 
1 percent to more than 3 percent. Thus, decreasing the 
height of the upper section of the retort is probably not 
prudent. 

Variations of five other parameters (water content, oil 
shale grade, shale now rate, particle size, and bed 
porosity) were studied. A high water content has very 
detrimental effects on the operation of the retort, 
causing marked increases in compressor power require-
ments as well as in the heat loads at both the recycle 
heater and the product condenser. The effects of grade 
variations are much less pronounced, being predomi-
nantly beneficial for higher grades. The model calcula-
tions, however, do not account for attrition or compac-
tion of the shale particles. For the higher grade of 
36 gallons per ton, where the continuous component of 
shale is kerogen, the shale may compact and/or yield a 
mass of very fine residual inorganic material as the 
kerogen is pyrolyzed. The resulting loss of permeability 
could preclude satisfactory operation of the retort. 

Variations in shale flow rate, particle size, and bed 
porosity cause significant effects in the pressure drop 
and, hence, in the compressor power requirement. The 
oil yield, however, is nearly independent of these varia-
tions, as long as a high enough flow rate of recycle gas 
is used. 

In all cases it was presumed that the permeability of 
the bed is constant and the gas flow is uniform. 
Variations in permeability can be expected and will 
seriously degrade the performance of hot gas retorts. 
This may be exacerbated in the Union process by the 
mounding of the shale at the top of the retort, which 
will cause the centerline of the retort to have the 
longest path length for gas flow and also the lowest 
permeability. In a model run when one-half the volume 
was replaced with shale having a bed porosity of 
56 percent instead of 45 percent, maintaining sufficient 
gas flow in the region of low permeability increasing. 
the flow of gas by 39 percent for the entire composite 
retort. 

According to Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, 
the base case, then, gives an overly optimistic picture 
of retort operation. The use of excess gas will almost 
certainly be necessary to compensate for non-uniform 
flow of gas through the retort. 
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UNION PATENTS SYSTEM FOR SPENT SHALE 

United States Patent 4,523,979 assigned to Union Oil 
Company and titled "Apparatus For Recovery Of 
Retorted Shale From An Oil Shale Retorting Process" 
addresses a method for transferring spent shale exiting 
the Union retort to a fluidized bed combustor. 

To minimize the volume of the recycle gas required, 
Union's upflow retort is usually operated at super-
atmospheric pressures, with the pressure in the upper 
regions of the retort often being between 10 and 
50 psig. However, means must be provided for re-
moving the retorted shale from the superatmospheric 
retorting zone without allowing the product and recycle 
gases to depressurize. 

Retorted shale contains heat value In the form of coke, 
and it is desirable to burn this coke and recover heat 
energy. However, because retorted shale contains 
sulfur, a less than complete combustion of the coke 
generates hydrogen sulfide. On the other hand, com-
plete combustion may result in flue gases containing 
unacceptable amounts of sulfur dioxide. To solve the 
problem of sulfur dioxide emissions during complete 
combustion, Union's Patent No. 4,069,132 discloses a 
combustion process wherein the sulfur dioxide is con-
verted to stable Inorganic salts by reaction with alka-
line ingredients of the shale. This process utilizes a 
combustor through which hot retorted shale gravitates 
concurrently with air for combustion diluted by suf-
ficient flue gas to control peak combustion temperature 
below 1,670'1'. Under such conditions, the discharge of 
sulfur dioxide from the combustor is disclosed to be 
greatly minimized.

To utilize this method, the need exists for a process by 
which retorted shale can be removed from a retort 
operating at superatmospheric pressure without loss of 
retort gases, crushed to a size suitable for combustion 
under fluidized conditions (while still at substantially 
retort pressure) and held under elevated pressure with-
out packing prior to delivery to a desired location. 

Figure 1 is a flowsheet of the overall process. 

Raw crushed oil shale is fed into hopper 4 associated 
with a shale feeder. The shale feeder forces the shale 
particulates upward into the retort 

After retorting, the shale particles, now at an elevated 
temperature, e.g., between about 900 and 1,000°?, are 
removed from the upper portion of retort 8. To trans-
fer and prepare the retorted shale for fluidized combus-
tion without substantial loss of heat, the retorted 
particles pass through:	 - 

• A sealing system for removing the shale parti-
cles from the retort without substantial loss of 
pressure or retort gases. 

• A crusher to reduce particles to a size suitable 
for fluidization. 

• A transfer system that will not easily be plug-
ged to deliver the crushed particulates to a 
fluidized combustor. 

The system, shown in Figure 1 consists of bustle 
ring 16, crusher 15, surge vessel 266, solids flow control 
valve 273, gas lift 20, and cyclone separator 21. 
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The shale particles flow by gravity from the retort to 
the sealing vessel or bustle ring 16. A sealing gas 
stream (steam) is introduced into bustle ring 16 via 
conduit 116. The sealing gas stream typically divides 
into two gas streams. The first stream, about 
500 pounds per hour, flows countercurrently to the 
retorted shale particles into retort 8, carrying with it 
any product gases freed by stripping. The second 
stream, at about 200 pounds per hour, flows cour-
rently with the gravitating retorted shale particles into 
conduit 17. A screw conveyor housed within conduit 17 
transports the shale particles into a standpipe and then 
into crusher 15. 

In crusher 15, the shale particles are reduced to a size 
between about 1/8 and 1/4 inch. The crusher may be 
any suitable device that is fluid-tight when operated at 
the desired pressure for crushing. Since the preferred 
retorting pressure is superatmospheric, pressure in the 
crusher is therefore also superatmospheric, for exam-
ple, 15 to 20 psig. 

Once in a crushed form suitable for fluidization, trans-
port of shale particles without packing is facilitated by 
fluidized surge vessel 266 where the solids are main-
tamed in a fluidized state by a gas stream introduced 
via conduit 267. The fluidizing gas stream is comprised 
of inert gas or, preferably, steam. In response to the 
operation of a differential pressure controller upon flow 
control valve 272, the combined gases leave surge 
vessel 266 via conduit 271, and enter the gas lift 20. 

From valve 273, the crushed particles and gases des-
cend into the entrance of gas lift 20 for transport to 
combustor 26. 

Solids flow control valve 273 reduces the pressure 
within the lower regions of surge vessel 266 to that 
prevailing in gas lift 20. The pressure at the top of the 
surge vessel is usually maintained slightly above that at 
the upper region of the retort to ensure a positive flow 
of steam into the retort, thereby sealing retort vapors 
within the retort. 

Upon entry into the gas lift, the crushed shale particles 
are swept upwards by air from blower 32. 

The gas-particulate mixture sweeping upwards in gas 
lift 20 gradually increases in temperature due to partial 
combustion of coke in the crushed retorted shale, 
usually under net reducing conditions wherein no more 
than 30 percent of the total air needed for combustion 
is present. The gas lift temperature is controlled to a 
maximum selected value, as for example, 1,000°F. 

At the top of lift line 20, the crushed shale particles 
are separated from a gas stream in cyclone separ-
ator 21. The separated gas stream enters combustor 26 
above the fluidized bed. 

The combustor operates under fluidized combustion 
conditions and allows for high combustion efficiency 
since the finely crushed particulates expose more coke 
than the larger-sized particulates recovered from the 
retort would, and the high degree of turbulence maxi-
mizes the contacting efficiency between the coke and 
the oxygen.

Other fuel sources such as raw shale fines, or coal, may 
be introduced, by means of screw conveyor 23. 

The combustor may be operated at any temperature 
sufficient to promote combustion of coke, but preferred 
operation Is such that the peak temperature lies be-
tween 1,400 and 1,650°F. Operation at temperatures in 
excess of about 1,700°F would result in high emissions 
of sulfur compounds from the combustor. Below about 
1,670°F, gaseous sulfur components will react essential-
ly to completion with alkaline components in the burned 
shale, and remain therewith. 

The retorting temperature in the retort is controlled 
using heat energy generated in the combustor and 
recovered in heat exchanger 24. 

Ultimately, all the fines produced in the process are 
gathered in fines collection line 150 and introduced into 
fines cooler 29.	 - 

Hot, decarbonized shale ash gravitates from the com-
bustor Into the cooling vessel for heat recovery and 
further combustion of coke. The bed of shale ash is 
maintained In a fluidized state by contact with a 
stream of air at ambient temperature. in cooling 
vessel 30 the hot, fluidized particles generate steam 
through indirect heat exchange with circulating boiler 
water. As a result of heat recovery, the temperature 
of the shale ash drops from that in the combustor, to 
between 300° and 450F. 

The advantage claimed by the patent resides in the 
apparatus transporting the retorted shale between re-
tort 8 and gas lift 20. This apparatus provides for 
separation of the retorted shale from retort gases, for 
sealing the retort gases in the retort, for crushing of 
the shale under superatmospheric pressure, for gen-
eration of fuel gases, for recovery of the shale particles 
in a dry condition with little or no loss of heat, and 
especially, for holding the finely crushed shale in a 
form preventing or minimizing packing problems while 
It is withdrawn at a regulated rate via solids control 
valve 273. This last advantage is achieved through 
fluidization in surge vessel 266. Without fluidization 
the finely ground shale would probably plug up the 
system. 

mws PATENTS METHOD FOR EXTRACTING 
NITROGEN FROM SHALE OIL 

United States Patent 4,518,489, Issued to D. Hitzman 
and assigned to Phillips Petroleum Company, relates to 
the extraction of mineral oils to remove nitrogen-
containing compounds and other impurities. 

In the invention, nitrogen-containing compounds are 
removed from shale oil by extraction with an immis-
cible aqueous phase containing an acid gas, such as 
carbon dioxide. It has been found that the effective-
ness of the separation Is proportional to the partial 
pressure of the gas. 

Significant amounts of arsenic and other heavy metals 
as well as sulfur-containing compounds associated with 
the nitrogenous compounds can also be removed, 
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according to the invention. 

In one specific configuration, a shale oil is treated in 
the presence of a water phase at about 500 to about 
1,100 psig carbon dioxide pressure, and the water phase 
formed is then removed under pressure and contains 
nitrogen, sulfur, metals, and other contaminants. 

Any method that provides intimate mixing between 
immiscible liquid phases is said to be suitable. prefer-
ably, 0.2 to 2 volumes of oil per volume of water are 
contacted. 

The acid gases found useful are organic or inorganic 
compounds which have chemical affinities for nitrogen-
ous substances. Useful reagents include carbon dioxide, 
hydrogen sulfide, sulfur dioxide, sulfur trioxide, hydro-
gen cyanide, and the like. Carbon dioxide is preferred. 
Mixtures of acid gases can be used. 

Oil-based materials which can be treated include shale 
oil, petroleum, and liquid products from tar sands and 
coal and lignite liquefaction. Treatment of shale oil 
having relatively high nitrogen content is a preferred 
application. 

A method is outlined for the recovery of several 
nitrogenous compounds. Acid gas is added under suit-
able pressure, e.g., from about 1 to about 100 atmos-
pheres such that essentially all of the nitrogen-contain-
ing substances present are solubilized. The pressure on 
the liquid is then decreased In a stepwise fashion so 
that, in accordance with the solubilities of the nitrogen 
substances, they are released as the pressure decreases. 

The process can be carried out in cascade, tray, scrub-
ber, or countercurrent reactors. Because the gas is 
recycled, the separation is simple and cheap. 

Nitrogen, sulfur, and arsenic removal from oil increases 
with pressure of carbon dioxide up to about 1,300 psig; 
higher pressure has relatively small effect. 

In one example, whole Paraho shale oil and fractions of 
it obtained by distillation, were extracted with aqueous 
carbonic acid in a stirred one liter reactor. All of these 
runs were made at 500 psig at a temperature between 
270 to 37°C. Carbon dioxide was supplied to the reactor 
on demand, and runs continued for 2 to 4 hours. 
Samples of the oil after extraction were analyzed for 
nitrogen, sulfur, and arsenic. Results of these runs are 
summarized in Table 1. Columns under the elements 
show the concentration of that element in the oil 
before extraction. In parentheses below each value is 
the percent of element removed from the oil by the 
extraction. 

The patent concludes that the treatment was effective 
in removing a significant fraction of the nitrogen 
contained in these oils.

TABLE I 

EXTRACTION OF PARAHO SHALE OIL
RESULTS OF TEST RUNS 

	

Run	 Oil	 Nitrogen Sulfur Arsenic 
- (Wt %) (Wt%) (PPM) 

	

1	 Total Paraho
	 1.89	 0.83	 37.7 

(25.1)	 (8.0)	 (26) 

	

2	 2000-300°F Paraho
	 0.36	 0.93	 7.6 

(71.0)	 (22.2)	 (50) 

	

3	 4000-500°F Paraho
	

1.41	 0.52	 31.1 
(32.9)	 (2.4)	 (16) 

	

4	 6500-1000°F Paraho	 2,25	 0.4	 22.3 
(5.6)	 (4.7)	 (35) 

	

5	 650°-'f Paraho
	 2.07	 0.6	 28 

(10.4)	 (-21)	 (2) 

	

6	 Manages Pipeline
	 0.26	 2.89	 0.10 

(25)	 (19.5)	 (5) 

*Appeared to increase in sulfur concentration. 
Considered to be experimental error. 

OIL SHALE PYROLYZEI) AT HIGH EFFICIENCY 
IN SUPERCRITICAL TOLUENE WITH HYDROGEN 

In research carried out at the Colorado School of Mines, 
oil shale from the Stuart A deposit in Queensland, 
Australia has been extracted with supercritical toluene 
in the presence of hydrogen. 

The data have shown toluene to be an excellent dense-
gas medium for extraction of oil from oil shale. Carbon 
conversions and oil yields of 86 and 95 percent, respec-
tively were achieved in the presence of gas-phase 
molecular hydrogen. Carbon conversions were severely 
depressed in the absence of hydrogen. An overall oil 
yield of 160 percent of Fischer Assay was achieved at a 
relatively low hydrogen consumption and moderate 
operating conditions. 

Standard oil shale retorting processes are limited in 
efficiency by pyrolytic chemical reactions taking place. 
These result in low carbon conversion to oil due to free 
radical reactions such as cracking and condensation. In 
the case of cracking, a high gas make is promoted at 
the expense of oil while the oil product remaining is 
correspondingly high in olefin content. Regressive 
reactions due to condensation promote formation of 
coke. Both cracking and coking may be reduced by 
operation at low temperature and/or short residence 
times, or by processing in the presence of hydrogen 
and/or hydrogen transfer agents that act as free radical 
scavengers. 

Kerogen in oil shale is known to be relatively insoluble 
in most organic solvents at or below their normal 
boiling points, but when oil shale is heated to tempera-
tures above 600°K, the organic matter may be 
extracted in high yield. 
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The objective of the CSM research was to investigate 
the effect of temperature and hydrogen partial pressure 
on carbon conversion and oil yield using toluene as the 
dense gas vehicle. 

Oil shale was from the upper portion of the Stuart A 
deposit, Kerosine Creek seam. Crushing (to -100 to 
+200 mesh) and de-sliming was successful in raising the 
organic carbon content of the shale from approximately 
15 to 25.4 percent. A Fischer Assay of the feed and 
beneficiated shale is shown in Table 1. 

TABLE 1

ANALYSIS OF FEED SHALES 

Vacuum Dried	 Vacuum Dried 

	

Run-of-Mine Shale	 Beneficiated Shale 
Fischer Assay	 Fischer Assay 
011=25.1 OPT	 Oil=42.4 OPT 

Water=10.5 OPT	 Water=12.3 OPT 

	

Gas+Loss=3.9 Wt%	 Gas+Loss=6.0 Wt% 

A baseline run in a helium atmosphere was performed 
at 698°K to establish the thermal reactivity of the shale 
in supercritical toluene. An organic carbon conversion 
of 65.5 percent and oil yield of 95.9 percent resulting in 
an overall conversion of carbon to oil of only 62.9 per-
cent was achieved In the absence of hydrogen. 

Table 2 shows the results of the runs at 6980 and 7330K 
in the presence of molecular hydrogen. Hydrogen 
greatly enhances carbon conversion, primarily by 
inhibiting condensation reactions which lead to forma-
tion of coke. This effect is shown by the improved 
organic carbon conversions noted in runs A-2 through 
A-4 relative to the baseline helium run. This observa-
tion is consistent with a radical quenching mechanism, 
promoted by the presence of gas phase molecular 
hydrogen.

TABLE 2 

SUPERCRITICAL EXTRACTON WITH
TOLUENE AND HYDROGEN 

Run No.	 Temperature	 0CC	 Oy 

	

(1<)	 () 

A-2	 698	 86.12	 95.97 
A-3	 698	 83.40	 94.70 
A-4	 733	 85.18	 89.57 

Supercritical extraction in the presence of hydrogen 
gave a maximum 160 percent of Fischer Assay. At low 
temperature (6980K), hydrogen consumption was about

2.2 weight percent, based on the calculated mass of oil 
produced. At higher temperature (733°K), hydrogen 
consumption Increased to approximately 3.6 weight per-
cent. This increase in hydrogen consumption was 
primarily due to increased hydrocarbon gas make. This 
points out the desirability of operation at lower reac-
tion temperatures. 

Operation with supercritical toluene in the presence of 
hydrogen permits recovery of shale oil at lower temper-
atures relative to retorting, thus minimizing gas make 
while maximizing oil selectivity. 

Supercritical gas extraction in the presence of hydrogen 
also has an influence on the quality of oil produced. 
Condensed-phase free radical cracking reactions pro-
mote formation of large quantities of olefins in the oil 
product. In contrast, the oil produced by dense-phase 
extraction with toluene in the presence of hydrogen 
shows almost no olefins to be present. This result 
provides further proof of the role of hydrogen as a 
radical quencher In the overall reaction system. 

According to the CSM team, the role of supercritical 
toluene, and the importance of toluene being a dense 
gas appears of small consequence in the batch reactor 
tests. Previous experiments have shown that the extent 
of conversion to oil Is insensitive to the nature of the 
solvent employed, and that sub-critical and supercriti-
cal gases both perform identically. Where the import-
ance of the supercritical gas may be evidenced is in 
short residence time experiments, where rapid heating 
and pyrolysis can take advantage of the unique proper-
ties of dense gases in overcoming inherent mass trans-
fer limitations. Utilization of a dense gas would 
facilitate both conversion and product separation in a 
flow reaction system. 

KENTUCKY AND INDIANA SHALES DIFFER IN 
HYDROGEN DONOR RESPONSE 

Gulf Research & Development Company presented data 
at the American Chemical Society Division of Fuel 
Chemistry meeting in Chicago in September on the 
product distribution from hydrogen donor conversion of 
two eastern oil shales. 

Experimental 

The first shale was taken from the Hilpat site (Fleming 
County, Kentucky), and is classified as a Cleveland 
member, Ohio shale. The second shale was mined at 
the Black Shale No. 1 site, Marysville (Clark County, 
Indiana). it is a Clegg Creek member, New Albany 
(Devonian) shale. The shales had Fischer Assays of 10.1 
and 11.8 gallons per ton and carbon contents of 12.2 and 
12.0, respectively. 

The experiments were made in a "cascade unit" con-
sisting of a series of three vessels arranged so that a 
feed slurry of shale with solvent, tetralin, was injected 
from a feed tank into a preheated reactor. After the 
reaction period of 1 hour, the products were quickly 
transferred into a cold receiver, from which they were 
recovered for analysis. 
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The yields of gases from the Fisher Assay pyrolyses 
were essentially the same as those of the donor solvent 
runs, namely about 12 percent for Indiana shale and 
6 percent for Hilpat shale. On a carbon basis, the 
distribution of gases was Cl>C2C3wC4+CO2 + 
Co. 

Distillates 

The boiling point distributions of the two Fischer Assay 
oils were greatly different. The Hilpat oil was of much 
higher boiling point, and it also contained a regular 
pattern of alkyl components above the broad envelope 
of compounds. About 105 primary components of both 
fractions were characterized. The distributions of the 
compound classes are shown in Table 1. While both oils 
contained the same level of alkanes (25 percent), Hilpat 
oil contained more alkenes (17 versus 10 percent). The 
Indiana derived oils had much higher levels of 
cycloalkanes and cycloalkenes (15 and 11 percent versus 
4 and 0.5 percent, respectively). While both oils had 
comparable levels of alkylbenzenes (27 to 30 percent), 
the Hilpat-derived oil contained much higher levels of 
alkyl naphthalenes and indanes (13 and 10 percent 
versus 1 and 2 percent, respectively). 

A compilation of results from the donor solvent runs is 
also given in Table 1. While the Fischer Assay product 
of the Indiana shale is about evenly divided between 
paraffins, cycloparaffins, and substituted benzenes (Cl 
through C6), the donor solvent product has three com-
ponents in addition to naphthalenes and hydronaphtha-
lenes. In the case of Hilpat shale, pyrolysis distillate 
primarily consists of paraffins, benzenes, and naphtha-
lenes and the donor process results in an increase In the 
level of naphthalenes and hydronaphthalenes. 

TABLE 1

COMPOUND CLASSIFICATION OF DISTILLATES

catalytic surface available on the shale which would 
promote alkylation, isomerization, and dimerization. 
Therefore, tetralin and naphthalene available from the 
solvent system are likely to become alkylated if free 
alkyl groups are available from the cracking of shale 
ker oge n. 

It appears that all of these aspects are present with 
major differences between the two shales. In the case 
of Indiana shale, much less solvent dimerization is 
observed than with Hilpat shale, namely 0.1 out of 
15.7 percent distillate yield versus 2.3 out of 23.6 per-
cent. It would appear that the rock matrix of the 
Indiana shale has relatively low activity for alkylation, 
and therefore, much of the high yield of naphthalenes 
and hydronaphthalenes may be shale-derived. 

As a test of transalkylatlon, micro-autoclave experi-
ments were made at 450°C using equal charges of 
Hilpat shale and Carbon 13 labelled tetralin. In the 
case of 1-methylnaphthalene, 78 percent of this pro-
duct in the distillate was derived from the donor 
solvent and 22 percent from the shale. The following 
specific components were also identified as being donor 
solvent-derived: 2-methylnaphthalene - 86 percent, 
1-ethylnaphthalene - 82 percent, 2-ethylnaphthalene - 
88 percent, 1-methyltetralin -.86 percent, ethyltetra-
lin - 88 percent, and propyltetralin - 86 percent. In 
summary, about 70 percent of the naphthalene and 
tetralin subfractions of the distillate of the Hilpat run 
was solvent-derived after the alkylcarbons are sub-
tracted off. 

The residue and asphaltene fractions contain trimers 
and adducted species produced from the solvents. A 
broad underlying resonance in the aromatic region Is 
due to aromatic material from the shale. The aromati-
cities of these oils are high, in the range of 75 to 
80 percent of the total carbon. An estimate of the 
aromatic carbon from tetralin/naphthalene is given in 
Table 2. 

An examination of Table 2 shows that the asphaltenes 
derived from the two shale samples are similar. 

Because of the apparent different catalytic properties 
of the two shales, an x-ray mineral analysis was done. 
While both the Indiana and Hilpat shale have quartz (50 
to 60 percent) and montmorlllonite (6 to 10 percent) as 
major components,the Hilpat shale contains more alkali 
metal (Na, K) components than does the Indiana shale. 
The more basic a catalyst (or clay), the more likely it Is 
to promote polymerization, isomerization, and alkyla-
tion. This observation is consistent with the results 
discussed. 

	

Indiana Shale	 Hilpat Shale
Fischer Donor Fischer Donor 

Run No.	 Assay	 Run	 Assay	 Run 

Distribution (RIC Area %) 

Alkanes	 26.2
	

25.7
	

24.9	 18.7 
Alkenes	 10.0

	
0.2
	

16.5	 0.0 
Cycloalkanes	 15.5

	
13.7
	

4.2	 6.6 
Cycloalkenes	 10.7

	
2.0
	

0.5	 1.2 
Alkylbenzenes	 30.0

	
11.9
	

26.6	 13.7 
Alkylnaphthalenes	 1.2

	
21.9
	

12.8	 22.2 
Indanes	 2.3

	
4.5
	

12.0	 16.2 
Alkyltetralins and	 -	 13.4	 -	 21.4 

Mx Naphthalenes 
Heteroeompounds	 4.1

	
6.7
	

2.5	 - 

Total	 100.0
	

100.0
	

100.0	 100.0

In discussing the above yields, the authors point out 
that pyrolysis results in the rupture of bonds, and the 
abstraction of available hydrogen from sources such as 
hydronaphthaienes. Also, there Is a high level of basic
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TABLE 2 

STRUCTURAL PARAMETERS OF ASPIIALTENES 
DERIVED FROM THE DONOR SOLVENT 

CONVERSION OF INDIANA AND HILPAT SHALES 

Shale Indiana Hilpat 

• Aromatic Carbon 

• Alkyl Substituted 8.9 7.0 
• Heteroatom/Aryl Substituted 20.9 15.4 

Sub-Total 29.8 22.4 

• Bridge Carbon 10.1 10.9 
• Non-Substituted Carbon 31.6 43.8 

Total Aromatic Carbon 77.5 77.1 

% Aliphatic Carbon 

%aMethyls 4.3 3.7 
%aCH2 4.6 3.3 
% Hydroaromatic 3.2 4.4 

% Long Chain Material 10.4 11.5 

Total Aliphatic Carbon 22,5 22.9 

Adducted Solvent 

% Tetralin 0.0 0.7 
%Naphthalene 13.1 8.0 

Present as adducted species or	 trimers	 or 
tetrimers;	 no	 monomers	 or dimers were 
observed by CC techniques.

TEXACO PATENTS RADIO FREQUENCY 
IN SITU METHOD 

United States Patent 4,524,826 issued to K. D. Savage 
and assigned to Texaco, concerns the alternating appli-
cation of radio frequency electromagnetic energy be-
tween two sets of boreholes in an oil shale formation. 

There have been several patents involving the utiliza-
tion of electromagnetic energy at a radio frequency for 
heating an oil shale formation to a temperature suffi-
cient to convert the kerogen into hydrocarbon fluids. 

A simplified system of radio frequency retorting of oil 
shale requires radio frequency applicators inserted into 
vertical boreholes. The applicators radiate radio fre-
quency energy into the formation for a period of time 
sufficient to raise the temperature to pyrolysis levels. 
The kerogen contained in the oil shale is converted to 
fluid hydrocarbons. Recovery apparatus in another 
borehole then brings the hydrocarbon to the surface. 

Utilization of such a system envisions a grid of well 
patterns, with alternating rows of applicator wells and 
producing wells, although some hydrocarbons may be

produced at the applicator wells. The lateral tempera-
ture profile in the oil shale when using such an arrange-
ment will show sharp peaks in temperature near the 
applicator borehole walls. 

The present invention is an approach to the use of 
applicator wells and producing wells to improve upon 
the temperature distribution and the ratio of producing 
wells to applicator wells.	 - 

Referring to Figure 1, there are shown wells No. 31 
through No. 55 in which each well is constrJcted in the 
same manner. Those wells that are represented with 
open circles are operated as applicator wells for a 
predetermined time interval, while those wells that are 
represented with circles having crosses in them are 
producing wells.

FIGURE 1 

TEXACO RADIO FREQUENCY

WELL ARRANGEMENT 

0-31	 32 0"33 a34 

0-35 	 -36 0137 

&38 ®39	 40	 '4I 

0-42 0 43 c44 

0"45 ®46 0...
A' 

O	
0'-so a..51 

a52	 0'!_53 ®540-55 

After the elapse of the time interval, the well functions 
are reversed, with the open circles operated as produc-
ing wells, while the •crossed circles are operated as 
applicator wells. Additional time intervals may be used 
with the wells having their functions reversed every 
time the intervals change. The alternate operation of a 
well first as an applicator well, then as a producing well 
then back as an applicator well, causes the heating of 
the oil shale formation to be more evenly distributed 
between the wells. Figure 2 is a temperature profile of 
the formation along line 'A--A.' The solid line indicates 
the utilization of wells No. 36 and No. 44 as applicator 
wells and wells No. 32, No. 40, and No. 48 as producing 
wells, the alternation of the use of a well as an 
applicator well and then as a producing well causes the 
heat in the formation to assume a net distribution 
along line 'A--A' as shown in Figure 2, as against the 
other two distributions shown if only either set of wells 
is powered. 
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FIGURE 2 

TEMPERATURE PROFILE FOR 
TEXACO RADIO FREQUENCY METHOD 
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It is suggested that It may be preferred to have the 
cycling as one-tenth of the retort time for the oil shale. 
That is, for example, if the complete retort time is one 
year then approximately every thirty-six days the wells 
will alternate their functions. 

FIRE HAZARDS OF OIL SHALE DUST LAYERS 
ON Hot SURFACES EVALUATED 

The Bureau of Mines, under a cooperative agreement 
with the Colorado Mining Association, has evaluated 
the fire hazards of oil shale dust layers on hot surfaces. 

The fire hazards associated with combustible dust 
layers deposited on hot surfaces in industrial and under-
ground mine settings are well known. Recognition of 
these hazards resulted in federal regulations which 
mandate the maximum permissible temperatures for 
various surfaces in coal mines. As an example, the 
maximum temperature of external surfaces of exhaust 
systems of diesel mine locomotives is limited to 240°C, 
and that of permissible electrical enclosures and mec-
hanical components Is not allowed to exceed 1500C, 
under normal operating conditions. The National 
Electric Code also limits the maximum surface temper-
atures of electrical equipment in locations that are 
hazardous because of the presence of combustible dust. 

Because hot plate tests closely resemble and reproduce 
actual workplace conditions, the National Academy of 
Sciences Committee on Evaluation of Industrial 
Hazards recently recommended a hotplate method to 
determine the minimum- hot surface ignition tempera-
ture of dust layers. Ignition is considered to have taken 
place at the minimum hotplate temperature at which: 

• There is visible evidence of combustion such as 
red glow or flame 

• The slope of the temperature-time curve for a 
thermocouple in the center of the dust layer 
continues to increase 

• A 50°C temperature rise above the hotplate 
temperature occurs In the dust 

• Or the dust melts.

Four oil shales and two Pittsburgh seam coal samples 
were tested. Fischer assays, heating values, and parti-
cle sizes are presented for fine and coarse dusts in 
Table 1.

TABLE 1 

ANALYSES OF OIL SHALE
AND COAL DUSTS 

Fischer	 Heating	 Minus 
Assay	 Value 200 Mesh 

(Gal/Ton) (STU/Ib)	 (%) 

Fine Samples 

Oil Shale 20 1,810 85 
33 3,230 74 
50 4,700 78 

Pittsburgh Coal - 13,810 80 

Coarse Samples 

Oil Shale 33 3,190 27 
Pittsburgh Coal - 14,040 14

The oil shales chosen for the tests ranged in grade from 
20 gallons per ton through 33 to 50 gallons per ton. The 
Pittsburgh seam coal was a bituminous coal of high 
volatility. 

Minimum Hot Surface Ignition 
Temperatures 

Representative temperature-time profiles of the dust 
layers are shown in Fijure 1. Two temperature-time 
profiles are shown for the 20 gallons per ton shale, 
heated in a 12.7 millimeter thick layer. In the test at 
290°C, the layer ignited; its temperature rose more 
than 50°C above the hotplate surface temperature. 
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When the hotplate surface temperature was 10 0C lower
	 TABLE 2 

(2800C), the dust layer did not ignite.

MINIMUM HOT SURFACE IGNITION TEMPERATURES 
OF OIL SHALE AND COAL DUST LAYERS 

FIGURE 1 

tEMPERATURETIME . PROFILES 

FOR 20—GAL/TON OIL SHALE 
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The minimum hot surface ignition temperatures for all 
the samples at the various layer thicknesses are sum-
marized In Table 2, which also includes the maximum 
temperatures that were reached inside the layers. The 
relationship between the minimum ignition temperature 
and layer thickness is shown in Figure 2. 

FIGURE 2 

MINIMUM HOT SURFACE IGNITION 

TEMPERATURES 

350	 I	 I	 I 
o	 KEY 

Pittsburgh Coal
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33 gal/ ton 

O 
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5	 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
LAYER THICKNESS, mm

Minimum Maximum 
Hot Surface Temperature 

Ignition Within 
Sample	 Temperature 

rC)
Layer 
It) 

Fine Dust 
(0.25 Inch layers) 

Pittsburgh Coal	 300 385 
20 Gallons/Ton Shale	 325 425 
33 Gallons/Ton Shale	 290 420 
50 Gallons/Ton Shale	 250 419 

(0.50 inch layers) 

Pittsburgh Coal	 240 386 
20 Gallons/Ton Shale	 290 411 
33 Gallons/Ton Shale	 260 436 
50 Gallons/Ton Shale	 230 397 

(1.0 Inch layers) 

Pittsburgh Coal	 210 560 
20 Gallons/Ton Shale	 260 383 
33 Gallons/Ton Shale	 230 482 
50 Gallons/Ton Shale	 200 392 

(1.5 Inch layers)* 

33 Gallons/Ton Shale	 210 389 

Coarse Dust 
(0.50 inch layers)

33 Gallons/Ton Shale	 390	 405 
(at 390) 

Pittsburgh Coal	 380	 373 
(at 380) 

(1.0 inch layers) 

33 Gallons/Ton Shale	 390	 383 
(at 390) 

• 12.7 centimenters in diameter 

Some general conclusions include: 

• The higher the grade of the oil shale and the 
thicker the layer, the lower the minimum hot 
surface ignition temperature.

I-
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• The maximum temperatures attained by the 
various oil shales do not show a correlation with 
grade. 

• The minimum ignition temperatures for coal 
dust are similar to those of 50 gallons per ton 
oil shale. 

The orderly decrease in the minimum ignition tempera-
tures with increasing oil shale richness is understand-
able. The decrease in the minimum ignition tempera-
ture • with increasing layer thickness is explained by 
reduced heat loss from the thicker layers. 

Long-term hotplate tests, in which the hotplate surface 
temperature was initially lower than the minimum 
ignition temperature, but then was slowly raised to 
temperatures much higher than the minimum ignition 
temperatures, failed to ignite the samples. These 
results indicate a lesser hazard for dust layers accumu-
lating slowly over long periods of time on hot surfaces. 

Maximum Temperatures Attained 

Tests were also done at temperatures much higher than 
the minimum ignition temperatures, up to 390°C. In 
almost all of the tests the maximum temperatures 
registered inside the layers were less than 500°C 
(Table 2). 

Flaming combustion was not observed even in the tests 
conducted at the high surface temperatures. Glowing 
combustion was only seen in the tests with the 50 gal-
lons per ton oil shale. 

Particle Size Effect 

When fine and coarse oil shale dusts of the same 
richness, 33 gallons per ton, were tested, none of the 
coarse samples ignited, according to the ignition 
criteria of the test, even at surface temperatures as 
high as 390°C. 

Coarse Pittsburgh coal behaved in the same manner as 
did the coarse oil shale; it did not Ignite, even at high 
surface temperatues. 

Several factors contributed to the different behavior of 
fine and coarse particles. The coarse samples had a 
wider particle size distribution than the fine samples. 
Consequently, a greater layer density resulted, capable 
of restricting airflow through the layers and thereby 
minimizing exothermic reactions. More time is re-
quired to evenly heat the coarse particles throughout, 
resulting in a slower heating rate. 

Flammable Atmosphere Tests 

Tests were conducted with 25.4 millimeter thick layers 
of fine 50 gallons per ton oil shale and coal dusts at hot 
surface temperatures of about 3800C. A flow of air was 
directed downwards over the layer to develop substan-
tial areas of glowing particles. Upon introduction of

flammable 7 to 10 percent methane mixtures into the 
enclosure, glowing was dimmed and then suppressed. 
Replacement of the flammable atmosphere with a fresh 
flow of air renewed the glow. 

In no case was the flammable atmosphere ignited by the 
layers. 

The readily ignited concentration for methane-air 
atmospheres is a function of the ignition source and can 
range from 5 to 9.5 percent methane. The methane 
mixtures utilized in the tests ranged from 7 to 10 per-
cent, but none of these were ignited by the orange-red 
glowing particles, whose temperatures were at least 
6000C, and probably closer to 700°C. The experimental-
ly determined minimum autoignition temperature of a 
7 percent methane-air mixture is 6010C. However, 
much higher temperatures are required when the gas is 
not confined but only passes near a heated surface. 

BUREAU OF MINES ESTIMATES ALUMINA FROM 
SPENT SHALE WOULD BE PROFITABLE 

United States Bureau of Mines (USBM) bench-scale 
research has investigated the possibility of producing 
reduction-grade alumina from dawsonitic oil shale. 

Extraction of Al20 and Na20 from oil shale of the 
Pieeance Creek Basin, northwestern Colorado, has been 
of interest since the discovery of the mineral dawsonite 
(NaAl(OH)2cO3) in some of the shales. 

A useful phenomenon is that retorting to remove kero-
gen opens pore spaces In the shale while also transform-
ing dawsonite, through loss of water and carbon mon-
oxide, into readily base-leachable material. 
The IJSBM investigation followed the generalized flow-
sheet of Figure 1, wherein retorted shale is leached 
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with sodium aluminate solution to produce pregnant 
liquor. The pregnant liquor, supersaturated with re-
spect to alumina trihydrate, is purified at elevated 
temperature and pressure to precipitate silica and 
phosphorus. Al(OH)3 Is then precipitated from the 
purified pregnant liquor with the aid of seed Al(OH)3 
crystals. The alumina trihydrate Is then calcined to 
Al203 . A bleedatream to produce soda ash also is 
Illustrated. 

This study was based on a single 100 ton sample of 
dawsonite-bearing oil shale from the 2,100 foot level of 
the Bureau of Mines shaft at Horse Draw in the 
Piceance Creek Basin. 

The raw shale contained about 12 percent dawsonite 
and essentially no nahcolite. A chemical analysis of 
retorted oil shale, including trace elements that were 
found to be soluble in basic sodium aluminate solution, 
Is presented in Table 1. Of the 12 percent Al203 
present in the retorted shale, approximately one-half is 
dawsonitic alumina.

TABLE 1

ANALYSIS OF RETORTED SHALE 

Component Wt % Component Wt% 

AI203 12.0 Mo (0.05 
Na2 3.52 Fe 0.58 
Si 21.8 B (0.01 
p 0.12 S 1.4 
K 2.02 F 0.098 
Mg 0.96 Cl (0.002 
Ca 4.78 Ga 0.01 
V 0.02 Mn 0.04

Crushed shale was heated in a furnace to either 500° or 
600°C for one hour. During retorting, dawsonite in oil 
shale is converted into non-crystalline sodium alumi-
nate through the loss of carbon monoxide and water of 
crystallization. The sodium aluminate is then readily 
dissolved by contact with mild base (0.5 to 1.0 normal 
NaOH solution). A unique aspect of the sodium alumi-
nate dissolution is that solutions may easily be prepared 
from which alumina trihydrate (gibbsite) will precipi-
tate spontaneously. Precipitation is ordinarily accomp-
lished by seeding the liquor with gibbsite crystals under 
carefully controlled conditions. The unstable supersat-
urated nature of such pregnant liquors works against 
any attempt at in situ leaching. Long contact times 
between pregnant liquors and precipitated Al(OH)3 
would cause the precipitation of a substantial fraction 
of the alumina values underground, where they would be 
lost.

Pregnant Liquor Purification 
and Precipitation 

Pregnant liquor purification followed the procedures 
used in the Bayer process for control or silica and 
phosphorus levels. The liquors were purified by first 
heating to 150°C for 30 minutes. Lime as Ca(OH)2 was 
added to precipitate phosphorus as tricalcium phos-
phate. 

Silica Is controlled by precipitation as sodium aluminum 
silicate, known In the industry as desilication product 
(DSP). The preferred DSP phase is sodalite. The 
addition of socialite seed Increases the rate of desilica-
tion during purification. After purification, the pre-
gnant liquor was filtered to remove all particulates that 
otherwise may coprecipitate with alumina trihydrate 
during Bayer precipitation. 

In a standardized Bayer precipitation technique, the 
purified pregnant liquor was seeded with alumina trihy-
drate In the amount of one-tenth the alumina content 
of the liquor. 

Extracton of both alumina and soda was highest from 
shale that had been retorted at 500°C and leached at 
95°C; however, the pickup of carbon dioxide in leach 
liquor is far greater from shale retorted at 500°C than 
at 600°C. A high carbon dioxide input is undesirable 
because Na 2 CO3 solution is not a leachant for alumina, 
and the excess carbon dioxide must be removed from 
the process by contact with CaO. 

Steady-State Impurity Levels 

For Bayer precipitation to operate properly, soda and 
carbonate concentrations must be controlled at speci-
fied levels in plant liquors. The soda leached from oil 
shale must be removed by a bleedstream (Figure 1). 
Therefore, the leached-soda-to-leached-impurity ratios 
will control impurity levels in plant liquors at steady 
state. 

Simulated pregnant liquors, based on calculated high 
level and low level impurities, were subjected to the 
standard purification procedure (autoclaving with 
Ca(OH)2 and DSP). 

The calculated alumina analyses are presented with 
miniplant alumina specifications for comparison in 
Table 2. Miniplant specifications are idealized target 
values for use in development of new processes for 
alumina production. 
The calculated product aluminas generally approached 
miniplant specifications but were high in several areas. 
Although many impurities in the oil shale derived 
alumina exceeded the target values, it is known that 
some commercial Bayer aluminas also exceed these 
very restrictive target values for some impurities. 
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TABLE 2 

ANALYSES OF BAYER ALUMINAS CALCULATED
FROM PRECIPITATED MASSES

(Percent) 

Alumina 
Sped- Low High 

Substance ficatlons Level Level 

Al203 na 99.06 97.96 
Na20 0.40 0.570 1.24 
Si 0.007 0.014 0.013 
P 0.0004 0.0066' 0.00077 
K 0.004 0.0062' 0.015 
Mg 0.0012 0.009 0.0086' 
Ca 0.029 0.039' 0.037' 
V 0.0011 (0.003 <0.003 
Mo na <0.008 C 0.008 
Fe 0.010 <0.003 C 0.003 
O 0.0003 0.0054' 0.0046' 
S na <0.015 <0.015 
F na .	 0.28 0.65 
Cl 0.05 0.0023 0.0023 
SO4 na 0.014 0.019 
Ga 0.015 nd nd 
CO2 na nd nd 
1120 na nd nd 

na =not applicable 
nd =not determined 
*	 Impurity values that exceed alumina miniplant 

committee specifications.

Flowsheet Material Balance 
and Economics 

Material balances, determined experimentally for the 
four major liquor components Al 2 03, N820, CO2, and 
1120 were calculated (Figure 1). 

Raw shale in the amount of 38,000 tons is retorted at 
500°C to provide 30,000 tons of spent shale from which 
1,000 tons of Bayer alumina is produced. Coproducts 
Include impure alumina trihydrate and soda ash. 

The soda-rich bieedstream is probably suitable for soda 
ash production; however, no research on soda ash was 
done. 

An economic evaluation indicated that the operating 
cost of an oil shale alumina plant would be competitive 
with that of a Bayer plant newly constructed in the 
United States:

a 

Bayer Operating Cost 	 250 
Shale Operating Cost	 245

FIGURE 1 

ALUMINA EXTRACTION 
FLOWSHEET 

Retorted	 shale 
30,000 

Leaching 

Pregnant Leached 
liquor shale 

Purification 

Purified 
Barren	 pregnant 
liquor	 liquor 

Bayer 
precipitation

Pure 
alumina 
1,000

 Carbonation

Impure 
Soda ash alumina 

1,090 283

The shale-based plant would have a slightly higher fixed 
capital cost per ton Al203:

s/Annual Ton 

Bayer p lant	 820 
Shale p lant	 985 

SEPARATION PROCEDURE GIVES DETAILED 
CHARACTERIZATION OF SHALE OIL 

In-depth characterization of shale oil and other synfuels 
requires the combination of several analytical tools and 
approaches because of the complexity of the materials 
to be analyzed. 

They generally contain a large variety of hydrocarbons, 
including paraffins, cycloparaffins, aliphatic and aro-
matic olefins, one to eight-ring aromatics, and the 
corresponding aromatic furans, aromatic thiophenes, 
hydroxy-aromatics, dihydroxy-aromatics, aromatic pyr-
roles, and aromatic pyridines. Minor amounts of poly-
functional components, such as thiophenofurans, 
hydroxy-nitrogen compounds, etc., are also present, as 
well as ketones, aldehydes, acids, amides, nitriles, and 
dinitrogen compounds. Alkyl substitution of the above 
can range from zero to up to 50 carbon atoms. All 
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The aliphatic fractions were analyzed by low resolution, 
high voltage MS, GC/MS, and NMR. All other fractions 
were analyzed by the same methods, except that the 
MS analyses were obtained in the more powerful high 
resolution, low voltage mode. 

TABLE 1

1485 SRM 1580 SHALE OIL 
PREP LC DATA

Weight 
Fraction	 Percent 

(%) 

Asphaltenes 1.60 
Weak Acids 5.00 
Strong Acids 0.46 
Weak Bases 1.84 
Strong Bases 15.43 
Saturates Plus Non-Aromatic Olefins 34.05 
1-Ring Aromatics 8.10 
2-Ring Aromatics 5.05 
3-Ring Aromatics 1.84 
3+ Ring Aromatics 0.89 
Neutral Peters 16.46 
Hold-Up and Losses 9.28 

Total 100.00

desired; and varies from three (saturates, aromatics, 
polars) to twelve. 

considered, a typical synfuel sample contains as many 
as 1,000 to 3,000 carbon number hornologs and many 
more positional isomers. 

At the American Chemical Society, Division of Fuel 
Chemistry, meeting held in Chicago in September, a 
paper from a group at Exxon Research and Engineering 
Company discussed the methodology developed at their 
laboratories for the detailed characterization of syn-
fuels. This methodology was illustrated with the detail-
ed analysis of a standard Colorado shale oil purchased 
from the National Bureau of Standards (SRM 1580). 

The analytical scheme consists of several separation 
step followed by extensive instrumental analysis of the 
separated fractions. Analysis of the separated frac-
tions is by high and low resolution mass spectrometry 
(HaMS and LRMS) (NMR), GC/MS, nuclear magnetic 
resonance, and other methods. A schematic of the 
overall procedure is given in Figure 1.

The separation scheme used for the NBS shale oil is 
shown In Figure 2. Generally, the procedure yields 
sharp fractions, although overlaps exist, in particular 
between some of the aromatic and the lower polarity 
polar' fractions, such as the "neutral polars." 

Shale Oil Results 

Quantitative data on the fractions separated from the 
NBS shale oil are given in Table 1. Major components 
are saturates and olefins (mostly linear), strong bases, 
neutral polars, and the 1 ring aromatics. Loss was only 
about 9 percent, a small amount considering that the 
sample contained significant concentrations of rela-
tively low-boiling materials in the Cg-C12 range. The 
aliphatic traction was separated further into saturates 
and olef Ins. 

Extensive separation steps yield important information 
on the chemical classes of components present, enrich 
trace components, and facilitate subsequent instru-
mental analyses by greatly simplifying the samples to 
be analyzed. They eliminate many uncertainties 
related to composition because the presence of a given 
component in one or the other fraction is a clue to its 
identification. For example, high resolution MS can not 
determine in complex mixtures whether a component 
whose formula contains one oxygen atom is an aromatic 
furan or a hydroxy-aromatic; but the component can be 
safely assigned a furanic or a hydroxy-aromatic struc-
ture according to whether it occurs in a neutral aroma-
tic or in an acidic fraction. The number of fractions 
separated depends on the amount of information

The major compound types determined in the various 
fractions are listed in Table 2. The wide variety Is an 
indication of the complexity of the shale oil studied. 
Most of the hydrocarbons, furans, thiophenes, hydroxy-
aromatics, and aromatic nitrogen types were detected 
both by high resolution MS and CC/MS. Some of the 
more condensed materials were determined only by high 
resolution MS; conversely aliphatic polar types such as 
ketones and nitriles were seen only by the CC/Ms as 
these materials generally do not give significant molec-
ular ions at low voltages. 
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TABLE 2

MAJOR COMPOUND TYPES IN SHALE OIL FRACTIONS 

Saturate Fraction Neutral Polar Fraction 

Normal Paraffins Linear Cyclic Ketones 
Isoprenoid Paraffins Aliphatic and N itriles 
Cycloparaf fins Benzoni triles/Indoles 

Olefin Fraction Weak Acid Fraction 

Alpha Olefins Phenols 
Internal Olefins Carbazoles 

Pyrroles 
Aliphatic Nitriles 

Strong Acid Fraction Weak Base Fraction 

Phenols NitrIles 
Hydroxy-Indans/Tetralins 2-Ketone3 
Carbazoles Acetophcnones 

Asphaltenes Strong Base Fraction 

Non-Volatiles Pyridines 
1-3 Ring Nitrogen Quinolines 

Compounds Tetrahydroquinolines 
Tel rahydrocarbazoles

"1-Ring Aromatic" Fraction 

Benzenes 

Styrenes Indans/Tetralins 
Thiophencs 

"2-Ring Aromatic" Fraction 

Indans, Tetralins 
Indenes 
Naphthalenes 
Biphenyls 
Ace naphthenes 
Benzothiophenes 
Benzofurans 

"3-Ring Aromatic" Fraction 

Naphthalenes 
Biphenyls 
Fluorenes 
Phenanthrenes 
Pyrenes 

"3+-Ring Aromatic" Fraction 

Phenanthrenes 
Chrysenes 
Benzoanthracenes

A summary of the high resolution MS analyses of the 
fractions is given in Table 3. The data show that 
overall condensation is low; most of the components are 
either linear, or contain one or two aromatic or polar 
aromatic rings. 

These data show that very complex mixtures, such as 
shale oil, can be characterized accurately and in great 
detail by a combination of analytical techniques. 
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TABLE 3 

SUMMARY COMPOSITION OF SHALE OIL 
Weight 

Component Percent 

Aliphatics 32.53 
Neutral Aromatics 

Hydrocarbons 
1 Ring 8.86 
2 Ring 4.94 
3 Ring 2.01 
4 Ring 2.76 
5+ Ring 0.41 
Sub-Total Hydrocarbons 18.98 

Thiophenes 
1 Ring 1.33 
2 Ring 0.63 
3 Ring 0.10 
4+ Ring 0.01 
Sub-Totil Thiophenes 2.07 

F urans 
1 Ring 0.16 
2 Ring 0.14 
3 Ring 0.02 
4+ Ring 0.04 
Sub-Total Furans 0.36 

Difurans 0.02 
Total Neutral Aromatics 21.43 

Polar Aromatics	 31.49 
Mono-Oxygen Compounds 

1 •Ring	 2.35 
2 Ring	 0.41 
3 Ring	 0.17 
4+ Ring	 0.11 

Total Mono-Oxygen	 3.04 

Di-Oxygen Compounds 
I Ring GA! 
2 Ring 6.04 
3+ Ring 0.01 

Total Di-Oxygen Compounds 0.16 
Nitrogen Compounds 

1 Ring 7.74 
2 Ring 12.08 
3 Ring 6.12 
4+ Ring 1.29 

Total Nitrogen Compounds 	 27.23 

Nitrogen-Oxygen Compounds
1 Ring 0.14 
2 Ring 0.21 
3	 Ring ois 

Total Nitrogen-Oxygen Compounds 0.51 
Miscellaneous/Nitrogen Compounds 0.55 
Residue 5.27 
Separation Loss 9.28

SFC EVALUATES COMMERCIAL READINESS 
OF OIL SHALE TECHNOLOGIES 

In August, the United States Synthetic Fuels Corpora-
tion (SPC) published eleven appendices that provide 
additional background information for the Comprehen-
sive Strategy Report that the SFC recently submitted 
to Congress. The SFC's Appendix J provide their 
analyses of various synthetic fuels technologies. From 
these analyses, Pace has tabulated the SEC's evaluation 
of the commercial readiness of a number of oil shale 
technologies (Table 1). Further information regarding 
the SFCs technology evaluations is summarized in the 
General section of this issue of the Pace Synthetic 
Fuels Report in the article entitled "Advantages and 
Status of Synfuels Technologies Specified by SFC." 

TABLE I

SFC'S EVALUATION OF THE COMMERCIAL 
READINESS OF OIL SHALE TECHNOLOGIES 

SURFACE RETORTING 
Coena-Fe.4 Non-Carbon-Burning 

Petrosix Ready now, with low to moder-
ate risk 

Uriiahaie-D To be demonstrated at the Para-
chute Creek Project 

Hytort Unlikely to be ready before 1992

Cane-Peed, Carbon-Burning
Drevo Circular Crate 
P era ho 
Unishale-C 

Superior Oil Circular Grate 
Allis-Chalmers Roller Crete 

Fine-Peed, Non-Carbon-Burning 
TOSCO II 

Floe-Peed, Camom-Bundng 
Chevron staged Turbulent Bed 

Lurgi Screw Mixer 

Exxon Fluidized-Bed 
Other. 

Edwards Anaerobic Metal 
Surface, Kiviter Cross-
Flow, Caloter Rotary Kiln, 
T3 Semi-Continuous, 
Everman Hot Oil, Japanese 
(3 types), Chinese Down-
flaw Moving-lied 

IN SITU RETORTING 
McdlIled In Situ (MIS) 

Occidental 

True In Situ Cr15) 
Ceokinetics LOP RECO 

Other 
Rio Blanco MIS, Ramex single 
Hole, Inclined MIS, IITRI 
Microwave

Reedy now with moderate risk 
Ready now with moderete risk 
Reedy in 2-3 years with moder-
ate to high risk 
Unlikely to be reedy before 1992 
Unlikely to be reedy before 1992 

Reedy in over one year at mod-
erate risk 

Ready now, but at high level of 
risk 
Ready in 1-2 years at moderate 
risk 
Not ready until after 1995 

Unlikely to be ready before 1992 

Ready now at moderate to high 
risk 

Ready now at moderate risk 

Unlikely to be ready before 1992 
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INTERNATIONAL 

AUSTRALIA'S OIL SHALE RESOURCES PUT 
AT 24 BILLION BARRELS 

The Bureau of Mineral Resources of Australia's Depart-
ment of Resources and Energy has recently compiled an 
estimate of total oil shale resources. 

Compilation for the Australi&s Identified Oil Shale Re-
sources sheet was completed in May 1985, and it is 
planned to update and release the Oil Shale sheet at the 
end of each calendar year. 

Although exploration activity for oil shale has de-
creased In recent years, research is still being under-
taken into the development of a number of Important 
oil shale deposits in Australia. These include deposits 
at Condor, Julia Creek, Rundle, and Yaamba. 

Details of Australia's demonstrated in situ resources 
(for which detailed assays are available and quantities 
are proven by drilling) are shown in Table I. Inferred 

TABLE I

DIXOWITRATID AflTRMJAI RESOURC ES 

In 51w 5l515 
Men In Avenge Wute, OR In 
of 00 SItu TIsId Ote 1. 31w 

Omit Spain Moietwe J Redo M.
iwr r w r (Rw 

Yolmu.) rr.1e) 

Al^Ie 7 6' 240 •.SIii II 
I0 • 6' 142' 

Condao IT, 210 7.6 65.2 I. 42.1 6,660 
Dwrliige 10,112 31.5 12.4 6.111 2,710 
Julia Creek 4,lO 5.0 70 3'1'5'I • 1,700 
Lowond 1,111 23.4 64.2 44,1 725 
N.goorta 6,256 25.6 00.1 0.Itl 1,130	 - 
Negoodo Sooath 1,204 27.0 71.1 1.$7,1 167 
Rm6s 4,553 IL? 104.1 0.6,1 2,650 
Bbart 5,222 11.9 14.1 1,1 • 2,510 
Yeaxube 6,010 23.4 95 1,1 • 2,712 

N. Boots Weie 

Bac,a,uI II 256 17 
Ran/Olen De'ti 6 420 23 

TASKAAIA 
Beuleh 2 121 2 
CbIei&I 6 121 1 
RailtutI 42 142 36 
MICE I 121 I 
QISmb7 Bluff I III 3 

Total 27,044 22.115

EIIlm.ted 

resources (Table 2) are those for which 4uantitative 
estimates are based more on the geological character 
of the deposit than sampling or measurement. Table 3, 
which lists other shale occurrences, includes deposits 
for which no quantitative resources have been assessed. 

The total demonstrated in situ oil shale resource for 
Australia as of December 31, 1984 are estimated to be 
57,644 million tonnes. The total demonstrated recover-
able shale oil at Fischer assay yield is estimated to be 
23,985 million barrels. Inferred in situ oil shale re-
sources for Australia as of December 31, 1984 are 
estimated to be 983,130 million tonnes. Total inferred 
recoverable shale oil at Fischer assay yield is estimated 
to be 255,334 million barrels.

TABLE 2 

AUSTRALIA
SUMMARY OF INFERRED RESOURCES 

Shale Oil 
In Situ Recoverable 
Mass from 
of Oil In Situ 

Deposit	 Shales Yield	 Mass 
(MV) (LIT)	 (Million 

Barrels) 

Queensland 

Byfield 722 55 250 
Condor 3,864 66 1,480 

Toolebuc Farm 978,500 41 253,542 

New South Wales 

Baerami 5 258 8 
Newneslolen Davis 11 420 29 

Tasmania 

Rallton 28 143 25 

Total 983,130 255,134

COMBINED FLUID BED COMBUSTION AND 
RETORTING OF NEW BRUNSWICK SHALE TESTED 

The oil shale deposits of the Albert Formation in New 
Brunswick are considered to be Canada's largest and 
highest grade oil shale reserves. The best known 
deposits are contained in the Albert Mines zone with oil 
yields averaging 20 gallons per ton in the better areas. 
The prime deposit contains an estimated 270 million 
barrels of in situ shale oil reserves. 

New Brunswick's other fossil fuel resource is a high 
volatile bituminous coal with a high sulfur concentra-
tion in the range of 6 to 8 percent. The high sulfur 
content makes its utilization in conventional boilers 
environmentally unacceptable. Power generation Is the 
only real consumer of New Brunswick coal. Without 
new technologies, expensive sulfur dioxide scrubbers 
will be required for flue gas desulfurization. 

The Research and Productivity Council (RPC) has de-
vised a number of concepts for the co-utilization of 
coal and oil shale. These processes exploit the calcif-
erous dolomitic nature of New Brunswick shale, which 
has a calcium and magnesium carbonate content in the 
range of 5 to 40 percent. In co-processes, the energy 
from the oil shale is recovered as liquid and gaseous 
fuels or else it is utilized along with coal for steam 
raising. At the same time the carbonate content of the 
shale is used to capture the sulfur species resulting 
from the combustion or the pyrolysis of the coal. 
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Examples of those processes include fluidized bed co-
combustion of coal and oil shale, oil shale injection into 
pulverized fuel flames, flue gas desulfurization using oil 
shale, co-pyrolysis of coal and oil shale, and Integration 
of a fluidized bed coal combustor and an oil shale retort 
system. The last scheme is the topic of a report Issued 
by the RPC. 

The concept of integrating a fluidized bed coal com-
bustor and an oil shale retort system is illustrated in 

	

Figure 1.	 In this system the heat of retorting is 

FIGURE I 
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supplied by flue gases from a fluidized bed combustor 
operating on high sulfur coal, low BTU gases, spent 
shale, and fresh shale fines. Excess heat from the 
combustor would be utilized for steam raising and 
power generation. 

The concept was conceived at the Research and Pro-
ductivity Council in late 1982 based on an earlier study 
on the fluidized bed combustionof high sulfur coal and 
fresh shale from Albert Mines. The study showed that 
oil shales are more effective, and for New Brunswick, 
are more economical than limestone for capturing sul-
fur. Other advantages include the effective utilization 
of mined shale through the utilization of fine particles, 
which according to some estimates can be up to 10 per-
cent of the total weight of mined shale. This, together 
with the combustion of the spent shale and the product 
gas, can lead to an increase in the recoverable energy 
from the original shale by up to 50 percent. The 
generation of steam and electricity on-site would elimi-
nate power purchasing for the retorting process. 

Experimental work for the development of an inte-
grated system has been carried out in three phases. 

These phases are: (1) retorting studies of the feedstock 
obtained from the Albert Formation, (2) fluidized bed

co-combustion of Minto coal with spent shale, and (3) 
integrated system experiments. 

Retorting 

Forty-nine retorting runs were carried out, using both 
direct and indirect retorting in a square retort with 
0.23 meter sides. Lowering the bed height from 2.25 to 
1.43 meters, the oil recovery increased substantially 
from 28.4 to 72.8 percent. This increase could be due 
to differences in the heat-up rate. Another possible 
explanation proposed by the researchers is that in the 
case of a deep bed, the oil generated in the retorting 
zone could be trapped by the cold shale particles in the 
relatively deep preheating zone. 

For indirect retorting (Figure 2), oil recovery Increased 

FIGURE 2 
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sharply with an increase of shale residence time in the 
above 5000C temperature zone. At longer residence 
times, beyond those investigated in the test program, 
the researchers believe that the curve will level out 
and/or start to decrease. 

Gas recycle rate and its distribution have a consider-
able effect on the oil recovery. For indirect retorting, 
Figure 3 shows the effect of the total gas recycle at a 
constant gas distribution of approximately 62 percent 
to the middle gas stream. Oil yield increases with an 
increase in recycle gas rate up to a maximum, then 
starts to decline. 
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FIGURE 3 
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The researchers conclude that it is unlikely that the 
observed increase in oil recovery was due to increased 
external mass transfer coefficients. Other plausible 
explanations are: (a) a high recycle rate gives rise to an 
even distribution of heat in the pyrolysis zone, (b) high 
recycle minimizes oil cracking due to a reduction in 
products' residence time at elevated temperatures, and 
(c) the drop in oil recovery at a very high recycle gas 
rate Is possibly due to cooling down of the retort. 

The mode of retorting appeared to have no effect on oil 
properties, except perhaps, the hydrogen/carbon ratio is 
marginally higher for oils produced by indirect retort-
ing. The shale oil properties were also compared to 
those produced from Colorado shales. Table 1 shows

four sets of data for New Brunswick shale oils repre-
senting the highest oil recoveries achieved for both 
shales using both retorting modes. Also given are two 
sets of data for Colorado shale oils. The table shows 
New Brunswick shale oil to be lighter as indicated by 
gravity and boiling ranges. It also has less sulfur and 
nitrogen impurities, therefore It would require less 
hydrotreating and upgrading costs would be lower. 

The calorific values of the spent shales were in the 
ranges of 467 to 536 BTU per pound, and 525 to 
999 BTU per pound for direct and indirect retorting, 
respectively. The lower heating values for the direct 
retorting spent shales are due to the partial combustion 
of residual carbon. The calorific values for the fresh 
shales were 2,005 and 1,700 BTU per pound for the two 
shales tested. 

Energy conversions for the highest oil yield runs repre-
senting both shales and both retorting modes are given 
in Table 2.

TABLE 2 

SUMMARY OF ENERGY CONVERSION FOR
RPC TEST RUNS WITH THE HIGHEST OIL YIELD 

Maximum 
Recovery Energy Conversion 

Run Shale	 (% Fischer (% of Fresh Shale) 
No. Quality	 Mode	 Assay)	 Oil	 Gas Total

(Gal/Ton) 

13	 21.0	 Indirect	 88.6	 57.9	 5.4 63.3 
27	 15.5	 Indirect	 89.3	 55.8	 6.0 61.8 
47	 21.0	 Direct	 81.4	 64.4 10.3 74.7 
44	 15.5	 Direct	 71.1	 59.0 17.5 76.5 

TABLE I

PROPHETESS 07 SHALE OM DERIVED FROM HSU oawosmc. AND COLORADO 5BAlfl 

RIR1	 API Elenentil AMIflI.. WI % N/C Potw Plnh Kth•mstlo HatIrq aolHnt R.. 'C 
92$x 2 s S s !!112 4V "'C) 

rd 

N,. Dante 

II	 28.1 56.51 11.95 0.79 0.41 III 23.9 81.' 5.44 11,504 95 370 804 
27	 21.5 06.46 11.90 1.16 0.25 1.14 15.6 14.4 13.40 11,302 

47	 130 84. 19 11.11 0.53 0.$4 1.54 23.5 71.1 11.01 18,770 243 310 565 
44	 25.5 16.11 10.56 0.25 0.22 2.60 12.5 76.7 14.10 05,535 

ds 

PS,-. 0Izt 
21.4 64.5 21.3 0.29 1.96 1.51 23.5 15.5 - 63.0 423 $92 
21.4 94.9 21.4 2.00 0.60 III 29.4 . 16.4
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Spent Shale Combustion 

Three spent shales obtained from the retorting of New 
Brunswick Albert County oil shales were tested as 
sulfur capture media when co-combusted with high 
sulfur Minto coal in a fluidized bed combustor. 

Combustion trials were carried out in a 0.15 meter 
diameter fluidized bed combustor. Coal and spent shale 
were fed into the bed from individual screw feeders. 

The main independent variables which influence the 
combustion efficiency and the level of sulfur dioxide 
emission, are particle size, spent shale/coal ratio, fluid-
izing velocity, excess air, bed height, and the tempera-
ture of the bed and the freeboard. 

The main emphasis in the test program was on the 
determination of the effect of spent shale/coal ratio 
(molar Ca/S ratio) and bed depth on the level of sulfur 
dioxide emission and the combustion efficiency. Bed 
temperature was regulated at 8100C which was the 
maximum safe temperature for the stainless steel com-
bustor. A higher temperature on the order of 850°C 
would have improved both the combustion efficiency 
and sulfur dioxide capture. 

The effect of molar Ca/S ratio and bed depth is 
illustrated in Figure 4. The figure shows that at molar
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Ca/S ratio of approximately 3:1, sulfur dioxide reduc-
tion for the shallow bed Is approximately 75 percent; 
this rose to 90 percent for the deeper bed. The average 
combustion efficiencies were 82 and 92 percent for the 
shallow and deep beds, respectively. These effects 
could be attributed to longer residence time in the 
deeper bed. 

Relatively low combustion efficiencies were partly due 
to the high ash content in the spent shale and high spent 
shale/coal ratios of up to 4.3:1 which were required to 
achieve the desired Ca/S ratio. The main carbon loss 
was in the fly ash which can contain up to 17 percent 
carbon. Bottom ash carbon content was less than 
1 percent. 

The calorific values of the spent shales used were in the 
range of 517 to 560 BTU per pound. At a spent 
shale/coal ratio of 4:1 this represents 15 to 20 percent 
of the thermal output of the combustor. 

The researchers believe that these test results show 
clearly that spent shales can be used effectively to 
reduce sulfur dioxide emission from high sulfur coal 
while making a significant contribution to the overall 
thermal output of the process. 

Integrated System 

The concept of an integrated fluidized bed combustor 
and an oil shale retort system is seen in Figure 1. The 
integration of the two test reactors was carried out and 
the system was operated in a fully integrated mode for 
short periods of time. Operation periods were not 
sufficient, however, to obtain meaningful results. This 
was due to operational problems stemming from a high 
oxygen concentration and a high dust loading in the flue 
gas from the combustor, coupled with inherent limita- 
tions in the 'design of the fluidized bed, which was not 
intended for this specific application. 

The researchers concluded, however, that the inte-
grated system is technically feasible and offers poten-
tial for substantial improvement in the economics of 
the retorting processes. Approximately 30 percent of 
the energy in the fresh shale remains in the spent shale. 
This energy, together with 5 to 10 percent of the 
energy in the form of product gas as well as shale fines, 
could add up to 50 percent of the energy in the original 
shale. This energy would be lost in conventional 
retorting processes. The effectiveness of spent shale as 
a sulfur capture medium was successfully demon-
strated, according to the researchers. 

CIM OUTLINES OIL SHALE HISTORY 
IN NEW BRUNSWICK 

The Canadian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy, in its 
1985 Directory, published a short history of oil shale 
activities in the province of New Brunswick. 

The existence of bituminous shales in New Brunswick 
was first recognized by Dr. Abraham Gesner in 1841. 
Subsequent to his development of an albertite mine, 
attempts were made to mine and retort the shales at 
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Baltimore and Rosevale. There was Little further 
interest until World War II when the area was evaluated 
by the Canada Department of Mines in 1942. Thirty-six 
holes were drilled. Atlantic Richfield obtained explora-
tion rights in 1968, and drilled two holes. In 1974, 
Canadian Occidental Petroleum Limited of Calgary 
obtained a 1 million acre license and carried out the 
first regional exploration program in bituminous shale. 
Seismic surveys were completed and nine holes were 
drilled. This company now holds a small lease in the 
Albert Mines area. In 1983, Petro-Canada obtained a 
license and carried out a small exploration program in 
the St. Joseph area. 

Bituminous shales of the Albert Formation (Mississip-
pian) outcrop in a narrow belt in southern New Bruns-
wick, extending from Elgin to St. Joseph, on the north 
side of the Precambrian Caledonia Massif. Strata are 
intensely folded near the fault contact with these older, 
previously deformed rocks. Similar strata occur a few 
kilometers north of Moncton. The shale oil content 
varies from place to place, and in 1942 the Canada 
Department of Mines estimated that, in the areas 
examined, there were 90.0 million tonnes of oil shale 
averaging 10.8 gallons per ton to a depth of 120 meters 
yielding about 900 million barrels of shale oil. In 1982 
the Geological Survey of Canada and the New Bruns-
wick Department of Natural Resources estimated 
270 million barrels of oil "in place." 

Further exploratory work is required to determine the 
structural and stratigraphic factors controlling the dis-
tribution of the economically interesting shale oil hori-
zons. Although the feasibility of mining and extracting 
shale oil is extremely sensitive to oil prices, the poten-
tial for recovery of coproducts such as alumina, phos-
phate, ammonium sulphate, and trace metals could 
improve the economics.

In 1852, an historic legal dispute was heard related to 
the rights to mine albertite, the solid hydrocarbon 
found by Dr. Abraham Gesner in southeastern New 
Brunswick. The court was required to determine if 
albertite was a coal or a mineral. It was apparently 
common knowledge that the Crown owned gold, silver, 
and coals, but Gesner could not convince the court that 
albertite was not a coal, and his rights to mine this 
mineral were revoked. 

Except for a few old grants, all minerals in about 
97 percent of New Brunswick are owned by the Pro-
vince. Exclusive rights to explore, develop, and pro-
duce are gained under the conditions determined by the 
Mining Act. Most of these rights are obtained by 
staking of claims. However, under special circum-
stances reservations are used for temporary "protec-
tion" prior to staking or before conversion to mining 
licenses or leases. 

Because of the unique nature of the New Brunswick oil 
shales, the Provincial Legislature passed a Bituminous 
Shale Act in 1967. Albertite was included, and much of 
the basic licensing, leasing, and work requirements are 
similar to the Oil and Natural Gas Act. 
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ENVIRONMENT 

EIS FAVORS 84 MESA FOR 
C-a OFFTRACT LEASE 

Federal Prototype Oil Shale Tract C-a is currently 
under a temporary lease suspension to consider Rio 
Blanco Oil Shale Company's (RBOSC) request for an 
otftract lease for disposal of waste materials from a 
proposed open pit mining operation. The Mineral Leas-
ing Act of 1920 prohibited additional leasing of lands to 
an existing oil shale lease holder. The Act was 
amended in 1982 to allow the Secretary of the Interior 
to consider a 6,400 acre offtract lease to RBOSC for 
disposal of waste materials and the location of facili-
ties. RBOSC subsequently submitted a proposal to 
lease 6,400 acres on an area adjacent to Tract C-a 
known as 84 Mesa. In September the Bureau of Land 
Management (BLM) published a draft Environmental 
Impact Statement (ElS) . examining 84 Mesa versus other 
alternatives. 

Areas of Controversy 

Preliminary analysis by BLM indicated the need to 
develop alternatives to the proposed site which would 
not encumber significant quantities of oil shale and 
related solid minerals.

The issue raised was that the proposal to dispose of 
waste materials on 84 Mesa might preclude the re-
covery of underlying oil shale, nahcolite, and dawsonite 
minerals. Marathon Oil Company has submitted a 
proposed land exchange in the vicinity of 84 Mesa for 
the purpose of mining the oil shale resources, and 
expressed concern that disposal in this area would 
conflict with their plans. The recommendation was 
made that a comparative analysis be made for re- 
sources gained versus resources foregone forthe pro-
posed action and alternatives. 

Alternatives to the Proposed Action on 84 Mesa include 
disposal sites located in Philadelphia Creek and the 
West Fork of Spring Creek (Figure 1). The alternative 
sites are located off the oil shale resource in an area 
roughly west of Cathedral Bluffs. These sites would be 
reached by an overland conveyor system ranging in 
length from 5.5 to 7.5 miles. Under the No Action 
Alternative, all activities would remain on Tract C-a, 
but RBOSC would still have the right to mine the 
resources by any method deemed feasible, subject to 
approval of a Detailed Development Plan (DDP). 

It was determined that significant environmental im-
pacts would occur regardless of the alternative select: 
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ed, including the No Action Alternative. The goal of 
the EIS was to identify the alternative that could best 
minimize enviromental impacts while still accom-
modating the goals of the Federal Prototype Oil Shale 
Program. 

Rio Blanco Proposal 

The planned uses of the offtract lease are the con-
struction of retorting facilities, shale oil upgrading, 
power generation, product storage, maintenance/admin-
istrative facilities, overburden and processed shale dis-
posal, topsoil stockpiling, roads, conveyors, and utility 
corridors. Oil shale and overburden would be transport-
ed by conveyor from the mine on Tract C-a to the 
offtract area. RBOSC plans to commercialize 
Tract C-a by staged construction of a 100,000 barrels 
per stream day oil shale-to-syncrude facility, using 
surface retorting. Figure 2 shows the planned use for 
the various portions of land. 

Approximately 1,363 acres of the off-tract lease would 
be used for plant and ancillary facilities; the remaining

acreage would be used for overburden and processed 
shale disposal. Approximately 3.6 billion cubic yards of 
overburden and processed shale could be placed on the 
offtract area. It is estimated that about 200 million 
cubic yards of material ultimately could be placed back 
into the 1,600 feet deep mine pit, but due to safety 
considerations, backfilllng could not begin until around 
60 percent of the final pit is mined out. 

The final dump height would range from 400 feet in the 
west end to 1,100 feet at the east end of the proposed 
oft-tract lease area. 

If Tract C-a could be completely mined to its boundar-
ies, the mining would ultimately produce 10.5 to 12 bil-
lion cubic yards of overburden and processed shale. A 
6,400 acre off-tract lease (as limited by Congressional 
legislation) could not accommodate this amount. The 
EIS does not address the full 10.5 to 12 billion cubic 
yards disposal needs, but simply addresses the total 
capacity of a 6,400 acre lease. The projected time 
frame for the use of a 6,400 acre lease would exceed 
50 years. 

FIGURE 2 
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One of the initial problems of site selection was the 
large area of the Piceance Basin covered with pre-1920 
oil shale mining claims involved inlong-standing litiga-
tion. The Department of the Interior's regional solici-
tor indicated that, 

S A lease cannot be issued on unpatented mining 
claims 

• A right-of-way across the unpatented mining 
claims west of Tract C-a can be issued, but 
would become null and void if the claims were 
to become patented 

• Private lands can be considered a part of the 
disposal site alternative if a reasonable possibi-
lity exists that the use of this private land 
could be secured by RBOSC. 

A project life of about 56 years is contemplated to 
completely utilize the proposed disposal site. Under 
this alternative, open pit mining with offtract disposal 
of overburden/spent shale would yield 1.3 billion barrels 
of shale oil 26 percent of the Tract C-a reserves which 
would be recoverable if the tract could be totally 
developed by open pit mining. 

Philadelphia Creek Alternative 

Under this alternative, 1,363 acres would be retained in 
the Common Area adjacent to Tract C-a for plants, 
facilities, and topsoil storage. The remaining 
4,898 acres are located west of the Cathedral Bluffs 
which terminate the oil shale resource of the Piceance 
Basin. The Philadelphia Creek site is bounded by bluffs 
to the east, and natural ridge lines to the west and 
southwest. The area can be filled to the sources of 
natural drainages which include the upper reaches of 
Philadelphia Creek and Cow Canyon. This offtract 
location would be reached by a large 5.7 mile conveyor 
system permitted by a BLM right-of-way across un-
patented mining claims. 

This alternative has a disposal volume capacity of 
approximately 4.3 billion cubic yards. The area would 
be filled to the top of the Cathedral Bluffs at an 
elevation of 8,360 feet. The lowest reaches of the 
disposal site would have an elevation of 6,500 feet, thus 
involving almost 1,900 feet of topographic relief. 

West Fork of Spring Creek Alternative 

The West Fork of Spring Creek Alternative is located to 
the north of the Philadelphia Creek Alternative and is 
also to the west of the Cathedral Bluffs. This site is 
bounded to the east and south by the bluffs, and natural 
ridge lines to the west and north. 

Within the boundary which delineates this alternative 
are 4,951 acres of public land and 1,268 acres of private 
land. The block of private land is central to the 
disposal location thereby controlling access into the 
area. The headwaters of the West Fork of Spring Creek 
are also located within this private property. There-
fore, to have adequate access and to effectively divert 
drainage away from the disposal pile, RBOSC would 
have to purchase or secure the use of this 1,268 acres.

The disposal capacity of the valley would be approxi-
mately 4.4 billion cubic yards. Topographic relief in 
the valley ranges to a maximum of 1,400 feet. This 
offtract location would be accessed by a large 7.7 mile 
conveyor system permitted by a ELM right-of-way 
across unpatented mining claims. 

In either alternative, the BLM would have to issue a 
right-of-way for an overland conveyor. The most 
logical conveyor route, based on construction and main-
tenance feasibility, was determined to follow Dead 
Horse Ridge to the Cathedral Bluffs, and then north 
along the bluffs. 

Plant site elevation at the beginning of Dead Horse 
Ridge is 7,500 feet. The conveyors would transport. 
materials to an elevation of 8,680 feet at the crest of 
the bluffs, and then descend to the lowest elevation in 
Philadelphia Creek or the West Fork of Spring Creek. 
As much as 50,000 horsepower might be required to 
convey waste materials to the rim of the bluffs. A 
power generating conveyor system could be incorpora-
ted on the descending slopes. 

Alternatives Considered But Eliminated 

A number of other alternative sites for offtract dis-
posal were investigated but eliminated from a detailed 
analysis. Most areas were rejected from further con-
sideration due to legal constraints, because of physical 
limitations, or because the "off significant oil shale 
resources" criterion identified during preliminary scop-
ing efforts was not met. 

Effects on Geology and Solid Minerals 

One of the most controversial issues considered was the 
potential recoverability of oil shale and related solid 
minerals underneath 84 Mesa. 

The proposed 84 Mesa waste disposal site has an aver-
age of 1,100 feet of solid rock overlying the Mahogany 
Zone. With the addition of 3.6 billion cubic yards of 
waste material from Tract C-a, thickness of material 
overlying the Mahogany Zone would be increased an 
average of 560 feet. The 560 feet average thickness of 
waste pile overburden is equivalent to adding about 
390 feet by weight of the inplace solid rock. Removal 
of the disposal pile would not require drilling and 
blasting. Thus, the extra 390 feet of unconsolidated 
disposal (by weight) was not considered to be an insur-
mountable detriment to the eventual open pit mining of 
84 Mesa, relative to the existing 1,100 feet of solid 
rock. 

Quantities of solid mineral resources are identified in 
two ways:- in-place resources and recoverable re-
sources. In-place resources are solid minerals as they 
occur within the existing geology as a total resource. 
Recoverable resources are those solid minerals that can 
reasonably be obtained given the constraints of existing 
mining technology and legal limitations such as lease 
size. Table 1 gives approximations of the respective 
quantities of solid minerals by definition and location. 
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TABLE 1 

IN-PLACE AND RECOVERABLE 
SOLID MINERAL RESOURCES 

Billion 
Barrels Million Tons 

Oil Nahco- Dawson-
Shale lite ite Coal 

Tract C-a: 
In-Place 9.0 0 320.0 0 
Recoverable 5.0 0 179.0 0 

84 Mesa: 
In-Place 10.0 470.0 375.0 0 
Recoverable 5.6 263.0 210.0 0 

Philadelphia Creek: 
In-Place 0 0 0 96.0 
Recoverable 0 0 0 79.0 

W. Fork-Spring Creek: 
In-Place	 . 0 0 0 33.0 
Recoverable 0 0 0 20.0

• ItRecoverable fl assumes maximum extraction of the 
resource by open pit mining, except for coal which is 
calculated assuming underground mining.

TABLE 2 

RECOVERABILITY OF MINERAL RESOURCES 
ON TRACT C-a 

(Billion Barrels of Shale oil)

2 Alternative	 Recovery	 Remaining
Total 

Recoverable 

94 Mesa	 1.3 (26%)	 3.7 (74%) 5.0 (100%) 
Philadelphia Creek	 1.6 (32%)	 3.4 (68%) 5.0 (100%) 
W. Fork - Spring Creek 1.7 (34%)	 3.3 (66%) 5.0 (100%) 
No Action:Open Pit	 0.8 (16%)	 4.2 (84%) 0.8 ( 16%) 

Foregone4 

Open Pit/Underground	 1.8 (36%)	 3.2 (64%) 1.8 (36%) 
Underground	 1.7 (34%)	 3.3 (66%) 1.7 (34%)

1. Barrels recoverable is proportional to the disposal capacity 
on a 6,400 acre offtract lease. 

2.The remaining resources still exist, but could not be mined 
for lack of a disposal area. 

3. Total recovery assumes open pit mining with unlimited 
offtract disposal. Under No Action, Open Pit, the 
resources remaining are not foregone. A decision later to 
make available, disposal areas could increase recoverable 
resource to 100 percent. 

4. Under the No Action Alternative, underground mining 
would preclude total resource recovery. 

The amount of solid mineral resource that can be mined 
using open pit methods from Tract C-a is directly pro-
portional to the disposal capacity of any particular 
offtract lease. For example, the West Fork of Spring 
Creek has the largest disposal capacity of the sites 
investigated, therefore selection of this site would 
allow for the greatest recovery of miner jls from 
Tract C-a. In assessing recoverability (Tables 2 and 3), 
the recoverable resource was used as the benchmark 
instead of the in-place resource. None of the offtract 
alternatives would allow for total extraction of the 
recoverable resource on C-a due to the limited disposal 
capacity of any 6,400 acre lease. The remaining re-
source is still accessible but could not be mined until 
Congressional action makes additional offtract lands 
obtainable for disposal. When a resource is identified 
as "foregone" (Tables 2 and 3), this indicates future 
physical inability to recover the resource. 

The 3.6 billion yards of overburden and retorted shale 
to be placed on 84 Mesa represents the production of 
approximately 1.3 billion barrels of oil and 45.7 million 
tons of dawsonite from Tract C-a (Table 2). 
Without a waste pile on 84 Mesa, underground mining 
techniques could recover approximately 2.5 billion bar-
rels of shale oil, 117.3 million tons of nahcolite, and 
94.0 million tons of dawsonite. The addition of a waste 
pile, and the corresponding necessity of larger pillars to 
support the extra weight would reduce the recoverabili-
ty of these resources by about 2 percent. Due to the 
underground mining technique, approximately 55 to 
57 percent of the recoverable oil shale, naheolite, and 
dawsonite resources would be foregone, as compared 
with that which would be potentially recoverable by 
open pit mining methods. (See Table 3 for comparative 
analysis.)

TABLE 3 

RECOVERABILITY OF SOLID MINERAL RE5OURC 
FROM OPFTRACT DISPOSAL SITES 

(Billion 
Barrels) (Million Ton,) 

Alternative	 shale oil	 Dawsonite	 Coal 

84 Mess: 
With Waste PIta1	 2.4 (45%)	 112.6 (43%)	 90.0 (43%) 
Without Waste Pile 2.5 (45%)	 111.3 (45%)	 94.0 (45%) 
Open Pit Mining

	

5.11(100%) 263.D(100%) 210.0(100%) 	 0 
Philadelphia Creek	 0	 0	 0	 79.0 (82%) 
W.Pork-spring Creek	 0	 0	 0	 ,	 20.0 (fl%) 

I. Assumes recov,rabllity by underground room and pillar mining. 
2. Total recovery of these resources In 84 Mesa assumes unlimited otttrsct 

disposal acreage. Recovery Would be the same With OF without a disposal 
pile. 

3. Assumes recoverability, by underground mining with a disposal pile in place. 

If open pit mining of 84 Mesa were determined to be 
feasible, and assuming unlimited offtract disposal areas 
were available, the total recoverable solid mineral 
resource could be extracted from this area. This 
recovery could potentially produce 5.6 billion barrels of 
oil, 263.0 million tons of nahcolite, and 210.0 million 
tons of dawsonite (Table 3). Recovery would be the 
same with or without a disposal pile. 

No significant quantities of oil shale, nahcolite, or 
dawsonite resources Would be impacted by the place-
ment of waste materials in Philadelphia Creek. Dis-
posal in this area would result in the Ices of approxi-
mately 17.0 million tons of coal from the 79.0 million 
tons potentially recoverable (Table 3). This area has 
not been identified as having a high priority for coal 
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mining due to the depth of the resource and more 
accessible coal available elsewhere in the region. 

No significant quantities of oil shale, nahcolite, or 
dawsonite resources would be impacted by placement of 
waste materials in the West Fork of Spring Creek. 
Disposal In this area would result in the loss of approxi-
mately 13.0 million tons of coal from the 20.0 million 
tons potentially recoverable (Table 3). this area has 
not been identified as having a high priority for coal 
mining due to the depth of the resource and more 
accessible coal available elsewhere in the region. 

Pile Permeability 

Pile permeability has also been a major issue. The RIB 
concludes that little can be done to prevent naturally 
occurring moisture infiltration and movement of water 
within the pile for the long term. Regional simulations 
of the hydrologic -system of the Piceance Creek Basin 
suggest that natural deep infiltration is on the order of 
25 millimeters per year. 

The amount of water seepage that could be transmitted 
throUgh the pile and the compacted underliner without 
saturating the pile is 75 millimeters per year. This flow 
is three times the annual infiltration rate expected due 
to precipitation. Thus compaction of the processed 
shale is not expected to appreciably reduce flow within 
or from the pile.	 - 

The time required for the appearance of leachate at the 
bottom of the pile is a function of the initial pile 
moisture because the effective hydraulic conductivity 
increases rapidly with increasing pile moisture. At an 
emplacement moisture content of 15 percent, it ap-
pears that the initial now rate will be about 1 milli-
meter per year, which is equivalent to a total flow rate 
of 9 gallons per minute for the total pile area. The 
time for water to migrate downward through the pile 
has been calculated to be 1,360 years with an average 
pile height of 560 feet and a permeability of 10 centi-
meters per second. The now rate would increase as the 
moisture content of the pile increases from the initial 
estimated 9 gallons per minute until a steady state rate 
of 230 gallons per minute is reached approximately 
1,100 to 1,400 years after construction. 

Selection of Preferred Alternative 

The EIS determined that the Proposed Action (84 Mesa) 
is also the Preferred Alternative. The No Action 
Alternative would result in the least amount of environ-
mental degradation because it would limit impacts to 
the smallest area. However, the determination was 
made that the No Action Alternative would not best 
serve the public interest because development of alter-
native energy technologies may not be furthered. 
Based on comparison of the environmental conse-
quences of disposal in each location, the 84 Mesa site 
would be the most environmentally sound location of 
the areas investigated. 

With respect to biological impacts, the Philadelphia 
Creek and West Fork Spring Creek alternative would

have a larger effect than the proposed action because 
more elk winter range and grouse habitat would be 
removed. Effects on other wildlife would be essentially 
the same for all alternatives. 

The EIS notes that the initial Prototype Oil Shale 
Leasing Program was designed to develop significantly 
different mining and processing technologies. Although 
commercial development of oil shale cannot be con- 
sidered feasible at this time, the concept of the Proto-
type Program must be considered valid. Technologies 
for alternative fuel sources must be developed today 
for the sake of national security; therefore it is in the 
public interest to promote the Prototype Program. By 
issuing an of ftract lease to RBOSC for disposal on 
84 Mesa, oil shale development could be stimulated. 

Other Actions 

To Initiate a lease, steps that would have to be taken 
include: making a market value rental determination 
(including an evaluation of mineral claims foregone); a 
Notice of Realty Action issued to inform the Governor 
of Colorado and other parties of the lease decision; and 
after a 45-day comment period, a Notice of Determina-
tion to Proceed or Vacate the decision would be issued. 

SFC RELEASES SEEP RIDGE 
ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PLAN 

Although it was prepared two years ago, the Environ-
mental Monitoring Plan Outline for the Geokinetics 
Seep Ridge Project was only recently approved and 
released by the United States Synthetic Fuels 
Corporation (SFC). 

The Seep Ridge Project is situated in liintah County, 
approximately 70 miles south of Vernal, Utah 
(Figure 1). Project design currently calls for a series of 
seven in situ retorts to be operated simultaneously. 
While seven retorts are producing shale oil, an addi- 
tional seven retorts will be in various stages of con-
struction. As the first series of retorts is depleted of 
shale oil, the equipment will be dismantled and moved 
to new retorts undergoing construction. 

The monitoring plan outline prepared by Geokinetics is 
based on SFC guidelines and ambient/source monitoring 
references	 prepared	 by	 the	 United	 States 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The 
monitoring plan is composed of three programs: 
ambient, source, and occupational health and safety. 
Each program is characterized by a phased approach 
wherein potential monitoring parameters are screened 
for usefulness in Phase I using survey analytical 
techniques. Generally, Phase I will be conducted to 
correspond roughly with operations involving the first 
set of seven retorts. Phase II monitoring will be 
conducted thereafter until all construction, retorting, 
processing, and post-operation activities are concluded. 
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FIGURE 1 
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tants, those substances that are of concern to regula-
tory agencies because of legal requirements, will be 
monitored in the "compliance" portion of the source 
monitoring program. Unregulated pollutants, "those 
substances not presently regulated under any law and 
those which may be regulated under one law and not 
another," will be monitored under the supplemental 
monitoring program. 

Regulated pollutants to be monitored as part of the 
compliance monitoring program include gaseous emis-
sions and solid waste effluents. The facility has been 
designed to achieve zero discharge of wastewaters. 

Gaseous emissions monitoring will be set by the condi-
tions accompanying the Prevention of Significant 
Deterioration permit issued by the Utah Bureau of Air 
Quality. According to Utah air conservation regula-
tions, no continuous emissions monitoring will be 
required. 

However, the SFC, in its Environmental Monitoring 
Plan Guidelines (July 28, 1983), requires the monitoring 
of unregulated pollutants in air emissions, water 
effluents, and solid wastes from synthetic fuels plants 
requesting federal assistance. Such monitoring is to be 
directed at producing "environmental and health data, 
not otherwise required by compliance monitoring, which 
are relevant to project replication." 

The sampling points that will be used for supplemental 
source monitoring are summarized in Table I. These 
were selected by identifying points on process flow 
diagrams where wastes may be released into the envir-
onment. 

CARN WUNTY  
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Ambient Monitoring 

Monitoring of the ambient environment (air quality, 
meteorology, hydrology and water quality, vegetation, 
wildlife and soils) will be conducted throughout the life 
of the project. The ambient monitoring program will 
include surveys of vegetation/soils, wildlife, air qual-
ity/meteorology, and hydrology/water quality. 

Source Monitoring 

Source monitoring will begin with the construction and 
operation of the first seven retorts. The Phase I 
monitoring (screening period) for solid, liquid and gase-
ous emissions will be conducted through to the conclu-
sion of the retorting/processing activities associated 
with those retorts, Phase II monitoring for emissions 
will occur during construction and retorting/processing 
activities associated with each subsequent seven-retort 
set. 

The source monitoring program will monitor for both 
regulated and unregulated pollutants. Regulated pollu-

The type of monitoring (environmental, pollution con-
trol) and sampling frequency at each site depend on the 
likelihood that a waste will interact with the environ-
ment. Therefore, the sampling points have been cate-
gorized as follows; 

• Contained—Contained wastes are those which 
are completely contained within a recycle pipe 
or tank and which have no interaction with the 
environment. 

• Exposed—Exposed wastes are those which are 
stationary and in direct contact with the envir-
onment. Exposed wastes include those 
contained in ponds, open tanks, landfills, and 
underground retorts. 

• Discharged—Discharged wastes are those which 
are released from the plants' vents, stacks, and 
pipes into the environment and which are trans-
ported beyond the confines of the plant. 

Different sampling frequencies are defined for wastes, 
depending on whether they are Contained, Exposed, or 
Discharged. The analytical methods proposed for 
Phase I monitoring of unregulated pollutants are sum-
marized in Table 2. 
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TABLE 1 1TABLE B 
ANALYTICAL MRmIGW USED Of BURP RIDGE 

SUFFLEMEJITAL MONITORING PROGRAM 

SAMPLING POINTS: SEEP RIDGE PHASE I 
SUPPLEMENTAL SOURCE MONITORING

Method 

— —
Waste Streams Peremetera (2,2) 

Solids InrIe, liquId affluent, Ag, Al, AN Ala, B, go, Be, ml, 
Discharged	 Exposed impinger solutions Br, Ca, Cd, C., Cu, Cr, Cs, Cu, 

Retort Area Fugitive Dust	 Sulfur
noUth 
pertlu1atis

Dy, Si, Eu,?, ?e, Go, Go, ad, 
Bit, Hg, Ho, I, In, It, K. La, Li, 

In Situ Spent Shale
crenoaIa.ortat Le. Mg, Mn, Mo, Na, Nb, Nd, NI, 

Os, P. Pa, Pb, Pt, Pr, Rb, Re, Rh, 
Contained	 In Situ Raw Shale

Ru, 5, So. So, S., SI, Sm, 3,
Sr. To, TIN To, Th, TI, TI, Tm, 

Sludge
U, V. W. Y, YIN, Zn, Zr 

KIt? solids 
partloulat..

All. Al, As, Ba, Br, Ca, ad. Cl, 
Co. Cr, Cu, Fe, C., hg, K, IN 

Liquids - charcoal athorbent La, Mg, Mn, MN No. Ml, P. ft,

Discharged l	 Exposed
TI, V, Y. Zn, Zr 

In Situ Retort Leachates	 Evaporation Pond
.'tractsofllqtith, 
solIds, partitiolates,

major,oietfleandnmi,oiatile 
orgsnicoompoundsinaachof the 

Evaporation Pond Leachates
and adnorbenta used 
totreptracsorgsnlca

following classes, banane, 
rusedpolyoyoiiohydrocarbons, 

Contained
n gaIn Indies, indsnn, nabtba1anaa, 

bansoic ads, aldehydea, ketonen, 
plleonol., f,srana, nItrIin, amine, 

Stripper Feed
'

p yrrtiaa, Wittiness, quinoilne, 
Stripper Overheads and thloçh.ne

S tripper Bottoms pilority Penitents

KTI Boiler Feedwater
piouoaloas	 otivity 
ARM". lIquId .fflu.nis, mutagenloity 

Steam from KTI Boiler ettascts of nulls, 
Stratford Condensate Edo Uquideffluents, cytototicity 

(Cosineas ksmatar attracts of solids, 
Gases on) and effluents 

BC SO lIquid arnuenea aquatic toxicity 

Discharged	 Contained
(P.fIscheH) discharged to ra' 

caitirg waters under 
a.t condidore 

KTI Boiler Flue Gas	 Retort Gas 
Incinerator Flue Gas	 Absorber Offgas 
Power Generation Flue Gas	 Sulfur Removal Washed Gas

iCpUR liquid smuents A, V. Cd, Pb, So, Na, K, Mg, 
Ce, Ni, Co. Zn, B, AN Se, F., 

Retort Area Fugitive Emissions MN Cu, P

Oil/Water Separation Fugitive Emissions  lIquid efnuencs CN, 5203, Ras. F. Cl, SCN, U.
Oil Storage/Shipping Fugitive Emissions

Wgraphy K, Mg, Ca, Na 

Process Fixture Fugitive Emissions2
Slandard Methodist liquid effluents Inorganic C, 111,15, psi, its, 

orgsiilo C, organic N. IWO3, CO5, 
Polar and nonpolar organiC C 

I.	 Retort	 and	 evaporation	 pond leachates are	 not
Indicator tube. 

CC
gases H1!, 11113

"discharged" in the usual sense, e.g., from a pipe. Adsorptlno	 to gases As 
Rather, they are in situ effluents which may be chateau ore resin particulate 
transported	 beyond	 the	 plant	 boundary	 due	 to

AA 
hydrid, generation 

natural hydrologic factors. 
2.	 Gas leakage may occur at pumps, valves, flanges, B,nplrçer traIn gina Arsina 

process drains, compressors, sample valves, relief Undecided Uquid.ffluants Hg' Organlcs, 

devices, well casings, and other points. 	 These will
'oils radioeotl,ity

 
be monitored for leaks.

Reentlea 0 Anatsom, 
Stsnrd Methods

liquid effluents Organic C, oil and grew, 
pIt, NH5

	

EPA Methods	 gales	 NH3, H15, SOT, NOr, CO, TSP 
Undecided	 gases	 dOS, narcaptena, thiophenn 

I. Ahoru,lelioen used In We labia an, 

	

AA	 s atomic ebsteption Ipeotroncopy 

	

S3I	 • Watt sourc, mass Ipectrometry 

	

XR?	 • -'ray fl,so,asoenc. opectromatry 
1CPRI • Inducilively coupled plasma emission ipectromatry 
CC/MS • gas chrometograçay/rness spectrometry 

	

TIP	 • total Ompended partI,uteteo 
2. Many of than. elements (e.g., Er, On, Pa, Pr) have not been detested and are 

not suspected to be present In oil 'hale west.,, All are simultaneously 
manured by the analytical method selected for measurement. 

Health and Safety Monitoring 

Health and safety monitoring addresses emissions 
potentially affecting the worker environment. The 
Phase II program will include post-operations monitor-
ing for fugitive emissions from the retorts. 
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ENDANGERED SPECIES STATUS PROPOSED FOR 
TOAD-FLAX CRESS IN UTAH SHALE REGION 

By notice in the Federal Register on September 25, the 
United States Department of the Interior, Fish and 
Wildlife Service, proposes to determine a plant, Glauco-
earpum sufirutescens (toad-flax cress), to be an eñdan-
gered species and to designate its critical habitat under 
the authority of the Endangered Species Act of 1973. 
This species is the only one in its genus. It is endemic 
in the Uinta Basin of northeastern Utah on shale 
barrens of the Green River Formation, in or adjacent to 
the Hill Creek drainage in southern Uintah County, and 
at the base of the Badland Cliffs in nearby Duchesne 
County. 

The eight known populations of the species total fewer 
than 1,900 individuals and show decline due to over-
grazing and removal of building stone. The Service 
states that future oil shale development without consi-
deration for this species could cause its extinction. 
Lands on which the species occurs are under the jurisdi-
cation of Bureau of Land Management, Department of 
Energy, Bureau of Indian Affairs, State of Utah, Uintah 
and Ouray Indian Reservation, and private individuals or 
companies. 

The toad-flax cress is a member of the mustard family. 
It is a perennial herb from a deep woody root, and 
forms a clump of several slender simple stems, with 
elongated loose infloreseenses and yellow flowers. 

Glaucocarpum suffrutescens is limited to the Green 
River Formation in the Uinta Basin of eastern Utah. It 
survives with a few other species mostly on one calcar-
eous shale stratum strongly resistant to erosion. The 
habitat of this plant is disjunct knolls and benches 
resembling small extremely dry desert islands sur-
rounded by sagebrush or pinon-juniper woodland. 

The toad-flax cress habitat is underlain by rich oil shale 
deposits. The largest population is partly on Naval Oil 
Shale reserve No. II of the Department of Energy, with 
BLM responsible for surface management, and partly on 
the Uintah and Ouray Indian Reservation, which is 
owned and managed by the Ute Indian tribe. The other 
four populations with 70 or more plants are partly 
managed by ELM and partly under private, state, or 
Indian management, while the three smallest popula-
tions are solely managed by one of the above entities. 
Habitat and individuals on two sections of land under 
State of Utah and private ownership are now under 
lease by Geokinetics for oil shale development. 

Critical habitat of about 7,360 acres in the Uinta Basin 
is being proposed for Glaucocarpum suffrutescens. The 
area proposed supports the majority of known popula-
tions of the species and appears to be necessary to its 
continued survival. The species is confined to a local-
ized geological formation in the area. Buff-colored 
calcareous shale of the Green River Formation, which 
directly occupies about 2,552.5 acres on scattered 
knolls and slopes, is a primary constituent element for 
the species. The eight parcels of critical habitat are 
indicated in Figure 1.

FIGURE 1 
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A large range of surface-disturbing activities could 
adversely modify the Glaucocarpum habitat. The area 
involved is remote, about 2.5 hours on dirt roads from 
the nearest town, and it is believed that most human 
activities will probably be associated with energy 
development. These could include road building, 
exploration, drilling, surface mining, servicing or retort 
sites, oil transportation, and housing and recreation for 
workers. 

As in all deserts, available water is a critical factor in 
plant survival. The effect oil shale development would 
have on local water supplies for this species is not 
known. Building stone removal and livestock grazing 
can also have adverse effects on the critical habitat. 

In complying with Section 7 of the Act, federal agen-
cies may find it necessary to increase regulation and 
enforcement on the removal of building stone from the 
habitat and reduce grazing, or require site clearances 
prior to development or approval of leases. If there is 
no federal presence in the activity on state, Indian, or 
private lands, critical habitat designation would have no 
effect. 
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WATER 
WATER MARKETING OPTIONS FOR GREEN 
MOUNTAIN RESERVOIR ANALYSED IN SIB 

In September 1985, the United States Bureau of Recla-
mation issued a Draft Supplement to the Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS) for the Colorado-Big Thompson, 
Windy Gap projects. As part of the Colorado-Big 
Thompson Project, the Bureau constructed the Green 
Mountain Reservoir southeast of lCremmling, Colorado 
on the Blue River. On December 22, 1983 the operating 
policy for Green Mountain Reservoir was published in 
the Federal Register. The Supplement to the EIS 
analyzes the effects of four water delivery alterna-
tives. Two oil shale companies Union Oil Company of 
California and Sohio Shale Oil Company-.-.have re-
quested long-term contracts for water from the reser-
voir. 

Project Description 

Senate Document 80 (Act of August 9, 1937) outlined 
the construction and operating conditions for the Color-
ado-Big Thompson Project. The project concept is to 
collect water originating at the headwaters of the 
Colorado River Basin on the western slope of the Rocky 
Mountains. This water is stored in reservoirs for 
eventual use for irrigation in northeastern Colorado. 
Secondary purposes are to produce hydroelectric power 
and to supplement the municipal and industrial water 
supply of several towns in northern Colorado. Project 
reservoirs are also used for recreational activities and 
flood control. The area of the project is shown in 
Figure 1.

Green Mountain Reservoir is part of the Colorado-Big 
Thompson west slope collection and storage system. 
The Bureau completed construction of Green Mountain 
Darn in 1943. The reservoir provides replacement 
storage for out-of-priority depletion by the Colorado-
Big Thompson project.	 The reservoir has a total 
storage capacity of 153,639 acre-feet, with 
52,000 acre-feet allocated to replacement storage. The 
balance of about 100,000 acre-feet is allocated to 
power, natural flow shortage makeup, and other water 
uses. 

The December 22, 1983 Operating Policy set aside 
66,000 acre-feet out of the 100,000 acre-foot power 
pool to be utilized to meet the demands of historic 
agricultural and municipal beneficiaries (as of 1977) of 
Green Mountain water. The yield from the remaining 
pool, approximately 28,800 acre-feet of water, could be 
available for sale under long-term contracts. Current-
ly, analysis by the Bureau indicates that there could be 
a marketable yield of approximately 25,800 acre-feet 
with a shortage of up to 30 percent in some months. 

EIS Supplement 

The EIS Supplement evaluates the environmental conse-
quences of alternative levels of water sales under long-
term contracts from Green Mountain Reservoir. The 
Colorado River Water Conservation District, a political 
sub-division of the State of Colorado, wishes to market 
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agricultural, municipal and domestic, and Industrial 
water service from Green Mountain Reservoir to users 
in the Colorado River Basin in western Colorado. 

In May 1984, the River District issued a request for 
potential contractors for water from Green Mountain 
Reservoir. The resulting demands for Green Mountain 
water include municipal, domestic, irrigation, golf 
course irrigation, snowmaking, oil shale, and other 
industrial uses. The Identified requests are shown in 
Table 1 by category of demand and by drainage area. 
Table 2 summarizes the requests for water that will be 
used for the oil shale projects. 

TABLE 1 

SUMMARY OF GREEN MOUNTAIN 
WATER SALES REQUESTS 

Total Volume Percent 
Identified Requests Requested of Total 

(Acre-Feet) 
Category 

Snowmaking 3,467.00 19.8 
Municipal 3,874.85 22.2 
Irrigation 986.25 5.6 
Industrial (Oil Shale) 9,164.00 52.4 

Total 17,492.10 100.0 

Drainage Area 

Colorado River 10,334.00 59.1 
Fraser River 940.00 5.4 
Blue River (below Dillon) 1,404.00 8.0 
Upper Blue River 2,888.00 16.5 
Eagle River 1.926.10 11.0 

Total 17,492.10 100.0

Additional Requests 

About 212 Acre-Feet	 Summit County Small 
Future Users 

About 5,000 Acre-Feet To protect small users 
with diversions be-
tween 1977 and 1984 

Approximate Grand Total 	 22,704 

The Supplement incorporates these identified and addi-
tional demands into an analysis of the environmental 
implications of several levels of water sales. The major 
issues addressed are: 

• Social and economic effects in the affected 
area, particularly as related to summer and 
winter recreation use. 

• Physical and chemical effects on aquatic com-
munities, particularly fisheries, in Green 
Mountain reservoir and streams above and be-
low the reservoir.

TABLE 2 

REQUESTS BY OIL SHALE PROJECTS
FOR WATER FROM GREEN MOUNTAIN RESERVOIR 

(Acre-Feet) 

Sohio Shale	 •	 Union Oil 
Oil Company	 of California

Wet Average Dry Wet Average Dry
Year Year Year Year Year Year 

Jan.	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0 
Feb.	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0 
March	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0 
April	 999	 999	 999	 500	 500	 500 
May	 0	 0 1,033	 0	 0	 500 
June	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0 
July	 0	 0 1,033	 0	 0	 500 
August	 1,033 1,033 1,033	 500	 500	 500 
Sept.	 0 1,033 1,033	 0	 500	 500 
Oct.	 1,033 1,033 1,033	 500	 500	 500 
Nov.	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0 
Dec.	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0 

Total 3,065 4,098 6,164 1,500 2,000 3,000 

S River and stream channel stability. 

• Effects on terrestrial wildlife and riparian 
vegetation. 

• Effects of reservoir drawdown and pool levels, 
as related to recreation use. 

• Physical capacity of small tributaries in the 
Fraser, Blue, and Eagle river drainages to 
deliver water for snowmaking and other uses 
during the winter months. 

• Effects of legal and policy constraints such as 
recommended or appropriated instream flows 
on the capability of small streams to deliver 
water. 

• Effects on threatened and endangered species. 

• Compliance with authorizing legislation. 

The Supplement analyzes four alternative scenarios of 
water delivery: the no-action (status quo) option and 
three levels of long-term contract sales. 

Alternative 1—No-Action. This alternative reflects 
the present reservoir operational practices under Sen-
ate Document 80. Water may continue to be available 
for interim water sales contracts, but there would be no 
long-term contracts for water sales. 
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Alternative 2—Full Sales/Exchange With Only Hydrolo-
gic Constraints. Under this alternative the impacts of 
full sales or exchange to meet all of the currently 
identified requests for water (approximately 
22,800 acre-feet) are evaluated. At this level of water 
sales a shortage of from zero percent to 30 percent 
might be imposed in some months of some years be-
cause of operational limitations of Green Mountain 
Reservoir and the Colorado River system to deliver 
water. 

Alternative 3—Full Sales/Exchange With Iftitream Flow 
Constraints. This alternative considers the same level 
of water sales (22,800 acre-feet) as Alternative 2. 
However, currently recommended or appropriated In-
stream flow values by the Colorado Water Conservation 
Beard are assumed to represent an added constraint on 
the diversion or depletion of stream-flow. Under this 
alternative, many water requests would not be met in 
full during some months of some years due to instream 
now constraints. As with Alternative 2, a shortage of 
from zero to 30 percent might be Imposed because of 
operational limitations. 

Alternative 4—Expanded Sales Representing Maximum 
Water Sales from Green Mountain Reservoir. This 
alternative assumes approximately a 25 percent in-
crease in demand over Alternatives 2 and 3 to a level of 
28,800 acre-feet per year. Under this alternative, the 
physical (hydrologic) constraints of Green Mountain 
Reservoir and the downstream river system to deliver 
water at maximum capacity are assessed. At this level 
of sales a shortage of from 20 to 50 percent might be 
imposed because of operational limitations. According 
to the Supplement, such a level of demand might be 
generated by expanded industrial (e.g., oil shale) 
requirements for Green Mountain water. 

Results 

The draft Supplement summarizes the results of the 
detailed analyses of each of the four alternatives. 
Environmental consequences of each alternative were 
analyzed for the following resource areas; hydrology, 
water quality, aquatic biology, riparian and wetland 
vegetation, wildlife biology, recreation, and the social 
and economic (recreation and tourism) environment. 
The results of the analyses are summarized in Table 3. 

The Supplement also describes cumulative impacts of 
Bureau of Reclamation projects in the Upper Colorado 
River Basin shown in Figure 2. The analyses include 19 
Bureau projects that were constructed or under con-
struction in the Upper Colorado River Basin from 
approximately 1960 to 1976 and six projects considered 
for construction in the Upper Basin after 1976. The 
projects constructed or under construction include 4 
storage units and 14 participating projects of the Color-
ado River Storage Project (CRSP) and the Fryingpan-
Arkansas Project. The developments considered for 
construction after 1976 included the sale of water from 
two existing reservoirs, one project presently under 
construction, two projects which are ready for con-
struction, and the Grand Valley Unit

FIGURE 2 
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In the cumulative impact analyses, the Bureau outlines 
the effects the projects will have on the following 
areas; socioeconomic conditions (crop production, 
power, municipal/Industrial water supply, recreation, 
and employment), aquatic wildlife, terrestrial wildlife, 
and water availability and salinity. 

Future Plans 

The Bureau accepted public comments to the Draft 
Supplement until November 15, 1985. After the com-
ments are evaluated, the Bureau will likely issue a final 
version of the report. Additional permits or approvals 
may be necessary to implement any of the water sales 
alternatives. Each successful water purchaser may be 
required to evaluate the environmental effects of the 
site-specific facilities used with the purchased water. 
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1-pacts may be aignifi-	 Significant loss of fish 
cant to snail strasma 	 habitat in Soaks I.. 

Vest ten Mile Cr. • and 
Blue R. 

No significant ispacts	 No significant impacts

Significant loss of fish	 Same as Alt. 2 
Habitat in Snaks I. end 
Vest ten Mile Cr. 

rio significant i-pacts 	 lie significant Impacts 

TABLE 3 

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE
IMPACTS OF GREEN RIVER WATER SALES 

Alternative I	 Alternative 2	 Alternative 3	 Alternative 4 
tnviroonentai Element	 Full Salea wi 

(Oiscioliue)	 No Action	 Full Sal..	 lnatream Tic" Value. 	 llaitious Sales 

No significant i-pacts 	 No significant impacts	 Dart eaaed drawdovn of 
Gr.en Mountain Be.. 

Nydrolojy 

System wide 

Small strew 

Vster Quality 

Aquatic liolowy 

Ii• ft. Basin (above 
Dillon Iseervoir) 

tower Blue K. Basin 
(below Dillon Rae.) 

Tracer R. syst 

Eagle liver .'at. 

Main Ste. Colorado 
River 

Threatened and 
indangered Species 

Wildlife 

Threatened and 
Endangered Species 

Ri,arian/Wetlande 

Bar ts.tion 

Social 

Lconoeic

No significant impact. 
except for interim sales 

81 
"it. ealea level 

se. Alt. 4) 

Impacts - range fre, none 
to similar to Alt. 2 and 
and Alt. 3 depending on 
Interim sales levels 

!mpacta may be signi-
ficant to Freest K. sod 
Vasquez Cr. 

1-pacts may be signifi-
cant in Best Irush Cr. 

No significant Impacts 

potential significant 
cumolative iepscts to 
Colorado aquavfiah. 
humpback chub and 
razorback sucker 

No significant Impacts 

lapects may be signi-
ficant along Freest K. 
and Vasque. Cr. 

No significant adverse 
impacts 

May result in disaatia-
faction and conflict 
between local cosnitisa 
and resource sanagenant 
agenciaa 

Be significant adverse 
i-pacts

Flowt nsar are On yes-
quen Creak during moch 
of dry year. toy flows 
on West tan Mile Cr. 
Core Cr. • Lest Brush Cr. 
Fraser K. • and Vsaquez 
Cr. during marry months 
all years 

Significant impacts 
along Fraaer I. and 
Vasquez Cr. 

No significant adverse 
ispscta. Significant 
beneficial impacts in 
skier visitstion. 

No aignificant adverse 
i-pacts 

No significant adverse 
ispacts. significant 
beneficial impacts 
in economic activity 
In Summit. Eagle. end 
Grand counties

Significant restrictions 
on availability of water 
to requestors during 
sa months of all years 
on Blue I. (above 
Dillon), Snake I. (above 
Eayatons Gulch) • Truer 
R.. Va.quez Cr. • and Last 
Brash Cr. 

No significant impacts 

Same aa Alt. 2 

Likely to gsnerat. di.- 
satisfaction and con-
flict between local 
cnunitiea and reaource 
management agsncie. 

No significant adverse 
impacts, significant 
beneficial impacts in 
economic activity in 
Summit and Eagle countiea

Sase as Alt. 2 

Nosignificant Impact. 

Seine as Alt. 2 

Same significant adverse 
impacts on late-sisr 
boating and shoreline 
recreation at Green lit. 
Is.. • otherwise asna as 
Alt. 2 

Iii significant adverse 
i-pacta 

Sass as Alt. 2 

No significant impacts	 No significant impacts 

Sigoificent loss of brook Significant loss of 	 Same aa Alt. 2 
trout habitat in about I	 brook trout habitat in 
mils of Fraser R. sad	 Vasquex Cr. 
Vasquez Cr. 

Significant loss of brown go significant i-pacta	 Same as Alt. 2 
trout habitat in East 
Brush Cr. and Core Cr. 

NO significant impacts	 110 significant ispacta 	 No significant ispacta 

Significant cumulative	 Significant cumulative	 Significant cumulative 
Impacts to Colorado 	 ispacis to Colorado	 impacts to Colorado 
squavfieb. humpback chub, .quavfi.h, humpback chub, aquavfish, humpback chub, 
and razorback sucker	 and razorback sucker	 and razorback sucker 

No significant impacts 	 No significant impacts	 we significant Impacts 
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WATER APPLICATIONS RELATED TO 
OIL SHALE LISTED 

The following recent water right applications relevant 
to western oil shale projects were tiled in the Office of 
the Water Clerk, District Court, Water Division No. 5, 
in Glenwood Springs, Colorado. 

79CW352 Application for Water Rights of Tosco Cor-
poration, Rio Blanco County (White River). Order 
entered 5/16/85 to correct legal description of the 
subject right as follows: NEI of Section 1, T2S, R93W 
of the 6th P.M. The Axis of the dam is N89°50 1 E across 
the channel of Miller Creek with the East end of the 
dam bearing 562°00'W 510 feet from the Northeast 
corner of said Section 1. 

85CW238 New Castle Energy Corporation and the West 
Divide Water Conservancy District, c/o Kenneth Sal-
comb, Post Office Drawer 2030, Glenwood Springs, 
Colorado 81602. Application for Change of Water 
Right, Avalanche Canal and Siphon In Garfield County. 
Source: Crystal River and Avalanche Creek. Amount: 
1,000 cubic feet per second. Use: Generation of elec-
trical energy, domestic and municipal purposes, indus-
trial purposes, including but not limited to the produc-
tion of oil from shale, irrigation purposes and stock 
watering purposes. Applicants request court approval 
of an alternate point of diversion for 1 cubic foot per 
second to a diversion point from the Colorado River In 
the SEISE* Section 33, T5S, R90W of the 6th P.M. 
Applicants will limit their diversion pursuant to this 
priority to water available in priority at the originally 
decreed points of diversion described above.
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RESOURCE 
BLM CANCELS OIL SHALE LEASING

	
The Ulatab Issue 

REGULATIONS 

By notice in the Federal Register on September 25, 
1985, the United States Bureau of Land Management 
withdrew its proposed rulemaking for the leasing of 
federal oil shale resources. 

In its notice, the agency commented that its proposed 
rulemaking providing procedures for the management of 
federally owned oil shale resources was published in the 
Federal Register on February 11, 1983 (48 FR 6510), 
with a 150 day comment period. During that comment 
period, comments were received from 47 sources. 

At the time of publication of the proposed oil shale 
rulemaking, there appeared to be a substantial interest 
on the part of the petroleum industry in the develop- 
ment of oil shale resources on federal and non-federal 
lands. However, in the period since the publication of 
the proposed rulemaking, market conditions have 
changed dramatically and there appears to be little or 
no interest in the development of oil shale resources, 
with minimal site activity on both federal and non-
federal lands. 

The BLM states that this apparent lack of interest In 
the development of oil shale resources reduces the need 
for development of regulations for a competitive leas- 
ing system for oil shale resources located on federal 
lands. 

COURT RULING EXTENDS INDIAN JURISDICTION 
OVER UTAH SHALE LANDS 

The United States Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals on 
September 17 handed down a ruling having potentially 
far-reaching implications for Utah oil shale lands. 

Essentially, the Court of Appeals affirmed a District 
Court decision that the Uintah Indian Reservation and 
its lands remain the property of the tribes involved. In 
addition, the Court of Appeals went a step further and 
declared that the Uncompahgre Indian Reservation had 
never been disestablished and therefore also retained 
Its original boundaries. 

If ultimately upheld, this would mean that the reserva-
tion boundaries extend to the Colorado border, encom-
passing most of the rich oil shale lands in Utah. 

As a result of uncertainties raised by this ruling, the 
United States Synthetic Fuels Corporation suspended 
final action on a financial award to the Seep Ridge 
Project, Tosco requested a suspension of payments on 
its state leases, and the owners of the White River Oil 
Shale Project pondered suing the federal government 
over faulty title to the U-a and U-b prototype oil shale 
lease tracts.

In the majority opinion written by Judge Doyle, the 
court pointed out that the Act of May 5, 1864, which 
established the Uintah Reservation provided that "the 
lands within the Uintah Reservation should be set apart 
for the permanent settlement and exclusive occupation 
of the Indians." Therefore, considering that the Con-
gress' intent to establish and set aside the Uintah 
Reservation was clearly expressed, disestablishment of 
that reservation would require an equally clear expres-
sion of congressional intent to change the status of the 
reservation. In the Court's opinion, later legislation 
that allegedly diminished the Uintah Reservation, did 
not use language sufficiently clear to support a finding 
that these actions disestablished or diminished the 
Uintah Reservation. 

The original opinion in this case inferred, from a series 
of laws passed between 1902 and 1905, that Congress 
intended to diminish the size of the Uintah Reservation, 
The opinion stated the Congress' intent in passing the 
Indian Appropriations Act of 1902 was to disestablish 
the Reservation and that its original intent carried 
through to the 1905 Act that actually opened the 
Reservation to non-Indian settlers. However, the Court 
of Appeals now concludes that no intention to alter the 
Reservation's boundaries was present They state that 
the intent was to open the Reservation to non-Indian 
settlers and this did not affect the Reservation boun-
daries. 

The 1902 Act would have returned all "surplus" Uintah 
Reservation lands to the public domain if the tile 
Tribe's consent could be obtained. That consent was 
never obtained. The tribe refused all requests to give 
up their lands. As a result of the impasse, Congress 
passed additional legislation in 1903 and 1904 extending 
the time set for the opening of the Reservation. Final-
ly, Congress passed the 1905 Act, opening the Reser-
vation for non-Indian settlement under the homestead 
and townsite laws. This measure, which actually ef-
fected the opening of the Reservation, did not contain 
the public domain language used in the 1902 Act. 

In Judge Doyle's opinion, Congress' use of "homestead 
the township acts" language in the 1905 Act, as con-
trasted with its use of "public domain" language in the 
1902 Act, is evidence of a clear retreat from any desire 
to effect a wholesale diminishment of the Reservation. 

The Forest Reserve Problem 

Some 1,010,100 acres of the Uintah Forest Reserve 
were set aside under the authority of the 1905 Act. 
The Act provided that before the opening of the Uintah 
Indian Reservation the President was authorized to set 
apart as an addition to the Uintah Forest Reserve, such 
portion of the lands within the Uintah Indian Reser-
vation as he considered necessary. 
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This he did by the Proclamation of July 14, 1905. The 
1905 Act specifically reserved the Utes' Umber in-
terests in the lands by authorizing forest officials to 
sell as much timber as could be safely sold for fifteen 
years and to pay the money to the Utes. 

Earlier court opinions concluded that the reservation 
had been diminished because withdrawal of lands for a 
forest reserve was inconsistent with continued reser-
vation status. In reaching this decision, the courts 
stressed that the administrative authority over the 
forest lands was transferred from the Department of 
the Interior to the Department of Agriculture. 

The court of Appeals noted, however, that the appli-
cable forest service laws mentioned in the 1905 Act are 
limited by 16 United States Code 480, which provides 
that criminal and civil Jurisdiction is not affected by 
the existence of a national forest. Thus, Indian jurisdi-
ction does extend to Indians on forest lands and it was 
concluded that the Uintah Reservation was not 
diminished by the withdrawal of the national forest 
lands. 

The Uncompahgre Reservation 

Earlier court opinions held that the entire Uncompahgre 
Reservation had been disestablished. The court in 
Solem vs. Bartlett (1984), found that it was difficult to 
disestablish an Indian reservation. it went on to say 
Congress must "clearly evince" an intent to change 
boundaries before diminishment will be found. Subse-
quent events such as demographic transformations of 
the area should be examined and regarded, but should 
be assessed to a "lesser extent" than the statutory 
language and surrounding circumstances at the time of 
the Act. 

In 1894, bills were introduced providing "for opening the 
Uncompahgre and Uintah Reservations." 

These bills provided a commission of three persons be 
directed to allot to the Uncompahgre Indians within 
their reservation, one-quarter of a section per family 
with an additional quantity of grazing land not ex-
ceeding one-quarter of a section. The Indians were to 
pay $1.25 per acre for said lands. 

The remainder of the lands on the reservation were to 
be Immediately open to entry under the homestead and 
mineral laws of the United States. 

The commission was to negotiate with the Indians for 
the relinquishment to the United States of all lands 
within the reservation not needed for allotment. 

The Uncompahgre Tribe vociferously opposed the terms 
of the 1894 Act, a fact which resulted in the failure of 
the allotment program. The terms of the 1894 Act 
were never fulfilled and the effort to impose the Act on 
the Uncompahgres was dropped in 1896. 

In 1891 Congress enacted a provision which made the 
allotment and opening of the Uncompahgre reservation 
mandatory.

The Appeals Court's research concluded that the open-
ingot the Uncompahgre Reservation in 1891 was never 
formally or informally negotiated between the federal 
government and the Tribe of Indians and that the 
Uncompahgres never bargained for the termination of 
the exterior boundary of their reservation. 

Forest Jurisdiction 

Under the surplus land acts, allotment was entirely 
consistent with continued reservation status: Once a 
block of land was set aside for an Indian reservation and 
no matter what happens to the title of individual plots 
within the area, the entire block retains its reservation 
status until Congress explicitly indicates otherwise. 

The court found that the goals of the National Forest 
System for protection of fish and game, and manage-
ment of timber resources, could be achieved without 
taking jurisdiction away from Indian Tribes. Consistent 
with the analysis, the United States has supported the 
Tribe's claim to the forest reserve. 

This tribal jurisdiction is limited by federal resource 
management policy. The United States Forest Service 
and other federal agencies such as the United States 
Fish and Wildlife Service participate in managing the 
land and resources of a national forest Because these 
agencies are arms of the United States entitled to 
sovereign immunity from the Tribe's dictates, the Tribe 
has no more authority to interfere with federal man-
agement of the Uintah forest reserve as a national 
forest than would the State of Utah. 

Federal agencies may choose to incorporate tribal or 
state laws for fishing, hunting, or the like, or they may 
preempt these laws by promulgating regulations de-
signed to further federal land management policy. 

As a practical matter, therefore, Indian tribal juris-
diction over the forest reserve will permit the Tribe to 
govern its members, but will not greatly affect non-
Indians. National forest land that Is on an Indian 
reservation Is similar to land that is privately held 
within a reservation; it is not "land belonging to the 
Tribe or held by the United States in trust for the 
Tribe." The Tribe's power to exercise civil authority 
over non-Indians on such land covers only conduct that 
"threatens or has some direct effect on the political 
integrity, the economic security, or the health or 
welfare of the tribe." 

There are now about 1,500 enrolled members of the 
tribes. Nearly all of these live on the trust lands (that 
is on allotments and tracts reserved for tribal use). 
Federal programs and services appear to be available to 
all regardless of the outcome of this case. 

Under the decision of the trial court the non-Indian 
towns of Duchesne and Roosevelt are within what were 
considered to be the reservation boundaries. About 
90 percent of the population of a reservation so consti-
tuted would live in these towns. Most of the lands 
opened for settlement are In Duchesne County. About 
300 Indians live there, but all are not members of the 
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tribe. No one challenges the Indians' claim to the 
tracts for grazing set apart for the Indians and, of 
course, to the allotments made to individual Indians 
(about 360,000 acres) nor to the lands restored in the 
1940s to the Indians (about 217,000 acres) nor to the 
Hill Creek Extension of about 500,000 acres. The basic 
dispute is to the non-Indian owned portions of the 
original reservations, and the National Forest portion. 

C 
Answers to questions such as whether the Indians would 
have any taxing powers or other significant jurisdiction 
over non-Indian activities are unclear.

TOSCO FILES APPLICATION FOR OIL SHALE 
MINERAL PATENT 

A patent application for twelve oil shale claims was 
filed by Tosco Corporation, bringing the total acreage 
under active consideration in Colorado to 91,873 acres. 

Table 1 presents the current status of the patent 
application. 

TABLE I

at 62A,A Mile ERAS CLARO rA'FUS 

Orener- MIneral Number 
Statue Contest iMp Entry of 

Category Number Number Applicant Claim Nam.4s) Claims Acre*ge 

o gau I C47667 Union OR Girls Group I 40 1,410.01 
B 688 0-09072 Union Oil Girls Group 2 16 12,167.00 
0 660 2 C-012327 Pacific Oil Oyler 1-4 4 626.40 
B 093 3 C-014671 Weber aismet 0-31 30 4,937.01 
C 699 4 0-016157 Gate. Exploration MuilIra 13-20 I 1.123.52 
B 646 0-011673 Gatos Explcettlon Greel.y I-I, 6 7 69760 
B 230 5 C-016334 SET!,, 0"c. l'onitoy I-Il	 . 12 1,925.56 
B 230 C-chIll 2573, lao. Ljberty 0.000-02 12 0,910.12 
B 260 0006427 EAT!,, Inc. mat. 29 I	 - 110.00 
& 230 C-020426 LET!,, ton. 20 I 110,00 
B

150
"31342 ER?!, be. Atlas 4-4,6. II, 03-16 9 0,440.00 

C 665 6 C-022456 Savage, at sO Hydrocarbon. at 63 36 719.00 
C 491 0-022450 Savage, *151 2.211.96 
C III C-022461 Savage, at at 1,170.65 
0 656 7 0-026750 Psrrmm,el SI Compass Group (SE. NE, 4 520.00 

SW, NW) 
3 659 $ 0430979 Wa.atch Development Carbon 0-3 17 3,560.00 

Elizabeth I-li 
0 635 9 0-434270 Senosge Hoffman 20 I 75.07 
B 615 0-034270 Savage Hoffman 44 I 75.03 
B 617 10 0445092 Ed, Jackpot I-Il Ii 1.746.43 
C 692 II 0-33036 Amerat-Hass, at *2 0Mb I-jO 50 7,600.00 
O 164 II 0-35407 Ttsoo But. 3346 II 3,551.60 
O 690 03 C-35404 RET!,, mo. Allan Ii, II, II 23 3,112.16 

Oaai.pblrd 0.10 
C 619 (-25401 EAT!, moo. Atlas I, 2,3.79 5 400.00 
C 69$ 0-23409 2370, lao. mate I-IS, 21-21, 20-32 80 4,802.41 
A 359 II C-023668 Frank W. Moeller Mon. Boys 1,11 2 460.00 

Ohell 
Oil 

Compsny - 
A 360 IS 0.050450 V.A. moall, Inc. K.O. Schuyler 2 & 3 6 613.00 

IL Shoup0-4 
0 III 06 0-31641 ltoeo Erti, Tnalls Pueblo 23-29 4 640.00 
o III 0-31840 Theo Erg, Tnall. haney I-I 6 1,260.00 
o 712 0-33432 Dorothy Joseph, at al Rut?, 29-31 II 2,660.00 

(36426) Dorothy Joe.p?,, sill W&W 7-02, P5W 25-2' 
W&W40-43 

D 704 C-33443 Dorothy Joseph. eta SIxth 9-20 16 2,564,00 
0304 

D 715 0-32444 Dorothy Josaph. et al Ruth 25-21 4 440.00 
D 717 0-22445 Dorothy JosIpIl, at a[ Ruth 20-24 Ii 0,921,00 

(36416) WSW 36-36 
o 716 0.33416 AIna CIourohelJ 03 5, Ruth 64 4 640.00 
D 705 0-33147 Then Erg, Trial.. Pusblo 2944 8 0,280.00 
D 704 (>23445 1t.so ErtI, Tnmtee Pueblo 15, 11-22 7 0,120.00 
O 704 0-23449 17,50 Evil, Trial.. Pueblo 14, 3, II 6 1,260.00 
o 107 0-23450 'flo.o Erg, Trials. Pueblo 6-14 6 960.00 
O 119 C-32451 Tlleo 0th, Thetee Pueblo 27, 26,3744 10 1,600.00 
O 701 0-33452 moo 0th, Tnetse Cedes' 14 16 2,560.00 

Helen Agnes 
D 109 0-33732 Thso Erg, Tnnl.s Catbs&si 11-27 II 1,710.00 
O 710 0-36426 (See C-33132) 
O 702 0-26428 (5.. 043145) 
O 20 0-86402 Unlos. Oil Co.pany French 13-1I 4 655.84 

07 0-35080 Harlan a Dorothy Hua Pickup I-? 7 0,120.00 
II 0-36293 Harlan a Dorothy HM Bluebird, etc. 13 2,010.00 

O 725 II C-31112 ER?!, Inc. Atlas 13 1 110-00 
F 21 0-34579 Exxon Corporation W..Mngtonl-6 

AtlantIc 1-8 
Princess Aim 1-4 00 3,300.00 

0-36484 Unl000 Oil Company French 11-24, Land 2 & 3 10 1,216.14 
F 0-41831 Toeco Hydrolsrboa 7641 12 1,990.00 

Total 603 60,873.00 

A - Sustantielly completed tPtOull United Slates Supreme Court. Patent iwasd November Ii, 1992 torN. 
Sl0000p 0-4 claIm, 

B	 - Completed through Interior Board of Land Appeal' and District Court—ewelllngappssi In Pdersi Court, 
10th CIrcuit. 

O - Appealed to Federal court 
D - Appealed to Interior Board of Land Appeal, 
O	 - Patent appticatiosis swelling ajudication, field enmlroatlon completed 
F	 - Patent applicatIon. availing sJudic.tion and field examination
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Shell Oil, Geokinetics, and Others 
Obtain Oil Shale Leases 

In Table 1, the applications listed are those filed for oil 
shale leases on lands offered on the March 1, 1985 
Simultaneous Offering. Bids were opened March 25, 
1985. Upon recommendation, the director approved the 
high bids listed for the first year's rental, .then $1.00 
per acre per year thereafter, and royalty as provided In 
the lease form approved by the Board of State Lands. 
Other leases filed under the May 31, 1985 Simultaneous 
Offering are listed in Table 2. 

TABLE 1 

NEW OIL SHALE LEASES
(March 1985 Piling) 

Mm. Lease Appl. No. 42358 P135 R21E, SLB&M 
Lucille H. Pipkin Section 2:	 All 
Post Office Box 1174 
Roswell, New Mexico 88201 Uintah/642.36 acres 
High Bid: $3,993.03 
Other Bids:	 Geokinetics, lnc./$1,625.00 

Shell Mining Company/$680.90 

Mm. Lease AppI. No. 42359 T13S RatE, SIAS&M 
Lucille H. Pipkln Section 16:	 gi fl 
Post Office Box 1174 
Roswell, New Mexico 88201 Uintahf160.00 acres 
High Bid: $993.60 
Other Bids:	 Geokinetics, lnc./$405.00 

Shell Mining Company/$489.60 

Mm. Lease AppI. No. 42360 T13S R21E, SLS&M 
Shell Mining Company Section 32:All 
Post Office Box 2906 
Houston, Texas 77252 Uintah/640.00 acres 
High Bid: $3,238.40 
Other Bids:	 Geokinetics, Inc./$1,619.00 

Mm. Lease Appl. No. 42361 T13SR21E, SLB&M 
Geokinetics, Inc. Section 36:All 
391 Chipeta Way D-2 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84108 Uintah/640.00 acres
Only Bid: $1,619.00 

Mm. Lease AppI. No. 42362 
Shell Mining Company 
Post Office Box 2906 
Houston, Texas 77252 
Only Bid: $1,958.16 

Mm. Lease AppI. No. 42363 
Shell Mining Company 
Post Office Box 2906 
Houston, Texas 77252 
Only Bid: $678.40

P148 R20E, SLB&M 
Section 2:All 

Uintah/639.92 acres 

P148 RaCE, SLB&M 
Section 16:All 

Uintah/640.00 acres 

OIL SHALE ACTIVITIES NOTED ON
	 the base lands with lease numbers ML 20735, ML 29734, 

UTAH STATE LANDS
	 ML 20796, ML 20827, ML 20798, and ML 20775. 

A number of activities involving oil shale lands and 
leases were noted by the Utah Director of the Div(sior 
of State Lands in 1985. Some of the more notable of 
these are summarized as follows. 

Magic Circle Relinquishes 
Duchesne County Leases 

Magic Circle Energy Corporation tiled relinquishments 
on a number of oil shale leases, mostly in Duchesne 
County. These included lease numbers ML 19386 
through 19394; ML 19396, 19397, 19399, and 19400; 
ML 19404 through 19406, 19406, 19409; ML 20741 
through 20744; ML 20847, 20850, 20851; all in Duchesne 
County and covering 640 acres each. 

Also ML 20845, 20846, 20849, 20853 for 646 acres each 
In Ulntah and Duchesne Counties. 

Others include ML 21112, 21113, 21116-A, 21117, in 
Duchesne County for a total of 1,649 acres; ML 21123 in 
Carbon County for 519 acres; and ML 24158, 24159 in 
Uintah County for a total of 1,239 acres. 

Land Exchange Approved on 
Magic Circle Leases 

State exchange No. 121 with the United States Bureau 
of Land Management covers 3,885 acres in the Bitter 
Creek area and 10 acres in the Bonanza area of Ulntah 
County. 

These lands were acquired for their oil shale values. 
The oil and gas rights are reserved to the United States. 
The lands are described as follows: 

P105, R20E, SLB&M 
Section 13:	 All 
Section 24:	 NINI, SW*NWI 
Section 25:	 All 

TiOS, R21E,, SLB&M 
Section 17:	 All 
Section 18:	 Lots 5, 6, El, EINW* 
Section 21:	 All 
Section 33:	 All 

'nOS, R24E, SLB&M 
Section 1:	 SW*SE*SW* 

Magic Circle Energy Corporation has agreed with the 
State to relinquish the oil shale leases on the base lands 
listed as follows. The state would then issue a 
preferential lease for oil shale on the acquired lands 
above, except the lands in Section 1, TIOS, R24E, 
SLB&M. 

Magic Circle Energy Corporation has submitted a 
relinquishment of the State of Utah oil shale leases on
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TABLE 2 

NEW OIL SHALE LEASE
(May 1985 Filing) 

Mm. Lease AppL No. 42477 TSS R22E, SLB&M 
Shell Mining Company	 Section 6: NE*SE* 
Post Office Box 2906	 Section 7: NW*NEI 
Houston, Texas 77252 - 	 SEWEI 

Only Bid: $123.60 	 Uintah/120.00 acres 

Mm. Lease Appi. No. 42478 T125 R21E, SLB&M 
Shell Mining Company	 Section 32: Ni 
Post Office Box 2906 
Houston, Texas 77252	 Uintah/320.00 acres 

Only Bid: $329.60 

Mm. Lease Appl. No. 42483 T138 R22E, SLB&M 
Geokinetics, Inc. Section. 24: SEC 
Chipeta Way D-2 Section 25: NEC, SC 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84108 Section 26: SEC 

Section 35: EC

T135, R23E, SLB&M 
Section 19: Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, WINE*NEC, 
WISE*NE*NEI NWCNEC, WCNECSECNEC, 
WISECNE*, SEISECNE*, ECWI, SEC 
Section 20: SWCSWCNWCSWC, WIW+SWCSW* 
Section 29: NWCNWCNWC, SINWINWI, SWCNWC 
Section 30: All

Unitah/2,398.78 acres 

Oil Shale Leases Cancelled for Non-Payment 

Oil shale leases listed as cancelled for non-payment of 
1985 rental include: 

Seneca Oil Company-ML 25107 through 
ML 25120, and ML 26038 

Tosco Corporation-Mb 35893 

Emery Energy Inc.-ML 35906. 

Oil Shale Leases Relinquished 

The lessees under these leases have filed 
relinquishments of the leases. The leases can therefore 
be terminated and the lands offered for lease by the 
state's simultaneous filing procedures. 

Seneca Oil Company-Mb 36085, ML 25110, 
ML 25111, ML 25112, ML 25119-3,104 acres in 
Uintah County 

Ed J. Geers-ML 30181-S--.440 acres in Duchesne 
County 

Seneca	 Oil	 Company-ML 25120,	 25107, 
25108-440 acres in Duehesne County

Seneca Oil Company-ML 25113 through 25118, 
ML 26038, ML 25109-6,697 acres in Carbon 
County. 

Geo4dnetics Assigns Lease to Seep Ridge 

The division approved the assignment of oil shale lease 
ML 24276-A to Seep Ridge Shale Oil Company, 5258 
Pinemont Drive, Suite B-ISO, Murray, Utah 84107, by 
Geokinetics, Inc., who reserves 4 percent overriding 
royalty, in addition to 1 percent overriding royalty 
previously reserved. 

Land Exchange Approved on Geokinetics Lease 

Exchange No. 130, U-52397, between Utah and the 
United States Bureau of Land Management covers 
2,398.78 acres in Uintah County. These lands were 
acquired for their oil shale values. In these lands all 
minerals were acquired by the State of Utah. These 
lands are described as follows: 

713S R22E, SLB&M 

Section 24: SEC 
Section 25: NEC, Si 
Section 26: SEC 
Section 35: EC 

T135, R23E, SLB&M 

Section 19: Lots	 1,	 2,	 3,	 4,	 WINECNEC, 
W+SECNECNEC NWCNEC, W+NECSECNEC, 
WCSECNEC, SELSECNEC, E+wC, SEC 

Section 20:SWCSWCNWCSWC, WCWISWCSW* 
Section 29:NWCNW*NWC, S+NWCNW*, SWCNWC 
Section 30: All 

Geokinetics, Inc. has agreed that they would relinquish 
their State of Utah oil shale leases on the base lands 
offered. The State of Utah would then issue a 
preference right lease for oil shale on the acquired 
lands. 

Geokinetics Inc. has submitted a relinquishment of the 
State of Utah oil shale leases on the 2,520.00 acres of 
base lands covered by leases ML 34285, ML 35904, 
ML 35907, ML 35098. 

The application for an oil shale lease has been filed by 
Geokinetics, Inc., MLA 42483. The first year's rental 
and fee in the amount of $2,409.00 was submitted with 
their application for 2,398.78 acres of the acquired 
lands. 

About 810 acres of the acquired lands are included in 
some United States oil and gas leases. Since only part 
of the lands in the United States oil and gas leases are 
owned by the United States, the United States would 
administer these leases until they are terminated. The 
United States would pay 90 percent of all income on 
these leases on the state lands to the State of Utah. 
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Oil Shale Leases Expire 

The following oil shale leases have reached the end of 
their terms and have expired. These leases will be 
terminated and the lands offered for lease by the 
state's simultaneous filing procedures:

ML 21566 Uintah County 
Forest Oil Corporation 639.92 Acres 
ML 21567 Uintah County 
Forest Oil Corporation 640.00 Acres 
ML 22212 Ulntah County 
Lucille H. Pipkin 2,080.00 Acres 
ML 22254 Duehesne County 
Pearl 0. Pipkin 160.00 Acres
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RECENT OIL SHALE PUBLICATIONS/PATENTS 

The folowing papers were presented at the American Chemical Society meeting in Chicago, Illinois on September 8, 
1985:

Audeh, C.A., "Beneficiation of Water-Sensitive Eastern Oil Shales." 
Tippin, R.B., et al, "Combined Beneficiation and Hydroretorting of Oil Shale." 
Parks, T., at al, "Investigation of the Reaction Mechanisms for Pyrolysis of Rundle Oil Shales by 
Dynamic HNMR Techniques." 

Lambert, D.E., "C.N.M.R. Dipolar Dephasing as a Probe into the Structure of Australian Oil Shale 
Kerogens and Pyrolsysis Residues." 
Dung, N.Y., "Symposium on Oil Shale Reactivity and Processing Presented Before the Divisions of Fuel 
Chemistry and Petroleum Chemistry." 
Johnson, L., at a!, "Co-Pyrolysis of Coal and Oil Shale 1; Thermodynamics and Kinetics of Hydrogen 
Sulfide Capture by Oil Shale." 
Parameswaran, V., et al, "Enhanced Oil Recovery from Pyrolysis of Various Australian Shales." 
Polasky, M.E., at al, "Pyrolysis Kinetics of Various Australian Oil Shales in Nitrogen and Carbon Dioxide 
Atmospheres." 

Ekstron, A., "The Retorting of Selected Australian Oil Shales Under High Pressure Hydrogen and 
Nitrogen." 
Baldwin, R.M., at al,"Pyrolsysis and Hydropyrolysis of Kentucky Oil Shale in Supercritical Toluene Under 
Rapid Heating Conditions." 
Cooney, J.V., at a!, "Characterization and Stability Properties of Polar Extracts Derived from a Recent 
Shale Liquid." 
Nraw, S.C., at al, "Calorimetric Determination of the Heats of Retorting Green River and Rundle Oil 
Shales to 500°C and of the Heat of Combustion of Spent Green River Shale at 7050C." 
Fookes, C.J.R., at al, "A New Model of Kerogen Structure." 
Raylor, R.W., at al, "Inorganic Nitrogen in Green River Formation Oil Shale." 
Jaganathan, .1., at al, "Naturally Occurring Arsenic Compounds in a Green River Oil Shale." 
Holmes, S.A., "Effect PF Acid-Clay Treatment on Nitrogen Compound Distribution in Fuels from Shale 
Oil." 
Galya, L.G., at al, "Abduction in Donor Solvent Conversion of Eastern Shale." 
Aczel, T., at al, "Detailed Characterization of Synthetic Fuel Streams." 
Cronauer, D.C., at al, "Product Distribution from the Hydrogen Donor Conversion of Eastern United 
States Shale." 

Canada Centre for Mineral and Energy Technology, Energy, Mines and Resources Canada, "Demonstration of an 
Integrated Oil Shale Retort System," December 1984. 

Harmsworth Associates, "Environmental Assessment of the BX In Situ Oil Shale Project and Potential Commercial 
Scale Development," January 1985. 

Mason, Glenn M., "Review of X-Ray and Petrographic Methods for Analyses of Inorganic Sulfur in Green River Oil 
Shale," June 1985. 

Taback, H.J., at a!, "Alkaline and Stretford Scrubbing Tests for H2S Removal from In Situ Oil Shale Retort Offgas," 
June 1985. 

United States Bureau of Land Management, "Environmental Impact Statement Federal Prototype Oil Shale Tract 
C-A Offtract Lease." 

United States Department of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, "Colorado-Big Thompson, Windy Gap Projects 
Green Mountain Reservoir."
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University of Wyoming Research Corporation, Western Research Institute: 

'Effects of Complexometric Compounds Found in Liquid and Solid Oil Shale Waste Products on Release 
of Chemical Elements from Retorted Shale." 

"Leach Potential of Codisposed Spent Oil Shale and Retort Water Using Two Extraction Methods." 

Retorting Oil Shale with Zones of Contrasting Permeability Tests 571-575." 

Report on 10 Ton Retort Tracer Testing: Tests 576 through 579." 

OIL SHALE - PATENTS 

"Pulsed Retorting with Continuous Shale Oil Upgrading," John M. Forgac and George R. Hoekstra - Inventors, 
Standard Oil Company (Indiana), United States Patent 4,532,991, August 6, 1985. One or more in situ oil shale 
retorts are alternately operated in a combustion mode and a purge mode with a steam or water purge to produce a 
greater yield of shale oil. Hydrogen-rich off gases emitted during purging are mixed with the shale oil in a reactor 
In the presence of a catalyst, after being stripped of carbon dioxide, to produce a high-quality shale oil. The reactor 
off gases, purge mode off gases, and/or hydrogen gases can also be used as the purge gas. 

"Method for Forming Uniform Flow Rubble Bed," Thomas E. Ricketts - Inventor, Occidental Oil Shale Inc., United 
States Patent 4,533,181, August 6, 1985. An in situ oil shale retort containing a fragmented permeable mass of 
formation particles having a generally uniform permeability across horizontal cross-sections of the retort is 
provided. To form the retort, a void is excavated in a subterranean formation within the boundaries of the retort 
site, while at least one zone of unfragmented formation Is left adjacent the void. A plurality of explosive charges 
are placed in the zone of unfragmented formation in a selected pattern; an array of central explosive charges and a 
plurality of perimeter charges arranged in rows surrounding the central charges. The spacing distance between each 
row of perimeter charges and an adjacent outer row of central charges is about equal. The combination of spacing 
distance and powder factor of the central charges is selected to produce a center portion of the fragmented 
permeable mass having a first average particle size (DI) and a first average void fraction (El). The powder factor 
for each row of perimeter charges and the spacing distance between each outer row of central charges and an 
adjacent row of perimeter charges is selected to produce a perimeter portion of the fragmented permeable mass 
having a second particle size (02) and a second void fraction (E2), the second average particle size (02) and a second 
void fraction (E2), the second average particle size (02) and the second average void fraction (E2) being related to 
the first average particle size (Dl) and the first average void fraction (El) so that the relation is in the range of 
from about 0.1 to 6.0. 

"Oil Shale Extraction Process," Phillman N. He - Inventor, Union Oil Company of California, United States Patent 
4,533,460, August 6, 1985. Hydrocarbon liquids are recovered from oil shale and other solids containing organic 
matter by passing a liquid organic solvent downwardly through an extraction zone in contact with said solids at an 
elevated pressure sufficient to maintain said solvent in the liquid phase and at a temperature below about 900°F, 
preferably between about 650°F and about 9000F, to extract hydrocarbons from the solids into the solvent. The 
extracted hydrocarbons are then recovered from the solvent by fractionation. Normally, heat is supplied to the 
extraction zone by passing a hot, nonoxidizing gas, preferably an oxygen-free gas generated within the process, 
downwardly through the extraction zone in occurrent now with the liquid organic solvent. 

"Method for Aboveground Separation, Vaporization and Recovery of Oil from Oil Shale," Ray C. Edwards - Inventor, 
Edwards Engineering Corporation, United States Patent 4,534,849, August 13, 1985. An improved retort process in 
which oil is recovered from crushed oil shale moved by gravity through a passageway of an elongated housing with an 
inlet for the crushed OR shale at the top end and an outlet for the spent crushed oil shale at the bottom end of the 
housing, with the rate of movement of the crushed oil shale through the passageway in the housing being controlled. 
Heat is transferred in sequence to or from the ground oil shale as It moves from the inlet to the outlet by means of 
heat exchangers which are spaced to define a drying zone, a preheating zone, a cracking and distillation zone. 
Waste heat recovered from the -waste heat recovery zone is passed to the preheating zone. Sufficient heat is 
delivered to the cracking and distillation zone to raise the temperature of the crushed oil shale moving through the 
cracking and distillation zone to the critical temperature for separating hydrocarbons in vapor form therefrom by 
means of an auxiliary heating assembly. The mixture of hydrocarbon vapors and gases released from the moving and 
heated crushed OR shale is withdrawn by a separating device, which condenses and removes hydrocarbons from the 
mixture. Additionally, a predetermined operating pressure is maintained in the respective preheat zone and the 
waste heat recovery zone, and the pressure in the cracking and distillation zone is controlled in response to the 
pressures sensed in the other zones and greater than such pressures. 

"Shale Oil Demetaflization Process," Michael A. Silverman - Inventor, Tenneco Oil Company, United States 
Patent 4,534,855, August 13, 1985; Trace metals, particularly arsenic, iron, and nickel, are removed from 
hydrocarbonaceous oils, particularly shale oil, by contacting the shale oil with quadrolobe alumina with or without a 
processing gas such as hydrogen or nitrogen at 500°F to 800°F at 250 to 750 psig and LHSV of 0.4 to 3.0 to deposit a 
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portion of said trace metal onto said alumina and recover an oil product having substantially reduced amounts of 
trace metal. 

"Shale Oil Stabilization with a Hydrogen Donor Quench and a Hydrogen Transfer Catalyst," Ronald Coates, 
Thomas M. O'Grady, and David F. Tatterson - Inventors, Standard Oil Company (Indiana), United States Patent 
4,536,277, August 20, 1985. A process is provided to produce and stabilize shale oil. In the process, raw oil shale is 
retorted with heat carrier material to liberate an effluent product stream comprising hydrocarbons and entrained 
particulates of oil shale dust. To minimize polymerization of the product stream and agglomerate the shale dust, 
the product stream is stabilized with a hydrogen donor quench in the presence of a hydrogen transfer catalyst upon 
exiting the retort. The quenched stream is subsequently purged of catalyst, dedusted, and upgraded. 

"Shale Oil Stabilization with a Hydrogen Donor Quench and a Hydrogen Transfer Catalyst," Ronald Coates, 
Thomas M. O'Grady, and David P. Tatterson - Inventors, Standard Oil Company (Indiana), United States Patent 
4,536,278, August 20, 1985. A process is provided to produce and stabilize shale oil. In the process, raw oil shale is 
retorted with heat carrier material to liberate an affluent product stream comprising hydrocarbons and entrained 
particulates of oil shale dust. To minimize polymerization of the product stream and agglomerate the shale dust, 
the product stream is stabilized with a hydrogen donor quench upon exiting the retort. The quenched stream is 
subsequently purged of catalyst, dedusted, and upgraded. 

"Enhanced Recovery of Hydrocarbonaceous Fluids from Oil Shale," Costandi A. Audeh - Inventor, Mobil Corporation, 
United States Patent 4,536,279, August 20, 1985. The present application relates to a method for enhancing the 
recovery of hydrocarbonaceous fluids from oil shale containing organic carbon material which comprises heating the 
oil shale in a retort vessel to a temperature at which thermal decomposition of the organic carbons is initiated. 
After the initial thermal decomposition temperature is reached, a pre-determined quantity of oil is introduced into 
the retort wherein the amount of added oil is sufficient to enhance the organic carbon conversion to hydrocarbons-
mom fluids and wherein the majority of the added oil does not distill at the initial thermal decomposition 
temperature of the organic carbons in the shale. Subsequently, the retort temperature is increased to 410°-4250C 
where the highest amount of organic carbon conversion is obtained. This second higher temperature is maintained 
for a period of time sufficient to allow substantial conversion of organic carbon material. Subsequently, retorting is 
continued by increasing the temperature to about 525 0C. The present invention results in the recovery of increased 
amounts of oil as compared to Fischer assay methods. 

"Process for Recovering Oil and Metals from Oil Shale," Leslie R. Rudnick - Inventor, Mobil Corporation, United 
States Patent 4,539,096, September 3, 1985. A process for the recovery of oil and metal values from oil shale which 
includes the step of acid leaching in combination with selective extraction of nitrogen components from the 
resultant product shale oil. The extracted nitrogen-rich stream can either be recycled or used for other purposes as 
desired. 

"Upgrading Carbonaceous Materials," Amos Yudovlch - Inventor, Phillips Petroleum company, United States Patent 
4,539,098, September 3, 1985. A process comprising (A) mixing a hot liquid oil with oil shale particles for form a 
slurry; wherein the slurry is formed by mixing each one part by weight of oil shale which has been preheated by 
contact with hot gases to a temperature in the range of 200-1,000°F within the range of from about 0.2 to about 
20 parts by weight of the hot oil; (B) maintaining the slurry at a temperature in the range of 650-1,250°F in an 
extraction zone for a period of time sufficient to decompose a portion of the oil shale into tighter products; (C) 
withdrawing a stream of hot gases from the extraction zone; (D) passing said stream of hot gases into contact with 
the oil shale particles to be used in forming the slurry; (E) separating at least a portion of the oil shale from a 
portion of the hot liquid oil; (F) fractionating the hot liquid oil in a fractionation zone; and (C) cooling the oil shale 
in a cooling zone. 

"Method and Catalyst for Removing Contaminants from Hydrocarbonaceous Fluids Using a Copper-Group via Metal-
Alumina Catalyst," Quang N. Le, Daniel J. Neuman, and Stephen M. Oleck - Inventors, Mobil Corporation, United 
States Patent 4,539,101, September 3, 1985. There is provided a method and catalyst for removing catalyst-
poisoning impurities or contaminants such as arsenic, iron, and nickel from hydrocarbonaceous fluids, particularly 
shale oil and fractions thereof. More particularly there is provided a method of removal of such impurities by 
contacting the fluids with a copper-group via metal-alumina catalyst. For example, a copper molybdenum-alumina 
catalyst may be used as a guard bed material in a step preceding most refining operations, such as desulfurization, 
denitrogenation, catalytic hydrogenation, etc. 

"Combustion Heater for Oil Shale," Robert L. Braun, Arthur B. Lewis, Richard G. Mellon, and Otis R. Walton - 
Inventors, United States Department of Energy, United States Patent 4,539,917, September 10, 1985. A combustion 
heater for oil shale heats particles of spent oil shale containing unburned char by burning the char. A delayed fall is 
produced by flowing the shale particles down through a stack of downwardly sloped overlapping baffles alternately 
extending from opposite sides of a vertical column. The delayed fall and flow reversal occurring in passing from 
each baffle to the next increase the residence time and increase the contact of the oil shale particles with 
combustion supporting gas flowed across the column to heat the shale to about 650-700°C for use as a process heat 
source.
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"Dearsenating of Shale Oil with Polyacrylamides," Paul R. Stapp - Inventor, Phillips Petroleum Company, United 
States Patent 4,541,918, September 17, 1985. Arsenic impurities are removed from a hydrocarbon-containing teed 
stream, preferably shale oil, by contacting It with an aqueous solution of a polyacrylamide. 

"Process for Staged Combustion of Retorted Oil Shale," Ben A. Christolini Jr. and Charles F. Griswold - Inventors, 
Union Oil Company of California, United States Patent 4,543,894, October 1, 1985. A two-stage process for staged 
combustion of crushed retorted particles, especially sulfur and nitrogen-bearing shale, provides maximum heat from 
combustible materials in shale while emissions of carbon monoxide and oxides of sulfur and nitrogen are minimized. 
In the first stage, combustion is maintained under fluidizing conditions with a substoichiometric amount of oxygen. 
Off-gases from the first stage are burned in a second-stage combustion zone using an oxygen-containing gas stream 
controlled to limit emission of carbon monoxide in the flue gas. To minimize production of sulfur oxides, 
combustion temperature is concurrently maintained below a peak value of 1,700°F by introducing inert gas or 
recycled decarbonized fines to the first-stage combustion zone to reduce temperature therein. 

"Polar Solvent Extraction and Dedusting Process," James L. Taylor - Inventor, Gulf Oil Corporation; Standard Oil 
Company, United States Patent 4,544,477, October 1, 1985. A process Is provided to produce and dedimt oil from oil 
shale and other types of solid hydrocarbon-containing material. In the process, raw oil shale or other solid 
hydrocarbon-containing material is retorted, preferably with solid heat carrier material, to liberate an effluent 
product stream of hydrocarbons containing entrained particulates of dust derived from the oil shale or other solid 
hydrocarbon-containing material. A fraction of oil containing most of the dust is separated from the effluent 
product stream and fed to one or more dédusters. The dust-laden oil is dissolved in a special dedusting solvent 
(alcohols containing from I to 4 carbon atoms and alkanes containing from 3 to 9 carbon atoms) which contains both 
polar and non-polar solvents. In the deduster, the dissolved oil is separated into a dedusted stream of oil and 
solvents and a residual stream of dust-laden sludge. Solvents are recovered from the dedasted stream as well as the 
sludge. The recovered solvents are recycled to the deduster for use in dedusting the oil. The sludge is preferably 
dried and combusted for use as part of the solid heat carrier material in the retort. 

"Method of Rubblization for In-Situ Oil Shale Processing," Lien C. Yang - Inventor, United States Patent 4,545,622, 
October 8, 1985. A method that produces a uniformly rubblized oil shale bed of desirable porosity for underground, 
in-situ heat extraction of oil. Rubblization is the generation of rubble of various sized fragments. The method uses 
explosive loadings lying at different levels in adjacent holes and detonation of the explosives at different levels in 
sequence to achieve the fracturing and the subsequent expansion of the fractured oil shale into excavated rooms 
both above and below the hole pattern. 

"Extraction and Upgrading of Fossil Fuels Using Fused Caustiè and Acid Solutions," Walter D. Hart and Robert A. 
Meyers - Inventors, TRW Inc., United States Patent 4,545,891, October 8, 1985. A crushed hydrocarbon-bearing 
material containing hydrocarbon and foreign mineral constituents is dispersed in fused alkali metal caustic to 
remove the sulfur content and release the foreign mineral matter from the hydrocarbon material for recovery 
and/or upgrading of the hydrocarbon content. The process permits recovery of 80 to 95 percent of the available 
kerogen or other hydrocarbon in a mineral matrix such as oil shale rock and conditions a solid fossil fuel such as 
coal, as well as the kerogen or other hydrocarbon released from the mineral matrix, for removal of substantially all 
remaining ash and other foreign mineral matter by subsequent washing of the hydrocarbon product in an aqueous 
solution of acid. 

"Determination of Oil Shale Yield from Well Log Data," Robert M. Habiger - Inventor, Phillips Petroleum Company, 
United States Patent 4,548,071, October 22, 1985. Density and resistivity log are utilized to predict the amount of 
oil which could be produced from a specified volume of oil shale taken from an oil shale formation. Preferably, a 
sonic log is also used in such prediction. 

"Shale Oil Stabilization with a Hydroprocessor," David M. Johnson, Paul B. Miller, and Earl D. York - Inventors, Gulf 
Oil Corporation; Standard Oil Company, United States Patent 4,548,702, October 22, 1935. A process is provided to 
produce, stabilize, dedust and upgrade synthetic oil, such as shale oil. In the process, synthetic fuels, such as oil 
shale, tar sands, and diatomite are retorted with heat carrier material to liberate an effluent product stream 
comprising hydrocarbons and entrained particulates of dust. To minimize polymerization of the product stream and 
agglomerate the dust, the product stream is stabiized, upgraded, and pretreated prior to dedusting, in a 
hydroprocessor, such as an ubullated bed reactor, with a hydroproccssing gas in the presence of a catalyst. The 
hydroprocessing gas can be hydrogen, scrubbed fractionator gases, or hydrocarbon-enriched hydroprocessor off 
gases.
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LISTING OF THE STATUS OF 
OIL SHALE PROJECTS 

The following list provides updated descriptions of projects whose status have 
changed during this quarter. 

If the status of a project has not changed this quarter, only the project name 
and sponsor(s) are provided. The most recent description of each of these 
projects is referenced by identifying the appropriate date and page number of a 
previous issue. 

Complete descriptions of all active projects will be provided in the March 1986 
issue.
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STATUS OF OIL SHALE PROJECTS 

COMMERCIAL PROJECTS 

AMERICAN SYN-CRUDE/INDIANA PROJECT -- American Syn-Crude Corporation and Stone & Webster Engineer-
ing (S-5) 

(see the March 1985 issue, page 2-64) 

CATHEDRAL BLUFFS PROJECT - Cathedral Bluffs Shale Oil Company: Occidental Oil Shale, inc., and Tenneco 
Shale Oil Company (T3S, R96W, 6PM) (5-10) 

Federal Oil Shale Lease Tract C-b, located in Rio Blanco County in the Piceance Creek Basin.of northwestern 
Colorado, is managed by the equal-interest partnership between Occidental Oil Shale, Inc., and Tenneco Shale 
Oil Company, doing business as Cathedral Bluffs Shale Oil Company. On October 16, 1985 Tenneco Shale Oil 

moairieo oetaaec oeveiopment pian br a bi,UUU oarreis per my mocIblea In situ piant was suornittea In Marcn 
1977 and subsequently approved in April 1977. The EPA issued a conditional Prevention of Significant 
Deterioration (PSD) permit In December 1977 which was amended in 1983. 
Project reassessment was announced in December 1981 in view of increased construction costs, reduced oil 
prices, and high Interest rates. The project sponsors applied to the United States Synthetic Fuels Corporation 
(SEC) under the third solicitation In January 1983 and the project was advanced into Phase II negotiations for 
financial assistance. On July 28, 1983 the SEC announced it had signed a letter of intent to provide up to 
$2.19 billion in loan and price guarantees to the project. The SFC Board released a Business Plan in early 1985 
and the project is being reviewed in light of that plan. 
A "first draft" of the project's detailed development plan was submitted to the Bureau of Land Management 
Oil Shale Projects Office and other agencies in February 1984. Draft revisions are being planned. 
Three headframes—two concrete and one steel—have been erected. Four new structures were completed in 
1982: control room, east and west airlocks, and mechanical/electrical rooms. The power substation on-tract 
became operational in 1982. The ventilation/escape, service, and production shafts were completed in Fall 
1983. An interim monitoring program was approved in July 1982 and extended through April 1986 to reflect 
the reduced level of activity. 
Water management in 1984 was achieved via direct discharge from on-tract holding ponds under the NPDES 
permit. Environmental monitoring has continued since completion of the two-year baseline period (1974-1976). 

Project Cost2	 Not Disclosed 

CLEAR CREEK PROJECT - Chevron Shale Oil Company (70 percent) and Conoco, Inc. (30 percent) (T5S, R98W, 
6PM) (5-20) 

(see the March 1985 issue, page 2-64) 

COLONY SHALE OIL PROJECT - Exxon Company USA (TSS, R95W, 6PM) (S-30) 
(see the March 1985 issue, page 2-65) 

CONDOR PROJECT - Central Pacific Minerals - 50 percent; Southern Pacific Petroleum -50 percent (S-31) 
(See the September 1985 issue, page 2-43) 

EDWARDS ENGINEERING— Edwards Engineering Corporation (S-33) 
(See the September 1985 issue, page 2-45) 

GARY REFINERY -- Gary Refining Company (S-35) 

(see the June 1985 issue, page 2-57) 

KIVITER PROCESS - Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (S-38) 
(see the March 1985 issue, page 2-67)
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STATUS OF OIL SHALE PROJECTS (Underline denotes changes since September 1985) 

COMMERCIAL PROJECTS (Continued) 

MEANS OIL SHALE PROJECT -- Central Pacific Minerals, Dravo Corporation, and Southern Pacific Petroleum 
(S-36)

(see the March 1985 issue, page 2-61) 

MOBIL PARACHUTE SHALE OIL PROJECT— Mobil Oil Corporation (T6S, R95W, 6PM) (5-40) 
(see the June 1985 issue, page 2-57) 

MOROCCO OIL SHALE PROJECT - ONAREP; Science Applications, Inc. (S-55) 
(See the September 1985 issue, page 2-45) 

PACIFIC PROJECT - Cleveland-Cliffs -20 percent, Sohio -60 percent, and Superior -20 percent (T6S, R98 W, 6P M) 
(S-60)

(see the March 1985 issue, page 2-69) 

*PARACHUTE CREEK SHALE OIL PROGRAM - UNOCAL 76(S-70) 
In 1920 Unocal began acquiring oil shale properties in the Parachute Creek area of Garfield County, Colorado. 
The 20,000 acres of oil shale lands Unocal owns contain about 1.6 billion barrels of recoverable oil in the high-
yield Mahogany Zone alone. Since the early 1940s, Unocal research scientists and engineers have conducted a 
wide variety of laboratory and field studies for developing feasible methods of producing usable oils from 
shale. In the 1940s, Unocal operated a small 50 ton per day pilot retort at its Los Angeles, California refinery. 
From 1955 to 1958, Unocal built and operated an upflow retort at the Parachute site, processing up to 
1,200 tons of ore per day and producing up to 800 barrels of shale oil per day. 
Unocal began the permitting process for its Phase 110,000 barrels per day project in March 1978. All federal, 
state, and local permits were received by early 1981. Necessary road work began in the Fall 1980. 
Construction of a 12,500 tons per day mine began in January 1981, and construction of the retort started in 
late 1981. Concurrently, work proceeded on a 10,000 barrels per day upgrading facility, which would convert 
the raw shale oil to a high quality syncrude. 
Construction concluded and the operations group assumed control of the project in the Fall 1983. Several 
plant start-ups have occurred, with valuable data being gathered. As a result, modifications have been made 
to the retort and shaft cooling system. 
In July 1981, the company was awarded a contract under a United States Department of Energy (DOE) program 
designed to encourage commercial shale oil production in the United States. Unoeal's contract with the DOE 
calls for delivery of 3,000 barrels per day of military aircraft turbine fuel and 7,000 barrels per day of diesel 
to the Department of Defense (DOD) commencing with shale oil production. The price will be the market 
price or a contract floor price. If the market price is below the DOE contract floor price, indexed for 
inflation, Unocal will receive a payment from DOE to equal the difference. The total amount of DOE price 
supports Unocal could receive is $400 million. 
To date, Unocal has received no price support funds despite having invested $800 million of its own funds. The 
DOE Phase I contract has been amended to include a maximum of an additional $500 million in loan and price 
guarantees from the United States Synthetic Fuels Corporation. The SFC assistance will be utilized to support 
the incorporation of a fluidized bed combustor into the existing Phase I facility. 
The augmentation phase of the project involves modifying the existing Phase I "B" retort to incorporate the 
"Unishale C" technology. This new technology would replace the current cooling system with a fluidized bed 
combustor. The combustor would recover more energy by burning the carbon residue on the retorted shale. 
The company tentatively plans to complete engineering of the fluidized bed in 1986. Operations would 
commence in 1989. Production of shale oil would remain at 10,000 barrels per day if Unocal elects to proceed 
with the augmentation program. 

Project Cost;	 Phase I - Approximately $650 million 
Fluidized Bed Combustor - Approximately $500 million 

PARAHO-UTE SHALE OIL FACILITY -- Paraho Development Corporation; Raymond Kaiser Engineers, Inc.; The 
Signal Companies; Texas Eastern Synfuels, Inc. ('F9S, R25E, Sec. 32, SLM) (S-so) 

Paraho Development Corporation and its private industry sponsors are currently pursuing the development of 
the Paraho-Ute Project to be located on over 5,500 acres of oil shale lands dedicated to the project in Uintah 
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STATUS OF OIL SHALE PROJECTS (Underline denotes changes since September 1985) 

COMMERCIAL PROJECTS (Continued) 

County, Utah. The project, as orIginally proposed, would utilize a Paraho aboveground retort toproduce 
approximately 14,000 barrels per day of hydrotreated shale oil. By-products of retorting include ammonia, 
sulfur, and electricity from excess low-BTU gas. A 14,000 barrels per day hydrotreating facility was to be 
constructed during Phase I. All permits required for construction have been submitted with approval already 
granted or pending. 

Paraho is requesting loan and price guarantees for the project from the United States Synthetic Fuels 
Corporation's third solicitation. The project passed both the SEC's project maturity and strength evaluations 
and has SEC approval on the key financial and business terms. Pending the mutually satisfactory completion 
of a final award between the project and the SFC, construction on the project could possibly get underway in 
1986 with production beginning in 1988-1989. 

In November 1985, the SFC announced that the sponsors had proposed a down-sized project that would produce 
4,500 barrels of shale oil per day. 

Project Cost:	 Not available 

PETROSIX - Petrobras (Petroleo Brasileiro, 5k) (S-90) 
(See the September 1985 issue, page 2-46) 

RAMEX OIL SHALE GASIFICATION PROCESS—Ramex Synfuels International, Inc. (S-95) 

(see the June 1985 issue, page 2-58) 

RIO BLANCO OIL SHALE PROJECT - Rio Blanco Oil Shale Company: Gulf Oil Company and Standard Oil Company 
(Indiana) (T2S, R99W, 6PM) (S-100) 	 - 

Proposed projec tr on federal Tract C-a in Piceance Creek Basin, Colorado. Bonus, bid of $210.3 million to 
acquire rights to tract; lease issued 3/1/74. Completed four-year modified in situ demonstration program at 
end of 1981. Burned two successful retorts. First retort was 30' x 30' x 166' high and produced 1,907 barrels of 
shale oil. It burned between October and late December 1980. Second retort was 60' x 60' x 400' high and 
produced 24,790 barrels while burning from June through most December of 1981. Program cost $132 million. 
Company still prefers open pit mining-surface retorting development because of much greater resource 
recovery of five versus two billion barrels over life of project. Cannot develop tract efficiently in that 
manner without additional federal land for disposal purposes and siting of processing facilities. In August 
1982, the company temporarily suspended operations on its federal tract after receiving a 5 year lease 
suspension from the United States Department of Interior. The project is still in suspension until a lease can 
be obtained. Federal legislation has been enacted to allow procurement of off-tract land that is necessary if 
the lease is to be developed in this manner. An application for this land was submitted to the Department of 
Interior in 1983. Based on the decision of the director of the Colorado Bureau of Land Management an 
environmental impabt statement for the proposed lease for 84 Mesa is being prepared by the Bureau of Land 
Management. Rio Blanco submitted a retort abandonment plan to the Department of Interior in Fall 1983. 
Partial approval for the abandonment plan was received in Spring 1984. The mine and retort are currently 
flooded but were pumped down in the Spring 1985 in accordance with the plan approved by the Department of 
the Interior. Data from the pumpdown are being evaluated. Stringent monitoring is continuing. Rio Blanco 
operated a $29 million one to five TPD Lurgi pilot plant at Cults Research Center in Harmarville, 
Pennsylvania until late 1984 when it was shut down. Data analysis is currently underway. This $29 million 
represents the capital and estimated operating cost for up to 5 years of operation. Engineering and planning 
for open pit-surface retorting development are being carried on at company's Aurora office. The company has 
not as yet developed commercial plans or cost estimates. 

Project Cost:	 Four-year process development program cost $132 million 
No cost estimate available for commercial facility. 

RUNDLE PROJECT - Central Pacific Minerals/southern Pacific Petroleum (50 percent) and Esso Exploration and 
Production Australia (50 percent) (5-110) 

(See the September 1985 issue, page 2-47)
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COMMERCIAL PROJECTS (Continued) 

SEEP RIDGE - Geokinetics, Inc., Peter ICiewit Sons', Inc., and United States Department of Energy (TI4S, R22E, 
Sec. 2, SLM) (S-113) 

Geokinetics has been conducting field tests in Uintah County, Utah to develop horizontal in situ retorting 
technology since 1975. Total production to December 31, 1984 was 136,000 barrels. 
The project is being funded as a cooperative program by the DOE and Geokinetics. During fiscal year 1984, 
the DOE provided $1.35 million and Geokinetics provided $875,000. Field work on the project was completed 
in December 1984. 
On August 15, Geokinetics signed an agreement with the Gilbert Shale Oil Company, a subsidiary of Peter 
Kiewit Sons', Inc., to form a joint venture to carry out the Seep Ridge project. 
Under the United States Synthetic Fuels Corporation (SFC) second solicitation that ended June 1, 1982, 
Geokinetics requested both loan and price guarantees for two projects in Uintah County, Utah. The Wolf Den 
project would utilize Geokinetics' true in situ technology to produce 3,500 barrels per day of shale oil. The 
Agency Draw project would employ Tosco II surface retorting to produce 16,000 barrels per thy of shale oil. 
Neither proposed project passed the SFC 1 s project maturity tests due to lack of equity sponsors. 
At the SFC third solicitation that ended January 10, 1983 Geokinetics requested loan and price guarantees for 
a new 1,100 barrels per day project, Seep Ridge (a scale-down of the Wolf Den project). Seep Ridge is 
designed to take advantage of the developed test site at Kamp Kerogen. Geokinetics will use its LOFRECO 
retorting process. Seep Ridge passed the SFC maturity tests and project strength evaluation, and on June 22, 
1984 the SFC signed a letter of intent for the project for up to $45 million in financial assistance. On 
August 21, 1985 the Directors of the United States Synthetic Fuels Corporation (SFC) approved new terms of 
assistance for the Seep Ridge Project and directed that negotiations and contract documents be completed for 
final Board consideration on or before September 13, 1985. The proposed terms of assistance consist of price 
and loan guarantees up to a maximum of $184 million. The SFC would provide a guaranteed price for 10 years 
of $55.00 per barrel of crude shale oil, to be escalated using the Producer Price Index, and a guaranteed loan 
of $63 million for construction of the Seep Ridge production facility. 

Project Cost:	 See above 

TOSCO SAND WASH PROJECT-- Tosco Corporation (T95, R2IE, SLM) (5-120) 
(See the September 1985 issue, page 2-48) 

WHITE RIVER SHALE PROJECT - Phillips, Sohlo, and Sun (TI, R24E, SLM) (S-130) 
(see the March 1985 issue, page 2-72)

R&D PROJECTS 

BAYTOWN PILOT PLANT -- Exxon Research and Engineering (S-135) 
(See the September 1985 issue, page 2-48) 

COTTONWOOD WASH PROJECT - American Mine Service, Cives Corporation, Deseret Generation and Transmis-
sion Cooperative, Foster Wheeler Corporation, Davy McKee, and Magic Circle Energy Corporation (S-140) 

(see the March 1985 issue, page 2-73) 

GELSENKIRCHEN-SCHOLVEN CYCLONE RETORT PROJECT-- Veba Oat Ent wicklungs-Gesellschaft mbH (S-165) 
Veba is developing a cyclone retorting process. They are building a pilot plant at Gelsenkirchen-Scholven. 
This program is subsidized by the German government and the European Economic Community. Retorting is 
done in a cyclone at 5000 to 550°C and atmospheric pressure. The heat is obtained from recycled %as at 650 to 
700°C. Hydrocarbons remaining in the spent shale are burned in a fluidized bed at 800 0 to 850 C. The flue 
gases from this bed are used to heat the recycle gas to provide the necessary heat for retorting. Plant startup 
is scheduled for mid-1986. 

Project Cost:	 Not Disclosed
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R & D PROJECTS (Continued) 

GEOKINETICS, INC. - (see Seep Ridge) 

JAPANESE RETORTING PROCESSES - Japan Oil Shale Engineering Company, Ltd. (JOSECO) (S-rio) 
(see the March 1985 issue, page 2-74) 

ISRAELI RETORTING DEVELOPMENT - PAMA (Energy Resources Development) Inc. (5-175) 
Israeli oil shale development is being coordinated by PAMA (Energy Resources Development) Ltd. PAMA was 
founded by several major Israeli corporations with the support of the government. PAMA launched a multi-
year program directed toward commercial utilization of Israel's oil shale. The initial feasibility stage was set 
for 3 years and entails expenditures around $13520 million. Oil shale can be utilized by retorting to produce 
shale oil, or by direct combustion to generate power. PAMA has been pursuing both possibilities, and 
preliminary engineering for two demonstration plants began in late 1984. 

The main goal is to determine the feasibility of oil production by one of the retorting processes that have 
reached an advanced state of development. PAMA has conducted several series of retorting tests, utilizing oil 
shale from the Rotem deposit, in pilot plants representing advanced processes. In more than one ease, the 
retorting pilots have performed well with Israeli oil shale producing oil and gas at reasonably good efficiencies. 
PAMA plans the construction of a semi-works demonstration plant of sufficient scale for resolving technical 
and economic issues. The size of the demo will (alt in the range of 1,000 to 2,000 tons per day of raw oil shale. 
The investment required is estimated at around $US25 to $13530 million. PAMA selected the Paraho 
technology for testing in the demonstration plant. The workplan and schedule call for detailed design and 
construction of the demo plant by March 1987. 

The main goal of the PAMA oil shale combustion program is to develop capability to burn oil shale directly on 
a large scale. They are also studying the feasibility of industrial cogeneration of steam and power for 
factories adjacent to the oil shale deposits. Although PAMA is studying the feasibility of burning Israeli oil 
shale in conventional pulverized flame boilers, work to date indicates that fluid bed combustion suits Israeli 
shale better. 

Several series of combustion tests have been run in pilot plants, in Israel and abroad. One drawback of fluid 
bed combustion lies in the size of the boilers that represent the state-of-the-art today. To develop capability 
to burn oil shale on a large scale, PAMA has concluded that it is necessary to construct a demonstration plant 
delivering 50 to 100 tons per hour of steam. The timetable for this project is identical to that for the retort 
pilot plant. 

The design of thcdemo plant for direct combustion will be based on data being generated in PAMA's own small 
pilot plant. It was designed for a nominal burning capacity of 1 ton of oil shale per hour. The fluid bed 
combustor is 60 centimeters inside diameter. The pilot plant program aims at large capacities. There is also 
an opportunity for near-term use of commercial boilers to serve industrial customers in the vicinity of the 
shale deposits. There are boilers in the world, mostly fluid bed, which have seen service in combustion of low-
grade coal, and should be suitable for oil shale. PAMA examined two such boilers with encouraging results. 

PAMA has begun preliminary engineering toward the construction of the two demonstration plants, the first 
for produciton of oil, and the second for production of power by direct combustion of the oil shale. The 
demonstration plant for production of oil shale shall be based on the Paraho technology. PAMAhas just 
completed construction of an experimental unit for retorting oil shale in fluidized- and entrained-bed retorts. 

Project Cost:	 Not disclosed 

JULIA CREEK PROJECT - CSR LIMITED (S-lao) 
(see the March 1985 issue, page 2-75) 

NAVAL OIL SHALE RESERVE (NOSR) DEVELOPMENT - United States Department of Energy (5-200) 
Naval Oil Shale Reserve (NOSR-1) was established by President Wilson in 1916. NOSR-1 is located north of 
the Colorado River in Garfield County, Colorado. NOSR-3, which borders NOSR-1 on the east and on the 
south, was establishedby President Coolidge in 1924. NOSR-1 contains 18 billion barrels of oil shale in place. 
An estimated 2.3 billion barrels of recoverable oil could be produced from shale with a yield of over 30 gallons 
per ton. This would be enough to feed a 100,000 barrels per day plant for 70 years. NOSR-3 contains 
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R & U PROJECTS (Continued) 

essentially no oil shale, and its designation as a reserve was considered necessary to afford working space and 
-areas for spent shale disposal during the ultimate anticipated development of NOSR-1. NOSR-2 is an oil shale 
reserve of 90,400 acres located in Carbon and Ulntah Counties, Utah. NOSR-2 has an estimated 4 billion 
barrels of oil shale in place. No estimate of recoverables has been made as the shale beds are thought to be 
too thin to be economically recoverable. 
In June 1977, the federal government called for preparation of a Master Development Plan for Naval Oil Shale 
Reserves 1 through 3. A contract was awarded June 22, 1918 to a team composed of CF Braun & Company, 
Gulf Research & Development Company, Tosco Corporation, TRW, and Williams Brothers Engineering 
Company. Comparative analysis of NOSR-1 and eight other Piceance Creek basin properties has been 
completed. A final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) was issued August 1982. In addition, resource, 
technology, and environmental baseline characterizations have been completed. The program has produced 
over 40 technical reports. 
The Anvil Points Facility, loeted on NOSR-3 near Grand Junction, Colorado, has been a testing and research 
facility providing information on facility design, and it has provided sufficient quantities of shale oil for 
laboratory research and refinery tests. After one-half a century In off-and-on operation, the test facility has 
outlived its usefulness and original purpose. A decision was made in 1984 to dismantle the facility and to 
restore the site to its natural condition. Demolition work began in the summer of 1985 and completion is 
expected 18 months from commencement of the work. 

Project Cost:	 $10 million through September30, 1985 

RAPAD SHALE OIL UPGRADING PROJECT -- Japanese Ministry of International Trade and Industry (S-205) 

(See the September 1985 issue, page 2-50) 

SYNTANA-UTAH PROJECT - Magic Circle Energy Corporation, Quintana Minerals Corporation, Synthetic Oil 
Corporation (S-210) 

(see the March 1985 issue, page 2-76) 

TRIAD DONOR SOLVENT PROJECT --Triad Research Inc. (5-215) 
Triad Research Inc. is developing a liquid donor solvent process for extraction of oil from low-grade shales. 
The process is said tole capable of producing oil yields of as much as 200 to 250 percent of Fischer Assay. 
The new process, named the H-E process, utilizes a fraction of the oil derived from the shale as the hydrogen 
donor solvent. Laboratory experiments to date have shown that oil yields from Sunbury shale samples 
equivalent to more than 200 percent of Fischer Assay are achieved at operating pressure as low as 15 to 
20 atmospheres. 
The sponsors are proceeding with design, engineering, procurement, and construction of a pilot plant facility. 

Project Cost:	 Not Disclosed 

YAAMSA PROJECT - Yaamba Joint Venture (Beloba Pty. Ltd., Central Oil Shale Pty. Ltd., and Peabody Australia 
Pty. Ltd.) (S-220) 

(See the September 1985 issue, page 2-51) 

YUGOSLAVIA INCLINED MODIFIED IN SITU RETORT -- United Nations (8-230) 

(see the March 1985 issue, page 2-77) 

COMPLETED AND SUSPENDED PROJECTS 

Soonsors 

Exxon Company USA 
Kellogg Corporation 
Shale Energy Corporation of America 
United States Shale Inc.

Last Appearance in SF  

March 1985, page 2-73 
March 1985, page 2-72 

March 1985, page 2-72 

Project 

Exxon Colorado Shale 
Silmon Smith 

U. S. Shale

(See the March 1985 issue, page 2-17, June 1985 issue, page 2-61, and the September 1985 issue, page 2-51) 
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STATUS OF OIL SHALE PROJECTS
INDEX OF COMPANY INTEREST 

Company or Organization Project Name 

American Mine Service Cottonwood Wash Project 2-63 

American Syn-Crude Corporation American Syn-Crude/Iridiana Project 2-60 

Beloba Pty. Ltd. Yaamba Project	 - 2-65 

Cathedral Bluffs Shale Oil Company Cathedral Bluffs Project (C-b) 2-60 

Central Oil Shale Pty. Ltd. Yaamba Project 2-65 

Central Pacific Minerals Condor Project 2-60 
Means Oil Shale Project 2-61 
Rundle Project 2-62 

-	 -	 . Yaamba Project 2-65 

Chevron Shale Oil Company Chevron Clear Creek Project 2-60 

Cives Corporation Cottonwood Wash Project 2-63 

Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Company -	 Pacific Project 2-61 

Conoco Inc. Chevron Clear Creek Project 2-60 

CSR Limited	 - Julia Creek Project 2-64 

Deseret Generation & Transmission Cottonwood Wash Project -	 2-63 

Dravo Corporation Means Oil Shale Project -	 2-61 

Edwards Engineering Company Edwards Engineering 2-60 

Esso Australia Ltd. Rundle Project	 . 2-62 

Exxon Company USA	 - Colony Shale Oil Pioject 2-60 

Exxon Research and Engineering Baytown Pilot Plant	 - 2-63 

Foster Wheeler Corporation Cottonwood Wash Project 2-63 

Gary Refining Company Gary Refinery 2-60 
Geokinetics, Inc. Seep Ridge (Wolf Den and Agency Draw Projects) -	 2-63 

Gulf Oil Company Rio Blanco Oil Shale Project (C-a) 2-62 

Jananese Ministry of International RAPAD Shale Oil Upgrading Project 2-65 Trade and Industry 

Japan Oil Shale Engineering Company Japanese Retorting Processes 2-64 (JOSECO) 

Kiewitt Sons', Inc., Peter Seep Ridge 2-63 
Magic Circle Energy Corporation Cottonwood Wash Project 2-63 

- Syntana-Utah Project 2-65 
McKee, Davy Cottonwood Wash Project 2-63 

Mobil Oil Corporation Mobil Parachute Oil Shale Project 2-61 

Occidental Oil Shale, Inc.	 - Cathedral Bluffs Project (C-b) 2-60
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Company or Organization Project Name 

Office National de Recherche at Morocco Oil Shale Project 2-61 
d'Exploi tation Petrolieres 
(ON A RE F) 

PAMA Inc. Israeli Retorting Development 2-64 

Faraho Development Corporation Paraho-Ute Shale Oil Facility 2-61 

Peabody Australia Pty. Ltd. Yaamba Project 2-65 

Petrobras Petrosix 2-62 

Phillips Petroleum Company White River Shale Project (U-a/b) 2-63 

Quintana Minerals Corporation Syntana-Utah Project 2-65 

Ramex Synfuels International Ramex Oil Shale Gasification Process 2-62 

Raymond Kaiser Engineers, Inc. Paraho-Ute Shale Oil Facility 2-61 

Rio Blanco Oil Shale Company Rio Blanco Oil Shale Project (C-a) 2-61 

Science Applications, Inc. Morocco Oil Shale Project 2-61 

Signal Companies, The Paraho-Ute Shale Oil Facility 2-61 

Southern Pacific Petroleum Condor Project 2-60 
Means Oil Shale Project 2-61 
Rundle Project 2-62 
Yaamba Project 2-65 

Standard Oil Company (Indiana) Rio Blanco Oil Shale Project (C-a) 2-62 

Standard Oil Company (Ohio) Pacific Project 2-61 
White River Shale Project (U-a/b) 2-63 

Stone & Webster Engineering American Syn-Crude/Indiana Project 2-60 

Sun White River Shale Project (U-a/b) 2-63 

Superior Oil Company Pacific Project 2-61 

Synthetic Oil Corporation Syntana-Utah Shale Oil Facility 2-65 

Tenneco Cathedral Bluffs Project (C-b) 2-60 

Texas Eastern Synfuels, Inc. Paraho-Ute Shale Oil Facility 2-61 

Tosco Corporation Tosco Sand Wash Project 2-63 

Triad Research Inc. Triad Donor Solvent Project 2-65 

Union Oil Company of California Parachute Creek Shale Oil Program 2-61 

Union of Soviet Socialists Republics Kiviter Process 2-60 

U.S. Department of Defense Naval Oil Shale Reserve Development 2-64 

U.S. Department of Energy Seep Ridge 2-63 
Naval Oil Shale Reserve Development 2-64 

United Nations Yugoslvania Inclined Modified In Situ Retort 2-65 

Veba Gel Entwicklungs-Gesellschaft Gelsenkirchen-Scholven Cyclone Retort Project 2-63 

Yaamba Joint Venture Yaamba Project 2-65
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PROJECT ACTIVITIES 
SFC MAKES ONE AWARD AND NARROWS 
LIST OF OTHER OIL SANDS PROJECTS 
FROM FOUR TO TWO 

During the last quarter 1985, the United States Synthe-
tic Fuels Corporation (SFC) made several major deci-
sions regarding oil sands/heavy oil projects that had 
requested financial assistance. On September 24, 1985 
the SFC awarded $60 million in loan and price guaran-
tees to the Forest Hill heavy oil project. The award is 
the third made by the SFC, and the first assistance 
provided to an oil sand/heavy oil project. Details of the 
award are described in the Oil Sands-Government sec-
tion of this issue in the article entitled 11$60 Million 
Awarded to Forest Hill by SFC." 

In other action, the SFC advanced two projects and 
dropped two other projects that had applied for finan-
cial assistance under the solicitation for projects that 
utilize mining and surface processing of tar sands. The 
International Hydrocarbons Project and the CHEMECH 
Project were found to be non-responsive to the solicita-
tion and were dropped from further consideration by 
the SFC. 

On the other hand, the PR Spring Project and the 
Sunnyside Project were determined to have met the 
qualification criteria of the solicitation. The two 
projects were also found to be relatively equal when 
rated according to the ranking criteria of the solicita-
tion. (Refer to page 3-10 of the September 1985 Issue 
of the Pace Synthetic Fuels Report for listings of the 
solicitation eligibility requirements and ranking 
criteria.) 

The sponsors of the PR Spring Project, described on 
pages 3-3 and 3-4 of the September 1985 issue, have 
requested approximately $231 million in SFC loan and 
price guarantees. The sponsors of the Sunnyside Pro-
ject (see pages 3-4 and 3-5 of the September 1985 
issue) requested slightly over $452 million in loan and 
price guarantees. Of these two remaining projects, the 
one that provides the "best economic terms to the SFC" 
could receive an award. The solicitation also provides 
that more than one award can be made, or that no 
awards may be made. The sponsors of both the PR 
Spring and Sunnyside projects now have 60 days (from 
November 19) to secure commitments for the full re-
quired equity. 

The three active oil sands/heavy oil projects before the 
SFC are listed in Table 1.

TABLE I 

STATUS OF ACTIVE OIL SANDS/HEAVY OIL PROJECTS 
THAT APPLIED TO THE SPC FOR ASSISTANCE 

Project
	

Solicitation	 status 

Forest Hill
	

Third General
	

Awarded $80 Million Price 
and Loan Guarantee 

PR Spring	 Competitive Tar Sands
	

Qualified Project 

Sunnyside	 Competitive Tar Sands	 Qualified Project

The status of all 15 projects (oil shale, oil sands/heavy 
oil, and coal/lignite/peat) that are presently under 
consideration by the SFC are depicted in Figure 1 in a 
separate article in this issue. Refer to the article in 
the General section entitled "SFC Prunes List of Active 
Projects to Fifteen, More Decisions imminent." 
Figure 2 in the same article shows the status of all 
projects, either active or dropped, that have applied to 
the SFC for financial assistance. 

DOME PLANS 25,000 BPD PROJECT AT PRIMROSE 

In the Primrose area of northeastern Alberta, Dome 
Petroleum Ltd., is earning a working interest in certain 
oil sands leases from Alberta Energy Company. Follow-
ing extensive exploration, the company undertook a 
cyclic steam pilot project in the area, which com-
menced production in November 1983; and thereby 
earned an interest in eight sections of adjoining oil 
sands leases. The 41 well pilot was producing 
2,000 barrels per day of I00API oil last year. The 
agreement with Alberta Energy contemplates that 
Dome can earn an Interest in an additional 
225,000 acres of adjoining oil sands lands through devel-
opment of a commercial production project (FiEure 1). 

FIGURE I 

PRIMROSE PROJECT 
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Dome has proposed a 25,000 barrels per day commercial 
project. A hearing on the project was held by the 
Alberta Energy Resources Conservation Board in Nov-
ember 1985. 

In January 1984, Dome entered into an agreement with 
Pangaea Petroleum Ltd. and Canadian Hunter Explora-
tion Inc., which permits those companies to earn a total 
of 25 percent of Dome's interest in the Primrose pilot 
recovery project and the proposed commercial produc-
tion facility. Under this agreement, the two companies 
have reimbursed Dome for approximately $20 million of 
its costs for the pilot recovery project and will pay one-
half of future expenditures on the commercial produc-
tion project. The two companies also have the right to 
earn a 15 percent working interest in any subsequent 
projects for the recovery of bitumen from the Alberta 
Energy lands. 
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areas for future developments. OP is now in the 
process of selecting a specific site and production 
capacity for Wolf Lake Phase 2. 

The project is estimated to carry a capital cost of at 
least $Cl.2 billion and annual operating cost of 
$C140 million. 

Total production over a 30 year period will be 190 mil-
lion barrelsof oil or 18.6 percent of the oil originally in 
place in the project area. 

Each year for the first five years Dome will start a new 
400 well, 5,000 barrels per day stage. Each stage will 
cover four sections with sixteen 26 well slant-hole - 
drilling clusters. Each set of wells will produce from 
160 acres on six acre spacing. 

FUTURE PRODUCTION PHASES SCHEDULED 
AT WOLF LAKE 

The Wolf Lake Project is a joint undertaking of BP 
Canada and Petro-Canada, with BP being the operator. 
It is located about 50 kilometers north of Bonnyville 
(Figure 1) in the heart of the Marguerite Lake leases. 
These leases cover an area of 117 square miles and 
contain an estimated 13 billion barrels of bitumen in 
place.
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The first three wells were drilled on the leases in 1964 
and the first pilot project was started later that year. 
Through a series of pilots over the following 18 years, it 
was demonstrated that bitumen could be recovered 
from the sands by injecting high-pressure steam into 
the formation. The culmination of this effort was the 
construction and operation of Wolf Lake Phase I, one of 
the first commecial in situ oil sands projects in Canada. 
A production rate of 7,000 barrels per day was achieved 
by the third quarter 1985. 

BP and Petro-Canada are now exploring options for 
future plants on the Marquerite Lake leases. During 
the winter of 1984/1985 an extensive delineation drill-
ing program was carried out which identified possible

The plan loading up to the commissioning of Wolf Lake 
Phase 2 in early 1988 is shown in Figure 2. 

The total development plan envisaged for the leases is 
also. indicted. in Figure 2. Wolf Lake Phase 2 would be 
followed by Phases 3 and 4 at one year intervals. Bp's 
production -target is 5,600 cubic meters per day (ap-
proximately 35,000 barrels per day) by 1990. 

FIGURE 2 
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MURPHY INCREASES ESTIMATED OUTPUT AT 
LINDBERGH PROJECT 

Murphy Oil Company, Ltd., has received approval from 
the Alberta Energy Resources Conservation Board for a 
commercial cyclic steam project in the Lindbergh area 
of Alberta (see Pace Synthetic Fuels Report, June 1985, 
page 3-6 for project description). 

The project was planned in four phases, with each phase 
designed to produce 2,500 barrels of heavy oil per day. 
As of the end of September, more than one-third of the 
1985 drilling program had been completed, and many of 
the support facilities were in place. The first of the 
new wells are expected to be steamed in early 1986, 
with the first phase fully operational at design rates at 
the end of 1986. 

Based on the latest results from the pilot project, 
Murphy has now raised its expected production rate to 
3,000 barrels per day. 

APPROVAL SEEN FOR NEWGRADE IJPGRADER 

Neworade Energy Inc., the partnership of Consumers 
Co-Operative Refineries Ltd. and the Saskatchewan 
government, is starting site work for the $650 million 
upgrader project to be built adjacent to the Co-Op 
refinery in Regina. 

The 50,000 barrels per day heavy oil upgrading project 
was originally announced in August 1983. Technical and 
feasibility studies carried out in the past 18 months 
yielded positive enough results to allow the project to 
proceed. 
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Co-Op Refineries will provide 5 percent of the costs as 
equity, while the provincial government will provide 
15 percent. The federal government and the Saskatche-
wan government will provide loan guarantees for 
80 percent of the costs as debt. 

The province will also make a direct loan to NewGrade 
to covet Co-opts 5 percent equity which will be repaid 
from Co-Op's portion of the upgrader earnings. The 
province will also permit NewGrade to purchase natural 
gas directly from producers, and will rebate royalties 
paid on this gas until the long term debt is repaid, 
expected to be 11 years after startup. The project is 
also expected to start paying dividends to its owners in 
1994. 

NewGrade has selected process technology licensed by 
Union Oil of California for the upgrader which will 
provide 30,000 barrels per day of upgraded crude. 

Under current conditions, there most be a minimum $4 
per barrel heavy crude to light crude differential for 
the upgrader to be economic and pay off its debt. 
Newcrade is forecasting a $6 crude-to-crude differen-
tial when the plant goes onstream in 1988, and a $2 
premium for synthetic crude. 

HUSKY SIGNS ESSO TO SUPPLY FEEDSTOCK 
TO 81-PROVINCIAL UPGRADER 

Husky Oil Ltd. announced that it has signed a Memoran-
dum of Understanding with Ease Resources Canada 
Ltd., on a feedstock supply arrangement for the Bi-
Provincial heavy crude upgrader project. 

Under the agreement, Husky will purchase 20,000 bar-
rels per day of bitumen from Ease at Cold Lake at a 
price, set by a formula, relative to the market value of 
synthetic crude oil. Husky will transport the bitumen 
to Lloydminster and upgrade it into synthetic crude oil 
at the Bi-Provincial Project upgrader facility. The 
term of the agreement will be for 20 years beginning on 
upgrader start-up. 

It is anticipated the bitumen will be produced by an 
incremental addition to Esso's Cold Lake Project 
Husky believes that this agreement, along with Husky's 
own production, will satisfy entirely its requirement to 
assure adequate feedstock throughout the life of the 
50,000 barrels per day Si-Provincial Project. 

Discussion is continuing with the Government of 
Canada on fiscal and financial arrangements. 

KENTAR REACTIVATES KENTUCKY PILOT PLANT 

Kentar Ltd. (formerly Tarco Inc.), has re-opened its 
pilot plant in Logan and Edmonson counties of 
Kentucky. A 100 barrels per day pilot plant is being 
tested using a Dow Chemical Company solvent extrac-
tion process. Surface-mined Big Clifty tar sands are 
providing the plant feed.

SYNCRUDE CANADA DROPS PUANS FOR 
EXPANSION TO 200,000 BPD 

It was reported earlier this year (seePace Synthetic 
Fuels Report, June 1985, page 3-7) that Syncrude 
Canada Ltd., was considering a major expansion pro-
ject, bringing total production capacity up to 
200,000 barrels per day. 

After completing the feasibility study, however, the 
project owners have decided against proceeding, at 
least for the time being. This decision has no effect on 
the current Capacity Addition Project, which will bring 
production up to 140,000 barrels per day by 1987.

- 
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CORPORATIONS 

HUSKY LISTS HEAVY OIL EOR PROJECTS 

Husky Oil Ltd. is now producing somewhere around 
10,000 barrels of heay oil per day from advanced 
enhanced oil recovery (EOR) pilot projects in. the Lloyd- 
minster area of Alberta and Saskatchewan. , A recent 
update of company activities in these areas included 
the following projects (see Figure 1). 

Aberfeidy Steam Drive. 

Husky's largeSt steamflood pilot was established in 1980 
at Aberfeldy, a few miles east of Lloydminster. Pre-
liminary cyclic steam injection was completed in early 
1981 and was followed by continuous steam injection. 
Oil production response has been encouraging, resulting 
in the 1985 expansion to 54 production wells and 
16 steam injection wells on a 61 hectare site. This 
expansion will also test directional drilling techniques. 
A commercial scale development for Aberfeldy is in the 
planning stages. 

Aberfeldy Fireflood 

The Aberfeldy wet fireflood pilot has been in operation 
since 1969. The pilot is currently in a heat scavenging 
phase which commenced in late 1983.

Pikes Peak Cyclic Steamflood 

The Pikes Peak cyclic steamflood, Husky's second 
steam injection project, uses the cyclic steam injection 
or 'huff 'n puff" method. The pilot, which was initiated 
in late 1981, includes 56 thermal producing wells. 
Thirty of these wells have been drilled directionally. 
Average production is about 100 bairels per day per 
well with a cumulative steam/oil ratio of 1:5. 

Golden Lake Sparky Fireflood 

The Golden Lake Sparky combustion project, which is 
Husky's oldest L011 pilot project, began operations in 
1968, and was expanded in 1974 and again in 1981 to 
include four 12.2 hectare seven-spot patterns and one 
8 hectare five-spot pattern. This fireflood pilot now 
has 50 production and s injection wells. An expansion 
which will double the number of patterns is currently 
underway.	 - 

Golden Lake Waseca Fireflood 

The Golden Lake Waseca fireflood is designed to eval-
uate the wet combustion process in thin sands. The 

FIGURE 1 
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Lake heavy oil zone. Through the drilling of these 
wells, the company confirmed the presence of heavy oil 
in the Lower Grand Rapids sand at a depth of approxi-
mately 1,300 feet; The heavy oil zone, based on 
preliminary evaluation, is approximately 40 feet thick 
and has favorable reservoir characteristics. 

project was developed in 1982 and consists of 17 pro-
duction wells and two injectors contained on a 
92.2 hectare site. Air injection and ignition began in 
1982.	 - 

Tucker Lake Cyclic Steamflood 

Husky's Tucker Lake pilot project is designed to test 
cyclic steam response of low gravity oil sands in the 
Cold Lake area of Alberta. Construction of the pilot 
began in the summer 1983, following drilling of 27 ex-
ploration wells over the past 10 years. 

Development drilling specifically for the cyclic steam 
• project began in late 1983; steam was first injected in 
early 1984, following construction of roads and other 

• facilities and the installation of utilities. The pilot• 
contains 15 wells which are thetmally completed for 
steaming. First cycle steaming has been completed on 
11 wells. 

Morgan Cyclic Stesinflood 

Morgan is Husky's second cyclic steamflood pilot in 
Alberta. Five production wells have been thermally 
completed and cyclic steaming has commenced. Plans 
call for the expansion to a pattern cyclic steamflood if 
current testing is encouraging. 

Tangleflags Pireflood 

Fourteen wells were drilled in 1984 to form three 
inverted seven-spot patterns for fireflood pilot testing 
in the Tangleflags GP zone. Air injection into the first 
injector commenced in February 1985 with the ignition 
of the remaining two air injectors scheduled for late 
1985. 

WORLDWIDE ENERGY ANNOUNCES HUSKY 
HEAVY OIL AGREEMENT 

Worldwide Energy Corporation of Denver, and the com-
pany's 90 percent-owned subsidiary, Canadian World-
wide Energy Limited have signed an agreement with 
Husky Oil Operations Ltd., whereby Husky will install a 
$C5 million steam experimental heavy oil pilot program 
at Charlotte Lake, in eastern Alberta, Canada. 

Canadian Worldwide presently holds a 25 percent work-
ing interest in the heavy oil rights on the 8,960 acre 
Charlotte Lake property, located approximately twelve 
miles east of Bonnyville in the general Cold Lake area. 
Under terms of the agreement, Husky will earn one-half 
of Worldwide's interest by installing the project prior to 
December 31, 1987. Husky has also reached agreement 
to acquire the remaining interest in the property. 

Canadian Worldwide has interests ranging from 50 to 
100 percent in twelve producing gas wells in the Char-
lotte Lake area, nine of which penetrated the Charlotte

CHEVRON SELLS GULF CANADA TO 
OLYMPIA AND YORK	 - 

A Toronto development company has agreed to pur-
chase a majority interest in Gulf Canada Ltd., from 
Chevron Corporation for more than $3 billion (Canad-
ian). 

Olympia and York Developments Ltd., will acquire 
Chevron's 60 percent interest in the Canadian Unit of 
Gulf Corporation, (which Chevron bought in 1984 for 
$13.2 billion). 

The purchaser bought 112 million shares of Gulf Canada 
common stock, or 49.24 percent of outstanding shares 
for about $22.21 (Canadian) per share. In addition, 
Olympia and York purchased an option on the remaining 
25 million common shares of Gulf Canada held by 
Chevron. Price of the option is $6 per share, and the 
exercise price for the optioned shares is about $15.04 
per share. 

Completion of the deal will involve more than $3 billion 
for 60.2 percent of Gulf Canada's outstanding common 
shares. The sale Is the second largest corporate take-
over in Canada, behind Dome Petroleum Ltd.'s $3.8 bil-
lion purchase of Hudson's Bay Oil & Gas Ltd., in 1981. - 

At the same time, Gulf Canada agreed to pay $1.25 bil-
lion for at least 90 percent of Abitibi-Price Inc., a 
newsprint producer 93 percent owned by Olympia and 
York, a closely held real estate development company 
owned by the Reichmann family. The transactions were 
seen as the first steps in turning Gulf Canada into a 
giant resources holding company. 

For Chevron, the sale is a major step in reducing the 
debt the company took on in acquiring Gulf Corporation 
last year. Gulf Canada said it plans to sell all or part 
of its oil refining, distribution, and marketing assets. 
Gulf owns 9 percent of the Syncrudc Canada tar sands 
plant. 

Since Olympia and York is privately held by the Reich-
manns, no one is certain of the size of the family 
holdings, but estimates range up to $12 billion in assets. 

I #11 

10CC REPORTS LITTLE ACTIVITY 
IN TAR SANDS 

The Tar Sand Subcommittee of the Enhanced Recovery 
Committee of the Interstate Oil Compact Commission 
reported little activity at its mid-year meeting. 
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The report from California detailed cancellation of 
both the Texas (ex-Getty) McKittrick diatomite mining 
project and the Ladd Petroleum Corporation (cx-
HOPCO) modified in situ project in the Kern River 
Field. In Kentucky KENOCO, Inc. (Westken and Ken-
syntar) is preparing a four acre commercial module to 
produce bitumen from the Big Clifty Sandstone by in 
situ combustion; the former Tarco pilot plant has been 
reactivated by Kanter, Ltd.; and Texas Gas Resources 
has closed their pilot plant and withdrawn their SFC 
proposal. Utah reported activity related to conversion 
of federal oil and gas leases on three Utah deposits (PR 
Spring, San Rafael Swell, and Sunnyside) to combined 
hydrocarbon leases. -	 - 

Despite the virtual absence of tar sands production in 
the United States, the subcommittee affirmed its inten-
tion to continue meeting, because activity is certain to 
revive in the future.
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GOVERNMENT 

$60 MILLION AWARDED TO FOREST HILL BY SFC 

On September 24, 1985 the United States Synthetic 
Fuels Corporation (SFC) awarded $60 million in loan 
and price guarantees to the Forest Hill heavy oil 
project. The project, located in Wood County, Texas is 
sponsored by Greenwich Oil Company. A fire flooding 
technique will be used to recover approximately 
1,750 barrels per day of 10°API heavy oil from the 
Harris Sand Reservoir. (See the article in this issue 
entitled "Forest Hill EMP Requires Product Monitor-
ing," and also page 3-3 of the March 1983 issue for 
summaries of the project.) 

As summarized in Table 1, the SFC award will provide a 
loan guarantee of $24.4 million, including a $2 million 
allowance for accrued interest. Eligible costs specified 
in the SFC contract include costs of drilling, deepening, 
reworking, repairing, completing, plugging, and equipp-
ing injection and production wells. Pipeline costs for 
oxygen distribution, dilutent injection, and blended oil 
collection are also included. Other eligible costs in-
clude land acquisition, engineering and design work, 
interest, taxes, insurance, and labor. 

The price guarantee will initially be $35.6 million. As 
the loan guarantee is repaid, the price guarantee will be 
increased dollar-for-dollar up to a maximum of $60 mil-
lion. The price guarantee period will last for a maxi-
mum of 10 years after the date of initial production 
(defined as the date on which the facility first achieves 
an average production rate of 1,000 barrels per 
calendar day for a period of 45 consecutive days). For 
the first 500,000 barrels of production, the guarantee 
price will be $40.00 per barrel, adjusted for inflation 
based on the March 1985 Producer Price Index. There-
after, the guarantee price will be $37.50 per barrel, 
also adjusted for inflation. 

The SFC contract provides for profit sharing at three 
different levels of project dividends. The profit sharing 
period will last for 16 years after the "cutoff date" 
which is defined as the earlier of (1) December 31, 
1987, or (2) the date on which the projects achieves an 
average production rate of 1,400 barrels per calendar 
day for 60 consecutive days. Profit sharing payments 
will be made to the SFC as follows:

Required 
Cumulative Dividends	 Payment 

$0 -$25 Million	 0 
$25 Million -$37.5 Million 	 25 
Over $37.5 Million	 50 

% of Dividend Payment

TABLE 1

TERMS OF SFC AWARD TO FOREST HILL 

SFC Assistance Maximum of $60 million in loan and 
price guarantees. 

Amount of Loan Guarantee-.-$24.4 million (including 
$2 million allowance for accrued interest). 

Amount of Price Guarantee—initial price guarantee of 
$35.6 million to increase as the loan is repaid up to a 
maximum of $60 million. 

Guarantee Price—$40.00 per barrel for the first 
500,000 barrels and $37.50 per barrel thereafter (ad-
justed quarterly for inflation after March 1985 using 
the Producer Price Index for Finished Goods Excluding 
Food (not seasonally adjusted) less 4 percent). 

Duration of Price Guarantee—The earlier of 10 years 
or $60 million. 

Taxpayer Recovery—For a period of 16 years after the 
Cutoff Date, the project will make payments either as 
a pro rata prepayment of guaranteed debt and of the 
bank loan or, after such debt is paid, as profit sharing 
payments to SFC In an amount as follows: 

(1) If cumulative dividends are less than $25 mil-
lion, the project shall have no obligation to make 
payments. 

(2) If cumulative dividends are greater than $25 
million but less than $37.5 million, the project shall 
make payments in an amount equal to 25 percent 
of any divident payment 

(3) If cumulative dividends are greater than 
$37.5 million, the project shall make payments in 
an amount equal to 50 percent of any dividend 
payment. 

Cutoff Date—the earlier of December 31, 1987 or the 
date on which the project has achieved average gross 
production during a 60 day period of 1,400 barrels per 
day. 
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Greenwich believes that initial production" (1,000 bar-
rels per calendar day for 45 days) will occur on or 
before September 30, 1986. "Commercial production" 
(1,400 barrels per calendar day for 60 consecutive days) 
is expected to occur by July 30, 1987. The total 
amount of eligible costs is expected to be no more than 
$32,155,000. The sponsor can terminate the project if 
the costs exceed $35 million. 

Presently, the project has completed 63 production 
wells and 6 injection wells that have been used in pilot 
tests of the fire flooding technique. Additionally, 
surface equipment for the pilot tests includes tanks, air

and oxygen injection facilities, blend oil facilities, a 
saltwater disposal well and facilities, and a fresh water 
well. Table 2 precisely defines the tracts to be used in 
the project. 

For the commercial project, Union Carbide will build 
five pressure swing absorbers (PSA) to provide oxygen 
for the fire flood. A Cooperative Technology Develop-
ment Agreement/Fire Flooding for Enhanced Oil Agree-
ment dated October 31, 1984 between Union Carbide 
and Greenwich is also referenced in the SFC contract. 
As shown in Table 3, Union Carbide owns approximately 
38 percent of the outstanding shares of Greenwich. 
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TABLE 2 

Tract One	
LIST OF FOREST KILL SURFACE TRACTS 

All that certain tract or parcel of land situated in the 1. Stark Survey. .4.537. Wood County. Texas 
being out of that certain 50.0 acre tract described in Deed dated October, 1977, recorded in Volume 750. 
Page 611. Deed Records of Wood County. Texas and being more particularly described as follows: 

BEGINNING at a nail set for corner situated on the centerline of a Public Road. being on the EBL of 
said 50.0 acre tract, and being SO' 12' E 620.6' from the NE corner or said 50.0 acre tract; 
THENCE S 0' 12' E with said centerline 6300' to a nail set for corner; 	 - 
THENCE S 89' 48' W 850.0' to a ½' iron pipe set for corner, 
THENCE N 0' 12' W 630.0' to a ½' iron pipe set for corner, 
THENCE N 89° 48' E 850.0' to the place of beginning containing 12.293 acres. 

Tract Two 
All that certain tract or parcel of land situated in the John Ramsey Survey. A.498, Wood County, 

Texas being out of that certain 69.50 acre tract described in Deed recorded in Volume 800, Page 291. 
Deed Records of Wood County. Texas and being more particularly described as follows: 

BEGINNING at a nail set for corner situated on the centerline of a Public Road. being on the WBL 
of said Ramsey Survey and 69.50 acre tract, and being N 0° 07' W 309.4' from the NW corner of a 
12.00 acre tract, and being North 886.94' and N 0° 07' W 309.4' from the SW corner of said 69.30 
acre tract: 
THENCE N 0° 07' W with said centerline 350.0; to a nail set for corner, 
THENCE N 89° 53' E 490.0' to a ½' iron pipe set for corner; 
THENCE S 0° 07' E 350.0' to a ½' iron pipe set for corner. 
THENCE S89° 53' W 490.0' to the place of beginning containing 3.937 acres. 

Tract Three 
All that certain tract or parcel of land situated in the I. Stark Survey, A.537, Wood County. Texas 

being out of that certain First Tract (41½ acres) described in Deed dated November, 1979, recorded in 
Volume 845. Page 449, Deed Records of Wood County. Texas and being more particularly described as 
follows: 

BEGINNING at a ½' iron pipe set for corner situated S 2° 00' E 368.0' from the SE corner of the 
Third Tract 3 acres described in said Deed. 
THENCE N 88° 00' E 300.0' to a ½' iron pipe set for corner; 
THENCE 5 2° 00' 300.0' to a ½' iron pipe set for corner. 
THENCE S 88' 00' W 300.0' to a ½' iron pipe set for corner. 
THENCE N 2° 00' W 300.0' to the place of beginning containing 2.066 acres. 

Tract Four 
All that certain tract or parcel of land situated in the John Ramsey Survey, A .498. Wood County, 

Texas being out of that certain 3.875 acre tract described in Deed dated January. 1932. recorded in 
Volume 126. Page 62, Deed Records of Wood County. Texas and being more particularly described as 
follows: 

BEGINNING at the southeast corner of 3.875 acre tract: 
THENCE 589° 53' W with the SBLof said 3.875 acre tract-235.03' to the SEC of a 1.169 acre tract: 
THENCE N direction: N 2° 05' W-202.5' and N 4° 35' W-208.9' to the NEC of said 1.169 acre 
tract; 
THENCE N 50° 29' E with the south ROW of State Highway 37-292.58' to the NEC of said 3.875 
acre tract; 

THENCE 5 3° 20' E-595.35' to the place of beginning containing 2.640 acres. 
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TABLE 3

STOCK OWNERSHIP IN GREENWICH OIL CORPORATION 

In.'.4 sad Unbnad UnnsrcIaed Ua.z.,tIsS 
0ut.t.adln1 So.... Opilo. Vsn'aai 

N.M. of S&ar.std.r SW.. Sbar.a Ski,.. Sham Tout 

P- L. Armstrong .............................................. 19,894 19,894 
W. R. Aufrichl ............... 2.000 2.000 
I. W. Bullion .................................................... 10.000 10,000 
Core Laboratories International, Inc 	 ............ 1.174.218 806,813 1,981,091 
Euclid Partners ................................................ 434,247 454.247 
V. J. Fuller ....................................................... 26.624 1.300 132,717 160.841 
J. V.	 Howard ................................................... 138.01 S 3.000 463,982 605,000 
Caroline W. Law ............................................. 63.000 63,000 
T.	 N.	 Law ........................................................ 120,536 120.536 
T. N. and Caroline Law .................................. 293,302 327.752 621,054 
Lubrizol Enterprisas. Inc	 ............................... 811.836 811,836 
W. P. Schultz ................................................... 6.300 6.500 
W. P. Snyder .................................................... 16.000 2.000 18,000 
C. W. Thomas ................................................. 4.000 4,000 
Union Carbide Corporation ............................ 1.900.732 1.305.883 3.206.617 
B. J.	 Warren ..................................................... 2,400 600 50,474 53,474 
Gould Whaley, fr.	 .......................................... 6.000 - - 6,000 

Total ................................................. 5.049,367 7,100 647.173 2,440.430 8,144,090

#aII 
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ENERGY POLICY & FORECASTS 

PACE SEES PROMISING OUTLOOK FOR 
HEAVY OIL AND OIL SANDS 

In a paper presented to the Synfuels 5th Worldwide 
Symposium in Washington, D.C. in November, J. E. 
Sinor summed up the current outlook for heavy oil and 
oil sands. 

Events occurring in the oil markets during the last 
three years have created an uncertain timetable for 
synthetic fuels development in general. It now appears 
that we will edge into the synthetic fuels era much 
more slowly than previously expected. 

Recent changes in the worldwide refining inudstryhave 
paved the way for introducing more heavy oil and 
bitumen into refinery feed streams. These changes 
have had the effect of lowering the total investment 
hurdle for heavy oil and oil sands in comparison to shale 
oil and coal liquids. Also, the changed market for 
drilling services has significantly lowered the cost of in 
situ heavy oil and bitumen projects while having no 
effect on shale oil or coal liquids. The total result is 
that heavy oil and bitumen projects are. now relatively 
much more attractive in comparison to shale oil and 
coal liquids than they were a few. years ago. 

It is also apparent that the ability to "modularize' a 
project or build it in stages, is extremely important in 
today's financial climate. Likewise the ability to 
develop a resource by technological stages makes it 
much easier to proceed. Shale oil, for example, re-
quires a leap from no shale oil production at all to 
production on a large scale with an all-new technology. 
With heavy oil and oil sands, on the other hand, it is 
possible to proceed along a progression from production 
of heavy oil by completely conventional means, to 
steam flooding of increasingly viscous material using 
innovative technology, to use of horizontal drilling and 
other advanced production techniques such as in situ 
combustion, to mining-assisted in situ techniques, and 
finally to pure mining and extraction. This gradual 
progression makes it easier to obtain financing to move 
from one step to another. 

The Resource 

There are a number of difficulties in estimating world 
heavy oil and oil sands resources. Many inconsistencies 
in the data from various nations make it impossible to 
put all the available data on a theoretically consistent 
basis. Nevertheless, some progress has been made. 
Meyer and Schenk of the USGS recently summarized 
world heavy oil and bitumen resources (see the article 
entitled "USGS Estimates 700 Billion Barrels of World 
Heavy Crude Oil and Bitumen Recoverable" in this 
issue). Ignoring the question of percent recoverability, 
they estimate that the total bitumen and heavy oil 
resource in place is over four trillion barrels. This 
compares with the widely accepted figure of around 
two trillion barrels for total remaining known and un-
discovered recoverable reserves of conventional petro-
leum. In spite of this large resource position, relatively

little production has been developed thus far. The size 
of the resource clearly qualifies it for a major role in 
providing world energy demands for the next quarter 
century. 

Production Technology and Cost 

In today's economic climate, synthetic fuel processes 
which depend on mining and materials handling face a 
difficult economic situation. This includes the oil 
sands. Although studies continue around the world, 
there is no firm commitment to a large new mining 
project. It is the in situ extraction processes, spec-
ifically steam injection, which are proceeding. There 
are basically three areas in which these projects have 
favorable characteristics: 

• Technology risk 
• Modular construction 
• Capital cost 

In spite of improvements and advances in the tech-
nology over the years, an integrated oil sands mining 
plant is still viewed as a relatively risky project. It 
took five to six years after startup for the Suncor and 
Syncrude plants to reach full output at design rates. 
When added to a construction period of several years, 
this greatly stretches out the payback period for in-
vested capital. In addition, the plants have been 
subject to disastrous fires, resulting in production 
losses. 

By contrast, modular development of in situ steam 
injection projects producing raw bitumen can be 
bought on stream quickly, efficiently, and at low cost. 
Ease Resources Canada Ltd. began the three-stage 
development of its Cold Lake project in 1983, with 
production from the first stage achieved in 1985. Cap-
ital costs are coming in considerably below original 
expectations. 

In California heavy oil fields, much the same situation 
is seen. Texaco's (Getty's) mining project at McKittrick 
has been put off, while in situ steam injection develop-
ments continue at rapid pace. Thanks partly to the high 
United States dollar exchange rate, the cost of oil field 
tubular goods is about half what it was four years ago. 
Costs of mining and upgrading have not benefited to the 
same extent. California projects are showing very 
attractive rates of return for the installation of co-
generation facilities to produce steam and electricity 
simultaneously. 

The shorter timeline for in situ projects without up-
grading also makes them relatively invulnerable to high 
interest rates. An increase in interest rates from 
6 percent up to 14 percent would have little effect on a 
modular in situ project, but a drastic effect on a large 
mining project. 

Refining and the Heavy Oil Discount 

The upgrading and refining steps are a major part of the 
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total cost of producing synthetic fuels. These steps can 
account for as much as a third to a half of the total 
cost of an integrated facility. At first glance it would 
appear that bitumen and raw shale oil would require 
about the same amount of upgrading, because both have 
about the same hydrogen/carbon ratio. However, an 
important difference is the nitrogen content of shale 
oil. Before shale oil can be blended into normal 
refinery streams, it must be subjected to high severity 
hydrodenitrogenation. This virtually forces a shale oil 
producer to build hydrotreating capability. Crude bi-
tumen, on the other hand, can be red to conventional 
refineries having "bottom-of-the-barrel' processing 
capability. As long as such refinery capacity Is avail-
able, a crude bitumen producer can get by without 
having to build upgrading capability. 

Bottom-of-the-barrel supply/demand economics are 
analyzed using a term called the Heavy Oil Discount 
(HOD), which is the differential price between 34°API 
market crude and bunker fuel. The HOD is a measure 
of the refining industry's capacity. to convert residual 
fuel oil to lighter products such as gasoline and distil-
late. The existence of a large HOD indicates a 
shortage of capacity to convert heavy oil, while a small 
HOD indicates surplus conversion capacity, with the 
least efficient conversion units being shut down because 
their operating costs are greater than the HOD. 

In 1981 the HOD was as high as $10 per barrel. By 
January 1985, however, the HOD had bottomed out to 
where marker crude and high sulfur fuel oil were 
virtually the same price (Figure 1). This reduction 
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occurred because a number of new conversion units 
(cokers in the United States and vacuum distillate 
catalytic cracking units elsewhere) had been built to 
handle the surplus of residual fuel oil created by 
consumers switching to other fuels. Refiners needing 
feedstock to keep these units operating bid up the price 
of heavy ends until the HOD was not even sufficient to 
cover operating costs. 

As shown in Figure 1, a low HOD of $2 to $3 per barrel 
is expected to continue for several years. A discount of 
this size wilt cover at least the operating costs of 
delayed cokers at United States Gulf Coast refineries. 
With a positive cash flow, operators will continue to 
seek feedstocks, even though capital investments are 
not being repaid. The market should remain in this 
condition some time beyond 1990. Until then, pro-
ducers of heavy crudes and bitumen should be in a 
favorable position. They can sell their production 
without having to take a discount for the true cost of 
upgrading. This is worth several dollars a barrel. If the 
period of low HOD extends into the time when world oil 
prices in general begin to rise again, heavy crude prices 
may never decline. 

Demand Outlook 

There seems little reason to doubt the world can 
eventually resume historical long-term economic 
growth patterns. There is nothing in the way of 
physical limitations to prevent this for quite some time. 
Population increases coupled with any rise in output per 
capita will result in appreciable increases in the Gross 
National Product of the United States. Energy usage 
remains fundamentally coupled to GNP. Although the 
energy-GNP ratio has dropped substantially and is ex-
pected to decline further (Figure 2), there will still be 
an overall increase in energy use. 

FIGURE 2 

UNITED STATES GROSS NATIONAL 
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Oil's share of the total energy market may decline, but 
absolute oil demand should at least remain stable. In 
the Lesser Developed Countries, oil demand is most

	 FIGURE 3 

likely to increase substantially with any growth in CUP. 	
UNITED STATES OIL PRODUCING RATE 

Supply Outlook for Conventional Oil
	 ATTRIBUTABLE TO FLUID INJECTION 

Because there is little disagreement with the statement 
that oil is a finite resource being consumed at a 
measurable rate, it follows that supplies of conven-
tional crude oil will begin to tighten at some point down 
the road. The signposts along the road appear to be 
abundant. Oil production in the Soviet Union, the 
world's largest producer (20 percent of total world 
production), decreased last year for the first time since 
World War II. 

Production from Alaska's Prudhoe Bay, which currently 
accounts for 20 percent of United States production, 
will begin declining in 1988. There are indications that 
Mexico's oil fields may be entering a period of serious 
decline, on the order of 15 percent or more. North Sea 
production will probably decline 20 percent by 2000. 
Slowly rising demand and slowly falling non-OPEC pro-
duction will once again set the stage for possible price 
manipulations.

When supplies do become limiting, prices will move 
upward until an alternative supply becomes feasible. 
To provide a true alternative, this supply must be large 
enough, and capable of being brought on stream soon 
enough to function as the marginal increment of pro-
duction. Although shale and coal synthetic fuels re-
sources are large enough to perform this function,.they 
fail the test of being able to be brought on stream soon 
enough. Thus they had no effect in 1980. 

The bitumen and heavy oil resources of the world are 
large enough to eventually become the marginal crude 
oil source. Technology and production levels are in-
creasing rapidly enough that by the 1990s the capability 
of being brought on stream quickly will exist. 

Outlook for Bitumen and Heavy Oil 

The preceeding discussion suggests that bitumen and 
heavy oil production will emerge in the near future as 
the true marginal source of petroleum products. Events 
are moving steadily in that direction. Excess OPEC 
capacity will maintain a capon prices for some time. 

However, last year the United States oil reserves 
increased for the first time since 1970, largely as a 
result of revisions to existing fields due to thermal 
enhanced recovery projects. 

The overall picture is one of a rapidly spreading techno-
logy. Production from a new technology often follows a 
bell-shaped life cycle curve. It is interesting to com-
pare the shapes of the curves for oil production from 
water flooding and from steam flooding (Figure 3). 
Water flooding technology was developed in the 1930s, 
built up slowly in the 1940s, and then took off in the 
1950s. It would appear that steam flooding is entering 
its most rapid growth phase. As more and more cash

flow is derived from steam projects, more money will 
be available for researching improvements such as 
additives, downhole steam generators, etc., and also for 
related but different technologies such as fire flooding. 
This will be a challenging field for technical careers in 
the 1990s. 

In summary, heavy oil and oil sands resources are large 
enough to provide an effective marginal source of 
petroleum products; technology is available; production 
costs are reasonable; product prices are favorable; 
government policies are encouraging, and the trend is 
under way. 

-
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ECONOMICS 

INTEGRATED ENPEX PROJECT SEEN 
UNECONOMICAL 

The ENPEX Corporation, as the Managing General 
Partner and operator of Texas Tar Sands, Ltd., has 
designed, constructed, and operated a 400 barrels per 
day tar sands pilot project fueled by coal; has designed 
an integrated facility for the production and upgrading 
of up to 20,000 barrels per day of South Texas San 
Miguel crude tar; and has also completed a smaller 
system design for the production and upgrading of 
5,700 barrels per day of San Miguel tar. 

ENPEX's latest cost estimates for the 5,700 barrels per 
day design indicate that economic feasibility is still far 
away for an integrated project of this size. 

Resource 

The San Miguel tar sands are a blanket sand covering 
approximately 100,000 acres • located approximately 
150 miles southwest of San Antonio, Texas. The 
resource is estimated to contain between 3 and 5 billion 
barrels of a heavy, viscous tar in an unconsolidated 
sandstone formation at a depth of 1,500 to 1,800 feet. 

The key properties of San Miguel tar include an API 
gravity of 0.50 to -2.0°, a sulfur content of 9.5 to 
11.0 weight percent, and a pour point of 170 0 to 1800F. 
The tar also has a high asphaltene content. 

Tar Sands Production 

Three major pilot efforts undertaken by ENPEX (Texas 
Tar Sands, Ltd.), Conoco and Exxon, indicate that the 
San Miguel tar sands may be recovered at high rates 
utilizing steam drive technology. Ultimate recovery of 
approximately 65 percent seems achievable. Existing 
pilot data suggest a thermal ratio of approximately 
2 BTU of crude product per BTU of steam applied 
(8.5 barrels steam per barrel of produced crude). 

The optimum production pattern is an inverted 7-spot 
on 7.5 acres. This pattern consists of one production 
well on each of the six corners of a hexagonally shaped 
7.5 acre parcel of land with one steam injection well in 
the center. Based on a steam-to-oil ratio of 8.5, an 
average production rate of 300 barrels per day can be 
maintained throughout the 588 day life of each pattern. 
For the production of 5,700 barrels per day, 19 patterns 
would be operated simultaneously. 

ENPEX's basic design is based on the utilization of low 
cost, local coal in fluidized bed coal combustion equip-
ment. For 5,700 barrels per day a central steam 
generating facility, consisting of 3 fluidized bed coal 
steam generators, with a total heat output of 750 mil-
lion BTU per hour of 80 percent quality, 2,500 psig 
steam, is employed.

Capital Cost of Production 
Facilities 

The Investment required for the production of 
5,000 barrels per day of San Miguel tar was estimated 
at $77.1 million. Table 1 provides an analysis of the 
capital costs.

TABLE I 

INITIAL INVESTMENT COST SUMMARY
Tar Production Facilities 5,000 Bbls/Day 

(Thousand Dollars) 

Total 
Cost 

CONTRACTOR COST 

Direct Cost 

Material 
Equipment 12,140 
Commodities 25,265 

Labor (Including Benefits) 8,295 
Subcontract 3,500 
Indirect Cost 

Home Office Expense 2,000 
Construction Expense (Including Subcontractor) 1,200 
Other Costs 
Craft Labor Training 50 
Capital Spares iso 
Design Consultants so 
All Risk Insurance 625 
Start-Up Aistanee 
Pre-Operational Capital 325 
On-Going Operations Expense Contractor 150 

Sub-Total Contractor Cost 53,750 

OWNER'S COST 

Owner's Direct Costs 3,350 
Land Cost (Exclude Cont. & Exc.) - 
Pre-Operational and Start-Up soo 
Initial Drilling Cost 7,900 
Electric Power Installation 1,200 

Sub-Total Owner's Cost 12,950 
Total Cost 66,700 

Contingency 10,400 
GRAND TOTAL 77,100
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Owner's Cost 

Owner's Direct Cost 29,350 
Land Cost 200 
Pre-Operation and start-Up 5,500 

Sub-Total Owner Cost 35,050 

Total Cost 209,550 

Contingency 30,000 

TOTAL 239,550

Operating Costs for Production 
of 5,700 Barrels Per Day 

Operating costs, including the cost of new wells, are 
estimated at approximately $32.6 million per year for 
5,700 barrels per day. This is equivalent to approxi-
mately $15.67 per barrel of production. Table 2 pro-
vides an analysis of these costs. Nearly one-third of 
the annual operating cost is due to the approximately 
1,000 tons per day of coal required. 

TABLE 2

ANNUAL OPERATION COST 1982 DOLLARS 

Tar Production Facilities 5,000 abIs/Day 

Electric Power 3.9 
Coal 11.0 
Catalyst, Chemicals, Raw Water, etc. 1.3 
Limestone 1.0 
Labor and Supervision 1.6 
Operating Supplies 0.7 
Maintenance Supplies 0.5 
Road Maintenance 0.1 
Drilling Cost 

Sub-Total 26.2 

Other Expenses 
Administration and General Overhead 1.0 
Ad Valorem Tax 0.2 
Insurance 0.1 

Sub-Total 1.3 

Total 27.5

700 BPD Existing Facilities 

Total Annual Cost	 5.1 
Operating Costs for 5,700 BPD 	 32.6 

Upgrading San Miguel Tar 

ENPEX completed the design and cost estimate for a 
heavy oil upgrading unit to process 5,700 barrels per 
day of tar into 7,000 barrels per day of finished pro-
ducts. The small scale upgrading facility provides a 
mechanism for implementing major field production 
with less capital exposure than the large scale plant, 
but lacks economies of scale. 

ENPEX evaluated several upgrading processes; Twelve 
specific processes, including coking, solvent deasphalt-
ing, and hydrocracking processes, were studied in terms 
of technical feasibility and economic merit.

The proposed ENPEX Carrizo Springs tar refinery 
scheme converts 5,700 barrels per day of San Miguel 
crude tar into a total of 7,112 barrels per day of 
petroleum products. The product slate includes: 

Barrels 
Per Day 

C3 279 
C4 347 
Gasoline 2,370 
Jet A 3,751 
Bottoms 365 

Total	 7,712 

Sulfur (LT/D)	 89.6 

The feed into the unit is 11,400 barrels per day of a 100 
to 150API blend from the production facilities. This 
feed is split in an atmospheric crude unit with 
5,700 barrels per day of diluent returned to the field in 
a looped pipeline. The bulk of the remaining material 
(5,073 barrels per day) is processed through the LC 
Finer while the remainder flows directly into the gas oil 
hydrocracker. 

Economics of Upgrading 

The capital required for the 5,700 barrels per day tar 
refinery Is $240 million. Operating costs for the refin-
ery are estimated to be $15.29 per barrel of tar. 
Tables 3 and 4 provide details of these cost estimates. 

TABLE 3 

ENPEX REFINERY
PROJECT COST SUMMARY

(Thousand U.S. Dollars) 

Contractor Cost 

Direct Cost	 128,000 
Indirect Cost	 44,000 
Start-Up Assistance	 2,500 

Sub-Total Contract Cost	 174,500 
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TABLE 4 

OPERATING COST SUMMARY
Tar Refinery 5,700 BPCD

Overall Economics of 5,700 Barrels 
Per Day Tar Project 

The overall economics of the 5,700 barrels per day tar 
upgrading and production project are: 

Million 
1982	 $ 

Capital Cost 

Tar Production Unit 77.1 
Upgrading Facility 239.1 

Total Capital 316.7

1982 $ 
5.54

Operating Cost 

Tar Production Unit (s/Barrel) 	 15.67 
Tar Upgrading ($/Barrel) 	 15.29 

Total Operating Cost 	 30.96 

9,347
	

1.64
The product sales from the tar refinery would result in 
$92.6 million in revenues. Transportation charges to 
deliver the products to San Antonio would reduce 
product revenues by $3.7 million, resulting in total 

	

2.82
	 income to the project of $88.9 million. 

1.16 The 5,700 barrels per day ENPEX tar production and 
upgrading project would generate sufficient funds to 
provide an operating surplus of approximately $21 mil-
lion. However, based on a total investment in excess of 
$300 million this operating profit is not sufficient to 
provide for debt service and a reasonable return on 
investment, according to ENPEX. 

Depending on financing arrangements, it would be 
necessary to sell gasoline at a price of approximately 
$60.00 per barrel to implement the 5,700 barrels per 
day upgrading and production project. At 20,000 bar-
rels per day of tar, a gasoline price of $45.00 per barrel 
would be necessary. 

TAR SANDS ELECTROMAGNETIC HOT WATER-
FLOOD LOOKS HIGHLY PROFITABLE 

Utility 

Electric Power 154 MKWH 
Fuel 3,709 MM BTU x $4.30/MMBTU 

(N. G.) 
Cooling Water 400 M Gal x 

$1.7/M. Gallon 
Catalyst and Chemicals 

Sub-Total 

Manpower 

Labor, 60 people x $15/hr 
Supervision, 35% 

Overhead, 35% 

Sub-Total 

Maintenance 

Labor, 2.5% TIC 
Supplies, 40% Maintenance Labor 

Sub-Total 

Incremental Operating Cost on 
Existing Units, $1.16/Bbl Tar 

Pipeline Operating Expenses 
$0.12/Bb1 Tar 

Taxes and Insurance 

Taxes, 1.3% TIC 
Insurance, 1% TIC 

Sub-Total 
Hydrogen Production 5 Million 

SCP D Natural Gas 

General Partnership Adminis-
tration 

Marketing and Transportation 

Total 

Less Electric Power Generation 

TOTAL OPERATING COST

$/BbI 
s/CD	 Tar 

10,780 
15,949 

680 

4.172 

31,581 

5,129 
1.795 

6,924 

2.423 

11,500 
4,600 

16,100 

6,612 

	

684	 0.12 

5,980 
4,600 

	

10,580	 1.86 

	

21,500	 3.77 

	

900	 0.15 

	

10,082	 0.00 

	

107,386	 17.06 

	

(10,098)	 (1.77) 

	

97,288	 15.29 

Total Operating Cost = $35.5 Million Per Year
The "electromagnetic hot waterflooding proâess" pro-
posed by Petrotec Systems is a two-step process co-
nsisting of an initial phase of electromagnetic pre-
conditioning of the formation, followed by a second 
stage of hot waterflooding. The development sequence 
begins by first pre-heating the deposit with electromag-
netic energy through parallel rows of densely-spaced 
electrodes placed in the deposit via boreholes from the 
surface. After some initial recovery of oil resulting 
from the pre-heating stage (connate water steam flash-
ing and oil swelling), a multiplicity of inverted seven-
spot waterflood patterns is employed to recover the

- 
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bulk of the oil. With a pre-heating time of nearly one 
year (6,000 hours) and a waterflood fill-up time of one-
half year, the project would be brought to full produc-
tion of 1,500 barrels per day within three years. 

Oil recovery from a waterflood can be significantly 
improved if the overall sweep efficiency of the water-
flood is enhanced. According to Petrotec the electro-
magnetic heating process offers an opportunity to con-
trol the advance rate of the flood via viscosity altera-
tion by heating selected portions of the deposit with 
specific electrode groupings. The deposition of energy 
can be carefully controlled as to location and rate of 
heating by Using an advanced electrode array and 
electronic phase networking. 

By selectively heating the oil with electromagnetic 
energy in advance of the waterflood front, the viscosity 
of the bitumenic crude is lowered, resulting in an 
improved mobility - ratio and an increased flood 
advancement rate. Using these techniques can help 
improve overall flood conformance and correct specific 
problems, such as waterfiood underride or water chan-
neling. For example, if severe water underride occurs 
in the flooding stage, the upper (horizontal) zones of 
the reservoir can be heated while the lower layers 
(where the underride is occurring) can be cooled by 
electromagnetic power interruption. This increases the 
rate-of-advance of the flood in the upper zone, while 
the rate is decreased in the lower zones, thereby 
effecting a correction of the underride condition. 

A preliminary economic study performed on the elec-
tromagnetic/waterflood process for a specific Canadian 
deposit showed capital costs of $3,500 per daily barrel 
capacity with a direct operating cost of $7.50 per 
barrel. The median case internal rate-of-return was 
64 percent. 

Conceptual Process Design 

A conceptual process design for Canadian heavy oil 
deposits was discussed at the UNITAIt conference in 
July. Boreholes for the electrode array are drilled in 
rows about 25 meters wide with electrodes spaced 
every 10 meters within the rows. A "cool-electrode" 
heating technology is employed. Two types of rows are 
employed—one type for the energized electrodes, and 
the other type for the ground potential electrodes. 

The deposit is heated to the boiling point of water with 
the electrodes, thus pre-conditioning it to more readily 
accept a water or steam-flood. This heating reduces 
the viscosity of the oil and increases its mobility. 

To pre-condition a deposit, highly uniform heating is 
not required. Only relatively modest increases in 
deposit temperature and AC power usage are needed. 
Hence, some excess heating, which occurs near the 
electrodes, can be tolerated. 

Different designs are available to overcome various 
classes of reservoir heterogeneities, if needed. Heating 
can be controlled by electrode geometry and by varying 
the excitation of different segments or groups of elec-
trodes.

Economic Analysis 

For cost computations, a plant size of 1,500 barrels per 
day was used as a base case with a total plant life of 
16 years beginning in 1985. The assumptions that were 
made are summarized in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 

BASE CASE ASSUMPTIONS 

Preheat 

• The preheat system is independent of the recovery 
system. 

• The row spacing for electrodes is 25 meters. 

• The spacing of electrodes within rows is 10 meters. 

• The cost for installing the electrodes is $7,655 per 
electrode. 

• The cost for surface equipment is $300,000. 

• The cost of power is 2 cents per KWH. 

Production 

• One-third of total oil recovered is by autogeneous 
and gravity drive and the remainder by a hot water 
flood. 

• The total overall recovery is 40 percent. 

• The water-to-oil ratio is 3 to 1. 

• The cost of natural gas is $2.50 per million BTU. 

• The drilling and completion cost is $50,000 per well. 

• The aboveground production equipment is $25,000 
per well and is reusable. 

• The recirculation water temperature is 1600. 

Site Development 

• 0.5 barrels per cubic meter of oil is recovered from 
a 30 meter thick pay zone. 

• The production rate is 1,500 barrels per day for 320 
stream days per year. 

• Eight acres are processed per year. 

• The project life is 15 years. 

• The number of wells is 12 the first year, 8 the 
second and third years, and 7 thereafter. 

• The number of electrodes installed is 128 per year. 

Resource 

• Location is Alberta, Canada. 

• 30 percent pore volume with 65 percent oil and 
35 percent water saturation. 

• Oil viscosity of 40 centipoise at 38°C. 

• Deposit depth varies from 500 to 600 meters. 

• Deposit thickness is 30 meters. 
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The two major cost components of the first phase pre-
conditioning are the costs of drilling and placement of 
electrodes, and the cost of electrical power for pre-
heating. 

The assumed drilling rate, the capital cost of rig 
equipment, operational costs (such as fuel, material, 
and labor) and the borehole forming costs were esti-
mated. These data were combined with the estimated 
electrode cementing costs and an electrode placement 
cost of $7,655 per electrode. 

Power costs are based on the energy needed to increase 
the temperature of the deposit by an average of 88°C. 
Assuming that 86 percent of the energy delivered by 
the power is effectively employed and that 0.5 barrel 
per cubic meter Is recovered, the required energy per 
barrel is 124 KWH. 

In the area of the study site the electrical rate struc-
ture is extremely favorable, especially for interrup-
tible, off-peak power. This type of power can be 
purchased for less than 1.6 cents per KWH. 

A estimate of 40 percent for the base case was calcu-
lated from approximately 10 percent of the oil being 
produced during the pre-heating stage via autogenous 
vapor drive, swelling of the oil, and the compressibility 
of the deposit. Additional recovery for the waterflood 
phase of 30 percent recovery is consistent with exper-
ience from conventional thermal waterflood projects in 
heavy oil deposits where steam pro-heating is utilized. 

Other cost assumptions are listed in Table 1. 

The oil produced per day is assumed to be zero in the 
first year of operation (1985), 50 percent of normal 
production in the second year (1986), and 1,500 barrels 
per day in each of the years 1987 through 1999. Oil 
prices for the base case were assumed to be $30 per 
barrel (United States dollars) for 1985 and 1986, and 
then increasing at 6 percent per year until the price 
reaches $60 in 1998 and is constant thereafter. 

Total capital expenditures were calculated to be ap-
proximately $3 million per year for the first 2 years and 
$2 million per year thereafter. The initial capital 
investment equates to a "seed capital requirement of 
$3,500 per daily barrel of produced oil. Capital re-
investment requirements are satisfied by the cash now 
generated from the project thereafter. 

The results of the after-tax DCF analysis show internal 
rates-of-return of about 100 percent and 64 percent for 
the pro-tax and after-tax cases, respectively, with 
payout of the initial $5.3 million capital investment 
occurring within a three year period. These results are 
based on 100 percent equity. 

The sensitivity of the internal rate-of-return to critical 
project parameters and assumptions was investigated, 
with the results shown in Table 2. 

If oil prices were to increase or decrease uniformly by 
25 percent for the life of the project, the effects on 
discounted cash flow would be similar to the effects 
shown for the 25 percent increase or decrease in net oil

TABLE 2

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

Internal 
Sensitivity	 Rate of 

Sensitivities	 Value	 Return 
(%) 

Net Oil Recovery 

As Forecast	 40% of oil in place	 64.26 
-25%	 30% of oil in place	 43.89 
+25%	 50% of oil in place	 82.80 

50%	 60% of oil in place	 100.56 
Stream Operating Days 

As Forecast	 320 days	 64.26 
Full Year	 365 days	 74.81 
Less than Forecast 	 280 days	 54.23 

Electrode Emplacement 
Cost 

As Forecast	 100%	 64.26 
-50%	 50%	 77.42 
50%	 150%	 53.55 

Electrical Power Costs 

• As Forecast $0.020/KWH 64.26 
-25% $0.015/KWH 69.34 
+25% $0.025/KWH 59.24 

Labor Costs 

As Forecast 100% 64.26 
-25% 72% 66.38 
25% 125% 62.08

recovery. Thus, the sensitivity analysis to oil recovery 
also indicates the sensitivity to oil price changes. 

Due to recent advances in electrode placement techni-
ques, the cost of placement could be drastically re-
duced through single-pass drilling and placement. In 
this technology, the flexible hollow drill stem of the 
slimhole drill system would remain in the hole after 
drilling, with conductive grout pumped into the forma-
tion directly through this "tubing" for electrode array 
placement. The drilling motor would be designed to 
serve as an electrode and to be "expendable" as a 
drilling tool once the producing horizon is penetrated. 
This method would save approximately one-half of the 
completion labor costs associated with the conventional 
stainless steelelectrode technology, because the drill- 
ing motor and steel would not have to be retracted and 
replaced with an electrode. Material costs of the two 
placement systems are comparable. However, drilling 
rates in this single-pass technology may be accelerated 
considerably. 

The minus 50 percent sensitivity in electrode placement 
cost contemplates both the revision of electrode place-
ment technique and the utilization of a combined 
drill/downhole pump system. 
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Petrotec Systems concludes that deep tar sand and 
heavy oil deposits can be economically recovered using 
a combination technology of electromagnetic pre-heat-
ing followed by hot waterflooding. 

The sensitivity analysis shows that the process is most 
sensitive to the following variables in order of import-
ance: 

• Net Oil Recovery (or Oil Price) 
• Stream Operating Days 
• Electrode Cost 
• Electrical Cost.
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TECHNOLOGY 
FOAM INJECTION IMPROVES STEAM DRIVE 	 Field Program 

A research project at the Stanford University Petro-
leum Research Institute (SUPRI) aimed at improving 
the recovery efficiency of steam drive projects by 
reducing gravity override and channeling has concluded 
that foaming agents are best suited for this purpose. A 
DOE report, DE85000126, discusses the field test car-
ried out. 

Foam is a gas liquid emulsion. It is formed when a 
surface active agent (surfactant) is mixed with the 
liquid phase, generally water, and a gas is present. To 
be effective in the mobility control of a stea;n drive a 
foam must be stable at steam drive temperatures; it 
must preferentially penetrate steam swept zones and 
reduce their permeability; and the permeability reduc-
tion should persist for an extended period of time. 

Laboratory work indicated that Suntech IV, a surfactant 
developed by Sun Oil Company under United States 
Department of Energy (DOE) funding, was suitable for 
steam drive. 

In September 1980, DOE contracted with Stanford 
University to conduct a field experiment. The experi-
ment was located on the McManus Lease of the Kern 
River field near Bakersfield. The Kern River field was 
discovered in 1899 and covers 9,435 acres. The 
McManus lease is a more recent development on the 
southern edge of this field. Geologic and reservoir data 
for the lease are summarized in Table I. The reservoir 
is composed of four silty-sandstone layers (or slices), 
separated by silty beds. Drilling, cyclic steaming and 
production commenced in 1978 when the Double Barrel 
Oil Company was the operator of the lease. Since then, 
it has grown to 18 steam-drive injection wells and 
29 production wells on a 2.25 acre, five-spot spacing. 
The experiment was set on a fully developed five-spot 
pattern surrounding injection well 208. During the field 
experiment the owner was the Petro-Lewis Corporation 

TABLE 1

MC MANUS GEOLOGIC AND RESERVOIR DATA

Age Late Pliocene 
Producing Formation Kern River Sand 
Average Gross Zone Thickness 324 Feet 
Average Net Zone Thickness 260 Feet 
Average Depth to Top of Zone 150-200 Feet 
Type of Trap Structural-Fault 
Driving Mechanism Gravity-Edgewater 
Porosity 25-30% 
Permeability 500-4,000 md 
Average Water Saturation 50% 
Average Oil Saturation 50% 
Oil Gravity 13°API 
Pattern Area 2.25 Acres 
Test Pattern Pore Volume 7.65 Million Cubic Feet

Field work began In December 1981 and continued 
through December 1983. It consisted of the surfactant 
injection program, pressure fall-off tests, radioactive 
tracer tests, inorganic tracer tests, injectivity profile 
testing, logging and production measurements. Injec-
tion pressures and producer temperatures, were also 
monitored. 

The Injection program consisted of two small pre-
liminary injections followed by three large slugs. Each 
20,000 pound slug had a volume of about 16,000 gallons. 
Surfactant concentration at the surface was high 
enough to ensure that the concentration at the sand-
face, after mixing with the steam, would be higher than 
the critical micelle concentration, which at that time 
was felt to be 1 percent. The injection program is 
summarized in Table 2.

TABLE 2

MC MANOR PRODUCTION MEASUREMENT COMPARISON 

Wall Date Sampler/tank % Difference 
Cotco Operator 

(Dee) Cross	 Water pros.	 Water Cross Water 
BM	 Cut Bbl Out BtA Cut 

1133 23/24 90	 82 2.8 0.1 18 0.5 
28/29 85	 87 8.2 0.1 (2.4) (0.4) 

114 26127 108	 78 9.9 (0.4) - 
30/31 108	 74 3.7 8.2 (1.9) 20 

119 IS/IS 76	 43 (3.1) (8.8) 95 85 
24 55	 92 (5.4) 0.5 29 3.6 

120 27/28 54	 9' (2.8) 0.8 

A?erage Peceat Diftennee 5.4 2.4 29 24

Injection pressure was measured during each slug injec-
tion. Pressure increase during slug injection was close 
to 70 psi and peaked at about 150 psig. After the 
nitrogen was stopped the injection pressure continued 
to slowly drop to the pre-treatment level of 80 psig and 
by day 65 it was back to normal. 

Pressure fall off tests were performed regularly to try 
to estimate the growth of the steam swept zone around 
the injection well. Calculations of bulk volume swept 
versus time are presented in Figure 1. 
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Sodium bromide and sodium nitrate, both non-volatile 
chemicals, were used as tracers. Figure 2 shows a 
comparison of tracer response before surfactant injec-
tion and during the second slug injection. Note that the 
flow patterns changed and that the relative volume of 
flow towards Well 113B and Well 119 increased while 
flow towards Well 120 was substantially reduced. These 
data provide proof that the surfactant and nitrogen 
injection diverted the steam towards unswept areas. 

FIGURE 2	 - 
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Injectivity profile tests run by injecting water soluble 
radioactive tracer with the steam indicatedthat when 
surfactant injection started there was a decrease in the 
now of steam, and hot water condensed from the 
steam, into the bottom of the formation. During this 
initial period the flow was diverted into the top of the 
formation. In situ generation of foam could cause this 
diversion. 

Temperature measurements at the producers showed a 
decline during and after surfactant injection. If steam 
was diverted away from the channels which led to the 
producers, this would explain the cooling of the wells. 

Production Measurement 

The effect of the surfactant injection on production 
was of prime importance in this study. Two sources of 
production data indicated very different producing his-
tories for the test pattern. 

The two independent sets of production measurements 
came from Petro-Lewis, the lease owner and operator

at the time, and from CORCO, which was providing 
field services for the experiment. The two sets of 
production figures were radically different, varying by 
as much as 100 percent. 

Essentially, both CORCO and Petro-Lewis used in-line 
flow meters to measure gross production through the 
flow line on a periodic basis. SUPRI set up tests for 
direct measurement of the gross production by simply 
dipping a stick into a tank. 

Using the SUPRI values as a standard the CORCO data 
was found to be, on average, within 6 percent of gross 
and 3 percent of water cut. Petro-Lewis data was 
found to be, on average, only within 29 percent of gross 
and 22 percent of water cut (Table 2). 

Production analysis showed a pronounced upward trend 
In oil production within weeks of the commencement of 
each of the slugs. The increase was 50 barrels oil per 
day or more with peaks of over 150 barrels oil per day. 

Figure 3 shows the oil to steam ratio during this time. 
Because there was only one test pattern, this ratio has 
four oil producers In the numerator but only one Injec-
tion well in the denominator, thus an actual fieldwide 
oil-to-steam ratio would not be as high as this figure 
indicates. Prior to injection the ratio was 0.4 to 0.5 
and during the test period the oil to steam ratio 
increased to an average of about 0.7, indicating that 
the producers were not responding to steam rate varia-
tions, but were responding to the surfactant injection. 
During this period steam injection into Well 208 was 
steady at about 4,700 cold water equivalent barrels 
(CWEB) per month. 
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Steam flood models were also used to match the tease 
steam injection and production history. From this 
match, a prediction of test pattern production was 
made. The difference between the actual production 
and the production predicted from the model was 
16,000 to 26,000 barrels. These differences can be 
attributed to the surfactant action and are remarkably 
close to that calculated from the production decline 
curves. 

Economic Analysis 

Economic evaluations were made on both the field 
experiment and a hypothetical tease-wide project. Two 
company scenarios were considered; in one a large 
company invests in extensive reservoir testing and 
control; in the other a small company is content to try 
its tuck without such measures. 

Over a six month period, 350,000 gallons of surfactant 
would be injected via 17 injection wells. For the 
expected value of incremental production, 27,000 bar-
rels, this results in 0.39 barrel of oil per gallon of 
surfactant. Thus, in three years the lease wide incre-
mental production was calculated to be about 
815,000 barrels. This production is the equivalent of 
about 740 barrels oil per day of incremental production 
from the lease. In 1982 and 1983 the lease-actually 
produced from about 350 to 500 barrels oil per.day. 

The economic evaluation was a discounted cash flow 
analysis applied to the revenues from the incremental 
production. It was applied on a quarterly *basis; with 
discounting to mid-quarter. The lease was assumed to 
be a mature steamflood project which would be niaking 
the switchover from steam to steam plus surfactant. In 
this context, only the incremental expenditures nec-
essary for the switchover had to be considered. 

The results of the payback analysis for each of six cases 
(two different sized companies and three levels of 
incremental production) are presented in Table 3. 

TABLE 3 

DISCOUNTED PAYBACK FOR LEASEWIDE 
FOAM INJECTION PROJECT 

Discount Rate	 Oiscounted Paybeck (Quarters)
Per Quartet Large Company Small Coup.ny 

Low thereneat.i Production 

	

2.5	 4.9	 3.5 

	

5.0	 5.2	 3.6 

	

7.5	 5.4	 3.7 

	

10.0	 5.8	 3.8 

Expected Incremental ProducUoc 

	

2.5	 2.0	
1.
1.7 

	

5.0	 2.0	 7 

	

7.5	 2.1	 1.8 

	

10.0	 2.1	 1.8 

High incremental Production 

	

2.5	 1.8	 1.5 

	

5.0	 1.8	 1.5 

	

7.5	 1.8	 i.e 

	

10.0	 1.8	 1.6

These figures represent the total number of quarters 
necessary to achieve a zero present worth at the given 
discount rate, or the minimum required project life to 
attain an IRR equal to the discount rate. The calcu-
lated internal rate of return was in all eases over 
80 percent.	 - 

The report concludes that all aspects of the analysis 
imply favorable economics- for a lease wide • imple-
mentation of a steam plus Suntech IV injection system. 
A capital expenditure totalling about $320,000 and 
quarterly operating costs of $22,000 would be required 
for a surfactant trcatment'project on a lease much like 
the McManus Lease. The present value of the project 
was calculated to range from about one million dollars 
to six million dollars depending on levels of incremental 
production and discount rate. 

INJECTED STEAM REACTS WITH OIL 
DURING STEAMPLOOD 

Steam injection Is increasingly used for recovery of oil 
from heavy oil and oil sand deposits. Whether used to 
drive, soak, or stimulate, the steam's effect on the 
heavy oil has been generally regarded as a physical one. 
Steaming provides heat to the formation resulting in 
viscosity reduction, improved flow characteristics and 
emulsification. However, a paper presented at the 35th 
Canadian Chemical Engineering Conference deals with 
the chemical reactions occurring between the reactive 
components of the heavy oil and steam under conditions 
found in steam stimulation projects. 

According to the authors, it is known that organo-sulfur 
compounds, of the type generally found in heavy oil, 
react chemically with hot water and/or steam under 
conditions that would typically be encountered in steam 
stimulation. Because the reaction involves a breakdown 
(lysis) of the organo-sulfur molecules when exposed to 
high temperatures (thermo) and in the presence of 
water (aqua) the process can be called Aqua therm olysis. 
This process is of growing importance to the heavy 
oil/oil sand industry for a number of reasons. 

The production of gases from steam stimulation of an 
oil formation can be either beneficial or detrimental 
depending on the gas. Two of the most important gases 
may be carbon dioxide and hydrogen sulfide. Produc-
tion of carbon dioxide in situ has the practical conse-
quences of lowering the viscosity of the oil and increas-
ing drive pressure in the formation. If hydrogen sulfide 
is produced the corrosion and toxicity factors usually 
associated with this gas lead to severe environmental 
and economic consequences. 

Aquathermolysis can also have an effect on the quality 
of the produced oil. This effect- is shown most dra-
matically in the reduced or increased viscosities of the 
produced oil after steaming. 
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Sodium bromide and sodium nitrate, both non-volatile 
chemicals, were used as tracers. Figure 2 shows a 
comparison of tracer response before surfactantinjee-
tion and during the second slug injection. Note that the 
flow patterns changed and that the relative volume of 
flow towards Well 113B and Well 119 increased while 
flow towards Well 120 was substantially reduced. These 
data provide proof that the surfactant and nitrogen 
injection diverted the steam towards unswept areas. 

FIGURE 2 

TRACER RESPONSE BEFORE AND DURING 
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Injectivity profile tests run by injecting water soluble 
radioactive tracer with the steam indicated that when 
surfactant injection started there was a decrease in the 
flow of steam, and hot water condensed from the 
steam, into the bottom of the formation. During this 
initial period the flow was diverted into the top of the 
formation. In situ generation of foam could cause this 
diversion. 

Temperature measurements at the producers showed a 
decline during and after surfactant injection. If steam 
was diverted away from the channels which led to the 
producers, this would explain the cooling of the wells. 

Production Measurement 

The effect of the surfactant injection on production 
was of prime importance in this study. Two sources of 
production data indicated very different producing his-
tories for the test pattern. 

The two independent sets of production measurements 
came from Petro-Lewis, the lease owner and operator

at the time, and from CORCO, which was providing 
field services for the experiment. The two sets of 
production figures were radically different, varying by 
as much as tOO percent. 

Essentially, both CORCO and Petro-Lewis used in-line 
flow meters to measure gross production through the 
flow line on a periodic basis. SUPRI set up tests for 
direct measurement of the gross production by simply 
dipping a stick into a tank. 

Using the SUPRI values as a standardthe CORCO data 
was found to be, on average, within 6 percent of gross 
and 3 percent of water cut. Petro-Lewis data was 
found to be, on average, only within 29 percent of gross 
and 22 percent of water cut (Table 2). 

Production analysis showed a pronounced upward trend 
in oil production within weeks of the commencement of 
each of the slugs. The increase was 50 barrels oil per 
day or 'more with peaks of over 150 barrels oil per day. 

Figure 3 shows the oil to steam ratio during this time. 
Because there was only one test pattern, this ratio has 
four oil producers in the numerator but only one injec-
tion well In the denominator, thus an actual fieldwide 
oil-to-steam ratio would not be as high as this figure 
indicates. Prior to injection the ratio was 0.4 to 0.5 
and during the test period the oil to steam ratio 
increased to an average of about 0.7, indicating that 
the producers were not responding to steam rate varia-
tions, but were responding to the surfactant injection. 
During this period steam injection into Well 208 was 
steady at about 4,700 cold water equivalent barrels 
(CWEB) per month.
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Steam flood models were also used to match the, lease 

	

steam injection and production history. 	 From this
match, a prediction of test pattern production was 
made. The difference between' the actual production 
and the production predicted from the model was 
16,000 to 26,000 barrels. ' These differences can be 
attributed to the surfactant action and are remarkably 
close to that calculated from the production decline 
curves. 

Economic Analysis	 . 

Economic evaluations were made on both the field 
experiment and a hypothetical lease-wide project. Two 
company scenarios were considered; in one a" large 
company invests in extensive reservoir testing and 
control; in the other a small company is content to try 
its luck without such measures. 

Over a six month period, 350,000 gallons of surfactant 
would be injected via 17 injection wells. 	 For the
expected value of incremental production, 27,000 bar-
rels, this results, in 0.39 barrel of oil per gallon of 
surfactant. Thus, in three years' the lease wide incre-
mental production was 'calculated to be about 
815,000 barrels. This production is the equivalent of 
about 740 barrels oil per day of incremental production 
from the lease. In 1982 and 1983 the lease actually 
produced from about 350 to 500 barrels oil per day. 

The economic evaluation was a discounted cash flow 
analysis applied to the revenues from the incremental 
production, it was applied on a quarterly basis, with 
discounting to mid-quarter. The lease was assumed to 
be a mature steamflood project which would be making 
the switchover from steam to steam plus surfactant. in 
this context, only the incremental expenditures nec-
essary for the switehover had to be considered. 

The results of the payback analysis for each of six eases 
(two different sized companies and three levels of 
incremental production) are presented in Table 3. 

TABLE 3 

DISCOUNTEDPAYBACK FOR LEASEWIDE
FOAM LNJECTION PROJECT 

Discount Rate	 Discounted Payback (9uarters) 
Per Quarter Large Comp.ny small Company 

(%) 

Low Incremental Production 

	

2.5	 4.9	 3.5 

	

5.0	 5.2	 3.8 

	

7.5	 5.4	 3.7 

	

10.0	 5.8	 3.8 

Expected Lncrementsl Production 

	

2.5	 2.0	 2.7 

	

5.0	 ..	 2.0	 1.7 

	

7.5	 2.1	 1.8 

	

11.0	 2.1	 1.8 

High Izeemental Production 

	

2.5	 1.8	 1.5 

	

5.0	 1.8	 2.5 

	

7.5	 1.8	 1.8 

	

10.0	 2.8	 1.6

These figures represent the total number of quarters 
necessary to achievea zero present worth at the given 
discount rate; or the minimum required project life to 
attain an iRR equal to the discount rate. The calcu-
lated internal rate of return was in all cases over 
80 percent. 

The report concludes that all aspects of the analysis 
imply favorable economics for a lease wide imple-
mentation of a. steam plus Suntech IV injection system. 
A capital expenditure totalling about $320,000 and 
quarterly operating costs of $22,000 would be required 
for a surfactant treatment project on alease much like 
the McManus Lease. The present value of the project 
was calculated to range from about one million dollars 
to six million dollars depending on levels of incremental 
production and discount rate. 

INJECTED STEAM REACTS WITH OIL 
DURING STEAMPL000 

Steam injection is increasingly used for recovery of oil 
from heavy oil and oil sand deposits. Whether used to 
drive, soak, or stimulate, the steam's effect on the 
heavy oil has been generally regarded as a physical one. 
Steaming provides heat to the formation resulting in 
viscosity reduction, improved flow characteristics and 
emulsification. However, a paper presented at the 35th 
Canadian Chemical Engineering Conference deals with 
the chemical reactions occurring between the reactive 
components of the heavy oil and steam under conditions 
found in steam stimulation projects. 

According to the authors, it is known that organo-sulfur 
compounds, of the type generally found in heavy oil, 
react chemically with hot water and/or steam under 
conditions that would typically be encountered in steam 
stimulation. Because the reaction involves a breakdown 
(lysis) of the organo-sulfur molecules when exposed to 
high temperatures (thermo) and in the presence of 
water (aqua) the process can be called Aquathermolysis. 
This process is of growing importance to the heavy 
oil/oil sand industry for a number of reasons. 

The production of gases from steam stimulation of an 
oil formation can be either. beneficial or detrimental 
depending on the gas. Two of the most important gases 
may be carbon dioxide and hydrogen sulfide. Produc-
tion of carbon dioxide in situ has the practical conse-
quences of lowering the viscosity of the oil and increas-
ing drive pressure in the formation. If hydrogen sulfide 
is produced the corrosion and toxicity factors usually 
associated with this gas lead to severe environmental 
and economic consequences. 

Aquathermolysis can also have an effect on the quality 
of the produced oil. This effect is shown most dra-
matically in the reduced or increased viscosities of the 
produced oil after steaming. 
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Conditions for Aquathermolysis 

Aquathermolysis has its primary influence in the 200 0 to 
300°C temperature range. Below 200 0 the effects of 
the elevated temperature-pressure-water are largely 
physical. Above 300°C thermal breakdown of many 
components of the heavy oil becomes increasingly im-
portant whether water is present or not. 

Theimportance of phenomena occurring within the 2000 
to 300°C range of temperatures is seen when the actual 
field conditions are considered. Typical injection tém-
peratures are known to be as high as 340 0C and can be 
as low as 200°C. Corresponding production zone tem-
peratures likely lie in the 3000 to 150°C range. 

The four principal gases produced during laboratory 
aquathermolysis of heavy oil core samples are carbon 
dioxide, hydrogen sulfide, hydrogen, and CH4. Addi-
tional minor gases are produced. The gas production In 
field terms is significant. For example, hydrogen 
sulfide production can be translated to between 10 and 
20,000 ppm (Figure 1).

FIGURE 1
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Organo-sulfur compounds appear to be major partici-
pants in the aquathermolysis reactions between 200° 
and 3000C. The initial reaction is considered to occur 
between the high temperature water and the organo-
sulfur molecules within the heavy oil that are most 
sensitive to aquathermolysis. The essence of the reac-
tion is the hydrolysis of a carbon-sulfur bond. This bond 
scission produces two reactive fragments. An unfor-
tunate possible consequence of this reactivity is poly-
merization, especially under acid conditions, which can 
produce an increase in the viscosity of the heavy oil. If 
this polymerization can be prevented, then the rupture 
of the organo-sulfur species by aquathermolysis can 
lead to viscosity reduction.

The second important feature of this scission is the 
production of carbon monoxide. When appropriate 
metallic catalysts are present, the carbon monoxide can 
react with steam via the water gas shift reaction 
(WGSR) to make hydrogen. 

The aquathermolysis process, therefore, involves three 
basic steps. The initial aquathermolysis scission pro-
vides reactive species which, provided they do not 
polymerize, can lead to further beneficial reactions. 
Carbon monoxide produced as a first intermediate can 
undergo WGSR which produces carbon dioxide (viscosity 
reduction) and provides hydrogen for possible hydro-
desulfurization. 

Practical Consequences 

The beneficial effects of aquathermolysis can be en-
hanced by two field applications. 

The first application involves the addition of carbon 
monoxide to the injected steam. The addition of carbon 
monoxide results in a substantial increase in both 
carbon dioxide and hydrogen in the produced gases 
indicating that the WGSR is likely taking place. The 
added carbon monoxide, however, has its most impor-
tant effect In a substantial reduction in viscosity of the 
oil phase. This suggests effective upgrading of the oil 
by incorporation of some of the hydrogen produced by 
the WGSR. 

The second application depends on the importance of 
metal ion catalysts in the mechanism. Several steps in 
the overall aquathermolysis process are subject to cata-
lysis by appropriate metal ions (M+). Adding metal ions 
can result in substantial viscosity reductions below that 
for aquathermolyzed oil without metal ion additives. 

Combining carbon monoxide and added metal salt cata-
lyst was also tested. Generally speaking the combina-
tion results in even lower recovered oil viscosities than 
that achieved with each individual additive. It thus 
appears that significant improvements in properties of 
crude oil produced by steam injection can be engineered 
by taking advantage of the aquathermolysis reactions. 

GROUND HEAVE DUE TO EXPANSION OF 
TAR SANDS STUDIED 

Speaking at the 36th Annual Meeting of the Petroleum 
Society of CIM, R. M. Butler of the University of 
Calgary addressed the phenomenon of expansion of tar 
sands during thermal recovery. 

When tar sands are heated by steam injection there is a 
tendency for the reservoir Liquids to expand; this in-
creases the pore pressure. If the bitumen is more 
confined the effect is larger. Factors which promote 
the increase of pore pressure include high bitumen 
viscosity, low reservoir temperature, low permeability, 
and high steam injection pressure. The pore pressure 
can rise to the level needed to fracture the reservoir 
even though the steam injection pressure is below the 
fracture level. 
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If this occurs, significant, disruption and physical expan-
sion of the reservoir matrix may occur. The predicted 
volumetric expansion is sufficient to lift the surface of 
the ground above the reservoir several centimeters. 
This mechanism can explain the "surface heave" found 
at steam recovery pilots. The reason that formation 
fracturing can occur is that the volumetric coefficient 
of thermal expansion of the liquid pore fluids is •far 
greater than that of the rock. 

Uplifting of the surface above in situ recovery pilots 
has been observed. A study reported by Texaco indi-
cated surface heaves of the order of 6 inches: Accord-
ing to Butler, the expansion of the reservoir matrix as a 
result of thermally induced pore pressures is of more 
interest than that due to the simple thermal expansion 
of the rock because it can also modify the recovery 
process. In particular, It can provide a mechanism for 
permeability improvement in low, permeability sections 
of the reservoir. 

Theoretical investigations show that most of the matrix 
disruption which may occur during the heating of tar 
sands by steam happens when the reservoir temperature 
is still very low. As the bitumen heath up and expands, 
its ability to flow is small initially. During the initial 
heating there is appreciable volumetric expansion, and 
the pore pressures can rise to high levels. 

A one-dimensional case was considered in which a plane 
in the tar sands is suddenly raised from reservoir to 
steam temperature. There are two physical situations 
which correspond to this. One of these is the heating of 
tar sand which occurs when steam is introduced into a 
natural permeable layer in the reservoir. Such perme-
able layers are frequently found in tar sands. 

The other situation which corresponds to the theoreti-
cal model is where steam is introduced into the reser-
voir at a pressure high enough to cause fracturing. The 
heating effect on the tar sands for both of these cases 
is similar. 

The permeability has a great effect on the pressures 
which can be achieved by fluid thermal expansion 
because high permeabilities allow the peak pore pres-
sure to leak away. The effect of permeability may 
have substantial significance in the practical steaming 
of bitumen reservoirs. In particular, It is possible that 
low permeability parts of the reservoir may, because of 
thermal expansion within the pores, be preferentially 
disrupted with a resulting improvement in permeability. 

The disruptive expansion of the reservoir which comes 
from the thermally induced pore pressure exceeding the 
reservoir fracture pressure can be estimated by assum-
ing that the excess pore pressure is dissipated by 
expansion of the fluid. Results of such calculations are 
shown in Figure 1, where the volumetric expansion of 
the reservoir matrix has been plotted against time for 
two sets of assumed conditions.

The expansion volume per unit area of heating plane 
can be expressed as a distance, in Figure 1, this 
distance has been multiplied by 2 to allow for the 
expansion of both sides of the heating plane; the units 
are centimeters. If the expansion Is constrained in 
horizontal directions, then it may be expected to result 
in an uplift at the ground surface. The ordinate in 
Figure 1 might thus be related to the uplift of the 
ground above the heated volume. 

In practice the uplift resulting from expansion in a 
particular reservoir element might be expected to dis-
play its effects over a considerable area of the surface 
rather than at a point above it. Nevertheless, it is 
apparent that under some conditions surface uplift or 
heave of the order of several centimeters might be 
possible. 

In the theory used it was assumed that the bitumen 
behaves as a Newtonian fluid with a viscosity of the 
order of 5 million centipoiseat reservoir temperature. 
Whether this is a reasonable description of the low 
temperature movement of tar sand bitumen is question-
able. 

If the flow of bitumen at reservoir conditions requires a 
significant "yield stress," then the effects described 
would be much larger. 

HEaTER EXTRACTION PROCESS PROPOSED 
FOR MINED OIL SANDS 

The Herter process is a solvent extraction process 
which utilizes fatty acids as the solvent. As reported 
by R. E. Babcock of the University of Arkansas, the use 
of fatty acids as a solvent is not novel. They have been 
known to be effective solvents in some cases for many 
years. The uniqueness of the Herter process is that it 
provides a low energy method of separating the fatty 
acids from the recovered oil for subsequent recycling. 

-
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This separation process depends on the basic saponifica-
tion (soap making) and desaponification reactions. A 
diagram of the process is shown in Figure 1.

most common saturated fatty acids are butyric (C4), 
laurie (C12), palmitie (C16), and stearic (C18). 

FIGURE I 
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The fatty acid is contacted with tar sand, producing a 
solvated crude oil mixture with reduced viscosity and 
improved mobility for separating from the sand by 
filtration. 

The solvated crude oil and fatty acid mixture is then 
saponified by reacting with a base. This reaction 
causes the solvated mixture to separate into a crude oil 
phase and an acid soap phase. The soap will either 
migrate to the aqueous phase or exist as a separate 
solid phase. Subsequently the crude oil is separated 
from the aqueous soap phase in a phase separator. The 
aqueous soap phase is then sent to the dcsaponification 
reaction for regeneration and recycle. 

In the desaponification reaction, the soap product 
reacts at high pressure with carbonic acid or at low 
pressure with some other acid donating a hydrated 
proton to reconstitute the fatty acid. Because the 
fatty acid is immiscible in water, it may be phase 
separated and recycled back to the initial solvating 
step. Some solid salts will be produced as by-product 
depending on the type of base used. 

An economic advantage for the Herter process lies in 
the low energy separation process constituted by the 
saponification and desaponification reactions. Fatty 
acids in hydrocarbon solutions cannot be separated out 
by conventional distillation because they form an 
azeotrope with typical crude oils. Thus the unique 
aspect of the Herter process is the separation of the 
fatty acid from the oil for subsequent recycling. 

Process Chemistry 

Fatty acids (a type of carboxylic acid) are composed of 
a chain (usually a straight chain) of alkyl groups (4 to 22 
carbon atoms) characterized by a terminal carboxyl 
group (-COOl!). Fatty acids may be saturated (paraf-
finic) or unsaturated (olefinic) and exist at room tem-
perature either as a solid, semisolid, or liquid. The

Unsaturated fatty acids (having one or more double 
bonds between the carbon atoms) are usually vegetable 
derived and consist of an alkyl chain having 18 carbon 
atoms or more. The most common unsaturated fatty 
acids are oléic, linoleic, and linolenic (all C18). Saf-
flower oil is high in linoleic acid. Olive oil is usually 
greater than 80 percent oleic acid. 

Also, aromatic (benzene ring type compounds) fatty 
acids are now available, (for example phenyl-stearic 
acid). These type fatty acids should have greater 
solvating capacity than the straight chain acids because 
of the normally high aromatic content of heavy oils and 
tars. A few carboxylic acids contain substituted halo-
gen atoms such as chloroaeetie acid which would be 
highly effective in solvating most tar sands. 

It is important that the carboxyl group (-COOl-I) occupy 
the terminal position in the molecule and that it be 
capable of assuming a negative charge upon saponifica-
tion thus making the end of the molecule polar. This 
polar end is then water soluble (hydrophilic) while the 
non-polar (long carbon chain) end of the molecule is 
insoluble (hydrophobic). The non-polar ends of adjacent 
molecules tend to huddle together with the polar ends 
arranged in a fan shaped manner. This cluster of 
molecules, known as a "soap micelle," causes the sapon- 
ified fatty acid molecule to migrate from the solvated 
oil phase into the water phase. The saponification and 
desaponification reactions and the soap micelle forma-
tion are illustrated in Figures 2 and 3. Special care 
must be taken to prevent the formation of divalent 
salts (scum) or gel formation which can irreversibly tie-
up the fatty acid alkyl groups and prevent adequate 
phase separation. 

According to Babcock, laboratory bench-scale tests 
using oleic acid have demonstrated the technical valid-
ity of the Herter process. 

Stoichiometrie considerations during saponification are 
said to be critical. The amount of fatty acid contained 
in the extracted sample of petroleum must be known 
with precision to ensure that the proper amount of base 
is added. 

The desaponification reaction rate is much slower than 
the saponification reaction but laboratory tests show 
the rate is rapid enough to be practical. The original 
Herter patent cites a large group of suitable desaponifi-
cation acids, although carbon dioxide is the least expen-
sive to use on an industrial scale. 

Preliminary Design Data 

Viscosity reduction data were obtained by mixing fatty 
acid with heavy asphaltic crude oil from El Dorado, 
Arkansas. Pure oleic acid and several commercial fatty 
acid blends were used. A 15 percent fatty acid/oil 
solution reduced the crude oil viscosity by more than 
one order of magnitude. A 50 percent solution resulted 
in almost two orders of magnitude reduction in the 
viscosity. 
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A solvation study with oleic acid in which the solvation 
capacity of toluene was used as a control guide gave 
the results in Table 1.

TABLE I

SOLVATION CAPACITY OF OLEIC ACID 

Mass 
% oil % Original 

Sample in Oleic Oil Removed 

Utah 1.88 22.3 
Utah 3.35 39.71 
Athabasca 8.33 39.22 
Athabasca 12.75 48.04 
Kentucky 0.35 6.86 
Kentucky 2.67 52.41

- With Toluene 

FIGURE 2 

SAPONIFICATION 

RCOOH + NaOH — RCOO + Na 1 + H 2 0 
whore A: lon g chain alkyl group (usually straight 

chain satiated or .asattwat.d) 

CH 3 (CH 2 ) 7 CH CH(CH 2 )COOH (C18H3402) 

Oltic Acid 
(unsaturated) 

CH 3 (CH 2 )
16

 COOH	 (C18H3602) 

Sloaric Acid 
(saturated)

p(-)

Utah	 - 99.3 
Athabasca	 -	 35.12 
Kentucky	 -	 63.6 

Water - 

MICELLE FORMATION 

FIGURE 3 

DE SAPO N IF IC AT ION 

RCOO Na+ + HcI — RCOOH + Naci 

Micella	 Acid	 Petty Acid Solid Salt 
(Ht Donator)

It was concluded that the overall economic feasibility 
of the Herter process warrants further study. The 
three key variables are: the solvation capacity of fatty 
acid on the particular tar sand, the control of emulsion 
formation in the saponification reactor, and the price 
of tar or asphalt. The process appears to be competi-
tive with other solvent extraction processes because of 
the current relatively low cost of commercial fatty 
acids (19 to 20 cents per pound) and the low energy 
utilization of the separation process. A preliminary 
design for a 700 pounds per day pilot plant has been 
worked out. 

SCUM FORMATION

WET PROCESS EXTRACTS BITUMEN WITH 
RADIO FREQUENCY ENERGY 

Western Extraction Technology, Inc., has developed a 
novel process (the WET process) utilizing a non-flam-
mable, non-toxic, and environmentally safe Separation 
Reagent which produces a clean-burning (low ash), 
lower density, upgraded bitumen from tar sand. The 
process can be operated as a closed-system, recycling 
process water and reagent. In addition to an upgraded 
bitumen, the process produces clean sand, clay, and 
metal-hydrocarbon agglomerates useful as fuel 
(Figure 1). 

Water	 -d-

MICELLE DESTRUCTION 

++

0 oG 

C. + 2RCOO—Cat 

Divalent Ion	 Micall•	 Scum 
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FIGURE 1 
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Tar sand is introduced into an aqueous solution contain-
ing a proprietary Separation Reagent. Then the solu-
tion is subjected to low radio frequency energy under 
ambient conditions. The lighter hydrocarbon fraction 
separate and collect as a layer on the surface of the 
solution. The heavier fractions of bitumen agglomerate 
to form coke-like solids which contain a substantial 
quantity of the heavy metals originally present. The 
Separation Reagent is recovered and/or recycled. 

Process Mechanism 

The WET process is unique in that it separates tar sands 
into an upgraded asphaltene-free fraction low in metal 
content, and a fraction of heavier coke-like agglomer-
ates containing most of the metals. Experimental 
results indicate that specific chemical components of 
the bitumen react with the Separation Reagent in the 
presence of low radio frequency energy. According to 
Western Extraction Technology the bitumen is believed 
to separate by a membrane mimetic mechanism. 

Athabasca tar sand contains bitumen which Is rich in 
polar resin and asphaltene molecules as shown in 
Figure 2. The heteroatom content of the Athabasca tar 

FIGURE 2 
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sand is about 6 percent of the total bitumen. The 
hetcroatom molecules contain polar functional groups, 
e.g., the sulfur, nitrogen, and oxygen groups. 

Both asphaltenes and resins consist of aromatic sheets 
with saturated and polar functional groups spaced 
closely on long chains. Asphaltenes in their natural 
state exist in micelle form (Figure 2), peptized with 
resin molecules. The center of this micelle can be 
either metal (vanadium, nickel, iron, etc.), or silica (or 
clay), or trace water. The essential feature is that the 
polar groups are concentrated toward the center. This 
often is termed oil external-water internal or reversed 
micelle. 

Cavitation induced by the low radio frequency energy 
causes emulsification of polar and non-polar asphaltene 
and resin molecules and metals into a continuous, single 
phase micelle of the polar external form. The interac-
tion of the Separation Reagent with the resin molecules 
acts In a membrane mimetic fashion. That is, a 
selective cation (e.g., sodium, potassium) present in the 
reagent associates with the heterocycle center. The 
counter an is activated and dissolves in the oil phase. 
In this manner the molecule containing the heterocycle 
center is dissociated and any ionizable proton such as in 
CO011, SH, or NH is replaced with the cation. 

The Separation Reagent then forms a Hartley micelle 
or polar-external micelle as shown in Figure 3. The 
outer counter anions emulsify the oil and the micellar 
structure becomes a microemulsion stabilized by the 
reagent molecules. Low radio frequency energy contri-
butes to removal of the heteroatoms by decreasing 
hydrogen bonding and inducing charge transfer and salt 
formation. The effect is to lower the viscosity and 
specific gravity of the bitumen. 

FIGURE 3
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The Separation Reagent is in the form of a microemul-
sion of polar micelles dispersed in all aqueous phase. 
Polar organic bitumen components are carried into the 
aqueous phase by associating with the outer anions on 
the micelles. Separation results as the micelles con-
taining the lighter components rise to the top of the 
aqueous phase and then release the lighter components 
to form a layer. The heavier preasphaltenes and 
asphaltcnes complexed with metals precipitate and ag-
glomerate to form charcoal-like material. The micro-
emulsion of micelles remains stable and can repeatedly 
be utilized as the Separation Reagent. 

Experimental Results 

Generally, the gravity of the bitumen in Athabasca tar 
sand processes has an average value of 8 0API. It was 
reported to the 3rd International Conference on Heavy 
Crude and Tar Sands- that, in comparison, the bitumen 
recovered by the WET process has an average API 
gravity of 15 based on 95 percent cumulative recovery. 

The bulk of bitumen which was recovered Is hexane 
soluble. This is the grade desired for refining and 
contains about 95 percent by weight of the available 
organics. The heavier fractions, asphaltene and pre-
asphaltene, separate as solid metal-hydrocarbon agglo-
merates. The data show that the heteroatoms in 
bitumen were highly concentrated in these coke-like 
solids. 

Virtually all the heavy fractions of the tar sand bitumen 
separate and tie-up with the metals such as titanium, 
iron, vanadium, and nickel. This non-sticky solid mass 
can be easily removed from the sand grains. 

Ash contents of the recovered lighter fraction, the 
agglomerates, and the raw bitumen were 0.95, 13.13, 
and 3.25 percent by weight, respectively. Results show 
that the lighter fraction contains metals (vanadium and 
nickel) at concentrations ten times lower than the raw 
bitumen, indicating substantial upgrading. 

Western Extraction Technology states that an economic 
analysis for a pilot plant with a capacity of 1,000 bar-
rels of bitumen per day indicates that this process is 
commercially attractive. 

With reference to by-products, the solid agglomerates 
can be burned and energy recovered for use in the 
separation process. The ash remaining after combus-
tion can be further processed to recover strategic 
metals. The clean sand produced has potential for 
producing revenue as does the clay. 

The process could also be used to modify and enhance 
existing commercial tar sand operations.

HIGH CONVERSION H-OIL PROCESSING 
DEMONSTRATED ON COLD LAKE RESIDUES 

Husky Oils Si-Provincial Project is an integrated heavy 
oil production and upgrading facility which will process 
54,000 barrels per day of heavy oil from the fields of 
Lloydminster and Cold Lake. 

As part of the technical evaluation of various upgrading 
technologies, a pilot plant program was carried out at 
Hill to evaluate high conversion H-Oil processing of the 
Cold Lake and Lloydminster atmospheric residue. Be-
cause data were already available on the Lloydminster 
residue, the objectives of the pilot plant program were 
to confirm operability on Cold Lake atmospheric resi-
due on a blend of Cold Lake and Lloydminster residua. 

Results of the program were discussed at the 35th 
Canadian Chemical Engineering Conference in October. 
Inspections of the two feedstocks are shown in Table 1. 
A target vacuum residual conversion level of 85 volume 
percent was chosen by Husky for the commercial design 
with the unconverted residuum being utilized In a 
Texaco Synthesis Gas Generation Unit for hydrogen 
production.	 -

TABLE 1 

H-OIL PILOT PLANT
FEEDSTOCK INSPECTIONS 

Blend of 
Cold Lake & 

Cold Lake Lloydminster 
Atmospheric Atmospheric 

Bottoms Bottoms 

Gravity, API 6.9 7.4 
RCR, W% 15.6 14.3 
Sulfur, W% 5.2 4.9 
Nitrogen, W% 0.5 0.6 
Nickel, WPPM 93 89 
Vanadium, WPPM 240 206 
Distillation, V% 

HIP -750°F 7.3 3.6 
750-975°F 23.7 27.5 
9750+ 69.0 68.9

The experimental work was conducted in HRrs 0.8 inch 
ID, single-stage ebullating-bed bench unit which has a 
nominal feedrate of 6.6 gallons per day. 
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In general, Cold Lake atmospheric residue was deter- 
mined to behave in a similar manner to Lloydminster TABLE 3 
residue.	 H-Oil product yields expressed in TBP frac-
tions are shown in Table 2 for the feedstocks which are 
listed in Table 1. li-OIL PRODUCT QUALITIES 

FROM PROCESSING COLD LAKE 
ATMOSPHERIC RESIDUUM 

TABLE 2
OF 

H-OIL PRODUCT YIELDS TBP Fraction
IBP-	 350-	 650-
350	 _fii!t.	 9750 9750 

Distribution, V% 13.4	 31.9	 44.8 9.9 Blend 
Cold Lake!

Gravity, API 57.5	 32.8	 17.9 (1.1) 
Yields on Feed	 Cold Lake	 Lloyd H/C Ratio 

Nitrogen, WPPM
2.01	 1.74	 1.56 1.24 

H2S, NH3, H20, W%	 5	 5
Sulfur, W%

290	 1,400	 3,450 
0.17	 0.49	 1.57

10,200 
2.64 Oxygen, W% 0.40	 0.35	 0.54 0.70 C 1 -C3 ,W%	 3	 3 RCR,W% 0.30 32.9 

C4, y%	 2	 2
Bromine No., 17.1	 11.40 

Cgs/gm 
C 5 - 3500?, V%	 17	 lB Cetane No. 40.1 
350- 650°F, V%	 33	 28 PONA Analysis, V%

Paraffin 57.0 
650- 975°F, V%	 46	 50 Olefin 8.2 
975+°F, V% .J_!

Naphthene 24.2 
Aromatic 10.6	 45.5 

Total C4+, V%	 108	 108

TABLE 4 

Liquid product properties for the same TBP fractions 
are shown in Tables 3 and 4. The product Inspections in H-OIL PRODUCT QUALITIES 
Tables 3 and 4 correspond to an average activity during FROM PROCESSING COLD LAKE/ 
the bench run.	 The relatively small difference between LLOYDMINSTER ATMOSPHERIC RESIDUUM the liquid products indicates that the downstream pro-
cessing equipment in an upgrading facility could suc-
cessfully operate with either Cold Lake or Lloydminster 
feedstocks.	 In	 both	 cases	 the	 total liquid product IBP-	 350-	 650-collected (C4+) represents 108 volume percent of the TBP Fraction 39	 6500	 9750 9750k 
feed with a gravity of approximately 26°API and a 
sulfur content of 1.2 to 1.4 weight percent. Distribution, V% 14.6	 27.0	 49.0 9.4 
Because	 of	 the	 high	 nitrogen	 levels	 in	 the	 various Gravity, API 59.5	 33.9	 17.8 (3.5)
fractions, downstream hydrotreating of the products H/C Ratio 2.06	 1.77	 1.55 1.17 
will be required.	 Typically the H-Oil product fractions Nitrogen, WPPM 

Sulfur, W%
260	 1,440	 3,800 10,500 

are blended with virgin crude fractions and processed in Oxygen, W%
0.17	 0.75	 1.55 2.79 

conventional hydrotreating units. 	 Three hydrotreaters RCR, w%
0.30	 0.38	 0.50 0.55 

are	 envisioned	 to	 produce	 a	 high	 quality	 synthetic Bromine No.,
0.33 

16.2
36.7 

crude. Cgs/gm
11.7 

At	 a	 conversion	 level	 of	 85 volume	 percent	 with Cetane No. 
PONA Analysis, V%

40.0
vacuum	 bottoms	 recycle,	 the	 desulfurization	 was Paraffin 57.3 75.2 weight percent, RCR conversion was 73.6 weight Olefin 7.7 percent, and overall demetallization was 87 weight per- Naphthene 26.4 cent.	 This program demonstrated that high conversion Aromatic 8.6 Il-Oil Processing of Cold Lake atmospheric residue is 41.3 
comparable to processing Lloydminster residue.
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FIGURE 1
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PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION OF HEAVY CRUDE 
OIL POSSIBLE WITH EMULSIONS 

In general, heavy crude oils and bitumen have such high 
viscosities that these materials are not transportable in 
conventional pipelines. 

The method presently used for pipeline transportation 
of raw heavy crude oil is to reduce the viscosity of the 
oil by adding diluent and transporting the blended crude 
in a conventional pipeline. The availability of diluent 
may become limiting as early as the 1990s. (See Pace 
Synthetic Fuels Report, September 1985, page 3-13T 

One alternative consists of emulsifying the heavy crude 
oil in water and transporting the low viscosity emulsion 
In a conventional pipeline. 

Asphaltic crude oils frequently form emulsions with 
dilute aqueous solutions of sodium hydroxide. Research 
undertaken at the University of Alberta and reported at 
the 35th Canadian Chemical Engineering Conference, 
has been designed to develop generalized correlations 
of friction factor versus Reynolds number that can be 
applied to pipeline design. A second objective was to 
Investigate the effects of oil concentration and shear 
rate on the distance an emulsion can be pumped before 
breaking down. The system investigated Is a crude oil 
from the Cold Lake region of Alberta emulsified in a 
sodium hydroxide solution. 

Emulsions were made by adding an aqueous solution 
containing 0.1 percent by weight sodium hydroxide and 
0.02 percent weight Na2 S2 O4 at 80°C to room-tempera- 
ture heavy oil. These were pumped through a 3/4 inch 
or 1 inch pipe loop. 

The flow curves indicated the emulsions were New-
tonian over the range of concentration and shear rates 
of interest. The variation of the friction factor with 
the Reynolds number is illustrated in Figure 1 for 
45 percent emulsions and in Figure 2 for 55 percent 
emulsions.

Figures 1 and 2 show that the emulsion data lie below a 
calibration line obtained for a Newtonian oil. The 
nominally 45 percent emulsion data lie within 10 per-
cent of the calibration line. The 55 percent emulsion 
data lie somewhat lower. It appears therefore that for 
oil concentrations up to 55 percent and this range of 
Reynolds numbers, normal engineering correlations 
based on the measured physical properties of the emul-
sion provide a good estimate for pressure drop in a 
pipeline. 

subsequent more stable period are accompanied by 
increases in the tempe rature of the system, and in the 
current required by the pump motor. 

in the heat transferred to the cooing water, due to the 
coating of the pipe walls by the oil, and there Is a 

FIGURE 2 
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significant increase in the energy added to the system 
when the emulsion changes, as indicated by the power 
required by the motor to turn the pump at constant 
speed. 

conditions of steady state is taken to indicate that the 
emulsion has broken down. 

rate, the critical distance appears to be a function of 
oil concentration but not of shear rate. At the highest 
value of shear rate the emulsion did not change much 
over the course of the experiment and an actual value 
of critical distance was not established. 
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During the tests the friction factor remains very steady 
for some time, then there is a sharp decrease followed 
by a second more stable period. This breakdown and 

The rise in the temperature of the system is considered 
to be the result of two processes. There is a reduction 

The point at which the system departs sharply from 

A critical distance was defined for each test as the 
distance travelled before emulsion breakdown. Figure 3 
summarizes the variation of the distance travelled to 
emulsion breakdown as a fraction of the shear rate 
(8 vID). At a shear rate of zero, the distance travelled 
is clearly zero kilometers. At low values of shear rate, 
the critical distance does not appear to be a function of 
oil concentration. At intermediate values of shear 
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Although the pipeline test loop provided for a wide 
range of operating conditions, Reynolds number and 
shear rate could not be varied independently. This 
limitation had the consequence that the normal pipeline 
operating conditions of high Reynolds number and low 
shear rate could not be met. Further work Is planned.

SFC EVALUATES COMMERCIAL READINESS 
OF OIL SANDS/HEAVY OIL TECHNOLOGIES 

In August, the United States Synthetic Fuels Corpora-
tion (SFC) published eleven appendices that provide 
additional background information for the Comprehen-
sive Strategy Report that the SFC recently submitted 
to Congress. The SFC's Appendix a provides their 
analyses of various synthetic fuels technologies. From 
these analyses, Pace has tabulated the SFC's evaluation 
of the commercial readiness of a number of oil 
sands/heavy oil technologies (Table I). Further infor-
mation regarding the SFC's technology evaluations is 
summarized in the General section of this issue of the 
Pace Synthetic Fuels Report in the article entitled 
"Advantages and Status of Synfuels Technologies Speci-
fied by SFC."

TABLE I 

SFCS EVALUATION OF THE COMMERCIAL 
READINS OF OIL SANDal
HEAVY OIL TECHNOLOGIES 

MINING/SURFACE EXTRACTION 
Retorting 

bargi Ready now for diatomaceous 
Garth; testing required for Utah 
or Kentucky tar sands 

TACIUK	 Testing required for United 
States tar sand, 

Practiced commercially In Can-
ada, but unapplicable for United 
State, tar emit 

Ready now for tar smith with 
low clay content 

Reedy now for dlatomeoeous 
earth 
Tested at small pilot plant scale 

Solvent Estactica 
Clark Hot Water 

Drevo Percolation version 

Drevo MIxer-Settler version 

Soly-Er 

IN arru 

Steam Soaking 

Steam Drive 

ridenoxing 

Radio Frequency 
Dowubola Steam Generation 

Min.-Assisted 
HOP Kern and AOStRA

Practiced commercially in Cali-
fornia 

Practiced commercially in Cali-
fornia 

Ready now, but at high risk be-
cssae very site-ipecifle 
Ready now, but at very high risk 
Not ready now, but could be 
reedy in a few years 

1-2 year, additional testing de-
sirable 
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INTERNATIONAL 
ECONOMICS OF HEAVY CRUDE SEEN FAVORABLE 
IN EUROPE AND AFRICA 

Elf Aquitaine of France has operated several thermal 
pilot tests on heavy oil reservoirs In the last few years. 
Based on this experience they state that steam drive 
projects should be profitable in a number of areas. 
Some of their economic studies were summarized at the 
Third International Conference on Heavy Crude and Tar 
Sands. 

Case 1: California Steam Drive 

The first operation analyzed is a Californian heavy oil 
field. The reservoir, at a depth of 360 meters, is 
composed of three unconsolidated sands, having a total 
thickness of 30 meters and containing a 13°API oil with 
a viscosity of 4,000 centipoise in situ.. Nineteen 
5-spots, of 1 hectare each, have been developed. 
Steam is supplied by two 50 million BTU per hour 
generators. Steam drive started in 1981, and will finish 
in 1993 with an ultimate incremental oil recovery of 
56 percent of initial oil in place. 

Economic data are given in Table 1. Capital invest-
ment costs are $7 per barrel or 39 percent of the total, 
and one-half of this is for about 53 new wells which had 
to be drilled. Operating expenses are high: $5 per 
barrel for operating and $6 per barrel for the fuel. 
About 26 percent of the produced oil must be burned in 
the steam generators. The total cost of the Incre-
mental oil amounts to $18 per barrel. In spite of tax 
advantages offered by United States laws, the lease Is 
only slightly profitable.

TABLE 1 

CASE 1
CLASSICAL STEAM DRIVE PILOT 

California)

1984 
4L! Percent 

Fuel for Generators	 e 
Operations	 5	 28 

Total Operation	 11	 61 

Surface Equipment 2 11 
Wells 3.5 19 
Lease Purchase 1.5 9 

Total Investment 7 39 
TOTAL 18 100

Case 2: Steam Drive in a Difficult 
Reservoir and a Favorable Environment 

The second case concerns a fractured limestone field 
located in southwest France. The reservoir, at a depth 
of 650 meters, contains 22°API oil with a viscosity of

20 centipoise in situ. Steam is injected in the fracture 
network. Oil is expelled out, of matrix blocks by 
thermal expansion. This type of drive is, of course, 
much less efficient than a classical sweep in a sandy 
reservoir. 

A method pilot was first launched in 1977 on a large 
(15 hectare) seven-spot pattern. About 35,000 tons of 
incremental oil was recovered in 5 years, or about 
10 percent of initial oil in place. Steam flooding on two 
new seven-spots of smaller size (7 hectares) started in 
1982 and should continue until 1990. Recovery predic-
tion based on actual performances indicates 
107,000 tons of incremental oil. 

Economic analysis of the two pilots is given in Table 2. 
Although conditions are different from the classical 
California case, costs are quite similar: $19 per barrel 
for the method pilot and $17 per barrel for the develop-
ment pattern. In spite of an unfavorable oil-steam 
ratio (0.15 -tons per ton), due to bad reservoir charac-
teristics, the fuel expenses remain limited to $8 per 
barrel because steam is being supplied by a petrochem-
ical plant at a very advantageous price. 

TABLE 2 

CASE 2- STEAM DRIVE PILOTS IN A 
DIFFICULT RESERVOIR (FRACTURED

LIMESTONE) AND A FAVORABLE
ENVIRONMENT (INDUSTRIAL SITE-FRANCE) 

Case 2A	 Case 2B 
Method	 Development 
Pilot	 Pilot 

	

(1977-1982)	 (1982-1990) 
1984	 1984 
$/Bbl	 %	 $/Bbl	 % 

Fuel for Generators	 7	 37	 8	 47 
Operations	 4	 21	 3.5	 21 

Total Operation	 11	 58	 11.5	 68 
Surface Equipment	 3	 16	 1	 6 
Wells	 1.5	 8	 4.5	 26 
Studies and Others 	 3.5	 18	 4.5	 26 

Total Investment	 8	 42	 4.5	 26 
TOTAL	 19	 100	 17 100 

Case 3: Steam Drive in a Difficult 
Reservoir and an Offshore Environment 

The third case is an unusual steam drive pilot in Africa: 

• The reservoir consists of silt layers alternating 
with fractured thin limestone beds 
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• The field is located 20 kilometers fro,n the 
shore with a sea depth of 65 meters 

• The reservoir is not deep and requires the use 
of tilted conductor pipes and a tilted rig 

• There is no available fresh water and steam 
generators must be fed with desalted sea water. 

The steam drive principle is similar to the preceeding 
one: steam flows through the fractured limestone beds 
and expels oil from the silts by thermal expansion and 
vaporization (oil gravity is 20°API). The pilot consists 
of two superposed five-spots (see Figure 1). Two plat-
forms are installed: one supports wellheads, long stroke 
pumps, and production equipment; the other carries 
utilities, two 50 million OTU per hour generators, and 
two sea water desalters. 

FIGURE 1 
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Steam injection started at the beginning of 1985. No 
costs were given. However, the same pilot, onshore, 
was stated to cost 40 percent less than offshore 
(Table 3). The pilot, however, carries no fuel expenses. 
Steam generators are fed with flare gas which is free 
(there is no local gas market). 

Elf Aquitaine Conclusions on Steam Drive 

Average costs on steam pilots are: 

at $6 to $9 per barrel for investment 
• $4 to $6 per barrel for operations 
• $5 to $7 per barrel for fuel.

This technique has now reached maturity, but some 
progress is still possible: 

• Steam front stabilization in heterogeneous re-
servoirs 

• Decrease of thermal losses 

• Improvement of generator efficiency. 

Potential future applications of steam drive are im-
mense because of gigantic heavy oil reserves in the 
world, and because steam is suited to classic oil recov-
ery in the case of difficult heterogeneous reservoirs. 

TABLE 3 

CASE 3-STEAM DRIVE PILOT IN A 
DIFFICULT RESERVOIR (SILT/LIMESTONE)
AND AN UNFAVORABLE ENVIRONMENT

(OFFSHORE-AFRICA) 198511990 

Same 
Pilot 

Real in 
Offshore Onshore 

Pilot Situation 

Operations 17 14 
Surface Equipment 11 12 
Wells 36 25 
Structures/Platforms 23 - 
Studies and Others 13 8 

Total 100 59

EGYPT INITIATES THERMAL PILOT IN 
RAS GHAILIB TAR SANDS 

At the Third International Conference on Heavy Crude 
and Tar Sands, M. Mansour of the General Petroleum 
Company of Egypt discussed the design and develop-
ment of a thermal pilot for recovery from the tar sands 
of the Ras Gharib field. 

The tar sand thermal pilot lies onshore in the Ras 
Gharib field on the West Coast of the Gulf of Suez, 
Egypt. Three wells, spaced approximately 50 meters 
apart, delineate a triangular pilot area which was 
drilled during 1984. 

The tar sand formation at Ras Gharib covers an area of 
approximately 1,300 acres with an average thickness of 
about 90 meters in the tar saturated section. 
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Characterization 

The lithology of the tar sands is complex and comprises 
sandstone, limestone, and shale. The upper one-halt of 
the objective zone consists of alternating argillaceous 
carbonates and shaly sandstones. The lower one-halt Is 
predominantely sandstone, shaly sandstone, and shale 
with thin intercalations of limestone. 

The objective interval has been divided stratigraphical-
ly into five layers. Each layer is separated by a low 
porosity, generally argillaceous interval. A summary of 
the results of the petro-physical evaluation for well TS2 
Is presented in Table 1. volumes of tar-In-place behind 
each perforated Interval are based on an assumed 
drainage radius of 25 meters. 

TABLE 1 

VOLUMETRIcS OF WELL TS2
Ras Charib Field

Tar-in-
Net	 Water	 Place 

Interval	 Zone Net Poro- Satura- Reservoir 
Meters	 No. Tart	 tion	 Conditions si 
(md)	 (Meters) %	 "Z3'	 (Cubic

Meters) 

69.0-72.5	 5	 3.5	 21.2	 30.8	 864.5 
74.5-81.5	 4	 7.0	 21.5	 23.6	 2,258.8 
83.5-89.0	 3	 5.5	 19.5	 13.0	 1,832.8 
91.0-98.0	 2	 7.0	 21.6	 15.3	 2,836.0 

102.0-109.0	 1	 7.0	 16.3	 7.0	 2,084.4 
44.0-69.0	 -	 18.0	 25.7	 29.7	 6,388.1 

Unemulsified tar was collected from laboratory steam-
floods performed on core samples. The approximate 
"melting point" of the test samples was measured as the 
samples were heated at a constant rate. At tempera-
tures in the range of 130°F to 150°F, the samples began 
to flow visibly. This temperature was judged to be the 
"melting point" of the sample. 

A summary of the characterization data is shown In 
Table 2. Gravities were found to range from -13° to 
-40APL Asphaltenes ranged from 12 to 24 percent by 
weight. 

Volumetric Estimates 

The tar-in-place at reservoir conditions is estimated to 
range from 290 to 624 million barrels. This is equiva-
lent to 700 to 1,600 barrels per acre-foot and averages 
1,300 barrels per acre-foot. Based on a recovery effi-
ciency for the cyclic steam process of only 10 percent, 
the recoverable reserves would range from 29 to 
62 million barrels, assuming an oil formation volume 
factor approaching 1.0. Assuming only a five acre 
drainage area, the entire tar sand could be developed 
with 260 wells, a significant number of which already

TAOLE 2 

SUMMARY OF OIL CHARACTERIZATION DATA
Red Gharib Field 

Sample - S S 
Basic Properties 
API, Gravity	 -5.5	 37	 4.9	 .13, 
Specific Gravity,	 1.123	 1.107	 1.118	 1.196 

gm/ml 
Asphaltene,,	 27.9	 18.8	 24.0	 12.7 

% by Weight 
Melting Point, OF	 123	 132	 160 

Derived Properties 
Viscosity, cps 

75	 Greater than 1,500,000 
100°F	 Approximately 5,000 
200°F	 Approximately 300 

exist as old producers from deeper horizons. The 
average recoverable reserves per well would range from 
110,000 to 240,000 barrels. 

These field-wide reserve figures are based on a limited 
amount of core data. Recovery by steam flooding of 
core samples averages 45 percent of the original oil-In-
place. The recovery in the field would, of course, be 
less. The potential of steam drive, after cyclic steam 
injection, is expected to be 10 to 15 percent recovery. 
A cyclic process is considered necessary to establish 
communication. 

Pilot Facilities 

A 50 million BTU per hour single pass steam generator 
has been purchased. This is the first such generator in 
Egypt. Softened water is used and 70 to 80 percent of 
the water is converted to steam. 

In the steam injection process, each zone must be 
processed individually. Zone isolation is critical to the 
process as steam tends to go to the highest available 
zone. When the steam drive becomes uneconomic, the 
zone will be cemented off and the next zone up will be 
perforated in the three wells and the process restarted. 

The cyclic steam injection in each zone will then be 
converted to a steam drive process following establish-
ment of thermal communication between the steam 
wells In the pilot area. As soon as sufficient production 
and experience indicates the process to be feasible, an 
expansion to a larger spacing, five-spot pattern will be 
considered. 

The tar at reservoir conditions is below its pour point 
and is therefore immobile. It is anticipated that the 
initial steam injection will be at overburden or fracture 
pressure. Subsequent cycles may be at lower pressures 
after some of the tar is removed and/or mobilized due 
to temperature increase. 

The produced tar will be blended with lighter oil and 
handled through the regular production facilities. 

#101 
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BEMOLANGA TAR SANDS OF MADAGASCAR 
CHARACTERIZED 

At the Third International Conference on Heavy Crude 
and Tar Sands, S. Itakotoarison of the Office Militaire 
National Pour Los Industries Strategiques, Madagascar, 
presented some data on the Bernolanga bitumen. Re-
cent articles concerning Bemolanga may be found in the 
Pace Synthetic Fuels Report, September 1985, 
page 3-48 and December 1984, page 3-23. 

Feasibility and basic engineering studies for a 
25,000 tons per day plant have been worked out. In 
order to evaluate the deposit, 236 wells have been 
drilled at Beniolanga (see Figure 1 for the location). 
The proven reserves are calculated at 255 million tons 
of tar sand with an average bitumen content of 6.1 per-
cent by weight and a net pay thickness of 21.8 meters. 
Probable reserves with an average bitumen content of 
5.7 percent and an average thickness of 22.6 meters are 
340 million tons of sandstone. 

The topography of the area selected for the mining 
study is without prominent relief. Three rivers flow 
through the deposit. 

Among the known reserves (proven and probable), 
367 million tons are exploitable by surface mining, 
concentrated in 8.50 square kilometers. The overbur-
den of 3 to 30 meters is easily rippable by bucket wheel 
excavator. Generally, the tar impregnated sandstones 
are hard, very abrasive, and unrippable. Exploitation 
will require drilling and blasting; and loading into trucks 
by wheel loaders.	 - 

The physico-chemical properties of the bitumen 
extracted from the sandstone matrix are presented In 
Table 1.

- TABLE  

PHYSICO-CHEMICAI. CHARACTERISTICS
OF BEMOLANGA BITUMEN 

Average Molecular Weight 690 
Relative Density WISP (ASTM 1298) 0.992 
*API (ASTM D 287) 11.06 
Metals (V • NO ppm 120 
CCR (% Weight) ASTM 0 199 13.3 
C5 Ins. (% Weight) 16.1 
520°C 1% volume) 	 . 53.68 
Softening Point 13rC 
Viscosity (Cs): 

70°C 9.735 
200°C 1,038 

Gross Heating value (Kcal/kg) 10,210 
Net Heating value (Kcal/kg) 9,645

An elemental analysis of the extracted bitumen is pre-
sented in Table 2. 
Fractioning into saturates, aromatics, rasins, and 
asphaltenes provides the average weight values as 
shown in Table 3 compared to those of Athabasca 
bitumen.

FIGURE 1 
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TABLE 2 

ELEMENTAL ANALYSIS OF 
EXTRACTED BENOLANGA BITUMEN 

(Fervent Weight) 

Carbon 87.10 
Hydrogen 11.18 
Nitrogen .	 0.71 
Oxygen - 1.19 
Sulfur 0.51 
Carbon/Hydrogen 0.66 
Average Molecular Weight 	 501 

TABLE 3 

AVERAGE SARA ANALYSIS OF BITUMEN 
(Weight Percent) 

rrecuon Bemolanga Athabasca 

Saturates 28.8 21.4 
Aronatics 13.2 21.5 
Resins 42.0 39.0 
Asphaltenes 16.0 18.1

In summary, the proven and probable reserves at Bemo-
langa would allow a 25 years exploitation which would 
satisfy Madagascar's total consumption of petroleum 
products. The physico-chemical properties of the tar 
sand and bitumen suggest that thermal treatment would 
be the best process for recovery and upgrading. 

OMNIS is seeking a partner in this venture with the goal 
of building a 50,000 tons per day commercial plant. 
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VENEZUELAN-GERMAN COOPERATIVE AGREE-
MENT IN HEAVY OIL EXTENDED TO 1987 

It is expected that In the long term Venezuelan oil 
production will increasingly depend on heavy oil, with a 
major contribution from the Orinoco Oil Belt. The 
present development goal is a production capacity of 
around 500,000 barrels per day from the Orinoco Belt 
by 2000, of which a certain volume may be processed in 
upgrading plants. 

Germany has a long tradition in technology, especially 
in energy technology, whereas Venezuela has expertise 
in heavy oil production. 

In 1979 the joint Venezuelan/German feasibility study 
on integrated production and upgrading of Orinoco 
Heavy Oil was begun. The aim was to investigate 
technical and economic aspects of various alternatives 
In the field of heavy oil production, upgrading, and 
energy generation, to find promising solutions for an 
Integrated complex processing 100,000 barrels per day 
of extra heavy crude. The study was completed in late 
1981. 

An essential feature of the study was the consideration 
of heavy oil production and upgrading as well as energy 
supply, all in an integrated system. The integration of 
the individual units and their location close together 
was expected to result in technological and economic 
advantages. 

Within the feasibility study several H & D projects were 
identified in the areas of production, upgrading, and 
energy, in which more in-depth work on the experi-
mental and engineering side would be beneficial. 
Therefore it was decided jointly to extend the coopera-
tion and to enter into extensive H & D phases which 
include engineering and experimental work. The first 
R & D phase covered the years 1982 until early 1985. A 
second phase started in 1985 and will be completed in 
1987. 

Results from the first phase of R & 0 were reported in 
several presentations of joint Venezuelan-German 
teams during the Third International Conference on 
Heavy Crude and Tar Sands, These included: 

• Optimization of a heavy oil upgrading complex 
- in Venezuela supported by tests of the German 

Veba-Combi-Cracking (VCC) hydrogenation 
process. 

• Evaluation of non-integrated complexes, includ-
ing heavy oil transportation. 

• Syncrude processing in conventional refineries. 

• Evaluations for the optimum utilization of up-
grading residues, including tests of LR coking 
of asphaltenes, circulating fluid bed combus-
tion, and conventional combustion plus flue gas 
desulfurization, and a study on different class-
ification systems for residues. 

• Environmental aspects of different heavy metal 
removal processes and an atmospheric disper-
sion model for emissions under Venezuelan con-
ditions.

• Engineering of adequate steam generation sys-
tems for different raw water sources. 

• Experiments on two phase flow (steam-water) 
in the injection steam network. 

• investigation of the oil field behavior (compac-
tion and subsidence) with respect to steam soak 
and steam drive mechanisms. 

• Design of a technical and economic optiiniza-
tion computer model. 

The feasibility study of 1979 to 1981 was strictly 
limited to the evaluation of the integrated heavy oil 
production and upgrading complex. The contractual 
framework, however, allowed for a wider variety of 
joint activities, as indicated by the preceding list. 

Another new area of cooperation started at the begin-
ning of 1985. It is related to the use of petroleum coke 
(delayed coke and Flexieoke) in the Iron and steel 
industry to replace expensive high quality coke from 
coal. After a state-of-the-art study, experimental 
testing for the most promising utilization schemes will 
be followed by a thorough engineering and economic 
assessment. 

The feasibility study (1979 to 1981) was the starting 
point for cooperation. During this period, an effective 
organizational structure was created between the Vene-
zuelan Ministry for Energy and Mines, Petrolecs de 
Venezuela, S.A. and its affiliates intevep, 5.4., Cor-
poven, S.A., Lagoven, S.A., Maraven, 8.4., and S.A. 
Meneven on the one side and the German Federal 
Ministry for Research and Technology, the Project 
Management for Energy Research of KFA Juelich 
Gmb}i, Kraftwerk Union AG, Lurgi GmbH, Steinmueller 
Gmbli, and Veba Gel AG on the other side. 

This structure is based on mixed working teams for the 
execution of the projects. Work and costs are shared by 
Venezuela and Germany. Work sharing In the projects 
depends on the abilities and manpower availability of 
the industrial companies involved. Costs are shared on 
a 50:50 basis between the countries. For the period 
between 1979 and 1987 a total budget of $US40 million 
has been allocated ot the joint work. 

The Venezuelan-German cooperation in the field of 
heavy oil upgrading has already resulted In major R & 0 
and commercial activities between the industries of the 
two countries. In 1983 a cooperation contract betwen 
PDVSA and Veba-Oel came into force for the operation 
of two refineries (Scholven and Horst) in Germany. A 
newly created joint company 'Ruhr Oel GmbH' pro-
cesses, among others, up to 100,000 barrels per day of 
Venezuelan heavy crudes. 

In addition it has been agreed to jointly perform addi-
tional H & 0 tasks in the field of conversion of heavy 
crudes, especially In a 200 barrels per day hydrogena-
tion pilot plant. 
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SMALL SCALE PRODUCTION OF HEAVY 
CRUDE PROFITABLE IN SURINAME 

Many small developing countries obtain their energy 
requirements from imported petroleum. Up to 50 per-
cent of their foreign currency earnings is needed to pay 
the energy bill. In some of these countries exploration 
activitics have been conducted by multinational oil 
companies and small amounts of petroleum have been 
discovered. These finds, however, do not meet the 
foreign companies' minimum rquirernents and are there-
fore abandoned. In some cases the discoveries are 
deposits of heavy crude at shallow depths. Because of 
their low refining quality these finds are considered 
even less important. 

These small oil-importing countries often use most of 
their imported petroleum as a fuel oil for industry 
and/or electricity generation. Many 120 to 16°API 
heavy crudes closely-resemble Bunker C fuel oil. With 
little processing, the produced heavy crude can there-
fore be a direct substitute for imported Bunker C oil. 
By mixing the crude with small quantities of diesel oil, 
the viscosity of the crude is lowered and both handling 
and combustion improve considerably. All treatment 
and mixing can be done in simple production-field 
installations, and each barrel of heavy crude produced 
replaces one barrel of imported fuel oil. 

The technology of drilling and production of heavy 
crude at shallow depths is such that it can be acquired 
by nationals in a relatively short period. Thus, with 
limited funds, an oil-importing nation possessing some 
heavy crude can replace its fuel oil Imports barrel by 
barrel, and expand production as experience and capital 
accumulate. 

At the Third International Conference on Heavy Crude 
and Tar Sands, S.E. Jharap of the State Oil Company of 
Suriname discussed how just such a program has been 
successful in that country. 

Suriname is a small petroleum-importing country, situ-
ated on the northeast coast of South America. In 1983, 
Suriname imported petroleum products valued at 
$127 million (United States dollars), amounting to about 
36 percent of the value of the country's total export 
earnings. 

The major economic activity in the country is the 
bauxite-mining and alumina-processing industry. Most 
of the petroleum products used by the bauxite industry 
consist of residual or heavy fuel oil, which is burned 
almost exclusively in cogeneration steam turbines to 
generate process steam and electricity. 

Petroleum was casually discovered by the Government 
Mining Service in 1964 while drilling for drinking water. 
The crude oil occurred at a depth of 160 meters and 
was a heavy crude of 160API. Subsequent onshore 
drilling discovered similar oil shows at various loca-
tions, but none of these was considered profitable. 

In 1980, a production-sharing risk service contract for 
part of the offshore basin was negotiated with Gulf Oil 
Company. In 1983 strong oil shows were found in three

adjacent wells at depths varying froin 600 to 700 me-
ters. The oil is a heavy crude. The find, however, did 
not meet Gulf Oil's minimum criteria, and the area was 
relinquished in 1984. 

The Suriname state oil company, Staatsolie, then de-
cided to evaluate one of the onshore heavy crude 
oilfinds and then proceed with development on its own. 
Gulf Oil agreed to provide $500,000. A preliminary 
study recommended drilling in the Tambaredjo area. 
Staatsolie made arrangements with the Water Re-
sources Service of Suriname to borrow and recondition 
their failing 2,500 portable drill rig. The first well was 
drilled to a depth of 312 meters and approximately 
3 meters of the objective oil bearing sand was pene-
trated. The well was swabtested and during a period of 
70 hours, 160 barrels of oil were recovered. The oil, 
however, was so viscous, that it took more than two 
hours, even with three sinker bars, for the swab assem-
bly to fall down. 

Staatsolie discussed the findings of the testing program 
with a group of bankers and obtained a loan of two mil-
lion United States dollars, for the development of a 
small production project with five wells. Because the 
produced crude oil could be sold as burner fuel oil, the 
project was profitable and the investment could be 
made with limited risk.	 - 

Production of heavy oil started on November 25, 1982. 
Due to a complex of start-up problems, mainly related 
to the high viscosity of the crude, the production rate 
out of the five wells remained at 116 barrels per day, 
which was below the initial projections. 

As pumping problems were solved, and three more wells 
were completed, production increased by June 1983 to a 
maximum of 500 barrels per day. In 1984, more produc-
tion wells were drilled and the production rate reached 
1,000 barrels per day out of seventeen wells. 

Up to 1985 a total of $10 million (United States dollars) 
has been invested in the development of the Tambared-
jo field. For 1985 a total of 16 new production wells 
are planned, and a production rate of 2,000 barrels per 
day is the target for the end of the year. 

The lateral extent of the reservoir is still being defined, 
but the original oil-in-place is calculated at 203 million 
stock tank barrels. 

Computer simulations calculate a recovery factor of 
11.5 percent for conventional lifting methods, so that 
an estimated 23 million barrels of oil can be recovered. 

Because of the low recovery factor, Staatsolie re-
quested Gulf Oil to prepare a feasibility study of cyclic 
steam stimulation for the T-Sand in the Tambaredjo 
field. 

These studies recommended that cyclic steam stimu-
lation in the T-Sand be conducted by injecting small 
slugs of steam (about 5,000 water equivalent barrels 
each) separated by about 5 to 6 months of production. 
A 20 million BTU per hour steam generator has been 
installed and a field test begun. 

-

- 
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The Use of Heavy Crude Oil as a Burner Fuel 

The gradual development of the Tambaredjo field was 
only possible if the produced crude could be transported 
and sold. Suriname, however, has no refining capacity. 

The Tarnbaredjo crude oil is of a heavy aromatic-
naphthenic type of 160APi. The sulfur content is 
0.7 weight percent and the crude does not contain 
gasoline nor other lighter hydrocarbons. The viscosity 
is around 5,000 SSU at 100°F and the flashpoint Is 
290°F. With these physical properties the Tambaredjo 
crude could effectively substitute for imported residual 
fuel oil. 

Staatsolie successfully carried out a couple of combus-
tion tests in industrial burner installations, and on that 
basis was able to sign a sales agreement with the 
Suriname Aluminum Company (Suralco). Suralco con-
sumes approximately 5,000 barrels per day of heavy oil. 
If the production levels of the Tambaredjo field can be 
raised, the target would be the substitution of all 
residual fuel oil imports by the production of national 
heavy crude oil. 

Besides the production of Bunker C, the Company is 
also engaged in the replacement of diesel oil imports. 

For the short term, Staatsolie aims at the substitution 
of the diesel oil that is burned in small industries by a 
blend of the Tambaredjo crude. This blend is a mix of 
10 percent diesel oil and 90 percent Tambaredjo crude. 
The main purpose of this blending is to lower the 
viscosity of the Tambaredjo crude so that it becomes 
easier to handle for the small consumers such as rice 
dryers and food processeS. This blending is also done 
in the production field; after removal of the BS&W, 
approximately 10 percent diesel oil is pumped in line 
with the crude. The resulting blend remains stable and 
is stored in tanks, ready for sale. The viscosity is 
1,500 SSU at 100°F. 

Thus, although Suriname lacks a petroleum sector infra-
structure, production of heavy crude oil has proven to 
be economically feasible. Without any major invest-
ment in the refining sector almost 65 percent of the 
imports of petroleum products in the country can 
satisfactorily be substituted by national heavy crude oil 
and blends.
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ENVIRONMENT 
BLM ADDITION OF FIDDLER BUTTE WSA IN 
TAR SANDS AREA COULD PREVENT RECOVERY 
OF 1 BILLION BARRELS 

The Interior Board of Land Appeals (IBLA) has affirmed 
Utah Bureau of Land Management (eLM) inventory 
decisions for six areas involving 173,229 acres found not 
to be eligible for Wilderness Study Area (WSA) status, 
but at the same time required that boundaries for three 
WSAs, Mt. Ellen/Blue Hills, Mt. Pennell, and Fiddler 
Butte, be revised to include additional lands totalling 
77,000 acres (IBLA Case 84-182). 

In response to the IBLA ruling the Utah BLM has 
modified the boundaries of these WSAs to include a 
total of 78,346 additional acres for Wilderness Study. 
IBLA instructed BLM to include an additional 
8,100 acres to the Fiddler Butte WSA for study. This 
was done, increasing the size of the Fiddler Butte WSA 
to 73,100 acres. 

Fiddler Butte Wilderness Study Area now consists of 
73,100 acres of public land in northeastern Garfield 
County. It is about 25 miles southeast of Hanksville 
and immediately north of Hite and Glen Canyon 
National Recreation Area—NRA--(Figure 1). A por-
tion of the WSA is adjacent to the National Park 
Service proposed wilderness within the Glen Canyon 
NRA.

The west portion of the WSA contains eight parallel 
slickrock canyons which are all side drainages of North 
Wash. These canyons are widest and deepest along 
North Wash/U-95 and become narrower as they ap-
proach 1,000 feet rock cliffs near the Dirty Devil 
River. The WSA includes the geographic features of 
Fiddler Butte, the Block (North and South), and South 
Hatch Canyon. The predominant vegetation in the WSA 
is blackbrush and other desert shrubs with scattered 
pinyon and juniper. Precipitation is usually less than 
10 inches annually. 

The area has a high resource potential for tar sand but 
low probability of development due to economic re-
straints, according to BLM. 

Wilderness designation would not affect the termination 
of existing oil and gas leases. Leases producing oil or 
gas prior to their original expiration date or those that 
are part of a unitized field would continue after desig-
nation. Undeveloped existing leases would terminate on 
their expiration dates. However, wilderness designation 
would prevent future leasing. Combined hydrocarbon 
leases would either be denied or issued with a no 
surface occupancy stipulation effective until a Con-
gressional decision on designation or non-designation of 
the WSA as wilderness is made. Therefore, if the WSA 
is designated, it Is assumed that tar sand development 
would be prevented. 
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Approximately 56 percent or 41,250 acres of the WSA is 
part of the Tar Sand Triangle Special Tar Sands Area 
(STSA), and approximately 26,240 of these acres are 
under lease conversion application. If no production on 
converted leases has occurred prior to lease expiration, 
the existing leases would not be reissued. If production 
has occurred prior to wilderness designation, production 
could continue subject to non-impairment standards. 
However, because these stipulations are so restrictive, 
no development would be anticipated. 

It is concluded by BLM that, due to non-impairment 
standards and closure to future leasing, tar sand devel-
opment within the WSA would not occur. Therefore, 
the potential for recovery of 960 million to 1.26 billion 
barrels of recoverable oil would be foregone. 

BIB FOR 81-PROVINCIAL (JPGRADER 
PREDICTS MINIMAL IMPACT 

Husky Oil Operations Ltd. submitted an Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS) for the Bi-Provincial lJpgrader 
project following guidelines issued by Saskatchewan 
Environment. 

In the EIS, Husky forecasts that Canadian heavy oil 
production will increase by approximately 80 percent 
between 1984 and 1994. By 1994, the Introduction of 
proposed upgraders, including the Bi-Provincial tip-
grader, will create an additional demand for up to 
88,000 barrels per day of Canadian heavy crude for 
conversion to synthetic crude. The possibility that 
frontier production efforts may tail to come on stream 
when predicted makes tar sands and heavy oil produc-
tion followed by upgrading an important component in 
Canada's efforts to attain energy self-sufficiency. 

The new 54,000 barrels per day upgrader facility will be 
located near the City of Lloydminster which straddles 
the Saskatchewan-Alberta border (Figure 1). The loca-
tion is central to the Saskathhewan and Alberta heavy 
oil deposits which will supply the feedstock for the 
complex and also provides ready access to the pipeline 
facilities which will transport the upgraded synthetic 
crude oil to markets in eastern Canada. 

The Ri-Provincial upgrader complex will consist of 
Husky's existing refinery, in the Northwest quadrant of 
the city, the new upgrader facility to be constructed 
adjacent to the Southeast quadrant, and the intercon-
necting pipelines and supporting ancillary facilities. 
The complex will convert heavy crude oil to synthetic 
crude oil for use as a feedstock in conventional refiner-
ies. 

Wastewater Treatment 

Wastewater treatment , receives extensive attention in 
the EIS. Five wastewater management alternatives 
were developed and evaluated for environmental im-
pacts, system flexibility, capital and operating costs, 
and recycle opportunities. The selected system 
includes:

• An equalization pond to absorb flow fluctua-
tions and thus prevent shock loading to bIo-
oxidation units. 

• A gravity oil (API) separator for primary oil 
removal. 

• A dissolved air flotation (OAF) unit with chemi-
cal teed for secondary oil removal. 

• An activated sludge unit with a secondary clari-
fier for biological oxidation. 

• An effluent pond to polish the treated effluent 
for reuse or, If necessary, discharge to surface 
water. 

• A pH correction system to adjust the pH of the 
desalter effluent. 

• A deep-well disposal system to dispose of the 
high concentrations of dissolved inorganic salts 
and minerals from the desalter, cooling tower, 
and' utility boiler blowdowns, and Ion exchange 
wastewaters. 

A total of 600 gallons per minute of wastewater may 
require treatment (storm runoff included). Approxi-
mately one-half of this amount will be recycled inter-
nally the remainder will be disposed by deep-well 
injection to a depth of 5,280 feet Into the Deadwood 
Formation. 

Air Quality Management 

There will be nine process stacks and three flare 
systems at the upgrader. Sulfur emissions will be 
limited by removing a minimum of 99 percent of the 
sulfur which enters the sulfur recovery plant. 
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The predicted maximum short-term (hourly) ground 
level sulfur dioxide and nitrogen dioxide concentrations 
downwind of the upgrader are shown in Figure 2. These 
concentrations are well below the maximum allowable 
concentrations stipulated by Saskatchewan Air Quality 
Standards. The emission of short-term sulfur dioxide 
and nitrogen dioxide concentrations to the atmosphere 
was assessed as a minor, long-term regional impact. 

FIGURE 2 
•	 PREDICTED NO2 AND SO2 

CONCENTRATIONS (1 HR. AVG.) AS A 
FUNCTION OF DOWNWIND DISTANCE

emissions such as hydrocarbons and noise should also be 
at levels where Impacts will be minimal. 

In the community, the upgrader will impact positively 
on employment and economic growth. Due to immigra-
tion and population growth, It is expected that housing 
shortfalls will occur and pressure will be placed on 
community and social services. The population of 
Cloydminster is approximately 15,000. Maximum direct 
project employment during construction of the refinery 
and the related heavy oil production facilities will be 
1,660 persons. A 2,000 person construction camp will 
be provided. The permanent population increase in the 
area after construction should be 1,330 persons. How-
ever, it is expected that overall socio-economic impact 
on the study area will be positive and that negative 
impacts can be lessened through the development of 
new facilities and expansion of services. 

FOREST HILL EMP REQUIRES PRODUCT 
MONITORING 

On September 24, 1985 the United States Synthetic 
Fuels Corporation (SFC) awarded $60 million in loan 
and price guarantees to Forest Hill project (see the 
article in the Sands-Government section of this issue). 
As a condition of its aid form the SFC, Greenwich Oil 
Corporation submitted an Environmental Monitoring 
Plan (EMP) outline for its Forest Hill Heavy Oil Pro-
ject. 

Project Summary 
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The predicted maximum long-term (annual) ground-
level sulfur dioxide and nitrogen dioxide concentrations 
occur 5 kilometers east of the upgrader. Both concen-
trations (0.003 ppm sulfur dioxide and 0.0007 ppm nitro-
gen dioxide) are well below the annual standards of 
0.01 ppm and 0.05 ppm, respectively, for Saskatchewan. 
The long-term concentrations are also expected to have 
a minor, long-term regional impact on the atmospheric 
resources of the area. 

Because the resulting sulfur dioxide and nitrogen 
dioxide ground-level concentrations from upgrader 
emissions will be well below maximum values of the 
Saskatchewan Standards, the effects on public health 
and vegetation were assessed as negligible. 

The deposition of sulfur dioxide and nitrogen dioxide 
will be well within the buffering capacity of soils and 
waterbodies in the study region. Other atmospheric

The Forest Hill Field is located northeast of the town 
of Quitman, Wood County, Texas in the center of the 
East Texas Basin. 

Field test data have been collected at the Forest Hill 
site for over seven years. From 1976 to 1980 air in situ 
combustion tests were performed. Oxygen In situ 
combustion tests were initiated in 1980 and completed 
in 1982. 

The Forest Hill Field is an active oil field under 
commercial operation; therefore, permits and approvals 
required for field development have previously been 
obtained. 

Process Description 

The Forest Hill Heavy Oil Project will employ an 
oxygen in situ combustion process to produce a heavy, 
asphaltic sour crude from the Harris Sand Reservoir. 
Oxygen injection is scheduled to begin with the injec-
tion of 60 tons per day of oxygen into six existing air 
injection wells. This rate of injection will continue for 
the first nine months of the project. Concurrently, 
19 injection and 32 production wells will be drilled and 
5 existing production wells will be worked over and/or 
recompleted. to the Harris Sand to yield a total of 
100 production and 25 injection wells. A gas processing 
plant will be designed and built to incinerate the 
produced gas and comply with all air emission require-

-
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meats. An on-site oxygen supply system will be 
designed and built in two phases to supply a total of 
150 tons per day of oxygen for injection. 

Over the 23 year life of the project, a total of 
13,950,000 barrels of oil will be produced; 
10,940,000 barrels of which are net to Greenwich. The 
maximum rate of production of 1,750 barrels per day of 
heavy oil will be reached in 1988. 

Pollution Control 

The pollution control. processes for the Forest Hill 
Project are as follows: 

• Combustion of off-gases from production wells 
in an incinerator during normal operation. A 
flare will be used to combust the off-gases 
when necessary. 

• Deep well injection will provide the control for 
salt water entrained in the product oil. Green-
wich Oil has obtained a permit from the State 
of Texas Railroad Commission to use the well 
for the disposal of salt water at an injection 
pressure of 2,250 psi at 6,000 feet depth. 

• Spent cleaning solvents and organic fluids will 
be collected in drums and sent to contract 
disposal. 

No solid wastes will be generated at the Forest Hill 
Plant; therefore, no solid waste control processes are 
required. Ground-water monitoring wells will be used 
to monitor any contamination from the in situ oil 
recovery process and the deep well injection process. 

Monitoring Plan 

The intent of the Forest Hill Project EMP is to provide 
SFC and its consulting agencies with sufficient infor-
mation to assess the potential health and environmental 
impacts from similar heavy oil recovery projects. 

The plan requires seven different phases of environmen-
tal monitoring: 

1. Preconstruction Monitroing 
2. Construction Monitoring 
3. Operational Source Monitoring 
4. Operational Ambient Monitoring 
5. Post-Operational Monitoring 
6. Health and Safety Monitoring 
7. Product Oil Monitoring. 

Product Oil Monitoring 

The purpose of the product oil monitoring phase is to 
characterize the oil for use as a liquid fuel blendstock 
or as a feedstock for liquid fuel production. The scope 
of the product oil monitoring program covers chemical 
characterization for environmental parameters, but 
also includes preliminary quality tests for usage.

Preliminary oil quality test parameters are shown in 
Table 1. Depending on the results of these tests and 
the environmental parameter tests, suitability tests for 
usage and premanufacture notification (PMN) tests 
under the Toxic Substances Control Act may also have 
to be conducted.

TABLE I

FOREST HILL PRODUCT OIL MONITORING 

Arsenic	 Aluminum 
Barium	 Antimony 
Settleable Solids 	 Beryllium 
Total Suspended Solids Boron 
Cadmium	 Chlorine 
Chromium	 Copper 
Fluorine	 Iron 
Lead	 Manganese 
Mercury	 Molybdenum 
Nickel	 Phosphorus 
Potassium	 Selenium 
Silver	 Sodium 
Sulfur	 Thallium 
Tin	 Titanium 
Vanadium	 Zinc 
Calcium	 Magnesium 
Aliphatics	 Total Extractables 
Total Chromatographi- Priority Organic 

cal	 Pollutants 
Volatile Organics	 Aromatics: 
Nitrogenous Compounds Simple Aromatics 

Amines&Heterocycles	 Polynuclear Aro-
Nitriles/Isocyanates	 matics 

Oxygenates	 Sulfur Containing Compounds 
Phenolics	 Mercaptans 
Carboxylic Acids	 Disulfides 
Ethers	 Thiophenes 
Alcohols	 Bromine 
Furans 
Esters 
Aldehydes 
Ketones	 - 
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RESOURCE 
ELM ISSUES FINAL EIS FOR PR SPRING 

The PR Spring and Hill Creek Special Tar Sand Areas 
(STSAs) have considerable potential for tar sand re-
source development. 

Proponents of ten tar sand projects have tiled applica-
tions with the Bureau of Land Management (ELM) to 
convert existing oil and gas leases within the STSA to 
combined hydrocarbon leases in accordance with the 
Combined Hydrocarbon Leasing Act of 1981. Approval 
of the conversion applications would permit phased tar 
sand development. Because the location and extent of 
the resource are not known, project designs are concep-
tual in nature. Should a lease be converted, a site-
specific environmental analysis would be needed before 
commercial production would be permitted. See 
Figure 1 for general locations of the projectareas. 

FIGURE I 

P R SPRING AND HILL CRUX
SPECIAL TAR SAND AREA LOCATION 

A summary of the Draft Environmental Impact State-
ment was given in the Pace Synthetic Fuels Report. 
September 1985, page 3-57. 

Almost 40 percent of the Beartooth B project area 
(598 acres of 1,520 acres proposed for lease conver-
sion); 16 percent of the Enercor project area 
(4,206 acres of 26,583 acres proposed for lease conver-
sion); 94 percent of the Enserch project area 
(1,020 acres of 1,080 acres proposed for lease conver-
sion); and 12 percent of the Mobil project (404 acres of 
3,337 acres proposed for lease conversion) lie within the 
42,462 acre Winter Ridge Wilderness Study Area. 

The Final EIS incorporated comments received from 
various reviewers, but appeared little changed from the 
draft version.

In the Final EIS, the BLM decided that ten separate 
decisions would be required for the ten individual 
projects as to whether or not existing oil and gas leases 
should be converted into combined hydrocarbon leases. 
The BLM preferred alternatives are to convert the 
existing oil and gas leases into combined hydrocarbon 
leases as requested for each of the ten separate pro-
jects. 

USGS ESTIMATES 700 BILLION BARRELS OF 
WORLD HEAVY CRUDE OIL AND BITUMEN 
RECOVERABLE 

R. F. Meyer and C. J. Schenk of the United States 
Geological Survey have presented an estimate of world 
resources of heavy crude oil and bitumen. They note 
that an estimate of world resource of heavy hydrocar-
bons is difficult because of differences in, and impreci-
sion in the data sources. A complication is that the 
resources of heavy crude oil are commonly reported as 
recoverable reserves while bitumens are reported as 
resources of bitumen-impregnated rock in place. They 
reduced the data to a common basis of barrels of oil or 
bitumen in place. 

It is unlikely that any large accumulations of bitumen 
remain entirely undetected, although the quantity in 
place is often poorly known. On the other hand, a great 
deal of heavy crude oil is undoubtedly yet to be 
discovered. 

They followed the UNITAR definitions for heavy crude 
oil (API gravity less than 200 and viscosity less than 
10,000 centipoise) and natural bitumen (viscosity 
greater than 10,000 centipoise). In practical terms, 
hydrocarbons produced from wells may be assumed to 
have sufficient mobility to be classified as heavy oil, 
even without viscosity data, which are seldom avail-
able. Assumed recovery factors were 15 percent for oil 
150 gravity or greater, and 10 percent for that less 
than 150. For bitumen, 5 percent recovery was 
assumed. 

A principal difficulty in using the literature Is that of 
distinguishing the amount of bitumen from the weight 
of bitumen-impregnated rock. Even if grade is given, It 
often is not clear whether the given values are for 
impregnated rock or for bitumen alone. 

Occurrences 

Outside the Soviet Union virtually all the heavy hydro-
carbons are found in Cretaceous and Tertiary rocks. 
The only important exception is the bitumen contained 
in the Paleozoic strata lying unconformably below Mes-
ozoic rocks in Alberta, Canada. These strata also 
represent the only important carbonate bitumen reser-
voir outside Russia. In the Soviet Union, on the 
contrary, about 90 percent of the heavy hydrocarbons 
occur in Paleozoic strata, the only exception being the 
Tertiary reservoirs of the Ferghana and Tadzik basins 
of Central Asia. Smaller asphaltic deposits everywhere 
are commonly comprised of carbonate host rocks. 
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A large number of heavy oil reservoirs have been found 
offshore. Such fields are known in the Atlantic off 
Western Africa (Angola, Congo, Gabon, Morocco, Sene-
gal, Cameroon) and South America (Brazil), in the 
Caspian (Soviet Union), the Mediterranean (Greece, 
Spain, Italy), the Adriatic (Italy), Red Sea (Egypt), 
Indian Ocean (Indonesia), Persian Gulf (Iran), Gulf of 
Mexico (Mexico, United States in Green Canyon), North 
Sea (Netherlands, Federal Republic of Germany, Nor-
way, United Kingdom), Black Sea (Bulgaria. Soviet 
Union), Caribbean (Trinidad), eastern Pacific (United 
States), Beaufort Sea (Canada), and Indian Ocean (South 
Africa). 

Natural Bitumen 

Calculation of the major deposits of bitumen in the 
world (Table 1) leaves out some that are of great local 
significance. Nevertheless, none remotely approach the 
totals of Canada (82 percent) and the Soviet Union 
(15 percent) in the world. Even the United States and 
Nigeria have less than 1.5 percent each. The natural 
bitumens of Canada are well defined, except for the 
982,000 million barrels assigned to the Carbonate Trend 
outside of the Devonian Grosmont Formation. The 
picture for the Soviet Union Is not so clear. The figure 
of 475,500 million barrels is fairly well documented, 
most of it being found in the North Caspian, Melekess, 
and Lena-Anabar basins. However, recent work sug-
gests that eight major bitumen fields remain to be 
evaluated.

TABLE I 

WORLD BITUMEN RESOURCES 
(Minion Barrels)

Bitumen 
Country	 In Place 

Albania 371 
Angola 5,506 
Brazil 
Canada 2,655,085 
Chile 14,694 
Congo Republic 31 
France 5 
Germany, Federal Republic 8 
Italy 104 
Madagascar 1,141 
Nigeria 40,000 
Romania 25 
Syria 1 
Trinidad 60 
United States 42,927 
USSR (Soviet Union) 475,509 
Venezuela 62 
Zaire 210

Total	 3,235,739

'Heavy Crude Oil 

Estimates of the amounts of heavy crude oil In known 
fields (Table 2) show a more balanced distribution of 

TABLE 2 

WORLD HEAVY CRUDE OILS IN PLACE
IN KNOWN FIELDS

(Million Barrels) 

Heavy 
Crude Oil 

Country In Place 

Angola 293 
Argentina 3,944 
Bahrain 415 
Brazil 3,263 
Brunel 8,000 
Cameroon 140 
Canada 11,328 
Chad 3,400 
Chile 240 
China 67,847 
Colombia 4,166 
Ecuador 530 
Egypt 11,570 
France 914 
Germany, Federal Republic 2,328 
Hungary 325 
India 5,000 
Indonesia 14,810 
Iran 9,033 
Iraq 60,139 
Italy 9,765 
Japan 520 
Kuwait 201,670 
Madagascar 4,800 
Malaysia 800 
Mexico 41,980 
Morocco 1,000 
Netherlands 613 
Neutral Zone 17,362 
Nigeria 4,331 
Norway 2,000 
Oman 4,051 
Pakistan	 . 130 
Peru 920 
Qatar 2,400 
Saudi Arabia 19,233 
Senegal 629 
Spain 493 
Surinam 140 
Syria 2,843 
Thailand 500 
Trinidad 3,210 
Turkey 4,200 
United Arab Emirates 4,000 
United Kingdom 52,290 
United States 90,305 
USSR (Soviet Union) 39,215 
Venezuela 170,116 

Total 887,363
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the oil In both geography and amount than Is the case 
with natural bitumen. Kuwait has the most, primarily 
because of the giant Burgan Field, followed closely by 
Venezuela. The United States is a distant third. It is 
likely that the position of the Soviet Union is under-
stated. 
Table 3 gives the authors' estimates of yet-to-be dis-
covered heavy oil or deposits that are yet to be fully 
defined or exploited. Regardless of how It is 
categorized, the heavy oil in the Eastern Venezuela 
basin is clearly one of the great accumulations of 
petroleum in the world. With respect to heavy crude oil 
alone, it dwarfs all other areas and in terms of produc-
ibility it outranks all heavy hydrocarbon areas. 

TABLE 3 

ESTIMATED HEAVY CRUDE OILS 
YET TO BE DISCOVERED

(Million Barrels)

Recover-
Country	 In Place	 able 

Brazil 13,333 2,000 
Brunei (including Malaysia) 10,560 1,594 
Burma (including India, 5,531 830 

Pakistan) 
Canada 20,029 4,901 
Colombia 399 67 
Congo Republic 4,200 630 
Ecuador 6,128 1,500 
Germany, Federal Republic 547 146 
Indonesia 6,750 675 
Iran 3,800 380 
Iraq 194,320 19,432 
Kuwait 15,020 1,502 
Mexico 16,000 1,600 
Netherlands 214 32 
Neutral Zone 3,140 314 
Oman 900 90 
Peru 1,500 150 
Saudi Arabia 3,600 360 
Thailand 5,000 500 
United States 58,570 23,575 
USSR (Soviet Union) 137,433 20,615 
Venezuela 1,312,000 280,000 

Total 1,819,037 360,883

Meyer and Schenk conclude that the quantity of heavy 
hydrocarbons-heavy crude oil and natural bitu-
mens-4chown or surmised to be present In the earth is 
very large. The total Is in the range of 5,879,712 to 
5,942,139 million barrels. The portion of this that may 
ultimately prove recoverable is small, perhaps on the 
order of 500,000 million barrels of heavy crude oil and 
200,000 million barrels.of bitumen. The principal un-
known factors are the accuracy of the estimates of the 
undiscovered resource, progress in recovery and upgrad-
ing technology, and of course, petroleum economics.

SABINE REQUESTS APPROVAL OF SUNNYSIDE 
TAR SAND UNIT 

Sabine Production Company, operator of the Sunnyside 
Tar Sand Unit, has submitted this unit for approval by 
the State of Utah. The Sunnyside Tar Sand Unit is 
located about ten miles northeast of Sunnyside in 
Carbon County, Utah. This unit contains 41,908 acres 
as follows: 

Acres 

Federal Land (40%) 
Committed 3,659 
Unleased 6,648. 
Uncommitted 6,281 

Sub-Total Federal 16,588 

State Land (12%) 
Committed 3,480 
Unleased 400 
Uncommitted 1,080 

Sub-Total State 4,960 

Private Land (48%) 
Committed 19,720 
Uncommitted 640 

Sub-Total Private 20,360 
Total Unit Acreage 41,908

The Unit agreement provides that the operator will, 
within 12 months after the effective date of the unit, 
submit a schedule of exploration designed to satisfact-
orily Identify the reserves. Within 6 months of comple-
tion of exploration and no later than the eighth year of 
the unit, the operator must submit an acceptable plan 
of development and operation for the unitized land. 
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RECENT OIL SANDS PUBLICATIONS /PATENTS 

Alberta Oil Sands Technology and Research Authority, "Underground Test Facility." 

Bain, 0., "Heavy Oil/Oil Sands Ovetake the Industry--A Market Report on Husky, Suncor, Esso Can.star, and 
Newgrade," June 1985. 

Brigham, William E., "A Field Experiment of Improved Steam Drive with In Situ Foaming," September 1984. 

Butler, 1CM., "A New Approach to the Modelling of Steam-Assisted Gravity Drainage," The Journal of Canadian 
Petroleum. 

Butler, R.M., "The Expansion of Tar Sands During Thermal Recovery," June 1985. 

The following papers were presented at the 35th Canadian Chemical Engineering Conference held in Calgary, 
Alberta on October 6, 1985: 

Lu, B.C.Y., at al, "Correlation and Prediciton of Gas Solubilities in Athabasca Bitumen." 

Fu, C.T., at al, "Sensitivities in Representing Phase Behaviour of Gas-Bitumen Systems." 
Johnson, Susan E., at al, "Viscosity Prediction of Bitumen/Gas Systems by the Extended Principle of 
Corresponding States." 

Azzam, M.I.S., at al, "Evaluation of lnterfacially Active Steam Additives and Clay Stabilizers for 
Enhancing Heavy Oil Recovery." 

Singh, B., "Comparison of Carbon Dioxide and Nitrogen as Additives with Steam in Bitumen Recovery 
from Oil Sands." 

Ivory, J., at al, "Effectiveness of Carbon Dioxide and Naphtha in Steam Recovery Processes Applied to 
Oil Sands." 

Butler, R.M., "Natural Convection Effects in the Contacting of Bitumen with Diluents." 
Hyne, J.B., at al, "Oil Sand - Hot Water/Steam Chemical Reactions." 

Dugdaie, P., "A Thermodynamic Study of Gaseous Pollutants Generated in Thermal EOR Projects." 
Kimmel, Terry B., "Heavy Oil Emulsion Treating in Canada." 

Wyslouiil, B., at al, "The Pipeline Transportation of Heavy Crude Oil Emulsions." 

Spence, J., "The Effects of Clay Fines on Oil/Water Dispersions." 

Isaacs, E.E., "Interfacial Films at the Athabasca Bitumen/Water Interface." 

Schramm & Smith, "Two Classes of Anionic Surfactants and their Significance in the Hot Water 
Processing of Oil Sands." 

Cymbalisty, L, at al, "Development of Tails Oil Recovery Systems at Syncrude Canada Ltd." 

Levine, Samuel, "Multiphase Flow Theory of Spherical Agglomeration with Particular Reference to the 
Layering/Crushing." 

Kotlyar, US., "Insoluble Organic Matter-Mineral Interaction in Athabasca Oil Sands." 
Sparks, 8.0., at al, "Recovery of Organics from Tailings Pond Sludge Using Coke for Agglomeration" 
Mann, ItS., at al, "Catalytic Hydrotreatment of Heavy Oil Derived from Canadian Tar Sands Bitumen." 
Hall, ES., at al, "Physical Parameters that Control the Rates and Extents of Hydrodesulfurization of Oil 
Sand Cokes"Hyndrnan, A.W., "Upgrading Bitumen at Syncrude." 

Quinn, P., "Environmental Considerations in the Design of the Ri-Provincial Project Upgrading Facility." 

Wenzel, F., "Upgrading of Heavy Oil Bitumen and Refinery Residues by Application of the Veba-Combi 
Cracking Technique." 
Wisdom, LA., at al, "High Conversion H-Oil Processing of Cold Lake Residues." 
Kapoor, A., at al, "Conversion of Syngas to Gaseous and Liquid Fuels Using a Tubewall Reactor with 
Plasma Sprayed Iron Catalyst."
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Dente, M., et al, "1,165,712 Patent - Canada Extraction Process," April 1984. 

ERCB, "Atlas of Alberta's Crude Bitumen Reserves," December 1984. 

Esmail, M.N., "Problems in Numerical Simulation of Heavy Oil Reservoirs," Journal of Canadian Petroleum 
Technology. 

Harris, P., et al, "A Laboratory Investigation into the In Situ Recovery of Bitumen from an OR Sand Formation Using 
Hot Water and Naphtha," Journal of Canadian Petroleum Technolo gy, June 1985. 

Hoefele, E.O., "Agglomeration of OR Sands in a Solvent-Extraction Process," June 1985. 

Howard, John V., "Environmetnal Monitoring Outline for the Forest Hill heavy Oil Project," April 1985. 

Hsu, T.R., at al, "A Technique for the Measurement of Dynamic Mechanical Properties of Oil Sands," Journal of 
Canadian Petroleum Technology, June 1985. 

Husky Oil Operations Ltd., "Ri-Provincial Upgrader Project Environmental Impact Statement," July 1985. 

The following papers were presented at the 20th Intersoclety Energy Conversion Engineering Conference held in 
Miami Beach, Florida on August 18, 1985:. 

Bohannon, J.M., et al, "The 1984 National Petroleum Council EOR Study--Overview." 

Broz, J.S., et al, "Results from a Preliminary Feasibility Study of Electromagnetic Hot Waterfloodlng for 
Tar Sands and Heavy Oil." 

depour, Mervyn A., "underground-Access Oil Recovery--A Conceputal-Theoretical Analysis." 

Clark, Silas W., "Wet Oxidation Downhole Steam Generator for Recovery of Deep Heavy Oil." 

Stewart, W.C., "Enhanced Oil Recovery: What Have We Learned and What Can We Expect?" 

Tis, Daniel J., "The Dravo Solvent Process for Tar Sand Extraction." 

Newman, B.A, et al, "1,185,552 Patent - Canada, Processing of Heavy High-Sulfur Feedstocks." 

The following papers were presented at the First Technical Conference of the South Saskatchewan Section of the 
Petroleum Society of CIM held in Regina, Saskatchewan, September 15, 1985: 

Farquharson, R.G., et a!, "Lessons from Eyehlll." 

Dugdale, P.J., at el, "Design and Operation of the Viking-Kinsella Wainwright B Oxygen Fireflood Pilot." 

Moore, R.G., at al, "Experimental Basis for Extending the Oil-Recovery/Volume-Burned Method to Wet 
and Superwet Combustion." 

Langley, M.A., "In Situ Combustion Experiences, Husky Oil Operations." 

Reeves, M., "Mechanical Behavior of Unconsolidated Heavy Oil Sands During Production - Injection 
Cycles." 

George, 0., "Sand Retainment as Applied to Heavy Oil Wells in the Lloyminster, Alberta/Saskatchewan 
Region." 
Soveran, D.W., et al, "Upgrading Characteristics of Saskatchewan Medium and Heavy Crude Oils." 

Quinn, P.C., "Husky's BI-Provincial Project." 

Court, L., at al, "NewGrade Upgrade Project." 

Lunin, 0., et al, "The Commercialization of the CANMET Hydrocracking Process." 

United States Department of Energy, "The Reaction Kinetics of Fuel Formation for In Situ Combustion," July 1985. 

United States Department of the Interior, "Environmental Impact Statement on the PR Spring Combined Hydrocrbon 
Lease Conversion," October 1985. 

Yong, R.N., "1,184,838 Patent - Canada, Rapid Method for Bitumen Analysis," April 1985. 

Zawierucha, R., "Materials Performance in Thermal Enhanced Oil Rcovery Environments," Journal of Canadian 
Petroleum Technology, June 1985.
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OIL SANDS - PATENTS 

"Well with Sand Control and Stimulant Deflector," Roy M. Coates, Declan B. Livesey, David A. Redford, and Petre 
Tome (all of Canada) - Inventors, Texaco Canada Resources Ltd., United States Patent 4,532,994, August 6, 1985. A 
well 3ompletion method for improving the productivity of hydrocarbon emulsion from a substrate later which holds 
the hydrocarbon. The well completion includes an elongated, substantially horizontally-disposed liner, the walls of 
which are perforated to receive the emulsion from the substrate. Operationally, a flow of hot stimulating fluid is 
injected into the productive layer in a manner to achieve optimum penetration, as well as maximum horizontal 
sweep thereof. A flowable dam or gravel pack is disposed at the completion remote end and serves to pass a flow of 
stimulating fluid whereby to achieve the desirable distribution of said stimulating medium into the substrate. 
However, the gravel pack deters passage of emulsion back into the liner. 

"Extraction Process," Mario Dente, Guiliano Porcari, and Lee F. Robinson - Inventors, RTR Rio Tinto TIL Holding 
S.A., United States Patent 4,533,459, August 6, 1985. In the extraction of bitumen oils from oil sands, the raw 
material is first slurried with a stream of hot water under conditions promoting the release of the bitumen oils 
without disintegration of clay in the raw material; the water to raw material is at least 1:1 by weight. The slurry is 
separated into an oil-rich component, a solids component, and a middlings component containing essentially water 
and fines with only minor proportions of oil and solids. The middlings component, after removal of the contained 
fines and the solids, is recycled as a part of the slurrying water, 

"Method for Producing Viscous Hydrocarbons from Discrete Segments of a Subterranean Layer," Alfred Brown, Wane 
Sheng Huang, and Yick Mow Shum - Inventors, Texaco Inc., United States Patent 4,535,845, August 20, 1985. 
Method for producing viscous hydrocarbon products such as heavy crude oil or bitumen from tar sands, which 
products must be thermally converted into flowable condition. A discrete vertical subsection of a productive 
subterranean layer is marginated by a pair of spaced apart vertical wells and a horizontal well that lies substantially 
horizontal to the vertical wells. Controlled, pressurized flows of a heating medium such as steam are introduced to 
one of the vertical wells and to the horizontal well, whereby to establish a controlled thermal front. The latter is 
progressively urged by the pressurized steam, through the discrete vertical subsection and toward the other of the 
vertical wells at which hydrocarbon emulsion is produced. 

"Process Using Carbonate Reagent for Recovering Vanadium from Cokes and Ashes Derived from Heavy Oils," 
Lois L. McCorriston (of Canada) - Inventor, Gulf Canada Ltd., United States Patent 4,536,374, August 20, 1985. 
Vanadium values are recovered from sulfur-containing cokes and ashes derived from heavy oils by a novel process 
comprising heating in the presence of alkali metal carbonate, contacting the resulting solid residue with water to 
form a leach and recovering the vanadium values dissolved therein. The heating step solubilizes only alkali metal 
vanadate and thus the leach solution is substantially free of contaminating substances. 

"Method for Filtering Solvent and Tar Sand Mixtures," Jeffrey C. Kelterborn and Richard A. Stone - Inventors, 
Standard Oil Company (Indiana), United States Patent 4,539,097, September 3, 1985. A method for filtering spent 
tar sands from a bitumen and organic solvent solution comprises separating the solution into two streams wherein 
the bulk of the coarser spent tar sand is in a first stream and has an average particle size of about 10 to about 100 
mesh and the bulk of the finer spent tar sand is in a second stream; producing a filter cake by filtering the coarser 
spent tar sand from the first stream; and filtering the finer spent tar sand from the second stream with the filter 
cake. The method is particularly useful for filtering solutions of bitumen extracted from bitumen containing 
diatomite, spent diatomite, and organic solvent. 

"Production of Light Hydrocarbons by Treatment of Heavy Hydrocarbons with Water," Alex Y. Bekker, Andiappan K. 
Murthy, and Kundanbhai M. Patel - Inventors, Allied Corporation, United States Patent 4,543,177, September 24, 
1985. A process is disclosed for converting heavy hydrocarbons into light hydrocarbons which comprises contacting, 
in a first zone, a heavy hydrocarbon having an API gravity at 25 0C of less than about 20, such as Boscan heavy crude 
oil and tar sand bitumen, with a liquid comprising water, in the absence of externally added catalyst and hydrogen, 
while maintaining the first zone at a temperature between 400 and about 480 0C and at a pressure at least about 
690 KPA (about 100 PSIG) and less than about 5,000 KPA (about 725 PSIG) for a contact time under continuous flow 
conditions sufficient to produce a uniform (i.e., intimate) reaction mixture; forwarding the uniform reaction mixture 
to a second zone wherein the temperature and pressure conditions of the first zone are maintained at substantially 
steady state conditions for a time sufficient to separate the uniform mixture into a residue and a phase comprising 
light hydrocarbons, gas and water, withdrawing the residue and said phase from the second zone; and recovering a 
light hydrocarbon product having an API gravity at 25°C of greater than about 20 and substantially free of vanadium 
and nickel values, i.e., less than 50 ppm, preferably less than 10 or 5 ppm, a gaseous product, and a residue. 

"Polar Solvent Extraction and Dedusting Process," James L. Taylor - Inventor, Gulf Oil Corporation; Standard Oil 
Company, United States Patent 4,544,477, October 1, 1985. A process is provided to produce and dedust oil from oil 
shale and other types of solid hydrocarbon-containing material. In the process, raw oil shale or other solid 
hydrocarbon-containing material is retorted, preferably with solid heat carrier material, to liberate an effluent 
product stream of hydrocarbons containing entrained particulates of dust derived from the oil shale or other solid 
hydrocarbon-containing material. A fraction of oil containing most of the dust is separated from the effluent 
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product stream and fed to one or more dedusters. The dust-laden oil is dissolved in a special dedusting solvent 
(alcohols containing from 1 to 4 carbon atoms and alkanes containing from 3 to 9 carbon atoms) which contains both 
polar and non-polar solvents. In the deduster, the dissolved oil is separated into a dedusted stream of oil and 
solvents and a residual stream of dust-laden sludge. Solvents are recovered from the dedusted stream as well as the 
sludge. The recovered solvents are recycled to the deduster for use in dedusting the oil. The sludge is preferably 
dried and combusted for use as part of the solid heat carrier material in the retort. 

"Treatment of Primary Tailings and Middlings from the Hot Water Extraction Process for Recovering Bitumen from 
Tar Sand," Lubomyr M. Cymbalisty and George J. Cymerman (both of Canada) - Inventors, Alberta Energy Company 
Ltd.; Esso Resources Canada Ltd; Gulf Canada Ltd; Canadian Occidental Petroleum Ltd; HBOG Oil.Sands•Ltd; Her 
Majesty Queen in Right of Canada Minister of Energy and Natural Resources; Pan Canadian Petroleum Ltd; Petro 
Canada Inc., United States Patent 4,545,892, October 8, 1985. The primary tailings and middlings are combined and 
fed to a vessel having the general form of a deep cone thickener. The feed is deflected outwardly and generally 
horizontally by a baffle, as it is delivered to the vessel. Simultaneously, the outwardly radiating layer of newly 
added feed is contacted from below by an upwelling stream of aerated middlings, which stream moves in parallel 
with the aforesaid layer. Bitumen froth is formed and recovered. The upwelling stream is provided by circulating 
middlings through eductor/aerator assemblies and a plenum chamber mounted centrally in the body of middlings in 
the vessel. A generally circular circulation of middlings is generated. In this manner, the newly added bitumen is 
quickly and efficiently recovered. Recirculation of middlings to the aeration zone yields an additional recovery of 
bitumen. Use of the deep cone ensures that the tailings from the vessel are relatively low in water and bitumen 
content. 

"Shale Oil Stabilization with a Hydroprocessor," David M. Johnson, Paul B. Miller, and Earl D. York - Inventors, Gulf 
Oil Corporation; Standard Oil Company, United States Patent 4,548,702, October 22, 1985. A process is provided to 
produce, stabilize, dedust and upgrade synthetic oil, such as shale oil. In the process, synthetic fuels, such as oil 
shale, tar sands, and diatomite are retorted with heat carrier material to liberate an effluent product stream 
comprising hydrocarbons and entrained particulates of dust. To minimize polymerization of the product stream and 
agglomerate the dust, the product stream Is stabilized, upgraded, and pretreated prior to dedusting, in a 
hydroprocessor, such as an ubullated bed reactor, with a hydroprocessing gas in the presence of a catalyst. The 
hydroprocessing gas can be hydrogen, scrubbed fractionator gases, or hydrocarbon-enriched hydroprocessor off 
gases.
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LISTING OF THE STATUS 
OF OIL SANDS PROJECTS 

The following list provides updated descriptions of projects whose status have 
changed during this quarter. 

If the status of a project has not changed this quarter, only the project name 
and sponsor(s) are provided. The most recent description of each of these 
projects is referenced by identifying the appropriate date and.page number of a 
previous issue. 

Complete descriptions of all active projects will be provided in the March 1986 
issue.
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STATUS OF OIL SANDS PROJECTS 

COMMERCIAL PROJECTS 

CALIFORNIA TAR SANDS DEVELOPMENT PROJECT— California Tar Sands Development Corporation (T-06) 
California Tar Sands is developing a downhole hydraulic mining system whereby oil sands occurring at depths 
from 100 to 600 feet will be mined using a hydraulic mining tool. Bitumen will be extracted from the sand 
using a surface removal process. Operations will take place In California and Canada. 

Project Cost:	 $547 million 

CANSTAR - Nova - An Alberta Corporation, Petro-Canada (T-10) 
(see the March 1985 issue, page 3-42) 

CHEMECH PROJECT - CHEMECH (T-15) 
The United States Synthetic Fuels Corporation (SFC) received a proposal for the CHEMECH project in 
response to the competitive solicitation for tar sands projects that utilize mining and surface processing. The 
extraction plant will be located on 25 acres in north Logan County, Kentucky. The site Is 10 miles from 
Russellville, Kentucky. 
The plant will process approximately 3,500 tons per day of tar sand ore which will be surface mined from 
900 acres to be leased adjacent to the plant site. Three process trains will utilize the CHEMECH Adapted 
Solvent Extraction Process to produce 1,000 barrels per day of bitumen. This process has been developed by 
CHEMECH of Bowling Green, Kentucky based on research of different solvent extraction processes. A 
hydrocarbon solvent is used to extract the bitumen from crushed tar sand ore. The bitumen and solvent are 
then separated by distillation. The cleaned sand is steam stripped to recover the solvent, and is returned to 
the mine for disposal and reclamation. 
The proposed schedule called for construction to begin in April 1986, and for start-up to begin in September 
1986. However, the SFC determined that the proposal was non-responsive to the terms of the solicitation. 

Project Cost:	 Not disclosed 

COLD LAKE PROJECT - Esso Resources Canada Limited (T-20) 
In September 1983 the Alberta Energy Resources Conservation Board (AERCB) granted Esso Resources 
Canada Ltd. approval to proceed with construction of the first two phases of commercial development on 
Esso's oil sands leases at Cold Lake. Subsequent approval for Phases 3 and 4 was granted in June 1984 and for 
Phases 5 and 6 in May 1985. 
Shipments of diluted bitumen from Phases 1 and 2 started in July 1985. By the end of 1986, commercial 
bitumen production at Cold Lake will average 55,000 barrels oil per day. 

Cyclic steam stimulation is being used to recover the bitumen. Processing equipment consists of a water 
treatment and steam generation plant and a treatment plant which separates produced fluids into bitumen, 
associated gas and water. Plant design allows for all produced water to be recycled. 

Project Cost:	 $600 million 

DAPHNE PROJECT - Petro-Canada (T-25) 
(See September 1985 issue, page 3-68)
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STATUS OF OIL SANDS PROJECTS (Underline denotes changes since September 1985) 

COMMERCIAL PROJECTS (Continued) 

DIATOMACEOUS EARTH PROJECT - Texaco Inc. (T-30) 

Texaco is studying the feasibility of commercial oil production from oil-saturated deposits of diatomaceous 
earth located in the Mckittrick area of California's San Joaquin Valley 40 miles west of Bakersfield. The 
deposits, which lie at depths of zero to 1,200 feet beneath a 1,680 acre parcel of land owned by Texaco, are 
estimated to contain over 300 million barrels of recoverable oil, which will be recovered using open pit 
mining and backfilling techniques. Two recovery processes, the Dravo solvent extraction method and a Lurgi-
Ruhrgas retort, were tested in pilot plants. Texaco, has selected the Lurgi process. The Lurgi 2ilot plant is 
designed to process about 250 tons per day of ore to recover 150 barrels per day of oil. Project life for the 
commercial plant is estimated to be 40 to 50 years, dependinK on plant size. Texaco estimates crude oil 
produced form the project will average 21 to 2T API gravity. Commercial plant start-up has not been 
determined. 

Project Cost: - Undetermined at this time 

ELK POINT PROJECT - Amoco Canada Petroleum Company, Ltd. (T-21) 

The Elk Point Project area is located approximately 165 kilometers east of Edmonton, Alberta. Amoco 
Canada holds a 100 percent working interest in 6,864 hectares of oil sands leases in the area. The proposed 
Phase 1 Thermal Project is located in the NW 1/4 of Section 28, Township 55, Range 6 West of the 4th 
Meridian. Access to the Thermal Project site is via county and private roads from Alberta Highway 41. 
Access to other areas developed in Phase 1 is via the same means. Roads will be designed and maintained to 
provide year-round access. 

Amoco Canada's involvement in Elk Point oil sands development began in December 1981 with the drilling of 
a well at 1-28-55-6W4. As of November 1, 1985 one hundred and fifty-five wells have been drilled. 

The primary oil sands target in the area is the Lower Cummings sand of the Mannville Group. Additional oil 
sands potential is indicated in other Mannville zones including the McMurray, Clearwater, and the Sparky. 

Amoco Canada has identified three separate development phases of the Elk Point Project. Phase 1 of the 
Project will involve the drilling, construction, and operation of a 13-well Thermal Project (one, totally 
enclosed 5-spot pattern), a continuation of field delineation and development drilling and the construction of 
a product cleaning facility adjacent to the Thermal Project. The delineation and development wells will be 
drilled on a 16.19 hectare spacing and will be cold produced and/or huff-puff stimulated during Phase 1. 

Construction of the Phase 1 Thermal Project and cleaning facility was initiated in May 1985 and was fully 
operational by November 1985. Operations at the Phase 1 Thermal Project would continue until such time as 
it would be incorporated into Phase 2 development (tentatively beginning in 1987) or until steam injection was 
proven to be a non-viable recovery process for the reservoir. 

Drilling of the delineation and development wells will continue in 1986. These wells will be cold produced for 
a short period of time in order to confirm the wells' producibility and to detect the presence of any reservoir 
conditions which will affect steam injection (e.g., gas caps, water legs, sand production). Production of a 
small amount of bitumen from these wells will also improve thermal response. These wells will be converted 
to thermal recovery during Phase 2. The total estimated cast of Phase 1 Is approximately $50 million 
(Canadian). 

Phase 2 development, scheduled to begin in 1986 will involve the commercial development of the field up to 
its maximum production rates of 3,630 cubic meters per day (22,800 barrels per day) in 1995. Phase 3 of the 
Project will involve maintenance drilling and construction through eventual termination of the Project. 
Approximately 1,000 wells will be drilled over the Project life. Preliminary plans call for slant or directional 
drilling of these wells from pad locations but a final decision on this method will await results from Phase 1. 

The estimated capital investment required for Phases 2 and 3 (in escalated dollars) is $1.75 billion. 

Project Cost:	 (See Above) 

FOREST HILL PROJECT - Greenwich Oil Corporation (T-26) 

Greenwich OH Company is proposing a project which entails modification of existing, and installaton of 
additional, injection and production wells to produce approximately 1,750 barrels per day of 10° API crude oil 
by a fire flooding technique utilizing injection of high concentration oxygen. Construction is expected to 
begin in the third quarter 1985. Loan and price guarantees are requested from the United States Synthetic 
Fuels Corporation under the third solicitation. The project passed both the SFC's project maturity and 
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STATUS OF OIL SANDS PROJECTS (Underline denotes changes since September 1985) 

COMMERCIAL PROJECTS (Continued) 

project strength evaluations. On April 5, 1984 the SPC Board notified the Department of the Treasury to set 
aside $60 million for the project. On August 21, 1905 the Board directed their staff to complete contract 
negotiations with Greenwich by September 13, 1985 for an award of up to $60 million. Contract was signed 
on September 24, 1985. 

Project Cost:	 Estimated $42.5 million 

LINDBERGH COMMERCIAL PROJECT-- Dome Petroleum Limited (T-32) 
(See the September 1985 issue, page 3-69) 

*LINDBERGH COMMERCIAL THERMAL RECOVERY PROJECT -- Murphy Oil Company Ltd. (T-33) 
Murphy Oil Company Ltd., is commencing a commercial thermal recovery project in the Lindbergh area of 
Alberta. Project development is planned in four separate phases over nine years, with a total project life of 
30 years. The first phase of the commercial expansion is underway with the addition of 53 wells in 1985 and 
construction of an oil plant, water plant, and water source intake and line from the north Saskatchewan 
River. Startup is scheduled for March 1, 1986 at 400 cubic meters per day (2,500 barrels per day). 
Murphy has been testing thermal recovery methods in a pilot project at Lindbergh since 1974. Based on its 
experience with the pilot project at Lindbergh, the company expects recovery rates in excess of 15 percent of 
the oil in place. Total production over the life of this project is expected to be in excess of 12 million cubic 
meters of heavy oil. Experiments with follow-up production techniques, which may improve recovery rates 
even further, are continuing at the pilot project. 

The project will use a huff-and-puff process with about two cycles per year on each well. Production will be 
from the Lower Grand Rapids zone at a depth of 1,650 feet. Oil gravity is 11 0Afl, and oil viscosity at the 
reservoir temperature is 100,000 centipose. 

As production from the initial wells declines, replacement wells will be drilled and brought on stream, to 
maintain production. An average of 18 new wells will be drilled each year. The wells will be directionally 
drilled outward from common pads, reducing the number of surface leases and roads required for the project. 
Capital costs of Phase I will be roughly $35 million (Canadian) for the initial installations, with about 
$6 million in capital additions for each succeeding year to drill and tie in the replacement wells. Operating 
expenditures will be in the order of $12 million per year. 

Development of future phases will be dependent on satisfactory performance in Phase I and successful pro-
duction tests at the intended locations for these phases. A tentative schedule is to commence construction of 
Phase II in 1988, Phase III in 1990, and Phase IV in 1992. Total production from all four phases would be 
10,000 barrels per day. 

Project Cost.	 $35 million (Canadian) capital cost 
$12 million (Canadian) operating costs plus $6 million capital additions annually 

LLOYDMINSTER REGIONAL UPGRADER -- Husky Oil, Ltd. (T-35) 
(See the September 1985 issue, page 3-70) 

PEACE RIVER COMMERCIAL EXPANSION --Shell Canada Resources Limited (T-35.5) 
(See the September 1985 issue, page 3-70) 

PORTA-PLANTS PROJECT - Porta-Plants, Inc. (T-36) 

Porta-Plants, Inc., is proposing a project near Roosevelt, Utah to produce 1,000 barrels per day of bitumen 
from high-grade Utah tar sands utilizing an optimized hot water disengagement and selective cohesion 
process. The first phase (for which SFC assistance was not requested) involves construction of a 10 barrels 
per day plant to be operational in 1987. Superior yields have been proven. A heavy oil upgrading process has 
not been chosen. Processes being considered include: Dynacracking, ART, and hydrotreating. Construction 
of the 1,000 barrels per day facility would follow on the same site, with start-up scheduled for October 1988. 
Price and loan guarantees were requested from the United States Synthetic Fuels Corporation (SFC) under 
the third solicitation. However, the project did not pass the SFC's project maturity evaluation. Production 
costs will be $12.92 per barrel including operation and equipment. 
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COMMERCIAL PROJECTS (Continued) 

Project Cost:	 10 barrels per day Plant: 	 ! 5,000,000 
100 barrels per day plant: 	 10,000,000 
1,000 barrels per day Plant: 	 $27,500,000 

PRIMROSE LAKE COMMERCIAL PROJECT - Dome Petroleum Ltd. (1-38) 

Dome has proposed a 25,000 barrels per day commercial project in the Primrose area of northeastern Alberta. 
Dome is earning a working interest in certain oil sands leases from Alberta Energy Company. Following 
extensive exploration, the company undertook a cyclic steam pilot project in the area, which commenced 
production in November 1983, and thereby earned an interest in eight sections of adjoining oil sands leases. 
The 41 well pilot was producing 2,000 barrels per day of 10 0API oil In 1984. 
The agreement with Alberta Energy contemplates that Dome can earn an interest in an additional 
225,000 acres of adjoining oil sands lands through development of a commercial production project. The 
project is estimated to carry a capital cost of at least $C1.2 billion and annual operating cost of 
$C140 million. Total production over a 30 year period will be 190 million barrels of oil or 18.6 percent of the 
oil originally in place in the project area. Each year for the first five years Dome will start a new 400 well, 
5,000 barrels per day stage. Each stage will cover four sections with sixteen 26 well slant-hole drilling 
clusters. Each set of wells will produce from 160 acres on six acre spacing. A hearing on the project was 
held by the Alberta Energy Resources Conservation Board in November 1985. 

In January 1984, Dome entered into an agreement with Pangaea Petroleum Ltd. and Canadian Hunter 
Exploration Inc., which permits those companies to earn a total of 25 percent of Dome's interest in the 
Primrose pilot recovery project and the proposed commercial production facility. Under this agreement, the 
two companies have reimbursed Dome for approximately $20 million of its costs for the pilot recovery 
project and will pay one-half of future expenditures on the commercial production project. The two 
companies also have the right to earn a 15 percent working interest in any subsequent projects for the 
recovery of bitumen from the Alberta Energy lands. 

Project Cost:	 $1.2 billion (Canadian) capital cost 
$140 million (Canadian) annual operating cost 

SANTA ROSA OIL SANDS PROJECT - Solv-Ex Corporation (T-570) 

(see the March 1985 issue, page 3-45) 

SELECTIVE CATALYTIC COHESION PROJECT - Porta-Plants, Inc. (see Porta-Plants project) 

SCOTFORD SYNTHETIC CRUDE REFINERY - Shell Canada Limited (T-40) 

(See the September 1985 issue, page 3-71) 

SUNCOR, INC. (formerly Great Canadian Oil Sands, Ltd.) - Ontario Energy Resources Ltd. (25 percent), Sun Oil 
Company (72.8 percent), publicly (2.2 percent) (T-50) 

Suncor Inc. was formed in August 1979, by the amalgamation of Great Canadian Oil Sands and Sun Oil Co., 
Ltd. In November 1981 Ontario Energy Resources Ltd., acquired a 25 percent interest in Suncor Inc. Suncor 
plans to move toward 51 percent Canadian ownership by 1987. 

Suncor Inc. is comprised of three major groups: Resources Group, Sunoco Group, and Oil Sands Group. The 
Resources Group is sub-divided into three divisions: Exploration, Production, and Resources Development. 
The Sunoco Group refines and markets petroleum products. The Oil Sands Group is explained in the following 
paragraphs. 

Oil Sands Group operates a commercial oil sands plant located in the Athabasca bituminous sands deposit 
30 kilometers north of Fort McMurray, Alberta. It has been in production since 1967. A four-step method is 
used to produce synthetic oil. First, overburden is removed to expose the oil-bearing sand. Second, the sand 
is mined and transported by conveyors to the extraction unit. Third, hot water and steam are used to extract 
the bitumen from the sand. Fourth, the bitumen goesto upgrading where thermal cracking produces coke, 
and cooled vapors form distillates. The distillates are desulfurized and blended to form high-quality synthetic 
crude oil, most of which is shipped to Edmonton for distribution. An expansion was completed in 1981 adding 
a third mining system, a fifth line in the extraction plant, an additional pair of coking drums, and a 250,000 
pounds per hour gas-fired boiler. The current daily average production is 55,000 barrels. 
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COMMERCIAL PROJECTS (Continued) 

in 1984 Suncor announced it would spend an additional $500 million over the next five years to improve 
productive capacity and plant reliability. It is expected this program will increase the productive capacity of 
the plant by approximately 5,000 barrels per day. Current estimated remaining reserves of synthetic crude 
oil are 388 million barrels. 

The plant receives world price for its oil which has ranged from $36 to $45 (Canadian) per barrel over the last 
few years. 

Project Cost:	 (see above) 

SUNNYSIDE TAR SANDS PROJECT - GNC Tar Sands Corporation (T-590) 

A 240 tons per day (120 barrels per day) tar sands pilot was built by GNC in 1982 in Salt Lake City, which 
employs ambient water flotation concentration which demonstrated that tar sands could be concentrated by 
selective flotation from 8 percent bitumen as mined to a 30 to 40 percent richness. 
Chevron in 1983 built and operated a solvent leach unit that, when added in back of a flotation unit at 
Colorado School of Mines Research Institute in Denver, produced a bitumen dissolved in a kerosene solvent 
with a ratio of 1:3 which contained 5 percent ash and water. Chevron also ran a series of tests using the 
solvent circuit first followed by flotation and found it to be simpler and cheaper than the reverse cycle. 
Kellogg, in a series of tests during 1983/1984, took the product from the CSMRI tests and ran it through their 
Engelhard ARTCAT pilot plant in Houston and produced a 270API crude out of the 10 percent API bitumen, 
recycled the solvent, and eliminated the ash, water, and 80 percent of the metals, nitrogen, and sulfur. 

Today GNC has a complete process that on tests demonstrates 96 to 98 percent recovery of mined bitumen 
through the solvent and flotation units and converts 92 percent of that stream to a 27 0API crude with 
characteristics between Saudi Light and Saudi Heavy. 

GNC has .2,000 acres of fee leases in the Sunnyside deposit that contain an estimated 307 million barrels of 
bitumen. It has applied to atM for conversion of a Sunnyside oil and gas lease to a combined hydrocarbon 
lease. The company has contracted Morrison-Knudsen for mining and upgrading. The first commercial 
facility will be 5,000 barrels per day. In response to a solicitation by the United States Synthetic Fuels 
Corporation (SFC) for tar sands projects that utilize mining and surface processing methods, GNC requested 
loan and price guarantees of $452,419,000. Construction would start in the third quarter 1986 with first 
production in the first quarter 1989. On November 19, 1985 the SFC determined that the project was a 
cualified candidate for assistance under the terms nf the cntntnn 

Project Cost:	 $378 million for 25,000 barrels per day facility 

SYNCRUDE - CANADA, LTD: -- Alberta Energy Company (10 percent); Alberta Oil Sands Equity (16.74 percent); 
Canadian Occidental Petroleum Ltd. (13.23 percent); Eno Resources Canada Limited (25 percent); Gulf Canada 
Resources Inc. (9.03 percent); Dome Petroleum Limited (agent for HBOG Oil Sands Limited Partnership) (5 percent); 
PanCanadian Petroleum Limited (4 percent); Petro-Canada Ventures Inc. (17 percent) (T-60) 

(See the September 1985 Issue, page 3-72) 

WOLF LAKE PROJECT - BP Canada Resources Ltd. and Petro-Canada (T-680) 
Located 30 miles north of Bor 
commercial oil sands project (a 

wells will be

near the Saskatchewan border, on 75,000 acres, the Wolf Lake 
venture between 81' Canada Resources Ltd. and Petro-Canada) was 
it 1985. Production at designed canacitv of 7.000 barrels nfl dnv wmc 

steam injected. As production from the original wells declines more 

Twenty-two wells were drilled in 1981 to determine a site for the plant. Application to the ERCB was 
approved in September 1982. An EPC contract for the Central Plant was awarded to Saturn Process Plant 
Constructors Ltd., in August 1983. Construction was complete in the first quarter 1985, 5.5 months ahead of 
schedule. Drilling of wells began October 15, 1983 and the initial 192 wells were complete in early July 1984, 
7.5 months ahead of schedule. An estimated 720 wells were needed over the expected 25-year life of the 
project. Because the site consists mostly of muskeg, the wells will be directionally drilled in clusters of 20 
from special pads. The bitumen is heavy and viscous (10 0API) and thus cannot be handled by most Canadian 
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COMMERCIAL PROJECTS (Continued) 

refineries. There are no plans to upgrade the bitumen into a synthetic crude; much of it will probably be used 
for the manufacture of asphalt or exported to the northern United States. 

The project is going ahead largely due to tax and royalty concessions by both federal and provincial 
governments. In early 1983 the Canadian federal government announced that new oil sands and heavy oil 
projects would be exempted from the Petroleum and Gas Revenue Tax until capital costs have been 
recovered, and would also qualify for a special 133 percent tax write-off. The Alberta government has 
indicated that during the early years of the project the province will levy only a nominal royalty. This 
royalty initially could be as little as 1 percent, possibly increasing to as much as 30 percent of net profits 
once the project sponsors recover their investment. 

(Also see Marguerite Lake Phase A Pilot and Marguerite Lake B Unit Experimental-Test.) 

Estimated Cost: $114 million (Canadian) 
(Additional $750 million over 25 years for additional drilling) 

R&D 

ABC COLD LAKE PILOT — Alberta Oil Sands Technology and Research Authority (AOSTRA), Bow Valley Industries 
Ltd., and Cold Lake Heavy Oil Ltd. (T-85) 

(See the September 1985 issue, page 3-73) 

ANZAC PILOT PROJECT - (see GLISP Project) 

ASPHALT RIDGE TAR SANDS PILOT PLANT - Sohio Shale Oil Company (T-120) 

(see the June 1985 issue, page 3-54) 

ATHABASCA IN SITU PILOT PROJECT - Alberta Oil Sands Technology and Research Authority, Canterra Energy 
Tenneco Oil of Canada, Ltd. (T-130) 

(See the September 1985 issue, page 3-73) 

BATTRUM IN SITU WET COMBUSTION— Mobil Oil Canada, Ltd. (T-135) 

(see the March 1985 issue, page 3-42) 

BEAVER CROSSING THERMAL RECOVERY PILOT - Chevron Canada Resources Limited. (T-140) 

(see the June 1985 issue, page 3-55) 

CANMET HYDROCRACKING PROCESS - Canada Centre for Mineral and Energy Technology (CANMET), Petro-
Canada, and Partec Lavalin Inc. (T-175) 

Based on the results of bench scale and pilot plant studies, a novel hydrocraeking process has been developed 
at CANMET for the upgrading of bitumen, heavy oil, and residuum. This CANMET Hydrocracking Process Is 
effective for the processing of heavy feedstocks with conversion of 90 weight percent of the pitch to 
distillate boiling below 5240C. (Pitch is defined as material boiling above 524 0C.) An additive has been 
developed for the CANMET Hydrocracking Process which acts as a hydrogenating and coke-getting agent. 
High asphaltene conversions are achieved with the CANMET additive at comparatively moderate pressures 
and temperatures. Only moderate H2 consumption is required to achieve high levels of asphaltene and pitch 
conversion. This is attributed to the additive which primarily functions as a hydrogenating agent. Smooth 
and continuous pilot plant operations have been achieved with the CANMET additive. 
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R & D PROJECTS (Continued) 

L, 1979, Petro-Canada acquired an exclusive right to license the process. Petro-Canada formed a working 
partnership with Partec Lavalin Inc., a Canadian engineering company, for the marketing of the technology 
and the design and construction of a 5,000 barrels per stream day demonstration plant at the Petro-Canada 
refinery in Montreal. The demonstration plant is now complete and commissioning is in progress (November). 
Full operation is now scheduled for early November 1985. In addition, a five year R & D program has been 
implemented jointly by CANMET, Petro-Canada, and Partec Lavalin Inc., on the further development and 
commercialization of the CANMET Hydrocracking Process. 

Project Cost:	 Not disclosed 

CEDAR CAMP TAR SAND PROJECT - Enercor, Mono Power (T-190) 

(see the March1985 issue, page 3-50). 

CELTIC HEAVY OIL PILOT PROJECT - Mobil Oil Canada, Ltd. (T-200) 

(See the September 1985 issue, page 3-74) 

CHARLOTTE LAKE PROJECT - Canadian Worldwide Energy Ltd., and others (T-205) 

Canadian Worldwide currently holds a 25 percent working interest in this 8,960 acre property. An agreement 
has been reached with Husky Oil Operations Ltd., to proceed with a $5 million pilot project; work is to 
commence by December 31, 1986 with completion by December 31, 1987. By carrying out this work, Husky 
will earn one-half of Canadian Worldwid&s 25 percent interest. The oil sands lease is located approximately 
12 miles southeast of the town of Bonnvville. Two wells are eicoected to be drilled b y the end nf IQRS with 

aevelopment. nine natural gas weits nave Dean drilled on the property to date, which have confirmed the 
presence of heavy oil in the Lloydminster sand at a depth of approximately 1,300 feet. The pay zone, based 
on preliminary evaluations, is approximately 40 feet thick and has good reservoir parameters. 

Project Cost:	 $5 million 

CIRCLE CLIFFS PROJECT - Kirkwood Oil and Gas (T-220) 

(see the March 1985 issue, page 3-50) 

COLD LAKE STEAM STIMULATION PROGRAM - Mobil Oil Canada, Ltd. (T-230) 

(See the September 1985 issue, page 3-75) 

ENPEX SYNTARO PROJECT - ENPEX Corporation, Texas Tar Sands, Ltd. (Getty Oil Company, Superior Oil 
Company, M. H. Whittier Corporation - Limited Partners; ENPEX Corporation and Ray M. Southworth - General 
Partners) (T-260) 

(see the June 1985 issue, page 3-55) 

ESSO COLD LAKE PILOT PROJECTS - Esso Resources Canada Ltd. (T-270) 

Esso operates two steam based in situ recovery projects, the May-Ethel and Leming pilot plants, using steam 
stimulation in the Cold Lake Deposit of Alberta. Tests have been conducted since 1964 at the May-Ethel pilot 
site in 27-64-3W4 on Esso's Lease No. 40. Project approval has recently been increased to 3,000 barrels oil 
per day. Esso has sold these data to several companies. Esso's Leming pilot is located in Sections 5 through 
8-65-3W4 and currently produces 16,000 BOPD. The Leming pilot uses several different patterns and 
processes to test future recovery potential. Esso expanded its Leming field and plant facilities in 1980 to 
increase the capacity to 14,000 BOPD at a cost $60 million. A further expansion costing $40 million 
debottleñecked the existing facilities and increased the capacity to 16,000 barrels per day. By mid-1985, 
Leming had 483 operating wells. 

Major prototype facilities for the commercial-scale Cold Lake Project will continue to be tested including 
three 175,000 pounds per hour steam generators, and a water treatment plant to convert the saline water 
produced with the bitumen into a suitable feedwater for the steam generators. 
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R & D PROJECTS (Continued) 

(See Cold Lake in commercial projects listing) 

Project Cost:	 $250 million 

EYEHILL IN SITU STEAM PROJECT - Canada Cities Service, Ltd., Canadian Reserve Oil and Gas Ltd. and Murphy 
Oil Company Ltd. (T-280) 

(see the June 1985 issue, page 3-56) 

FT. KENT THERMAL PROJECT - Suncor, Inc. and Worldwide Energy Corporation (T-290) 

Canadian Worldwide Energy Ltd. and Suncor, Inc., have developed heavy oil deposits on a 4,960 acre lease In 
the Fort Kent area of Alberta. Canadian Worldwide holds a 50 percent working interest in this project, with 
Suncor as operator. This oil has an average gravity of 12.5 0API, and a sulfur content of 3.5 percent. 

A total of 118 production wells is included in this project, with a current production level of 3,400 barrels per 
day. The project utilizes huff and puff, with steamdrive as an additional recovery mechanism. The first 
steamdrive pattern was commenced in 1980, and a second was converted in 1984. Eventually most of the 
project will be converted to steamdrlve. Reulatorv aoorovals are exoected in earl y Nnvemhar fAr the 

Ultimate recoveries are anticipated to be approximately 21 percent, Engineering work is underway to 
determine the feasibility of increasing this recovery, particularly with regard to the use of steam additives 
such as carbon dioxide. Results from the laboratory work, which has now been completed, Indicate that 
increased or accelerated production can be realized using these additives. Work Is now commencing to design 
a field pilot, to be undertaken in 1986. Casts for the work up to the point of commencing a field test are 
estimated at $1.2 million; however, due to the participation of AOSTRA and the Alberta Government Industry 
Access Program, Canadian Worldwide's share of the program is reduced to $135,000. 

Field trials are also being carried out to determine the benefits of other additives such as surfactants and 
diverting agents. These additives are commercially available, and are widely used in other heavy oil areas. 

Because of the experimental work being carried out, this project qualifies for a reduced royalty rate of only 
5 percent. 

Canadian Worldwide's share of the project costs to date is approximately $35 million (Canadian) 

Project Cost: See Above 

FOSTERTON N.W. IN SITU WET COMBUSTION - Mobil Oil Canada Ltd. (T-295) 

(See the September 1985 issue, page 3-76) 

ClASP PROJECT - Amoco Canada Petroleum Company Ltd., AOSTRA, and Petro-Canada Ltd. (T-297) 

The Gregoire Lake In Situ Steam Pilot (GLISP) Project will be an experimental steam pilot located at Section 
2-86-7W4. The participants are Amoco (12.5 percent), AOSTRA (75 percent), and Petro-Canada Inc. 
(12.5 percent). Other parties may participate by reducing AOSTRA's ownership. The lease ownership is 
shared jointly by Amoco (85 percent) and Petro-Canada (15 percent). Amoco is the operator. The production 
pattern will consist of a four-spot geometry with an enclosed area 7Th8 hectacres (0.68 acres). 
Observation wells will also be drilled. The process will test the use of steam and steam additives in the 
recovery of highly viscous bitumen (1 x 10 million cP at virgin reservoir temperature). In the absence of 
natural injectivity, a special fracturing technique will be used. Sophisticated seismic methods and other 
techniques will be used to monitor the in situ process. 

Reservoir selection, evaluation studies, and construction are complete. The project began operation in 
September 1985. 

Project Cost:	 $22 million (Canadian)
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R & D PROJECTS (Continued) 

GROSMONT THERMAL RECOVERY PROJECT - Union Oil Company of Canada Limited (T-300) 
Since 1975, Union has operated five in situ steam tests and two in situ combustion tests in the Grosmont 
formation of Alberta's carbonate heavy oil deposit. In 1982, a new single five spot pattern was tested using 
stimulation and drive processes in section 28-87-19 W4. At present 3 single well huff and puff pilots are still 
in operation. Participants in this project include the Alberta Oil Sands Technology and Research Authority 
(50 percent), Canadian Superior Oil Ltd. (25 percent) and Union Oil Company of Canada Limited (25 percent). 
The orolect recluires additional fundin g to continue be yond the end of 1985. 
At the pilot site, the Grosmont formation is a consolidated, highly porous dolomite of Devonian age 

Project Cost:	 Not disclosed 

INTERNATIONAL HYDROCARBON TAR SANDS PROJECT - International Hydrocarbons Inc. (T-320) 
Tar sand recovery project located in Grand County north of Green River, Utah (T215 RiflE). International 
Hydrocarbons has 600 acres of state land and 200 acres of fee land which provide a resource base of 
approximately 396 million barrels recoverable oil. Thermal extraction with open pit mining will be applied to 
produce up to 60,000 barrels per day. Negotiations are underway for the prime construction contractor. 
Construction was scheduled to begin in 1983 and be completed in 3 to 5 years. The sponsors resubmitted a 
proposal to the SFC for loan and price guarantees under the fourth general solicitation that closed June 29, 
1984. However, the project was dropped from further consideration on January 15, 1985. 
International Hydrocarbons submitted a proposal for a down-sized project in response to the SFCs solicitation 
for mining and surface processing tar sands projects that closed on August 30, 1985. This smaller project 
would use one train to produce 7,000 barrels per day of oil, 150 megawatts (gross) of electricity, and 
1,200 tons per day of fertilizer. SFC assistance in securing a procurement contract with the United States 
Department of Defense was requested, but the project was dropped from further consideration. 

Project Cost:	 $450 million for the down-sized plant 

IPIATIK LAKE PROJECT - Alberta Energy Company and Petro-Canada (T-330) 
(see the March 1985 issue, page 3-53) 

KENOCO PROJECT - Kenoco Corporation (Ward Douglas and Company and KSA Resources) (T-340) 

Kenoco Corporation, formed by Ward Douglas and Company and the principals of KSA Resources to be the 
successor to the Kensyntar Company, is developing a heavy oil project in Edmonson County, Kentucky on a 
19,000 acre lease. The principals of Kenoco acquired the interests of Pittston Synfuels, a partner in 
Kensyntar, in December 1984. Subsequently Kenoco has reactivated the pilot test site and anticipates 
producing 50 to 75 barrels per day by Spring 1986. The pilot was successfully operated from the summer 1981 
through 1983 and produced over 6,400 barrels of heavy oil using a modified wet fireflood process. The 
operation was stopped before completion of the burn in 1983 to obtain core data on the test pattern. Sixteen 
core holes were drilled and analyzed, and the current pilot operation is being carried out to complete the 
production from the test pattern. 
In parallel with the renewed pilot operation plans are being developed to expand the pilot initially to a 400 to 
700 barrels per day multi-pattern operation, and over a period of 5 to 6 years to a 10,000 barrels per day 
operation. 
The project will be privately financed. 

Project Cost:	 No disclosed 

KENSYNTAR PROJECT -- (see Kenoco Project) 

KING SOLOMON DOWNHOLE STEAM GENERATOR PROJECT -- King Solomon Resources Ltd. (T-350) 
(See the September 1985 issue, page 3-77) 

LETC TS-1S, Steam Drive - (see Tar Sand Research Program) 
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H & D PROJECTS (Continued) 

LINDBERGH STEAM PROJECT - Murphy Oil Company, Ltd. (1-360) 

Experimental in situ recovery project located at 13-58-5 W4, Lindbergh, Alberta, Canada. The pilot produces 
from a 60 foot thick Lower Grand Rapids formation at a depth of 1600 feet. The pilot began with one 
inverted seven spot pattern enclosing 20 acres. Each well has been steam stimulated and produced roughly 
nine times. Steam drive from the center well was initiated in September 1980. Production rates from the 
seven-spot area have been encouraging to date, and a 9 well expansion was completed August 1, 1984, adding 
two more seven spots to the pilot. Oil gravity is 10°API and has a viscosity of 102,500 Cp at 70°F. Porosity is 
33 percent and permeability is 2500 md. 
(Refer to the Lindbergh Commercial Thermal Recovery Project (T-33) listed in commercial projects.) 

Project Cost:	 $7 million to date 

LINDBERGH THERMAL PROJECT - Dome Petroleum Limited (T-370) 
(see the March 1985 issue, page 3-53) 

MARGUERITE LAKE PHASE A PILOT - Alberta Oil Sand Technology and Research Authority - 50 percent; BP 
Resources - 20 percent, Dome Petroleum Ltd. (formerly Hudson's Bay Oil and Gas) - 17.5 percent; PanCanadlan 
Petroleum Ltd. - 12.5 percent (T-390) 

BP Canada, Hudson's Bay Oil and Gas, and PanCanadian Petroleum entered into arrangements in 1977 
whereby Hudson's Bay and PanCanadian joined BP in a pilot in situ project to produce 900 barrels per day 
bitumen from the Cold Lake heavy oil deposit of northeastern Alberta. The project, which is to last until 
1987, involves the use of steam and combustion for bitumen recovery and is located at 7-66-R5-W4M. It is 
presently funded 50 percent by the Alberta Oil Sands Technology and Research Authority and the remaining 
project costs are shared in the following manner: BP Canada (20 percent), Hudson's Bay Oil and Gas (17.5 
percent), PanCanadian Petroleum (12.5 percent). At the end of 1985 the first phase of the project will be 
completed. The next phase, which will last from 1985 to 1988, is planned to further develop the combustion 
process so that it can be taken into the Wolf Lake Project in the 1990s. The Partnership for the next phase 
presently is uncertain. The project utilizes cyclic steam stimulation followed by in situ combustion in the 
Mannville "C" zone at a depth of about 500 meters. The pilot initially consisted of four 5-spot well patterns 
with 5-acres per well spacing, plus four "out-of-pattern" test wells. Five infill wells were drilled in 1981 and 
five additional infill wells were drilled in 1984. Initial steam injection (Phase A) commenced in mid-1978 and 
will continue through the mid-1980s. Preliminary testing of the in situ combustion stage began in several 
special test wells located immediately adjacent to the main pilot wells, using air. Oxygen injection was 
successfully tested on an experimental basis in March 1983, and the main pilot area was converted to oxygen 
injection in October 1983. (See Wolf Lake Project listed in commercial projects.) Combustion will continue 
until 1988. 

Project Cost: 	 $50 million (Canadian) 

MARGUERITE LAKE 'B' UNIT EXPERIMENTAL TEST - Alberta Oil Sand Technology and Research Authority - 
33-1/3 percent; BP Resources Canada Ltd. - 33-1/3 percent; Petro-Canada - 33-1/3 percent (T-395) 

BP Resources Canada Ltd. and Alberta Oil Sands Technology and Research Authority (AOSTRA) entered into 
an agreement in 1982 whereby they will test the potential for producing bitumen from the heavy oil deposits 
in the Cold Lake area of northeastern Alberta. The project consists of one cyclic steam stimulation well and 
two observation wells in the 'B' unit of the Lower Grand Rapids Formation, and commenced in 1982. Initially 
only one cycle of steam stimulation was considered. The project deadline has now been extended to the end 
of 1986, and consists of four cycles. (See Wolf Lake Project listed in commercial projects.) 

Project Cost:	 $4.2 million (Canadian) 

MEOTA STEAM DRIVE PROJECT (North Battleford Heavy Oil Project) -- Canterra Energy Ltd., Saskatchewan Oil 
and Gas Corporation, Total Petroleum Canada Ltd. (T-400) 

(see the March 1985 issue, page 3-54) 

MINE-ASSISTED PILOT PROJECT (see UNDERGROUND TEST FACILITY PROJECT) - Alberta Oil Sands 
Technology and Research Authority (AOSTRA) (T-410)
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STATUS OF OIL SANDS PROJECTS (Underline denotes changes since September 1985) 

R & D PROJECTS (Continued) 

MORGAN COMBINATION THERMAL DRIVE PROJECT - Dome Petroleum Company (T-420) 
(see the March 1985 issue, page 3-55) 

MURIEL LAKE PROJECT - Canadian Worldwide Energy Ltd. and others (T-435) 
(see the March 1985 issue, page 3-55) 

PCEJ PROJECTS - Canada-Cities Service Ltd., Esso Resources Canada, Ltd., Japan Canada Oil Sands, Ltd., and 
Petro-Canada (T-460) 

(see the June 1985 issue, page 3-59) 

PEACE RIVER IN SITU PILOT PROJECT - Amoco Canada Petroleum Company Limited, AOSTRA, Shell Canada 
Resources, Limited, and Shell Explorer, Limited (T-470) 

(See the September 1985 issue, page 3-78) 

PELICAN-WABASCA PROJECT - Gulf Canada Resources, Inc. (T-480) 
Construction of fireflood and steamflood facilities is complete In the Pelican area of the Wabasca region. 
Phase I of the project commenced operations in August 1981, and Phase II (fireflood) commenced operations 
during September 1982. The pilot consists of a 31-well centrally enclosed 7-spot pattern plus nine additional 
wells. Oxygen injection into two of the 7-spot patterns was initiated in November 1984. Six more wells were 
added in March 1985 that will complete an additional two 7-spot patterns. In 1986, two additional oxygen 
Injection wells will be drilled for the two new 7-spot patterns. 

Project Cost:	 Not Specified 

PROVOST UPPER MANNVILLE HEAVY OIL STEAM PILOT PROJECT -- Norcen Energy Resources Limited (T-482) 
(See the September 1985 issue, page 3-78) 

PR SPRING PROJECT - Enercor, Solv-Ex Corporation, and Triad Engineering Services Limited (T-485) 
The PR Spring Tar Sand Project, a joint venture between Solv-Ex Corporation and Enercor, was formed for 
the purpose of mining tar sand from leases in the PR Spring area of Utah and extracting the contained 
hydrocarbon for sale in the heavy oil markets. 

The project's surface mine will utilize a standard box-cut advancing pit concept with a pit area of 20 acres. 
Approximately 1,600 acres will be mined during the life of the project. Exploratory drilling has indicated oil 
reserves of 58 million barrels with an average grade of 7.9 percent by weight bitumen. 
The proprietary oil extraction process to be used in the project was developed by Solv-Ex in-its laboratories 
and pilot plant and has the advantages of high recovery of bitumen, low water requirements, acceptable 
environmental effects and economical capital and operating costs. 

The extraction plant for the project has been designed to process tar sand ore at a feed rate of 500 tons per 
hour and produce net product oil for sale at a rate of 4,663 barrels per day over 330 operating days per year. 
In August 1985 the sponsors requested loan and price guarantees totalling $230,947,000 under the United 
States Synthetic Fuels Corporation's (SFC's) solicitation for tar sands mining and surface processing projects. 
On November 19, 1985 the SFC determined that the project is Qualified for assistance under the terms of the 

is currently seeking equity partners. 

Project Cost:	 $158 million 

PRIMROSE - KIRBY PROJECT - Petro-Canada (T-500) 
(see the June 1985 issue, page 3-59) 

RAPAD BITUMEN UPGRADING PROJECT -- Research Association for Petroleum Alternatives and Ministry of 
International Trade and Industry (T-520) 

(See the September 1985 issue, page 3-79)
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R & D PROJECTS (Continued) 

RTR PILOT PROJECT - RTR Oil Sands (Alberta) Ltd. (T-540) 
(see the March 1985 issue, page 3-57) 

SANDALTA - Canadian Superior Oil Ltd., Gulf Canada Resources, Inc., and Home Oil Company, Ltd. (T-550) 
Home Oil Company Limited, in October 1979, announced the farmout of its Athabasca oil sands property to 
Gulf Canada Resources, Inc. The property, Oil Sands Lease 10980090001 (formerly BSL #30) consists of 
15,086 hectares (37,715 acres), situated 43 kilometers (26 miles) north of Fort McMurray on the east side of 
the Athabasca River. Under terms of the farmout agreement, Gulf, through expenditures totalling some $42 
million, can earn up to an 83.75 percent interest in the lease with Home retaining 10 percent and Superior 
Ltd. 6.25 percent. An exploratory drilling program was carried out in the 1980 and 1981 drilling seasons, and 
more recently in 1985. Engineering studies on commercial feasibility are continuing. 

Project Cost:	 Not Specified 

SANTA FE TAR SAND TRIANGLE PROJECT - Altex Oil Corporation and Santa Fe Energy Company(T-560) 
(see the March 1985 issue, page 3-57) 

SOUTH KINSELLA (KINSELLA B)-- Dome Petroleum Ltd., PanCanadian Petroleum, and Petro-Canada ('F-SOS) 
(see the March 1985 issue, page 3-58) 

SOUTH TEXAS TAR SANDS (SOTTS) PROJECT (Fracture Assisted Steamflood Technology (FAST)) - Conoco 
(T-240)

(see the March 1985 issue, page 3-58) 

SUFFIELD HEAVY OIL PILOT - (SHOP) - Alberta Energy Company Ltd., AOSTRA, Dome Petroleum Limited, 
Westcoast Petroleum Ltd. (T-580) 

(See the September 1985 issue, page 3-80) 

SUNNYSIDE PROJECT - Amoco Production Company (T-600) 

Amoco Corporation is continuing to study the feasibility of a commercial project on 1,120 acres of fee 
property and 9,600 acres of combined hydrocarbon leases in the Sunnyside deposit in Carbon County, Utah. 
Research is continuing on various extraction and retorting technologies. The available core data are being 
used to determine the extent of the mineable resource base in the area and to provide direction for 
subsequent exploration work. 

Project Cost	 Not disclosed 

TACIUK PROCESSOR PILOT - AOSTRAIThe UMA Group Ltd. (T-620) 
(see the March 1985 issue, page 3-59) 

TAR SAND RESEARCH PROGRAM - United States Department of Energy (T-625) 
(see the March 1985 issue, page 3-59) 

TAR SAND TRIANGLE - Kirkwood Oil and Gas (T-630) 
(See the September 1985 issue, page 3-80) 

TEXACO ATHABASCA PILOT - Texaco Canada Resources Ltd. (T-650) 

Texaco Canada Resources Ltd. is continuing to operate the experimental in situ recovery project located 
within Section 15-88-8 W4M on the Oil Sand Lease No. 0981030008 in the Athabasca Oil Sands in Alberta, 
Canada. Construction started in 1972, and initial recovery operations commenced in 1973 with twenty-six 
wells on a 10-acre pattern (Pattern 1). By April 1975, the number of wells Increased to thirty. Steam 
flooding, low temperature oxidation with steam flooding, and hot water flooding with and without additives 
were tested between 1973 and September 1985. Operations were suspended in September 1985. 
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H k D PROJECTS (Continued) 

Eighteen new wells were drilled in 1975 on a 3.75 acre, inverted, 7-spot pattern (Pattern II), with expansion 
of surface facilities completed in 1976. Steam flooding with and without light hydrocarbon, wet combustion, 
and hot water flooding with and without additives were tested between 1976 and September 1985. Operations 
were also suspended in this pattern in September 1985. 

By 1981, eight wells including three horizontal wells were drilled for a third pattern (Pattern III). During 
1984 and 1985, artificial lift equipment was installed in both of the outside horizontal wells and production 

--- -- - ------ ------ 

Construction of a second pilot in Steepbank Bituminous Sand Lease No. 098103007, approximately 40 miles 
north of the existing pilot continues to be suspended. 

Project Cost:	 Approximately $68.0 million to September 1985 

TUCKER LAKE PILOT PROJECT -- Husky Oil, Ltd. (T-655) 

(See the September 1985 issue, page 3-81) 

ULTRA SONIC WAVE EXTRACTION - Western Tar Sands Inc. (T-660) 

(see the March 1985 issue, page 3-60) 

UNDERGROUND TEST FACILITY PROJECT -- Alberta Oil Sands Technology and Research Authority (AOSTRA) 
(T-41 0)

In early 1984 AOSTRA proposed a test facility consisting of a pilot tunnel system, steam plant, and process 
unit. The project involves drilling two parallel vertical shafts. Horizontal tunnels off the shafts will allow 
drilling of access wells to permit heated bitumen to flow by gravity into the tunnels. 

AOSTRA refers to the technology as Shaft and Tunnel Access Concept (SATAC). Injection and production 
wells, 500 to 600 meters in length, will be installed in the oil sand by drilling horizontally from tunnels in the 
sand, or by drilling up and deviating to the horizontal from tunnels in underlying limestone. Recovery 
schemes which might be considered include steam chamber, electrical preheat, carbon dioxide steam flood, or 
solvent processes. 

Norwest Resources Consultants worked on a design study for AOSTRA involving a mine shaft and tunnel pilot 
project. A test site was selected 12 miles west of Syncrude. Reserves on the lease are estimated at 
325 million barrels. More drilling is planned in the winter of 1985/1986 to expand the data base. 
Construction of a 22 mile access road started early in January 1984. A $23 million contract was signed with 
Patrick Harrison and CompanyLtd. and Saturn Process Plant Constructors Ltd. for the sinking of two 
3-meter diameter vertical shafts and 300 meters of preliminary tunnel work. To date, the shafts have been 
comoleted and work has beaun on the initial tunne1in, 	 Ar1PflA nlnnc tn houn th .h4 ....A4.......1 

and

with	 of 

Project Cost:	 Cost for construction of all facilities, mining and process, plus a pilot operation of several 
years is estimated to be around $100 million. 

YAREGA MINE-ASSISTED PROJECT -- Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (T-665) 
(see the March 1985 issue, page 3-60) 

"200" SAND STEAMFLOOD DEMONSTRATION PROJECT - Santa Fe Energy Company, United States Department 
of Energy (T-670) 

(see the March 1985 issue, page 3-61)
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R & 0 PROJECTS (Continued) 

Project

Chaparrosa Ranch Tar Sand Project 
HOP Kern River Commercial 

Development Project 

Kentucky Tar Sands Project 
North Kinsella Heavy Oil

COMPLETED AND SUSPENDED PROJECTS 

Sponsor 

Chaparrosa Oil Company 
Ladd Petroleum Corporation 

Texas Gas Development 
Petro-Canada

Last Appearance in SPa 

March 1985; page 3-42 
June 1985; page 3-51 

June 1985; page 3-52 
June 1985; page 3-58 

(See the March 1985 Issue, page 3-61, the June 1985 Issue, page 3-61, and the September 1985 Issue, page 3-82)) 
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3-59 
3-62 
3-55 

3-55 

3-62 

3-52 
3-58 
3-61 

3-62 

3-56 
3-56 
3-58 
3-60 
3-60 
3-61 
3-62 
3-62 
3-63 

3-56 

3-60 
3-60 
3-55 

3-51 

3-56 

Alberta Energy Company Ipiatik Lake Project 
Suf field Heavy Oil Pilot 
Syncrude Canada Ltd. 

Alberta Oil Sands Equity Syncrude Canada Ltd. 

Altex Oil Corporation Santa Fe Tar Sand Triangle Project 

Amoco Canada Ltd. Elk Point Project 
GLISP Project 
Peace River In Situ Pilot Project 

Amoco Production Company Sunnyside Project 

Alberta Oil Sands Technology ABC Cold Lake Pilot 
and Research Authority (AOSTRA) Athabasca In Situ Pilot Plant 

GLISP Project 
Marguerite Lake Phase A Project 
Marguerite Lake "B" Unit Experimental Test 
Peace River In Situ Pilot Project 
Suffield Heavy Oil Pilot 
Taciuk Process Pilot 
Underground Test Facility Project 

Bow Valley Industries, Inc. ABC Cold Lake Pilot 

BP Resources Canada Ltd. Marguerite Lake Phase A Pilot Plant 
Marguerite Lake "B" Unit Experimental Test 
Wolf Lake Project 

California Tar Sands Development Corp. California Tar Sands Development Project 

Canada Centre for Mineral & Energy CANMET Hydrocracking Process 
Technology 

Canada Cities Service, Ltd. Eyehilt In Situ Steam Project 3-56 
3-61 

3-55 

3-58 

3-62 

3-57 
3-61 

3-56 
3-60 

3-51 

3-56 

3-56 

3-62 

Canadian Occidental Petroleum, Ltd. 

Canadian Reserve Oil & Gas Ltd. 

Canadian Superior Oil Ltd. 

Canadian Worldwide Energy Ltd. 

Canterra Energy Ltd. 

CHE ME CIT 

Chevron Canada Resources Ltd. 

Cold Lake Heavy Oil Ltd. 

Conoco Inc.

PCEJ Project  

Syncrude Canada Ltd. 

Eyehill In Situ Steam Project 

Sandalta 

Charlotte Lake Project 
Muriel Lake Project 

Athabàsca In Situ Pilot Project 
Meota Steam Drive Project 

CITEMECH Project 

Beaver Crossing Thermal Recovery Pilot, 

ABC Cold Lake Pilot 

Conoco South Texas Tar Sands Project 
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Dome Petroleum Canada Ltd. Lindbergh Commercial Project 
Lindbergh Thermal Project 3-53 

3-60 Marguerite Lake Phase A Project 3-60 
Morgan Combination Thermal Drive Project 3-61 Primrose Lake Project 3-54 South Kinsella (Kinsella B) 3-62 Suffield Heavy Oil Pilot 3-62 

Douglas, Ward Kenoco Project 3_59 
Enercor Cedar Camp Tar Sand Project 3-57 P R Springs Project 3-61 
Enpex Corporation Enpex Syntaro Project 3_57 
Esso Resources Canada Ltd. Cold Lake Pilot Project 

Cold Lake Project 3-51 
PCEJ Project 3-57 

Syncrude Canada Ltd. 3-61 
3-55 

Getty Oil Company Enpex Syntaro Project 3-57 
Great National Corporation (GNC) Sunnyside Project 3-55 
Greenwich Oil Corporation Forest Hill Project 3-52 
Gulf Canada Resources Ltd. Pelican-Wabasca Project 

- Sandalta 3-61 

Syncrude Canada Ltd. 3-62 
3-55 

Home OH Company Sandalta 3-62 
Husky Oil, Ltd. Lloydminster Regional Upgrader 

Tucker Lake Pilot Project 3-53 
3-63 

International Hydrocarbons Inc. International Hydrocarbon Tar Sands Project 3-59 
Japanese Ministry of International RAPAD Bitumen Upgrading Project 

Trade and Industry -61 

Japan Canada Oil Sands, Ltd. PCEJ Project 3-61 
Kenoco Corporation Kenoco Project 3-59 
King Solomon Resources Ltd. King Solomon Downhole Steam Generator Project 3-59 
Kirkwood Oil and Gas Company Circle Cliffs Project 

Tar Sand Triangle 3-57 
3-62 

KSA Resources Kenoco Project 3-59 
Mobil Oil Canada Ltd. Battrum In Situ Wet Combustion Project 3-56 Celtic Heavy Oil Wet Combustion 3-57 Cold Lake Steam Stimultation Program 3-57 Fosterton N.W. In Situ Wet Combustion 3-58 
Mono Power Cedar Camp Tar Sand Project 3-57 
Murphy Oil Canada Ltd. Eyehill In Situ Steam Project 

Lindbergh Commercial Thermal Recovery Project
3-58 
3-53 Lindbergh Steam Project 3-60
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Company or Organization Project Name 

Noreen Energy Resources Ltd. Provost Upper Mannville Heavy Oil Steam Pilot Project 3-61 

Nova, An Alberta Corporation Canstar 3-51 

Ontario Energy Resources Ltd. Suneor, Inc. 3-54 

PanCanadian Petroleum Marguerite Lake Phase A Pilot Plant 3-60 
South Kinsella (Kinsella B) 3-62 
Syncrude Canada Ltd. 3-55 

Partec Lavalin Inc. CANMET Hydrocracking Process 3-56 

Petro-Canada CANMET Hydrocracking Process 3-56 
Canstar 3-51 
Daphne Project 3-51 
CUSP Project 3-58 
Ipiatik Lake Project 3-59 
Marguerite Lake "B" Unit Experimental Test 3-60 
PCEJ Project 3-61 
Primrose-Kirby Project 3-61 
South Kinsella (Kinsella B) 3-62 
Synerude Canada Ltd. 3-55 
Wolf Lake Project 3-55 

Porta-Plants, Inc. Porta-Plants Project 3-53 

Research Association for RAPAD Bitumen Upgrading Project 3-61 
Petroleum Alternatives 

RTR Oil Sands Alberta, Ltd. RTR Pilot Project 3-62 

Santa Fe Energy Company Santa Fe Tar Sand Project 3-62 
"200" Sand Stearnflood Project 3-62 

Saskatchewan Oil and Gas Corporation Meota Steam Drive Project 3-78 

Shell Canada Resources, Ltd. Peace River Commercial Expansion 3-53 
Peace River In Situ Pilot Project 3-61 
Scotford Synthetic Crude Refinery 3-54 

Shell Explorer, Ltd. Peace River In Situ Pilot Project 3-61 

Sohio Shale Oil Company Asphalt Ridge Tar Sands Pilot Plant 3-56 

Solv-Ex Corporation Santa Rosa Oil Sands Project 3-54 
PR Springs Project 3-61 

Southworth, Ray M. Enpex Syntaro Project 357 

Standard Oil of Indiana (Amoco) Sunnyside Project 3-62 

Suncor, Inc. Fort Kent Thermal Project 3-58 
Suncor 354 

Sun Oil Company Suncor, Inc. 3-54 

Superior Oil Company Enpex Syntaro Project 3-57 

Tenneco Oil of Canada, Ltd. Athabasca In Situ Pilot Project 3-56 

Texaco Canada Resources Ltd. Texaco Athabasca Pilot 3-62 

Texaco Inc. Diatomaceous Earth Project 3-52
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Company or Organization 	 Project Name 

Texas Tar Sands, Ltd. 

Total Petroleum Canada, Ltd. 

Triad Engineering Services Ltd. 

Underwood McLellan & Associates 
(UMA Group) 

Union Oil of Canada, Ltd. 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 

U.S. Department of Energy 

Westcoast Petroleum, Ltd. 

Western Tar Sands, Inc. 

Whittier, N. H. 

Worldwide Energy

Enpex Syntaro Project 

Meats Steam Drive Project 

PR Spring Project 

Taciuk Processor Pilot 

Grosrnont Thermal Recovery Project 

Yarega Mine-Assisted Project 

"200" Sand Steamflood Project 
Tar Sand Research Program 

Suffield Heavy Oil Pilot 

Ultra Sonic Wave Extraction 

Expex Syntaro Project 

Fort Kent Thermal Project

3-57 

3-60 

3-61 

3-62 

3-59 

3-63 

3-63 
3-62 

3-62 

3-63 

3-57 

3-58 
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PROJECT ACTIVITIES 

THREE COAL PROJECTS ADVANCE WITH SFC 
WHILE SEVEN ARE DROPPED 

The number of coal-based projects under consideration 
by the United States Synthetic Fuels Corporation (SFC) 
was reduced considerably during the period from Sep-
tember through November 1985. Seven projects that 
had submitted preliminary qualification proposals under 
the SEC's solicitation for eastern bituminous coal gasi-
fication projects were dropped from further consid-
eration. Thus, only three of the ten projects that 
originally responded to the solicitation now remain 
under active consideration by the SFC. Two coal 
projects that applied for SEC assistance under other 
solicitations are also under active consideration. (The 
Keystone project is being evaluated under two solicita-
tions.) Also, two coal projects have received SFC 
awards. Hence, the SFC now has seven active coal/lig-
nite/peat projects. The status of these seven projects 
is summarized in Table 1. 

TABLE I 

STATUS OF ACTIVE COAL/LIGNITE/PEAT PROJECTS THAT
APPLIED TO THE SFC FOR ASSISTANCE 

Project	 Solicitation 

Cool Water Second General Awardad $120 MilUon Price 
Guarantee 

Dow Syngae Third General Awarded $620 Million Price 
Guarantee 

Northern Peat Third General Latter of Intent Signed 
Keystone Fourth General and Quell! led Project 

Competitive Eastern 
Gasification 

Utah Methanol Fourth General Qualified Project 
COGA-t Competitive E.W. Qualified Project 

Gaeifica Lion 
Virginia Power Competitive Eastern Propcsai Submitted 

Gasification

Of the ten projects that responded to the SFC's solici-
tation for eastern bituminous coal gasification projects, 
three proposed to utilize fluidized-bed technologies. 
On November 19, 1985 the SFC Board of Directors 
dropped one project (Ohio-1) and advanced the other 
two (COGA-1 and Keystone). These two projects will 
now compete for SFC assistance in the fluidized-bed 
category of the solicitation. Both projects are briefly 
described in the Projects portion of the Coal section in 
this issue of the Pace Synthetic Fuels Report. 

Also, on November 19, 1985 the SFC Board dropped the 
Scrubgrass Project and the Davis Synthine Project. 
These two were the only projects in the entrained-flow 
category of the SEC's solicitation for eastern bitu-
minous coal gasification projects. Thus, no awards will 
be made in the category. 

With regard to slagging fixed-bed gasifier projects that 
responded to the eastern bituminous coal gasification 
solicitation, only one project (Virginia Power) submitted 
a Qualification Proposal by the November 15, 1985 
deadline. Four other projects had previously submitted 
Preliminary Qualification Proposals, but failed to meet 
the deadline for the more detailed Qualification Pro-

posals. These tour projects (Calderon/Bowling Green, 
Air Products, H-R International, and Process Energy) 
were therefore dropped from further consideration by 
the SFC Board. According to the terms of the solicita-
tion, the SFC staff must complete their evaluation of 
the Virginia Power project within 30 days. If the 
project meets the qualification criteria of the solicita-
tion, Virginia Power will be the only eligible project in 
the slagging fixed-bed category of the solicitation. The 
Virginia Power Project is described in this issue in the 
article entitled "Virginia Power Proposes Combined 
Cycle Process to SFC." 

Regarding coal-based projects that are being considered 
under other solicitations, the SEC Board established the 
following deadlines: 

• Northern Peat Energy must demonstrate con-
tinued sponsor commitment and must provide 
updated information on project design, econo-
mics, and potential environmental impacts by 
December 13, 1985. The project is being consi-
dered under the SFC's Third General Solicita-
tion that closed January 10, 1983. 

• By January 31, 1986 the Keystone project must 
complete negotiations on key terms regarding 
the request for financial assistance under the 
Fourth General Solicitation. (Keystone is also 
being considered under the SEC's solicitation 
for eastern bituminous coal gasification pro-
jects. The January 31, 1986 deadline was also 
established for this second application.) 

• The sponsors of the Utah Methanol project, 
which applied to the SEC's Fourth General 
Solicitation, must complete negotiations on key 
financial terms by January 31, 1986. 

In addition to the five projects that are still negotiating 
with the SFC, two coal-based projects have received 
awards from the SFC. The Cool Water Project was 
awarded a $120 million price guarantee under the 
Second General Solicitation, and the Dow Syngas Pro-
ject was awarded a $620 million price guarantee under 
the Third General Solicitation. Thus, seven coal/lig-
nite/peat projects are still active with the SFC. 

The status of all 15 projects (oil shale, oil sands/ heavy 
oil, and coal/lignite/peat) that are presently under 
consideration by the SFC are depicted in Figure 1 in a 
separate article in this issue. Refer to the article in 
the General section entitled "SEC Prunes List of Active 
Projects to Fifteen, More Decisions Imminent." 
Figure 2 in the same article shows the status of all 
projects, either active or dropped, that have applied to 
the SFC for financial assistance. 
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VIRGINIA POWER PROPOSES COMBINED CYCLE 
PROCESS TO SEC 

Virginia Electric and Power Company and three other 
sponsors (Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), 
Consolidation Coat, and the Slagging Gasification Con-
sortium) have submitted a qualification proposal dated 
November 15, 1985 to the United States Synthetic Fuels 
Corporation (SFC) in response to the SEC's solicitation 
for eastern bituminous coal gasification projects. (In a 
preliminary qualification statement dated August 15, 
1985, the sponsor list included General Electric but did 
not include the Slagging Gas Consortium.) 

The proposal specifies a 200 megawatt (186 megawatt 
net output) integrated gasification combined-cycle 
(IGCC) power plant burning 35 billion BTUs per day of 
medium BTU fuel gas (320 to 380 BTU per standard 
cubic foot), as shown in Figure 1. The facility would

employ British Gas/Lurgi Slogging Gasifier technology, 
Rectisol gas purification, SCOT tail gas treatment, and 
General Electric advanced combustion gas turbine tech-
nology. The plant would consist of three operating 
trains and one spare. Roughly 1,800 tons per day of 
Pittsburgh seam coal would be consumed, at an esti-
mated heat rate of 9,460 BTU per KWH, the main 
source under consideration being Consol's Blacksville 
Mine in Wane, West Virginia. 

In the preliminary qualification statement, Virginia 
Power noted that the future development of the project 
could be adversely affected by temporary shutdown of 
the British Gas commercial scale test gasifier at West-
field, Scotland. Test runs using 13,000 tons of the 
Pittsburgh seam coal proposed for this project were 
planned at Westfield to obtain the design data needed 
to complete the project. The test program will not 
likely be completed before August 1986. The sponsors 

FIGURE 1 

BLOCK DIAGRAM FOR PROPOSED VIRGINIA POWER IGCC 
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nonetheless believe that the project can meet the SFC 
requirement of starting commercial operations by the 
end of 1991. 

The sponsors estimate plant investment costs of 
$351 million for the project. With the addition of 
anticipated start-up and working capital ($31 million) 
and allowance for funds used during construction 
($68 million), the total capital requirements would be 
$450 million. Fixed annual operating and maintenance 
costs (1985 dollars) would be $14 million, while variable 
costs would be about $3 million. The sponsors indicated 
that they will likely seek a combination of loan and 
price guarantees from the SFC. 

The Virginia Power project was the only slagging fixed-
bed project that submitted the required Qualification 
Proposal by the SFC's deadline of November 15, 1985. 
The other four slugging fixed-bed projects that had 
submitted Preliminary Qualification Proposals, but not 
the more detailed Qualification Proposal, were dropped 
from further consideration by the SFC. The SFC staff 
must now determine within 30 days if the Virginia 
Power project meets the qualification criteria of the 
solicitation. If it does, it will be the only project under 
consideration in the slagging fixed-bed category. 

SIGNAL PROPOSES KEYSTONE GASIFICATION 
PROJECT 

The Signal Companies have proposed a coal-to-fuel gas 
project for Somerset County, Pennsylvania in response 
to the United States Synthetic Fuels Corporation's 
(SFC) solicitation for eastern bituminous coal gasifica-
tion projects. Known as the Keystone Project, the 
operation would feed 2,000 tons per day of coal from 
various western Pennsylvania mines into a KEW pres-
surized fluidized-bed reactor to produce 128 million 
standard cubic foot per day of fuel gas. The 300 BTU 
per standard cubic feet gas would be fired in a com-
bined cycle power plant separate from the project to 
generate 188 megawatts of electric power, 31 mega-
watts of which would be used for the internal require-
ments of the air separation unit. By-product sulfur 
production would total 61 tons per day. 

The proposed process was the subject of a 15 month 
feasibility study conducted under a Department of 
Energy grant, and the sponsor reports that significant 
engineering work on the gasifier and other parts of the 
process was carried on in the two years after comple-
tion of the study. A modular design would be employed 
for Keystone, and up to five modules could be accom-
modated at the site. Commercial operation reportedly 
could begin as early as July 1988. 

Key participants with Signal in this project would be 
Kellogg Rust Synfuels Inc. (prime contractor in charge 
of design, cost estimates, procurement, construction, 
startup, and project management), and KEW Energy 
Systems Inc. (responsible for gasifier design and con-
struction, regulatory compliance, community relations, 
product market, and plant operations). 

On November 19, 1985 the SFC announced that the

Keystone Project had met the qualification criteria of 
the solicitation. The project will now compete with the 
COCA-i Project (the only other qualified project in the 
fluidized-bed category of the solicitation) for SFC 
assistance. Keystone is also being actively considered 
under the SFC's Fourth General solicitation. Negotia-
tions on the key financial terms for SFC assistance 
under both solicitations are to be completed by Jan-
uary 31, 1986. 

COGA-1 FLUIDIZED BED PROJECT PROPOSED 
TO SFC 

In respnsc to the United States Synthetic Fuels Corpor-
ation's (SFC) recent solicitation for eastern bituminous 
coal gasification projects (see September 1985 issue, 
page 4-19), a group of seven sponsors has proposed the 
COGA-1 Project. The sponsors include Coal Gasifica-
tion, Inc., Foster Wheeler, Norsk-Hydro, Freeman-
United Coal Company, Union Carbide (Linde Division), 
Institute of Gas Technology, and Dean Witter Reynolds, 
Inc. The sponsors are proposing a U-Gas fluidized bed 
operation to produce hydrogen for a conventional am-
monia synthesis plant producing approximately 
3,000 tons per day of anhydrous ammonia. The plant 
would consume 4,500 tons per day of Illinois No. 6 
bituminous coal from the adjacent Freeman-United 
Crown No. 3 coal mine south of Springfield, Illinois. 
The plant would also yield about 725 tons per day of 
sulfuric acid and 1,500 tons per day of carbon dioxide as 
by-products. Solid wastes (primarily coal ash) would be 
sent to the mine for storage, and waste water would be 
disposed of by injection into an existing deep well at 
the mine. 

The project sponsors are seeking a combination loan 
guarantee and price guarantee. Proposed start of 
operation would be before 1992 with construction re-
quiring about forty months. 

On November 19, 1985 the SFC Board of Directors 
determined that the COGA-1 project had met the 
qualification criteria of the solicitation. Hence, 
COGA-1 will now compete with the Keystone project 
(which also met the qualification criteria) for SFC 
financial assistance in the fluidized-bed category of the 
eastern bituminous coal gasification project solicita-
tion. The SFC Board of Directors has set January 31, 
1986 as the deadline for negotiations of key financial 
terms. 

PROCESS/ENERGY FIXED-BED GASIFICATION 
PROJECT PROPOSED TO SFC DROPPED 

In a preliminary qualification statement submitted to 
the United States Synthetic Fuels Corporation (SFC), 
Process/Energy Systems, Inc. proposed a fixed bed 
gasification process. Responding to the SFC solicita-
tion for eastern bituminous coal gasification projects, 
Process/Energy proposed a British Gas/Lurgi Slagging 
Gasifier located at an unspecified site in West Virginia 
or an "alternative location appropriate to utilization of 
the requisite Eastern Province or Eastern Region of the 
Interior Province bituminous coal." The process would 
produce about 1,000 barrels per day crude oil 
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equivalent, or about 6 billion BTUs per day, of hydrogen 
and carbon monoxide plus another 1,000 barrels per day 
crude oil equivalent of fuel gas. Details concerning 
feedstocks, products and by-products, project schedule, 
and other basic items were not spelled out in the 
statement. The plant would cost about $150 million not 
including interest and escalation during project 
execution, according to the statement. 

On November 19, 1985 the SFC announced that the 
Process/Energy Project had not submitted a formal 
Qualification Proposal by the November 15 deadline 
specified in the solicitation. Therefore, the project was 
dropped from further consideration by the SFC. 

DAVIS SYNTHINE ENTRAINED-FLOW 
PROJECT SUBMITTED AND REJECTED 

The Davis Synthine Fuels and Coal Corporation 
responded to the United States Synthetic Fuels Corpor-
ation's (SFC) solicitation for eastern bituminous coal 
gasification projects with a qualification proposal for a 
facility to be located at Hornell, New York. The plant 
would include one train consisting of low temperature 
carbonization, tar distillation, and recovery systems as 
well as two trains consisting of a }CBW Gasification 
System, Rectisol gas purification, Synthol (F-T) 
reactors, and recovery. The plant would produce 
26.5 million standard cubic feet per day of SNG (esti-
mated heating value 939 BTU per standard cubic foot) 
as well as 10,000 to 15,000 barrels per day of blended 
gasoline, diesel fuel, and fuel oil. Coal would be 
supplied from various mines in Pennsylvania, Ohio, 
Virginia, and West Virginia. Details of the corporation's 
loan guarantee request are not available. 

On November 19, 1985 the SFC Board determined that 
the project did not meet the qualification criteria of 
the solicitation. The Davis Synthine project was there-
fore dropped from further consideration by the SFC. 

KILnGAS FUNDED FOR FURTHER TTING 

On September 25, 1985 the United States Department 
of Energy agreed to commit $7.38 million to further 
testing of the KILnGAS process at the Wood River 
demonstration plant. The funding was originally ex-
pected in mid-March, but was caught in the federal 
government's budget-cutting evaluation process until 
August. Thus, the next phase of testing was delayed 
approximately 6 months. The Illinois Department of 
Energy and Natural Resource provided $7.35 million in 
financial support for the $19.1 million effort. The 
remainder of the funding will be provided by eight 
investor-owned utilities and Allis-Chalmers, the devel-
oper of the KILnGAS technology. 

Initial testing of the demonstration unit was completed 
in late 1984. (Results of these tests are summarized in 
the article beginning on page 4-12 in the September 
1985 Pace Synthetic Fuels Report.) The plant cost 
$137 million to build, and by the end of 1984 approxi-
mately $47 million had been spent on testing. The new 
funding will be used for selected plant modifications

and further testing to demonstrate improved perfor-
mance and system reliability. 

The new, multi-year effort to improve plant process 
performance to commercial levels has been designated 
the Reliability/Availability/Maintainability (RAM) pro-
gram, and consists of three successive cycles of perfor-
mance evaluations, plant modifications/upgrades, and 
operations and testing. These cycles have been design-
ated RAM I, RAM hA, AND RAM lID. The principal 
goals of the current effort, RAM!, are to demonstrate 
the ability of the ash discharge system to handle 
agglomerates at high carbon conversion levels, to 
gather additional data on the constraints in the gas 
cooling system, and to identify any operations problems 
which may arise as a result of winter operation. 

During the 1984 testing, constraints in the product gas 
cooling and scrubbing capacity precluded gasifier oper-
ation at gas production capacities above 65 percent of 
design plant capacity. This constraint is due principally 
to the heat transfer performance of the spray cooling 
tower (sour gas contactor) where the feed-end and 
discharge-end gas streams join. Additional operating 
data are required to provide a basis for design modifi-
cations to this equipment to achieve the necessary 
cooling capacity to realize the design plant output of 
407 million BTU per hour. 

According to Allis-Chalmers possibly the most signifi-
cant process finding was that at high carbon conversion 
levels, the KILnGAS process produces agglomerated ash 
balls typically 6 inches in diameter. The ash discharge 
system was not designed to handle this agglomerated 
ash discharge. Sustained gasifier operation was limited 
to carbon conversion levels in the 50 to 70 percent 
range to avoid excessive ash ball generation. The 
discharge system is being redesigned to incorporate a 
higher capacity crusher to accommodate 100 percent of 
the discharge in the form of agglomerated ash. 

The subsequent RAM hA and LID programs will strive 
for both improved levels of process performance and 
plant availability. When RAM 118 is completed in mid-
1987, Allis-Chalmers expects that sufficient operating 
experience and data should be in place to support 
commercial project activities. 

CONSTRUCTION OF SHELL COAL GASIFICATION 
DEMONSTRATION UNIT BEGINS 

On August 28, 1985 Shell Oil Company, Lummus Crest 
Inc., and the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) 
held groundbreaking ceremonies for their new Shell 
Coal Gasification demonstration plant. The plant will 
be the first in the United States to use the Shell 
process, which has been developed over the past 
13 years. The demonstration plant will use 250 to 
400 tons of coal per day to produce medium-BTU gas 
and steam that will be used at Shell's Deer Park 
complex near Houston. Completion of construction and 
startup of the plant are expected for early 1987. The 
sponsors expect that the demonstration unit will pro-
vide the design, engineering, operating, and environ-
mental data needed to build large commercial gasifica-
tion units.

- 
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Details of the demonstration plant, which is referred to 
as Shell Coal Gasification Process unit (SCGP-1), were 
summarized by Walt L. Heitz at the Fifth Annual EPRI 
Contractors' Conference in October. SCGP-1 is the 
culmination of developmental efforts begun by Shell 
Internationale Petroleum, Shell Internationale 
Research, and Royal Deutsche Shell in 1972, including a 
6 tons per day pilot plant (1976 startup in Amsterdam, 
Holland) and a 150 tons per day experimental unit (1978 
startup near Hamburg, West Germany). SCGP-1 will 
differ substantially from the prior SCGP pilot and 
experimental units, primarily as a result of research 
programs at Koninklijke/Shell Laboratorium in Amster-
dam and at Shell Development in Houston, Texas. 
These differences are expected to increase overall 
process efficiency and reliability, and to reduce product 
gas cost. 

At approximately one-fifth the initial commercial mod-
ule size, Shell believes SCGP-1 is the most efficient 
route to commercialization of the process. It is much 
less costly to construct and operate than a full-scale 
unit, and provides the opportunity to more easily test 
process optimizations. Many of the components will 
require little or no scaling. 

SCGP-1 is designed to gasify feeds ranging from lig-
nites to bituminous coals. Feed rates will normally be 
about 250 tons per day (as received Illinois high sulfur 
coal) to 400 tons per day (as received lignite). The unit 
is capable of handling feedstocks with up to 35 percent 
moisture, 30 percent ash, and 4 percent sulfur at design 
gas production rates (Table 1). 

TABLE 1

SCGP-1 FEED DESIGN RANGES 

Rate 250-400 Tons/Day as Received 
Size to 2 Inches as Received 
Moisture to 35% as Received 
Ash to 30% Dry Basis 
Sulfur to 4% Dry Basis

Treated product gas will contain approximately 99 per-
cent hydrogen and carbon monoxide (nitrogen free 
basis), less than 160 ppm sulfur compounds, and other 
minor trace components (Table 2). Actual nitrogen 
content in the product gas will depend on whether 
nitrogen or another gas such as recycled product gas or 
carbon dioxide is used as coal feed transport gas. 
(Unlike slurry-Iced gasfiers such as the Texaco process, 
the Shell process uses pneumatic conveying of the feed 
coal.)

TABLE 2 

TYPICAL TREATED SCGP-1 
PRODUCT GAS COMPOSITION 

Component	 % Volume 
(Nitrogen Free) 

Hydrogen 30 
Carbon Monoxide 69 
Carbon Dioxide 0.1 
Hydrogen Sulfide 0.01 
Carbonyl Sulfide 0.01 
Hydrogen Cyanide 0.001 
Ammonia 0.001 
Hydrogen Chloride 0.001 
Hydrogen Floride 0.001 
Methane 0.03 
Water 0.6 
Argon 0.2 

Amount of nitrogen dependent on gas used to 
convey feed coal

Oxygen and nitrogen for SCGP-1 will be purchased. 
Slag and fly slag produced at SCGP-1 will be utilized 
(roads, fill, other products), while acid gas will be sent 
to the Deer Park Complex sulfur plant. Stripped 
effluent and storm water will be sent to the Complex 
effluent treating system. 

The SCGP-1 acid gas removal system is designed to 
meet very strict existing regulations on the gas feed to 
the existing power station. Because commercial appli-
cations may require different process gas specifica-
tions, a gas treating slip stream unit will be installed 
and operated as part of the overall program. Similarly, 
effluent water slip stream units will also be included. 

A Honeywell TDC-2000 distributed control system to- 
gether with an Allen-Bradley programmable logic con-
trol system and a proprietary Shell-developed advanced 
information system will allow operators to monitor and 
control the process. Because a major product of 
SCGP-1 will be information, computerized data col-
lecting, analyzing, and reporting systems are being 
installed. A separate system for short-term, high-speed 
data acquisition is also being installed. 

The schedule for SCGP-1 is summarized in Table 3. 
The process design of SCGP-1 was completed in 
May 1984, and final funding was approved in April 1985. 
Detailed engineering design was approximately 90 per-
cent complete as of October 1985. Major equipment 
orders for critical path items of the reactor and syngas 
cooler were issued in June 1984. The final major 
equipment purchase order has been issued, and equip-
ment delivery to the site began in October. Site 
preparation and civil work is expected to be completed 
early in 1986. As of October, field work was approxi-
mately 12 percent complete and mechanical completion 
is expected by the end of 1986. Commissioning activi-
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mercially used in petroleum refining and petrochemical 
processing, this is the first commercial-scale use for 
the production of gasoline from natural gas. 

tics will begin before mechanical completion and start-
up will occur In the first half 1987. 

TABLE 3 

SCGP-1 SCHEDULE 

Issue Major Purchase Orders June 1984-September 1985 
Major Equipment Delivery October 1985-June 1986 
Field Work 

Warehouse/Shop	 May 1985-September 1985 
Site Preparation	 May 1985-March 1986 
Civil	 May 1985-March 1986 
Mechanical	 December 1985-December 1986 

Mechanical Completion	 December 1986 
Commissioning	 November 1986-March 1987 
Coal-to-Gasifier 	 First Half 1987 

Shell believes initial application for their coal gasifi-
cation technology will be electric power generation. 
Therefore, they are developing and structuring one or 
more commercial ventures during process development 
and construction of SCGP-1. Commercial venture 
designs would be finalized after SCGP-1 operation on 
the commercial venture coal(s), leading to commercial 
operation in the early- to mid-1990s. 

# ### 

PRODUCTION STARTS AT NEW ZEALAND 
MTG PLANT 

On October 17, 1985 Mobil Oil announced the startup of 
the natural gas-to-gasoline plant at Montunui, New 
Zealand. The plant is the first commercial scale 
facility to utilize Mobil's methanol-to-gasoline (MTG) 
process. When it reaches full production in early 1986 
the plant will produce 14,500 barrels of gasoline per 
day—approximately one-third of New Zealand's gaso-
line needs. Cost of the plant is $1.2 billion (United 
States dollars). According to Mobil, the gasoline from 
the plant will be produced at a cost that is comparable 
to the cost of gasoline from New Zealand's only refin-
ery. The New Zealand government has estimated that 
in the first full year of operation, the natural gas-to-
gasoline plant will improve the nation's balance of 
payments by $60 million, even after debt service of 
borrowed construction funds. 

The plant is operated by the New Zealand Synthetic 
Fuels Corporation in which Mobil has a 25 percent 
interest and the New Zealand government a 75 percent 
interest. Construction of the plant on the west coast of 
New Zealand's North Island began in March 1982. All 
major construction was completed earlier this year, on 
schedule and below budget. 

The plant utilizes natural gas from New Zealand's Maui 
field, converts it to methanol, then to high quality 
gasoline by the MTG process using Mobil's Zeolite 
ZSM-5 catalyst. Although Zeolite catalysts are com-

COOL WATER CAPACITY FACTOR EXCEEDS 80% 

During September and October 1985 the Cool Water 
integrated coal gasification combined cycle (10CC) 
plant achieved an average capacity factor in excess of 
80 percent. During the two months, the project gener-
ated approximately 138 million kilowatt hours of elec-
tricity from 55,000 tons of coal. The Texaco gasifier 
was on-stream more than 91 percent of the time during 
the period. 

The project's achievement is even more impressive 
considering the prototype commercial facility has only 
been in operation since June 1984. For comparison, 
conventional coal-fired plants with stack gas scrubbers 
normally achieve capacity factors of 65 to 70 percent, 
according to the Electric Power Research Institute. 

The Cool Water plant is scheduled to begin testing 
several different coals in the next few months. (The 
plant currently utilizes a low-sulfur Utah bituminous 
coal.) Illinois No. 6 and Pittsburgh No. 8, both with 
relatively high sulfur contents, will be tested from 
December 1985 through February 1986. 
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CORPORATIONS 

SASOL'S 1985 ANNUAL REPORT REVIEWS 
SUCCESSFUL YEAR 

Sasol Limited recently released its Annual Report for 
fiscal year 1985 that ended on June 29. As shown in 
Figure 1, Sasol Ltd. is the parent company of several 
organizations including Sasol Industries (Pty) Ltd. that 
owns and operates both the Sasol One plant at Sasolburg 
and the Sasol Two plant at Secunda, and Sasol Three 
(Pty) Ltd., that owns and operates the Sasol Three plant 
at Secunda. According to the annual report, fiscal 1985 
was a successful year which included the following 
financial milestones: 

• Sales of Sasol products, including those of Sasol 
Three, increased from R3,436 million to 
R4,835 million (from approximately $1.9 to 
$2.8 billion United States dollars) 

• Earnings attributable to shareholders increased 
from R412.4 to 11501.4 million ($235 to 
$285 million) 

• Dividends have been increased by 18 percent 

• Sasol currently saves the country more than 
R3,000 million per year ($1.7 billion) in foreign 
exchange 

• Sasol products valued at 11117 million ($70 mil-
lion) were exported during the year 

• At year end the parent company repaid 
R400 million, and Sasol Three repaid R300 mil-
lion ($230 million and $170 million, respect-
ively), of their long-term state loans 

• These repayments, together with interest and 
dividends, brought the total contribution of the 
Sasol companies to the South African govern-
ment to nearly 112,600 million (roughly $1.5 bil-
lion) over the past two years —an amount ex-
ceeding the total capital cost of Sasol Two. 

Also during 1985, the tax rebate of 3.6 cents per liter 
on gasoline and diesel produced from coal was sus-
pended beginning January 1, 1985. At the same time 
the circumstances under which the rebate would be 
phased in again were determined. In March 1985 the 
excise benefit of 0.9 cents per liter of gasoline pro-
duced from indigenous raw materials was abolished. As 
a result of the suspension of these incentive measures, 
Sasol's indigenous fuels now compete without protection 
with products produced from imported crude oil. 

Regarding the future, Sasol is preparing for another 
synthetic fuels project, with good progress being made 
on research and development work, notably in gasifica-
tion and synthesis. The much larger, cost-effective 
Mark V Lurgi gasifier is now a commercial reality, 
while the development of a fixed fluidized-bed 
synthesis reactor also promises significant capital and 
operational cost savings. Studies regarding the viability 
of alternative process routes are undertaken regularly 
by Sasol.

However, Sasol is currently restricted by financial 
commitments. Loans are being repaid rapidly but due 
to the extent of existing loan commitments which arose 
from the acquisition of Sasol Two and the additional 
commitments which will of necessity arise from the 
future acquisition of Sasol Three, they will not be ready 
to launch a large project during the next few years. 

Specific accomplishments of each of the Sasol coal-to-
oil plants and the technology group are as follows; 

Sasol One 

Sasol One improved on last year's results and several 
operating records were set during FY 1985. Gasifica-
tion technology was further developed resulting in 
greater availability of gasifiers. This, together with a 
higher utilization of tail gas, resulted in higher gas 
production and conversion. The increased volume of 
gas was effectively utilized by the Fischer-Tropsch 
synthesis plants. The Synthol plant processed 7 percent 
more gas than in the previous year. The improvement 
in Synthol, where gas is converted to oil, arises mainly 
from the plant modifications which make it possible to 
add the catalyst during operation instead of only during 
a shutdown. This modification enables the conversion 
of synthesis gas to hydrocarbons to be better regulated. 
The increased oil production in the Synthol plant caused 
bottlenecks downstream in the product processing 
plants, and debottlenecking of these facilities has com-
menced. 

Sasol Two 

Sasol Two also improved its operating results of the 
previous year. Production volumes rose by 3.4 percent 
while the increase in costs was limited to 6.6 per-
cent—well below the inflation rate. The largest contri-
bution to the increased production levels was made by 
the further improvement of operating and maintenance 
techniques in the gasification and Synthol plants. In all 
three oil-from-coal operations, gasification technology 
improvements include the use of speciality metals, 
slight modifications to the internal design of gasifiers, 
and the application of modern instrumentation for auto-
matic control of operations. During June the first of 
four sulfur recovery plant streams (two at Sasol Two 
and two at Sasol Three) was commssioned. Further 
development work remains to be done, but it is antici-
pated that all four plants will be in operation toward 
the end of 1986. 

Sasol Three 

The high level of performance achieved at Sasol Three 
during FY 1985 is reflected in an 8 percent increase in 
synthesis gas production compared with the previous 
year. It is expected that, as for Sasol Two, further 
debottlenecking will be required. 
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Sasol Three has more steam-driven equipment than 
Sasol Two, but the same steam generation capacity. 
The higher steam demand at Sasol Three causes inter-
mittent steam shortages. Therefore, Sasol has decided 
to install a ninth boiler at an estimated project cost of 
approximately R90 million ($51 million). The project 
will be completed early in 1988. 

Technology 

Sastech's research laboratories are located largely at 
the Sasol One plant in Sasolburg. Efforts of the 
technology group include debottlenecking of the 
Secunda plants to 106 percent of design capacity. De-
sign work is almost complete and construction has 
commenced. Final project completion is planned for 
the end of 1986. At Sasol One an additional fixed bed 
reactor system is being designed. Should it be economi-
cally viable, this project will increase the production of 
Sasol's Fischer-Tropsch waxes. 

In the field of research and development, the highlight 
of the past year was the successful commissioning of a 
fixed fluid bed Fischer-Tropsch demonstration plant. 
Operating results exceeded expectations and, in view of 
potential capital and operating cost savings, a full size 
commercial reactor system will be designed. 

The Mark V Lurgi gasifier at Sasol One, which was 
originally installed as an K & D unit, is now a com-
mercial production unit with a raw gas production rate 
of 100,000 normal cubic meters per hour and a high 
mechanical availability This gasifier will reduce the 
capital and operating costs of future coal gasification 
projects.
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ENERGY POLICY & FORECASTS 

CIAO SUMMARIZES ENVIRONMENTAL STRATEGIES 
FOR COAL USE 

The Coal Industry Advisory Board (CIAB) was estab-
lished by the International Energy Agency in July 1979 
to assist in achieving the objective of reducing lEA 
Member countries' dependence on oil. The dAB is a 
body composed of senior executives of the coal produc-
ing, transporting, and using industries. 

An area to which the CIAB has devoted considerable 
attention is the burning of coal in an environmentally 
acceptable manner. At its meeting in October 1983, 
the CIAB established an Environmental Strategies Com-
mittee to follow developments relating to coal use and 
the environment in the legislative and policy formula-
tion arenas. 

The charter of the Environmental Strategies Commit-
tee was to undertake a selective review of proposed 
environmental legislation and policy issues in areas 
where the outcome could have significant impacts on 
future coal use. In mid-1985 the committee issued a 
report "Environmental Strategies for Coal Use." The 
report was developed by a series of regional commit-
tees. 

Each committee report contains its own set of findings 
and recommendations which are briefly summarized in 
the following. The broader scope of the Pacific Region 
Committee's report and its more systematic treatment 
of environmental and coal use issues make it a valuable 
document, not only for the Pacific countries but also 
for the LEA Member countries in North America and 
Western Europe as well. 

Pacific Region 

In the lEA Pacific countries, solid fuels (mainly coal) 
comprised 23 percent of total primary energy require-
ments in 1982, and are projected to increase to more 
than 26 percent of total primary energy requirements 
by 2000. 

Public sensitivity to environmental quality does not 
center solely on the effects of coal combustion. In 
Japan, for example, as a result of the significant 
improvement in air and water quality, public attention 
appears to be directed more to the overall quality of 
life than to pollution matters. Public opinion polls that 
address air pollution issues reveal that the majority 
regard motor vehicles as the dominant cause of air 
pollution. 

There are no current environmental issues or pending 
regulations being actively debated that stand to have a 
serious impact on future coal use. Japan's national 
emission loath of SO, have been drastically reduced 
from around 5 million tons per year in the early 1970s 
to the current level of under I million tons. As for 
NOx, the emission load of over 2 million tons in the 
early 1970s have been reduced to the current level of 
slightly over I million tons. With respect to acid rain,

several locations in Japan have shown acidity of rainfall 
although there is little evidence of damage that could 
be linked to acid deposition. 

The report notes that the use of tall stacks for disper-
sion, combustion modifications for NO, control and 
electrostatic precipitation for particulate control are 
widespread in the lEA Pacific countries. Furthermore, 
in Japan, most existing coal-fired power plants under 
construction are equipped with flue gas desulfurization 
units. Selective catalytic reduction process for nitro-
gen oxide removal is also employed in Japan at major 
coal-fired power projects. However, there is little 
evidence in Japan, for example, of a comprehensive 
system-wide approach to coordinate and achieve the 
most cost-effective environmental control strategies. 

Environmental control costs for electrostatic precipita-
tion, flue gas desulfurization, and de-NO together add 
more than $US40 per ton to the total cost of coal. 
Thus, environmental control costs for coal emerge as a 
critical factor in competition with other fuel options. 

Western Europe Region 

The main environmental concerns in Europe appear to 
be associated with acid deposition, including: 

• Ecological damage in areas of low buffering 
capacity, particularly in Scandinavia 

• Die-back in forests in central Europe, particu-
larly in Germany 

• Damage to materials and buildings, particularly 
ancient monuments. 

Draft Directive 704 would require significant reduc-
tions in emissions of sulfur oxides, nitrogen oxides and 
dust. The Directive, which applies to plants over 
50 megawatts, proposed emissions limits for new plants; 
and reductions in overall emission levels from each 
country by 1995. 

Taking the annual level of emissions recorded in 1980 as 
a base, the reductions in overall emission levels re-
quired by 1995 are: 

• 60 percent for sulfur dioxide 
• 40 percent for nitrogen oxides 
• 40 percent for dust (particulate). 

The study questions whether Economic European Com-
munity (EEC) emission controls will be a cost effective 
way of achieving desired environmental improvement. 
With respect to die-back in forests of central Europe, if 
emissions of sulfur dioxide or nitrogen oxides are impli-
cated as causes of this damage, the problem is most 
economically approached by the countries involved. 
The report notes that West Germany and the Nether-
lands have already introduced stringent standards, 
France's emissions are declining with the growth of 
nuclear power, and the Danish Parliament recently 
agreed to a 40 percent cutback in sulfur emissions over 
the next ten years.	 If further action is required, 
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reciprocal action by neighbors in Eastern Europe should 
be sought either bilaterally or within the context of the 
United Nations Economic Commission for Europe 
(UN E CE). 

In the case of alleviating damage to buildings and 
ancient monuments, the study also finds that local or 
regional actions would be most cost-effective, as dam-
age is mainly the result of dry deposition of low level 
emissions. 

The study concludes that the adoption of identical 
emission standards and reductions in emissions in every 
country regardless of current emission levels and their 
impact does not meet the test of fairness and equitabi-
lity. The proposed Directive makes no allowance for 
reductions already achieved in certain countries or for 
the varying severity of economic impact that such 
common standards would impose. 

It recommends that the EEC Governments should re-
consider the desirability of adopting common Com-
munity standards for emissions to the air from large 
combustion plants. Either a wider approach within the 
UNECE or a more specific approach of national initia-
tives and bilateral agreements would be preferable. 
This proposed Directive, as currently drafted, would 
significantly reduce the displacement of oil by coal in 
the EEC. Particularly at risk are plans to convert oil-
fired plants to coal. 

North America Region 

The North American report examines the main ele-
ments of the many legislative proposals concerning acid 
deposition control. 

These legislative proposals may have significant im-
pacts on both coal users and coal producers, depending 
on the specifics of the legislation enacted. The primary 
effects would be on regional coal production and em-
ployment, electricity generation fuel mix, and coal and 
electricity prices. 

The enactment of any significant sulfur dioxide reduc-
tion plan will cause the price of electricity to ultimate 
consumers to rise. Although estimating the cost of 
various sulfur dioxide reduction strategies is a complex 
task, it was generally agreed that sulfur dioxide emis-
sion reduction plans in the range of 8 to 12 million tons 
will have annual costs ranging from $US4 to $9 billion 
per year. 

Although acid deposition control legislation is the single 
most serious issue facing coal use in electricity genera-
tion, other environmental issues have an ongoing impact 
on coal producers and users. These issues include 
regulations governing air quality, water quality, and 
solid waste disposal. 

Conclusions 

The purpose of the Environmental Strategies Commit-
tee was to identify and evaluate environmental issues 
and proposed environmental legislation where the out-

come of current and ongoing debate will have signifi-
cant impacts on future coal use. Common to all three 
regional committees were several fundamental conclu-
sions and recommendations including: 

• The need for government and industry to take a 
balanced approach economic health and 
energy security must be weighed along with 
environmental quality. 

• The need for government to take a more com-
prehensive approach to environmental controls 
to ensure that energy users of various fuel 
types contribute to control solutions in propor-
tion to the impact of their fuel use on the 
environment. 

• The need for government to support cost-effec-
tive environmental regulations to prevent undue 
damage to the economic health of countries and 
regions. 

• The need for government and industry to inform 
the public objectively and on an on-going basis 
about the relationship between economic 
health, energy security, and environmental ob-
jectives. 

• The need to inform the public about the signifi-
cant historical progress that has been made. 
Significant reductions have been achieved in 
502 emissions in the following lEA countries: 

- Japan -80 percent reduction since 1970 

- Belgium - 36 percent since 1973 

- United Kingdom - 30 percent since 
1973 

- United States - 26 percent since 1973. 
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ECONOMICS 

EPRI ISSUES FINAL REPORT ON 
KRW GASIFICATION/COMBINED-CYCLE 
POWER PLANTS 

The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) has re-
leased a final report by Fluor Engineers, Inc. entitled 
"Cost and Performance of Kellogg Rust Westinghouse-
based Gasification/Combined-Cycle Plants." The re-
port, designated EPRI AP-4018 and dated June 1985, 
discusses performance data, process configurations, and 
engineering and economic evaluations of integrated 
gasification/combined-cycle (IGCC) power plants using 
KRW fluidized-bed gasifiers. Operations using Illinois 
No. 6 coal and Texas lignite were the main focus of the 
work. 

EPRPs overall stated objective was to determine the 
performance and costof KRW IGCC power plants to 
compare them with conventional coal-tired steam 
plants and to IGCC plants employing other technologies 
for coal gasification. Two basic designs were devel-
oped: the first was for the high-sulfur Illinois coal 
operating in ambient conditions representative of the 
Midwest and Northeast (specifically, Illinois). The 
second was for Texas lignite operating in conditions 
representative of the Gulf Coast (specifically, north-
east Texas). Plant sizes of 400 to 600 megawatts (MW) 
were considered. 

General Basis for Study 

Data drawn from several sources were utilized in this 
study. Gasifier performance data and most of the 
gasifier cost data were supplied to EPRI by Westing-
house. (The Westinghouse Synthetic Fuels Division 
originally developed the gasifier process. Westinghouse 
sold 80 percent of its equity in this division to Kellogg 
Rust, which renamed it KRW Energy Systems.) Cost 
data for the syngas coolers were provided by the 
equipment suppliers which had been considered as pos-
sible vendors of these equipment items for the Sasol II 
commercial scale project in South Africa before that 
project was cancelled. Performance and cost data for 
the gas turbines were derived from General Electric 
data provided for another EPRI study. These designs 
were based on advanced gas turbine technology (2,200°F 
inlet temperature) which supposedly will be commer-
cially available within the next several years. 

Concerning environmental controls, the reported design 
basis was to fleet or surpass emission requirements for 
sulfur and nitrogen oxides (SOx and NO, respectively) 
contained in federal New Source Performance Stand-
ards. Fuel gas sulfur removal was based on the 
SelexoIR process with sulfur compounds converted to 
salable elemental sulfur by-product in a Claus unit. 
NOx control would be achieved by water injection. 
Rather than inject high pressure steam into the fuel 
gas, it was reportedly judged more efficient to saturate 
the sulfur-free gas from the SelexoIR unit with water 
before reheating and firing in the turbines.

The designs also allow for storage of solid wastes 
produced in the plant (ash and char filter cake). These 
materials could eventually be disposed of offsite. 

The report emphasizes that the designs are based on 
mature state-of-the-art technology, not unproven pro-
cesses. It accordingly claims that minimal conserva-
tism, redundancy, and contingencies were used in pre-
paring the designs and cost estimates. No anticipated 
future technology improvements beyond those reason-
ably expected to be available in the near future (e.g., 
for the advanced gas turbines) were claimed to be used 
in the study. 

Illinois Design Case 

For operation in the colder Midwest climate, the plant 
was sized to provide sufficient fuel gas to generate 
maximum power at an ambient temperature of 20°F. 
At higher ambient temperatures (i.e., lower density 
air), the turbines cannot accept as great a mass flow 
rate of air so that fuel consumption and power output 
are diminished. The design was accordingly based on 
five trains of gasifiers-coolers-scrubbers, each with 
20 percent of design capacity. No spare capacity was 
allowed because most of the time the ambient air 
temperature will be above 20°F and there will thus be 
some spare capacity available. The report notes that at 
880?, almost one full train would be spare capacity. 

Texas Design Case 

Gulf Coast operations generally require design for max-
imum power output at high ambient temperatures 
rather than at the low end of the range (corresponding 
to summer peak loading conditions). EPRI reports that 
in this case, the turbines must be sized for a greater 
quantity of gas, and their output at lower ambient 
temperatures accordingly exceeds the design gasifier 
output for the 95°F case. As a result, a sixth train 
(gasifier-cooler-scrubber) would be added. No addi-
tional capacity would be added for the remainder of the 
plant. 

Base Case Performance 
and Cost Data 

Performance data for the Illinois and Texas base cases 
reported by EPRI are presented in Table 1. The overall 
net heat rates shown near the bottom of the table 
differ by almost 1,000 BTU per KWH with the rate 
being higher for the lignite case. The higher moisture 
content of the lignite reportedly requires use of more 
fuel gas for drying and additional oxygen for gasifica-
tion to vaporize remaining water. The report cites 
efficiencies of 80.8 percent for Illinois coal and 
74.8 percent for Texas lignite based on the cold gas 
high heating value at the gas turbine inlet. The report 
likewise notes that the gas turbines are less efficient in 
the lignite case because of the higher ambient tempera-
ture. With efficiency defined as the ratio of power to 
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TABLE 1 

SUMMARY OF SYSTEM PERFORMANCE - BASE CASES 
KELLOGG RUST WESTINGHOUSE GASIFICATION-COMBINED-CYCLE POWER PLANTS 

CASE DESIGNATION ILLINOIS COAL CASE LIGNITE CASE 

Plant Location Illinois Northeast Texas 

Ambient Temperature, O F 59 95 

GASIFICATION 
Overall Gasification Carbon Conversion, % 94.9 97.6 
Coal Feed Rate,	 lb/hr (t/d) m.f. 387,542(4,650.5) 455,508(5,466.1) 
Oxygen (100% 0 2 )/Coal Ratio, lb/lb m.f. 0.61 0.62 
Oxidant Temperature, OF 254 279 
Feed Coal Moisture,	 (as received), wt% 12.0 34.9 
Feed Coal Moisture (to gasification), wt% 5.0 15.0 
Gasifier Pressure, psia 465 465 
Raw Gas Temperature, O F 1,850 1,750 
Raw Gas tUtU (dry basis), Btu/SCF* 324.2 309.3 

POWER SYSTEM 
Temperature of Fuel Gas to Gas Turbine, O F	 570	 570 
Moisture in Fuel Gas, wt% of Moist Fuel	 30.0	 24.0 
Gas Turbine Expander Inlet Temperature, O F	 2,200	 2,200 
Steam Conditions, psig/°F/°F 	 1450/996/1000	 1450/970/970 
Condenser Pressure, inches Hg abs.	 2.0	 3.0 
HRSG Stack Temperature, O F	 284	 288 
Gas Turbine Net Power; MW	 397.35	 340.70 
Steam Turbine Net Power, MW 	 216.51	 225.06 
0 2 Plant Expander Power Output, MW	 0.. 53	 0.68 
Plant Power Consumed, MW** 	 67.32	 90.88 
Net Plant PowerOutput, MW	 547.07	 475.56 

OVERALL SYSTEM 
502 Emissions, Tons SO 2 /MW-Yr 11.3 3.5 
$02 Emissions,	 lb/1 6 Stu 0.28 0.08 
NO	 Emissions,	 (Corrected), ppmv (dry)# <75 C75 
Process and Deaerator Makeup Water, 
gpm/1000 MW 2,121 1,353 

Cooling-Tower Makeup Waterfl, gpm/1000 MW 2,819 6,091 
Cooling-Water Circulation Rate, gpm/MW 255.6 352.0 
Cooling-Tower Heat Rejection, % of Coal HHV 28.21 34.88 
Air Cooler Heat Rejection, % of Coal Mliv 1.34 1.25 
Feed Coal }*IV,	 106 Btu/hr 4,950.4 4,776.1 
Net Heat Rate, Btu/kWh 9,049 10,043 
Overall System Efficiency (Coal.Power), 

% of Coal Iffy 37.72 33.98

*Excluding H 2 S, COS, NH3 , and HCN 
**Total plant power consumed (gross power consumption) 
*Fuel gas saturation levels are more than sufficient to meet the NSPS NO 
control requirement of 75 ppm (corrected). 
4*Raw water requirement only
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fuel gas high heating value, the report notes that the 
coal case efficiency is 33.9 percent versus only 
32.5 percent for the lignite case. The report further 
notes the adverse effect of higher ambient temperature 
on the condensing turbine back pressure and the oxygen 
plant compressor (due to warmer cooling water). 

Table 2 displays the relevant cost data cited by EPRI. 
The report emphasizes that in comparing the coal and 
lignite cases, the reader should bear in mind that the 
ambient temperatures are different and that location 
related costs (e.g., productivity, labor costs, etc.) differ 
between the Texas and Illinois areas. 

EPRI also reports constant dollar levelized power costs 
for the two gasification cases as well as a conventional 
500 MW power plant firing the same Illinois coal and 
employing flue gas dcsulfurization. The economic basis 
is shown in Table 3, while the power costs are plotted in 
Figure 1. The report observes that it is apparent that 
the Texas lignite case produces electricity at a lower 
cost than the Illinois coal case at any capacity factor 
due to the lower cost lignite feedstock. The Illinois 
coal case produces less expensive electricity than the 
Illinois coal-fired steam plant at any particular capac-
ity factor due to its better efficiency. 

EPRI claims that results of an earlier study (EPa! 
Report AP-3486) of a Texaco-based 10CC plant, which 
reportedly produces similar performance data with Illi-
nois No. 6 coal, are valid for this study of a KRW-based 
10CC application. Specifically, the report calls atten-
tion to four points: 

• The 1(11W-based 10CC plant employing both 
radiant and convective syngas cooling and ad-
vanced, 2,200°F gas turbines is substantially 
more efficient than the coal-fired steam plant 
(9,049 BTU per KWH versus 9,853 BTU per 
KWH). 

• The total capital requirement in dollars per KW 
for the KRW-based 10CC plant is approxi-
mately $200 per 11W higher than for the coal-
fired steam plant ($1,471.2 versus $1,285 per 
11W, based on 59°F ambient). 

• As shown in Figure 1, the 1111W-based 10CC 
plant exhibits the potential to provide signifi-
cant reductions in the cost of electricity over 
the coal-fired steam plant, assuming both are 
operated at the same baseload capacity factor. 

• The KRW-based 10CC plant has the capability 
to limit sulfur dioxide emissions to very low 
levels with relatively small impacts on plant 
cost and performance. In this study, sulfur 
dioxide emissions from the 10CC plant are 
about 11 tons per MW-year (95 percent 
removal) compared to 24 tons per MW-year 
(90 percent removal) for the coal-fired steam 
plant. Similarly, NOx emissions from the 10CC 
plant are anticipated to be much lower than 
those from the coal-fired steam plant per BTU 
of coal fired. 

The report also notes that the 1111W process yielded 
results similar to those of a Shell-based 10CC plant 
when both are operated with Texas lignite. EPRI

Report AP-3129 is referenced for the Shell study. The 
KRW report contains detailed performance and econo-
mic comparisons for the KRW and Texaco cases with 
Illinois coal and the 1111W and Shell cases for Texas 
lignite. 

Plant Descriptions 

A block flow diagram is shown in Figure 2 for the 
Illinois No. 6 coal 10CC process. (Numbers in paren-
theses are location references cited in Table 4.) Coal 
receiving and conveying is done in a single train. 
Grinding and drying occurs in one operating train with 
one spare. The oxidant feed unit employs two parallel 
operating trains. Five operating trains are used for 
gasification, high-temperature gas cooling, and particu-
late removal. One ash handling unit serves all five 
gasifiers. Two operating trains are used for low-
temperature gas cooling, fuel gas saturation, and acid 
gas removal. Multiple gas turbines and HRSG units plus 
a single steam turbine generator comprise the combined 
cycle power generation plant. This facility is designed 
to consume a maximum of 5,892 tons per day of as-
received coal while generating a net of 613 MW of 
electric power. The design basis is 20°F ambient 
temperature. No supplemental firing is included in this 
case. Data for higher ambient temperatures and supple-
mental firing appear in Table 4. Detailed process flow 
diagrams and material balance data are given in the 
report for each major processing unit. 

Figure 3 contains a similar block flow diagram for the 
Texas lignite case. This design will consume up to 
8,396 tons per day of as-received lignite while generat-
ing 476 MW of power. The process differs from that for 
Illinois coal only in that there is a spare sixth train for 
gasification, high-temperature gas cooling, and particu-
late removal. 

Analysis of Supplemental Firing Option 

Because of the differences in gas turbine capacity at 
operating temperature extremes, the EPRI study incor-
porated an analysis of a method to use level gasifier 
output over a range of temperatures with minimal 
capital cost but with an increase in overall system heat 
rate. A system designed for maximum power output at 
low temperature would normally have to turn down the 
gasifier as temperatures rose. However, the report 
notes that provisions can be made to bypass the tur-
bines with additional fuel for firing in duct burners 
between the turbine exhaust and the inlet of the heat 
recovery steam generator. This supplemental firing 
reportedly boosts power output and recovers a portion 
of the reduction in capacity. Figure 4 illustrates the 
effect of supplemental firing claimed in the report for 
the Illinois coal-based system. The report notes that 
such firing could be used intermittently as the load 
demand cycles and claims that this procedure could 
potentially produce incremental power more economi-
cally than could a gas- or distillate-fired advanced 
combined cycle plant. 
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TABLE 2 
SUMMARY OF ECONOMIC RESULTS-BASE CASES 

KELLOGG RUST WESTINGHOUSE GASIFICATION-COMBINED-CYCLE POWER PLANTS 
(January. 1983 Dollars) 

CASE DESIGNATION	 ILLINOIS COAL CASE	 LIGNITE CASE 

Plant Location 

Ambient Temperattire, OF 

Coal Feed Rate, lb/hr m.f. 
Sulfur Removal, % 
Net Power, MW 
Net Heat Rate, Btu/kWh 

PLANT INVESTMENT* 
Coal Receiving, Drying, and Grinding 
Oxidant Feed 
Gasification, High-Temperature Gas 

Cooling, Particulate Removal and 
Ash Removal 

Low-Temperature Gas Cooling and Fuel 
Gas Saturation 

Acid Gas Removal 
Sulfur Recovery 
Tail Gas treating 
Steam, Condensate, and BFW 
Process Condensate Treating 
Combined-Cycle Power Generation 
General Facilities 
Initial Catalysts and Chemicals 

Plant Facilities Investment 
(Before contingency allowances) 

Process Contingency Allowance 
Project Contingency Allowance 

Total Plant Investment

Illinois Northeast Texas 

59 95 

387,542 455,508 
95 95 

547.07 475.56 
9,049 10,043 

LJ! $1000 !/kW $1000 
44.7 24,442 62.9 29,921 
138.9 76,004 159.2 75,691 

264.7 144,835 326.1 155,062 

23.6 12,891 24.7 11,767 
34.2 18,723 31.2 14,842 
20.6 11.254 9.4 4,460 
10.1 5,544 4.5 2,161 
10.4 5,704 9.1 4,309 
8.4 4,584 8.7 4,134 

345.7 189,116 360.3 171,345 
143.2 78,334 152.0 72,269 

8.5 4.639 8.9 4.222 

	

1,053.0	 576,070 1,157.0	 550,183 

	

63.7	 34,843	 76.5	 36,392 

	

166.2	 90,943	 183.7	 87,352 

	

1,282.9	 701,856 1,417.2	 673,927 

Prepaid Royalties 6.4 3,509 7.1 3,370 
Spare Parts Inventory 6.4 3,509 7.1 3,370 
Organization and Startup Costs 33.4 18,249 35.7 16,989 
Working Capital 47.3 25,885 36.8 17,521 
Land 3.8 2,067 .	 4.9 2,325 
AFDC** 91.0 49,781 100.6 47,843 

Total Capital Requirement* 1,471.2 804,856 1,609.4 765,345

*Investor_owned utility financing 
**Allowance for funds during construction 
*Before accounting for the investment tax credit 
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TABLE 3 
FINANCIAL CRITERIA 

FOR INVESTOR-OWNED UTILITY REVENUE REQUIREMENT CALCULATIONS 

Post-1982 General Inflation Rate 

Year of Plant Startup 

Construction Period 

Project Book Life 

Project Tax Life 

Delivered Coal Cost (January. 1983 $) 

Coal Price Escalation 

Sulfur Credit (January, 1983 $) 

Property Taxes and Insurance 

Federal Income Tax Rate 

State Income Tax Rate 

Investment Tax Credit 

Project Financing: 

Common Equity 

Preferred Stock 

Debt 

Discount Rate for Calculating 
Levelized Costs 

ACRS Depreciation Schedule: 

Year 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7-10

8.5%/Year 

1990 

4 Years 

30 Years 

10 Years 

$1 . 97/106 Btu for Illinois No. 6 coal 
$1 . 06/10 6 Btu for Texas Lignite 

0.7%/Year Real Escalation (9.3%/Year 
Including Inflation) for Illinois 
No. 6 Coal 

1.0%/Year Real Escalation (9.6%/Year 
Including Inflation) for Texas Lignite 

$65.11/Short Ton 
(This credit reduces the levelized cost 
of electricity by less than 2%) 

2%/Year of Escalated Total Plant 
Investment 

46% 

7.4% 

8% of Escalated Nonexpensable 
Total Plant Investment Taken at the 
End of the Construction Period 

35% at 15.3%/Year After Tax Return 

15% at 11.5%/Year Dividend 

50% at 11.0%/Year Interest 

12.58% (Before Tax Average Cost of Money) 

0.08 

0.14 

0.12 

0.10 

0.10 

0.10 

0.09 
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FIGURE 1 

COST OF ELECTRICITY VERSUS
CAPACITY FACTOR FOR BASE CASES 

KRW IGCC
	

Coal-Fired Steam 

80 

70 

60

Illinois Coal Case 
KRW IGCC Plant 
Rated at 59 OF

	

Illinois	 Texas	 Illinois 

	

Coal	 Lignite	 Coal 

	

Case	 Case 

	

9	 7".	 23.1 

Incremental 0 & M Plus 
Fuel Cost, Mills/kWh 

Illinois Coal 
Conventional Coal-Fired Steam Plant 
Rated at 59 OF 

Texas Lignite Case 
KRW IGCC Plant 
Rated at 95°F 

301 
35	 45
	

55	 65	 75	 85 
Capacity Factor, % 
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TABLE 4 

BLOCK FLOW DIAGRAM 
PROCESS FLOW RATES AND CONDITIONS 

(Illinois No. 6 Coal) 

S 0 
a

Ambient Temperatures* 
.	 20°F NSF 5'9°F NSF 88°F NSF 59°F SF 88°F SF 

STREAM TEMPERATURES 
AND FLOWS 

02 Net Power Consumed (MW)	 (1)	 52.49	 49.15	 47.64	 54.81	 57.51 
Gas Turbine Net Power (MW)	 (2)	 461.79	 397.35	 355.68	 397.35	 355.68 
Steam Turbine Net Power (MW) (3) 	 222.94	 216.51	 207.64	 268.59	 293.28 
Miscellaneous Internal Power 

Consumed (MW)	 (4)	 19.28	 17.64	 16.67	 20.29	 21.14 
Net Plant Power Output (MW)	 (5)	 612.96	 547.07	 499.01	 590.85	 570.31 
Coal Feed (t/d 

as received)	 (6) 5,892	 5,284.7	 4,881	 5,892	 5,892 
Raw Water Feed (gal/mm) 	 (7) 3,239	 3,025	 2,886	 3,490	 4,109 
Wastewater Slowdown (gal/mm) (8)	 739	 685	 639	 773	 848 
Sulfur Produced (t/d) 	 (9)	 189	 169.5	 156.6	 189	 189
Ash and Particulate 

Produced (t/d)	 (10)	 816	 732	 676	 816	 816
HP Superheat Steam 

Temperature (°F)	 (11)	 970	 996	 1,000	 1,000	 1,000
NP Steam to Reheat 

Temperature (°F)	 (12)	 619	 641	 644	 644	 644
NP Superheat Steam 

Temperature (°F)	 (13)	 970	 1,000	 1,000	 1,000	 1,000 

*NSF = No supplemental firing; SF = Supplemental firing 
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FIGURE 4 

IGCC SYSTEM CAPACITY VERSUS AMBIENT 

TEMPERATURE KRW - BASED SYSTEM WITH 

2200°F TURBINE (ILLINOIS NO. 6 COAL) 
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Sensitivity Cases 

To assess the impact of lower-than-expected carbon 
conversion, sensitivity cases were examined in which 
uncoverted char could be discarded or mixed with fuel 
oil to fire a boiler. The stated motivation for these 
cases was the sensitivity of fluidized-bed gasifiers to 
carbon conversion due to the high percentage of char 
fines which must be recovered and recycled. This 
sensitivity is reportedly more likely to affect the 
Illinois case than the Texas case. Texas lignite general- 
ly should require less recycle because of its higher 
reactivity and correspondingly higher conversion per 
pass in the gasifier. The EPRI report claims that the 
KRW gasifier has an advantage over other fluidized-bed 
reactors because it is designed for ash agglomeration at 
the bottom of the gasifier resulting in higher tempera- 
tures near the burners and thus higher char conversion 
rates. However, because full scale unit operating data 
are not available, EPRI based its sensitivity analyses on 
extrapolation of pilot unit data. 

To analyze sensitivity, it was assumed that 10 percent 
of the recycle char was purged from the system. In one 
case, the purged char was simply disposed of of fsite. in 
the other, it was mixed with No. 6 fuel oil and fed to a 
fired heater (with appropriate emission controls) to 
generate steam for supplemental power generation. 
(Only the Illinois coal operation was examined in the

second case. EPRI reported that Texas lignite has too 
much ash to permit reasonable certainty regarding fuel 
oil requirements for maintaining stable flame tempera-
tures, tube surface fouling, and boiler system cost 
estimates.) Table 5 summarizes the key results 
reported by EPRI for these sensitivity cases. 

EPRI concludes that the increase in heat rates for the 
char disposal subcases compared to the base cases is 
almost in direct proportion to the carbon loss from the 
system. The increase in heat rate for the Illinois 
combustion subcase is mostly due to the penalty of 
using the energy from the extra coal and fuel oil in the 
steam cycle alone rather than the combined cycle. 
(The heat rate is calculated based on total coal plus 
fuel oil energy input to the plant.) 

associated facilities. A similar difference exists be-
tween the char disposal subcase and the base case due 
to the significant increase in heat rate (9,960 compared 
to 9,004 BTU per KWH at a 20°F ambient temperature) 
and the increase in capital investment for equipment to 
cool and dispose of the char. 

Table 5 shows an approximate 3 mills per KWH increase 
in the cost of electricity for the Illinois combustion 
subcase compared to the base case due primarily to 
increased capital investment for the char boiler and 
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TABLE 5 

SUMMARY OF COST AND SYSTEM PERFORMANCE - CARBON CONVERSION SENSITIVITY CASES 

Char Disposal Char Combustion 
Illinois Coal Case Base Case Subcase Subcase 

Ambient Temperature, °F# 20 20 20 

Coal Feed Rate (st/d) m.f. 5,185 5,753 5*753 
Overall Gasification Carbon 

Conversion, % 94.9 85.7 85.7 
Net Power, MW 613 615 684 
Net Heat Rate, Stu/kWh 9.004 9,960 9,160 
Solids for Disposal, t/d 816 1,299 655 
Plant Investment, $/kW 1,145 1,192 1,203 
Incremental 0+M Plus Fuel 

Cost, Mills/kWh 18.0 20.0 19.1** 
Levelized Cost of Electricity, 

Mills/kWh* 43.1 46.3 46.0 

- Char Disposal 
Lignite Case Base Case Subcase 

Ambient Temperature, OF 95 95 

Coal Feed Rate (st/d) m.f. 5,466 5,788 
Overall Gasification-Carbon 

Conversion, % 97,5 -- 93.5 
Net Power, MW 476 479 
Net Heat Rate, Btu/kWh 10,043 10.560 
Solids for Disposal, t/d 1.123 1.363 
Plant Investment, s/ky 1,417 1.442 
Incremental 0+11 Plus Fuel	 - 

Cost. Mills/kWh 11.9 12.6 
Levelized Cost of Electricity, 

Mills/kWh* 42.4 43.5

*65% Capacity Factor 
**Assuming No. 6 fuel oil is priced at $29/bbl 
The plant performance for the carbon conversion sensitivit cases were 
estimated only at this one tabulated ambient condition (20 F). 

EPRI reports that in the lignite cases, char disposal 
resulted in power costs exceeding those of the base 
case by approximately I mill per KWH. The report 
states that the difference is less than that for the 
corresponding Illinois cases because lignite is more 
reactive than Illinois No. 6 coal. As a result of this 
higher reactivity, lignite char has a higher ash content 
and correspondingly less carbon lost to disposal. 

In summary, EPRI concludes that even at substantially 
lower carbon conversion levels, the KRW-based 10CC 
plant can produce power at costs that are competitive 
with conventional baseload power generation technolog-
ies.

CHEMCOAL PROCESS COULD PRODUCE FUEL OIL 
SUBSTITUTE AT COMPETITIVE PRICES 

The ChemCoal Process involves the chemical transfor-
mation of coal with alkali, carbon monoxide, water, and 
a recycle solvent which permits the separation of the 
clean organic fraction from the impurities present in 
coal. Chemical transformation occurs at less than 
3500C and at pressures between 1,000 and 1,800 psig. 
Under these conditions, typically 85 to 95 percent of 
the DMMF coal is converted to THE soluble products. 

The ChemCoal Process permits the conversion of coal 
at mild conditions resulting in essentially no hydrogen-
rich hydrocarbon gas make. In effect, the original coal 
hydrogen, is conserved and about 2 weight percent of 
hydrogen is added from the reducing gas. Utilization of 
carbon monoxide eliminates the requirement for the 
generation of pure hydrogen. 
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Conceptual plant economics calculated by the Bechtel 
Group, Inc., for Carbon Resources, Inc., were reported 
at the Second Annual Pittsburgh Coal Conference held 
in September.

product. (Additional details of the process are 
explained in the article beginning on page 4-28 of the 
September 1985 Pace Synthetic Fuels Report. 

An overall block flow diagram of the conceptual plant 
is shown in Figure 1. Coal is received from storage, 
crushed, and ground to -100 mesh. The coal is mixed 
with two parts process-derived recycle solvent to one 
part coal and an aqueous sodium carbonate solution 
added. The prepared coal slurry is pumped to 
1,300 psig, heated to 620°F, and contacted with synthe-
sis gas. The mixture is kept at reaction temperature 
for about 30 minutes in a mildly-stirred reactor. 

Upon exiting the reactor, the effluent mixture is cooled 
by exchange with the feed slurry and then the gas phase 
is separated by pressure let down. The gas stream is 
treated to recover sulfur components, carbon dioxide, 
and a plant fuel gas. - The solid inorganic impurities are 
removed from the liquid phase by centrifugation and 
filtration. The clean liquid is then treated to remove 
soluble alkali from the organic phase. It is then 
distilled to recover recycle solvent, light oils, a distill-
ate, and a non-distillable coal liquid—the ChemCoal

Synthesis gas is produced by gasification. Fresh ground 
lignite and solids from the centrifugation are mixed and 
gasified to produce a raw synthesis gas. 

The plant liquifies 7,500 tons per day of a North Dakota 
lignite. An additional 910 tons per day are gasified to 
produce synthesis gas and plant fuel gas, and 172 tons 
Per day are used as makeup for an estimated 2 percent 
lignite loss during handling and preparation. The total 
products from the plant are equivalent, on a heat-
content basis, to approximately 20,000 barrels per day 
of crude oil. Plant fuel and products are summarized in 
Figure 2. 

Table I shows the overall plant energy input and the 
subsequent distribution of this energy. The results show 
the plant to have an overall thermal efficiency of 
84 percent. This efficiency is considerably higher than 
for competing processes, according to Carbon 
Resources. 

FIGURE 1 

• BLOCK FLOW DIAGRAM - CHEMCOAL CONCEPTUAL PLANT 
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FIGURE 2 

FEEDS AND PRODUCTS FOR 
CHEMCOAL CONCEPTUAL PLANT 

LIGHT OIL WATER 299.5 TPD
 2.7 MM GAL/D 

LIGNITE CHEMCOAL DISTILLATE
991.5 TPD 8552 TPD

PLANT
CHEMCOAL ELECTRIC 2685.3 TPD  POWER 

81MW

SULFUR 
43.7 TPD

• Federal income tax is 46 percent 
• State Income taxis 4 percent 

• Investment tax credit is 10 percent 

• General inflation Is 6 percent 

• Royalties are annualized at 3 percent of pro-
duct value 

• DCFROR is 15 percent 

• 50 percent production capacity achieved in first 
year of operation, and 100 percent in second 
year.

TABLE 2 

CHEMCOAL PLANT CAPITAL COSTS 
(Million Dollars) 

TABLE 1

CHEMCOAL PLANT THERMAL EFFICIENCY 

	

Million	 % of 
Item	 BTU/Hour Total tnIxlt 

Energy Input 
Total Received Coal	 5,5001	 95 
Electric Power	 2802 

Total input	 5,780	 100

Energy Distribution 
Solid CheruCoal Product	 3,3463	 59 
Distillate Product	 1,158	 20 
Light Oil Product	 350	 6 
Consumption and Losses 	 926	 - 16 

Total	 5,780	 100 

1. Based on as-received lignite heating value of 
7,700 BTU per pound 

2. Based on 3,413 BTU/KWH 
3. Based on estimated heating value of 15,000 

B) per pound 

The capital cost estimate for the ChemCoal conceputal 
plant is an order-of-magnitude, venture-guidance type 
based on first-quarter 1985 pricing. Bechtel estimated 
that five years will be required for design engineering, 
procurement, construction, and commissioning of the 
ChemCoal commercial production facility. Capital 
costs are shown in Table 2. 

Bechtel performed a discounted cash flow economic 
analysis to determine the required selling price of the 
plant combined products. The economic analysis incor-
porated the following financial assumptions: 

• Plant startup in 1990 

• Project life of 25 years, including 5 years for 
construction 

• 100 percent equity financing 

• ACRS depreciation over 5 years with zero sal-
vage value

First 
Quarter 

Plant Section 1985 

Coal Receiving, Storage, Handling & Crushing 31.8 
Coal Slurry Preparation and Pumping 13.5 
Coal Grinding and Drying 4.2 
Slurry Preheating, Solvation, & Product 72.2 

Flashing 
Solid-Liquid Separation 58.5 
Alkali Extraction and Concentration 8.2 
Atmospheric and Vacuum Distillation 26.6 
Air Separation 23.8 
Coal Gasification 28.6 
High Pressure Acid Gas Removal 9.6 
Makeup Syngas Compression 0.3 
L.P. Acid Gas Removal 2.8 
Sulfur Recovery and Tail Gas Treatment 10.3 

Sub-Total Process Facilities 290.4 

Utilities 59.6 
Off Plots 39.5 

Sub-Total Utilities and Off Plots 99.1 

Total Field Cost 389.5 

Home Office, Fees and Services 54.5 

Total Plant Cost (Excluding Contingency) 444.0 

Contingency 66.6 

Total Plant Investment 510.6 

Initial Chemicals and Catalyst 4.2 
Precommissioning and Startup Costs 5.2 
Other Owner's Costs 4.2 
Working Capital 20.6 

Total Capital Requirement 544.8 

The required ChemCoal product selling price, expressed 
in different units, was calculated to be: 

•	 $5.67 per million BTU 
•	 $33.00 per (COE) barrel 
•	 $0.79 per gallon.
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FIGURE 3 

EFFECT OF ECONOMIC PARAMETER 
CHANGES ON REQUIRED PRODUCT PRICE 
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The ChemCoal solid, when melted and burned in the 
liquid mode, has combustion characteristics between 
those of a No. 2 and No. 6 fuel oil. Because the prices 
for No. 2 and No. 6 fuel oil were $6.50 per million BTU 
and $4.61 per million BTU in November 1984, the 
ChemCoal process may be economically competitive at 
current market prices. 

Figure 3 shows that changes in financial parameters 
generally produce more dramatic changes in product 
required price than those produced by changes in cost 
parameters. For example, ChemCoal product selling 
price is decreased by almost 20 percent when debt 
financing is increased from 0 to 70 percent. 

LOW UCG PRODUCT COSTS SEEN BY 
ENERGY INTERNATIONAL 

According to B. E. Davis of Energy International, 
underground coal gasification (UCG) product emphasis 
has shifted from fuel gas for power generation and 
industrial use to production of synthesis gas for conver-
sion to higher value products such as methanol, 
methane, ammonia, and liquid transportation fuels. 
Energy International used its UCO process economic 
model to compare the production costs for various 
product options from UCG derived synthesis gas. The 
comparison was based on UCG process data obtained 
during the DOE Rawlins program. Figure 1 illustrates 
the product options. 

The second test in the DOE funded Rawlins program 
demonstrated UCG operations with a degree of reliabi-
lity and control that would be required to provide 
feedstock for a plant producing higher value products. 
Although the UCG Steeply Dipping Bed option utilized 
at Rawlins has significant advantages over the horizon-

tal process, either process will produce acceptable 
results at a carefully selected site. Criteria for select-
ing a suitable site include the presence of consolidated 
overburden, absence of aquifers, and an absence of 
major faults and fractures. 

One of the significant results from the Rawlins field 
test was the relatively large amount of methane in the 
product gas. This is apparently formed by a combina-
tion of coal pyrolysis and methanation reactions occur-
ring in the underground cavity. This methane accounts 
for a large fraction of the heating value produced. 
Where a synthesized final product is manufactured, the 
disposition of this methane is an important considera-
tion. It can be utilized as a plant fuel, sold as a by-
product, or reformed to synthesis gas. Energy Interna-
tional found it most economical to use what methane is 
needed as a plant fuel and to sell any surplus as a by-
product in processes not requiring methane removal 
from the synthesis gas feedstock. In cases where 
methane is detrimental, partial oxidation is the prefer-
red method of methane removal. 

Work previously carried out by Energy International 
shows 13CC derived synthesis gas is competitive with 
natural gas reforming at natural gas prices above $2.20 
per million BTU. 

Comparative economics were developed for various 
product options considered feasible at Rawlins, Wyom-
ing. The results included economics for hydrogen, 
synthesis gas, and fuel gas although there is no ready 
market for these products in the Rawlins area. The 
process assumptions are shown in Table 1. The most 
critical parameter is the coal consumption rate of 
3,000 tons per stream day. This rate is an optimal size 
for a typical UCO surface plant. 

The results of the study are summarized in Table 2. 
The costs for the various products are comparable to 
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FIGURE 1 

UCG PRODUCT OPTIONS 
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TABLE 1 TABLE 2 

UCG CONDITIONS	 ECONOMIC SUMMARY 

Output Invest- Operating Prim/ Price/ 
Product Rate ment	 cost

Unit- MM BTU 
- ThTMU (MMflY) iir 

Ammonia 1.784 298	 55.9 194 na 
To,/SD (Fon 

Methanol 13,593 231	 42.7 19.70 6.91 
OhIISD /Bbl 

0-0 Liquids 2,058" 158	 30.1 39.52 8.03 
Bbl/SD /Bbi 

5KG 41,866 155	 28.8 4.40 4.40 
MDTU/SD MMBTU 

MHV Cu 45,334 102	 22.6 2.99 1.99 
MMBTU/5O MMSTU 

Synthesis Gas 139.7 129	 34.1 1.35 4.17 
MMSCFD IISCP 

Hydrogen 224.0 169	 41.4 1.91 5.90 
MMSCFI) Mscr 

'Prices we those requited to yield 15% DCF-ROR after tax 
"Heating values of these products: 

Gulf-Baer Liquids • 10,116 MMBTU/SD 
5KG 31,957 MMBTU/SD 

Rawlins Coal Seam Data Assumed 

Cavity Depth Limits, Feet 
Maximum 1,500 
Minimum 550 

Cavity, Feet 180 
Injection Well Spacing, Feet 250 
Module/Module Spacing, Feet 250 
Flow/Production Well, MMSCFD 17

Gasification Data from Rawlins Test 2 
Steam/Oxygen Ratio	 5.0 
Oxygen Consumption, Lb/Lb MAP Coal 	 0.30 
Gasification Efficiency, 96	 88 
Number of Active Modules 	 11 
Coal Reserves for 20 Year Operation, MM Tons	 43 
Coal Consumption Rate (UCG Only), Tons/SD 	 3,000 

those from conventional sources with the possible ex-
ception of the Gulf-Badger liquids. The SNG by-
product credit is based on the present depressed gas 
prices; a by-product allowance of $4.40 per million BTU 
will bring the cast of Gulf-Badger liquids down to about 
$30 per barrel. The cost for methanol, fuel gas, 
synthesis gas, and hydrogen appear competitive with 
existing Gulf Coast prices for the products. Even 
ammonia casts are competitive with casts for a new 
plant using conventional technology.
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UCG TERMED NEAR ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY 

According to F. W. Hammesfahr, speaking at the 
Second Pittsburgh Coal Conference in September, 
underground coat gasification (UCG) has been proceed-
ing to an extent not generally appreciated. Capital 
costs are tow and price forecasts indicate it is ap-
proaching competitiveness in the market place. 

Economies 

Table 1 compares the capital costs of the same sized 
plants for producing synthetic natural gas (SNG) via 
surface and underground gasification technologies. The 
data show the capital cost via underground coal gasifi-
cation to be 25 to 50 percent less than the capital 
required for an equivalent surface facility. Actually, 
the advantage is even greater for the underground coal 
gasification technology, as it requires no supporting 
mining investment. -

TABLE 1 

CAPITAL INVESTMENT
(24,000 Million BTU/Day at MUG Level) 

Product	 SNG SNG SNG MBG MBG 

Type of: 
Gasification	 Surface UCO UCG UCG 13CC 
Bed	 H	 SD	 H	 SD 

Plant Costs	 350	 270	 165	 170	 95
(Million $) 

MEG = Medium-Bill Gas 
H	 = Horizontal 
SD = Steeply Dipping Bed 

Capital costs using 13CC technology can be held down 
even further by making a product requiring less surface 
processing. For such a plant producing 24 billion BTU 
per day (4,100 barrels oil equivalent per day) of medium 
BTU gas (MBG), capital costs fall within the range of 
$95 to $170 million. 

Estimates of the revenues required for the production 
of products using UCG technology are given in Table 2. 
Against the $10 per million BTU estimated required for 
medium BTU gas from a surface facility, an under-
ground coal gasification plant requires only $3.50 to 
$5.50 per million Bill. SNG, estimated to need a price 
support at $11.55 per million BTU from a surface plant, 
but only $6.50 to $9.00 per million Bill from UCG. 
M-gasoline via UCG is projected to require revenues of 
$0.95 per gallon. The contemplated support level for 
surface plants is $1.95 per gallon.

TABLE 2

UCG PRICE FORECASTS 

Required 
Product Price, $ 

Type Coal Resource 
Steeply 

Product	 Horizontal	 Dipping 

MBG 

Plant Size-60 Billion 
BTU/Day 

Product Price, $/MM BTU	 5.50	 3.50-4.00 

SNG 

Plant Size-55 Billion 
BTU/Day 

Product Price, s/MM Bill	 9.00	 6.50 

M-Gasollne 

Plant Size-9,600 Barrels 
Per Day 

Product Price, $ICallon	 0.95 

Methanol 

Plant Size-1,600 Tons/Day 
(31,000 Billion BTU/Day) 

Product Price, $/Gallon	 0.55 

All of the available indicators show IJCG technology to 
require lower product -prices and less capital invest-
ment. Where applicable, it is a highly competitive 
technology, according to Hammesfahr. 

UCG Program Status 

Underground coal gasification (13CC) technology is 
straightforward in concept, although its successful 
practice requires considerable sophistication and a good 
understanding of the critical parameters. 

Over 38,000 tons of coal have now been processed with 
37,200 tons having been in western subbituminous seams 
(Table 3). Test sequences are now routinely scaled to 
the level of 100 tons coal per day and planned to 
operate continuously for 30 to 60 days. The more 
recent larger scale tests have all started up essentially 
on schedule, run the scheduled length of time, shut 
down because of the schedule and not because of loss of 
control or process upset, and produced gas within the 
quality range anticipated. Tests have been conducted 
in seams that are flat, steeply dipping, and interme-
diate. 
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TABLE 3

EXPERIENCE BASE IN UCO PROGRAM 

Tons Coal 
Processed in 

Type Coal	 UCCI Programs 

Western: 
Horizontal 27,400 
Steeply Dipping 9,820 

Sub-Total 37,220 

Texas Lignite, Approximate 280 
Appalachian, Approximate 280 

Total Coal Processed 37,780

With this substantial technical progress and continuing 
favorable economic projections, Interest remains high 
In the technology. 

The basic objectives now being addressed by the federal 
government R & D program Include:

the area of major UCO-amenable coal reserves that 
could be used to minimize the surface investment and 
to provide an Industrial market for the gas in a pre-
commercialization field test. 

TABLE 4 

DISTRIBUTION OF POTENTIAL USERS BY STATE
(By Distance from Coal Resource) 

3 Within 50 
Miles 10 Miles Miles 

Illinois 4 8 12 
New Mexico 7 7 7 
Texas 3 3 3 
Washington 2 6 11 
Wyoming 7 9 9 

Total 23 33 42 

Percent 55 79 100

•#0# 
• Expansion of the field tests to Include multi-

module systems 

• Broadening of the resource base to which the 
technology can be applied 

• Development of a deployment strategy that 
minimizes the capital investment at risk. 

The resource base for the bulk of the work to date has 
been western non-swelling, thick subbituminous coals. 
This focus results from the technical consideration that 
the initial program effort should be started in those 
coals believed most suitable for this technology. How-
ever, these coals are in locations relatively remote 
from markets. The eastern coals that are nearer 
important markets are typically swelling and occur in 
thinner seams. The ability to apply UCG technology to 
such seams would greatly enhance the value of the 
technology to the nation. Accordingly, DOE is now 
planning a program that has as its object bringing the 
western UCG experience to the coals of the east. Their 
current planning looks to a two-phase program in the 
Illinois coal basin that will start with a series of small, 
shallow, short tests to develop data on various well 
linking systems in eastern coals. This phase will then 
be followed with a deep full scale multi-module test in 
which the technology developed in the earlier phase is 
confirmed. 

Using the states of Illinois, New Mexico, Texas, Wash-
ington, and Wyoming as representative of states with 
important UCG-amenable coal reserves, the author 
identified twenty-three potential users within three 
miles of UCG coal and thirty-three within 10 miles 
(Table 4). It was a sufficient number to establish the 
concept of searching for existing surface facilities in
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TECHNOLOGY 

TWO-STAGE COAL/BITUMEN COPROCESSING 
SHOWS PROMISE 

The Alberta Research Council is developing a two-stage 
process for coprocessing subbiturnnous coal and bitumen 
(or heavy oil). Results of recent laboratory tests and 
conceptual process economics were recently sum-
marized by B. Ignasiak at the Second District Five 
meeting of the CIM on September 10, 1985. 

As described in the paper, the major advantage of 
coprocessing as opposed to bitumen or heavy oil hydro-
cracking is the low cost of coal. This advantage, 
however, must be weighed against higher hydrogen 
consumption, increased plant complexity, and the ele-
ment of risk associated with implementation of the new 
coprocessing technology. The primary objective of 
coprocessing is to maximize the coal concentration in 
the feedstock without sacrificing the distillable product 
yield and quality. 

The two-stage process developed at Alberta Research 
Council is based on solubilization of high oxygen sub-
bituminous coal in bitumen (heavy oil) using a mixture 
of carbon monoxide and steam at 3800 to 400°C (7150 to 
750°F) in presence of alkali metal catalyst, followed by 
catalytic h;droeracking at temperatures of 420 0 to 
4600C (790 to 8600F) and pressures up to 18.0 MPa 
(2,600 psi). 

Experimental Tests 

The experiments were carried out in a standard 1 liter 
batch autoclave system and in a hot charge/discharge 
unit. in the batch autoclave experiments the coal/bitu-
men slurry was charged into an autoclave at room 
temperature followed by pressurizing the system with 
carbon monoxide (5.2 MPa) or hydrogen (8.3 Ni ps). The 
autoclave was heated up to 390 0C, maintained at this 
temperature for 30 minutes, and depressurized. Next, 
the second stage (hydrogenation) catalyst and sulfur 
additive were introduced to the reactor which was then 
repressurized to 8.3 MPa with hydrogen. The reactor 
was heated to 4400C and held at this temperature for 
80 minutes. 

The HCDU consists of two and one liter magnetically 
stirred reactors and a high pressure vessel to collect 
the product slurry. The first reactor operates in batch 
mode and the second one in a semi-continuous mode. 

The importance of the first (solubilization) stage in the 
overall liquefaction process had been ignored until it 
became evident that depending on the results of the 
solubilization, the second (hydrogenation) stage pro-
ceeds more or less efficiently. Though no results of 
systematic research on the solubilization-hydrogenation 
relationship are available, one can speculate that the 
mechanism of the initial disintegration of coal and the 
character and properties of the intermediate soluble 
product may have a major influence on the effective-
ness of the hydrogenation step.

Hydrogen and a mixture of carbon monoxide/steam 
were each tested in low temperature solubilization 
studies.The work carried out at the Alberta Research 
Council on solubilization of indigenous subbituminous 
coals showed that carbon monoxide/steam appeared to 
be superior to hydrogen in terms of reaction kinetics 
measured as coal conversions at 390°C. Further hydro-
genation in the presence of potassium molybdate is 
presented in Table 1 for the coal solubilized under mild 
conditions with either hydrogen or carbon mon-
oxide/steam.

TABLE I 

PRODUCT YIELDS AND COAL CONVERSIONS
FROM THE TWO-STAGE COPROCESSING OF 

BITUMEN AND IUGHVALE COAL 

First Stage Reducing Gas 
CO/	 Co/H20-

H2	 H20	 K2CO3 
Yields 

Hydrocarbon Gas 7.2b 5.2 5,3 
(C1-05) 

Distillable Oil 62.3 51.7 66.2 
(LBP-5250C) 

Soluble Extract 18.0 19.3 18.7 
Material Balance 94.1 90.4 96. IC 

Coal Conversion 90 91 98 
(% Daf Coal)

Second Stage Catalyst:	 K2MoO4 - CH3SSCH3 

a. Yields are presented as % daf organic feed 
(bitumen plus coal) 

b. All data are quoted as the average values of 
two duplicate experiments 

C.	 Single data point. 

In terms of distillable oil yield, the solubilization of 
coal in bitumen in the presence of CO/H20-K2CO3 and 
followed by catalytic hydrogenation yields slightly bet-
ter results compared to solubilization in hydrogen and 
followed by catalytic hydrogenation. Furthermore, 
two-stage coprocessing where solubilization was ac-
complished with either CO/I-120 or CO/H20-K2CO3 re-
suits in somewhat lower generation of gaseous hydro-
carbons compared to solubilization with hydrogen. The 
coal conversion values are by far the highest (98 per-
cent) for the sample solubilized using CO/H20-K2CO3. 
The researchers conclude that, on the basis of auto-
clave studies, the two-stage CO/H20-K2CO3 and H2 
route appears to be marginally more appealing than the 
H2-H2 route in terms of product yields and conversion.

- 
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TABLE 2 

OVERALL MASS BALANCE FOR THE OPTIMIZED 
ALBERTA RESEARCH COUNCIL TWO-STAGE 

COAL/BITUMEN PROCESS 
(Kilograms) 

Bulsi	 Bitumen/Coat - 2.5/1 
100 kg of feed (daf) 

Component iflPi!L 2iaa 

C5-200'C 3.1 00.0 
200-375°C 25.0 40.1 
375425°C 16.1 19.0'° 
DIstiulabie Oil 70.' 
+525°C 37.2 12.3 
Coal IL! 

Ash-Free Feed 100.0 
Ash I.S. 
Unconverted Coal 2.7 
Residue 1.84 
Water 10.26 
Hydrogen 0.6 
Carbon Monoxide 26.1 
Carbon Dioxide 44.7 
Hydrogen Sulfide 1.5 
Ammonia 0.46 
C 1-C4 5.2 
Catalyst 0.34 - 

Total 138.6 136.8 

• Ash reduced to 5% by deashing 
''Estimate of yield after optimization 

Conceptual Process 

The block diagram of the coprocessing plant based on 
the concept of CO/H20-l{2CO3 and H2 reactions Is 
shown in Pigure.1. The process is composed of three 
trains: (1) distillation of bitumen and agglomeration of 
coal; (2) generation and separation of reaction gases; 
and (3) solubillzation, hydrogenation, distillation, and 
refining of volatile products. 

The overall mass balance of the optimized two-stage 
coal/bitumen process is presented in Table 2. The 
undesirable soluble extract (+525°C) accounts for 
12.3 percent of the feedstock (coal plus bitumen) as 
compared with about 19 percent (see Table 1) obtained 
from simulated two-stage autoclave tests. This reduc-
tion in remaining extractable matter was achieved 
through more advanced hydrogenation compared to 
autoclave tests. Therefore, the distillable oil yield 
after optimization was increased to 70.1 percent com-
pared to 66.2 percent obtained in the autoclave. Equal-
ly Important, the process generates mainly light 
(-375°C) oil, which accounts for about 90 percent of 
total oil produced. The researchers expect that in a 
continuous operation higher yields of distillable oils can 
be obtained. Progress in development of an active, 
Inexpensive, and disposable catalyst should have a 
major impact on further improvement of the process.

FIGURE 1 

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE ALBERTA RESEARCH 
COUNCIL TWO-STAGE COAL/BITUMEN PROCESS 
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Recently completed economic feasibility studies on 
two-stage coal/bitumen coprocessing indicate that the 
Alberta Research Council concept to carry out the 
solubilization stage in a carbon monoxide/steam atmo-
sphere adds about $100 million to the cost of the 
coprocessing plant (approximately 8 percent of total 
plant cost). 

When the feasibility studies were completed (early 
1985) the data showing that carbon monoxide/steam-
K2Co3 solubilization results in higher yields of distill-
able oils compared to hydrogen solubilization were not 
available. Furthermore, other factors like reaction 
kinetics which seem to favor carbon monoxide/steam 
solubilization were not fully accounted for in the feasi-
bility studies. Therefore, the researchers concluded 
that further verification of the effectiveness of the 
carbon monoxide/steam-K2CO3 versus hydrogen solubi-
lization is needed. Continuous two-stage coal/bitumen 
tests in both modes (CO/steam-K2CO3 and H2 versus 
H2-H2) are required to obtain more reliable yield data 
and conversion values for economic analysis. 

POST-BURN DRILLING DEFINES CAVITY AT 
WIDCO-Cfflp UCG SITE 

The Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) 
and the Washington Irrigation and Development Com-
pany (WIDCO), with funding from the United States 
Department of Energy (DOE), conducted an under-
ground coal gasification test at the WIDCO mine site 
near Centralia, Washington.

The test was conducted in the upper 20 feet of the 
35 foot thick Big Dirty coal seam. The coal seam, 
consisting of a high-ash, subbituminous coal, dips to the 
northeast at angles ranging from 8 to 14 degrees. The 
20 foot section is isolated from the remainder of the 
coal seam by a hiEh-ash parting. 
The Western Research Institute performed a drilling, 
coring, and geotechnical evaluation program at the test 
site in Spring 1984 to: 

• Identify the shape, size, and location of the 
reactor cavity 

• Delineate the lithologic and structural controls 
on reactor cavity development 

• Evaluate the effectiveness of the various tech-
niques in delineating the reactor cavity. 

Test Summary 

The test was conducted using the Controlled Retracting 
Injection Point (CRIP) injection system which permits 
the horizontal retraction of the injection point within 
the coal seam. 
The process wells consisted of a horizontal injection 
well (Inj. Well), a horizontal production well (Prod. 
Well), and a vertical production well (Prod-2). The 
horizontal wells were drilled from the high wall of the 
coal outcrop, a distance of approximately 900 feet. 
The horizontal wells were drilled into the coal face at 
different horizontal angles crossing near the original 
end of the injection liner (injection point No. 1). 
Prod-2 was situated in line with the injection well 
(Figure 1). 

FIGURE I 
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The test was operated for approximately 30 days using 
steam/oxygen injection. Gas was produced from the 
vertical production well during the first 12 days. On 
day 12, production was shifted to the horizontal produc-
tion well where production was maintained throughout 
the remainder of the test. The initial injection point 
was located at the original liner termination (Figure 1). 
A successful CR1? maneuver was performed on day 14 
of operation, shifting the injection point to near well 
1-7. (Additional details regarding the test are sum-
marized in the article beginning on page 4-2 of the 
June 1984 Pace Synthetic Fuels Report.) 

Post-Burn Operations 

The drilling and coring program included ten drill holes 
and nine core holes. Drill holes which lost circulation 
above or in the cavity were cored to salvage subsurface 
samples. in this way, four of the ten driliholes were 
able to be more thoroughly diagnosed through the 
acquisition of some core. Core holes were designated 
as PB-CH-#, drill holes as PB-D-#, and the tour 
drill/core wells as PB-DC-# (Figure 1). All 19 holes 
were completed in the same design to a depth of 
175 feet. 

Three definitions were used in the discussion of sub-
surface post-burn configuration. Figure 2 is a schema-
tic drawing of a cavity showing the zones defined as:

Void—Any space not occupied by solid material. It may 
be filled with water or mud or fine material in suspen-
sion which offers no resistance to the drilling or logging 
equipment. 

Gasification Cavity—The space which includes the void 
and the area of physically disturbed rocks such as 
rubble or roof-fall. It does not Include coal or char 
intact on the sides, bottom, or top of the affected 
region. 

Affected Region—This includes the void, gasification 
cavity, and all areas in the subsurface which are 
physically or thermally affected by the UCG process. 

Western Research Institute conducted geophysical log-
ging of all holes. The most valuable logs were the 
combined gamma ray-neutron and the caliper. The 
gamma ray-neutron accurately located the coal seam 
depth where no voids were present. Where coal had 
been burned out in the wells and/or roof-fall had 
occurred, the gamma ray-neutron does not accurately 
delineate the coal. 

The caliper log was valuable in defining void areas. 

Two additional surveys were run in various holes for 
additional data. Temperature logs were run to measure 
residual heat. Results indicated a temperature range of 
57.50 to 68.50I'. The density log was run to determine 

FIGURE 2 
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water levels. This indicated that the experimental zone 
and roof-fall areas were completely inundated. 

Two high-resolution seismic surveys were run, one in 
March 1983 prior to the experiment and another one 
after the burn in February 1984. The interpretations 
indicate a generalized two-dimensional outline of the 
extent of the burned zone which roughly coincides with 
the gasification cavity as determined by drilling and 
coring. 

Laboratory evaluation of the cores was limited to 
proximate analyses. Generally, the samples indicated 
either unaltered or highly altered conditions. Transi-
tion zones, in which coal is only partly altered (volatile 
matter values of 15 to 30 percent), appear to be limited 
and may extend less than 1 foot laterally into the in-
place coal. 

Cross Sections 

Five cross sections of the post-burn affected region 
were constructed. The location of each cross section is 
shown in Figure 1. Void space definition was subject to 
uncertain interpretation. Voids which contain soft mud 
and ash mixtures are difficult to interpret. 

Cross Section A-A' 

Cross section A-A (Figure 1)includes six holes and is 
constructed through the majoraxis of the cavity. 

The length of the cavity as shown on this cross section 
is approximately 135 feet. The bottom of the cavity 
trends along the injection well line. In areas where the 
underburden was exposed to the cavity some alteration 
was observed. The largest roof-fall was identified in 
PB-CH-3, where 13 feet of void is indicated. Collapse 
of the roof was apparently halted at the siltstone-
sandstone interface in the overburden. 

Cross Section B-B' 

This cross section (Figure 1) trends west northwest-east 
southeast obliquely to cross section A-A' at the western 
end of the reactor cavity. Cross section B-B' is farther 
updip than any other cross section. Most of the coal in 
this region was affected or consumed in the test. The 
reactor cavity has an apparent width of about 45 feet. 
The vertical dimension of the cavity ranges from 25 to 
30 feet. 

Cross Section C-C 

C-C' (Figure 1) trends northwest-southeast nearly per-
pendicuar to cross section A-A'. It crosses the reactor 
cavity near the center and includes the second injection 
point. The reactor cavity is approximately 35 feet wide 
(giving a length-to-width ratio of 4:1) and is symmetri-
cal around the injection point. An overburden collapse 
of nearly 30 feet is indicated in the center of the cross 
section. The collapse resulted because the coal was 
totally consumed in this area. It halts at the siltstone-
sandstone interface in the overburden.

Cross Section D-D' 

This cross section (Figure 1) trends west northwest-
south southeast, also nearly perpendicular to A-A', near 
the center of the reactor cavity and the initial injection 
point. At this location, the reactor cavity is inter-
preted to be about 35 feet wide and is not symmetrical 
around PB-D-1 as a result of two faults present. 
Vertical dimensions in this area for the reactor cavity 
are approximately 25 to 35 feet. 

Cross Section E-E' 

E-E' (Figure 1), trends west northwest-south southeast 
and is nearly perpendicular to A-A', with PB-CH-6, the 
tie well, near the downdip end. At this location the 
cavity is interpreted to be only 23 feet wide and a 
maximum height of 16 feet which corresponds with the 
high vertical location of the injection point in this area. 
The burn is high in the coal seam with an apparent 
small roof collapse of approximately 5 feet. 

Pence Diagram 

A three-dimensional representation of the reactor 
cavity was constructed from 13 control wells. The view 
of the fence diagram in Figurç . 3 is from the north 
(opposite of the conventional orientation). This places 
north toward the bottom of the page, and updip is to 
the right instead of the left as in other figures. This 
perspective provided more area for interpretation of 
the data and exposure of panels on the 3-D representa-
tion. The injection well and two injection points are 
also located on the diagram, showing the strong rela-
tionship between reactor cavity development and the 
location of these process control points. The injection 
well was very low in the coal seam between points D 
and E on the diagram, apparently causing alteration of 
a few feet of the underburden. Maximum height and 
width are found around the two injection points. 

The amount of sample affected or unaffected by heat 
was determined by proximate analyses. Using those 
numbers and their relative locations within the reactor 
cavity, it was calculated that 2,660 tons (1,725 cubic 
feet) of coal was affected as a result of the UCG test. 

Western Research Institute concluded that of the many 
methods available for analysis of the UCO-affected 
area, the combination of post-burn drilling and coring 
and the use of proximate analysis of the samples 
obtained proved to be the most effective. Thermo-
couple and material balance data also provided very 
good results. Other methods, such as seismic and 
CSAMT, proved ineffective for detailed evaluation. 
Insufficient information was available to evaluate sonar 
because of the well pluggage problem. The most 
effective borehole geophysical logs were caliper for 
void identification and gamma/neutron for lithologic 
determinations. 

They found that the geometric configuration of the 
reactor cavity was strongly controlled by the geologic 
characteristics of the site and the process parameters. 
The maximum documented roof collapse was found

- 
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FIGURE 3 
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directly over the second injection point (CRLF maneu-
ver) where approximately 30 feet of tissue siltstone 
overburden fell into the reactor cavity. The roof-fall 
was halted very near the contact between the lower 
siltstone overburden unit and the overlying triable, yet 
massive sandstone unit. 

SYNTHETIC COAL DEVELOPED FOR UCG 
EXPERIMENTS 

In order to make a model coal seam for scaled model-
ling of coal burns, Lawrence Livermore National Labor-

atory (LLNL) has studied a variety of methods for 
creating a synthetic coal. 

In the past, studies on the growth of cavities in the 
Underground Coal Gasification (IJCG) project have been 
few in number, expensive, and time consuming. At-
tempts have been made to improve this situation by 
doing Large Block tests on coal outcrops. Although 
these tests have reduced the cost of obtaining data by 
at least a factor of ten, even their cost of $400,000 
places severe limitations on the number and frequency 
of tests. 

The LLNL has therefore suggested a facility with a 
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model seam having a one-fifth linear scale and a 
volume of 2,000 cubic feet, which would make possible 
the set-up of a test in a week or so, and the completion 
of a test in 24 hours. The model seams could be 
constructed of blocks of synthetic coal. A synthetic 
coal would be made from particles of coal and be filled 
and bound by a suitable material. The model seam 
would have injection flows five times that of normal 
UCG experiments to conform to scaling laws. 

Figure 1 shows a proposed experimental pad which is 
about 300 feet long and 200 feet wide. The simulated 
coal seam would be constructed of blocks of synthetic 
coal stacked, and a matrix of thermocouple sets laid 
out between the layers. 

The synthetic coal seam would best meet the scaling 
requirements with a cavity burn rate five times as fast 
as actual UCG experiments. The coal particles for the 
synthetic coal would be obtained from the mine of 
choice. The particles would be sieved to a preferred 
size range and cleaned before removing the fines and 
smaller particles. If the fines were not removed they 
would likely be blown out of the cavity by the high flow 
rates. The permeability of a synthetic coal necessarily 
must be quite low. 

A long list of binder and filler candidates was consid-
ered. Using injected polyurethane could provide the 
solution to several problems. First, it would eliminate 
the need for transporting and handling hundreds of

cubic yards of coal. It would eliminate the need for 
heavy equipment for assembly, except for the overbur-
den. It would permit a crew of two men to assemble a 
seam in a few days, in the manner of an igloo, with no 
more than a forklift or jib crane. 

The envisioned system would make coal-foam blocks 
2 x 2 x 0.5 feet. The large 2 x 2 area of each block 
would allow the seams between the blocks to be ade-
quately staggered and filled with the same foam-like 
mortar. Between the layers would be a 1/4 inch thick 
impermeable layer of flexible foam. The use of this 
horizontal layer of sheet foam will make assembling 
easy, and the cleanup will be facilitated by eliminating 
a cutting plane. 

The two parameters that might cause the rejection of 
any synthetic coal are excessive permeability and a 
cavity growth rate that is too slow for scaling purposes. 
LLNL tested the permeability of polyurethane samples 
and found the permeability to be on the order of 
microdareies. A permeability of several mitlidarcies 
would suffice. 

Laboratory experiments are under way to measure 
weight loss rates of coal foam composites as a function 
of temperature. 

Although there are no current plans to fund the large 
simulated coal seam facility, LLNL feels that the 
development of a scalable synthetic coal, with proper-
ties that can be easily varied, will be useful for future 

FIGURE 1 

SIMULATED COAL SEAM EXPERIMENT 
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DOE WORKSHOP DEFINES DIRECTIONAL DRILLING 
CAPABILITIES FOR UCO 

Sheladia Associates, a Maryland consulting engineering 
firm, surveyed the state of development of directional 
drilling and measurement while drilling (MWD) systems 
in Spring 1985. This work was sponsored by the Office 
of Oil, Gas and Shale Technology (OGST), Office of 
Fossil Energy of the United States Department of 
Energy. The purpose of the study was to evaluate the 
usefulness of commercially demonstrated directional 
drilling techniques for energy resource recovery tech-
nologies, particularly underground coal gasification 
(U CC). 

Sheladia organized a workshop held in July 1985. The 
workshop brought together representatives from several 
drilling services firms and drilling engineering com-
panies as well as DOE Fossil Energy staff and repre-
sentatives of the Tono-2 consortium. A summary of 
the workshop results follows. 

Background 

Directional drilling was first developed during the 
1930s. Multiple, deviated wells are now the rule rather 
than the exception for offshore oil production plat-
forms. 

Recent technology developments have led to highly 
deviated wells, reaching horizontal, to optimize pro-
duction from thin resource seams. The horizontal 
portion of the wellbore follows the seam to provide 
greater contact with the pay zone than is possible with 
a single vertical well. 

Directionally drilled holes can be used for methane 
drainage from coal seams. With the current tech-
nology, this application can be extended to deep, thin 
coal seams that are uneconomic to mine. 

The most demanding requirements for directional drill-
ing and MWD systems are for underground coal gasifi-
cation. Directional drilling has been used to link 
injection and production wells in preparing for a UCG 
burn. This technique provides for a high degree of 
control of process geometry and flexibility in adapting 
to specific sites. However, at the present stage of 
development of directional drilling, the cost of this 
linking method is high. 

In all of the various UCG techniques, there are two 
primary requirements for the directionally drilled hole: 

• There should be a minimum penetration of the 
coal-rock interface to ensure continuous burn-
ing and cavity development. 

• The wellbore should remain along the bottom of 
the coal seam to maximize the amount of coal 
available for gasification.

The precision with which these wells can be installed 
has a pronounced effect on the overall economics of a 
given project. These requirements for UCO will pre-
sent a challenge to the existing directional drilling and 
MWD capabilities. 

Domestic Directional Drilling Tools 

To deviate the path and control the direction of a 
wellbore, deflection tools, bottomhole assemblies, and 
surveying instruments are used. Most directional dril-
ling is accomplished with conventional bottornhole as-
semblies. However, proper initial deflection and di-
rection depend on selecting the right deflection tool for 
the well. 

Deflection Tools 

In drilling a directional well, either a specially designed 
deflection tool or a modified bottomhole assembly is 
used to change the course of a hole. There are many 
different types of deflection tools ranging from the 
whipstock to the state-of-the-art downhole motor. 

A whipstock is a long steel casing that uses an inclined 
plane to cause the bit to deflect from the original 
borehole at a slight angle (2-3 degrees over 6-12 feet). 
One drawback of a whipstock is that it drills under-
gauged holes that must be reamed out in a separate 
operation. As a result, whipstocks have largely been 
replaced with more sophisticated directional tools. 

Where formations are relatively soft, a jet deflection 
bit can be used to deviate the hole. A conventional 
roller cone bit is modified by equipping it with one 
oversized nozzle that induces erosion on one side of the 
hole. 

The most widely used deflection tool is the downhole 
motor or mud motor. The two types of downhole 
motors are the positive-displacement motor (PDM) and 
the downhole turbine motor. The PDM is powered by 
the flow of drilling fluid (mud, water, or air) down the 
drill string, whereas the downhole turbine operates only 
with a liquid drilling fluid, such as mud or salt water. 

The downhole motor, located in the drill string directly 
above the bit, allows the bit to turn while the drill 
string remains fixed. To deviate the hole, a bent sub is 
placed in the drill string between the drill collars and 
the downhole motor. 

Bottomhole Assemblies 

Bottotnhole assembly (BHA) refers to a combination of 
drill collars, stabilizers, and associated equipment lo-
cated just above the bit to increase control and stabili-
ty while drilling. Except with a jet bit, a rotating BHA 
cannot be used to control horizontal direction or to kick 
off a directional hole; however, they are useful for 
changing the drift angle of a wellbore that is already 
deviated.

- 
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A fulcrum assembly is a BHA, usually composed of drill 
collars and a stabilizer just above the bit, that is used 
to increase hole angle. The drill string above the 
fulcrum sags toward the low side of the hole, forcing 
the bit toward the high side. 

A pendulum assembly is a BHA composed of a bit, 
several large-diameter drill collars, and stabilizers 
placed to allow the bottom drill collar to bend toward 
the vertical. The assembly works on the principle of 
the pendulum and is used to decrease drift angle. 

A packed-hole assembly is a BHA consisting of stabiliz-
ers and large-diameter, drill collars arranged in a par-
ticular configuration to maintain drift angle and hole 
direction, thus eliminating the pendulum and fulcrum 
effects. 

Directional Surveying 

A variety of directional surveying systems is used today 
to determine the depth, angle, and direction of the bit 
at the bottom of the hole. These systems range from 
older, simpler photographic instruments (magnetic and 
gyroscopic), that take pictures which are brought to the 
surface, developed and analyzed, to newer continuous-
readout downhole monitoring systems. These more 
advanced systerñs, or measurement while drilling 
(MWD) systems, provide real-time directional data. 

MWD systems incorporate telemetering instruments 
that sense hole direction with gyroscopes or magneto-
meters. lnstrumints with gyros are usually operated 
downhole when drilling is suspended and are pulled out 
again before drilling resumes. Magnetometers are 
comparatively rugged and can be left in the drill string 
while the bit is rotating. Magnetometers are commonly 
used in MWD systems with one of the four real-time 
data transmission systems: wireline, mud-pulse, elec-
tromagnetic, and acoustic. 

A steering tool is a wireline instrument that is run 
inside drill pipe on a conductor wireline. Because of 
the wireline, it can only be used with a downhole motor 
(a drill string motor that turns the bit while the drill 
string remains stationary). 

A mud-pulse telemetry system transmits signals uphole 
through the drilling fluid without a wireline, and there-
fore is unaffected by drill string rotation. Survey data 
are converted into a series of pressure pulses by micro-
processors and a transmitter in the downholc unit. 
Pressure pulses are created by obstructing the down-
ward flow of mud to the drill bit or by bypassing a 
portion of the flow to the annulus. 

Electromagnetic (EM) transmission (through the earth 
or drill string) offers a higher data transmission rate 
than mud-pulse systems. The disadvantage is that very 
low EM frequencies are near telluric frequencies (na-
tural earth currents) which can make signal detection 
difficult. 

Transmission of acoustic or seismic signals through the 
earth or the drill string is another potential telemeter-
ing method. However, the low intensity of the signal

generated downhole, along with the acoustic noise gen-
erated by the drilling system, can make signal detection 
difficult. 
Each of the four recognized means of transmitting real-
time data (wireline, mud-pulse, electromagnetic, and 
acoustic) has limitations. Today, most commercial 
MWD systems use mud-pulse telemetry; usually a nega-
tive mud-pulse system. 

With multisensor MWD systems, various drilling sensors 
have been added, such as gamma ray, resistivity, temp-
erature, pressure, downhole weight on bit, and torque. 

The formation gamma ray log is used as a shale 
indicator, for stratigraphic correlation, as a permeabili-
ty indicator, as a pore pressure indicator, as an aid in 
determining lithology, for identification of non-hydro-
carbon formation deposits, and for keeping the hole 
within thin horizontal reservoir formations. 

The resistivity tool is used to indicate lithology, forma-
tion boundaries, reservoirs, marker-beds, oil-water con-
tacts, casing seat selection, pore pressure, and permea-
bility. 

Problems 

Even with the current tools available, directional dril-
ling is much more difficult than conventional vertical 
drilling. Many routine drilling operations become com-
plicated when drilling at an angle. Raising and lowering 
the drill string requires more hoisting capacity; to 
overcome friction greater rotary torque is needed; mud 
and hydraulic system requirements are more critical; 
stuck pipe and equipment failures are more common; 
and casing is harder to run and cement. 

If the rate of angle build is rapid within the first 50 to 
100 feet, the weight of the drill string below the dogleg 
forces pipe against the side of the hole, wearing an 
undergauge groove too small for a tool joint or collar to 
pass through when the drill string is raised or lowered. 
If the hole is cased, the casing may be worn through. 

Another area of concern is bit deflection due to the 
formation it is drilling through. If the bed is not 
horizontal, the bit will drill up or down dip. Even where 
strata are horizontal, the bit tends to "walk" to the 
right in inclined holes. 

Another problem in drilling high angle holes is that 
cuttings tend to settle to the low side of the hole. The 
drill string also sags to the low side, making the 
problem worse by interfering with return circulation. 

Future Developments 

Sheladia was asked to determine what the current 
capabilities of commercial drillers were and where 
current development activity was leading. Table 
summarizes the current commercial state-of-the-art. 
This table was compiled from the information provided 
at the workshop. 
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Looking ahead to future developments, new sensors will 
be developed to aid in formation evaluation and possibly 
interface detection. A major ste p will come with the 
development of a porosity sensor. However, this may 
have to be a sonic device because a density-type log 
involves having a nuclear source within the drill string 
and is potentially quite expensive to operate. 

Future developments will also concentrate on improving 
the already available weight-on-bit, torque-on-bit, 
pressure, and gamma ray measurements, as well as 
refining the current downhole motors, related equip 
ment, and near-bit mechanics. Small diameter tools 
(2"-3") and short radius tools are also being developed 
for drainhole drilling, as is needed for methane drainage 
applications.	 - 

Stretching out further into the future, MWD may be 
equipped with forward-looking sensors that can predict 
formations and pressures ahead of the bit, and there-  
ore contribute even more to risk avoidance. 

Miniaturization of equipment will be necessary to ac-
commodate all the additional downhole sensor and pro-
cessing capabilities and still provide MWD tools in easy-
to-handle, industry standard lengths and diameters. 
Data transmission rates will have to be increased. A 
great deal of R&D will continue on electromagnetic 
systems, as many believe this will improve data trans-
mission rates. 

Ideally, directional drilling for UCO should incorporate 
Instruments with continual guidance, or MWD, systems 
for directional control, as well as advanced sensing 
capabilities for precise interface detection. Enhanced 
directional and sensing capabilities would allow drilling 
to proceed along the bottom of the coal seam with 
greater control, thereby increasing drilling efficiency. 

None of the companies now has adequate capability to 
detect interfaces before penetration. Increasing the 
sensitivity of the existing gamma ray tools or other 
detection devices, or developing a new instrument, one 
that could possibly read ahead of the bit, will be 
required for precise interface detection. Current capa-
bilities are that the interface can be detected after it 
has been penetrated by 2-10 feet. 

The workshop concluded that present directional dril-
ling technology is inadequate to clearly satisfy all the 
needs for IJCG. With improved guidance and sensing 
capabilities, this drilling technique will make a signifi-
cant contribution to the advancement of underground 
coal gasification. 

SUPERSOL VENTS FOR COAL IDENTIFIED 

A group of researchers at West Virginia University, 
Morgantown, West Virginia, has been carrying out re-
search to find a group of solvents which are capable of 
dissolving and removing a large fraction of the organic 
material in coal. Such a group of solvents must be 
unreactive under the prevailing conditions for the coal 
dissolution and they must be capable of solubilizing 
both polar and non-polar constituents. One solvent

family which they have found to meet most closely 
these criteria is the so-called dipolar aprotic solvents 
having the general molecular formula shown in Fig-
ure 1.

FIGURE 1

SUPERSOLVENTS FOR COAL 

0 

Rn - M - N 

RI	 3
C 

In Figure 1, Ri, R2, and R3 are alkyl groups, M is a 
carbon, sulfur, or phosphorous atom, and Rn and Ri are 
either lower alkyl groups or alkalated amines. Specific 
solvents identified include tetramethylurea (TMU), hex-
amethylphosphoramide (HMPA), normal methylpyrroli-
done (NMP), and dimethylacetamide (DMAA). In these 
solvents, there are no ionizable hydrogens, and the 
Lewis basicity of the amine is attenuated by the 
electrophillicity of the carbon on the carbonyl. 

Before any solvents can be utilized in a coal conversion 
process, the following minimum criteria must be met: 

• The solvent must dissolve large fractions of 
coal-based material without the input of exces-
sive amounts of energy. 

• The solvent and solute must be readily separ-
ated from the solid coal residue. 

• The solvent must be easily and nearly com-
pletely recovered from the dissolved coal-based 
materials so that the solvent may be recycled. 

• The solvent should be stable with respect to any 
subsequent upgrading steps which are necessary 
to increase the value of the final coal-based 
product. 

Dissolution Experiments 

Dissolution experiments evaluated the solubility of a 
variety of coal ranks in several supersolvents. Samples 
of coal were ground to -200 mesh and placed into a 
coarse-f nt glass soxhlet extraction thimble. The solid 
sample was soxhlet extracted for 24 hours with 100 mil-
liliters of solvent at its boiling point under a nitrogen 
atmosphere. 

Results reported in Table i demonstrate that large 
portions of some coals are solubilized by supersolvents. 
Further, the higher the rank of the coal the lower the 
solubility. The apparent order of effectiveness of 
solvents is HMPA > TMU> DMAA >50/50 ben-
zene/chloroform. 
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TABLE 1 

COAL SOLUBILITY IN SUPERSOLVENTS 
(Percent Extracted) 

Coals Used 
Free- Bakers- Anthra-

Solvent port town	 cite 

HMPA 55 62	 10 
TMU 40 39	 6 
DMAA 15 16	 7 
50/50 Benzene/Chloroform 6 8.5	 2 

Mixture

Effects of Time, Temperature, 
and Solvent Volume 

Although HMPA was shown to be the most effective 
solvent in the initial study, it was dropped from further 
study because of its carcinogenic nature. An additional 
solvent, NMP, which has the same generic formula was 
tested with two coal types (a Bakerstown coal from 
Preston County, West Virginia and a Wyodak subbitumi-
nous coal from South Dakota). 

Eight experiments and the resulting percent dissolutions 
are reported in Table 2 for NMP and the Bakerstown 
coal. Note that as much as 71 percent dissolution on an 
MAP basis has been observed. 

TABLE 2 

RESULTS FOR NMP SOLVENT
AND BAKERSTOWN COAL

dominant positive parameter on coat dissolution is tem-
perature. The increase in temperature accounts for 
approximately 66 percent of the dissolution effects. 
The optimum extent of dissolution for this particular 
system may not yet have been achieved. 

Upgrading 

Once the coal-based materials have been solubilized, 
the opportunity exists to carry out upgrading processes 
by means of homogeneous catalysis. Because the 
supersolvents are good solvents for both coal-based 
materials and water, the use of carbon monoxide and 
water over a transition metal catalyst emerges as a 
potential reductant in the upgrading process. The use 
of carbon monoxide and water has clear economic and 
thermodynamic advantages over the conventional use of 
hydrogen. Reduction using carbon monoxide and water 
generally proceeds at a lower temperature and pressure 
than when hydrogen is used, resulting in lower energy 
and capital costs. Theoretically, any reduction that can 
be carried out with hydrogen can also be carried out 
using carbon monoxide and water in the presence of the 
proper catalyst, with the advantage that this process is 
seven kilocalories per mole more favorable thermo-
dynamically. Recently it has been shown that carbon 
monoxide and water over a transition metal catalyst is 
an effective reducing medium for some types of poly-
nuclear aromatic systems. 

In preliminary experiments, samples of Freeport coal 
and Eagle coal were mixed with tetramethylurea and 
water and the mixture pressurized to 500 psi with 
carbon monoxide in the presence of iron pentacarbonyl. 
This reaction mixture was stirred at room temperature 
for 18 hours. Although the reaction conditions were not 
optimized, it was found that the hydrogen to carbon 
ratio of the coal-based mixtures had been substantially 
increased. These experiments show that coal can be 
reduced and that the supersolvent is not degraded 
during this reduction process. 

Solvent 
to 

Experiment Coal Dig-
Number Time Ratio T solution 

(hr) rC) (MAP) 

1 1/2 10/1 100 24.5 
2 1/2 10/1 202 71.5 
3 1/2 20/1 100 26.2 
4 1/2 20/1 202 62.9 
5 2 10/1 100 37.5 
6 2 10/1 202 64.5 
7 2 20/1 100 25.5 
8 2 20/1 202 61.8

These data show that the percentage of dissolved coal-
based material is slightly favored by an increase In the 
time and a decrease in solvent volume. However, the

PYROLYTIC TAR/CHAR MIXTURE PROVIDES 
LOW COST SYNFUEL 

United Coal Company (UCC) has developed a concept 
to convert coal into a liquid fuel form by combining 
coal pyrolysis and slurry fuel preparation technologies. 
The method entails beneficiation of coal to remove ash 
and sulfur impurities. This preparation is followed by 
pyrolysis to produce gas, liquid, and char by-products, 
and then micronization of char into the coal liquids to 
produce a completely nonaqueous liquid coal blend. The 
char by-product can be demineralized first if desired 
and, thus, the resulting liquid will have a low level of 
impurities. 

The most important element of the process is the 
concept of maximum production of pumpable coal 
liquids from a pyrolysis process. By adding char back to 
pyrolysis liquids, the amount of pumpable coal-derived 
liquids is maximized, regardless of the pyrolysis method 
chosen. 
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The processing diagram is shown in Figure 1. The 
pyrolysis products are mixed with chemical additives 
before blending and micronization. The resulting liquid 
coal product has advantageous properties, such as good 
stability, easy ignition, and high BTU content.

Initial testing was done with pyrolysis products (coal 
liquids and char) obtained from Rockwell International. 
These materials were prepared from Kentucky No. 9 
coal and were the result of flash hydropyrolysis in their 
pilot plant. 

FIGURE 1

IJCC LIQUID COAL PROCESS

GAS 
(USED FOR THE PYROLYSIS, ETC.) 

PYROLYSIS 

CHAR I	 COAL LIOUI 

COAL

* A LIQUID FUEL TOTALLY 
COAL DERIVED 

* CONTAINS NO WATER 

* UCC PROCESS EXPECTED 
TO COST LESSTHAN OIL

MIXING AND SIZE	 ADDITIVES 
REDUCTION 

LIQUID COAL 

Details of the process development effort were re-
vealed at the Second Pittsburgh Coal Conference. An 
Elkhorn seam coal was selected as the precursor for 
liquid coal because it could be cleaned to ash levels as 
low as 2 percent with acceptable recovery (60 percent). 
The Elkhorn coal was processed in one of United Coal 
Company's preparation plants to produce approximately 
2,000 pounds of coal at two ash levels of about 10 per-
cent and less than 2 percent. 

The raw and beneficiated coal samples were character-
ized as shown in Table 1. 

TABLE I
ELEHORN SEAM COAL ANALYSES

Clean Coal 
Raw -r-a 
Coal 2% Ash 10% Ash 

Protinate, WI. % 

Moisture 5.5 5.5 5.5 
Volatile Matter, dry 29.69 39.76 31.44 
Ash, dry 13.99 1.28 9.34 
Fixed Carbon, dry 56.32 58.96 59.22 
Salta, dry 0.57 0.61 0.68 

Ultimate, WI. % Wry) 

Carbon 74.15 84.60 78.14 
Hydrogen 4.63 5.65 4.97 
Nitrogen 1.25 1.41 1.37 
Oxygen 3.41 6.44 3.50 
suitur 0.57 0.83 0.88 
Ash 13.99 1.28 9.34

Another company was then selected as the pyrolysis 
subcontractor. However, due to the caking nature of 
13CC coal it would not run satisfactorily in their pilot 
unit. A number of liquid and char samples were 
obtained from the pilot unit, after modification. How-
ever, most runs were short due to plugging. Liquid 
samples were generally very small and exhibited a high 
viscosity. 

United Coal Company then designed and installed a 
small bench scale pyrolysis system. Several minor 
problems were encountered, but good quality coal li-
quids and char were produced. Total liquid yields 
ranged as high as 16.6 percent, while "oil" yields ranged 
up to 12.8 percent. Char yields were generally in the 
72 to 75 percent range, and uncondensable gas yields 
were normally in the 10 percent range. Viscosities 
were generally low for coal liquids. Viscosities ranged 
from 17 to 42 centipoise at 80°F. 

After completion of all pyrolysis runs using UCC low 
ash coal, two runs were made using 13CC high ash coal. 
Both runs were successful in producing good quality 
coal liquids. The liquid yields ranged from 14.9 to 
16.2 percent. The viscosity was higher than that found 
in liquids using low ash coal as the precursor. Viscosity 
was 102 to 103 centipoise at 800F. 
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Liquid Mixture Preparation 

The char and liquid samples were blended in predeter-
mined ratios and subjected to micronization in a batch 
attrltor mill (often described as a stirred-ball mill). 

Initial tests using Rockwell's Kentucky No. 9 char and 
liquid by-products showed that approximately 30 per-
cent by weight of char could be mixed with liquid. This 
liquid had a viscosity lower than No. 6 oil and main-
tained good stability over several days of storage. 
Char/liquid blends using Rockwell pyrolysis products 
could not have greatly exceeded the 30 percent char 
loading due to the low bulk density of the char 
(0.23 grams per cubic centimeter). 

Several series of blends were made using sub-contractor 
pyrolysis liquids and char. A number of products were 
evaluated as additives to lower viscosity and/or 
Improve stability. None of these materials appeared to 
be of value. The maximum practical concentration of 
char in blends produced using sub-contractor supplied 
pyrolysis products was 40 percent. 

Blends as high as 60 percent char were made using 13CC 
coal pyrolysis products. A 50 percent blend was consid-
ered the highest practical concentration. Both the 
40 percent blends using sub-contractor materials and 
the 50 percent blends using 13CC pyrolysis products 
required heating (as does No. 6 fuel oil) to lower the 
viscosity enough to use in oil burners. 
Based on economics, 13CC has concluded that it does 
not appear to be practical to clean the char. Pyrolysis 
liquids obtained from high ash coal were combined with 
high ash coal char which had been cleaned via the 
United Coal chlorine cleaning method to essentially 
zero ash. A blend made at the 50 percent char level 
would not pour at ambient temperature. A 45 percent 
char/liquid blend made from the same pyrolysis pro-
ducts had a viscosity of 35,000 centipoise at 80°? and 
3,500 centipoise at 210°F. It was very difficult to 
obtain viscosity values due to the highly thixotropic 
nature of the blends. It appears that the blending of 
pyrolysis products from 13CC high ash coal is not as 
favorable from an economic or blend loading standpoint 
as blends from low ash materials for most applications. 

Economic Feasibility 

Preliminary economic analyses indicate that the cost of 
producing coal liquids using the 13CC process ranges 
from approximately $24.00 to $33.00 per barrel. 

During the course of the work discussed, United Coal 
Company changed from advocating flash pyrolysis to 
advocating a low temperature/pressure approach to 
making coal liquids. They state that the latter method 
appears to be more reliable, safer, and to produce coal 
liquids at a lower cost. 

United Coal discovered that a company in England 
(Coalite) has profitably operated a coal pyrolysis plant 
for more than 40 years, producing char and coal liquids. 
13CC Pyrolysis operating conditions are almost identical 
with the English company's conditions.

Another advantage of the low pressure pyrolysis method 
currently being pursued by United Coal Company Is that 
there is a good potential to produce a premium grade 
char which would approach the price of anthracite at 
about $70 per ton instead of a low grade char selling for 
less than the price of steam coal, which is the situation 
for a number of pyrolysis processes (i.e., flash pyroly-
sis). 

Demineralization of Char 

Bulk densities were obtained on all chars. The Rock-
well International char had the lowest density at 
0.23 gram per cubic centimeter, and the United Coal 
Company char was the highest at 0.73 gram per cubic 
centimeter. Sub-contractor chars were 0.32 and 
0.43 gram per cubic centimeter for low and high ash 
char, respectively. 

Char characterization data are shown in Table 2. 

The initial demineralization tests involved the use of 
heavy liqud separation. For the low ash char, the ash in 
the feed char was reduced from 2.15 to 1.45 percent, 
amounting to a 33 percent reduction. The same separa-
tion test for the high ash char gave a 45 percent 
reduction from 11.37 to 6.23 percent. 

TABLE 2

PROXIMATE ANALYSES OF CHAR SAMPLES 

Char Sul- Vola- Heating Fixed 
IdentifIcatIon Ash fur tile, veitse Carbon 

1F iwa w 
Low Ash Coal Char 2.15 0.49 15.5 14,485 82.5 

(Sub-Contractor) 
High Ash Coal Char 11.37 0.58 17.4 12,875 71.4 

(sub-Contractor) 
Low Ash Coal Char 3.00 0.59 11.8 14,817 85.2 

(UCC) 
Kentucky No.9 Coal 16.46 1.69 7.7 11,860 73.8 

Char (Rockwell)

Froth flotation tests were carried out on low ash char 
in a hydraulically operated counter current flotation 
cell. The results indicate that the maximum ash 
rejection was achieved at a pH of 9.2. The ash was 
reduced from 2.15 to 1.49 percent. However, the yield 
was only 46.3 percent. 

Froth flotation tests with high ash char samples indi-
cate that the maximum ash rejection was achieved at a 
pH of 3.6. The ash was reduced by 19.3 percent down 
to 9.0 percent with a yield of 86.1 percent. 

A Frantz Isodynamic separator using magnetic separa-
tion reduced high ash char from 11.2 to 7.5 percent. 
Ash in low ash char was reduced from 2.0 to 1.5 per-
cent. Very low recoveries were obtained. 

Acid leaching tests used hydrofluoric and hydrochloric 
acids. Using a four hour acid leach test, there was a 
reduction from 2.0 to 0.8 percent ash in the low ash 
char. The high ash char was reduced from 11.4 to 
2.0 percent ash using the same method. 
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Using a six inch electrostatic precipitator, no separa-
tion of ash from char was achieved. 

A new method of char beneficiation was discovered by 
United Coal Company. The name of the procedure is 
the United Coal gaseous phase, thermally induced, 
chemical separation method, which is often referred to 
as chlorine cleaning. The new method yielded char with 
ash and sulfur levels below those achieved by any other 
method. 

Char samples were treated with chlorine gas at ele-
vated temperatures of 600 0C, 1 9 2000C, and 1,800°C. 

Table 3 gives ash and other analytical test results. 
Based on the data in Table 3, the high ash char ap-
peared to be more amenable to this method of benefi-
ciation. At 1,800°C, char ash was reduced from 11.37 
to 0.00 percent. The data in Table 3 indicate that 
chlorine amounts were high (i.e., 13.0 to 13.7 percent) 
in the low temperature treated chars, and low (i.e., 0.82 
to 0.95 percent) in the high temperature treated chars. 
For reference, chlorine ranged from 0.43 to 0.84 per-
cent in untreated liquids. 
Economic Analysis 

The non-condensable gas, at 15 percent of the original 
clean coal, contains sufficient heating value to run the 
pyrolysis unit with a small amount of excess gas avail-
able for other purposes. Based on the 50 percent blend

TABLE 3

UCC CHLORINE CLEANING PROCESS 

Sample in and Potas- Chlo- 
rest Temperature	 sodium sium sulfur Asti rifle 

rc) 1%F 757 77 Tr 
Low Ash Char 600	 0.060 0.022 0.70 1.84 13.0 
High Ash Char 600	 0.072 0.210 0.90 6.39 13.7 

Low Ash Char 1200	 0.050 0.007 0.50 0.65 1.80 
High Ash Char 1200	 0.050 0.010 0.60 0.66 2.60 

Low Ash Char 1800	 0.050 0.005 0.10 0.24 0.82 
151gb Ash Char 1300	 0.050 0.005 0.06 0.00 0.95 

•	 Untreated low ash char contained 0.028% sodium, 0.02396 
potassium, and 2.00% ash 

•	 Untreated high ash char contained 0.036% sodium, 0.382% 
potassium, end 11.35% ash

of liquid and char, 360 pounds of the char are required 
for mixing with the coal liquids. The resultant products 
are 720 pounds of coal liquids and 930 pounds of excess 
char.	 - 

The demineralization of char was not required for the 
postulated process shown in Figure 2, nor do any of the 
char demineralization processes appear to be economi-
cal at the present time. 

For the United Coal Company chlorine cleaning pro-
cess, using stoichiometric relations and a price of 

U

FIGURE 2 
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Ready now 

Now being demonstrated at the 
Cool Water Project 

To be demonstrated at the Dow 
Syngas Project 

Demonstrated in 15 to 25 tora 
per day pilot plant 

Ready as early as 1987 

Ready as early as 1986 

Ready with low rank coal as 
early as 1988; not ready for bitti-
minous coal 

Entrained-Flow, Slurry Fad 
Texaco Quench Version 

Texaco Heat Exchange Version 

Dow 

Eatninedicw, Dry Peed 
Mountain Fuel 

Shalt 

Krupp Prenflo 

FliaSsadHed 
High Temperature Winkler 

U-Ga, 

ICRW

Ready now with some level of 
risk 

Ready now with some level of 
risk 

TABLE I 

SPOS EVALUATION OF THE COMMERCIAL 
READINESS OF COAL CONVERSION

TECHNOLOGIES 

SURFACE COAL GASIFICATION 

Find-Bed, Dry Bottom 
Lurgi	 Unquestionably ready 

Find-fled, slagging 
BGCILur8I	 Ready now with some level or 

risk 

COAL LIQUEFACTION 

Exxon Donor Sofreat, H-Coal, 
and NEDOI. 

tO-Men 

Two-atage Liquefaction 

Co-Processiag 

COAL-WATER SLURRIES

Ready tow, but It high level of 
risk 

Ready now at low to medium 
risk 

Ready now, but at high level of 
risk 

Ready now, but high level of risk 

Ready now, but at one long-
term, full-scale test Still needed

I 
.1 

17 cents per pound for chlorine gas, preliminary calcu-
lations indicate the cost of chlorine would be on the 
order of $6 per ton of char. Preliminary heat require-
ment calculations indicate a cost of approximately $7 
per ton to increase the char temperature from 800 to 
1,650°C. It is expected that actual costs would be 
higher. However, they could perhaps be below the 
projected savings (no scrubbers required, etc.) of ap-
proximately $50 per ton derived from using superclean 
fuel for the production of electricity. 

United Coal is continuing to pursue the low tempera-
ture approach to pyrolysis via a development unit which 
was expected to be completed during 1985. 

SYC EVALUATES COMMERUAL READINESS 
OF COAL TECHNOLOGIES 

In August, the United States Synthetic Fuels Corpora-
tion (SFC) published eleven appendices that provide 
additional background information for the Comprehen-
sive Strategy Report that the SFC recently submitted 
to Congress. The SFCs Appendix .1 provides their 
analyses of various synthetic fuels technologies. From 
these analyses, Pace has tabulated the SFC's evaluation 
of the commercial readiness of a number of coal 
conversion technologies (Table 1). Further information 
regarding the SEC's technology evaluations is sum-
marized in the General section of this issue of the Pace 
Synthetic Fuels Report in the article entitled "Advant- 
ages and Status of Synfuels Technologies Specified by 
SF C."

UNDERGROUND COAL GASIFICATION 

Steeply Dipping Bed and Ready now, but very site-sped-
Hoñzoetal seams fib 

LOW TEMPERATURE PYROLYSIS! 

Na.-Cakleg Coals (COED Process) Ready now with a small amount 
of development 

Coking Coals Additional development needed 

LOW RANK COAL CARBONIZATION 

Fleissne, Process, Koppeiman Ready now 
Process, and Nate Oy Wet 
Carbonization

I 
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INTERNATIONAL 

KRW GASIFIER PLANNED FOR PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC 
OF CHINA 

The Raw gasification process has been selected by the 
Ministry of Machine Building Industry in the People's 
Republic of China, for application at their First Heavy 
Machinery works located in Fularji, Heilongjiang Pro-
vince. The gasifier will utilize a domestic lignite coal 
to produce a medium heating value industrial fuel gas 
for use at this plant. Details of the project were 
discussed by J. D. Holmgren of KEW Energy Systems at 
the Synfuels 5th Worldwide Symposium. 

China's present energy shortages appear inconsistent 
with its vast and varied energy resource base. Coal is 
plentiful, but bottlenecks prevent enough from reaching 
the market, and the environmental impacts of burning 
large quanitities are severe in some areas. 

China ranks third in world energy output, following the 
Soviet Union and the United States. In per capita 
energy production, however, China ranks in the bottom 
one-third of all countries in the world. China's histori-
cal energy production and projection are shown in 
Figure 1. Energy production more than tripled in the 20 
year period from 1965 to 1985 and will nearly double by 
2000,

The Ministry of Coal Industry has established as a 
strategic goal to be achieved by the end of this century 
a nearly twofold increase in coal production. Coal 
production is to increase from about 700 million tons to 
1,200 million tons per year by 2000. Meanwhile, the 
quality of coal would be improved and the variety of 
coal products increased by introducing advanced coal 
processing facilities. 

In the industrial sector, which uses about 77 percent of 
China's coal energy, only about 40 percent of the 
energy is converted to useful service. Improving this 
record would have a doubling benefit: reducing the cost 
of production and freeing the energy for other purposes. 

The domestic sector used 23 percent of China's total 
coal energy primarily for cooking and heating in rural 
and many urban areas. A major goal for China, for the 
balance of this century, is to substitute a coal derived 
town gas for the coal currently used for this purpose. 
The target is to enable nearly one-half of China's more 
than 100 million urban residents to use gas by 1990. At 
present, there are approximately 21 million urban resi-
dents who are using gas for heating and cooking. 

Because the long term policy is to use coal and improve 
energy conservation, much attention is being focused on 

FIGURE 1 

cHuNA ENERGY PRODUCTION, 1965-2000 
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The total fuel consumption for China was 17.13 quadril-
lion BTU in 1983 compared to the United States' 
consumption of 70.75 quadrillion BTUs. For China, with 
a population more than four times larger than the 
United States, this reflects a per capita energy use of 
about four pounds of coal equivalent per day. This 
compares to a United States per capita energy use of 
about 70 pounds of coal equivalent per day.

advanced technologies to improve efficiency and reduce 
environmental stress. 
For the near term, many programs will be directed to 
producing electric power and clean fuel gas for the 
industrial sector and for producing town gas for the 
domestic sector. Thus a joint venture program was 
established between the Ministry of Machine Building 
Industry and Kellogg Rust Synfuels, Inc. from the 
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United States, to jointly demonstrate an advanced fluid 
bed coal gasification technology to produce clean fuel 
gas for industrial use. 

KRW Fluidized Bed Gasification 

The KRW gasification process features a pressurized, 
ash-agglomerating fluidized bed gasifier which has been 
under development for the past decade and which has 
been demonstrated at a pilot level at the Waltz Mill 
test site near Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 

The KRW fluidized bed coal gasifier combines several 
different processes in a single pressure vessel. Figure 2

The First Heavy Machinery Plant 

The Ministry of Machine Building Industry (MMDI) ex-
pressed a strong Interest in the KRW gasification 
technology for use In many of their manufacturing 
facilities located throughout China. However, the 
NIMBI will not choose any new technology until a 
commercial demonstration has been achieved. To this 
end, the MMDI agreed to cooperate with Kellogg Rust 
Synfuels, Inc. to install a demonstration KRW gasifier 
unit at their First Heavy Machinery Works. 

The First Heavy Machinery Works (FHMW) is located in 
Fularji, a city in Hcilongjiang Province, the most north-
ern province in China. As the name implies, FHMW is 

FIGURE 2 

KRW SINGLE STAGE GASIFIER 
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illustrates the functioning of a gasifier. Coal, sized to 
minus one-quarter inch, is fed pneumatically through a 
feed tube located near the bottom of the combustor bed 
on the reactor centerline. An oxidant (air, oxygen, or 
oxygen enriched air), along with steam, is fed eoaxially 
with the coal to form a central combustion jet in which 
combustible gases, liquids, and solids are partially com-
busted to generate heat for the entire process. Devola-
tilization of the coal particles also occurs in the jet to 
form char which constitutes the material of the gasifi-
cation bed in the area above and around the jet. 

Ash agglomerates formed in the jet and bed accumulate 
and grow until they are too dense or too large to be 
fluidized. Cooled ash is continuously removed from the 
bottom of the reactor. 

One of the stated advantages of the KRW gasifier is its 
ability to process all ranks of coal ranging from lignite 
to bituminous and anthracite. The 11KW Fularji project 
will use lignite.

the largest heavy machinery plant in the NIMBI and also 
the largest in Asia. The initial plant was designed and 
build in the the mid-1950s and has been expanded 
several times. Currently the plant employs approxi-
mately 17,000 people. The main products of the plant 
include: large forgings and castings; large, high pressure 
hydraulic presses; surface coal mining electric shovels 
industrial gears; cranes and equipment for hydroelectric 
power production. 

The Fularji plant utilizes a large quantity of fuel gas, 
primarily for the foundry, heat treating furnaces etc. 
This fuel gas has always been generated on site, utiliz-
ing a series of Russian designed fixed bed gasifiers. A 
total of 25 gasifiers has been built 6 were Initially 
operated to produce a hot fuel gas and the remaining 19 
to produce a cold fuel gas. Two of the gasifiers use a 
mixture of oxygen enriched air while the remaining 
units all use air. Each gasifier has a capacity of 
212,000 standard cubic feet per hour of fuel gas with a 
lower heating value (LHV) of 160 BTU per standard 
cubic foot. In general, ten gasifiers are continuously on 
line. 
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The gasifiers are operated under a slight vacuum and all 
use a coal mixture consisting of Datong and Hegang 
bituminous coals. The raw product gas is discharged 
from the gasifiers at about 9320 to 1,112°? and for the 
cold fuel gas application, is water quenched to about 
195°F. The cooled gas goes to an electrostatic precipi-
tator to remove tars and fines and is then further 
cooled prior to pressurization to approximately 1 psi for 
distribution in the plant. 

Only the cold gas system is on line at the present time. 
The hot gas gasifiers were originally used for the 
foundry furnaces but this fuel has been replaced with 
"pitch," i.e., tars and oils recovered from the electro-
static precipitator. 

The major problems at the Fularji gasification plant are 
environmental and economic. To meet the fuel gas 
heating value requirements, bituminous coals must be 
used. These coals are transported from Shanxi Province 
at significant expense. Fularji plant officials stated 
that approximately 20 percent of total plant operation 
costs are associated with coal, and one-third of that is 
transportation. Further, any coal smaller than 0.6 inch 
cannot be used in the gasifiers and has to be shipped 
off-site to a power station. The large quantities of 
pitch and coal fines recovered in the precipitator are 
not recycled back to the gasifiers, but Instead, are 
combusted in the foundry and in the power plant. Even 
though these combustion temperatures are high, a small 
quantity of polycyclic aromatics is present In the stack 
emissions. These compounds, and the original "pitch" 
residues plus untreated water in the quenching opera-
tion, represent the major environmental problems. 

The attraction of the KEW process Is its ability to 
process local lignite fuel and fines (use a less expensive 
coal and increase gasification carbon utilization), 
absence of hazardous waste (eliminate the pitch and oil 
by-products), flexibility for different end products (high 
and low heating values) and relatively simple equipment 
design to be supplied by China. 

Fularji Demonstration Project 

In August 1985, a contract was signed by Kellogg Rust 
Synfuels, Inc. and the Ministry of Machine Building 
Industry to construct a KRW gasifier at the Fularji 
First Heavy Machinery Works. Once proven, additional 
fluidized bed gasifiers will be installed to replace all of 
the existing fixed bed gasifiers at the Fularji plant. 

The project is envisioned to proceed in two phases. 
During Phase I, a single test gasifier will be installed to 
finalize design parameters at full scale and to verify 
Chinese equipment supply. Phase 11 would include the 
installation of additional gasifiers and other auxiliary 
facilities (waste water treatment, etc.). The prelimi-
nary schedule for Phase I requires completion of design 
and the initiation of hardware procurement in 1986 and 
completion of construction by late 1987. This will be 
the first commercial scale operation of the KRW gasi-
fier.

Kellogg Rust Synfuels, Inc. will provide all basic engi-
neering services to include process design and analyti-
cal engineering, with detailed design of the gasifier to 
permit fabrication and construction by the First Heavy 
Machinery Works. 

The First Heavy Machinery Works will complete the 
detailed design of Phase I (except the gasifier) and will 
fabricate or supply and erect all equipment, using the 
specialized items provided by Kellogg Rust Synfuels, 
Inc. The First Heavy Machinery Works will also provide 
all necessary operating and maintenance manpower and 
materials necesssary for startup and test operations. 

Each KRW gasifier at Fularji must produce 140 million 
BTU per hour of fuel gas with a lower heating value of 
144 BTU per standard cubic foot. Zha Lai Nor lignite 
coal will be the feedstock. A single 9.8 foot diameter 
gasifier operating at a pressure of 300 pslg will produce 
the fuel gas required. To achieve the required product 
gas heating value, the oxidant for gasification will be 
oxygen enriched air (28 percent oxygen). 

The analysis of the lha Lai Nor lignite coal is shown in 
Table 1.

TABLE 1

ZHA LA! NOR COAL ANALYSIS 

Weight Percent 

Proximate Analysis (as received) 

Fixed Carbon	 49.46 
Volatile Matter	 23.82 
Moisture	 12.27 
Ash	 14.45 

Beating Value 

Dry Basis, kcal/kg	 4,480 

The ash content as shown In this analysis is about 
15 percent. Zha Lai Nor coal ash content has varied 
from 6 to nearly 50 percent. 

Fularji System Evaluation 

The Ministry of Machine Building Industry investigated 
overall energy efficiency assessments as well as gas 
cost economics for the KRW gasification facility pro-
posed for Fularji. 

The efficiency of the KRW gasification system was 
compared with several other gasification systems on an 
overall facilities basis. These systems included an 
atmospheric gas producer, a water gas producer, a 
Lurgi gasifier, and a Hoppers Totzek gasifier. Thermal 
and gasification efficiencies are summarized in Table 2.

- 
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TABLE 2

GASIFICATION SYSTEM EFFICIENCIES 

Thermal	 Gasification 
Gasification System	 Efficiency	 Efficiency 

(%)	 (%) 

KEW 65-75 75 
Lurgi 60 75 
Atmospheric p roducer 60 70 
Koppers Totzek 59 65 
Water Gas p roducer 50	 - 60 

Overall fuel gas economics were also calculated for the 
Phase I KEW gasifier. The estimates included costs for 
raw materials, utilities, wages, maintenance, capital 
charges, depreciation, and contingency. The unit prices 
for the, various raw materials are on aFirst Heavy 
Machinery Works basis. The major costs were for raw 
materials, 79 percent; capital charges, 11 percent; and 
contingency, 6 percent. The most expensive operating 
raw material cost was for coal, approximately 40 per-
cent of the total cost. Compression costs (air) were 
about 18 percent and oxygen costs 16 percent of the 
total cost. A summary of the calculated gas costs for 
each of the three cases (gas only, gas plus steam, and 
gas plus steam and electric power) is shown in Table 3. 

TABLE 3 

FUEL GAS COSTS
(KRW Gasifier with Zha Lai Nor

Lignite Coal) 

Gas Cost 
Yuan! Dollars! 

System nM3 Million BTU 

Gas Production Only 0.0508 3.16 
Gas Production Plus Steam 0.0496 3.09 
Gas Production Plus Steam 0.0454 2.82 

and Power

Finally, a relative cost comparison was made between 
the KEW gasification facility and several other facili-
ties. The least expensive system was the atmospheric 
gas producer, both for unit gas cost and capital invest-
ment. KEW was the next lowest followed by JSW and 
Lurgi. Even though the cost and capital investment 
ratios for the KEW gasifier were slightly higher, it was 
selected in preference to the atmospheric producer 
system. Major reasons include: absence of undesirable 
by-products, flexibility to process all ranks of coal and 
coal fines, and future application of a pressurized 
system for other end uses in China. 

# i a

CANADIAN CO-PROCESSING OF COAL AND HEAVY 
OIL ECONOMICAL AT CURRENT PRICES 

Canadian Coal Liquefaction Corporation (CCLC) of 
Edmonton, Alberta, has been investigating the co-pro-
cessing of of heavy oil and coal. 

The concept of simultaneous, processing of coal and 
heavy oil/bitumen evolved from the recognition that 
the recycling of a high percentage of distillate is a 
rather uneconomical way of slurrying the coal feed-
stock. The co-processing of coal and heavy oil/bitumen 
eliminates the need for a recycle loop and thus 
improves the throughput of the hydrogenation reactor. 
If the capital costs and operating costs required to 
handle the high pressure coal liquefaction versus that to 
upgrade the heavy oil are not substantially different, 
and if the liquid yields and product quality do not 
suffer, then obviously co-processing must.be  beneficial 
for the economics of a commercial plant. 

To evaluate the commercial viability of the co-process- 
ing of heavy oil and subbituminous coal a feasibility 
study was undertaken by CCLC. 

The first configuration adopted for the feasibility study 
was a two-stage co-processing unit based on the 
Saarbergwerke AG direct coal liquefaction process 
which is currently under development in West Germany 
by GfK. Also included in the concept were the results 
of experimental work conducted by the Alberta 
Research Council of the use of carbon monoxide/steam 
in the first stage to solubilize and partially deoxygenate 
the subbituminous coal, followed by hydrogenation in 
the second stage. (See the article in this issue in the 
Coal-Technology section.) 

In this concept the heavy oil is fed to a separate train 
and is first fractionated in an atmospheric tower to 
recover naphtha and middle distillates. The atmo-
spheric bottoms are processed in a mild hydrogenation 
unit to produce more light products. The bottoms from 
the hydrogenation are then directed to the coal lique-
faction unit for co-processing with coal. In the first 
stage reactor solubilization of the coal takes place with 
a mixture of carbon monoxide/steam at 400°C and 
300 bar.. In the second stage, hydrogenation of the 
heavier components from the first stage takes place at 
420°C and 300 bar. 

The results of the study confirmed the commercial 
potential for the production of high quality transporta-
tion fuels from Alberta subbituminous coal, heavy oil, 
and natural gas (for hydrogen production) in a two stage 
co-processing technology. A discounted cash flow of 
over 20 percent on a 40 percent equity was obtained for 
the base case. 

To confirm that the assumptions for a plant in the co-
processing mode were realistic, tests were initiated 
with Hydrocarbon Research Inc. in two-stage bench 
scale facilities, test runs with an Alberta subbituminous 
coal and a Cold Lake heavy oil atmospheric residuum 
were carried out. The hydrogen consumption in the co-
processing mode was lower when compared to coal only 
liquefaction. All objectives were met at six operating 
conditions that were evaluated.

- 
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Pyrosol Process 

While the initial feasibility study was being carried out, 
01K of West Germany, the operators of a 6 tons per day 
coal liquefaction pilot near Volkingen announced the 
development of a new process named Pyrosol. The new 
Pyrosol process is a two-stage process. The first stage 
is a mild hydrogenation with pressures around 200 bar 
and the second stage uses a hydrocoker to process the 
residue from the first stage to produce more oil 
together with coke. The coking is done in the presence 
of hydrogen to improve the quality of the product 
(temperature 4750 to 550°C, pressure 90 to 600 psi). 
CCLC then examined the Pyrosol process for co-pro-
cessing coal and heavy oil. 	 - 

To improve the thermodynamic efficiency of coal lique-
faction, the new process proposes a direct contact 
heating concept, eliminating the heat exchangers and 
their particle sedimentation problems. Figure 1 pre- 
sents the conceptual now diagram for the Pyrosol 
Coal/Oil Process. 

Partially dried and ground coal is pasted with heavy oil 
and a catalyst to produce a high solids content slurry. 
Overhead vapors from the coRer preheat and dilute 
(through condensation of heavier fractions) the slurry. 
The remaining vapors (lighter fractions) are directed to

a separator to produce Light and middle distillates, 
water, hydrogen, and other gases while the slurry is 
pumped to a second contact preheater. A side benefit 
of the direct contact heating concept is that it also 
degases and lowers the moisture content of the coal 
slurries substantially. 

The coal slurry is further heated in the second step of 
the direct heating stage, using vapors from the high 
temperature separator of the hydrogenation section. 
Following this, the coal slurry is then pumped to the 
liquefaction reactors. Mild hydrogenation takes place 
in the presence of hydrogen. The product is separated 
in the hot-separator. The vapor phase, as already 
described, mixes with the slurry in the preheating step, 
and the liquid bottoms are sent to the hydrocoker where 
additional products are separated from the coke. 

Oil and vapors from the mild hydrogenation reactors 
and the coking section are processed together in down-
stream units and fractionated into final products. 

In this Pyrosol process, the severity of the hydrogena-
tion Is reduced to produce a relatively fast 25 percent 
of the distillable oils from the coal/heavy oil mixture 
with little formation of C4 gases. This leads to a lower 
hydrogen consumption. The remaining residue, contain-
ing a high amount of bitumen, is passed to hydrocoking 
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as a second stage where about 50 percent of the undis-
tillable bitumen formed in the mild hydrogenation first 
stage, can now be converted to distillates. The liquid 
residue is primarily cracked to oil and coke with almost 
no hydrogen consumption during coking. The presence 
of hydrogen improves the quality and quantity of the 
coker oils. The Important features of the Pyrosol 
process are: 

• The hydrogen consumption is reduced consider-
ably while maintaining approximately the same 
liquid yields as in the conventional liquefaction 
processes. 

• The direct contact heating concept represents a 
saving on capital investment because it re-
places a number of expensive heat exchangers. 

• The ash content is no longer as critical as 
before if high distillate yields are to be 
achieved.	 - 

• The overall process pressure is reduced substan-
tially, with large benefits for capital and oper-
ating cost, 

• The Pyrosol process is close to proven techno-
logy in that both steps—mild hydrogenation and 
coking—ore technically well proven. 

The study was based on a start up of a commercial 
plant with a daily production of 42,000 barrels per day 
in 1993. At a 40 percent equity position, the after tax 
discounted cash flow return on equity (DCF ROE) was 
higher than 25 percent. In the analysis, inflation was 
considered to be zero while a modest real escalation 
was assumed for oil-related products and feedstocks. 

The capital cost required to build a 42,000 barrels per 
day commercial plant is Just under $1 billion. The 
operating costs per year are $365 million. Table 1 
presents two extreme cases called the best probable 
scenario and the worst probable. Even in the worst 
case, the DCF ROE did not decline below 10 percent. 
This confirms the solid economic potential of a co-
processing plant based on the Pyrosol process. 

The commercial configuration of Pyrosol was further 
investigated in four side studies. Table 2 shows the 
principal results of these alternatives. 

In Alternate Case 1 (Heavy Bottoms), the plant would 
buy the heavy bottoms from heavy oil upgraders and 
therefore shows no profits from the marketing of the 
lighter fractions of the heavy oil. The feedstock to the 
heavy oil train is heavy oil residuum, the rest of the 
plant configuration remains unchanged. 

Alternate Case 2 (Syncrude Production), stops the plant 
layout with the production of syncrude. The four 
product streams are combined after hydrotreatment to 
form a synthetic crude only. 

Alternate Case 3 (Coal Only) shows the effect of coal 
liquefaction only, i.e., without the co-processing of 
heavy oil. 

An Alternate Case 4 (Heavy Oil Alone) was carried out 
to provide a common base for comparison between 
heavy oil upgrading and co-processing. Initial results

indicate a DCF ROE 5 points higher than for coal only 
but 3.7 points lower than for the Pyrosol base case, 
which CCLC believes proves that co-processing indeed 
has a beneficial effect when compared to heavy oil 
upgrading and/or coal liquefaction. 
The Pyrosol process appears to open new incentives for 
coal liquefaction. Canadian Coal Liquefaction Corpor-
ation is pursuing a number of test programs to provide 
the data base needed for a commercial operation based 
on Canadian feestock.

TABLE 1 

pYao6oL PROCESS EVALUATION 

Capital Investment, MM$ 
Ca, Oil Reference 

Price, s/sb! 
Product Prices, s/Sb! 

Reformat. 
Distillate 

Coal Cost, t/t 
Heavy Oil Cost, 1/Bb! 
Natural an Coat, s/NC? 
Other Operating Costa, 

MEl 
Coostruction Schedule, Yr. 
Learning Curve, Yr.. 
Operating Factor, % 
Escalation PrIces + Coat 
Bank Interest, % 
Debt/Equity 
Royalty on Heavy OR 
Operating Factor, Days 
Repayment Schedule, 

Years Level 
Federal Income Tax, 

% of Taxable Income 
Alberta Income Tax, 

% of Taxable Income 
Inflation 
DC? After Tax 

-After start up 
"After start up on oil products 

TABLE 2 

-

FThOL PROCESS ALTERNATIVES 

Base Coal Heavy Syncrude 
Case Only Bottoms Production 

Capital Cost, Mba 960 1,600 990 830 Operating Cost, MM$ 365 205 220 355 Revenue, MM$ 750 750 500 710 Feedstock Coal liD 4,000 15,320 4,000 4,000 Heavy Oil, n/d 4,000 . 4,800 H-O Bottoms, m 3/d . - 2,900 
Nat. Gas, m 3/d 1,133,000 2,261,000 930,000 970,000 Product, Synoruda - - . 6,800 Reformats, 1,500 2,400 1,700 Distillate, n/d 3,800 3,950 2,400 
Butane, ml/d 175 320 170 170 Coke, T/D 900 3,130 900 900 Sulfur, T/D 135 57 180 135 Ammonia, I/O 70 156 65 65 DC? After Tax' 48/89/11 31/20/16 42/24/11 48/29/12 Beat Probable/ 
Base Case/ 
Worst Probable 

'No royalty on heavy oil 
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GRIP TO BE APPLIED IN BELGIAN-GERMAN 
UCG TEST 

It was reported to the Eleventh Underground Coal 
Gasification Conference that it is planned to apply the 
Controlled Retracting Injection Point (GRIP) method in 
the Belgian-German Underground Coal Gasification 
field project at Thalia in a coal seam at 860 meters 
depth. Use of this method at great depth will be 
accomplished by controlled destruction of the borehole 
liner by counter current steel combustion. 

Large coal reserves in Western Europe at great depth 
cannot be mined economically. Underground coal gasi-
fication is apossible way to utilize this coal. 

Unsuccessful reverse combustion attempts at great 
depth (see the article entitled "Reverse Combustion 
Linking Carried Out in French UCG Test" in this issue) 
suggest that another linking method will be necessary. 
Directional drilling as the linking method and use of the 
GRIP gaificätion method is planhed for Thalia. 

CRIP Procedure 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory proposed the 
CRIP system for in situ gasification in 1981 in orderto 
achieve a better. control of the gasification process. 
With the GRIP technique an optimum time and distance 
can be chosen for moving the Injection point. More-
over, the injection point can be kept at the seam 
bottom so that the best possible performance from the 
gasification process can be achieved. 

One field test using the CRIP concept, the partial seam 
GRIP test, was successfully executed. Here the CRIP 
maneuever was carried out by retracting the mobile 
igniter to the new injection point, then cutting the 
5.5 inch liner. After cutting the liner, part of the hot 
igniting gases flowed through the open cavity between 
the 7 inch drillhole and the 5.5 inch liner and ignited 
the coal (see Figure 1). As the coal was consumed, the 
now path surrounding the liner was enlarged so that 
after a certain time nearly the whole gas now took 
place outside of the liner.

At great depth coal is able to creep because its stress 
resistance is exceeded by the overburden pressure. In 
order to prevent closing of the drilled horizontal hole 
by the creeping coal, a liner must be placed in the hole. 
A liner is also required for the application of the GRIP 
method. 

For UCG at great depth the combination of horizontal 
drilling and the GRIP method can make it possible to 
operate large gasification units. This will have a 
positive influence on the economics. If the drilling 
technique is further developed, for example, several 
parallel in-seam horizontal drillings starting from a 
vertical well (see Figure 2) could be used. 

It is necessary to control the gasifier shape of a 
multiple hole gasifier by flow control of each hole. The 
GRIP method offers the possibility, first, to control the 
flow at the inlet of the gasifier (controlling low tem-
perature and clean gases) and, second, to control the 
gasifier geometry created by the GRIP procedure. 

In order to apply GRIP gasification at great depths, the 
method most be modified. 

At great depth the annular space between the wall of 
the drilled hole and the liner can be closed by creeping 
coal after a certain time. This depends on the depth, 
coal resistance, type of overburden, and fluid pressure 
prevailing in the well. If the annular space is closed in 
by creeping coal, then cutting the liner will not be 
successful in diverting gas to the annulus at that point.. 
An alternate procedure is complete liner destruction. 
This can be done by counter-current burning of the liner 
with a mobile retracting igniter. 

Combustion Tests on Steel Pipes 

Laboratory tests were carried out to prove the con-
cept's feasiblity. 

A sample tube was ignited at its end by means of a 
small stainless steel macaroni through which methane 
was injected, while oxygen was injected into the sample 
tube. After ignition the methane supply was stopped 
and the small stainless steel macaroni was retracted. 

FIGURE 1

MULTIPLE-HOLE CRIP-GASIFIER 
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FIGURE 2	 FIGURE 3 

• CRIP-MANEUVER	 FLEXIBLE LINER 
AT SHALLOW DEPTH	 BASED ON FLAME CUTS 
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Tests were carried out first at atmospheric pressure 
with carbon steel (ST. 35) tubes with outside diameters 
of 48.3, 76.1, and 108 millimeters and wall thicknesses 
of 3.3, 4.1, and 10 millimeters. 

After ignition of the steel pipe, the methane flow was 
stopped in order to see if the oxidation process was 
self-supporting. With 54 percent oxygen the combus-
tion was extinguished immediately after the methane 
supply was cut. With 60 percent oxygen combustion 
went on for some minutes after the methane supply was 
cut. With 70 percent oxygen the counter current com-
bustion was stable. 

Next, experiments were carried out in an autoclave 
with various oxygen contents under a pressure of 
24 bar. The results showed that a minimum oxygen 
content of 70 percent is required for stable combustion 
at high pressure also. 

Oxygen partial pressure (independent of concentration) 
was found to have little effect on combustion rate, 
contrary to expectations. Under the investigated flow 
conditions the counter current steel combustion was 
controlled by the energy balance at the combustion 
front and not influenced by the partial oxygen pressure. 

The average combustion front velocity along the pipe as 
a function of gas flow is given in Table 1. 

TABLE 1

LINER COMBUSTION FRONT VELOCITY

Combustion 
Oxygen Front 

Gas Flow Content Velocity 
(m 3 N/h) (Vol. %) (m/h) 

10 70 0.30 
15 70 0.64 
20 70 0.82 
20 80 0.89

Combustion Teats on Different 
Flexible Liner Systems 

Three different flexible liner systems were investigated 
for the possibility of Insertion Into a drainhole with a 
short (12 meter) radius bend, and for the possibility of 
destroying them by counter current combustion. The 
three systems were: 

• Flexible liner based on knuckle joints. The 
inside cross section is reduced In the knuckle 
joint area. This liner was manufactured from 
carbon steel. 

• Flexible liner based on different flexible layers. 
The system consists of six different flexible 
layers: an interlocked steel carcass made of 
stainless steel, cross wound armours and pres-
sure armours of carbon steel and an interme-
diate sheath and an external sheath of rilsan, a 
type of polyamide. 

• Flexible liner based on flame cuts. Flame cuts, 
also called wigglies, are produced on normal 
carbon steel tubing. The wiggly tube is equip-
ped with an inside rubber hose in order to 
achieve a tight liner system (Figure 3). 

Two combustion tests were done with the knuckle joint 
liner system. Each time, the combustion stopped in 
front of the decreasing inside diameter at a knuckle 
joint. 

The extinction can be explained by poor oxygen-supply 
to the steel surface, due to the changing diameters. It 
was concluded that a knuckle joint liner with changing 
inside diameters cannot be burnt by counter current 
combustion. 

The liner system consisting of different flexible layers 
also caused the combustion to extinquish. The inter-
locked inside stainless steel carcass is responsible for 
this behaviour. Stainless steel forms Cr-oxides and Ni-
oxides on its surface which decrease the oxidation 
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velocity and which have a high melting temperature. 
Thus a liner system of stainless steel or partially made 
of stainless steel cannot be burnt by counter current 
combustion. 
In the combustion tests with the flame cut liner, two 
wigglies in horizontal position were passed by the 
combustion front. At a third wiggly in an inclined 
position, in which the slag had a tendency to flow out of 
the liner, the combustion extinguished. 

Because the flame cut liner type gave the best results 
during insertion tests in a simulated drainhole, it was 
chosen for use in the Thulin field test. Nevertheless 
the combustion will have to be improved. 

A technical change to the final flame cut liner type, 
the addition of protectors in the wiggly area, may 
improve the heat transfer. In tests with this liner, in 
two out of three conditions counter current combustion 
was successful. 

Planned Use of CHIP Method In 
Thalia Field Test 

For the Thulin field test, three CHIP maneuvers are 
foreseen by counter current burning of the liner. 

The flexible liner will be fitted out with four macar-
onis. The macaronis are meant for ignition, and replace 
a single retractable igniter. Outlets of the macaronis 
are placed at the liner end and at 7, 17, and 27 meters 
from the liner end. 

To perform the first CRIP maneuver, a burn process 
will be initiated at the liner end by injecting a self-
inflammable gas followed by methane into the macaroni 
tube ending at the liner end. At the same time pure 
oxygen will be injected into the next macaroni tube, so 
that the methane ignites when leaving the macaroni. 
During ignition of the liner, oxygen will be supplied in 
small excess of the stoichicmetric ratio. After reach-
ing high temperatures (on the order of 1,1000C) oxygen 
will be increased slowly to a maximum flow. Progress 
of combustion of the liner and macaroni will be moni-
tored by thermocouples. 

REVERSE COMBUSTION LINKING 
CARRIED OUT IN FRENCH UCG TEST 

The Group d'Etude de la Gazeification Souterraine 
(GEGS) is attempting to convert, by in situ gasification, 
deep coal not technically or economically mineable, 
into a gaseous product. After a first pilot test set up at 
Bruay an Artois, GEGS moved to La Haute Deule. This 
experiment was designed to gasify a limited quantity of 
coal with injection of oxygen and steam. Results were 
reported at the 11th Underground Coal Gasification 
Conference. 

The selected seam is at a depth of 880 meters with 
good thickness characteristics (2 meters) and regu-
larity. Analysis of the coal shows 0.3percent moisture, 
7 percent ash, and 8.5 percent volatile matter. The

swelling index is nil. 

Two wells, ND 20 and HI) 21, were laid out in a 
direction most favorable for linking by hydraulic frac-
turing. The distance between them was 60 meters. 

Test History 

Because of the very low permeability of the coal at 
depth, a link had to be created artificially between 
wells ND 20 and ND 21. The method first adopted was 
hydraulic fracturing with injection of a propping agent. 

After fracturing in July 1983, circulation between the 
wells could only be started at a pressure close to the 
layer fracturing pressure. The efficiency of the link 
(defined as the ratio of the flow rate produced in one 
well to the flow rate injected into the other well) 
tested at only 30 to 40 percent with nitrogen. 

The high pressure of injection and the low flow rate 
dictated an improvement of the link. The method 
adopted for the purpose by GEGS was reverse combus-
tion. Reverse combustion initiation was undertaken in 
June 1984. 

A high injection pressure increases the risks of spontan-
eous ignition of the coal, making it impossible to 
achieve reverse combustion. Therefore, tests were 
carried out first on injecting gas with a variable oxy-
gen, nitrogen, and carbon dioxide content (using carbon 
dioxide to inhibit coal oxidation at low temperature). 
These tests showed that it was possible to suppress 
spontaneous combustion when injecting gas containing 
10 percent oxygen and from 10 to 20 percent carbon 
dioxide. 

Circulation of gas from ND 21 to MD 20 was adopted 
for reverse combustion and ignition was therefore at-
tempted in well HD 20. First, ignition equipment was 
designed to heat the coal by radiation. This equipment 
consisted of a 4KW heating element and an electric 
power cable designed to be lowered into and retrieved 
from a well under pressure (Figure 1). Several tests of 
igniters of this type were unsuccessful due to rapid 
damage incurred by corrosion. 
Ignition was then attempted by convection, during 
which air was first blown into the ignition well (HD 20), 
then reversing the gas circulation direction. 

After several negative tests, coal ignition was started 
on September 14, 1984. Power supply to the igniter was 
8KW, the gas contained 25 percent oxygen and 75 per-
cent nitrogen and was injected at a flow rate of 
80 Nm3/hour (approximately 47 cubic feet/minute) into 
well ND 20. The igniter was disconnected after operat-
ing for 60 hours and, a few hours afterward, carbon 
monoxide and hydrogen were found in the gas produced 
from well ND 21. On September 19, 1984, gas injection 
was transferred to well MD 21 to initiate reverse com-
bustion. The gas injected into well MD 21 contained 
10 percent oxygen, 15 percent carbon dioxide, and 
75 percent nitrogen. When the test had lasted a few 
days, the very low conversion of oxygen showed that 
reverse combustion had not been established, 
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FIGURE 1 

•	 IGNITION BY RADIATION 
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An attempt was then made to again initiate combustion 
in well MD 20 by resuming injection into this well. This 
phase lasted from October 2 to 5, 1984, after which a 
reversal of flow was successful in demonstrating re-
verse combustion. 

After reverse combustion was started, it was main-
tained by injecting air containing 5 percent of carbon 
dioxide into well MD 21 at a total now rate of 500 
Nm3/hour, with well head pressure near 160 bar. To 
limit water influx, RD 20, the production well, was 
maintained at a back pressure of 105 bar. 

Because of the low conversion rate of oxygen seen, it 
was decided to inject a small quantity of propane into 
well HD 21 at the same time as the oxidizing gas. The 
gas injected contained 20 percent oxygen, 5 percent 
carbon dioxide, and 0.5 percent propane. 

During the last days of October, to maintain the same 
production flow rate, it was necessary to reduce the 
back pressure on the production annulus while the 
pressure in the tubing of well MD 20 remained constant. 
This was an indication that the annulus was plugging. 

It was decided to repair well MD 20 and injection had to 
be stopped at the beginning of March 1985. When the 
well was restored in mid-March 1985, injection of gas 
into well MD 21 was resumed, but it was evident that 
reverse combustion was extinguished. 

Results 

Although it was not possible to continue the experiment 
to its end, the tests nevertheless provided a certain 
amount of information on the possibility of achieving 
reverse combustion in deep coal seams. 

It was found that the coal reactivity decreased regular-
ly with time of injection, showing that the coal was 
saturated in oxygen. This result is of great importance

for the La Haute Deule test because it implies that the 
risk of self-ignition of the coal decreases with time. 
During the reverse combustion phases, the production 
now rate of well HD 20 was only about 10 percent of 
injection flow rates whereas, during previous flow tests, 
the production flow rates at this same well were 30 to 
35 percent of injection flow rates. 

Hypotheses considered to explain this difference in-
clude: 

• The outside aisle of the fracture of the produc-
tion well was blocked by water 

• The tars (and ash) produced in the ignition 
phase and carried away by the gases may have 
partially blocked the fracture in the zone where 
they were deposited 

• During ignition and heating, the coal may have 
been subject to creep and partially invaded the 
fracture 

• During the reverse combustion, in the tempera-
ture front upstream of the combustion, thermal 
expansion of the coal may have reduced the 
cross-section of the channel. 

During the first reverse combustion phase, analysis of 
the gases showed that the rate of conversion of oxygen 
was only 25 percent. The high oxygen content of the 
produced gas may be due to insufficient reactivity of 
the coal or to oxygen bypassing the combustion front. 

The second reverse combustion phase, with added pro-
pane, was started on October 19, 1984 and an increase 
was noted in the rate of oxygen conversion to 70 per-
cent. There was no propane in the gas produced. This 
result indicates that the propane did not bypass but is 
inconclusive as to whether oxygen bypassing occurred. 
The fact that the oxygen consumed by coal was two 
times higher than in the previous phase shows the 
favorable effect of injecting propane. 

The plugging of the production well and the difficulties 
encountered in restoring it led to extinction of the 
reverse combustion before the link was completed. The 
distance covered during the 50 days of the test was 
estimated to be 25 meters. The volume of coal burned 
was about 1.5 cubic meters. Reverse combustion had 
probably covered less than half the distance separating 
the two wells during the time of the test. These low 
rates of reverse combustion raise questions about the 
practicality of this method. 

Even though the final target of gasification was not 
achieved, GEGS believes that the experiments at La 
Haute Deule allowed the acquisition of considerable 
information on the technology of underground gasifica-
tion. 

FEASIBILITY STUDY OF WUJING TRIGENERATION 
PROJECT TO BE CONDUCTED 

The Shanghai Wujing Chemical Corporation (SWCC) is 
considering a trigeneration project to produce coal-
derived fuel gas, electricity, and steam. The proposed 
plant will be constructed near the Shanghai Coking and 
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Chemical plant in Wujing,'a suburb south of Shanghai. 
SWCC intends to contract with a United States firm (or 
joint venture of firms) to conduct a technical and 
economic feasibility study of the project. The request 
for proposals regarding the study was Issued in the 
September 10, 1985 Issue of the Commerce Business 

The proposed project will consist of coal gasification 
facilities and other processing units to be installed and 
operated with the existing coke ovens in the Shanghai 
Coking and Chemical Plant The facility will produce 
30 million cubic meters per day of 3,800 Kcal per cubic 
meter town gas (1.06 billion cubic feet per day of 
427 BTU per cubic foot); 50 to 60 megawatts of 
electricity; 100 metric tons per hour of low pressure 
steam; and 300,000 metric tons per year of 99.85 per-
cent purity chemical grade methanol. The project will 
be constructed in stages. 

The feasibility study will include the following objec-
tives: 

• Review and confirm the feasibility of adding 
two to three Texaco gasifiers, about seven two-
stage gasifiers, and three to four Lurgi slagging 
gasifiers to the existing facility which consists 
of four coke ovens, UG1 semi-water gas pro-
ducers and 6 Wellman Gaiusha producers. The 
project is intended to meet the requirements of 
the trigeneratlon plant. Also identify other 
commercially proven coal gasification techno-
logies, perform trade-off analysis of alternative 
systems, and then recommend modifications; 
Improvements, or alternative systems to the 

• SWCC plan. 

• Prepare material and energy balances and pro-
cess and engineering now sheets for the Wujing 
Trigeneration proposal and any modified or al- 
ternative plans developed by the contractor. 

• Review the Wujing combined cycle power gen-
eration proposal and recommend modifications 
or improvements as appropriate. 

• Determine project utility and pollution control 
requirements. 

• Determine the basic design and specifications 
of all major equipment items. 

• Review environmental protection measures and 
provide environmental impact statement. 

• Prepare an estimate of investment costs for the 
project. 

• Establish production costs for town gas, elec-
tricity, steam, and methanol using depreciation 
and other cost data provided by SWCC. 

• Develop and evaluate project financing alterna-
tives. 

• Provide a comprehensive project economic ana-
lysis. 

• Identify and evaluate feasible chemical pro- - 
ducts for future downstream expansion of the 
trigeneration complex. (SWCC hopes that the 
trigene'ration capability will enable it to manu-

facture chemical products for both China's do-
mestic needs and overseas sales.) 	 - 

Prepare a suggested implementation plan for 
the project, to include a proposed schedule for 
engineering design, procurement, construction, 
and start-up. 

• Prepare a recommended vendors' list for the 
procurement of major equipment. 

After receiving the qualifying information SWCC will 
evaluate all respondents and establish a list of qualified 
firms based on the following evaluation and selection 
criteria: 

• Experience and technical competence of the 
firms incomparable work 	 - 

• Professional quality of proposed personnel 

• Knowledge and application of advanced techno-
logical procedures and techniques and access to 
equipment to accomplish the work required 

• Familiarity with work in Asia, specifically the 
People' Republic of China. 

These qualified firms will be provided a detailed state-
ment of the work and will have six weeks to prepare 
and submit a detailed plan of approach. The plans of 
approach will then be ranked and negotiations with the 
highest-ranked firm will commence promptly upon com-
pletion of the ranking. 

It is anticipated that the contract will be approximately 
six months in duration.. Firms will be paid in United 
States dollars from a $600,000 grant to SWCC from the 
United States trade and development program (TDP), 
International Development Cooperation Agency. 

I #11 

NYNAS ENERGY CHEMICALS COMPLEX 
AGREEMENT REACHED 

A group of four Danish and Swedish companies has 
agreed to build a coal-based ammonia plant in Sweden. 
The Nynas Energy Chemicals Complex (NEX) will uti-
lize the Texaco coal gasification process to produce 
synthesis gas for ammonia production. Initially, the 
facility will produce 450,000 tonnes of ammonia per 
year, hot water for the Southern Stockholm district 
heating system, and industrial gases (oxygen, nitrogen, 
and argon). Also, Nynas Petroleum's refinery in Nynas-
hamn will switch to fuel gas from HEX. Other related 
process options will be implemented later. The plant is 
scheduled to go on stream in the Fall 1989 at a cost of 
$450 million (United States dollars). 

Participants in the project , are: AGA, the Swedish 
industrial gas group; A. Johnson and Company, a priv-
ately-owned Swedish trading and industrial group; the 
state-owned Swedish Investment Bank; and the Superfos 
Group, Denmark's largest industrial group and one of 
Europe's leading producers of fertilizers. 

The Investment Bank and Johnson are equal partners in 
a new company, Mynas Kombinated AB, which will own 
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30 percent of HEX. AGA, whose stake will be 30 per-
cent, will build the air separation plant for the facility. 
Superfos, will have a 20 percent interest in the HEX 
with an option for an additional tO percent, and will 
purchase a major portion of the plant's ammonia pro-
duction under a long-term contract. The remaining 10 
to 20 percent of NEX will be divided among a number 
of other shareholders. 

NEDO COAL LIQUEFACTION PROJECTS CONTINUE 
TO PROGRESS 

At the Synfuels 5th worldwide Symposium held In 
Washington, D.C., in November, M. Yoneda and 
K. Uesugi of Japan's New Energy Development Organi-
zation (NEDO) reported on the status of Japanese coal 
liquefaction efforts. 

The two major activities of NEDO in coal liquefaction 
pro a bituminous coal liquefaction pilot plant with a 
capacity of 250 tons per day and a brown coal liquefac-
tion pilot plant in Victoria, Australia, with a capacity 
of 50 tons per day. Because the properties of brown 
coal and bituminous coal are so different, different 
processes must be developed for each. NEDO is also 
carrying out supporting research activities, such as 
material development, slurry pump development, and 
research on environmental issues. 

Brown Cool Liquefaction Project 

At the Japan-Australia Energy R & 0 Conference held 
In November 1980, it was decided to construct a brown 
coal liquefaction pilot plant near the Morwell coal field 
at Latrobe Valley, Victoria State, as a Japan-Australia

governmental project. NEDO has assigned the actual 
Implementation of the 50 tons per day pilot plant to 
Nippon Brown Coal Liquefaction Company. The pilot 
plant is under construction at the site by Brown Coal 
Liquefaction (Victoria) (BCLV), a subsdiary of Brown 
Coal Liquefaction Company, with the cooperation of 
the Coal Corporation of Victoria. All funds for this 
project are provided by NEDO. 

It was reported to the conference that the Installation 
of the major components of the primary hydrogenation 
system has been completed. Piping and insulation are 
In the final stages. Commissioning of various units has 
been started and operation with coal slurry is scheduled 
soon. Construction work on the secondary hydrogena-
tion system has started at the site. 

Upon completion of the second stage construction, 
Integrated operation of the primary and secondary 
hydrogenation systems will be performed. 
Bituminous Coal Liquefaction Project 

In 1983, NEDO integrated three different PDU stage 
processes, that is, Solvent Extractive Coal Liquefac-
tion, Direct Coal Liquefaction, and Solvolysis Coal 
Liquefaction, Into a new NEDOL (NEDO liquefaction) 
process and decided to construct a 250 tons per day 
pilot plant. NEDO is planning to run 3 to 5 varieties of 
coal from countries such as the United States, 
Australia, Canada, China, and Japan. 
A joint venture, named Nippon Coal Oil Company, Ltd., 
was established in October 1984. 
Figure 1 shows the schedule for the NEDOL Process 
pilot plant project. The plant site has been selected in 
a part of Kashima coastal Industrial zone about 80 kilo-
meters east of Tokyo. The operation of the pilot plant 
is scheduled for 1990. 

FIGURE 1 

SCHEDULE FOR BITUMINOUS COAL
LIQUEFACTION PILOT PLANT (250t/d) 

NO ITEM	 F.Y. 1984 1965 1980 1981 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 
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(3) Installation 
(4) Piping 
(5) Mechanical Test 
Operation 
(I) Test Run 
:(2) Operation
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-

-
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ENVIRONMENT 

EPRI CONFERENCE PAPERS Focus ON 
GASIFIER WASTEWATER TREATMENT 

At the recent Fifth Annual EPRI Contractors' Confer-
ence on Coal Gasification held in late October 1985, 
two papers were presented which dealt with characteri-
zation and treatment of wastewater from gasification 
units. In a paper titled "Characterization of KILnGAS 
Process Condensate," researchers from Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory discuss analyses of condensate 
from the KILnGAS demonstration unit in Alton, Illinois; 
compare these results with those of similar studies of 
other coal conversion wastewaters; and discuss the 
implications for treating this stream for disposal. In 
another paper titled "Treatment Studies on Coal Gasifi-
cation Wastewaters," researchers from CH2M HILL and 
the University of North Dakota Energy Research 
Center (CH/UND) presented an interim • report on 
broader scope experimental and design studies for 
wastewater treatment for 1{ILnGAS, Texaco, and 
BGC/Lurgi gasification processes. The CH/UND work 
was based in part on work with samples from the

RILnOAS unit in Alton, Illinois which were collected at 
about the same time as those used in the Oak Ridge 
studies. 

The Oak Ridge researchers collected samples from the 
demonstration unit from mid-November to early De-
cember 1984 to produce a detailed characterization of 
the gasifier condensate stream. They reported wide 
variations in operating conditions which could have 
caused the samples to be less than fully representative 
of steady state samples. Table 1 shows the results of 
analyses of eight samples collected over a six-day 
period. For comparison, Table ? shows the analytical 
results reported in the CH/UND paper for condensate 
collected on the same day as the first Oak Ridge 
sample (No. 004). The results for these same day 
samples reported in the two papers are generally simi-
lar; the only notable discrepancies are in alkalinity, 
total organic carbon (TOC), meta- and para-cresol, and 
total dissolved solids (TDS). Even these differences are 
not great enough to affect the basic conclusions 
reached in the two studies. 

TABLE I 

OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY 
CHARACTERIZATION OF KILnOAS PROCESS CONDENSATE 

FROM THE TAR/WATER SEPARATOR 
(All Concentrations In mg/L) 

Sample No. 
004 005 006 007 008 009 OIl 012 

PH 9,3 8.5 8.7 8,6 6.4 8.8 8.8 8,8 
Alkalinity 1203 3527 1650. 1622 962 3140 3563 4218 
coo 4089 4113 4800 4925 5250 5600 5800 6100 
TOC 809 929 1465 1478 1544 1632 ISIS 1610 
Phenol 256 505 450 520 355 555 613 658 
Ph.noi 264 488 375 408 283 440 461 508 
R.sorcinoi 425 <50 <50 <50 <50 <50 <50 <50 
N + p Creed 362 700 534 500 434 634 724 791 
Q..Q. floi 23 64 37 37 20 54 54 63 
3,4 0ithyl Phenol <25 <50 <50 <50 450 <50 <30 <50 
Mthanol <10 <10 <10 <10 <10 <10 <10 <10 
Ethanol <10 <IC <10 <10 <10 <10 <10 <10 
Acetone <10 10.2 110 <10 <10 <10 10.3 10.1 
Propanoi <10 <10 <10 <10 <10 <10 <10 <10 
Acetic Acid 40 78 65 56 53 68 56 74 
Prxionlc Acid .	 56 77 67 58 77 76 67 77 
Outyric Acid <20 <20 <20 <20 420 <20 <20 <20 
HydantoIns <80 <40 <40 (40 <40 <40 <40 <40 
Nitrate - <500 <100 <1.00 <100 <100 <100 <100 
Nitrite <ICC <500 <100 <100 <100 <100 <100 4100 
Ansonia 1000 1700 840 1100 940 1500 1600 2000 
Total Kj.Idahl Nitrogen 1200 2000 1200 1200 1300 1900 2100 2300. 
Cyanide 10.25 29.85 40 33.50 38 33.5 46.3 38.75 
Thiocyanat. 187 142 120 130 140 140 ISO 250 
Sulfide 7 90 90 90 130 80 90 50 
Sui fat. 280 220 160 190 330 140 120 130 
Total	 Suitir 1030 530 430 690 140 610 640 770 
Phosphate 140 <500 <100 <100 <100 <100 <tOO <100 
F- <100 <100 <100 <100 <100 <100 <100 <100 
Cl - 710 450 490 460 600 610 620 540 s,_ <100 <500 <100 <100 <100 <100 <100 <100 
15$ 403 154 377 483 369 165 703 471 
105 1640 1074 1363 1752 1804 1495 1808 2100 
YSS 389 144 352 430 332 150 622 424 
o;i &.G.ase 25 308 103 74 71 335 01 181

54M1 noent I pyr I 
aLC with direct fluorescence sp.ctrophotcm.try. 
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TABLE 2 

KILnGAS GAS LIQUOR CHARACTERIZATION 
(C112M HilI/Und Results)

Solvent 
Extracted/ 

Steam Steam 
Raw Gas Stripped Stripped 
Liquor Gas Liquor Gas Liquor 

Parameter (mg/L) (mg/L) (mq/L 

Alkalinity 700 a 480a 

1,700 1,030 560 
COD 4,870 4,200 2,980 
Total Organic Carbon (bC) 1,390 1,260 910 

•
	

Ammonia total 1,360 150 150 
Ammonia--steam strippable 

(free) 240 
•	 Cyanide 3 54 14 

Phenolics	 (total) 600 650 110 
Phenol 320 390 92 

•	 0 - cresol 30 23 2 
p,m - cresol 180 190 
2,4 - 2,5 dimethylphenol 10 8 NO 

•	 3,5 - 2,3 dimethylphenol 20 18 NO 
2,3,5 trimethyiphenol 40 27 NO 

Catechol 140 91 93 
Hydantoins NO NO 
Fatty acids--total 65 95 103 
Thiocyanate 160 150 150 
Thiosulfate 1,030 860 940 
Sulfide NO NO NO 
Sulfate 270 340 350 
Chloride	 . 1,090 1,130 1,030 
Fluoride 72 86 79 
TDS 4,300 5,550 5,550 

aCaustic added for steam stripping. 

bND = not detected.

The Oak Ridge paper compares the KILnGAS results 
with those of a variety of other processes, as shown in 
Table 3. The paper points out that "the difference in 
the flow patterms and quality of the wastewater pro-
duced by these processes is a result of the water 
processing and recycle patterns within the plant as well 
as the environment within the gasifier, with the tem-
perature, pressure, and residence time of coal and gas 
having a major impact on the wastewater characteris-
tics." The researchers note that the KILnGAS process 
condensate contains less phenol than that from other 
fixed bed gasifiers while most of the other components 
are present in generally the same concentrations. They 
also observe that levels of difficult-to-treat hydantoins 
are low for the I{ILnGAS condensate, but quite high for 
the Grand Forks slagging gasifier. Cyanide and thiocy-
anate levels were reported to be high for the 
BGC/Lurgi and Chapman Wilputte units, but low for the 
Lurgi dry ash process. 

The Oak Ridge researchers conclude that direct com-
parisons of the processes are difficult because varia-

tions in coal type and operating parameters also strong-
ly affect the results. Nonetheless, they conclude that 
KILnOAS process condensate is generally similar to 
that from other gasification processes and that conven-
tional technology should be able to treat the wastes. 
Figure 1 shows a conceptual treatment scheme pro-
posed in the Oak Ridge paper assuming that the treated 
waste would be discharged to the environment. The 
process begins with heavy and light oil separation 
followed by sand filtration of suspended solids, 
ammonia removal (via stripping rather than recovery 
because recovery economics are doubtful), biotreat-
tent (with phenol being reduced to below one milligram 
per liter), clarification and filtration, and if necessary, 
tertiary treatment with granular activated carbon (for 
residual organics removal) and ozone (for destruction of 
traces of cyanide and thiocyanate). Such a process is 
offered as a suggested starting point for treatability 
studies. 

The CH/UNU paper also concludes that conventional 
treatment is the appropriate starting point for devising 
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TABLE 3 

COMPARISON OF COAL CONVERSION WASTEWATER CHARACTERISTICS RESULTING FROM 
VARIOUS GASIFIER AND COAL COMBINATIONS 

(AU Concentrations in mg/L) 

L.r91 Dry 
- Ash on High- L.rgi Slagging 

FIxad-Oso 

K fisCAl tswjI
Sailor tasters 

Co.l at
Dry M y. 
(Lignite at

&IC-IArgI 
51.99sf Ospaan Texaco Texaco- InCAS Gail liar 

till.	 Mo.	
of

Ory AsI. Sasol KOSOvO) (P1 ttxbotgb SI WI Iputt. (Montana) ont) 00 t) No (III.	 .	 61 (LI sits) 
FLed Coapoo,ant F I and Fixed Fixed

Fixed Fixed Fix" Entral ned Entrained fluldi ted-S.d 

CLI) 4089-6100 21,000-23,000	 12,000 20.200 10.200 51,500 760 4030 25,400 

009-1610 3500 6490 4060 9430 

Total Phaitols 256-631 4300-4400 3500 3030 4700 2130 I 710 5100 

Moo08ydr Ic Phanol S 3000 2610 
- Phenol 264-508 III) 1460 

p cresoIs 562-791 1040 1120 

0-tread 23-64 106 420 

ReawcI aol 110 
moredls 6300 1200 

CyanId.a 10.25-46.3 2-4 I 0.2 17$ 59 060 II 0.3 12 

TO locyai.aIs I 20-210 6-I5 I 63 690 1450 29 25 140 

Total N 1200-2300 4340 4170 0130 3100 5200 - 
4110 640-1100 4000-14000 7000 2090 2000 2700 

'23 II (0.1 (0.5 5 0.5 12 (2 

Total SaIlor 430-1010 950 135 
5' 50-130 750 110 114 201 140 ISO 

so - 120-330 - 533 $40 47 ISO ISO 

SPS
223

Cl	 - 450-ISO 40-43 610 1170 5000 0 

'100 -	 40 
AlkalinIty at CtOj 962-3563 
155	 . 154-705 417 If 

y SS 144-622 
IDS 1074-2100 1100-4000 2010 45600 420 

055 and ml 2100 

011 and orsass 25-335 50 911 300 

01 5.3-8.0 8-10 9 - 9

FIGURE 1 

POTENTIAL KILNGAS PROCESS 
CONDENSATE TREATMENT FLOW DIAGRAM 

(OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY) 
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treatment of gasifier wastewater. The CH/UND work 
in effect takes up where the Oak Ridge work ended in 
that the KILnGAS samples were used not only for 
analytical characterization but also for laboratory 
treatability studies at the University of North Dakota. 
This work was focused on three possible treatment 
approaches and Is more comprehensive in that it 
addresses the entire plant wastewater system rather 
than just the condensate from the gasifier.. Table 4 
shows , the various streams considered. Three coal 
gasification processes are being studied: KILnGAS and 
BCG/Lurgi fixed bed and Texaco entrained bed. 

TABLE 4 

GASIFICATION PROCESS STREAMS
CONSIDERED IN STUDIES BY 

çH2M IULL/UND 

Stream	 '	 Observations 

Gas liquor (process con-	 Normally highly contaminated 
densate) with organics, acid gases, am- 

monia, thiocyanate, salts, and 
metals 

Sulfur removal/recovery	 Usually low flow, highly con-
wastewater	 taminated 

Oily water sewer	 May contribute significantly to 
sewer system loading 

Cooling tower blowdown Similar to current industry prac-
tice except where wastewater 
reuse in the cooling tower is 

- practiced; heat duties and blow-
down rates are high from power 
generation side of plant 

Demineralizer wastes/	 Similar to current industry ex-
boiler blowdown	 perience

The first treatment approach, as shown In Figure 2, 
would apply if the discharge were required to meet 
current federal New Source Performance Standards 
(NSPS). Because there are no standards specifically 
established for coal gasification, the assumption was 
made that NSPS levels for related industries would 
apply. The paper notes that NSI'S standards are based 
on current technology with proven treatment methods 
existing in industry. The by-product coke making 
subcategory of the steel industry and the refining 
industry produce effluents similar to those expected for 
coal conversion facilities. The NSPS-required technolo-
gies for these industries reportedly include solvent 
extraction (for phenol removal), ammonia stripping, 
biological treatment (for phenol and organic removal), 
ammonia removal (generally through biological nitrifi-
cation), and final filtration (for solids and residual 
organic removal). (The researchers note that for the 
Texaco process, there is no phenol to remove, but 
pretreatment may be needed for solids.) 

The second treatment approach is similar to that re- 
quire d to meet NSPS. It consists of essentially the 
same treatment steps for the same purposes, but its 
purpose would be to meet more stringent water quality 
based standards (such as might apply if the facility 
discharged to a highly polluted stream or one with a low 
flow rate relative to the plant effluent). 

The standards would be a function of location. In some 
areas, drinking water criteria might apply, while else-
where criteria might be based on one or more of the 
following: agricultural use, toxicity, priority pollu-
tants, chemical oxygen demand, or others. In addition 
to the steps shown in Figure 2, the plant might also 
require activated carbon treatment or oxidation (UV or 
ozone) treatment (see Oak Ridge's process in Figure 1) 
as well as Ion exchange or chemical treatment steps for 
removal of heavy metals, boron, fluoride, and trace 
organics. 

FIGURE 2 

TYPICAL NEW SOURCE PERFORMANCE 
STANDARD TREATMENT PROCESSES 

(CH2M HILL/UND) 
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The third approach outlined in the CH/UND paper is 
shown in Figure 3. This scheme is based on zero 
discharge criteria whereby no effluent is allowed. The 
paper notes that in such a case, the chief concerns 
would be organic fouling, corrosion, scale formation, 
inorganic chemistry, and the levels of sodium chloride 
and other salts. Treatment of process wastewater for 
reuse in the plant cooling tower is a likely design option 
for such a case; hence, the cooling tower is shown in 
Figure 3. However, the researchers note that consider-
able risk might be entailed because of the complexity 
of both water treatment and air emission requirements. 
The researchers report that they are thus also planning 
to examine the options of wastewater incineration, 
evaporation, and process reuse as alternatives to cool-
ing tower reuse. 

Key assumptions based on review of practices in similar 
industries are cited by the researchers in devising their 
program, including the following: 

• Coal gasification wastewaters are biologically 
treatable with appropriate pretreatment. 

• Solvent extraction prior to biological treatment 
would be necessary for most gasification waste-
waters containing high concentrations of pheno-
lics. 

• Steam stripping would be necessary to reduce 
ammonia and in some cases free cyanide. Eco-
nomics of ammonia recovery are generally 
questionable. 

• Treatability testing for new wastewater 
streams is important because the biological 
kinetics of activated sludge treatment pro-
cesses are not well established. The same 
observation applies for testing of polishing pro-
cesses (e.g., granular carbon). 

• Direct cooling tower reuse of wastewater hav-
ing only solvent extraction and steam stripping

pretreatment has been demonstrated but is 
risky. Biotreatment and polishing reduce the 
risk of fouling, but scaling and corrosion In the 
cooling water system could remain a problem. 
In zero-discharge plants, chromate control of 
corrosion would be attractive. 

The paper further addresses the economics of the 
treatment schemes. The preliminary estimates are 
claimed to be order-of-magnitude (+50 to -30 percent) 
and are roughly the same for all three gasification 
processes being studied. Table 5 shows the capital and 
operating cost estimates cited in the paper. 

TABLES 

ESTIMATED COST RANGES FROM
CR2M HILL/UN!) STUDY

(Million Dollars) 

Water 
Quality Zero 

NSPS	 Limited Discharge 

Capital Cost 1,2	
2	 20 to 60	 30 to 80 40 to 100 

O&MCost(peryr)	 2to8	 3to12 4to21 

'Total plant cost including taxes, engineering, and 
contingency 

2Estimates based on the following designs and sizes: 

Coal Feed Power 
Rate Generation 

Gasifier	 Coal Type	 (Tons/Day) (MWL 

KlL.nGAS	 Illinois 06	 11,000 940 
Texaco	 Utah SUFCO	 11,000 1,100 
BGC/Lurgi Pittsburgh #8 	 9,400 1,018
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The CH/IJNDpaper also describes results of treatabil-
ity studies to supplement the design work and verify 
design parameters. The first bench scale work was 
performed using KILnOAS condensate samples discussed 
above. The key results to date cited in the report are 
as follows: 

• Pretreatment with solvent extraction and 
steam stripping was reported to reach target 
levels of 150 mg per liter of ammonia and 
too mg per liter of phenol with relative ease. 

• In treatabitity tests in which gas liquor waste 
was pretreated only by steam stripping, dis-
charge target levels and kinetic data were 
unattainable despite a variety of treatment aids 
and process modifications. Only with dilution 
on a scale considered economically unviable 
could satisfactory biological treatment occur. 

• In treatabiilty tests with gas liquor which had 
been pretreated by both solvent extraction and 
steam stripping, better results were reported 
(98 percent BOO removal, less than 25 mg per 
liter of suspended solids). Problems remain, 
however, with phenols, cyanide, and thlocya-
nate. 

• Solvent extracted, steam stripped wastewater 
Was tested in a bench scale cooling tower sys-
tem without corrosion inhibitors. Biofouling 
was reportedly not significant, whereas concern 
was expressed regarding corrosion. 

• The researchers recommend pilot scale testing 
of activated sludge treatment to verify accept-
ability. 

EPA SOURCE TESTING PROGRAM AT 
KOSOVO SUMMARIZED

Source Testing 

The gasification plant (Figure 1) consumes dried coal 
(lignite) and produces two primary products: hydrogen 
for use in ammonia synthesis and a medium-BTU fuel 
gas. Several by-products are also produced: tar, 
medium oil, naphtha, and crude phenol. 

Run-of-mine coal from the Kosovo mine is dried by the 
Flèissner process and sized to select particles ranging 
in diameter from & to 60 millimeters. The coal is then 
fed to pressurized fixed-bed gasifiers (Lurgi-type) 
where it is reacted with oxygen and steam at 25 atmo-
spheres pressure. The crude product gas is cooled, 
cleaned, and piped to the utilization site. 

As the crude product Is quenched and cooled, tars, oils, 
and naphtha are condensed and removed in a phenolic 
water stream. Acid gases (hydrogen sulfide and carbon 
dioxide) are removed from the product gas by sorption 
with cold methanol. 

The acid-gas-rich methanol is regenerated, releasing a 
waste gas rich in hydrogen sulfide, which is flared, and 
a carbon dioxide-rich waste gas which Is vented to the 
atmosphere. Tars and oils are removed from the 
phenolic water stream by decantation, after which the 
water soluble organics (crude phenols) are recovered by 
extraction with diisopropyl ether. Four liquid by-
products (tar, medium oil, naphtha, and crude phenol) 
are collected and held In storage tanks for further use. 
Ammonia, removed from the phenolic water by steam-
stripping, is vented to the atmosphere. 

The plant uses no modern emission control devices. The 
data describing emissions measured and the pollutants 
found can therefore provide guidance for evaluating and 
selecting pollution control units, developing permit ap-
plications, and assessing potential uncontrolled health 
effects. 

A paper by Karl J. Bombaugh and William J. Rhodes 
given at the Western Synfuels Symposium In Grand 
Junction summarized the EPA environmental assess-
ment testing program carried out at Kosovo, Yugos-
lavia. 

The Kosovo program included four elements: 

• A source characterization 
• A fugitive emissions study 
• An ambient air study 
• A health effects study. 

The first three elements have been completed, and the 
fourth is in progress. 

The Kosovo Plant 

The Kosovo gasification plant is part of a large mine-
mouth industrial complex, near the city of Pristine, In 
the Kosovo Region of Southern Yugoslavia. The com-
plex consists of a coal mine, a coal preparation plant, 
the Lurgi gasification plant, a steam and power genera-
tion plant, an ammonia plant, and an air separation 
plant.

The major gaseous discharge streams, in terms of 
pollutant concentration and mass flow, are listed in 
Table 1. 

Concentrations ranged from the percent level for major 
components such as carbon monoxide, to tenths of a 
percent for minor components such as non-methane 
hydrocarbons or light aromatics, and to parts per mil-
lion for PNAs. 

As an example, Table 2 shows the mass concentrations 
of the particulates being discharged to the atmosphere 
and to the flare. The particulates in all process 
streams contain a significant fraction of organic 
material, from 75 to 90 percent. 

The concentrations of four polynuclear aroma-
tics—.benzo(a)anthracene (BaA), benzo(a)pyrene (flaP), 
dibenzo(a,h)anthracene (dBahA), and benzo(h)fluoran-
thene (BhF)—in nine discharge streams are shown in 
Table 3. Highest concentrations were found in the low 
pressure coal lock vent which, at a concentration of 
G?Op grams per cubic meter, was discharging 
14,1100/' grams of BaP per gasifier per hour. 
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FIGURE 1 

SIMPLIFIED SCHEMATIC OF THE

KOSOVO COAL GASIFICATION PLANT 
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TABLE 1 

MAJOR KOSOVO DISCHARGE STREAMS BASED ON POLLUTANT CONCENTRATION 
. • AND MASS FLOW RATE 

Highest Concentration Greatest Mass Flow Rate 
Direct •	 Direct 

Pollutant Atmospheric Discharges Total Plant* Atmospheric Discharges Total Plant 

CO LP Coal Lock Vent LP Coal Lock Vent LP Coal Lock Vent 1125-Rich Waste Gas 
Naphtha Storage Tank Naphtha Storage Tank CO2-Rich Waste Gas Vent H2S-Rich Waste Gas 

Vent Vent 
BTX' • Naphtha Storage Tank Naphtha Storage Tank Phenolic Water Tank Vent Tar Separation Waste 

Vent Vent Gas 
Total Medium Oil Tank Vent 
Sulfur Naphtha Storage Tank H 2 5-Rich Waste Gas Ammonia Stripper Vent 112S-Rich Waste Gas 
Species Vent 

Phenolic Water Tank 
Vent 

.1125 Medium Oil Tank Vent H25-Rich Waste Gas Ammonia Stripper Vent 1125-Rich Waste Gas 
COS LP Coal Lock Vent H25-Rich Waste Gas CO2-Rich Waste Gas 1125-Rich Waste Gas 
Mercaptan Naphtha Storage Tank Naphtha Storage Tank Ammonia Stripper Vent H25-Rich Wiste Gas 

Vent 
Phenols Ammonia Stripper Vent Ammonia Stripper Vent Ammonia Stripper Vent Ammonia Stripper Vent 
NH3 Ammonia Stripper Vent Ammonia Stripper Vent Ammonia Stripper Vent Ammonia Stripper Vent 
HCN Ammonia Stripper Vent Ammonia Stripper Vent Ammonia Stripper Vent Ammonia Stripper Vent 

"Includes both direct discharge and flare fed streams 
**Benzene, toluene, and xylenes
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TABLE 2 

PARTICULATE CONCENTRATION DATA FOR 
KOSOVO GASEOUS STREAMS 

Stream Type Discharge Streams Flare Feed Streams 
Sample Point Low High Tar 

Pressure Gas- Pressure Separa- Combined 
Coal	 Coal ifier Coal tion Gases 

Room	 Lock Start-Up Lock Waste to 
Vent	 Vent Vent Vent Gas Flare 

Dry Gas Flow Rate 7,200	 21 * 230 28 1,330 

(m 3 /gasifier-hr i	 25°C) 

Total Particulate 98	 8,100 9,450 960 920 410 
(mg/m3 Cd 25°C) 

Condensed Organics 7,300 8,980 660 660 310 
(Tars and Oils) 

Dissolved Solids 650 400 240 230 54 

Filtered Solids 220 61 61 29 47 

Variable flow rate 
**Dry stream, analysis not applicable 

TABLE 3 

CONCENTRATIONS (/m3) OF
SELECTED HAZARDOUS POLYNtCLEAR AROMATICS

IN KOSOVO GASEOUS DISCHARGE STREAMS 

Source	 BaA BaP dBahA	 BhF 

LP Coal Lock Vent	 163 670 52	 670 
Ammonia Stripper Vent	 85 20 < 2.1 0	 12 
Naphtha Storage Tank	 <0.06 0.085 0.06	 0.11 

Vent 
Start-Up Vent	 ** 139 <2.1	 - 
Tar Tank Vent	 - 252 <	 10	 - 
Phenolic Water Tank Vent	 - < 50 < 50	 - 
Medium Oil Tank Vent 	 - <6.5 <6.5	 - 
1123-Rich Waste Gas	 - <0.6 <0.6	 - 
CO2-Rich Waste Gas	 - <0.7 < 0.7	 - 

*All values calculated from mininum detectable 
concentration of 0.1 ppm in measuring solution 

**Not determined

Fugitive Emissions 

The fugitive emission study indicated that the leak 
factors and leak rates of gases and vapors from valves, 
flanges, and pump seals at the Kosovo plant are no 
worse than those from other facilities of comparable 
age and function. 

The results show similarities to those from United 
States oil refineries and organic chemical plants where 
most individual sources tested have low emission rates, 
and where most total emissions are contributed by a

small fraction of the sources. 

Ambient Air 

Table 4 shows the concentration levels of some of the 
pollutants collected downwind from the plant The 
major receptor was downwind from the site 45 percent 
of the collecting time so the values shown in Table 4 
are computed to 100 percent downwind. 

The researchers believe that because of its comprehen-
sive scope, data from this study have provided a valu-
able base for the effects of uncontrolled coal gasifica-
tion emissions.

TABLE 4 

CONCENTRATIONS OF SELECTED POLLUTANTS 
IN THE AIR DOWNWIND FROM THE

KOSOVO COAL GASIFICATION PLANT 

Chemical Species 	 ag/m3 

Naphthalene 7.8 
Benzo(a) pyrene 0.02 
Phenol 6.0 
Phenols (phenol + alkyl phenols) 16.0 
Methyl thiophene 0.30 
Pyridine 0.08 
Dibenzofuran 0.90 
Trimethylphenylindan 0.04
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RESOURCE 

COURT DISMISSES LAWSUIT OVER POWDER RIVER 
BASIN COAL LEASE SALE 

In a September 1985 ruling, Judge James Battin of the 
United States District Court for Montana granted judg-
ment in favor of the United States Department of the 
Interior (001) in n suit brought by the National Wildlife 
Federation and others seeking to void the April 1982 
sale of coal leases in the Powder River Basin. 

The plaintiffs had sought judicial review of the lease 
claiming that: 

1. The high bids for the tracts did not constitute 
fair market value. 

2. The comprehensive land use plans on which 
the sale was based were inadequate because 
they did not consider other Important re-
source values for the land overlying the coal. 

3. The sale was not compatible with the comp-
rehensive land use plans. 

4. The Secretary failed to review lands for 
reclamation potential. 

5. The sale of the Cook Mountain and Rocky 
Butte tracts was unlawful because DO! 
changed the bidding procedures. 

Summary judgment was granted in favor of the DO! on 
complaints 3 and 5, complaint 4 was dismissed for lack 
of jurisdiction. Plaintiffs were given additional time to 
respond to the motion for summary judgment against 
them on claims 1 and 2. 

Earlier this year, Judge Battin had ruled in a separate 
suit concerning the same lease sale that the Montana 
portion of the sale was invalid because it did not 
properly consider the potential effects on the Northern 
Cheyenne Indian Reservation. That ruling is described 
in the Pace Synthetic Fuels Report, September 1985, 
page 4-58. It ordered DOI to rescind at least six leases 
in Montana. 

Thus, the September Judgment is moot with respect to 
the Montana leases. The fact that Judge Battin found 
In favor of 001 in this case, does not change the fact 
that he found against them in the earlier case, and 
therefore those leases in Montana remain voided. The 
Wyoming portion of the sale was unaffected by the 
earlier ruling, and therefore has been sustained again 
under the current ruling. 

BLM PROPOSES REVIEW OF COAL EXCHANGES BY 
JUSTICE DEPARTMENT 

By notice in the Federal Register on September 13, 
1985 the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) proposed 
rules whereby fee coal exchanges being processed by 
the BLM would be reviewed by the Department of 
Justice. It would allow BLM field officials to integrate 
Department of Justice consideration of the anti-trust 
consequences of proposed exchange(s) into their deci-
sion as to whether an exchange is in the public interest.

The Commission on Fair Market Value Policy for 
Federal Coal Leasing recommended that the Bureau of 
Land Management pursue fee coal exchanges "more 
vigorously, but in a careful and prudent manner, to 
consolidate federal and non-federal coal lease holdings 
of equivalent value into logical mining units." The 
Commission report recognized the controversial nature 
of such exchanges and that, in certain situations, such 
exchanges may have anti-trust consequences. The 
Department's response to the report is to routinely 
request a review by the Department of Justice when 
processing fee coal exchanges. The proposed rulemak-
ing provides the procedures that would be followed. 

The proposed rulemaking would provide for a public 
meeting on a fee coal exchange proposal shortly after 
its receipt or initiation. 

An issue on which public comment is requested is 
whether the final rulemaking should provide a minimum 
size threshold below which no anti-trust review would 
be required. A 100 million ton increase in a private 
party's marketable reserves has been suggested as that 
threshold. 

The advice of the Department of Justice on anti-trust 
consequenes would become a component of the BLM 
field official's determination as to whether a proposed 
exchange is in the public interest. 

COURT FAVORS DOI ON LAND EXCHANGE WITH 
RAILROAD 

The United States District Court for Washington, D.C. 
has concluded that the United States Department of the 
Interior (001) was within its perrogative to effect an 
exchange of lands with the Union Pacific Railroad. 

Judge Harold Greene ruled that the National Coal 
Association's suit to block the Corral Canyon land 
exchange was without merit. The complex land 
exchange involved a three-way swap in which Princeton 
University and three other non-profit organizations sold 
their properties within Grand Teton National Park to 
Union Pacific's subsidiary, Rocky Mountain Energy. 
Rocky Mountain Energy then exchanged the park pro-
parties for Department of Interior coal lands in south-
ern Wyoming. 

The National Coal Association has stated that it will 
appeal the ruling. (See page 4-29 of the March 1984 
Pace Synthetic Fuels Report for a summary of the 
controversy surrounding railroad ownership of coal 
leases.)	 - 

FINAL EIS ISSUED FOR FEDERAL COAL 
MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 

The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) in October 1985 
issued the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact 
Statement for the Federal Coal Management Program. 
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The draft version of this lengthy Environmental Impact 
Statement (EIS) was reviewed in the Pace Synthetic 
Fuels Report, March 1985, page 4-46. 

The IllS supplements a 1979 EIS on the federal coal 
leasing program and was prepared in response to 
changes in energy market conditions that formed the 
basis of the earlier document. 

Although the Final IllS is basically unchanged from the 
draft version with respect to substantive content, the 
BLM did make a number of alterations in response to 
public comment on the draft. BLM extensively revised 
the Proposed Action section to consist of a more 
detailed and comprehensive description of how the coal 
management program would operate under changes re-
lating mainly to the Office of Technology Assessment 
and Linowes Commission report recommendations. 
(Refer to page 4-44 of the September 1984 Pace 
Synthetic Fuels Report and page 4-24 of the MiThE 
1984 issue for summaries of both reports.) 

Because of many respones to the Review of Unsuitabi-
lity Criteria in Federal Coal Leasing (which was issued 
March 15, 1985, after the draft-EIS was published) 
Chapter 1 of this final supplemental EIS includes a 
section explaining the background of applying unsuitabi-
lity criteria in the federal coal management program. 

Chapter 3 of the final supplemental EIS contains up-
dated forecasts of coal production for 1990, 1995, and 
2000. Although the demand growth rate would remain 
the same as indicated in the draft EIS supplement, 
excess production capacity is now assumed to restrict 
the need for more coal in all areas, especially the West. 
Eliminating certain key assumptions, such as antici-
pated acid rain legislation and lower transportation 
costs in 2000, significantly reduced the amount of 
production shifts that would occur between Western and 
Eastern coal markets. BLM removed the acid rain 
legislation assumption in response to comments it re-
ceived.
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RECENT COAL PUBLICATIONS/PATENTS 

The following papers were presented at the American Chemical Society meeting In Chicago, Illinois on September 8, 
1985:

Ross, U.S., at al, "Isotope Effects in Supercritical Water-Kinetic Studies of Coal Liquefaction." 
Kershaw, J.R., "Extraction of Australian Coals with Supercritical Water." 
Deshpande, G.V., "Effect of Solvent Density on Coal Liquefaction Under Supercritical Conditions." 
Swanson, M.L., "Extraction of a North Dakota Lignite with Supercritical Aliphatic Solvents." 
Warzonski, R.P., "Fractional Destraction of Coal-Derived Residuum." 
Low, J.Y., "Hydrotreating in Supercritical Media." 
Chen, J.W., "Extraction and Desulfurizatlon of Chemically Degraded Coal with Supercritical Fluids." 
Curtis, C.W., "The Influence of the Petroleum Residua and Catalyst Type on Coprocessing." 
Girgis, M.J., "High-Pressure Catalytic Hydroprocessing of a Simulted Coal Liquid." 
Hsieh, C.R., "A Laboratory Study of Agglomeration in Coal Gasification." 
Hurtubise, R.J., "Separation and Characterization of H'droxyl Aromatics in Oils and Asphaltenes from 
Non-Distillable, Pyridine Soluble Coal-Liquids." 
Wood, K.V., "Tandem Mass Spectrometry and the Structure of Coal Derivatives." 
Nishioka, M., at al, "Determination of Polycyclic Aromatic Compounds Containing Both Sulfur and 
Nitrogen Heteroatoms in Coal-Derived Products." 
Benjamin, B.M., at al, "New Chemical Structural Features of Coal, Structure of Coal Derivatives." 
Stohl, F.V., at al, "Deactivation of Direct Coal Liquefaction Catalysts by Carbonaceous Deposits." 

Robbins, G.A., at al, "Phenolic -OH as a Process-Performance Indicator in Two-Stage Liquefaction." 
Moniz, M.J., at al, "The Effect on Product Yield Structure and Product Quality in the Hydrotreatment of 
Coal-Derived Extract Prior to Deashing in a Two-Stage Liquefaction Pilot Plant Operation." 

Winschel, R.A., "Process-Oil Characteristics in Integrated Two-Stage Liquefaction (list) Comparison of 
PDU and Pilot Plant Operations with.Bituminous Coal." 
Perry, M.B., et al, "New Correlations Between the Watson Characterization Factor (KU) and Properties 
of Coal-Derived Materials." 	 - 
Hellgeth, J.W., "HPLC-FTIR Analysis of Polar Coal-Derived Material." 
Sandaram, M.S., "Elemental and NMR Characterization of Tars from Entrained-Flow Flash Pyrolsysis of 
Coal." 
Jones, M.B., at al, "Solubility and Viscosity Studies of Coal-Derived Preasphaltenes." 
Baltisberger, R.J., at al, "Polystyrene and Poly(Vinyl Naphthalene) Oligomers for Molecular Weight 
Analysis of Coal Liquids." 
Serageldin, M.A., at al, "Coal Extraction by Compressed Fluids: A New Parameter." 
Suubarg, R.M., et al, "The Relation Between Tar and Extractables Formation and Crosslinking During 
Coal Pyrolysis." 
Chang, S.J., at al, "Hydrogenolysis in Coal Liquefaction and Pyrolysis: The Relative Importance of 
Solvent Radicals and Free Hydrogen Atoms." 
Bockrath, B.C., at al, "Hydrogen Utilization During the Early Stage of Coal Liquefaction." 
Derbyshire, F.J., at al, "A Study of Catalytic Coal Liquefaction in the Absence of Solvent." 
Skowronski, R.P., et al, "Dehydrogenation of ITSL Coal, Coal Extract, and Process Solvent." 
Ross, U.S., "Coal Conversion in Co/Water: The Roles of Pyrolysis and Phenolics in Conversion." 
Solomon, P.R., et al, "Experiments and Modelling of Coal Depolymerization." 
Coulombe, S., at al, "Influence of Reducing Gas in the Coprocessing of Coal and Bitumen." 
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Shen, S., at al, "The Effect of Carrier Gas on the Entrained Bed Pyrolysis of Western Kentucky No. 9 
Coal." 

Low, J.Y., "Donor Solvent Chemistry in Lignite Liquefaction." 

Kazimi, F., et a!, "Coal Liquefaction in Amine Systems." 

Ross, S.F., at al, "The Effects of Pyrolsysis Conditions and Coal Type on the Nature of Water-Soluble 
Organic Effluents." 

Baldwin, Robert M at al, "Rate of Coal Hydroliquefaction: Correlation to Coal Structure," May 1985. 

The following papers were presented at the 35th Canadian Chemical Engineering Conference held in Calgary, 
Alberta on October 6, 1985: 

Boehm, P.O., at al, "The Simultaneous Conversion of Coal and Heavy Oil to Premium Transportation 
Fuels." 

MacArthur, J.B., at al, "Coal/Oil Co-Processing of Canadian Feedstocks." 
Wuerfel, W., at a!, "The Pyrosol Process--A New Promising Route to Economic Coal Liquefaction." 

Theo, L.K., at al, "The Liquefaction of Alberta Sub-Bituminous Coals with Dispersed Catalysts in a 
Continuous Stirred Tank Reactor System." 

Groeneweg, 0., "An Advanced Technique for Separating Solids from Heavy Hydrocarbons." 
Aichlson, 0., at a!, "Technical and Economic Aspects of Coal-Heavy Oil Co-Processing Concept." 

Chambers, A.K., "Hydropyrolysls of Alberta Sub-Bituminous Coals and Characterization of Major 
Products." 

Easter, T.E., "Corrosion Behavior and Mechanical Properties of Silicon Carbide Exposed to a Coal Gasification 
Environment," June 1985. 

The following papers were presented at the Fifth Annual EPRI Contractors Conference on Coal Gasification held in 
Palo Alto, California on October 30, 1985: 

Synder, W., at al, "Phased Implementation of Coal Gasification Combined Cycle Power." 

Minderman, 0., "IGCC Site Specific Evaluation-Addressing Generic Study Limitations." 

Rees, D., at al, "An Evaluation of Small Coal-Based Generating Plant Options." 

Fortune, H.J., "Design of a British Gas/Lurgi-Based 10CC Power Plant for Virginia Power." 

Clark, W., "The Future of Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (10CC) Electrical Power Production." 
Weitzman, D., at al, "Results of EPRI-Sponsored Research at TVA's Ammonia from Coal Project." 
Heitz, W.L., "Status of Shell Coal Gasification Process." 

Tanimoto, F., "Ammonia from Coal Gasification." 
Petersen, G.T., "KILnOAS Program Status Report." 
Lienhard, H., at al, "Gasification of United States Lignite and Wood in the Lurgi Circulating Fluid Bed 
Gasification Plant." 

Haldipur, G.B., "Hot Gas Cleanup Using the KRW Gasifier." 

Jones, P.L., "Performance of Utah Bituminous Coal in the U-Gas Gasifier." 
Conkle, H.N., at al, "Performance of Battelle Treated Coal in a Wellman-Galusha Pilot-Scale Gasifier." 
Corman, .1., "Hot Gas Cleanup from a Moving Bed Gasifier." 

Simbeck, 0., "Comparison of Alternate Fuel Gas Sulfur Removal and Recovery Processes." 
Zeien, C., at al, "Treatment Studies on Coal Gasification Waste Waters." 
Brown, C.H., at a!, "Characterization of KILnGAS Waste Water." 

Hoettenhain, H., at al, "Thermal Upgrading of Low Rank Coals-A Process Survey." 

Harvey, L., at al, "Economic Competitiveness of Small Power Plants Using Ambient Pressure Air Blown 
Gasifiers." 

Heinmann, H., at al, "Chemistry and Morphology of Coal Liquefaction," June 1985. 
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Irvine, A.R., at at, "Direct Liquefaction Technology Assessment. Task 1. Technical Readiness of the Developing 
Plant Functions," September 1985. 

Irvine, A.R., at al, "Environmental, Health, and Safety Assessments for Direct Coal Liquefaction Volume 4, Plant 
Emissions and Control Techology Status," August 1985. 

Perkins, Roger A, "Sulfidation Resistant Coatings for Coal Gasification Process Equipment," May 1985. 

The following papers were presented at the Second Annual Pittsburgh Coal Conference held on September 16, 1985 
in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania: 

Deaths, W.R., "Great Plains Coal Gasification Project." 
Worn, R.H., et at, "rite Cool Water Project Clean Power from Coal." 
Fonseca, A.G., "Coal Research: From ft & D to the Marketplace." 
Hammesfahr, F.W., at al, "Underground Coal Gasification: An Update on the Leading Coal Conversion 
Technology for Lower-Priced Gas." 
McConnell, O.T., "Adaptation of Characterization Methods of Coal Stockpiles to Assure Consistency In 
Quality for Synthetic Fuel Processes." 
Comolli, £0., "The Low Severity Catalytic Liquefaction of Illinois No. 6 and Wyodak Coals." 
Abichandani, J.S., at al, "Pressure Effects on Steam Pyrolysis of Coal." 
Tait, A.M., at al, "Amoco's Integrated Close-Coupled Coal Liquefaction Bench-Scale Test." 
Lytle, F.W., at at, "Investigation of the Structures of Catalytic Species of Interest in Coal Gasification.- 
Stiller, A.H., at al, "Interactions of Supersolvents with Coal." 
Robinson, C.W., at a!, "Development of a Coal Pyrolysis Project in New Mexico." 
Gurski, P.S., "Findings and Experience in the KILnGAS Coal Gasification Demonstration." 
Weinhold, J.F., at al, "The Tennessee Valley Authority's Ammonia from Coal Project: Its 
Accomplishments and Plans for the Future." 
Boehm, F.G., "Co-Processing of Coal and Heavy Oil-A New Development for the Advancement of Coal 
Liquefaction." 
Pater, K., "Fixed-Bed Gasification of Estern Bituminous Coal." 
Schora, F.C., "Recent Developments in the U-Gas Process." 

Porter, C.R., at al, "The Chemcoal Processes and Conceptual Plant Economics." 
McCown, F.E., at at, "A Feasibility Study on Liquid Coal Preparation and Coal Char Demineralization." 

Sasol Annual Report, 1985. 

Sinha, V.T., at al, "Development of Significantly Improved Catalysts for Coal Liquefaction and Upgrading of Coal 
Extracts," February 1985. 

Smoot, L. Doubles, at al, "Coal Combustion and Gasification," 1985. 

Stearns Catalytic Corporation, "Engineering Evaluation of the Non-Integrated Two-Stage Liquefaction Process 
Concept," June 1985. 

Stiegel, G.J., at at, "Thermal Component of Residuum Conversion in Two-Stage Coal Liquefaction," June 1985. 

Tatter, A.R., at al, "Improving the Quality of Deteriorated Recycle Solvents," March 1985. 

Union Carbide Corporation, "Improved Catalysts for Liquid Hydrocarbon Fuels from Syngas," March 1985. 

Winschel, LA., at a!, "Coal Liquefaction Process Solvent Characterization and Evaluation," May 1985. 

The following papers were published in In Situ, Volume 9, Number 3, 1985: 

Paul, LA., "The Next Phase of WIDCO's Tono Project." 
Hill, 11W., at at, "Results of the Centralia Underground Coal Gasification Field Test" 
Metzger, 41A., "Instrumentation and Data System for the 1983 Partial-Seam CRIP Experiment." 
Bartel, L.C., at al, "Results from Using the CSAMT Technique to Monitor the Tone UCO Experiment." 
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COAL - PATENTS 

"Process of Ether Synthesis," Eric H. Reichl - inventor, Conoco Inc., United States Patent 4,537,772, August 13, 
1985. A method for producing fuel comprised of gasoline rich In methanol and methyl ethers derived from coal, 
which process comprises gasifying the coal to produce carbon monoxide and hydrogen, steam shifting the 
gasification product to produce additional hydrogen, cleaning up the shifted product, catalytically converting the 
cleaned shifted gas to a mixture of alcohols, separating a methanol fraction from the mixture of alcohols, 
dehydrating the remaining alcohols to olefins, etherifying the olefin mixture with a portion of the removed methanol 
fraction, and blending into gasoline the resulting ether mixture and a second portion of the removed methanol 
fraction. 

"Coal Liquefaction with a Selenium Catalyst," Tadatoshi Chiba, Hiroshi Moritomi, Hiroshi Nagaishi, Toshiyuki 
Obara, Yuzo Sanada, Tetsuro Yokono, and Susumu Yokoyama (all of Japan) - inventors, Hokkaido University, United 
States Patent 4,534,848, August 13, 1985. Disclosed are a catalyst for direct liquefaction of coal, which consists of 
selenium, a selenium compound, or a mixture of selenium or the selenium compound with a metal oxide, and a 
method of directly liquefying coal in the presence of such a catalyst. The method consists of heating powdered coal, 
the catalyst, and hydrogen to a temperature of 400-470°C under a pressure of 1 to 200 atmospheres. 

"Integrated Two-Stage Coal Liquefaction Process," James C. Bronfenbrenner, Ronald W. Skinner, and Samuel C. 
Znalmer - Inventors, international Coal Refining Company, United States Patent 4536275, August 20, 1985. This 
invention relates to an Improved two-stage process for the production of liquid carbonaceous fuels and solvents from 
carbonaceous solid fuels, especially coal. The process comprises forming a first stage slurry of finely divided coal, 
hydrogenated process solvent recycle, and hydrogen-rich gas, heating the slurry, passing the heated slurry to a 
dissolver vessel, dissolving at least a portion of the coal, adding fresh hydrogen to form a liquefied coal slurry, 
passing the liquefied coal slurry to a vapor-liquid separator, separating a vapor product stream and a condensed 
liquid product stream, passing the condensed liquid product stream to a first stage distillation system to form a 
residual bottoms product and a hydrocracker solvent stream, mixing the residual bottoms product with a deashing 
solvent to form a deashing stage slurry, passing the deashing stage slurry into a deashing separator to form deashing 
separator effluents consisting essentially of: (1) a light upper phase containing asphaltenes that are pentane 
Insoluble, benzene soluble; (2) a heavy lower phase containing preasphaltenes that are benzene insoluble, pyridine 
soluble; and (3) a very heavy lower phase containing unconverted coal, ash concentrates and very heavy 
preasphaltenes that are pyridine Insoluble; passing the very heavy lower phase of stream (3) to a gasification unit to 
generate hydrogen, mixing the light upper phase of stream (1) with the heavy lower phase of stream (2) and passing 
the admixture with the hydrocracker solvent derived from the first distillation zone through a hydrocracker zone 
being operated at a temperature of at least 700°F and a pressure of at least 1,500 PSIG to produce a hydrocracker 
effluent stream, passing the hydrocracker effluent stream to a hydrocracker flash unit to produce two streams, the 
first hydrocracker flash effluent stream containing 500°F+ asphaltenes and preasphaltenes in the absence of ash, 
unconverted coal and very heavy preasphaltenes and the second stream containing 500 0P as distillate product of the 
process, substantially all of the first hydrocracker flash effluent stream containing the asphaltenes and pre-
asphaltenes is passed as process solvent to slurry the coal and hydrogen to produce a greater quantity of distilaltes 
from the coal. 

"Upgraded Solvents in Coal Liquefaction Processes," Ronald L. Miller and Howard F. Silver - Inventors, In Situ inc., 
United States Patent 4,537,675, August 27, 1985. New solvent compositions and a new two-stage direct coal 
liquefaction process are provided which permit control of the liquid product slate from one consisting primarily of 
low boiling distillate to one consisting primarily of high boiling fuel oil. The use of the new solvent composition in 
the process significantly increases distillable liquid yields from coal or lignites. The preferred solvent contains from 
about zero to 100 weight percent of pyridine-soluble bottoms (i.e.: mineral matter-free, normally solid dissolved 
coal) in which the hydrogen content is maintained at an optimum level by adding from about 0.05 to about 2.0 weight 
percent hydrogen in a hydrotreating step and from about zero to 100 weight percent of a coal-derived distillate 
boiling below about 800°F to about 1,000°F. 

"Coal Liquefaction Process Using Low Grade Crude Oil," Harold Beuther, Thaddeus P. Kobylinski, Win Chung Lee, 
and Bruce K. .Schmid - Inventors, Gulf Research and Development Corporation, United States Patent 4,541,916, 
September 17, 1985. A process for converting coal to liquid hydrocarbonaceous products involving a liquefaction 
reaction in the presence of a coal-derived recycle slurry and a non-coal derived solvent comprising a hydrocarbona-
ceous oil or distillation bottom residue thereof intrinsically contaminated with greater than 300 ppm total of 
vanadium and nickel. The liquefaction reaction is performed under hydrogen pressure (approximately 500-4,000 psi) 
and under elevated temperature (approximately 300-500°C) using a weight ratio of non-coal derived solvent to coal 
of about 1:1 or less. The conversion of coal to liquids Is greatly enhanced by the use of such a non-coal derived 
solvent under these conditions. 

"Coal Liquefaction and Hydrogenation," Raymond H. Long and Harvey D. Schindler - Inventors, The Lummus 
Company, United States Patent 4,544,476, October 1, 1985. A two-stage process for the liquefaction of coal, 
comprising contacting coal with liquefaction solvent in a first stage coal liquefaction zone to produce a first 
effluent; hydrogenating at least a portion of the first effluent in a second stage to produce a second effluent 
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comprising 850°F- material and 850 0Ft material; recovering from the second effluent a (portion of the) first stream 
comprising 850°F- material as product and a second stream comprising a mixture of 850017- material and 850°F+ 
material; and directly employing said mixture, without additional hydrogenation, as at least a portion of the 
liquefaction solvent used in the coal liquefaction zone. 

"Extraction and Upgrading of Fossil Fuels Using Fused Caustic and Acid Solutions," Walter D. Hart and Robert A. 
Meyers - Inventors, TRW Inc., United States Patent 4,545,891, October 8, 1985. A crushed hydrocarbon-bearing 
material containing hydrocarbon and foreign mineral constituents is dispersed in fused alkali metal caustic to 
remove the sulfur content and release the foreign mineral matter from the hydrocarbon material for recovery 
and/or upgrading of the hydrocarbon content. The process permits recovery of 80 to 95 percent of the available 
kerogen or other hydrocarbon in a mineral matrix such as oil shale rock and conditions a solid fossil fuel such as 
coal, as well as the kerogen or other hydrocarbon released from the mineral matrix, for removal of substantially all 
remaining ash and other foreign mineral matter by subsequent washing of the hydrocarbon product in an aqueous 
solution of acid. 

"Coal Liquefaction and Hydrogenation," James M. Chen and Harvey D. Schindler - Inventors, Lummus Crest Inc., 
United States Patent 4,545,890, October 8, 1985. A two-stage process for the liquefaction of coal, comprising: 
contacting coal with liquefaction solvent in a first stage to produce a first effluent containing 850°F- material and 
850°F+ material; recovering from the first effluent a feed (mixture) material comprising at least a portion of the 
850°F- material and 8500F+ material; hydrogenating said feed (mixture) material in a second stage at a temperature 
of from 550°F to 7950F and at an overall conversion, based on 850 0F+ material, of at least 30 percent and no greater 
than 60% to produce a second effluent comprising 850°F- material and 850°F+ material; recovering from the second 
effluent a portion of the 8500E- material as product, and a mixture of 850°F- material and 850"F+ material said 
mixture having a ratio of from 0.8:1 to 6:1; and directly employing the mixture, without additional hydrogenation, as 
at least a portion of the liquefaction solvent used in the first stage, the liquefaction solvent being comprised of from 
zero to 40 percent of 850°F- material having an initial boiling point of at least 500°F recovered from the first stage 
effluent, and the mixture in an amount from 60 percent to 100 percent. 

"Coal Liquefaction and Hydrogenation," Harvey D. Schindler - Inventor, Lummus Crest Inc., United States Patent 
4,472,282, October 15, 1985. The coal liquefaction process disclosed uses three stages. The first is a liquefaction 
stage. The second and third stages are hydrogenation stages at different temperatures and In parallel or in series. 
One Stage Is within 650-795°F and optimizes solvent production. The other stage is within 800-840°F and optimizes 
the C 0500 product. 

"SRC Residual Fuel Oils," Edward P. Foster and Krishna C. Tewari - Inventors, International Coal Refining 
Company, United States Patent 4547201, October 15, 1985. Coal solids (SRC) and distillate oils are combined to 
afford single-phase blends of residual oils which have utility as fuel oil substitutes. The components are combined 
on the basis of their respective polarities. That is, on the basis of their heteroatom content, to assure complete 
solubilization of SRC. The resulting composition is a fuel oil blend which retains its stability and homogeneity over 
the long term. 

"Coal Gasification Composite Power Generating Plant," Tadao Arakawa, Yukio [-lishinuma, Nobuo Nagasaki, and 
Yoshiki Noguchi (all of Japan) - Inventors, Hitachi Engineering Company Ltd; Hitachi Ltd, United States Patent 
4,646,603, October 15, 1985. A coal gasification composite power generating plant has a coal gasification plant and 
a composite power generating plant. The coal gasification plant has a low-pressure steam generator for recovering 
heat from the furnace wall of a pressurized fluidized bed type coal gasification furnace, and a high-pressure steam 
generator disposed at the outlet of the gasification furnace and adapted to recover heat from the unrefined gas 
coming from the gasification furnace. The composite power generating plant includes a gas turbine which uses the 
gas generated in the gasification plant as the fuel gas, a boiler for recovering heat from the exhaust gas of the gas 
turbine, and high-pressure and low-pressure steam turbines which operate with the steam generated by the boiler. 
The high-pressure steam generated in the high-pressure steam generator is introduced to the high-pressure steam 
turbine, while the steam generated in the low-pressure steam generator is introduced into the low-pressure steam 
turbine, thereby to effectively recover the energy.
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STATUS OF COAL PROJECTS 

ADVANCED COAL LIQUEFACTION PILOT PLANT - Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) and United States 
Department of Energy (DOE) (C-is) 

EPRI assumed responsibility for the 6 tons per day Wilsonville, Alabama pilot plant in 1974. This project had 
been initiated by Southern Company and the Edison Electric Institute in 1972. Department of Energy began 
cofunding Wilsonville in 1976. 
The initial thrust of the program at the pilot plant was to develop the SRC-1 process. That program has 
evolved over the years in terms of technology and product slate objectives. Kerr-McGee Critical Solvent 
Deashing was identified as a replacement for filtration which was utilized initially In the plant and a Kerr-
McGee owned unit was installed in 1979. The technology development at Wilsonville continued with the 
installation and operation of a product hydrotreating reactor that has allowed the plant to produce a No. 6 oil 
equivalent liquid fuel product as well as a very high distillate product yield. 

More recently ; the Wilsonville Pilot Plant has been used to test the Integrated Two- Stage Liquefaction (ITSL) 
process. In the two stage approach, coal is first dissolved under heat and pressure into a heavy, viscous oil. 
Then, after ash and other impurities are removed in an intermediate step, the oil is sent to a second vessel 
where hydrogen Is added to upgrade the oil into a lighter, more easily refined product. A catalyst added In 
the second stage aids the chemical reaction with hydrogen. Catalytic hydrotreatment In the second stage 
accomplishes two distinct purposes; (1) higher-quality distillable products are produced by mild hydroconver-
sion, and (2) high residuum content, donor rich solvent is produced for recycle to the coal conversion first 
stage reactor. Separating the process into two stages rather than one keeps the hydrogen consumption to a 
minimum. Also, mineral and heavy organic compounds In coal are removed between stages using Kerr-
McGee's Critical Solvent Deashing unit before they can foul the catalyst. 
Preliminary research indicates that 30 percent less hydrogen may be needed to turn raw coal into a clean-
burning fuel that can be used for generating electricity in combustion turbines and boilers. Distillable 
product yields of greater than 60 percent MAP coal have been demonstrated during stable operations on 
bituminous coal. Similar operations with sub-bituminous coal have demonstrated distillates yields of about 
55 percent MAP. This represents substantial improvement over the current generation of coal liquefaction 
processes. Current tests at Wilsonville are concentrating on testing from both types of coals with the 
deashing step relocated downstream of the catalytic hyrotreatment. Preliminary results show that the 
previous improvements noted for the two-stage approach are achievable (no loss in catalyst activity). Lower 
product cost is indicated for this reconfigured operation in that the two reactor stages may be coupled as 
part of one system. Other tests have shown that the use of an iron oxide disposable catalyst in the thermal 
reactor can achieve increased liiiiWproduction at a relatively low hydrotreatment temperature and could 
reduce the reactor size in a commercial plant The Iron is particularly advantageous with the sub-bituminous 
coal. 
(Also refer to the Solvent Refined Coal Demonstration Plant (SRC-1) and the Integrated Two Stage 
Liquefaction projects.) 

Project Cost:	 Construction and operating costs (through calendar 1984): $85 million 

AECI AMMONIA/METHANOL OPERATIONS - AECI LTD. (C-17) 

(see the June 1985 issue, page 4-60) 

AQUA BLACKTM COAL-WATER FUEL PROJECT-- Gallagher Asphalt Company, Standard Havens, Inc. (C-23) 

In response to the United States Synthetic Fuels Corporation's solicitation for coal-water fuel projects, 
Standard Havens, Inc. has proposed that the current Aqua Black plant located at the site of the Gallagher 
Asphalt Company in Thornton, Illinois in the Chicago metropolitan area be expanded in its production 
capability to match United States Synthetic Fuels Corporation specifications. The project would then 
produce 1,000 barrels crude oil equivalent per day of coal-water fuel utilizing Standard Havens' technology. 
Co-sponsor of the project is the Gallagher Asphalt Company. Project engineering, design, and procurement 
will begin shortly after February 21, 1985 and the upgraded plant will be fully operational by June 30, 1986. 
The fuel will be sold to a variety of industrial users. Fuel use applications are within an economic truck and 
barge shipping distance from the plant. 

On July 24, 1984 the SFC announced that the staff will recommend to the SFC Board that it designate the 
project as a qualified bidder under the solicitation. The SFC's January 15, 1985 decision to eliminate any SFC 
assistance for the "industrial" portion of the solicitation put the plans for an expanded CWS plant on hold. 
The existing 7 tons per hour CWS plant, located at Gallagher Asphalt Corporation, in Thornton, Illinois, 
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continue to produce CWS fuel for the 1986 asphalt production season The possibilities for coke/water fuel 
production are being studied.. 

Project Cost:	 Not Disclosed 

AUSTRALIAN SRC PROJECT - CSR Ltd. and Mitsui Coal Development Pty, Ltd. (C-30) 

(see the September 1985 issue, page 4-62) 

BEACH-WIBAUX PROJECT - (See Tenneco ENO from Coal Project) 

BEACON PROCESS— Standard Oil Company of Ohio and TRW, Inc. (C-40) 

(see the March 1985 issue, page 4-62) 

BI-GAS PROJECT - United States Department of Energy (C-so) 
(see the March 1985 Issue, page 4-63) 

BOVFROP DIRECT COAL LIQUEFACTION PILOT PLANT PROJECT - Federal Ministry of Research and 
Development of West Germany, Ruhrkohle AG, VEBA Get AG, and West German State of North-Rhine Westphalia 
(C-65)

After 2 years of construction the 200 tons per day catalytic liquefaction pilot plant has been in operation 
since November 1981. (Investment: $DM220 million (1984 dollars)) By mid-May 1985 the coal oil pilot plant 
had operated with coal for about 17,000 hours. Total coal throughput was about 125,000 tons. 

During operation of the pilot plant the process improvements and equipment components have been tested. 

Besides an analytical testing program, the project involves upgrading of the coal-derived syncrude to 
marketable products such as gasoline, diesel fuel, and light heating oil. The hydrogenation residues are 
gasified either in solid or in liquid form in the Ruhrkohle/Ruhrchemie gasification plant at Oberhausen-Holten 
to produce syngas and hydrogen. 

The coal oil plant at Bottrop will run until the end of 1986 to ensure the planning of a reference coal oil plant 
on an industrial scale. 

The project is subsidized by the West German State of North-Rhine Westphalia and since mid-1984 by the 
Federal Ministry of Research and Development of West Germany. 

Project Cost:	 $DM530 million (by end of 1984) 

BROKEN HILL PROJECT - The Broken Hill Proprietary Company Ltd. (C-75) 
(see the September 1985 issue, page 4-62) 

BYRNE CREEK POWER PROJECT — (See Underground Coal Gasification - World Energy, Inc. Project) 

CALDERON FIXED-BED SLAGGING PROJECT-- Calderon Energy Company (C-79) 

In response to the United States Synthetic Fuels Corporation's (SFC's) Solicitation for Eastern Province or 
Eastern Region of the Interior Province Bituminous Coal Gasification Projects, Calderon Energy Company has 
proposed a project to be located In Bowling Green, Ohio. Calderon plans to build and operate an Integrated 
gasification combined-cycle commercial facility using the Calderon Process. This proprietary process 
gasifies run-of-mine bituminous caking coal In a fixed-bed slagging mode. 

The proposed project would generate an average of 48.0 megawatts of electric power and 70,000 pounds per 
hour steam in the summer, and an average of 42.3 megawatts of electric power and 156,000 pounds per hour 
of steam in the winter. Electric power would be sold to the City of Bowling Green on a take-or-pay contract. 
Of the steam produced, 50,000 pounds per hour would be used for gasification, and the balance sold to 
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Bowling Green State University for heating buildings on the campus, based on a summer and winter steam 
requirement of 20,000 and 106,000 pounds per hour, respectively. 
Calderon did not submit the required Qualification Proposal by the SFC's deadline of November 15, 1985. 
Therefore, the project was dropped from further consideration by the SEC. 

Project Cost:	 Not Disclosed 

CAN DO PROJECT— CAN DO, Incorporated (C-85) 

(see the March 1985 issue, page 4-64) 

CATERPILLAR TRACTOR LOW BTU GAS FROM COAL PROJECT - Caterpillar Tractor Company (C-90) 

(see the Match 1985 issue, page 4-64) 

CHEMICALS FROM COAL - Tennessee Eastman Co. (C-iso) 

(see the September 1985 Issue, page 4-63) 

CHIRIQUI GRANDE PROJECT - Ebasco Services Inc., United States State Department (Trade and Development 
Program) (C-iSS) 

(see the June 1985 issue, page 4-61) 

CIRCLE WEST PROJECT - Meridian Land and Mineral Company (C-170) 

(see the March 1985 issue, page 4-65) 

CITIES SERVICE/ROCKWELL PROCESS DEVELOPMENT - Rockwell International (Energy Systems Group) and 
United States Department of Energy (C-iso) 

(see the March 1985 issue, page 4-65) 

COALPLEX PROJECT - AECI (C-190) 

(see the March 1985 issue, page 4-66) 

COCA-i PROJECT - Coal Gasification (C-195) 

The lead sponsor for the COGA-1 project is Coal Gasification of Des Plaines, Illinois. The project, to be 
located in Macoupin County, Illinois, will produce anhydrous ammonia from coal. Construction of the 
proposed plant is scheduled to begin in late 1984 or early 1985 with completion in 1987. Approximately 
1.1 million tons of ammonia will be produced per year (3,200 tons per stream day) from synthesis gas 
produced from a U-Gas gasifier. Approximately 1.6 million tons per year of Illinois No. 6 bituminous coal 
will be provided from a nearby mine. 

The sponsors submitted a qualification proposal to the SFC under the competitive solicitation for projects 
utilizing bituminous coal from the Eastern Province or eastern region of the Interior Province, and 
resubmitted a proposal under the fourth general solicitation. 

In August 1985 a consortium headed by Coal Gasification submitted another proposal under the SFC's Eastern 
Bituminous Coal Gasification solicitation. On November 19, 1985 the SFC advanced the proposal as a 
qualified project in the solicitation. 

Project Cost: 	 Not disclosed
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COOL WATER COAL GASIFICATION PROJECT -- Participants (Equity Owners): Bechtel Corporation, Electric 
Power Research Institute, General Electric Company, Japan Cool Water Program (JCWP) Partnership, Southern 
California Edison, and Texaco Inc.; Contributors: Empire State Electric Energy Research Corporation (ESEERCO) 
and Sohio Alternate Energy Development Company (Sohio) (C-220) 

Participants have built a 1,000 tons per day commercial-scale coal gasification plant using the oxygen-blown 
Texaco Coal Gasification Process. The gasification system which includes two Syngas Cooler vessels, has 
been integrated with a General Electric combined cycle unit to produce approximately 120 megawatts of 
gross power. The California Energy Commission approved the state environmental permit in December 1979 
and construction began in December 1981. Plant construction which took only 2.5 years, was completed on 
April 30, 1984, a month ahead of schedule and well under the projected budget. A five-year demonstration 
period is underway. 
A spare quench gasifier, which has been added to the original facility to enhance the plant capacity factor, 
was successfully commissioned during April 1985. 
A Utah bituminous coal is being used for present operations. Several other coal feedstocks will also be 
tested, including Illinois No. 6 and Pittsburgh No. 8. Once the first stage (demonstration) of the program is 
completed in June 1989, Southern California Edison plans to undertake commercial operation of the facility if 
the economics are favorable and permits for continued operations are received. 
Texaco and SCE, which have contributed equity capital of $45 million and $25 million respectively to the 
effort, signed the joint participation agreement on July 31, 1979. The Electric Power Research Institute 
(EPRI) executed an agreement to participate in the Project in February 1980 and their current commitment is 
$69 million. Bechtel Power Corporation was selected as the prime engineering and construction contractor 
and also executed a participation agreement in September 1980 and have contributed $30 million to the 
project. General Electric signed a participation agreement in September 1980. In addition to contributing 
$30 million to the Project, GE will be the supplier for the combined cycle equipment. The JCWP Partnership, 
comprised of the Tokyo Electric Power Company, Central Research institute of the Electric Power Industry, 
Toshiba COP Corporation and lHI Coal Gasification Project Corp. signed a participation agreement on 
Februrary 24, 1982 to commit $30 million to the Project. ESEERCO and Sohio Alternate Energy 
Development Company are non-equity contributors to the project, having signed contributor agreements on 
January 20, 1982, and April 10, 1984, respectively committing $5 million each to the Project. A $24 million 
project loan with a $6 million in-kind contribution by SCE of facilities at SCE's existing generating station in 
Daggett, California completes the $263 million funding. 
A supply agreement was executed with Airco, Inc. on February 24, 1984 for Airco to provide "over-the-
fence" oxygen and nitrogen from a new on-site facility, thus reducing capital requirements of the Project. 
The Project applied to the United States Synthetic Fuels Corporation for financial assistance in the form of a 
price guarantee in response to the SFC's first solicitation for proposals. This was designed to reduce the risks 
of the existing Participants during the initial demonstration period. The Project was not accepted by the SFC 
because it did not pass the "credit elsewhere" test (the SVC believed sufficient private funding was available 
without government assistance). However, the sponsors reapplied for a price support under the SFC's second 
solicitation which ended June 1, 1982. On September 17, 1982, the SFC announced that the project had 
passed the six-point project strength test and had been advanced into Phase II negotiations for financial 
assistance. On April 13, 1983 the sponsors received a letter of intent from the SFC to provide a maximum of 
$120 million in price supports for the project. On July 28, 1983 the Board of Directors of the SFC voted to 
approve the final contract awarding the price guarantees to the project. 
The gasifier was started up on May?, 1984. On May 20, 1984 syngas was successfully fed to the gas turbine 
and the first combined cycle system operation was accomplished on May 31, 1984. On June 23, 1984 the ten 
continuous day SFC acceptance test was successfully completed and the Program was declared to be in initial 
production on June 24, 1984. 
In a June 25, 1985 press release, celebrating the first anniversay of its plant's commercial production 
commencement date (June 24, 1984), the Program announced that among the accomplishments during the 
"highly successful" first year of operations were: generation of approximately 413 million kilowatt hours of 
electricity from about 180,000 tons of coal; a California Department of Health Services finding that the 
Texaco Gasification Process slag was non-hazardous (the Program already sells its by-product elemental 
sulfur) and the successful commissioning of a spare gasifier. 
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The plant Is often referred to as "the world's cleanest coal-fired utility plant" with operations data reflecting 
NOx emissions of 0.061 pounds per million BTU; sulfur dioxide emissions of 0.034 pounds per million BTU 
(97 percent removal), and particulate emissions of 0.0013 pounds per million BTU. These emissions average 
about one-tenth of the allowables under the United States Environmental Protection Agency's New Source 
Performance Standards for coal-fired power plants. 

Project Cost:	 $263 million 

DOW GASIFICATION PROCESS DEVELOPMENT - The Dow Chemical Company (C-242) 
Dow has developed a coal gasification process primarily for the gasification of lignite, western, and other 
low-rank coals. This development originated in a 12 tons per day air-blown pilot plant. In 1983 the pilot 
plant was modified to a 36 tons per day oxygen-blown unit and an 800 tons per day air-blown prototype plant 
was completed and started up. The prototype unit was modified to a 1,600 tons per day oxygen-blown 
configuration in early 1984. The prototype plant has operated at rates up to capacity during 1985. Data from 
the prototype plant will be used to complete the design of the Syngas Project (Dow Chemical Company 
C-245). The process incorporates a Dow-developed entrained flow, slagging, slurry fed gasifier with a unique 
heat recovery technique for high efficiency on low-rank coal. Also utilized is a newly developed, continuous-
slag removal system. High temperature heat from the reactor off gas is recovered as high pressure 
superheated steam. A particulate removal system is also incorporated as a basic part of the process. The 
particulate-free raw syngas is suitable for further processing by a wide variety of commercially available 
processes to provide medium-BTU gas. The medium-BTU gas may be used as fuel or further processed to 
provide chemical synthesis gas, SNG, or liquid fuels. 
The process development stage of this project has been completed. Both the pilot plant and the prototype 
plant are now inactive. Data from the plants have been incorporated into the Down Syngas Project. 

Project Cost: Unavailable 

DOW SYNGAS PROJECT - Dow Chemical Company (C-245) 

The Dow Chemical Company proposed a project to produce medium-BTU gas from lignite and other lower 
rank coals using its own technology. The proposed plant, to be sited at Dow's chemical plant in Plaquemine, 
Louisiana, has a nameplate capacity of 30 billion BTU of synthetic gas per day. Feedstock will initially be 
western coal. Dow entrained-bed gasification, Dow Selectrarnine acid-gas removal, and Union Oil Selectox 
sulfur recovery will be used. In this application the Dow Gasification Process and the associated process 
units have been optimized for the production of synthetic gas for use as a combustion gas turbine fuel. The 
project requested price guarantees from the United States Synthetic Fuels Corporation under the third 
solicitation. During 1983 the project passed the SFC maturity, strength, and technical evaluations and 
entered Phase II negotiations for assistance. The Board of Directors of the SFC instructed their staff on 
February 16, 1984 to negotiate a letter of intent for $620 million in price guarantees for the project. The 
letter of intent was issued on April 5 and a final contract awarding $620 million to the project was signed by 
the SFC Board on April 26, 1984. Overall responsibility for engineering and construction has been assigned to 
Dow Engineering Company. Construction began in late 1984 and continues on schedule for a second quarter 
1987 startup. 
Engineering and construction are both on schedule as of July 1985. 

Project Cost:	 Unavailable 

DUNN NOKOTA METHANOL PROJECT - The Nokota Company (C-250) 

(see the June 1985 issue, page 4-62) 

EDS PROCESS - Anaconda Minerals Company, ENI, Electric Power Research Institute, Exxon Company, USA, 
Japan Coal Liquefaction Development Co., Phillips Coal Company, Ruhrkohle A.G., and United States Department 
of Energy (C-290) 

(see the June 1985 issue, page 4-63)
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ELM WOOD COAL-WATER FUEL PROJECT-- Foster Wheeler Tennessee, Inc. (C-265) 

Foster Wheeler Tennessee, Inc. was organized In September 1984 to produce coal water fuel utilizing the 
patented Carbogel process. Construction of the plant was initiated mid-April 1985, and completed 
September 27, 1985. Initial production operations began on October 1, 1985 with first fuel shipments 
shceduled for the end of the month. 

The plant is designed to produce 50,000 tons per year of coal water fuel with initial sales programmed for 
industrial users. Initial test runs have confirmed the ability of the fuel to burn without support fire from 
alternate sources. 

Project Cost:	 Not Disclosed 

ENRECON COAL GASIFIER - Enrecon, Inc. (C-270) 

(see the September 1985 issue, page 4-66) 

FLASH PYROLYSIS OF COAL WITH REACTIVE AND NON-REACTIVE GASES - Brookhaven National Laboratory 
and United States Department of Energy (C-340) 

(see the March 1985 issue, page 4-71) 

• FULARJI LOW BTU GASIFIER -- KEW Energy Systems Inc. (a subsidiary of Kellogg Rust Synfuels Inc.) and the 
Ministry of Machine Building Industry of the People's Republic of China (C-375)	 - 

The KRW gasification process has been selected by the Ministry of Machine Building Industry in the People's 
Republic of Chania, for application at their First Heavy Machinery Works located in Fularjl, Heilongjiang 
Province. The gasifier will utilize a domestic lignite coal to produce a medium heating value industrial fuel 
gas for use at this plant. 

The First Heavy Machinery Works is the largest heavy machinery plant in Asia. The initial plant was designed 
and built in the mid-1950s and has been expanded several times. Currently the plant employs approximately 
17,000 people. 

The Fularji plant utilizes a large quantity of fuel gas, primarily for their foundry, heating treating furnaces, 
etc. A series of 25 Russian designed fixed bed gasifiers has been built. 

In August 1985, a contract was signed by Kellogg Rust Synfuels, Inc. and the Ministry of Machine Building 
Industry to construct a KEW gasifier at the Fularji First Heavy Machine Works. Once proven, additional 
fluidized bed gasifiers will be installed to replace all of the existing fixed bed gasifiers at the Fularji plant. 

The project is envisioned to proceed in two phases. During Phase I, a single test gasifier will be installed to 
finalize design parameters at full scale and to verify Chinese equipment supply. Phase II would include the 
installation of additional gasifiers and other auxiliary facilities (waste water treatment, etc.). The 
preliminary schedule for Phase I requires completion of design and the initiation of hardware procurement In 
1986 and completion of construction by late 1987. This early date will be the first commercial scale 
operation of the KRW gasifier. 

The split of responsibility for Phase I is as follows: 

Kellogg Rust Synfuels, Inc. will provide all basic engineering services to include process design 
and analytical engineering, with detailed design of the gasifier to permit fabrication and 
construction by the First Heavy Machinery Works. Kellogg Rust Synfuels, Inc. will also provide 
specialized components of the gasifier and instrumentation not available in China and advisory 
services during construction, startup, and testing. 

The First Heavy Machinery Works will complete the detailed design of Phase I (except the 
gasifier) and will fabricate or supply and erect all equipment, using the specialized Items provided 
by Kellogg Rust Synfuels, Inc. The First Heavy Machinery Works will also provide all necessary 
operating and maintenance manpower and materials necessary for startup and test operations. 

Each KEW gasifier at Fularji must produce 140 million BTU per hour of fuel gas with a lower heating value of 
144 BTU per standard cubic feet. A single 3 meter (9.8 feet) gasifier operating at a pressure of 300 psig, will 
produce the fuel gas required for Phase I. 

Project Cost;	 Not disclosed
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GASIFICATION ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES - University of North Dakota Energy Research Center (C-390) 

The University of North Dakota Energy Research Center (UNDERC) has onsite an oxygen-blown fixed-bed 
gasifier that is capable of operating on lignite. The slogging fixed-bed gasifier (SFBG) pilot plant provides a 
large-scale source of lignite-derived effluents for subsequent characterization and treatment studies. The 
ability to produce "representative samples" for treatment testing from lignite is critical, because lignite will 
be the feedstock for a number of the first-generation synfuels plants. 
The goals of work at UNDERC are to develop public environmental data of effluent characteristics needed to 
satisfy permitting and siting requirements, and proof of concept on advanced control technologies for fixed-
bed gasification of lignite. The principal area of uncertainty where research activities should be focused 
centers around the cooling tower. The most cost-effective approach is to feed water directly from the 
extraction/stripping units to the cooling tower, without intermediate biological treatment. This wastewater, 
however, contains several thousand milligrams per liter of COD—after phenolics and other organics are 
reduced to low levels. 
The behavior of these previously uncharacterized species in a cooling tower with respect to drift, further 
biological activity, and associated fouling, and their effects on the solubility of dissolved solids is unknown. 

To establish the effect of various degrees of pretreatment, UNDERC has installed wastewater treatment 
process development units which simulate commercially available technology. During the first phase of the 
program, wastewater was processed by solvent extraction and ammonia stripping before being fed to a 
cooling tower to simulate the processes to be employed at the Great Plains Gasification Associates (GPGA) 
plant. In the second phase, wastewater pretreatment will be enhanced by the inclusion of activated sludge as 
processing, followed by granulated activated carbon (GAG) adsorption, in addition to extraction and stripping, 
before feeding the cooling tower, Phase II testing was intended to demonstrate that aqueous gasifier effluent 
can be used successfully as makeup to a cooling tower, provided adequate pretreatment has been performed. 
Results from Phase I testing indicated that minimally treated gasifier wastewater used without corrosion 
Inhibitor and biocide addition is not a suitable feed for a cooling tower operating at 10 cycles of 
concentration. After operating the tower at 10 cycles for 50 days, severe fouling was noted on heat 
exchanger surfaces. Corrosion rates of 10 to 15 MPY were noted for carbon steel, as well as severe pitting (4 
to 6 mils deep in the 50 day test). Results from exhaust sampling indicate a significant portion of the phenol 
and ammonia in the makeup water (91 and 81 percent, respectively) were stripped into the atmosphere. 
Twenty-one percent of the methanol was also stripped. 

Phase It biotreatment of the pretreated (solvent extracted, ammonia stripped) gasifier liquid has been 
successful. The pilot activated sludge unit had a mean ROD reduction of 96 percent and the system displayed 
good resiliency. Stripped gas liquor further treated by activated sludge (AS) and granular activated carbon 
(GAG) was used as cooling tower feed in Phase IL Following these pretreatment steps, this water had a very 
low organic loading of approximately 150 milligrams per liter of COD. The Phase Ii test was terminated 
April 30, 1984, after a 39 day run. Excessive corrosion rates and now restrictions were the primary factors 
in the decision to stop the proposed 50 day test. The corrosion and fouling problems experienced in the 
Phase Ii test provide evidence that AS and GAG treated liquor cannot be used as cooling tower makeup 
without the addition of an appropriate corrosion inhibitor. 
A 50 day Phase UI cooling tower test was performed using AS and GAC treated liquor from slogging 
gasification with addition of a zinc-chromate corrosion inhibitor and a polyphosphonate solids dispersant. 
Using zinc and chromate dosages of 10 ppm in the cooling water, carbon steel corrosion decreased to 
approximately 25 percent of the rates observed in the Phase II system without corrosion inhibitor. At 
temperatures of 800 to 90°F, carbon steel corrosion did not exceed 7 MPY. Corrosion rates less than 1 MPY 
had originally been anticipated with the inhibitor dosages used In this system. However, analysis of zinc, 
chromium, and phosphate levels in the cooling water and in deposits showed evidence of polyphosphonate 
degradation. Because of this degradation, polyphosphonates were not able to stabilize zinc ion in the alkaline 
cooling water or effectively disperse solids. 
In order to determine water-specific effects of cooling tower wastewater reuse, a Phase IV test was 
performed using stripped gas liquor (SaL) generated at the Great Plains Gasification Associates commercial 
lignite gasification plant In Beulah, North Dakota. This water had been treated by processes similar to those 
used in pre-treatment of the slogging gasifier wastewater used as makeup for the previous Phase I test. The 
GPGA SQL contained phenol, fatty acid, and ammonia concentrations of 20 ppm, 700 ppm, and 1,300 ppm, 
respectively. In comparison, the SGL makeup used in Phase I contained roughly 150 ppm phenol, 300 ppm 
fatty acids, and 500 ppm ammonia. The average rate of heat transfer coefficient loss for carbon steel heat 
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exchanger tubes was tour times lower in Phase IV using GPGA SGL than in Phase I using slagging gasification 
SGL. Deposit accumulation in these tubes was also significantly slower; 1.0 gram deposit per square meter 
per day in Phase IV as compared to 9.5 grams deposit per square meter per day in Phase I. The microbial 
population maintained in the the Phase IV system (3 x 108per milliliter) was two orders of magnitude higher 
than that maintained during Phase I; this was found to be directly attributable to the high concentrations of 
biodegradable organic acids in GPGA SGL and the presence of sufficient phosphate for bacterial growth. 
Carbon steel corrosion in the Phase IV system was somewhat less severe than in Phase I. Rates varied from $ 
to 12 MPY, and corrosion was primarily the result of localized under-deposit attack. The fraction of phenol 
air-stripped into the atmosphere was similar in Phases I and IV. In both cases, 90 percent of the phenol 
entering the system was detected in the exhaust. 

Project Cost:	 $1.6 million for annual research Year 2 (April 1984-April 1985) 
$0.9 million for annual research Year 3 (April 1985-April 1986) 

GEGAS-D PROJECT - (See IGCC Simulation) 

GFK DIRECT LIQUEFACTION PROJECT - Saarbergwerke AG (C-400) 
Until 1984 GfK Gesellschaft fur Kohleverflussigung MbH, a subsidiary of Saarbergwerke AG, has dealt with 
the single stage, severe hydrogenation, which Is still uneconomic due to high hydrogen consumption and high 
pressure. Furthermore only expensive low ash-coals can be processed. 

For this reason since 1984 GfK has conceived a unique process called PYROSOL which can produce liquid 
fuels at competitive prices. The PYROSOL process is two-stage comprising a mild hydrogenation in the first 
stage followed by hydropyrolysis of the residue in a second stage. 
At present activities are directed to installed a hydropyrolizer in the 6 tons per day liquefaction unit. Data 
to plan a large demonstration plant are expected to be available by the end of .1989. 

Project Cost:	 Not disclosed 

GREAT PLAINS GASIFICATION PROJECT — Great Plains Gasification Associates, (Composed of ANR Gasification 
Properties Company, MCN Coal Gasification Company, Pacific Synthetic Fuel Company, Tenneco SNG Inc., and 
Transco Coal Gas Company) (C-420) 

Initial design work on a coal gasification plant located near Beulah in Mercer County, North Dakota 
commenced In 1973. In 1975, ANG Coal Gasification Company (a subsidiary of American Natural Resources 
Company) was formed to construct and operate the facility and the first of many applications were filed with 
the Federal Power Commission (now FERC). The original plans called for a 250 million cubic feet per day 
plant to be constructed by late 1981. However, problems in financing the plant delayed the project and in 
1976 the plant size was reduced to 125 million cubic feet per day. A partnership named Great Plains 
Gasification Associates was formed by affiliates of American Natural Resources, Peoples Gas (now MidCon 
Corporation), Tenneco Inc., Transco Companies Inc. (now Transco Energy Company) and Columbia Gas 
Systems, Inc. Under the terms of the partnership agreement, Great Plains would own the facilities, ANG 
would act as project administrator, and the pipeline affiliates of the partners would purchase the gas. 
In January 1980, FERC issued an order approving the project. However, the United States Court of Appeals 
overturned the FERC decision. In January 1981, the project was restructured as a non-jurisdictional project 
with the SNG sold on an unregulated basis. In April 1981, an agreement was reached whereby the gas would 
be sold under a formula which escalates quarterly according to increases in the Producer Price Index and the 
price of No. 2 Fuel Oil, with limits placed on the formula by the price of other competing fuels. During these 
negotiations, Columbia Gas withdrew from the project. 

Pull scale construction did not commence until August 6, 1981 when DOE announced the approval of a $2.02 
billion conditional commitment to guarantee loans for the project. This commitment was sufficient to cover 
the debt portion of the gasification plant, Great Plains' share of the coal mine associated with the plant, an 
SNG pipeline to connect the plant to the interstate natural gas system, and a contingency for overruns. Final 
approval of the loan guarantee was received on January 29, 1982. The project sponsors were generally 
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committed to providing one dollar of funding for each three dollars received under the loan guarantee up to a 
maximum of $740 million of equity funds. 
On May 13, 1982, it was announced that a subsidiary of Pacific Lighting Corporation would acquire a 
10 percent interest in the partnership; 7.5 percent from ANR's interest and 2.5 percent from Transco. The 
consortium was as follows after the transfer which was approved by the DOE in November: 

•	 American Natural Resources - Detroit, Michigan 
Partner-- ANR Gasification Properties Company 	 25.0% 
Purchaser - Michigan Wisconsin Pipe Line Company 25.0% 

•	 Tenneco Inc. - Houston, Texas 
Partner - Tenneco SNG Inc. 	 30.0% 
Purchaser - Tennessee Gas Pipeline	 -	 30.0% 

•	 Transco Energy Company - Houston, Texas 
Partner —Transco Coal Company	 20.0% 
Purchaser - Transcontinental Pipe Line Corp. 	 25.0% 

•	 MidCon Corporation - Chicago, Illinios 
Partner - MCN Coal Gasification Company 	 15.0% 
Purchaser - Natural Gas Pipeline Co. of America 	 20.0% 

•	 Pacific Lighting Corporation - Los Angeles 
Partner - Pacific Synthetic Fuel Company 	 10.0% 
Purchaser - (none) 

The project, produces an average of 125 million cubic feet per day (based on a 90 percent onstream factor) of 
high BTU pipeline quality synthetic natural gas, 93 tons per day of ammonia, 88 tons per day of sulfur, 200 
million cubic feet per day of carbon dioxide, potentially for enhanced oil recovery and other miscellaneous 
by-products including tar, oil, phenols, and naphtha to be used as fuels. Approximately 14,000 tons per day of 
North Dakota lignite will be required as feedstock. 
During October, Great Plains produced an average of 136.75 million cubic feet per day of high-BTU syngas 
(99.4 percent onstream factor). The gas is marketed through a 34 mile long pipeline connecting the plant 
with the Northern Border pipeline running into the eastern United States. Great Plains uses 12 of the 14 
gasifier vessels in normal production. 
In Summer 1983 the sponsors notified the DOE that, due to world oil prices, they expected to lose up to 
$1.3 billion over the first 10 years of project operation. The sponsors sought price supports from the SFC as a 
result. The project sponsors applied to the SFCs Competitive Solicitation for Coal Gasification Projects that 
closed on February 2, 1984. On February 24, 1984 the SFC announced that the Great Plains Project was a 
qualified bidder under the solicitation. The project received a letter of intent proposing up to $790 million in 
price guarantees on April 26, 1984. 
In May 1985 the SFC decided that the best way to obtain long-term operation of the plant was to restructure 
and extend the debt repayment schedule. Following extensive negotiations between the SFC, DOE, and the 
sponsors, on July 30, 1985 DOE determined that it could not agree to the plan. Therefore, the sponsors 
abandoned the project and defaulted on the loan. As of the end of August, DOE is operating the plant while 
determining its final disposition. DOE started formal foreclosure proceedings to obtain title to the plant. 

Project Cost:	 $2.1 billion 

GREEK LIGNITE GASIFICATION COMPLEX-- Nitrogenous Fertilizers Industry SA (AEVAL) (C-430) 

(see June 1985 issue, page 4-67) 

H-R INTERNATIONAL SYNGAS PROJECT -- H-It International, Inc. and The Slagging Gasification Consortium 
(C-458)

H-R International, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of Swiss Aluminum Ltd., and The Slagging Gasification 
Consortium (consisting of Babcock Woodall-Duckham Ltd., British Gas Corporation, and The SOC Group plc.), 
have proposed a project to the United States Synthetic Fuels Corporation (SFC). The preliminary 
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qualification statement describing the project was submitted in response to the SFC's Solicitation for Eastern 
Province and Eastern Region of the Interior Province Bituminous Coal Gasification Projects. 

The proposed project would utilize the British Gas/Lurgi slagging coal gasification process. The plant, to be 
located at an unspecified site in West Virginia, will produce 10 million standard cubic feet per day of 
hydrogen, 7 million standard cubic feet per day of carbon monoxide, 80 megawatts of electricity, and 
300,000 pounds per hour of steam. These net saleable products from the plant will be approximately 
3,000 barrels crude oil equivalent (COE) per day. The intended market for the products is existing companies 
near the plant area. 
The sponsors anticipate that design and construction of the plant will take approximately 3 years from the 
date a contract is signed with the SPC. An order-of-magnitude project cost estimate is $200 million on 
"overnight" or "instant plant" basis (before interest and escalation during the project execution). 

Thesponsors did not submit a second, more detailed Qualification Proposal by the SPOs November 15, 1985 
deadline. Therefore, the SPC has dropped the project from further consideration. 

Project Cost:	 $200 million 

HUENKE COT COAL GASIFICATION PILOT PLANT - Carbon Gas Technology (COT) GmbH, a joint venture of 
Deutsche Babcock AG, Gelsenberg AG, and Manfred Nemitz Industrieverwaltung (C-472) 

(see the March 1985 issue, page 4-74) 

HYDROGASIFICATION OF COAL TO SNG - Lurgi GmbH, Ministry of Research & Technology of the Federal 
Republic of Germany and Rheinische Braunkohlenwerke AG (C-475) 

The hydrogasification process developed by Rheinbraun is a pressurized fluidized bed technique. Engineering 
partner in this project is Lurgi. The project is subsidized by the Ministry of Research & Technology of the 
Federal Republic of Germany. A PDU for the hydrogasification was engineered and built by Lurgi company, 
Frankfurt, on the site of Union Kraftstoff at Weaseling. 

This plant with a throughput of about 5 tons per day dried brown coal or anthracite has been operated from 
1975 to September 1982. More than 1,780 tons of dried brown coal and about 14 tons anthracite have been 
gasified during 12,235 hours at temperatures between 820° to 1,000°C and pressures between 55 and 95 bar. A 
methane content of nearly 50 percent by volume in the dry crude gas has been reached. The longest 
continuous test period of operation has been 31 days. 

A pilot plant with a throughput of about 240 tons per day of dried brown coal at pressures up to 120 bar was 
constructed from 1979 to 1982. This pilot plant includes an Amisol plant for washing out sour gas components 
and a Linde cryogenic separation unit for isolation of SNO from hydrogen for recycle into the gasifier. 

For large-scale plants the hydrogen needed additionally can be generated in the HTW process with a following 
shift conversion of the carbon monoxide in the raw gas to hydrogen, or a part of the produced methane is 
catalytically converted in a methane stream reformer being heated with process heat from a high 
temperature gas cooled nuclear reactor. 
The pilot plant went onstream in Spring 1983. Up to the end of September 1985 about 21.500 tons of dried 
brown coal were processed in about 4,800 hours of operation. 

The selected process design as a whole has proved successful; this holds also true of the method of recovering 
the unconverted hydrogen in a cryogenic separation unit and returning it to the gasification process. 
A comparison of test results from the pilot plant with corresponding data from the PDV indicates that the 
upscaling was thus far successfuL 

Project Cost:	 Not disclosed 

10CC EXPERIMENTAL SIMULATION - General Electric Company (C-480) 

(seethe March 1985 issue, page 4-75) 

INTEGRATED TWO-STAGE LIQUEFACTION - Cities Service/Lummus and United States Department of Energy 
(C-490) 

(see the March 1985 issue, page 4-76)
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JAPANESE BITUMINOUS COAL LIQUEFACTION PROJECT - New Energy Development Organization (NEDO) 
(C-SOS)

Basic research on coal liquefaction was started in Japan when the Sunshine project was Inaugurated In 1974, 
just after the first oil crisis in 1973. NEDO assumed the responsibility for development and commercializa-
tion of coal liquefaction and gasification technology. NEDO plans a continuing high level of investment for 
coal liquefaction R&D, involving two large pilot plants. A 50 tons per day brown coal liquefaction plant is 
under construction in Australia, and a 250 tons per day bituminous coal liquefaction plant is planned in Japan. 
The pilot plant in Australia is described in the project entitled "Victoria Brown Coal Liquefaction Project." 
The properties of brown coal and bituminous coal are so different that different processes must be developed 
for each to achieve optimal utilization. Therefore, NEDO has also been developing a process to liquefy sub-
bituminous and low Fade bituminous coals. NEDO had been operating three process development units 
utilizing three different concepts for bituminous coal liquefaction: solvent extraction, direct liquefaction, 
and solvolysis liquefaction. These three processes have been integrated into a single new process and NEDO 
has Intended to construct a 250 tons per day pilot plant. 
In the proposed pilot plant, bituminous coal will be liquefied In the presence of activated iron catalysts. 
Synthetic iron sulfide or iron dust will be used as catalysts. The heavy fraction (-5400C) from the vacuum 
tower will be hydrotreated at about 350°C and 100-150 atm in the presence of catalysts to produce 
hydrotreated solvent for recycle. Consequently, the major products will be light oil. Residue-containing ash 
will be separated by vacuum distillation followed by steam stripping. 
Basic design of the new pilot plant has started. It is expected that the pilot plant will start operation in 1990. 
The total cost, Including operations, is expected to be $400 million. 

Project Cost: 	 $400 million, not including the three existing PDU 

KANSK-ACHINSK BASIN COAL LIQUEFACTION PILOT PLANTS -- Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (C-495) 

(see the March 1985 issue, page 4-78) 

KENNEDY SPACE CENTER POLYGENERATION PROJECT - National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
(C-502) 

(see the September 1985 issue, page 4-70)

KEYSTONE PROJECT - The Signal Companies (C-Sb) 
In response to the United States Synthetic Fuels Corporation's fourth general solicitation that ended June 29, 
1984, the Signal Companies have proposed a coal-to-fuel gas project. The proposed project would produce 
128 million standard cubic feet per day of fuel gas from 2,125 tons per day of high sulfur, caking bituminous 
western Pennsylvania coal. This fuel gas will be used in an adjacent combined cycle power plant to produce 
approximately 190 kilowatts of electricity. To be located near Johnstown, Pennsylvania, the project will use 
the KEW Energy System Inc., fluid bed coal gasification technology. Construction Is scheduled to begin in 
November 1985 with initial production commencing in July 1988. Loan and price guarantees were requested 
from the SFC. On January 15, 1985 the project was determined to be a "qualified project" under the terms of 
the solicitation. On July 10, 1985 the project was also submitted in response to the SFC's solicitation for 
Eastern bituminous coal gasification projects. The SFC has determined that Keystone is a qualified project 
under the solicitation. 

Project Cost:	 Not Disclosed 

K-FUEL COMMERCIAL FACILITY -- Energy Brothers Inc. (C-SiB) 
Energy Brothers, licensor of the K-Fuel process, is building a plant located next to the Port Union Mine near 
Gillette, Wyoming. The plant will use the process invented by Edward Koppelman and developed further by 
SRI International. In the K-Fuel process, low-grade coal or peat is dried and mildly pyrolyzed in two coupled 
reactors that operate at elevated temperatures and at a pressure of 800 psi. The process produces a 
pelletized coal, and by-product water and fuel gas. K-Fuel pellets contain 60 percent more energy 
(approximately 27 million BTU per ton) and 40 percent less sulfur than the raw coal. The fuel gas from the 
process is utilized on site to provide the needed heat for the process. The proposed facility will utilize 
± modules each capable of producing 350,000 tons per year of K-Fuel. 
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Wisconsin Power and Light has agreed to a 10-year purchase agreement for "a substantial portion" of the 
output of the plant. The K-Fuel will be tested at Wisconsin Power and Light's Rock River generating station 
near Beloit in south-central Wisconsin. For the test Wisconsin Power and Light will purchase the fuel at the 
cost of production, which has yet to be determined but is estimated to be over $30 per ton. If the test is 
successful, Wisconsin Power and Light has the option to invest in the process. The utility is expected to begin 
taking shipments of K-Fuel in May 1986. 
Wisconsin Power and Light is interested in burning K-Fuel to eliminate the need to Install expensive 
equipment to reduce sulfur emissions from the power plant. The upgraded coal is also less expensive to ship 
and store due to its improved heating value. 

Project Cost:	 Million 

KILnGAS PROJECT - Allis-Chalmers, KILnOAS R & D, Inc., State of Illinois, Electric Utility participants are: 
Baltimore Gas and Electric Company, Central Illinois Light Company, Consumers Power Company, Electric Power 
Research Institute, Illinois Power Company, Iowa Power & Light Company, Monongahela Power Company, Ohio 
Edison Company, The Potomac Edison Company, Public Service Indiana, Public Service Company of Oklahoma, 
Union Electric Company, West Penn Power Company (C-520) 

(see the March 1985 issue, page 4-79) 

KLOCKNER COAL GASIFIER - CRA (Australia), Kleckner Kohlegas, West German Federal Government (C-535) 

(see the March 1985 issue, page 4-80) 

KRW ENERGY SYSTEMS INC. ADVANCED COAL GASIFICATION SYSTEM FOR ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION 
- Kellogg Rust Inc., United States Department of Energy, and Westinghouse Electric (C-980) 

In April 1984 Westinghouse sold controlling interest in the Synthetic Fuels Division and its coal gasification 
technology to Kellogg Rust Inc.; the new name is KRW Energy Systems Inc. United States Department of 
Energy (DOE) funding for fiscal year 1984 has been committed. DOE awarded a $27 million contract to KEW 
Energy Systems to fund continued development of the KEW coal gasifier. KRW will also contribute 
$6.7 million to the 32-month effort, which will be conducted largely at the Waltz Mill test facility southeast 
of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. The present program will focus on linking the 25 tons per day gasifier to an 
advanced hot gas cleanup system for applications to integrated coal gasification combined cycle power 
generation. The hot gas cleanup technology to be tested is a process developed at DOE's Morgantown Energy 
Technology Center using regenerable zinc ferrite to absorb hydrogen sulfide. Other components of the 
program include a study of multiple injection ports for the gasifier and In-bed sulfur removal by injecting 
limestone. 
The 1(11W coal gasification pilot plant, located at the Waltz Mill Site near Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania has been 
operated since 1975 and has accumulated more than 10,000 hours of hot operation with a broad range of 
coals. The range of coal types includes highly caking eastern bituminous, western sub-bituminous, and 
lignites, high ash and low ash, high moisture and low moisture. 
The pilot plant utilizes a single stage fluidized bed gasifier with ash agglomeration and hot fines recycle. The 
pilot gasifier is operated at temperatures between 1,550°F and 1,9501' and pressures between 130 psig and 
230 psig, with air feed to produce low-BTU gas and oxygen feed to produce medium-BTU gas. Pilot plant coal 
capacity ranges between 20 and 35 tons per day, depending on coal type. The pilot plant has been integrated 
with prototype combustion turbine test passages, and tests were conducted with coal gases covering a broad 
range of heating values. In 1983, successful tests were conducted to demonstrate hot fines recycle. They 
showed a 23 percent increase in carbon conversion for Wyoming Sub-C coal (8 percent for Pittsburgh No. 8), 
and a 38 percent decrease in oxygen consumption (26 percent for Pittsburgh No. 8). A commercial gasifier-
size cold flow fluidized bed scale-up facility began operation in 1981, the purpose being to develop a data 
base sufficient to reduce risks associated with scale-up to acceptable levels. 
Several commercial demonstration projects are currently being evaluated for application of the KEW coal 
gasification system to various industrial and utility applications. Included is the Keystone Project, previously 
withdrawn from SFC consideration, but resubmitted for fourth round consideration. The project which is 
located near Johnstown, Pennsylvania involves a coal gasification combined cycle facility which will gasify 
about 2,050 tons per day of local coal to produce about 190 megawatts of electric power. 
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The first commerical-scale operation of KRW gasification will take place in the Peoples Republic of China at 
Fularji in northeast China. (See the Fularji Low-BTU Gasifier project.) 

Project Cost:	 Not disclosed 

LAPORTE LIQUID PHASE METHANOL SYNTHESIS - Air Products & Chemicals, Chem Systems Inc., Electric 
Power Research Institute, Fluor Engineers and Constructors, and United States Department of Energy (C-550) 

(see the September 1985 Issue, page 4-72) 

LFC COAL LIQUEFACTION/COGENERATION PLANT - AEM Corporation and SGI International (C-557) 

(see the September 1985 issue, page 4-72) 

LIQUEFACTION OF ALBERTA SUB-BITUMINOUS COALS, CANADA -- Alberta/Canada Energy Resources Re-
search Fund and Alberta Research Council (C-567) 

(see the March 1985 issue, page 4-81) 

LULEA MOLTEN IRON COAL GASIFICATION PILOT PLANT - KHD Humboldt Wedag AG and Sumitomo Metal 
Industries, Ltd (C-sea) 

(see the June 1985 issue, page 4-70) 

LU NAN AMMONIA-FROM-COAL PROJECT -- China National Technical Import Corporation (C-587) 
(see the March 1985 issue, page 4-82) 

MAZINGARBE COAL GASIFICATION PROJECT - Cerchar (Research Organization of Charbonnages de France-
CdF), European Economic Community, Gas Development Corporation, Institute of Gas Technology (C-595) 

(see the September 1985 issue, page 4-73) 

MINING AND INDUSTRIAL FUEL GAS GROUP (MIFGA) GASIFIER - American Natural Service Company; 
Amerigas; Bechtel Incorporated; Black, Sivalls, Bryson; Burlington Northern; Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Company; Davy 
McKee Corporation; Dravo Corporation; EPRI; The Hanna Mining Company; Peoples Natural Gas Company; Pickands 
Mather & Company; Reserve Mining Company; Riley Stoker Corporation; Rocky Mountain Energy; Stone and 
Webster; USBM-Twin City Metallurgical Research Center; United States Department of Energy; U.S. Steel 
Corporation; Western Energy Company; Weyerhaeuser (C-630) 

(see the March 1985 issue, page 4-83) 

MOBILE COAL-WATER FUEL PROJECTS -- Foster Wheeler Corporation (C-655) 
(see the September 1985 issue, page 4-74) 

MONASH HYDROLIQUEFACTION PROJECT - BP United Kingdom Ltd. and Monash University (C-665) 
(see the September 1985 issue, page 4-74) 

MOUNTAIN FUEL COAL GASIFICATION PROCESS - Ford, Bacon & Davis; Mountain Fuel Resources, Inc.; United 
States Department of Energy (C-670) 

(see the September 1985 issue, page 4-74) 

NATIONAL COAL BOARD LIQUID SOLVENT EXTRACTION PROJECT - British Department of Energy and 
National Coal Board (C-690) 

(see the September 1985 issue, page 4-74) 

NATIONAL COAL BOARD LOW BTU GASIFICATION PROJECT - British Department of Energy and National Coal 
Board (C-700) 

(see the September 1985 issue, page 4-75)
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NATIONAL SYNFUELS PROJECT - Elgin Butler Brick Company and National Synfuels Inc. (C-705) 

(see the June 1985 issue, page 4-71) 

NEW MEXICO COAL PYROLYSIS PROJECT - Energy Transition Corporation (C-710) 

(see the March 1985 issue, page 4-86) 

NORTHERN PEAT ENERGY PROJECT --Signal Cleanfuels, Inc. (C-753) 
The Signal Companies, Inc., is proposing a project utilizing wet carbonization of peat developed by J. P. 
Energy of Finland to produce a "peat-derived fuel" which is a low-sulfur, low-ash solid fuel substitutable for 
oil in existing and new utility, industrial, and residential burning facilities. The project will produce 
960,000 barrels oil equivalent per year of fuel. Project site is Milford, Maine. Feedstock requirements are 
for 365,000 tons per year of dry peat. Construction could start in 1987 upon completion of. a federal 
Environmental Impact Statement, and production would begin in 1989 with full production later that year. A 
letter of intent with term sheet has been executed with the United States Synthetic Fuels Corporation under 
the third solicitation. The funding status of this and other SFC Term Sheet projects remains uncertain at this 
time. Engineering will be done by Kellogg-Rust Synfuels, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of The Signal 
Companies, Inc. The SFC has set a deadline of December 13, 1985 for the sponsor to provide additional 
information and to demonstrate continued commitment to the oroiect. 

Project Cost:	 $132 million (June 1983 dollars) - Estimated 

• NYNAS ENERGY CHEMICALS COMPLEX -- AGA, A. Johnson & Company, Superfos Group, and the Swedish 
Investment Bank (C-754) 

A group of four Danish and Swedish companies has agreed to build a coal-based ammonia plant in Sweden. 
The Nynas Energy Chemicals Complex (NEX) will utilize the Texaco coal gasification process to produce 
synthesis gas for ammonia production. initially, the facility will produce 450,000 tonnes of ammonia per 
year, hot water for the Southern Stockholm district heating system, and industrial gases (oxygen, nitrogen, 
and argon). Also, Nynas Petroleum's refinery in Nynashamn will switch to fuel gas from NEX. Other related 
process options will be implementated later. The plant is scheduled to goon stream in the Fall 1989 at a cost 
of $450 million (United States dollars). 
Participants in the project are: AGA, the Swedish industrial gas group; A. Johnson and Company, a privately-
owned Swedish trading and industrial group; the state-owned Swedish investment Bank; and the Superfos 
Group, Denmark's largest industrial group and one of Europe's leading producers of fertilizers. 
The Investment Bank and Johnson are equal partners in a new company, Nynas Kombinated AS, which will 
own 30 percent of NEX. AGA, whose stake will be 30 percent, will build the air separation plant for the 
facility. Superfos, will have a 20 percent interest in the NEX with an option for an additional 10 percent, and 
will purchase a major portion of the plant's ammonia production under a long-term contract. The remaining 
10 to 20 percent of NEX will be divided among a number of other shareholders. 

Project Cost:	 $450 million (1984 dollars) 

OBERHAUSEN COAL GASIFICATION PROJECT - Ruhrkohle Oil & Gas GmbH, Ruhrchemie AG (C-755) 
A coal gasification pilot plant was commissioned at the Oberhausen site in April 1978, built and operated 
jointly by Ruhrkohle and Ruhrchemie. A total of 22,000 hours of operation was achieved; the longest run 
lasted 100 hours. Seventeen different coals and residues from coal liquefaction processes (described under 
Bottrop Project) were successfully gasified. Good yields were obtained and no technological problems 
occurred. The coal-based synthesis gas was fed to Ruhrcheinie's oxo-synthesis plant and was judged to be 
well suited. Much of the pilot plant costs were funded by the West German Ministry of Science and 
Technology, in the meantime pilot plant operation has been terminated. 
Ruhrchemie and Ruhrkohle Oel & Gas are now building a commercial coal gasification plant at Rhurchemie's 
Oberhausen oxo-synthesis facility. Using Texaco's gasification process and a feed rate of 30 tons per hour 
coal, estimated production would be 50,000 cubic meters per hour SNG of which i8,000 cubic meters per hour 
will be converted to hydrogen. The plant is scheduled to come onstream in 1986. (See the Synthesegnsanlage 
Ruhr project.) 

Project Cost:	 $10 million (pilot plant) 
$80 million (commercial facility)
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OHIO-I COAL CONVERSION PROJECT -- Energy Adaptors Corporation, Hoechst-Uhde Corporation, and Went-
worth Brothers Incorporated (C-756) 

Energy Adaptors Corporation, Hoechst-Uhde Corporation, and Wentworth Brothers Incorporated have pro-
posed a project to produce energy-grade methanol (METHYL FUEL) and anhydrous ammonia. The project is 
to be constructed on a site in Lawrence County in southern Ohio. This plant will use high grade sulfur coal 
from existing mines in the area. The project was submitted to the United States Synthetic Fuels Corporation 
for consideration under its Solicitation for Eastern Province and Eastern Region of the Interior Province 
Bituminous Coal Gasification Projects. However, the project was dropped by the SFC on November 19, 1985. 
The project will consist of one production module with a capacity of 500 tons of coal to produce 150,000 gal-
lons of METHYL FUEL and 500 tons per day of anhydrous ammonia. This amount of methyl fuel has a heating 
value equivalent to 1,790 barrels per day of distillate. Based on an average sulfur content of 4 percent, the 
quantity of by-product will be 30 to 35 tons of high purity elemental sulfur. Water consumption by this 
process will be 1.4 million gallons per day. 
The proposed project will utilize a High Temperature Winkler (HTW) fluidized bed gasifier to produce raw 
synthesis gas. The gas Is cleaned by use of one or more cyclones and subsequent scrubbing. The cleaned gas 
is then cooled in a steam generator or boiler feed water heat exchanger to recover available energy for use in 
the plant. Solids removed by the cyclone(s) are recycled to the gasifier to improve the carbon conversion 
efficiency. Carbon conversions of approximately 96+ percent are expected. The raw gas, cleaned of 
particulate matter, is next processed in the synthesis section. The gas undergoes a water-gas shift reaction 
to increase the amount of hydrogen. The shifted gas then enters a Rectisol system which produces several 
streams: sulfur-free carbon dioxide, a by-product stream with  high concentration of hydrogen sulfide and 
some carbon dioxide, and high purity hydrogen (or hydrogen and carbon monoxide) that will be used for 
producing anhydrous ammonia and METHYL FUEL. In the methanol fuel section of the plant, the ratio of 
hydrogen and carbon monoxide is first adjusted as needed. The gases are then catalytically reacted to 
produce METHYL FUEL (a mixture of methanol, higher alcohols, and a small quantity of water) and 
anhydrous ammonia. 
Construction will start in late 1986 or early 1987, with the peak construction effort occurring in 1988. It is 
expected that the peak construction force will exceed 1,000. Completion of the project is expected to be 
late 1988, with start-up scheduled for early 1989. 
It is expected that this plant will cost approximately $275 million. Loan guarantees and a "floor-price" 
guarantee were requested from the SFC. 

Project Cost:	 $275 million 

PORT SUTTON COAL-WATER FUEL PROJECT -- ARC-COAL, Inc. and COMCO of America, Inc. (C-795) 
In response to the United States Synthetic Fuels Corporation's solicitation for coal-water fuel projects 
ARC-COAL, Inc. and COMCO of America, Inc., have proposed a project to be located at the COMCO facility 
in Port Sutton Industrial Park, Tampa, Florida. The proposed project would produce 4,350 barrels crude oil 
equivalent per day of coal-water fuel utilizing the ARC-COAL technology. Construction is scheduled to 
begin in June 1985 and be completed in January 1986. The fuel will be sold to an electric utility. 
On January 16, 1985 the SFC Board designated the project as a qualified bidder under the solicitation. 
However, on February 20, 1985 the Board voted to defer the solicitation, and on July 16, 1985 the Board 
cancelled the solicitation. The project has been cancelled. 

Project Cost:	 Not disclosed 

PRENFLO GASIFICATION PILOT PLANT -- Gesellschaft fur Kohle-Technologie mbH (GKT) (C-798) 
GTK, of Essen, West Germany are presently constructing a 48 tons per day pilot plant and designing a 
1,000 tons per day demonstration module for the PRENFLO process. The PRENFLO process is a pressurized 
version of GKT's Koppers-Totzek (KT) entrained now gasifier. 

In 1973, the parent company of GKT started experiments using a pilot KT gasifier with elevated pressure. In 
1974, an agreement was signed between Shell Internationale Petroleum Maatschappij BY and GKT for a 
cooperation in the development of the pressurized version of the KT process. A demonstration plant with a - 
throughput of 150 tons per day bituminous coal and an operating pressure of 435 psia was built and operated 
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for a period of 30 months. After completion of the test program, Shell and GKT agreed to continue further 
development separately, with each partner having access to the data gained up to that date. GICDs work has 
led to the PRENFLO process. 
GKT has decided to continue development with a test facility of 48 tons per day coal throughput. The plant 
is located at Fuerstenhausen, West Germany. Simultaneously with the pilot test program, the design and 
engineering of a demonstration plant with a capacity (coal feed rate) of 1,000 tons per day will be carried 
out. The engineering of the 1,000 tons per day gasifier module ("ready for construction") is expected to be 
completed in 1988. 

Project Cost:	 Not disclosed 

PYROLYSIS OF ALBERTA THERMAL COALS, CANADA -- Alberta/Canada Energy Resources Research Fund and 
Alberta Research Council (C-798) 

(see the March 1985 issue, page 4-90) 

RHEINBRAUN HIGH-TEMPERATURE WINKLER PROJECT - Rheinlsche Braunkohlenwerke AG, Uhde GmbH, West 
German Federal Ministry for Research & Technology (C-803) 

Rheinbraun and Uhde have been cooperating since 1975 on development of the High Temperature Winkler 
fluidized bed gasification process. 

On the basis of preliminary tests in a bench scale plant at Aachen Technical University near Cologne, the 
sponsors commissioned a pilot plant in July 1978 at the Wachtberg plant site near Cologne. Following an 
expansion in 1980/1981, feed rate was doubled to 1.3 tons per hour dry lignite. By end of June 1985 the test 

processed in about 38,000 hours of operation. The specific synthesis gas yield reached 1,580 standard cubic 
meters per tonne of brown coal, MAP, corresponding to 96 percent of the thermodynamically calculated 
value. By about 1,800 kilograms per hour coal input and more than 7,700 standard cubic meters per hour per 
square meter of gasifier area the synthesis gas output was nearly threefold the values of atmospheric Winkler 
gasifiers. 

Rheinbraun is also constructing a demonstration plant for the production of 300 million cubic meters syngas 
per year. The plant is scheduled for start-up in 1985. All engineering is being performed by Uhde. Linde AG 
is contractor for the Rectisol unit (the first coupling of Rectisol gas cleanup technology with the High-
Temperature Winkler Process). The synthesis gas to be produced at the site of Rhcinbraun's Ville/Berrenrath 
briquetting plant is to be pipelined to Rheinbraun's Union Kraftstoff subsidiary for methanol production. 

Project Cost:	 Undisclosed 

SASOL TWO AND SASOL THREE - Sasol Limited (C-820) 

(see the March 1985 issue, page 4-90) 

SAVANNAH COAL-WATER FUEL PROJECTS --Foster Wheeler Corporation (C-821) 

(see the September 1985 issue, page 4-77) 

SCOTIA COAL SYNFUELS PROJECT - DEVCO (A Federal Crown Corporation); Alastair Gillespie & Associates 
Limited; Gulf Canada Products Company (a subsidiary of Gulf Canada Limited); NOVA, an Alberta Corporation; 
Nova Scotia Resources Limited (a Provincial Crown Corporation); and Petro-Canada (a Federal Crown Corporation) 
(C-822)

The consortium is conducting a feasibility study of a coal liquefaction plant in Cape Breton, Nova Scotia 
using local coal to produce gasoline and diesel fuel. The plant would be built either in the area of the Gulf 
Point Tupper Refinery or near the coal mines. The 25,000 barrels per day production goal would require 
approximately 2.5 million tonnes of coal per year. The plant start-up could be in 1989/1990. Additional 
funding of $750,000 requested from the Oil Substitution Fund (a fund jointly administered by the Canadian 
Federal Government and the Provincial Government of Nova Scotia) to evaluate two-stage process options 
was announced by the Nova Scotia government on October 3, 1984. 
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A contract has been entered into with Chevron Research Inc. to test the coals in their two-stage direct 
liquefaction process (CCLP). 
Feasibility report has been completed. 	 Financenbility options are being discussed with governments
concerned and other parties. 

Project Cost:	 Approximately $4 million for the feasibility study 
Approximately $1.5 billion for the plant 

SCRUBGRASS -- Scrubgrass Associates (C-825) 

Scrubgrass Associates (SGA) plans to build a 2,890 barrels per day coal-to-methanol-to-gasoline (and other 
products) plant, to be located in Scrubgrass Township, Venango County, Pennsylvania. The sponsors submitted 
a request for loan and price guarantees from the United States Synthetic Fuels Corporation under the 
solicitation for Eastern Province or Eastern Region of the Interior Province Bituminous Coal Gasification 
Projects. The technology consists of three basic processes: high pressure GKT entrained-flow coal 
gasification, ICI methanol synthesis, and the Mobil methanol-to-gasoline (MTG) process. On November 19, 
1985 the SFC dropped the project from further consideration. 

Project Cost:	 Not disclosed 

SHELL COAL GASIFICATION PROJECT - Royal Dutch/Shell Group and Shell Oil Company (U.S.) (C-840) 

Shell Oil Company (U.S.) and the Royal Dutch/Shell Group are continuing joint development of the 
pressurized, entrained bed, Shell Coal Gasification Process. A 6 tons per thy pilot plant has been in operation 
at Shell's Amsterdam laboratory since December 1976. A number of different coals and petroleum cokes 
have been successfully gasified at 300 to 600 psi. This pilot plant has now operated for over 10,000 hours. 

A 150 tons per day prototype plant has been operating at the German Shell Hamburg/Ilarburg refinery since 
1978 with over 6,000 hours of operation logged. Its experimental program now complete, the plant has 
successfully gasified different types of coal in runs as long as 1,000 hours and has demonstrated the technical 
viability of the process. Further development of the Shell process is continuing through active pursuit at 
other Shell facilities. 
Shell Oil.Company, The Electric Power Research Institute, and Lummus Crest, Inc., recently announced plans 
to build a demonstration unit for making medium-BTU gas, using the Shell Coal Gasification Process. 
Engineering was done by Lummus Crest's Bloomfield Division to incorporate all the advanced features of the 
Shell process and will be located at Shell's Deer Park Manufacturing Complex. Lummus Crest, Inc., is a 
subsidiary of Combustion Engineering, Inc. Shell Development Company, a division of Shell Oil, will operate 
the facility. 

The facility's gasifier will use pure oxygen and is designed to process a broad range of coals, including about 
250 tons per day of high sulfur bituminous coal, or about 400 tons per thy of lignite. The medium-BTU gas 
and steam produced will be consumed within Shell's adjacent manufacturing complex. Construction is 
underway with startup planned for early 1987. 

Project Cost:	 Not disclosed 

SLAGGING GASIFIER PROJECT - British Gas Corporation (C-850) 
(see the March 1985 issue, page 4-93) 

SOLVENT REFINED COAL DEMONSTRATION PLANT (SRC-1) -- International Coal Refining Company (Air 
Products and Chemicals Inc./ Wheelabrator-F rye Inc., partnership), Kentucky Energy Cabinet, and United States 
Department of Energy (C-860) 

(see the September 1985 issue, page 4-78) 

SOUTH AUSTRALIAN COAL GASIFICATION PROJECT— Government of South Australia (C-865) 

(see the March 1985 issue, page 4-94) 

SYNTHESEGASANLAGE RUHR (SAR) -- Ruhrkohle Get and Gas GmbH Ruhrchemie AG (C-869) 
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Based on the results of the pressurized coal-dust gasification pilot plant using the Texaco process, which has 
been in operation since 1978, the industrial gasification plant Synthesegasanlage Ruhr is under construction 
on Ruhrchemie's site at Oberhausen-Holten. 
The Synthesegasanlage Ruhr will be completed in 1986. Approximteiy 250,000 tons of German hard coal will 
be gasified per year to produce 400 million cubic meters synthesis gas and hydrogen yearly for chemical use. 
The project is subsidized by the Federal Minister of Economics and by the West German State of North-Rhine 
Westphalia. 

Project Costs: $DM220 million for construction 

TENNECO SNG FROM COAL - Tenneco, Inc. (C-870) 

(see the June 1985 issue, page 4-73) 

'TEXACO COAL GASIFICATION PROCESS DEVELOPMENT --Texaco Inc. (C-870) 
The commercial status of the Texaco Coal Gasification Process has been a result of extensive development at 
Texaco's facility in Montebello, California since the 1973 oil embargo. During this period, Texaco spent more 
than $8 million to expand and improve its existing gasification facilities at Montebello. There are now two 
complete gasifier trains, each capable of processing more than 20 tons per day coal, at pressures ranging 
from 300 to 1,200 psig, in either the quench or gas cooler modes of operation. The facilities include coal 
grinding, slurry preparation, and gas scrubbing units which are capable of producing a clean syngas product in 
continuous operation. This pilot plant has processed a wide variety of coals and has provided design 
information fora number of commercial projects in operation and under construction. In addition, pilot plant 
operations are conducted to improve and enhance Texaco's gasification technology. 

Texaco's development activities were complemented during the 1978 to 1985 period by operations at three 
licensed demonstration plants. These plants are owned by Ruhrkohle AG/Ruhrchemie AG, Tennessee Valley 
Authority, and Dow Chemical, and are located in Oberhausen—Holten in the Federal Republic of Germany, 
Muscle Shoals, Alabama, and Plaquemine, Louisiana, respectively. Demonstration activities at these plants 
have been subsequently de-emphasized and/or discontinued. 

The Texaco Coal Gasification Process is currently employed for the commercial production of methanol, oxo- 
chemicals, electric power, and ammonia, and has application for a wide range of products which can be 
manufactured from synthesis gas. Commercial projects currently in operation utilizing the Texaco Coal 
Gasification Process include the 900 tons per day Tennessee Eastman plant which manufactures methanol and 
acetic anhydride, the 1,000 tons per day Cool Water plant which manufactures electricity, and the 1,650 tons 
per day Ube Ammonia plant which manufactures ammonia. Commercial projects currently in detailed design 
and/or construction include the 770 tons per day SAR plant to manufacture oxo-chemicals, the 440 tons per 
day LuNam Coal Gasification Plant to manufacture ammonia, and the 2,700 tons per day Nynas Energy 
Chemicals Complex to manufacture ammonia. 

Project Cost:	 Not disclosed 

TOSCOAL PROCESS DEVELOPMENT - Tosco Corporation (C-900) 

(see the March 1985 issue, page 4-95) 

TVA AMMONIA FROM COAL PROJECT -- Tennessee Valley Authority (C-940) 
(see the June 1985 issue, page 4-74) 

TWO-STAGE LIQUEFACTION - (See Integrated Two-Stage Liquefaction) 

UBE AMMONIA-FROM-COAL PLANT Ube Industries, Ltd. (C-952) 

Ube Industries, Ltd., of Tokyo recently completed the worlds first large scale ammonia plant based on the 
Texaco coal gasification process ("TCGP"). There are four complete trains of quench mode gasifiers in the 
plant. In normal operation three trains are used with one for stand-by. Ube began with a comparative study 
of available coal gasification processes in 1980. In October of that year, the Texaco process was selected. 
1981 saw pilot tests run at Texaco's Montebello Research Laboratory, and a process design package was 
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prepared in 1982. Detailed design started in early 1983, and site preparation In the middle of that year. 
Construction was completed in just over one year. The plant was commissioned in July 1984 a first drop of 
liquid ammonia from coal was obtained in early August 1984. Ube installed the new coal gasification process 
as an alternative 'front end" of the existing steam reforming process, retaining the original synthesis gas 
compression and ammonia synthesis facility. The plant thus has a wide range of flexibility in selection of raw 
material depending on any future energy shift. It can now produce ammonia from coals, naphtha and 120 as 
required. 
The gasification plant has operated using four kinds of coal—Canadian, Australian, Chinese, and South 
African. The overall cost of ammonia is said by Ube to be reduced by more than 20 percent by using coal 
gasification. Furthermore, the coal gasification plant is expected to be even more advantageous if the price 
difference between crude oil and coal increases. 

Project Cost - Not disclosed 

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA LOW-BTU GASIFIER FOR COMMERCIAL USE - United States Department of 
Energy and University of Minnesota (C-970) 

(see the March 1985 issue, page 4-96) 

UTAH METHANOL PROJECT -- Questar Synfuels Corporation (C-971) 

Questar Synfuels Corporation has proposed a coal-to-methanol project in response to the United States 
Synthetic Fuels Corporation's fourth general solicitation that ended June 29, 1984. The proposed project 
would produce 100 tons or 30,300 gallons of fuel grade methanol per day (340 barrels crude oil equivalent per 
day) from Utah bituminous coal using the Mountain Fuel Resources proprietary system. The project will 
likely be located in Woods Cross, Utah. Project construction is planned for March 1986 with completion in 
June 1987. Loan and price guarantees were requested from the SFC. On January 15, 1985 the Utah Methanol 
Project was designated as a "qualified" project by the SFC, and on July 16, 1985 the sponsors met the SFC's 
equity committment deadline. The SFC has given the sponsor a deadline of January 31. 1986 to negotiate key 
financial terms. 

Project Cost:	 Not Disclosed 

VICTORIA BROWN COAL LIQUEFACTION PROJECT - Brown Coal Liquefaction (Victoria) Pty. Ltd. (C-975) 

(see the March 1985 issue, page 4-97) 

VIRGINIA POWER COMBINED CYCLE PROJECT -- Consolidation Coal, Electric Power Research Institute, 
Slagging Gasification Consortium, and Virginia Electric and Power Company (C-985) 

Virginia Electric and Power Company and three other sponsors (Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), 
Consolidation Coal, and the Slagging Gasification Consortium) submitted a qualification proposal to the 
United States Synthetic Fuels Corporation (SFC) in response to the SFC's solicitation for eastern bituminous 
coal gasification projects. The proposal specifies a 200 megawatt (186 megawatt net output) integrated 
gasification combined-cycle (10CC) power plant burning 35 billion BTUs per day of medium BTU fuel gas (320 
to 380 BTU per standard cubic foot). The facility would employ British Gas/Lurgi Slagging Gasifier 
technology, Rectisol gas purification, SCOT tail gas treatment, and General Electric advanced combustion 
gas turbine technology. The plant would consist of three operating trains and one spare. Roughly 1,800 tons 
per day of Pittsburgh seam coal would be consumed, at an estimated heat rate of 9,460 ETU per KWH, the 
main source under consideration being Consul's Blacksville Mine in Wane, West Virginia. 
Future development of the project could be adversely affected by temporary shutdown of the British Gas 
commercial scale test gasifier at Westfield, Scotland. Test runs using 13,000 tons of the Pittsburgh seam 
coal proposed for this project were planned at Westfield to obtain the design data needed to complete the 
project. The test program will not likely be completed before August 1986. The sponsors nonetheless believe 
that the project can meet the SFC requirement of starting commercial operations by the end of 1991. 
The sponsors estimate •plant investment costs of $351 million for the project. With the addition of 
anticipated start-up and working capital ($31 million) and allowance for funds used during construction 
($68 million), the total capital requirements would be $450 million. Fixed annual operating and maintenance 
costs (1985 dollars) would be $14 million, while variable costs would be about $3 million. The sponsors 
indicated that they will likely seek a combination of loan and price guarantees from the SFC. 
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The Virginia Power project was the only slagging fixed-bed project that submitted the required Qualification 
Proposal by the SEC's deadline of November 15, 1985. If the Virginia Power project meets the qualification 
criteria of the solicitation it will be the only project under consideration in the slagging fixed-bed category. 

Project Cost:	 $450 million 

• WUJING TRIGENERATION PROJECT -- Shanghai Wujing Chemical Corporation (C-992) 

The Shanghai Wujing Chemical Corporation (SWCC) is considering a trigeneration project to produce coal-
derived fuel gas, electricity, and steam. The proposed plant will be constructed near the Shanghai Coking and 
Chemical plant in Wujing, a suburb south of Shanghai. SWCC intends to contract with a United States firm 
(or joint venture of firms) to conduct a technical and economic feasibility study of the project. 

The proposed project will consist of coal gasification facilities and other processing units to be installed and 
operated with the existing coke ovens in the Shanghai Coking and Chemical Plant. The facility will produce 
30 million cubic meters per day of 3,800 Kcal per cubic meter of town gas (1.06 billion cubic feet per day of 
427 BTU per cubic foot); 50 to 60 megawatts of electricity; 100 metric tons per hour of low pressure steam; 
and 300,000 metric tons per year of 99.85 percent purity chemical grade methanol. The project will be 
constructed in stages. 
It is anticipated that the study will be approximately six months in duration. Firms will be paid from a 
$600,000 rant to SWCC from the United States trade and development program (TDP), International 
Development Cooperation Agency. 

Project Cost:	 Not disclosed 

UNDERGROUND COAL CONVERSION PROJECTS 

UNDERGROUND COAL GASIFICATION, BRAZIL -- Companhia Auxiliar de Empresas Electricas Brasileiras and 
United States Department of Energy (C-1002) 

(see the September 1985 issue, page 4-80) 

UNDERGROUND COAL GASIFICATION, BYRNE CREEK - Dravo Constructors, Inc. and Energy Investments, Inc. 
(C-lola) 

(see the March 1985 issue, page 4-97) 

UNDERGROUND COAL GASIFICATION - Mitchell Energy and Republic of Texas Coal Company (C-1020) 

(see the March 1985 issue, page 4-98) 

UNDERGROUND COAL GASIFICATION OF DEEP SEAMS - Groupe d'Etudes de Is Gazeification Souterraine 
(GEGS) consisting of Bureau de Recherches Geologiques et Minieres, Charbonnages de France, Gaz de France, and 
Institut Francais du Petrole (C-1160) 

(see the September 1985 issue, page 4-81) 

UNDERGROUND COAL GASIFICATION, JOINT BELGO-GERMAN PROJECT - Belgium, European Economic 
Community, and Federal Republic of Germany (C-lisa) 

A Belgo-German trial project is being conducted in Belgium at Thulin, in a coal deposit at 860 meter depth. 
The goal of the trials is to create an underground gas generator which can operate at a pressure of 20 to 
30 bar. Investigation of the potential for developing underground gasification of deposits at great depth was 
begun in Belgium at the end of 1974. The first effort has grown since 1976, when a Belgo-German 
cooperation agreement was signed which resulted in the execution of an experimental underground 
gasification project sited at Thulin. The site chosen lies at the western end of the Borinage coalfield, in an 
area where the deposits are still unworked because of the considerable tectonic disturbances present between 
the surface and the 800 meter level. Work began in 1979 and is planned to continue into 1987. 
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The first reverse combustion experiment was executed from April to October 1982 without the formation of a 
linking channel. The test had to be halted due to self-ignition of the coal, after 3.5 days. In November 1982 
the fire was extinguished by injection of water and nitrogen. 
Before starting a second experiment of reverse combustion, the wells have been restored and various 
improvements were brought to the equipment to eliminate the self-ignition of the coal In the vicinity of the 
injection hole and to prevent the accumulation of water at the bottom of the gas recovery hole. This second 
experiment started in September 1982 and was stopped in early May 1984. The experiment suffered from 4 
interruptions due to tubing breakage by corrosion. 
The trials demonstrated that it is not possible to avoid self-ignition of the coal in the vicinity of the injection 
well, but after scattering of this fire, the oxygen content of the exhaust gases increased to a level where it 
should be possible to again develop reverse combustion starting from the recovery well. 
The trials made during February-May 1984 demonstrated that this concept can be successful. It was possible 
to start coal burning by self-ignition in the vicinity of the recovery well on March 20 and April 19, injecting 
ca. 500 cubic meters per hour air and 50 cubic meters per hour carbon dioxide under 250 bar and keeping a 
backpressure of 100 bar at the outlet. 
During the last trial, the combustion evolved to gasification, producing 150 cubic meters per hour of lean gas 
during 12 days. A careful analysis, however, of the available data (flow/pressure, tracer tests) did not show 
any evidence that a channel had been started. The experiment has been stopped, while intensive work is 
devoted to solving the corrosion problems (the tubing has to withstand both cold and hot corrosion), and to 
preparing a trial with strongly deviated drillings, starting from the existing wells. 

Project Cost:	 $24 million 

UNDERGROUND BITUMINOUS COAL GASIFICATION PROJECT -- Morgantown Energy Technology Center and 
United States Department of Energy (C-1070) 

(see the March 1985 issue, page 4-100) 

UNDERGROUND GASIFICATION OF TEXAS LIGNITE, LEE COUNTY PROJECT - Basic Resources, Inc. (C-1095) 

(see the March 1985 issue, page 4-101) 

UNDERGROUND COAL GASIFICATION, LEIGH CREEK --State Government of South Australia (C-1097) 

(see the March 1985 issue, page 4-101) 

UNDERGROUND GASIFICATION OF ANTHRACITE, SPRUCE CREEK -- Spruce Creek Energy Company: a joint 
venture of Gilman Company, Geosystems Corporation, and Bradley Resources Corporation (C-1100) 

(see the September 1985 issue, page 4-82) 

UNDERGROUND COAL GASIFICATION, TONO PROJECT -- Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), 
Pacific Power and Light, United States Department of Energy, the State of Washington, Washington Irrigation and 
Development Company (WIDCO), (C-1120) 	 - 

(see the March 1985 issue, page 4-101)
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COMPLETED AND SUSPENDED PROJECTS 

Sponsors	 Last Appearance in SFR 

(see the March 1985 issue, page 4-103, the June 1985 issue, page 4-77, and the September 1985issue, page 4-83 for 
a list of previously completed and suspended projects)

Air Products Slagging Gasifier Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. September 1985; page 4-61 
Project 

Fiat/Ansaldo Project- Ansaldo March 1985; page 4-66 
Fiat 'fl'G 
KRW Energy Systems, Inc. 

Gulf States Utilities Project KRW Energy Systems March 1985; page 4-74 
Gulf States Utilities 

Hillsborough Bay Coal-Water ARC-Coal Inc. September 1985; page 4-69 
Fuel Project Bechtel Power Corporation 

COMCO of America, Inc. 
Howmet Aluminum Howmet Aluminum Corporation March 1985; page 4-74 
King-Wilkinson/Hoffman Project E. J. Hoffman March 1985; page 440 

King-Wilkinson, Inc. 
Mulberry Coal-Water Fuel Project CoaLiquid, Inc. March 1985; page 4-85 
PennfSharon/Klockner Project Klockner Kohlegas GmbH March 1985; page 4-72 

Pennsylvania Engineering Corporation 
Sharon Steel Corporation 

Sharon Steel Klockner Kohlegas Gmbll March 1985; page 4-92 
Pennsylvania Engineering Corporation 
Sharon Steel Corporation 

Slagging Gasification Consortium Babcok Woodall-Duckharn Ltd. September 1985; page 4-78 
Project Big Three Industries, Inc. 

The BOC Group plc 
- British Gas Corporation 

Consolidation Coal Company 
Sohio Lima Coal Gasification/ Sohio Alternate Energy Development March 1985; page 4-93 

Ammonia Plant Retrofit Project Company 
Underground Coal Gasification United States Department of Energy June 1985; page 4-75 

University of Texas 
Underground Coal Gasification, Rocky Mountain Energy Company June 1985; page 4-75 

Hanna Project United States Department of Energy 
Underground Coal Gasification, In Situ Technology March 1985; page 4-102 

Thunderbird II Project Wold-Jenkins 
Westinghouse Advanced Coal 	 - KRW Energy Systems Inc. September 198$; page 4-80 

Gasification System for 
Electric Power Generation
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AECI Ltd. 

AEM Corporation 

AGA 

Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. 

A. Johnson & Company 

Alberta/Canada Energy Resources 
Research Fund 

Alberta Research Council 

Allis-Chalmers 

American Natural Resources 

American Natural Service Company 

Amerigas, Inc. 

Anaconda Minerals Company 

ANR Gasification Properties Company 

ARC-COAL, Inc. 

ASEA AB 

Asia Oil 

Australia, Federal Government of 

Baltimore Gas and Electric 

Basic Resources, Inc. 

Bechtel Inc. 

Belgium, Government of 

Black, Sivalls & Bryson, Inc. 

BP United Kingdom, Ltd. 

Bradley Resources Corporation 

British Department of Energy 

British Gas Corporation

Project Name 

AEC[ Ammonia/Methanol Operations 4- 72 
Coalplex Project 4- 74 

LFC Coal Liquefaction/Cogeneration Plant 4- 84 

Nynas Energy Chemicals Complex 4- 85 

Laporte Liquid Phase Methanol Synthesis 4- 84 
Solvent Refined Coal Demonstration Plant (SRC-I) 4- 88 

Nynas Energy Chemicals Complex 4- 85 

Liquefaction of Alberta Subbituminous Coals, Canada 4- 84 
Pyrolysis of Alberta Thermal Coals, Canada 4- 87 

Liquefaction of Alberta Subbituminous Coals, Canada 4- 84 
Pyrolysis of Alberta Thermal Coals, Canada 4- 87 

KILnGAS Project 4- 83 

Great Plains Gasification Project 4- 79 

Mining and Industrial Fuel Gas Group Gasifier 4- 84 

Mining and Industrial Fuel Gas Group Gasifier 4- 84 

EDS Process 4- 76 

Great Plains Gasification Project 4- 79 

Port Sutton Coal-Water Fuel Project 4- 86 

Nynas Project 4- 75 

Victoria Brown Coal Liquefaction Project 4- 90 

Victoria Brown Coal Liquefaction Project 4- 90 

KILnGAS Project 4- 83 

Underground Gasification of Texas Lignite, 4- 92 
Lee County Project 

Cool Water Coal Gasification Project 4- 75 
Mining and Industrial Fuel Gas Group Gasifier 4- 84 

Underground Coal Gasification, Joint Belgo-German Project 4- 91 

Mining and Industrial Fuel Gas Group Gasifier 4- 84 

Monash Hydroliquefaction Project 4- 84 

Underground Gasification of Anthracite, Spruce Creek 4- 92 

National Coal Board Liquid Solvent Extraction Project 4- 84 
National Coal Board Low-BTU Coal Gasification Project 4- 84 

Slagging Gasifier Project 4- 88
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Broken Mill Pty. Broken Hill Project 

Brookhaven National Laboratory Flash Pyrolysis of Coal with Reactive and Non-Reactive Cases 

Brown Coal Liquefaction Pty. Ltd. Victoria Brown Coal Liquefaction Project 

Burlington Northern, Inc. Circle West Project 
Mining and Industrial Fuel Gas Group Gasifier 

Bureau de Recherches Geologiques Underground Coal Gasification of Deep Seams 
et Minieres 

Calderon Energy Company Calderon Fixed-Bed Slagging Project 

Can Do, Inc. Can Do Project 

Carbon Gas Technology Huenxe COT Coal Gasification Pilot Plant 

Caterpillar Tractor Company Caterpillar Tractor Low BTU Gas From Coal Project 

Central Illinois Light Co., Inc. KILnGAS Project 

Cerchar Mazingarbe Coal Gasification Project 

Charbonnages tie France Mazingarbe Coal Gasification Project 
- Underground Coal Gasification of Deep Seams 

Chem Systems, Inc. Laporte Liquid Phase Methanol Synthesis 

China National Technical Import Lu Nan Ammonia-from-Coal Project 
Corporation 

Cities Service integrated Two-Stage Liquefaction 

Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Company Mining and Industrial Fuel Gas Group Gasifier 

Coal Gasification COGA-1 Project 

COMCO of America, Inc. Port Sutton Coal-Water Fuel Project 

Companhia Auxiliar de Empresas Underground Coal Gasification, Brazil 
Electricas Brasileiras 

Consolidation Coal Company Virginia Power Combined Cycle Project 

Consumers Power Company KILnGAS Project 

CRA (Australia) Kloechner Coal Gasifier 

CSR Ltd. Australian SRC Project 

Davy McKee Corporation Mining and Industrial Fuel Gas Group Gasifier 

Deutsche Babcock AG Huenxe COT Coal Gasification Pilot Plant 

DEVCO Scotia Coal Synfuels Project 

Dow Chemical Dow Gasification Process Development 
Dow Syngas Project 

Dravo Engineers and Constructors Mining and Industrial Fuel Gas Group Gasifier 
Underground Coal Gasification, Byrne Creek

4- 73 

4- 77 

4- 90 

4- 74 
4- 84 

4- 91

4- 73

4- 74

4- 81

4- 74

83

4- 84 

4- 84 
4- 91 

4- 84 

4- 84 

4- 81 

4- 84 

4- 74 

4- 86 

4- 91 

4- 90 

4- 83 

4- 83 

4- 73 

4- 84 

4- 81 

4- 87 

4- 76 
4- 76 

4- 84 
4- 91 
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Ebasco Services, Inc. Chiriqui Grande Project 4- 74 

Electric Power Research Institute Advanced Coal Liquefaction Pilot Plant 4- 72 
Cool Water Coal Gasification Project 4- 75 
EDS Process 4- 76 
KILnGAS Project 4- 83 
Laporte Liquid Phase Methanol Synthesis 4- 84 
Mining and Industrial Fuel Gas Group Gasifier 4- 84 
Virginia Power Combined Cycle Project 4- 90 

Elgin Butler Brick Company National Synfuels Projects 4- 85 

Empire State Electric Energy Cool Water Coal Gasification Project -	 4- 75 
Research Corporation (ESEERCO) 

Energy Adaptors Corporation Ohio-I Coal Conversion Project 4- 86 

Energy Brothers Inc. K.-Fuel Commercial Facility 4- 82 

Energy Investment Inc. Underground Coal Gasification, Byrne Creek 4- 91 

Energy Transition Corporation New Mexico Coal Pyrolysis Project 4- 85 

Enrecon, Inc. Enrecon Coal Gasifier 4- 77 

ENI EDS Process 4- 76 

European Economic Community Mazingarbe Coal Gasification Project 4- 84 
Underground Coal Gasification, Joint Belgo-German Project 4- 91 

Exxon Company, USA EDS Process 4- 76 

Fluor Engineers and Constructors Laporte Liquid Phase Methanol Synthesis 4- 84 

Ford, Bacon & Davis Mountain Fuel Coal Gasification Project 	 - 4- 84 

Foster Wheeler Energy Corporation Elmwood Coal-Water Fuel Project 4- 77 
Mobile Coal-Water Fuel Projects 4- 84 
Savannah Coal-Water Fuel Projects 4- 87 

Gallagher Asphalt Company Aqua-Black Coal-Water Fuel Project 4- 72 

Gas Development Corporation Mazingarbe Coal Gasification Project 4- 84 

Gaz de France Underground Coal Gasification of Deep Seams 4- 91 

Gelsenberg AG Huenxe CGT Coal Gasification Pilot Plant 4- 81 

General Electric Company Cool Water Coal Gasification Project 4- 75 
IGCC Simulation 4- 81 

Geosystems Corporation Underground Gasification of Anthracite, Spruce Creek 4- 92 

Gesellschaft fur Kohle-Technologle PRENFLO Gasification Pilot Plant 4- 86 

Gillespie, Alastair & Associates, Ltd. Scotia Coal Synfuels Project 4- 87 

Gilman Company Underground Gasification of Anthracite, Spruce Creek 4- 92 

Great Plains Gasification Associates Great Plains Gasification Project 4- 79 

Group d'Etudes de la Gazeification Underground Coal Gasification of Deep Seams 4- 91 
Souterraine (GEGS)
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Gulf Canada Products Company Scotia Coal Synfuels Project 4- 87 

Hanna Mining Company Mining and Industrial Fuel Gas Group Gasifier 4- 84 

Hoechst-Uhde Corporation Ohio-I Coal Conversion Project 4- 86 

H-It International, Inc. H-It International Syngas Project 4- 80 

Idemitsu Kosan Victoria Brown Coal Liquefaction Project 4- 90 

Illinois Power & Light Company KILnGAS Project 4- 83 

Illinois, State of KILnGAS Project 4- 83 

Institute of Gas Technology Mazingarbe Coal Gasification Project 4- 84 

Institut Francais du Pètrole Underground Coal Gasification of Deep Scams 4- 91 

International Coal Refining Co. Solvent Refined Coal Demonstration Plant (SRC-l) 4- 88 

Iowa Power & Light Company KILnGAS Project 4- 83 

Japan, Government of Victoria Brown Coal Liquefaction Project 4- 90 

Japan Coal Liquefaction Development EDS Process 4- 76 

Japan Cool Water Program Cool Water Gasification Project 4- 75 
(JCWP) Partnership 

Kellogg Rust Inc. Fularji Low BTU Gasifier 4- 77 
KRW Energy Systems Inc. Advanced Coal Gasification 4- 83 

System for Electric Power Generation 

Kentucky, Commonwealth of Solvent Refined Coal Demonstration Plant (SRC-1) 4- 88 

KHD Industries Lulea Molten Iron Pilot Plant 4- 84 

KILnGAS It & D, Inc. KILnGAS Project	 - 4- 83 

Klochner Kohiegas Klochner Coal Gasifier 4- 83 

Robe Steel Victoria Brown Coal Liquefaction Project 4- 90 

KRW Energy Systems Inc. KRW Energy Systems Inc. Advanced Coal Gasification 4- 83 
System for Electric Power Generation 

Lawrence Livermore Laboratory Underground Coal Gasification - Tono Project 4- 92 

Lummus Company Integrated Two-Stage Liquefaction 4- 81 

Lurgi Kohie & Mineraloltechnik, GmbH Hydrogasification of Coal to SNG 4- 81 

Manfred Nemitz Indus trieverwal tung Huenxe CGT Gasification Pilot Plant 4- 81 

MCN Coal Gasification Company Great Plains Gasification Project 4- 79 

Meridian Land and Mineral Company Circle West Project 4- 74 

Michigan Wisconsin Pipe Line Co. Great Plains Gasification Project 4- 79 

MidCon Corporation Great Plains Gasification Project 4- 79
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Ministry of Machine Building Industry	 Falarji Low BTU Gasifier

Mitchell Energy Underground Coal Gasification 

Mitsubishi Chemical Industries Victoria Brown Coal Liquefaction Project 

Mitsui Coal Development Pty. Australian SRC Project 

Monash University Monash Ilydroliquefaction Project 

Monongahela Power Company KILnGAS Project 

Morgantown Energy Technology Center Underground Coal Gasification - Bituminous Project 

Mountain Fuel Supply, Inc. Mountain Fuel Coal Gasification Process 

National Aeronautics and Space Kennedy Space Center.Polygeneration Project 
Administration 

National Coal Board - Liquid Solvent Extraction Project 
Low-BTU Gasification Project 

National Synfuels Inc. National Synfuels Projects 

Natural Gas Pipeline Co. of America Great Plains Gasification Project 

New Energy Development Organization Japanese Bituminous Coal Liquefaction Project 

Nippon Brown Coal Liquefaction Co. Victoria Brown Coal Liquefaction Project 

Nissho lwai Victoria Brown Coal Liquefaction Project 

Nitrogenous Fertilizers Industry SA Greek Lignite Gasification Complex 

Nokota Company Dunn Nokota Methanol Project 

North-Rhine Westphalia, State of Bottrop Direct Coal Liquefaction Pilot Plant 
Synthesegasanlage Ruhr (SAR) 
Texaco Coal Gasification Process Development 

NOVA Scotia Coal Synfuels Project 

Nova Scotia Resources Limited Scotia Coal Synfuels Project 

Ohio Edison Company KILnGAS Project 

Pacific Lighting Corporation Great Plains Gasification Project 

Pacific Synthetic Fuel Company Great Plains Gasification Project 

Peoples Natural Gas Company Mining and Industrial Fuel Gas Group Gasifier 

Petro-Canada Scotia Coal Synfuels Project 

Phillips Coal Company LIDS Process 

Piekands Mather & Company Mining and Industrial Fuel Gas Group Gasifier 

Potomac Edison Company KILnGAS Project 

Public Service of Indiana ICILnGAS Project

4- 77 

4- Dl 

4- 90 

4- 73 

4- 84 

4- 83 

4- 92 

4- 84 

4- 82 

4- 84 
4- 84 

4- 85 

4- 79 

4- 82 

4- 90 

4- 90 

4- 80 

4- 76 

4- 73 
4- 88 
4- 89 

4- 87 

4- 87 

4- 83 

4- 79 

4-. 79 

4- 84 

4- 87 

4- 76 

4- 84 

4- 83 

4- 83 
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Public Service of Oklahoma KILnGAS Project 4- 83 

Questar Synfuels Corporation Utah Methanol Project 4- 90 

Republic of Texas Coal Company Underground Coal Gasification - Mitchell Energy 4- 90 

Reserve Mining Company Mining and Industrial Fuel Gas Group Gasifier 4- 84 

Rheinische Braunkohlwerke Hydrogasificatlon of Coal to SNG 4- 81 
Rheinbraun High Temperature Winkler Project 4- 87 

Riley Stoker Corporation Mining and Industrial Fuel Gas Group Gasifier 4- 84 

Rockwell International Cities Service/Rockwell Process Development 4- 74 

Rocky Mountain Energy Company Mining and Industrial Fuel Gas Group Gasifier 4- 84 

Royal Dutch/Shell Group Shell Coal Gasification Project 4- 88 

Ruhrkohle AG EDS Process 4- 76 
Texaco Coal Gasification Process Development 4- 89 

Ruhrkohle Oel & Gas GmbH Bottrop Direct Coal Liquefaction Pilot Plant Project 4- 73 
Oberhausen Coal Gasification Project 4- 85 
Synthesegasanlage Ruhr (SAR) .4- 88 

Ruhrchemie AG Oberhausen Coal Gasification Project 4- 85 
Synthesegasanlage Ruhr (SAR) 4- 88 
Texaco Coal Gasification Process Development 4- 89 

Saarbergwerke AG GFK Direct Liquefaction Project 4- 79 

Sasol Limited Sasol Two and Sasol Three 4- 87 

Scrubgrass Associates Scrubgrass Project 4- 88 

SGI International LFC Coal Liquefaction/Cogeneration Plant 4- 84 

Shanghai Wujing Chemical Corporation Wujing Trigeneration Project 4- 91 

Shell Oil Company Shell Coal Gasification Project 4- 88 

Signal Companies, The Keystone Project 4- 82 
Northern Peat Energy Project 4- 85 

Slagging Gasification Consortium, The H-R International Syngas Project 4- 80 
Virginia Power Combined Cycle Project 4- 90 

Sohio Alternate Energy Development Cool Water Coal Gasification Project 4- 75 
Company 

South Australia, Government of South Australian Coal Gasification Project 4- 88 
Underground Coal Gasification, Leigh Creek 4- 92 

Southern California Edison Cool Water Coal Gasification Project 4- 75 

Spruce Creek Energy Company Underground Gasification of Anthracite, Spruce Creek 4- 92 

Standard Havens, Inc. Aqua Black Coal-Water Fuel Project 4- 72 

Standard Oil Company of Ohio Beacon Process 4- 73
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Stone & Webster Engineering Group Mining and Industrial Fuel Gas Group Gasifier 4- 84 

Sumitomo Metal Industries, Inc. Lulea Molten Iron Pilot Plant 4- 84 

Superfos Group Nynas Energy Chemical Complex 4- 85 

Swedish Investment Bank Nynas Energy Chemicals Copany 4- 85 

Tenneco, Inc. Great Plains Gasification Project 4- 79 
SNG from Coal 4- 89 

Tenneco SNG Inc. Great Plains Gasification Project 4- 79 

Tennessee Eastman Company Chemicals From Coal 4- 74 

Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company Great Plains Coal Gasification Project 4- 79 

Texaco Inc. Cool Water Coal Gasification Project 4- 75 
Texaco Coal Gasification Process Development 4- 89 

TOSCO Corporation TOSCOAL Process Development 4- 89 

Transco Companies, Inc. Great Plains Gasification Project 4- 79 

Transco Coal Gas Company Great Plains Gasification Project 4	 79 

Transcontinental Pipe Line Corporation Great Plains Coal Gasification Project 4- 79 

TRW, Inc.	 - - Beacon Process 4- 73 

Twin Cities Metallurgical Mining and Industrial Fuel Gas Group Gasifier 4- 84 
Research Center 

TVA TVA Ammonia-From-Coal Project 4- 87 

Ube Industries, Ltd. Ube Ammonia-from-Coal Plant 4- 89 

Uhde GmbH Rheinbraun High Temperature Winkler Project 4- 87 

Union Electric Company KILnGAS Project 4- 83 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics Kansak-Achinsk Basin Coal Liquefaction Pilot Plants 4- 82 

University of Minnesota University of Minnesota Low-BTU Gasifier for Commercial Use 4- 90 

University of North Dakota Gasification Environmental Studies 4- 78 

USBM - Twin Cities Metallurgical Mining and Industrial Fuel Gas Group Gasifier 4- 84 
Research Center 

United States Department of Energy Advanced Coal Liquefaction Pilot Plant 4- 72 
- BI-GAS Project 4- 73 

Cities Service/Rockwell Process Development 4- 74 
EDS Process 4- 76 
Flash Pyrolysis of Coal With Reactive and Non-Reactive Gases 4- 77 
Great Plains Gasification Project 4- 79 
Integraged Two-Stage Liquefaction	 . 4- 81 
KILnGAS Project 4- 83 
KRW Advanced Coal Gasification System for 

Electric Power Generation 4- 83 
Laporte Liquid Phase Methanol Synthesis 4- 84 
Mining and Industrial Fuel Gas Group Gasifier 4- 84
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Mountain Fuel Coal Gasification Process 4- 84 
Solvent Refined Coal Demonstration Plant (SRC-I) 4- 88 
University of Minnesota Low-BTU Gasifier for 

Commercial Use 4- 90 

Underground Coal Gasification 
Brazil Project 4- 91 
Bituminous Coal Project 4- 92 
Tone Project 4- 92 

United States State Department Chiriqui Grande Project 4- 74 

U.S. Steel Corporation Mining and Industrial Fuel Gas Group Gasifier 4- 84 

Veba Oil GmbH Bottrop Direct Coal Liquefaction Pilot Plant Project 4- 73 

Victoria, State Government of Victoria Brown Coal Liquefaction Project 4- 90 

Washington Irrigation & Development Underground Coal Gasification, Tono Project 4- 92 

Washington, State of Underground Coal Gasification, Tono Project 4- 92 

Wentworth Brothers Inc. Ohio-I Coal Conversion Project 4- 86 

Western Energy Company Mining and Industrial Fuel Gas Group Gasifier 4- 84 

West German Federal Government Kloeckner Coal Gasifier 4- 83 
Texaco Coal Gasification Process Development 4- 89 
Underground Coal Gasification, Joint Belgo-German Project 4- 91 

West German Fderal Ministry for Bottrop Direct Coal Liquefaction Pilot Plant Project 4- 73 
Research & Technology Hydrogasification of Coal to SNG 4- 81 

Rheinbraun High Temperature Winkler Project 4- 87 
Synthesegasanlage Ruhr (SAR) 4- 88 

West Penn Power Company -	 }CILnGAS Project 4- 83 

Westinghouse Electric KEW Advanced Coal Gasification Systemfor Electric Power 
- Generation 4- 83 

Weyerhaeuser Mining and Industrial Fuel Gas Group Gasifier 4- 84 

Wheelabrator-Frye Solvent Refined Coat Demonstration Plant (SRC-1) 4- 88
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APPENDIX 

Amendment Agreement - Union Oil Company of California and	 5- 1 
the United States Synthetic Fuels Corporation 

Commitment to Guarantee - Forest Hill Company (Borrower),	 5-16 
Greenwhich Oil Corporation (Sponsor), and the 
United States Synthetic Fuels Corporation
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nammainai 11 seth Debt .iak one paneled by 5k. Cerpesssssm an sap pIpes. 11 

- psisdell 11 0..nasad Dabs s.d. iota P5065 Sh.oisg Psynes.t), Ta - scans 
nib peynaso as. .sbs.IS as 5 ..aael . this e..aalis. 'hail dan ash 
p. sqallo lOts el lb aa eI..y lcbe&alsd .e.$) pflanb us. dedol 
mob Qsastn - - Maadissdy pr.s.dia Qaansn 

(b) peslb.PaeT.cE!sssbe.scbQssnaatpseeed.cshsneaapbq 
(5) - any m yman. atted by say dscsuss. Is data (s) at (b) dlbia domsidas far ptstsles.s 

Q,annt at p_lad., ash. can may ha, as . mall 11 .diassIsesuII stoat dsasiase stash Qsssnsr at paled. 
lbs an usap 

Aaadrd Ce-u.n Tb. Csrssl is ssd lIla elate is tee. bedsadbe1, sdskeat tid. - 
aaslasy lIthe lass_la. .eadS by this Aa1. 

.4-ada-a. This Aendams Aptasal by sad boss. USa aad - Ceepeessien. toads 
(son - is - be atasd.aa - Anode II,? baasl. 

As1as.ee.!lea Falu!o5a. Th. esld!aS bed co,bsssat - macfilial - .qsipeso, sacIIac abets 
be.e,ded so hr iscatpessssdisso lb. Phase I F_lb.]0. all .sob.ssssishly a. detenbed is Sail.. 2.3 elsbe 
lofoematiss M.sat.adsa. 

Aegsale's.s hclhloin Ceeaensiss Cons Assss.ssasis. Pso1sss slesdabls Ccc. exeepe (I) sksss 
dbS is perspspbs (dl, (1). ((3 ss (s)ol lbs -- dAaeassssalaos Psopsas FasdabbeCana (iS 
the.. dacssbed is p.nenplbs (5). (5). (b). (I), (I). (b) mad (I) doacb ddalsie sslsssd so osmaeaie.iat 
- nanap - (IS) teas] - .dssleasenslss sspeeo .oinbes*bis so sbe Aaeaaiasse. Pntss,a esba 
ibm (A) these becsrsld.a 'ho P,sscklae Cask PmSiosss ltd (5) iciest' - ssssaeaiag repmma 
besssnd by U's, Soles ma 'Tscbaley 01st],. Pat pulpal. 11 ibis Aanl, sap s.ap.s.tie. 11 

Asia-salk. Paishsia C.ststialss Casa shall be aids is l.a. 915 delIa's t.be4 - PPI Is ailpan tot 

	

Aaeseasaisa (his's Th det'd.ssssst doles lad	 dths Aatirae.lsie. F.clIlliss sad 
lbs Iaasllsp silk. Peojas Pactlsa. 

Aeel.eis. (b.p.s f.sd.ifrCods Ssbjcs sash. la!t.ioss iso tooth I. abe lass pessersph tisbis 
dedsilie.. Aspsalas!o. Pnsna F.sdabsa Camm lb.!] be - falls_lot sea.. - - Ia-ass 11 
Asprsasiss Pyspsa Psadsblo Cast a say ass. .bat be eqs.] Ia - suresslo mesas th,sn,d fat - 
mba be .eaosdesa sssb essaafly accepted .csa.aiias psissiplo by U. s. at .ftn the C)oiso 0.5. sad 
pties to lbs Cane Os 

(a) sees of sq,lps.es. ohio. aasbbeay, .opØn sad asba roaaaiah (at. a becospe.soed less. 
- asanassIss ebbs Aaae.salle. F.cstsja. beclsdis. (I) me. to, porbeat. platens sad 

s day -J, man (a) as an pcsstas saSsy, and aoiso.aasal psaaois. may
ae.itseias .qaipan. mad ladI,io. (Iii) ass. tar iasnlaty. sepplia sad spas - p.aotbas.d - IA 
Ibe Peolscs Camaa.ial P,odss,sss 0.1. is as .sleo satssy (55 seem.l epsosolWn of lbs 
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Ao.aaatso, P.cihdc rots period nfl!. meals. liNn Nffi. - (It) sosnof.q.spnnt Os based rot 
.mnuwy r.yIsoai,.s of nmaits .qoipmao to masod..c. .stb potadasm suns p.sttso 

(b) onto of pooiemorno. sans .0.4. - fooaa ,.qtd.od wSy to. lb. Asmmtasan 
Pont,,,., s., 10,4 0o ala.., a roal ploy..', i.q.ind dt..cily - .s. ossoonlos - - 
Assssaoilcs Fiat,.,.,. - of.aso.stie, led sbad.m.as of esob land ml p,oyaiy lots. .sI..O 
ectua.taIS by lb. Aegoansahos Pity... 

( o) a,, of n&nnilo. - dniy. 'sob to lb. Osisol sans.,7 IN - derdoymomu, dSn, 
a,Stflotlsoh o.a.d.a,, sad loan., of lb. A,em.si.dea P.omlaj 

(4) o.e.m. ont. Os O.oaost.ed Dth 
Ce) the [ass Gosnats. F... 40 Ion oat, 55,4 .opn. jotting inonsosasa oats lb. i.o.u.. 

old - 010saiali.nd Dots - - ron - (open at,ny tnoon..tno or lint, tdtoda soda 
any Cets.tusl Alransat; 

(f) pny.ny lao., - 1pm.!.. sarannabo. I,, .sOocnye. maim, 'a. payr.0 sad son,..', lasso 
apocid spot U..- by frdenL stale end loosl onntnsa., soeroln At isbn sash5 ..thoottlo. sib 
laport 10 lbs Asrosatalka F.tl!lia 

(,) IN Finanoist Amattasco Ftc 
(by toss, of nm.a.a17 Nam  eityeopitsua masons. sad bond, of oIl ly rolat,d in IN dmspt. 

otnotpactlo,. temnusomoniss - busy of_I Astsis.as.olos PschIiiim, 	 - 
Ci) conos of peofmalm,.l .a.micn sad It '.1.1.4 t, lb. denkyan, dmia, naor.cous. 

.eta,sssoss,l - stump of oh. Aopsosos.ks Psalidu. 100104.01 osohoanal. socbitsos,nL Not 
- enactlog (ma. 1.104100 - tIim,tnm.s lb. ia's of (en sad madora .sonssoy so 'boal. 
'loam - psont sad is penal. atiamsoasal 'opens 

Ci) sas, of - - ep1on 'slut. baimb Iota.,,... onto.!., - mAcb pm, - dedaid 
csounbsatje, lain... plaao I rappin of 1. dnl, lksada.. pamitnia a,nnci.se,. 

- .sn,y of lb. Asoma,osIo, FsthIlijn. Issbodiaa 'sob 	 patsissg so so.ptey.n S p.;f"Ni e'ia,ata .zcbimecs.nL lop0 it eannoanal flsactiom 
(it) (.n to. nysitin .ad lisa... thaI 'di. OS lb, d..skpmsms. dnip. asonocijo,. 

ooasniaioday sad aan,p of It Anntatma, P.al,tim, 
(I) cam, of ts,bslc.& emsiaom.m,saoaJ - 	 -ao.o data pib.oi,1 551 sasij.k rotated to lbs 

demj.. .sso.otacta oeusmio.s6a mod soan.p of - A.r.mssia, Fmoto.. 
Cm) sass to reosoum. Phais I Pesdhtla bass inLand by lb. 	 Fadlisit. 
(I) lb. Thus I Fsnh.im ma. no. bdm' opa.t.d, cay sat, ..qal.s is mainoat. - fbi, I 

Pmsolumla (arey' lbv pins. t flbasal tbisb sit so 'tytso.d by lb. Asgtr.nsash.a Posit.!..) is a 
condItion which sit eon., No itS Phu. I Psodon'. will b. oç.osslesot o, onapksuo. of lbe usio.nsct,ca of ob. Asitaniation Fsotlitka - Is m.i.t lb. 'asllability of paae,aol mans.!)'. 0it. - Pod... F.ablia - 

(s) nIbot usia to may ho ayp.and Nth; Coepentae.. 

Pdeets,lh.laadla5 Asomcsnsaos Prena rondoS. Ca.. shin i,se .ini kd.dn n.y 
to - saint - men so, dotaalsod by - Caponai.a sob. is_ne or en .nssay - dinsoby S Oath, dado..no. doip. iaa. a,onsns .---°--' I - .an..p of - Asy..m.aiaa 
- ib. maittim dmcnb,d a peamsnpho (m)so Cm) of - dsdaiol IN (yenta, us.. of lb. s_sum Fiab.,., .5th In us loot, .stoth.sosbl, ma IN NoNoNNIN, - aatt.sp Ibsotof stan - S.asa. ..la - 99nai put rofand '.5 psngnpb (I) of - ddaiay 
a of pmtpaty - sbeaasd it5 o.nsaie. — 'a' Pa... - ha - sit ban.. ma o..a.Sp 
- Ion.'. bo lb. P.ncb.t. Cn Priopsa (bodidita Asiloan macas), math. cans boo - en 5th, (iii masatet sob.. of peopaly so ant.., dknpsdiq lay p...!.. of - 6k mona nba it a lamb_sod. ma - p.	 of netI la.I *aas, moon - An. may deynnistie. a .tasi., of Cap!..] Espnditw.. may moms. usa elba thaa ihsso rofand so is psnnpb (4) of - ida. b bàn	 aood ha say .ddltaa) psynas too ,a a manta asahi5 — - fail..,'. 
niOka lb. sdm ,flm..d by. toed.. a soda ma shoals muons.7 dousoas arty plysoab ibiS us 

so be boot,'. tso p.07cm of - nchaia lay Ia., elba than thom. 'of.gnd .0ma ystqnyb 
(this dOSl say soda. 1thb7t0 a Sails, - so _... lomored by Uaa tm ohmic - ma.. oh. smu.m of lb. Otsalmatas 0.5_nyp's., Om.tsalss yaa'. - say lidasi uioaacc mp.nsd unmet so - siacaw. a Amatho ssy osdtli. frarba.. - so — no.,, mess soy b.toees so soy psyanma m.d. soda say posIt mba's.; plan or dm40, anapsomo to soy scion a oy of Vile, mba than may esob - or an.ano a.mlkbI, no saIoot.d uspdyye of 0 
'tT usa of soy tmaiy p.a lbdliny may lent of 0a pita on,, lIo,o., (as .soa .bun	 aanb	 of man or ends,,, so daslos baSis pin.ds to - 

D.,dJuim7 C Tb. B.nknpncy tofsom Ast of tnt, - d.d (ion Now ma — so ay 

ienit Psoiya. USeed lain p 

lade .dgmnea& Asp apeat lb.. S - "it be .a.a4.l to - PIntS. Cosel	 at. - - Aasad,d Csao - O.a,ma La. Ace.,, ad - Ca.ni Ap	 - 

Dada.. Dsp A dey 'Sob S en I Satadsy. S.aday. (Sail holiday a sober day on which - 
Peda.l Rain., Saab of Now Vo.b. - United Its.., D.psnaao of the Tma_s so en.,.!.] bsst. sit 
aeehsotzad a mq5rmd .0 dos, .54. - low, of - 0.451 Stoma - Duo's., of Casoabl., - Sus, of Calif.,,,!. a - Soot, of N.. Yak 

4,WaO £pe,dft.r. Aay ispadliorm oeyitallomd I - Proj,ot Stoat a .cn.daa.m - gnainy

tilt?, (Cusaistit, Afar Tao Cash Flea.) Al say dot.. bo arithalol. sla, of ho Aft', Tao Cash 
A.. (so - Q.aana seisalo; aitbOcisba 10905 100ad Idodie thsQmaaner end.; so mob dot.a. I 
sits dam. I e'ha ibis th' - ofe Qeart,.. lb. period .sdi. on sicb dot.. 

OaJsg bean Tb. dote of nomad., of - Amandamea by lb. Ca7c..,0. 
Cud. Th. atonal Reraso Cad, of 954. waded so dot.. 

Csyua,i .Qt.enec (s) Amy mato. deed of tan. secaitty aornaam .. sin!,,, ao.us.at poaita soy of IN, aonayo, — sad nsot.oy mt. Is thee M."..., Ptseeny, - any plolm so scala. lanai ma yrsas. mocoitsy sterno 5th, Caaars,o.je, Aroosot, 5. so's,. IN	 a IN Ososastes - IN oblipimor, of Oslo. .ad.r Atild, 3.7 bsr.of and (h) ho M_, In Uniama mayply hedatab for 16 'otsos oaa.imsdi.il . ptal.. of IN Proj.'. Fosiliola .550 tysot IN apt.o4hoi 
plo'. aa000,itsss pa000,iof ho Po.i P.chlhita in Otto cuss of lbtedoaaa, u dainbedso Sobedale (2 

Conan. Masot.rio; Sostealot; ip,ctd.d nib. Etlulro,elmlsl Ma.iitoits 1 Pta, obiob ii reqair.d by fmda.l. Oote a local pnnila .ppos',lm a abet rmpl.mo thu (soils.-

flnn.d.. 4rc.seo Tb, aenes of Oslon atablihed with lb. Gasroctad [soda Ia C.) lb. 
d,p..Oi ofosobmab, - rot the payim.mm ofAavna,taolom Props, Fsodaslo Cat, sod (b)tbs.ysyns.om of Astsse,stam Plots,.,, Ptadabd. Cast 

Canaries.. MU..... Dos. Tb, dams on 'blob Uska shall bate iaotond a beam. u.s. (a 
Anaatsiboa P.So!o Camaoaaae, Cam 'blob, aba eopou..d tilt., 0955 delia dal the PPI to sdIuo boo Satin. so, .qonl mass — 73% of - — Ascinoatha Psth.t Co.atnacsios Ca., aoimst.d S eb. Mtasoa Coma tationat. 

Caere, Tb. Spent basso. U.!o, - 'he Used Slain. d.o.d auoflsty 19. 1911 Idntihs so Apeno Nt DE-FX.0l.5tFyj3a rtlaoI; to Ph.,, 0 a5a5 - by - Utsiad Sum pia.wsat 
ma Pen A of TI,]. I of Plabbo Las 94-ZN, - 'sobs. sad thiysmon, of DOE osda .hicb ban. yonianJy - tnurars ma lb. Capon 

Capads.of	 Caetitbmutd Eq.i.y a sny date of dnaaiaasiso shot be - oamnat of's sash, sodas,., of Dsotsr.atmnts, 55 by USes miser &peenbso * 191' to pay Ateonemsol., P,ors,n Psodablo Comas. 

Capsomolan. Ut,td Stain Sysobed. Pod Cayaa,iso a Imda,l csopaoatiso, its satan... aid 
-Pt 

Cu.. Doss. Tb. tooler of C') 5, Pity.., Canam.rcisl Prsdartas I)..., (b) Deoeabeo II. 990 so 
(0) any - elsotad by U.iisn cAt - lint dsia Om 'bAckup FilgibIs Predoos p'sdac,d by lb. Podeom N. maid, 

Demo of Inffi.Ih.d,aS, Tb. asta of us) sop daladosad by 0.1., eisa - - — on... abicb soy Slot, Pr.dcio - hen todd, (by lb. Sa. dii, . pa wbjcb dl of - bIb.n bat., ut,n_i, (I) Eliwihi. Pad.00 bay baa mild. (I) Pta,. lb., pendad Slybs Plods.,.. Ia ttai5 of en load, - day data;, pined am. daym - () Pb.. I Not posotod apIs, Png..so sas. of Imnoth pa day tha4.5 a paled of IN njo. day, or (0) - dii. op	 .ay Eligible Pnd.ot pm	 by - Priesois ku	 Pa - pupanof sobdasan (I) - (lii) of dma, (b) In - pssoeda1 nat.. 	 of Bdpbk Pr_isa eball it.. entat. -
Nott 

	 pnn ma it. my.dby Onus - lbs Capa..ia pita ma NoIIIIIto IS, 592,. 
Doria-i.,,. An. 40 USC; is'. - a . - endS (ron — so tie, 

Omds- Canmmtso. A Plojea Ce.tnca, nba, norm. - tapas ma - Psasta Crab 
Prepmn ensyla.., pafam,us of enrcida, mops, so 'lesion - 'boa a mabjai ma - lola soadsot of - D.iis.luss AOL 

DenIm-I,,.. ta.,t AU psyretls. m.d. - sober arittos e'4dnc. r.qtds.d ma 5, mdst.i.d by 
0mM, ad Done-Basso Contain.,, p.ona001 to o' CP.R. S.1(a)(l)(l). so stath e.sdatiom .syss sandal — done Is - 	 - 

0mM As to soy dab of daanil.silo, IN say Polo,. SO .blen .-•- snsodsaoe wits 
eaaslly ,oc.p..d sonsoniag pebodyam. sbald 5n dasdO,d so soot P.nasm b.Isaoe ibm. a Oat.).!., a of math - (nba lbs. torrent lialllloln - - bson.nd momey !.s.nS joIst. adios,, an of babes of - Pan, thai en as 0.04.., dofne.4 main. tinted asits. peaun - dafrnS 0000,NoNot satan tot o.laceyusd Is's.., aockbedd,n' oqdOy - sqSi 'tomato), sad Sin, mint bm.h.dla 

C') teorisa.. (Istbida slaSa tt.itaei ohSpdon mad, say spear (I) ma mdla - pmopaoy. pendi.ot, so.asntalm. toppb... lrsapommstos so	 ..p,dls of - deSo., a mo.da.ay of tI. pinpny po, momaish, "ppm. usoopata.la a matta aCm) 94.01., — lInac, or ..pial wanleedea ma.. cIba Stein... S. or to sohatsie paid.	 tosotom, s_ha Pa... S nap_s of m.blaa - sba Pa,., to Ui 5 DOS of - aba Passe so ma nfl. ea oqiay. sablea ..pllsl sooth., h,In.oe .bat sadIsts, a on ofn DOS of - ciba hr..,) ,usna (ciba has (so pupa, of tic. I. - adSs we., of	 ) - - thigasion (bactodiag Os.O.g'a adipoSe.) ma pmy.	 p.'obmas Del of soaba

(bi lay sbtipt.a m.osnd by 'ay tin!. upon of ma, Property of neb Paso. sot. oha.gh - Pnra boa	 ns so base. bible - the pip..., of mob oslipso., lad 
Ce) nay 555107 Ia tap.'. of cay — 551,. aMok lab Pa.s,I Ins. sod oblob, S ,aadsan mitt sanity	 .S —1.1peiaoipt... nbmsld be c.paosISd a - Pat.,. baSics tbml so 

(a -N,*the amos,05. ofohrsoas - )sb.imy banal., (0' fsssb tame bad ham nylisliaid) sboald 
N doicltmedosnee. to - Sit.', that. 	 - 

Deoioso.sd hmueof Tb. saud.' met rats jo Ar.!.!. 7.11.) b.rsot, 

- Oermd,p.ee, Miloamie beta mt - Os whIch tn, dditain mpaso&d in Anism. 91 b.teofaato be 
- by O.i ma ibm Cayna.!., 

Oidarw.smL A dlthonetnea. of pra.ed,ofO,aonamad Dot. ma.t (0. Oem soda is. Otlonasad baa Ape... ad ole Oosrsasad Halo. 

DiM..,.. boon. Each t.qont - a DIibnn.ma. malb.t,elad by (Joan PullmanS to Aoticls 4A.l 

DOn. Tb. Usood So.,.. D.yutmas of Dife., so say senaraimsy a day.naas of tb. Ueia.d 

DOd, Tb. Usoocd Stain Deysnant of Eanjy, a may menta 'gacy a dapmnoxal of she 0555 lao. 

Vhdl/a Fend.,.. Syoctods nono - spciloattomn ist tons a Sobedd. II boy.'.. 

t.d,aaswua Meoiamueiog Dents.. III. Eot,isom.n.al Momit.ein, I .L. O.tliso (a be Pnonob,ie Creel Pr.a,nss. dais as of )oyoa,be, 24, 1955, pe,ymrS a .np000 of lb. Pmncha.o Crab Preiruim by One. - daloiers Os IN, Cosoponsie,. ssooail.5 IN onatla, of .anrosnaaal .00ais1 - A. Pancb,t. Comet Props... 

bnn,aaioai ,ld,suai,, Fl... Tb. pisa for a.i,ataatal asmit.rlan of ha P,o.cbat. Comb Pysp.m mobwits
 

"u. 'adat ibis Aasadmat -i 1 d.t.ttlmia.dma ba mateyooli. by tIc Cayns.io.o 
soda Anode 7.) banjo. a deiaaiies cape.'., in mated.... wilt Atoll, 001(4) hereof, a 'aads 
toast — be - a p.o.ided by Aoticd. 7.99.) banE 

say I 
dh.it 
'apt 
5-

a 
AiNsco. o'oopaa atop to Ia. mamas of ona t5 by Union I.	 slion Ihaofai may us's (I) .5th AN mob. - wish tb.p.on.tof(A) may houta.@ sow..y bad sib raycit sash. 
hash'., Cr5.1 Pta.na oh. Pmnsfrssa Coal Peahen, (5) - tallag a s.5 of..y p,n of - Pmncksoa Oak Pann so - Pso,cbais Coat P.a by - maca, of - post of .-.eoo a a - b.o n4.5 of bay ss.amnasal o.sbaiy, so say - so en,.... by One. - ofadl . '. of - meatS, a (C).,, aba - so depaldo. of - PintS. 
Ca..l Pso itoh. Puo Ca Fedhila,so,sy — lbaom(a ('4) tooth. p.yat of.boh ssyof 
- pe	 nsa I n04dc so nae so soay - 1.155 Spmnmsnps (ci) so (a) of this dOSolaso, en 6k - dus en,. toon., so ______ of lb. PSal
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to.inocniiI MairsS.g 'I.. GsI4oIl.o. The Capon.ao,'. Eanlon,wntM Mo.itonn. plan 
Gttidtt,tte pobliahod he 4t FSntl R.p.t,o 44616. Octohn 13. 1013. - .an.nd.d (ron the y It tin. 

Em! of C.eyonnio. T,n,i.otl,.. Any or ho o'oatIo ,d rorIb it 	 W. 10.2 hot-i. 

En.' if D.f..0 Any & lb. onatt. ,et lath 6. Aniclr Its honni, Whoa - Ii Anid. 127. 
1,11d3.L1(i) aI.lUb) h.ndtrlamnyOehaetC,0t13r.tl. lb . tera 0n.cliiDd.tJrth.lttholaclud. 
a, it-s nthicix - for the pra'loiont of Anid. ILl hind, mAd comodmo. 'a Enact 44 Dthtk. 

FI..ari.I ,duia,.n Pb.. Tho Cm p.o.id.d he I. Aztid. 3.4 ba. 

P6101 Roniraao,I Da. no inc dot. 'ftc ibo Cue O.j, bicb 0..natad Dtho'n t.wsadht 
sod .0 Sam. - p.a.hna - poach... i..y, thorn, ban hen paid. 

f..o 2,4.4.4. A rosa ,cbodot. I On. here 44 Esbibit L10 bano Ideas tab. Coepontlo. 
plttlatIoAnbchLIOka.of. 

Goc,ci.S Dat Debt t(Una ;u.nottod by lb. Corpor,tio. it occadac. 4th bIos Aan.adtwnt 
- y.itac.ol to the Gcon.tnd toco Asrennotil. 

Gt.,..cS I..da. no adios Iacisioieii a ma4tatben - nm lola the Otanatas I,... 
Arona... 'he tnda dm4.1, .b.nuada. tt.d coy meemen eer .BiI,ii d.sy tact Into0 S4ttton. 

Coma.1 to.. Agm....t The - .paneo, - n.y he ator.d - by - .coos the 
0..,at.d laIn. Ui_ ,od'he C.mporsI,on hy prttided I. Mild. I hacof. 

Gaonao.S La.. (yaita: oa no dot. 01 the n.a.tlt. - dotary of Iba 0a.nataod Lana 
Alma.., by tJ.ioo. - Oacnot.S (ado. - lbo Capteitioa. 

Ga,..oe.d A.eos lIt. monsoon. a i,.lnsmnl. e.dncls lb. Ol.sn,.nd Do., 

Gs.,..aht. Pasty monk ornnl.. iSbn lb. It.. .1(1) lb. C,.oSDn..a ('I) lb. - - 
•bkb nay DigitI. Prodoja postal by - Pici.mt 'n 0.00 .004 - bo'n. shin - ben - toni 44 
Caponao. Taaioaoo a 0 Ab.sde.a..I 44th. Aunanmie. Pr.a the pa Bond .m.nas whIn 
1. .qnsal sob. - 44(o) 'be Pbu.t Gan.t.. Pole, ad (b) - Snpinns.J A4.nimaL Pa tap csba 
tooth, It, Pa Bond anacot obiob I ...J to - Pb... I 0'.,iui. Polo.. Ns.Iobo..adio* - fonbolos 
and - pwacia.d AsticI. 1126 ban& if that.. PcaS.d To.mS.4.. 44th. Aqanac.. Pmnna. 
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obtol..d byep os b.bolfadllcia p aad.biob S bdcg amanssd ( so - - basantspadUslo.n 
amos adooy - Pranit to a - - ohansaS), and .0 paSt pstctdsd Pa to soy opplonbls en 
rsqolstlo. be p..!.. challis5. shorsadhoro apI-S. (I) thas P5mm - ha.. - sppbod Ito - s-
pa cbeoiood, adebicb S balsa an.cao.d (s an - - bsaplSg, ad Usia, cc ama adsoy - 
sppOaol hot - - iboants), 0.4 (51) thoos Pawn chat u p. an ho .optS tot. 

Cc) At Panlss ubac 5,. ,uqroirod to ban - etanSs paioo to the daso bawl bus'. baa oteolcod .04. 
nap. 51 locus. -blob ban 5.pt.5 by - sat. sad oblob soc an °n .sasooy to - Psrsoh,c. 
Conk Prop.m ronals iso bets - offa.. No - Panic asada. soy oadlt.cn tbat ,.ouoid poacsls 
Us_I an sob. en. adrho stianoan so docaicat_s Sn ys an to Anita Si, 9j 0.4, i.ya 9.1 bawl so 
nntd 0.0._Isp .dce.gIp sOn - sbtlltp ad Usis. an pet... is. ottiasdloan soda - Aicads 
Cain.., ny bait Apcac an Sch Uoioo ppon an ho 0 P5fl -. stan minis by Oslo., - 
O000.st_I Iso. Apanant cbs Cotacac] Apcant, or - Onoscposd Na 

	

(4) UsIa rnsasbly bets... shot thin P	 ubib silt, soda n-andy nlci In. be roq_IS 
win ho iSols - sssdsd ad ibid - Pman si - ban an.dition shot 'a.ld paSo U_s an 
- as adsbs .00n a dssanhoo_Ian tnd an S Aiuicla 0.2. 'a 'aLt a04 .05.14 
assault, odoody stat - sbtaty ad U_s an ps_Isa an .tthp_Ian -- Aa Contra any 
Pa Asnama an wblob Usoos puopon an So pony a. 'ban coamod by 05_I - Osoosotand Lam 
Aps]. - Com.saol A4t 	 aiM On-stand Nan 

(oh cfusy 0o.nstas mu S sananosdbo. USc. an-abLy bosto.n that V. - amnana ad 
E.ao &Odosb ass E. olcoopenoiol Ts.t_I sac Toson, - Capon_I. osd soy poocham a 

ipsc ad - b000spgcd Psopasy, or n,ao A. do by, ohso.ib a ..da - Tosssa a lbs 
Cioponoll. no.54 5 sat., withal pssby a cdd_Isal a an prcspct, ohs_I, - - panporn ad 
oanpIsdd - epaws - Matppd P.cpnty - 	 sun- a opasoas of hiMonppd
Propasy - do coaplodo. - esdllou ad - )daip5S Plopciy as cs.tsau. without Ssnrcpda 
dsha (I) sbs	 .. onbooltitics a sopasus] adtho opp.tcoiats rcan5.ay body wan anb. nods an -
bands. ad nih PsoSc spsdbsd S lobsiol Ia hams or (I) a ooptuoaant pans. - - - Poni - 
- - - 

14 COSsos otob ISPI No Cossloan. 

(a) Pltisha - anal.. 'ad ddkoay by U_s &lbS Ammdmeuid. sop adsbs lab Apussos, so 
'blob b psoposia anbe. pony, a, aba eatcosod by USa, - Os.natssd Laos Aoanas, - Cotictnct 
Apacas,.. lbs O.aooasood Ncon, sot (ab000t lash. cs adoisoos (B), bits., an Usia'. oS.]sb.o lb. 
Poonits sot pan .S.isS St ad - duct baa0) - eassansia ad - U.ssnilara co.cssnptanod bsnbp, 
sb.00hy a by - Aatands Coosaoot. 'ho &sltlsnt ad soy of - stunt bacci a shawl. (I) ntlhio 
nib a casIo. los hooch a sbuS.. ad (A) soy ad lbs sun.. icoditiosco or pcot*boti ad lbs atponso 
obusoor so hy.I.o. ad U_sop Uoaak (B) any tcdast sat. op - Son by isdom. jsdposcs. d.c's.. 
rats a roirolouias ad asp men so sop beast, ma.. - 5wo] tcoacaaool a p.obslc coshoclpp 0, olapy 
bo.lacjoaiodwcla pin U_sat.y adtss csoceoin a by oblob Usn. .rscp sflto proptila Sbssod Oc 
otaisd, a (C) .ap nidsaa of bodsda .passat a Minions an cblob U_s a any ASlot. ad 
u_I.S.o.. pony aeastoanptotn bnoolot . pony (by _Itcams or coh.m.hs) a by sb_I la any 
ad I poop.nia basd or stan_I a (5) ran_s I - a - Spodice. of fly tics spin .cy ad - 
pctpoosia ad UsIa, n she Li... antid by tin CsOhcnsl Arsaasso - n - - 

	

ad psmlb.ansaco 55 lad S	 000ia, nor_I', sconb050aws, so.srnlam's, 
nabosisa.	 Ooyoa' mba hp Lion ra oaoua s.odo.d. aottaioh sishod
a Ioba petoons oobos I. lbs oony am.. ad - Pso.thsa Conk t'rcpa .5kb wit no anotosislty 
sdoesy afar - Psonbscs Conk Paop.a a - obsb*y ad Urna an polo.. to oIotp_I.c 	 - 
Aa	 Catnop, a nba aa by U.S., - Oontao.d (on Apac - Cottons] 
Aptaao a - Oannstad Nan 

(b) U_s S I aanplhasa. ad rn-ably bdsno ba Is sib ho - an cisply - rsqdos. -. 
a]! - - a]! Sao]. mat. - l Sn ad Sis - rrsolsoia, of beast. not. - Ion! 
tc.n'-o] a potts ombalsian - oa oppliasos coin - copsa an ho Psooh.ts Conk Pio0caa 
rube. - tatsn anoesply ,sdd saintafly ad.ansy stat ho Psonbuis C.s.b Papa. a U_s's 
abtisy 0s pc.ton it. obbptiaa cbs Anadod Co.aacs, ooy Oak Apamat an sublob Usia 
po.po.a an S 5 pa.) a, sbm masts by Uia - Orconssosd Ions Apornat lbs Cotoissol 
Apa,n op - Oarsssad Noon - ra.asbly biSon tin - carpliocco null sos paSt Ussa an 
n.h. as ad - donscn eo datnkdo.. ,adntod is an AnSn 5.]. LI, Lit t.t a 0.4 haitI a 
aowlooy sdocn]p stat - satiny adU_Ic an portion is tbMSm, soda - Ansodod Cautcp, sop 
laoS. Agsant an wbSb Uc]os papa.. an boo pony a. nba mnsosd by Us_I - Omcnosnd La. 
Ainas. ba Cotoesol Agsa.aso - - Ossoascad Nesa 
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— I n ial .mikoh , -aIsphah Prado's In - eats - 
tadasel )da—aodoa. Usios swo.ably hibesm ban 52 
— D	 is. sat that lbs Catanwelm Mltnaosr Dot. 
thn -	 00 lbs A'j- ss—.. Psolbthm eat ho at 

-posi	 psabaosd by - PIsa ha bat 

I.) tjnio. itIn coaspliasos with.— r.saoaably holints that. slihool satai.lty adntialp sffsctlni 
the Pancbat. Crsch Prom at tsto abIlity at Union to parform to obliptlana andor tha Amoad.dCostlnct. 
say Sale Arsnati to width Utica paryani so ho . petty M. -bet oticoisi by Unloot ha Oiarsattnsd 
Ian AtroattlotI. the Collatawl Apsatana at hi Oaans,tasd Na'a it will ..W to 'seal. hi coapllaace 
With, any coierontly seattle. radar. Iadamstts or dicta at say coon to toy Ibdorit. stats at local 
r.nm.rial or pabllo suthaliy of qetey applicable to a wIth leptil is (ha Pabst. Crab Proram, 

21 Utile Ap.aata. 

(a) A Inst sal penal aid. to lb. — k.awledp at Utica. (sitar. .vsi which Unlas om.osaidy 
home "air .iU ho basic Arsasaca. etth pocticailar ldmtthinios otihes. Stale Apacastla Saitso to 
Piaptotary flgbtt ha (seth ha kbadaaha 2.2 hanta - with &bsdoha Smilin .ccvatdy boss bad' 
Apnasnla that ate ha Pan baa - sate ash. daIs ha.at (hactsdlaa say camdemt. .ad.&alia - 
stpp__ to say that. 

(b) ma mpia at the SiaM Apoatast. Idattibad kbadols 2.1 hint. - hala hi sat" as ha data 
karat -- scot — an.ilabta to ohs Cooponsalo. saw its sad ossiphato ocpist tharef. Nona at nab 
Saab AIreasmos castahai a., ptstlalcs hametsatons in say matnial sepal with - lstaemasioa 
Mentonadant at (ha Aesnd.d Coniran. No pnny so aity — Basic Asretset has plea statics of — 
poslf 5 MbniM.s in tsrmloets at traced ha say matinal repat saab basic Airstossal at at any claim to 
dataal' thorraadn sad that. - bans claim at daMull ihataaadot. Usthis win and. otter bsthil toad.. 
yttiosabla hita.ieihin with taped thortat Visas itsaasably brilatce has mci osba my on —b ..h 
Stile Apmamns win b y — I. can) slat lit cititallosa hi accordance ibaawllk 

(0) U_a raaosahiy -- that host Saab Aaramonta — an sot hi oft's - the dots hasot win 
hi hi sast. what sasd aid sin ace motait poonialoa. thm -told pastis UsIan to make as t( the 

tinala at ommommomp ratnd to In AnicIn 92. tZ 94. 0.) at 9' hstaat staid ma'atiany 
Steady atsa lbs .biltoy at USa to patient lao thOp soda she Amondad Cantrast. say basic 
Arassont to which UsIa peapost to h. I p.fly at. 'St. macwaS by U_a - Oaan.tisd Lw 
Atnsea. the Conatatti Apsot at - O.anatasd Nasi. 

2.0 P.scssllap. 

(a) E.cqo be lbs sa..alts ldsntilad ha loan I atUsatal's Asastal 1.paia Poem li.K (a - yte 
dod Dstomba II. 59*4 otIs Usoalt Ra, Poem 5OQ (at the Qsaetar adS isa. * ('53, that 

an so sandlot a. to lb. — bstowhadp atUnlO. attn 'a—sable hiiedpula lbtslwsad. lawnolts a 
)adlcial on, admiaitarstlws adieu at yo.a.dlap whichc hadisidvaity at hi thin sunoaI. it sdnttdy 
datmaninsd. .n.aid manalaily — Sandy start thin Psxachat. Oaok Ptan,a a aba ahabty of Utica no 
W. I. shilsiabasa ada ISa Antwd.d Cairn's. lay bad' Asratnat to which It parpona to has (say, 
a, whan eaactasid by Usia lbs Osaea.saS Lw Apa.aast. lba Contain] Ananmia or the Oaanntad 
N.

(b) non Sr. so pan4s at immand tawwaios at j.dlctal at admiahontào shmail at potnadaip 
bnaa to UsIa shad, ionfinkint a hi - sogaqano f Sbms.h, doia.ha* weld atoially — 
sdtaidy slam lbs nifly of my aba party to toy at - lair Apna—hatam - — I to 
pethew ha cipniata — sty — SI AgeatL 

2-) linac cal Sawmd DsM. 

(s) U_a - pod mast. in satat riebos - sad - maetotaila tin. to aD sthar —s psepatad 
to ho s-aS - at lbs — bassO by U— which an h — at sohi — hi - Pssacbaae Coal 
Ptagsa ha — — of — Lion ns tie (.bat. coatS by - Ccnataal Apcaa — 1km 
that. haditidsiany on in lbs sogrqata. sin an .atahifly .dtctdy itba an y PanA'aoa Cowl Ptoest. N. 
at - s-pasty, idahia to - Poncbai. Coma Pros-rn In iad a ladlaa bath at. to - — knowisis 
of U. Sh say — — lstdlaa cafta a tadian asadaSunt as tsdisa Shim, It lay Osaoaasosd Dabs ha 
ososaaadia. Oslo. has soS - maabaoabla dole so - Manpisd Pnpsny sto - cZar atsay tics ciba 
— lbs tine mania by the Cotta.! Aa.eaio — Pnlsind Oaussbn 

(b) MOcha Ussassy Atbai. of Usl - sty 0—s .5th hi ssn.wd by s Lion — fly 00 the 
band	 at to ho 1 hi say patl at lbs Pita. Q Ptota (ladladla. lbs dl sbus 
dqSts dSlces.d baits) a by - pla4s at eadseao * a — List tyas any of ho	 at 
- Cospaaoia a - rights at U_a	 - Aad Catr.a a sty at - p.s-na which may be 
ysplha by - Capasaalo. usda - Aa Ca—am — to -	 pawaatad by Aedda 7.3 

LI D..L..._.. — - Opias - - fr____—l_ Tsdhsd Rsyn Pd. 
SI-

C.) Aha - Codso bits. Oslo. ci to piano lb. iewaoçosne. dmiga — ghaaarlej it - 
she petpsoatIa of An Mhlcaoss Caa Ballasts (at, lbs A----- Fatiutia as datraibS In - 
lothemasla Manattada Units swosably hdhaw — — Pins I - - P)mlsti sin a—iowa a 
tyaobaoha tool peqan slthha ho macma of — saw hi ho Act. From and.  lbs amino Dii. Us 
haito pant the Asomossetiss Pioont. Uslos rnaosaidy bosiswm — - Prc4ca a tocbnlcsliy sad, 
sub she baandal aanra rsstephotad to ho ps.tld.d by ho AmaSs Catitot, -.—.aJty (talus 
sad atian_amsally saspoabtc — haS ophy, tha asampoioes — pflatlat hi the 111m., CaaC ma 
bath ha the lakemal Mama—dot. lbs Frloscn sin he 	 -, tiabls dana5 - Pit. Oaanaoa 
Pairod mini the baacial lisa. msianpaaiS by - than. it flaw. scostaoc — opatda 
betas pot., sobs mo*aan — - ma.trnpsic.a aid petioniost ha — 'In. Cia..' 'aid he a 
peSan — diO. be U_a to oaths. to spawn. - Prods at — thoasri the — thai hi 

(b) U_a oeaorahly babawn (has lbs OuaaantoS Dabs — aztec thorsts mill ha - by Usia si 

(0) UsIa. - ace 'goad —1-17. to s.hatdiaate hi aloha at psysami the Oaarsasad Dow It 
toy aba of U_a s—ad to — Parse iso - Casaaaios bibs - sspnaly fibadlialad ha 
tuba at psym a to a.y aba Dci. at Uaiss, 

2.9 Aosbatry ad Natas C-s flae040ty - Othar UtoilIm. Usia. emaesahly hsline — 
aaanl po. Smeiday - odor album sin be ssanahha ha sdsqaais anas010 aad as a dady — to tan 
- dsath. hasta&ag - - dnt at - Psaaohoit Croci Ptngsw dials - paint of 
asiesata — ad - spaa_a thowat 

tao 1 S Ia U. oaaio.bly hottwn t — - —'---- atSI. 
she InPae.sa Masdae. - sisal natal -. at - Panathosio Coal Pngasm ha an - tbsa 20 yen 
— ohs Dan. at 5ti1 Ptadacda

2.11 Wssao Sasly, Utica rosaseabty helkt'w taos soiflihist wslsr s.d sorbsos w.tsn jib's bar, 
hstttohtsissdb,Unhiat (orthssnittnn.p.od000tsto,srtio, sisttopssdop.ntioaotsb. 10.r.rltato Cray 
Poo.ran as It coda to -fily lbs rtqairssatt,s if with holism of twit, nght. 

2.12 Adatsaty — Suites 4 ysadntsch. Utica asm tot thai1 in toffidoet qssniid.a uS of 
safifirbat qstiit to pastit opastion o(ths P.rachats Crab F.rlhsiwn at s dal0a capicisy at 1S,4 Rarroha 
- sliest day ton it — 20 yan (net as flat. at lsiilal Pntdocslot. All lath ad u.k t Iota's hi 
satan] th,naiaa arthia ha Units alas.. 

2.2 E.ttrsaaatiai Camaitasisss. 

(5) Usia - oostah.d sib -o Soattaey of latrp, IN Admlehia.ita & tria Eaoirostatoal.1 
Ftacaice Agosry - SM Cohaeads Dnponassas at Nstaral Rassnm npsdisa - Satiraonas.I 
Mt.itostq OaSis. Job. has Paoaichid lba Coepecanlo. wish ante and oanptnss apsat at sal assawata 
end rscownatdachi,a mba IS wntia by s.d millie to Usia tad sli wsittsa twnpan.a by Union hhhm, 
Siesta to — onoiroattaataj momianas 

hI U. haa dotaloyod. sfta dinctisias sub loran stsdkil million. Si .mar;etry msdlcal rowena. 
plait which doatiin ho atsa.. so prosids attasocy madical satin to fib. Psxaibsto Crook (scittia 
darioolba snt.tconli liro of lbs Parachits Croci (scllitim. 

2.10 .11—toldM..ltarlac Suclasteomuc Montoya..W.tsr DItoralaa, Ciataspalss - 
Atallabitty Moalsaiss. 

(a) Tb. tstin.swn,al Mcsnitoenn5 Ontsleo isa. ruth is sstlina lists Ito t.tsrc,tinatst momtoolts too 
- Pntaobsie (Zrteh Peaoeaa thai time momonbay kline ha r.qaiwd by apeaanaha. tow. - Patti at 

ha Catietnwsttal Simmons, Pta. Osidsia.. 

(h) UI raaosably bshhinn baa a sin ho able so Coat,I) (a$y what rattleS sith .1 no mphoomm,- 
toodstea5 and mitioatla name (a the Ps.sahate Crab Fritter. (has in riqttirtd sishat by aplsoohos 
W.. cbs Psnota or .peeat with local sot'asnwaaaJ intuit. 

(n) Schad..l. 2-si(t) baits wit (atm Al stance dloces — noanapoios msoitoeaa; Stead so the 
P.oaobits Crook Pnrars hat U_a rmsatahny holast on nqoirsd (5) "m Pnoais., (I) by otbar 
sppllabls hVit r.qwitoasta, at (ill) ochorwiso by lbs AsmtoSod Coasrart, any itch Srhssk srp.rltsb 
Idotaulaihe mamma cat (ash (had. a satostaes mith dana (I). (ii) sad (hI) ifibt Arts. 2.50(r). 

2.51 Iantiaoas Caispa.y HsIdhas Caaaa Pnsbllr Usility. Usia. ha an: 

() cosnpsay' at.. entity 'msuettlad' by ss' hinossniaos rootpsmr, or an Atfihlats of 
at 'lormamma tmmp.ny' aa — tattle sea doistod hi lbs l,sntstoatfl Cosnpony Act at 1 94401 IS USC 
Ittoiflaa,.aaawadit 

(h) I 'ttoldiei mapssy', at 5 aabsaliaiy compssy at a Thoodlsa catspny tm or an Atiata d. 
'twjhaaasd holding ampuap' at att 'sobsidlary compaay' at a 'eqItoatsd baSic5 map.ay', SI — 
scsi son doaaid hi - PabSt Usiluiy 1105k' Coepsay An of 5923, 3 USC 5579 ata. - ammdst 
- win an Wont — as £ stab at lbs Panrbco. Ca.sh Ptflnorc a 

(0) i __5k say' at cellar allay sada lbs ha's of say jahidlcthaa. — sao Udo, the 
Psotrbao Cab Ftlorta I stoject to sq.lanias a mpa.haim by sap palo taste aaaiiiy 
at dallas hody. 

2.55 Cadent Too.. Ndsb Usia.. any Afiulat. at Ussas nor fly qes at n.peaaaailn at 
Usian at any Aaitratnt at union - nyloyad a Mm— say Puce so solndt at sent - Amandasati 
psawat to an spa, ananama a fldataadha1 Any the psymmo at. mm.nlasIos pasao, 
lowborn4. at oostiaea - 

LI) Coniot. Machat V.1st any ASiaao at U_a sat any aa rtpeamtstbs at tThIo.at 
any Asivana atU_a has otattd at clots rasdda (ha - Iota atanasais, liSa a oobawhir) to fly 
din, — . npaoy at Arm, at he Coeposanas mata — to-aid ssarha Initial haaaaat at 
So.eothhi Wa—mi — lepon to - Aaan 

Lit Casyaalssal O,.eas. No mntoa at - 400pae to - Cosgts at - UsItad Inane, at 
— . - — — to fly — at pat at - — Caamto any hand' 
— y — lbsrthma ha tia at any haw. 

Lit Olbsr A.Ø U_a - an dle a hadlastly a— onaniS at wads fly 
— — say — spsdtmat be (liii taass — - Coepaailas — Mnpan tony astaihal 
-w at ho iaaadat ama. bodo	 wIth the Caspawda be - psopan. a with - at 
titanic0 amptoaim be nob iaaal	 as. usa U_a - san pawitoag aay at a AUhaoon any 
sent a rutsancath. to n ha any — stalely. 

L20 0—mr P.wjsswc 0—a Ploa.d& — 

(it The — a—fl' at laaaoial aadaoaas s.aSS a cosaittad hy the Cospatidos to Usia, aid lit 
ASiai aider - Anands Costoat tad sal ochor spamanu. wbmhat a — rtlstsd to she Psearbaso 
Cab Fmtrsa don at — tal)te 

(hy U_a - an indoad a spy (on. — atroacty an epan - halad so ocalto a 
for. say (mat Ftoaadal Alias. 

2,21 Ptmj.to Man 'Pt- Osonaoc Caeat. Rapsetbo aS Aonasaa Spawe. Tb. 'nods's 
Mnacaant Pta Ostiaa—Dmrctopmooi Thai. — - Ptaisn M.aapeai Plan O.tba S bath I. 
— — - - petcolara — msihoda (which — pefl — ent so. ale, sib 
UsIa'. 'lid asl penmen - peaeae) by which Usia sadoia U sit maas - ooeoed 
- Paatchwio Cat Pioon — tsatdhiaio - s'sisioim at the *n Cneazanoct ha,doS (hauls. 
haoladSa the a sobodait — m oossnti. ettoetaq, palsy — - s000sntlno tyaton — 
U_a adiopsia wit ho hiplomatal by Ii — lb. Petisot Cosor.rta, lbadtn. 

2-12 Psasileway Right.. 

(a) Sdtsdals 2.12 barns tots toni a sam.naoy attn Prtpoiotasy Ribz. — Usi 
stall he — ha a wilt ho	 ary be - Par.chuca Crab Peosriat. - Sandia .5 

— Pnpastary Pisbta. (d) boto Psapsisoa.'y PJ0baa, itsay, sbas ponasrems ha uba aqalooisp, 
hasidic5 - p.otba bodino — Ptocnietaty Piba. and (it) — Pswpeiota'y Rlgha — ban an boa 
ebs,dawi. Each Propeinary Risk donctroond ha close (I) doss iconS by U_a Pa sad — of ony Un 
a aba sdttne cl_a - U_a inanity hiaboma bat Ion haaatma ha — Potcoaaay Right deaths on 
dam (b) as..In aoswaady amaraS asImplom 2.22 Mon. and ha osaS by Upon ton - — of 
any tin. 55 lbs - LInt atant.d by - Ctoaaeewl Agnwena, a aba adtmoas dat. U_a 
am'sly habete — — Pnapeistay Rights — hats yon — atossiaS - at - — bmtat sill ho 
— — — a Sw and ondl — sat an estoolety idacotsy stat the Pssacb000 Cad 
Psietan a - ability of U_a to paftnm hi ohipsitco usda - Amandad Cosaatct, sty bad' 
Agt to wh UI psapain to ho i p..ty a. win onoratnd by U_a lbo Onaniantad Loss 
Asaans. - Coiatti Apaia at - Ossrsatosd Hoots. U_a - nlakbod - pstaa which 
so. dealS hi lbs tidawda Mawandan to — .11 Pooptiatary 5ihb - Ptcisct Ineadat. owasd 
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(0 On a. day blowSs a. slpsnoa if a. F,Ifns.a Psriid asniipci, a a. rut Rtt.,ia,ns 
On,.. ha Machan Lao Oarauas US up a.n ha .Sss.d to eat pndd.d, boit.a, ba g " rsdocuat 
that ha made fupstiu 'a S haobivapssy roth raynt to Uin 5,5.01.! a a hats.. lbs uynsla 41 

- 50 bs astral by Usia say AIl.t. 410.1g. stailitIs (a a.natai	 a sandal..	 . 
haaha psn.n.r to. tic.., a sthini by ay .apatibha third psrry 5. raasbss ail.i vato 

ha nairtsd I. sad filth. - Usia 'snaIl) bc&tn that "jab pta.dtm it ha ststht. to nba tail 
Fnyndsty Right. tad Praj.ci lstasia'a to .ndabi. 

(b) ll..y Ou.naaal fish. is ouioadha von lb. eatiTaa ifs. ('at If 041.50. lb. Trials.. 
thu capa.'ins. sad say pwch.aa a ..1a. 41 IS. Matppd F'aput.y. - ..ya' dsdail.g by, 
tb.agk a ada is. T.,sa a - Capnila. di], .ritbat psasity. .ddsha.a) an a anal day 
Fa.n. ha atithat - s Gustav - cpava. 41 lb. b4atas Pyipa.y - - patyna 41 
aap1ni, ad apa.tia, lb. Maippd Ptipaty. to - bad. 410.1st', '(gM's - Pnpsicasy aifli 
srd Pr*ss Inn-ad that lb. .paaaiaa 41 a. Maqnad Fr.paty a. satkta. titlist ininrqil.. 

123 PuaJns Caascvav, Usia itats tocaa - .iraa ,41nd to S A1khs t16 bauaf to 
haclods lbs applc.bas pittihast .paihsd ha laSsOt. 2.73 huts 

2.7a T,1ha .5Th dausta lahadads 2.24 last. an lath it to aia.d hat., a 

asoaptat.d to w a,e.d hat.. by Usia - say if - Aisiata S anavla sill a. Assaal,ila 
P.0mm a lb. spa.oas 41 ba Pra(.ct Fadutlat Utta - as dfrat}y a hadiratly asS ha say 
tnsactlsa .,itb say diii Atbala is caaaias .111 - Aagmas.da Fytgnn a a. ap.avtia if that 
PTCØ4 Vacuum a. lava - It blItin it. - (naabl. to Usia - sass bin - chssis.d by 
Usia bad - anmactia - attasd as. a ii tam'. until - auth t Fsna un so Avant. 41 
U-. 

123 1a5 Aausv Cse.l R.aslallsac Tnals5 alas - Eansy Aa, Na. If lbs sn.as 
taanpSaS go ha ps.ftras by Usia aada a. A	 Caasa all - S. tihaS by Usa. S
my  - raas was rats.! rqt)atiaa 41 is. U.ii.d Stan Dq.rtaas 41- Tcnwy. 35 CP.L. 
Sshiiti S. Chaps.. V (hadadisg. ..itbaat bauiatia, lb. Foals.. Cssttrsl Rsrsiatiaa. lb. Ca.. 
An... Causal Rau1. - lbs FaSp Vi Costial (quit's sanlaia.d ha - Otapia V) to 

.nsadsd. a say situ.4 ia.sd ibasada a fly aahli.r. 50btla - PtSdatual Eantilt'n Otde 
grathag ssabattp 'haIfa. Uaia I as - 'sty 41 - aaf tim.. lb. ansi.g 41 baja 2 41 Is 
Tr.g all 'ha Essay Ad. 

2,24 U if Pn. Has .1 lbs 15wx	 atidp.isd tobg catarplots by a. Osanst.s
La. Aara.as (hadsdus withal liassta. -. - a hadirsti as 51 pans - is. isaaa 
dOan.t.S Dos) iit siciwalwjJu .ioinaotS.auon I 41 gb. Sirtaritia Each,o5. Acid tIM. 

aaadsd. 3 USC (ba ran,, a say rqilata sad psnaas thasa a an vilia diM 
bard dO.tn.ai 411. Evict! Raat. Syvas havisdiq. witbat lhaltnas, kalaaia CT. U - X 
41- bad 41 Ootesat 

2.73 N. (nps .5 Dd.Sa - Tnlnsilsa. No Stat 41 Dumb. Eta. 41 Cathas Timicads. 
a 'vat whia. with asia a a. laps. S in. a bat .aid 1_las - Stint 41 Ddasto a E.s.s af 
Capnics Tststiaatia. - acvnsd - ha ashaaiag. Usa - as toSs.. it -- ha pass..! to 
asks a. dth. stasis. a d,tsnsia,ias sdand to ha Anita 9.2, 4.3. 9.5. 9.3 a 9.6 best?. 

2,21 PsSssita - Uva Sanity taa Usay Oan.iad Do. S atiadic 
(a) lbs Lila. tf - Coistasi Aranan ta. ( - - aha.scqil..d psopaty. all 

anita,) • - - tq.fly .Sn ka - S b-a ma. l.a (a a. badi tf tha Capaaiia - 
lbs Oaa,.sand Lada ass daIs Manpsd Praprity saba. sly to Pamitt Esesahas 

(b) The Ciliate.) Araa's ad soy baada naiatat. ban - ncad.d all.! ha a. ma. 
ad pica r.q.fr.d to_all sad pafm tIn ha. a.fld - Manp..sd Pnpaty sandal 5s5 crasS 
sb-shy. osêact sly to Familad Eocvahr.en, sod raise Kda i as 'spIral 5s rahalaha - 

a sthianly to p. third p.nin atim if. - Law. 
Cc) All 'o,nad lb. faa ha a.ae .1551. sa	 a daInty - ncsdhag a 5555 sf - 

Cataie.l Asicato ad lb. basSist a	 cnd ha tSs 121(b) Star ban - put 

ARTICI.E 3 
Idasbant coecasnas LMmLrTY. Ftnaicai, Arna Vtt Las,. Ouawrrn Pa 

3.' Ms.	 Co'.a.s Libdity. 

flc._5_ a., ala pro.lS. if hi Anandsas. - S .dduhas to the baldly if a. 
Cs.pavtla ft. pus. gan.an Sib. sung... .1 SC2 ada lb. Catncs. a. poivitharn nustag 
to which ha a. Catnrt ban - saps.S,4 hashy. gas. - shall - sappa. baldly if a. 
Cayintla basada (a - peso's - - psn..as blip Mdvi so a. Cauas bushy a 
asp.ad S sanda.a - Sa.la 22°f - Ad nsc 

3.2 Mam l.a. Giants LiabilIty. 

(5) The Maximum Lao Cs.na,n Uobdly halaidy alt!) Is I37101E abje. to .djianmni 
prialdid ha his A.nId, 12, 

(I) U that that ha a Pasiad lass ma. As.aat.sa Prqna a a - IS tbs 
N"". Milan. IS. gSa. a a. dais dssrb Pants Taaaa. a. Maim.. - 
Oanna Liahahilsy .bat bs 'vines to a 

(5) 0. thu Csisg Dais (at. Sa.nni ifs Pasla.! Tasanrin SIb. A.attataiia Puma 
tflfl a. Dsnlupaas Mintos. Oats bit p0_ to a. CuIng Dii,, a tha dass if tab Psnulwd 
Taaiusstia), the Msaiaum La. Oannia Liandity .bat ha cSa.! 17th. titans dcli nsa., (sop. 
41 l3QZW3 san be prisdyal amos.. 41.0 Gaurasad flits - atasiodiag (sOn tii astt to 
toy	 naa.s to ha wads a a. CusS Data). 

(d) Psi. - to - - a. Csusi Dna. (a. ha tha rustS sIt P.tmitd Tasiouhas of. 
Aagnsassila Puasin sIts. lbs D.nhapaai Milan, Dais but PS. usa. Ctiot 0.!a. stu thu data uf 
- Paast.d Tamisaa). a. Mu.lm.a La. Oannta hahatty thin S s.d..,, by the snans 4111. 
patolpal .aant of Oan.sad Dab. - by Ott,. Etch ash .wdctis ha ha Maialaam Lao Gauss. 
Uahilisy nhall ha made stalin a tha dip lb.IiaIsg 'ha s.plsahas it lb. Prsfs,ncs Psiacd anaassits a 
a. dat. 51 gb. p.yu,as 41 Oiaarsatad Dubs 01i1 - to - tadvaia; pmtld.d. hoatre. .bat a 
adnrsics that ha mad. 1. pslai.a S tahrnpscy .4th rape sa Usia - - IIal a or Ida. a. 
c.pinia of n.b Prsfeaa Paid. 

(5) Prim - to - IAn a. Cast Dna,, Usia ua.p syply S stOi to a. Capaatsa Ps... 
sddlc,aal r.datia ha - Malaya La. Oyt,asa IAhabty ha a an..... .qaaI to 4w nan if 
527,ta._a (las us, pna '.61.51's which stay ban - .ppn'as4 by a. Capastlss psn.l.t to hi 
Alas!. 12(s)) on, the p(lead s.aala_ habit rsqa.rssnl. (a - aahag sins Juun maiM 
st .1) Oa.nnad Dsbc - naiadi.g. say dsii.Ia to ,ypsy,,s a diayp..n - 5 l.q,ani shalt ha 
wads ha - sa.sads dhaaasss dths Capaitia hand spa ha a.m.a. if tush naSa.. psdsttad 
W. lqanai - ay stAn - which - Cayn.da - .ppsvpsiais - a - typea..! 
gut ha 0- slihas a. peSo, t .1 a. Owaiad Lnda. If ad to ar silas ayysmwsd by a. 
Capcnila. say rsdvcdas ha a. Mailasa Lao 0. LiabilIty upyll.! (a pwisoa to tIn AsIs 
11(s) slat. ha startin It a. - sp.illsd ha stab app..'.!.

t.) Maxhasa P.5ev 0.nasan liability, 

(5) lbs )dstlm,at Prig. Oanota Llaldty hahally slat ha 	 aljat to sdjwAaas .5
ynridid ha - Artick 3,3. 

(b)Gabi Sn st(i) a. Cttut 0.5. a ('4) a. dais spas which sap Ebgibk Psadna puvdtadby 
- Phcjat I Iris sobs, lb. MaSt,. P,ia Curate Liabiuty abel ha hacrn.s4 by )t73,. 

(c) WIn.,.. lb. Maiaia Las Otarl,la Liabdily 'a rsdtccd psatoni to AnSI. 3,2(c), 3.7(d), 
3-i(s) a 3210 kyat a. Maxima. Pyla Oa.asa Liahabty .bat be hasiand by a. aa.na.. dutch 
l.duttist psaaldcd, bo.wa. 'al a sail hacranc that ha staii's psia to lm dam s wa:A sly 
a. Plarea pes by a. Prple I. sits 556. 

(d) 1.a saint slat ha Maxima.. PS, Osazaotsa UabIlity nsa.! 

3.4 PI.aulal tadaaa Fat Usia shalt yayto -i Corpaatia 5 ratascu,u Anaisusaa SIb. 
smear if i2.lai,t ptysbi, iwo iai.t. II puowidil Is - Anal. 3.4. Ta lot ivalis..si sf a. 
Fsaadal Awaits. Fa that ha ha a. .,as.l .1 SI.2* sad shal ha - ... Cabs fist. lb. 
sacs.! midas.. of 1. FhaaoeSl A.1.aacs F,, shall ....  ian.. d!t,lO - ISa!) ha - a 
a. Dunhapaai banana Ott. Nss.iiaadhag a. haoii5 (5) ha a. sn-i a. Capa.lia 
unrialn ha ca,aitsw,t to ntIs PS,

 
0. Ptymssa. to Usta ads. this Atos.daat ha.cd spa 

saLami Si Capa.ba Tstmhaaiin psI. uaths Dunloycas Milutia. fin,, a ha lbs flat ifs Pamitrid 
Tsntsa.tia diha Atsaatatla Pr.....i p.ana.l to Attic!. 91 bs,af. Usia .ball hat, a ibliptia. co 
p.yibssnasdisiislrsan dl beflsaciiAniidaasF.,,s.d (b)itha'vstatthsCsrpnathasl.ntinatm 
k.aaailns,ltostataP.inO.a.atapsysa.tstoUsabsasdapalha -mm ,PaE,aud 
041,.!'. sap aiss isaul.,n, tIlls Virtual Aauslu.a Fn s)sl) hating haa.'aisly dat sod psysbis 
(ad the pso'iiaa 51 Anhcha Mit hatritthal 'a - ..,b, ma. Cayaa.sa to rao.a lab sapsad 

3.3 Las. Gaasa.. Pat Usia sr topsy to a. Cayastia aLas Osanata Pa 'sa. (ti. 41 
a.'hsi( tf a. petal ('4411%) p.r asia 41 the stsiqt dualy psladpsl sa,aaat 41 a. Osartotss Dubs 
(sass las to - toau,tsodi.g. P.yuvatl of Ouarttta Faitbi stida .ati'assaiy ha ens. 
(each salad.. baltyaz - palm sbancf a a balsa. isaary tS a 3SF I). 'silica. way ha, sax. 
Maid. 55db h.il'yar - patlias Ikoal, ad a a. ES) Raanao fist.. Cak.imii,s if a. Lao 
C.anaa P. slat ha sad. a a. - IfalMa 364-dat par. a a. an sayb. Usia that baib so 
a. Ca)sn.la, 5. sIr than, ef art papan sftb, La.. C.an.la Va, s. 00,51. Caviacs,. Sips byt 
lair Oacs, 41 USa .dhag hans aapstaoisa ha ran'S. ddaul .55.14 - s	 slob. La.
Owanaua Psi this toqalad to ha paid, 

3.6 totalS ,l Pspasas sf Lea Gasata F" - FIsaslal Anita... Vs.. Psyant if ba La,. 
Os.a.aua Fa ad a. raa.cial Ania.cs Vs. shall ha ntis ha tnt! ada .1 a. Uit.d Sits. ad ha 
iansdu,tasy stsdahha bath by - anna. to a. UsiI.d Stain Trn,ta, a (Stint 

0s15 lain Traazy 
Ms. Vast, Na V.1 
dtlX5 
Tiapsy NVCI(bO'IS9) 
For Cr.dt a the Usitad Sits. tyn,h.auc PaSs Caya.la 
Acrasaot Naatbn 32X5017 (Earn )ea.lty (stew) 
laos 326 Traaay Aat No. 
Pa. La. 0.sn.tss Fa-P.nsba. Crab Ptre,.a (ha a. 41 psysan 41 a. Las 

Osewss Fit) 
Pa. Ptiaadsl Anha.w Pss-P.rschats 05th Psvpna (ha a. cia 41 a. pay if a. 

Pba.uii A.a Pa) 
lbs Cospa.aia n.y ala. - mate ad .ddaa. Ia psoo .4 ay - ad fran - to - by 
asia gin soul'.. 

3.' Lilaheana 5(11. Carpads.. 5.1)50 to a. psmlisw 41.55 Ass.!. 3.7. USa span to 
.as a. Capattl.s spa da.aad (any aanot p..! by lbs Ca.ds. p.rsa.t toM paitata 
Ifs., Oaan.tad Dtb' ad fat say - a an Ss.flS ha srblq - psysals a ha afashag a 
Sal.i right. it - - saaat to ada a. Cathtusj Aarusaaas lbs s psysbls by Usia a. 
Caad.s ada - AssiSt 33 .hao bar hawaa boa - - - aant. an - by a. 
Capa.u.a to - a.. If ilahanaas S Pall by USa 54 a sdiassihha - .qvaI a aD than to - 

p.ystls al' fran site I. Cash Floss siaviq - a. b-u dots a which Usia aide. ib.dp.t or
ito.a payne sits cape so Caurstssd flubs - . mat 41 .stkh Is,. a. totaSi, aide 
- Ca,iatad Lao Ap.nsst a a. Osanatad Nan - (nut a. prcrnth iflh. Maagips Pnp',ty. 

hat that Ilaitatha thai MS bait Uaia't 'blip... topsy a. 0,.nos Dabs to a. aunt
psahidS S Ankle 3.31 baud. Asy a-asia ra.i..d by a. Cayaaila psnsaa to - An,.!. 11.1. by
righa If abuaiasla with rapat to ta right, sf betas, 41 sop Oun.i Na. or ath,s'ains. tbatl ha
tppdsd to a. ihila,tns. - iwiog by Usia na. Cs.pa.aia S a. ads, sbkh a. Citysahlass ha lii
- di,crstas, shall dstnaia. Upa brats.,,. - - ,allntha .1 a. paars.d. fri. a. - dab.
Mal.aasd Prap,np. a a. ratiysa, by um tatha Caronnan dtitk sob. Maipg'd Piaç.ny a
had (asclsari, smdth. dstbors. by UsSm at itsthhlptlo.s ada ArtISt lIt hiralad 1I Atticha 
3,7. a. C,sasasuad Dub. ad be abliatlato at Usha ada - Anhaha 3.7 shall ha danid to Is 

3.5 SunIul 41 Oiilpdaa. lb. rbliasissa of Unia ranhasd ha Aitirla 3.4 Ibsagh 3,7 shah 
sad.. samlshoiodmq a. ad ma. sam st this Aaadasst, 

IS it, prssaad.s u1 a. Ca,.ntas.. lb. Capastla nspraaa to Usia that: 
(') ma rtsrsiios ad dslitay by a. Caquasdis if ibis Ans.dmrt1 ad lbs pu,fatmassts by 

- Cupastuia of its .hulpaas usda the A,ad.! Cattail, in with's lbs Caqusrttia's aupsrsls 
pawat hs,i - daly t,thsg4ad by st ssssa,y tapts.ti scuba., ad at too .iiltta say priMates 
S soy 'thatl.g W. a rsgauiotha a by.laa. (a nba astuavat daaassls) dtba Capanlias ad 
- wap idnisra, annul at aha sadsnt,sdit to .bich'a has puny a abcS S bhadia4 npa 

(I) This Ad-a S a. Iss.l. 'slid ad bs.daog shligstiis if a. Csspnsia shilsi (I) 
anastla S tsp!, - ad blading 'suet (a bsaadai aa. da. Capaatla s.da 5.cssas 
I)) ad 334 Ifa. AM, alMS totha ba.s5tldleaa. 535(r) ad (d) 41a.Act. (ii)haswsitln 
carnal apa at )ahllry .1 lbs Corponuia say I. b-ad, ad (hi) S arawsable 'gust lbs 
Capastla ha .ccadaaa - It. mi., 

1.) lbs Capsrais - .haaial - sathasluotla,. app,a.sL 5s. a ct.ahaila 
fran sway oo.n.aaial snahaity -blab ha sany ada siam.j Saw ha ads, - a. Casyasula 
say isa.s ad &I-a., 5 aa-a.. ad - sbsaiad - nt.haiatia. tpp.vt.l. l.aa a 

fri., ..ay gowuasmatol utthaity
 

we ha - Situ ha saeua,y ads. naidhaj SuM adsr has 
a. Caua.fla sap putas itt sbleiailas - - Anadsd Casaut 
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0.1 sasn is MaSs Into 
Arnadod eaten. lbs Corpses.. b. 
S snasdoats - the psurSia 01 
moStilsa 01 the Astnds CosIne. I 

to Usica - 'flat to pbIs Pindsa, - 4s50 - Qnau, moss' oasIS - monaa 
a - psodse of esn' rat nstolpsle by 0 bi- - saa 01 .11th oIls nO by - 
omnoly hsd at tilted 01 bbs km snth Sf web Garter sad - daaiaat of thick 

ho Ssps.stla 1913. Asp Pass Gonna.. P.ymssl mhkh. not (a Is psotitiosa oi ps'ml 
.sssld hats been - by sb Cosporstsn b y LIsle An say .55.1 or pootte thsnst that 
ha sotálaos sfnon osaditlsm 01 this Adults. $ an - tam,. Qwna. ha oonisd tortS by 
may he - is - usIa. Qsaoia - if - atlLlbss Piaduct - s to.kith - PIt 
Pamet sm ma. - S - Mn Qnet.

ARTICLE 4

Cas,omotoi lo yal PaInt? O.Ls,AllctdI *50 CoMMlToat,nI 

ma .bllpci.a, old ossmitm.atoolusles bsntnds y irs l,bjscs 50 lbs tscsdhlioo that tht14s' .bat ba*s 
rscarsd no to bstors iba Clad,1 Doss 5 etisi n.tsscsss toss. ths Carpets's.. sljrmd by in CbaIn,w.. 
Pnoid.tt sscy Via Ptstidssl to lby W. ,M, lb. Sscrstaoy of the Usitsd Stain Dsysst'i.'S 01 Trnaary 
batow,Isdsobs C.sysast.ss that l2C1.. - bss. 'nests sub)on on bate Issobty Rns,n .itb 
rapat to lbs sddltiss,oI Ssaattal am)..... psn.b)5 by lIt. Amssdaona - that - csmdltie, .padSsd 14 
Articla 4.1 llwss'tb 4.7 ba.& bait tiller b .asislsd on .alt.d by lbs CospattIst. 

Tim oblisatl,s.a - ros.mltmns. tttba. Cosya.sios bma,aSa. - at .ffaotIno'ns 01 Anal. 11.14 
blest sit .011505 to lbs ruitlInmot sq bofars lbs Oasis; Dsts '(sack st lb. 51051501 .adhtIa. to lb. 
,otb,ts,tkin 01 lbs Coip.nsl.o: 

4.1 Rspnsnlil'am Inc Las. Ilts sspsnIstollssa not sarsastia If U.s.a sIt tail In And. y  
Ibla Assaodmott shall hello. is sadsosf lbs ass ist Doss. Usism that ban duly pstfatiad an lbduat 

by - rsquind to he ytstsnsd an p.isl to - Ossiag Dots soda - Amesdad Ccmijsct 

4.1 lsSs'n.sl.a Msn.ssad - E.,frsslal Msaltssla. Osslias. Pilot an lb. Cl..).4 Mt-
union shall bats. dstkstnd lbs lstsnshtts Msnasadam and lb. Ljt,irss,nnt.l Males's. OilS..to lbs 
Caspaslic. and. Is may 4:11bam, bass. union abel an.d.linrsd .5w woman b y flan Information

- the Eataoss,ns.tsl Mtstisorial 01,11155 to c
a
n Corystatiss. 

1.3 Ossass Cestlftsasa. lbs Cs.psot,s.s sIan has. r,otInd a Csflisca.l. daIs lb. Obabai Dsas 
- Sssd by lbs Iscistary am.  hoist O&sr of Usa 14 toss. lttslbsd basis an Labibis 43*. - 
osoillas,. daIs lb. Ossias Dots - tissssd by • hoist 0ca si Usassw it than Law ssta.hsd batten 
cohabit 530. silk sock ChaIn is stthar bond to may he oyusoosd by lb. Cosyss*tsss. 

0.4 OplaIssa sS Oats. Cs,sai. ma Corp.tats.a shall tto.* ssId she ocsitj.sa. d.Isd lb. O'. 
Dsts - sddtiaod 55th. Corpaalios. If Wilma, Coslat & Pkhsrin spot,1I LassoS (a Ona... so lb. 
roots ostacbsd bsnts ncabibit 4.IA. and or Sam A. haydn. VI.. 7,sidsit sad Ostisnl Cot,std of Uoitst. 
I. lhe torn asIans heists an Eob.b. 440. crIb sock d,an is tithe, tbsnsf as soy he .ppco'.sd by lb. 

4.1 fl...sdal Aai.oaaa P.o. lb. Copes.).. .1.0 hen rnd p.ynnu sf ks Soil tonmas si 
lbs Fisoadal Assiotoacs r.sss poo.ids a Adds 3,4 .d. 

4.6 0l..tJ Ssoi'l Cassasl. lb. Cs,porstsos shall ba's sscshsd - snios. doss the 0os) 
Doss, oddrsas tolba Cosystlliss. of kb.I btsrdis a Wallon spa'w ostmed lotS Co.po..tis. 'stani 
- mallet an lb. Cssp.nslos stay rsq 

4.7 Ptscssdlaa sad Other D.ossto. An es lad d.nta d.hosrtd tolls C.spaatlos 
- psiss so - clot).1 Oats 'datisi so the sascuois. sad *Iistsy 01 là Aassdassl sad sock sf the 
Ink Apssst. and It prssssdian sales - an Idles lb. Osssag Os's, shall he wsSacoay by - 
Cosystaists. any sbs Cospsnoiss thai ban -- altiasl esaaapsza no rni,IS sspist 01.0 - 
imamanonaIS datoasma an now scidac.as it may snnsabEy stqsca by ada to nidess - 
cssn.ama,tss silks lw ctisst 005Isstploaad Ibaiby. the s.kIa of LU lOtasmossal a oaoll scn-
by asp Psnss 14 ossasots.. lb.tt lb - omspliaaa ash lb. can't.,.. set tail 14 lbs. Au.!. load 0.5th 
at abet coaditioss. lsittaols s.d 555555mb nqtlrsd Is bs psifsrts.d aada thi Anadsd Csmtrnt. it 14 
finnimay an yboamoonabonIal to - Corporsois., 

£2110.1 I

Paca OlMlAosns Panseeai 

- 

3.2 PisOsS Sf Pta. Cs Ps5.na. lbs Co.pa.Sit slat am he oh0aatnd to stabs soy Pr.ss 

O.auaiss Psymat abe - silk sapat to flilobIs Ptsdt000 - dos-a 51. Piles Ouonain Paisd - 
am ,oc S - anerisSais If lb. Piles Ouarnts. Amaal a psasuaaat 10 Article 3,5 hacof. Woks,! 
IIsitit lbs Sfsgci, - Cayotaoln slot am he choiptad to stab sap Fri., Oaaiaalss Popes - 
sapat 105.7 Ea1iha. Ptodiaot - sit. 11:39 p.m.. Mosatain Tra.. is - dots whisk, Isa pain am lbs 

arbor of ks Os.. 01 Iaalial Plodactia a Danba St. 5092. 

(a) Pa nob coindor mnob daiss - Puss Oisonaoa Pals, US shell ssbrna so latmcs a - 
Cospsntsss shomits - Fri's 05055.1.. A_a, tat soob snob. Lack - botic. shall he 14th. taos. 

sasdh.tonEabib.a3aipoShyaSOlca&Uss.aadshallbs"-._'_'byths 
soppsstml daunatstois rsqu'nd by stock Eabohot IS aol mba data a - Capastet st_p hon line 
tO limo rso.ossbdy siqil Is odysass 'a ada to soppsst a cosdom - Stosnasie ella asd to - 

ha-

(b) Upa stoops o('s ls.s.s sad socompsayifl Stsmatie datrsbs S Adds 3.24) hard. - 
Capasals. shall s_as - haiti.. - - .cn-psayiag itomaait. for - pap... dossianis. - 
ssqncy tw.S SSsoe.aios - - nose, sill. Puss Guaasatas Amass. 0. lbs Son snob 

slot st.bt I Piscu Gnnaa Pay_a S n snags sqasl to - Pilot 
Otasassa Amass. to thetis n sock Ia,..... by - canal tla.ot Soap. skb is rnosably, ds,eaissd 
by - Cotpasaasm an an aaat - adaqsa.dy stsaans by - aocsm,sap.n 'n(aoaoie. Suck Ptts 
Oaazoss.s Psyutas shall he mads n a bdas - 'biotiab day lisa 1l by the Capasaias sf lbs 
Is-

(C) Shots' ks Cotyastiss s_aS, dctass - - Psi., Gina-ia Aessat so - e - 
lasoics assy canal lutef he lassoural. as Sadsq.aoaly sopposted by - naaie	 psaplsa 
- Ia'S.., it shall scslf) Uris. a	 m pnosisabls Snob tanad lb. r_a shat. 
Ups. so.Sss of - stats. Uoin that m pse.psly - p.snlalss. i-a - addiliisal 	 psa)oo 
bmstas. adswaia to ispcsst - haiti.. a - ,.'	 Stosnadis - - Capaatios shell 
r_aabty osqasa 

an he nsa. Any, sad addlti'sal acesaayhea Sfaoaitn uobminsd by union,

purbaaas tolkia AoIids 1.3(o) shall). su11sa to lhin psoli.lsss of Artida 5.3(h) katsi, irsay dapstt solo 
lbs poster lasses ofthin mit. Onisota Aanosss set tail 14 to Isitic. 6 Is. tasliod to lb. ,atusl 
sotldsc,ks aim Coipoostlos sad LIst.. .stb.s 'he lists is which sock lsnicatiriq,i.S lob, paid. the 
ss psopsiats baboymon.isssahesqisis Is's., shalt he Imad. rot lbs atoisl. lt..y. 'hat 'do. Uilsiic 
lbs Corpsrstloa (so lb. Ins may he). 

(I) lb. tssoics i's'sy ,astb that' he ssheiallod bib. Capsnass a a bsftss - lflsssth Oniass 
flay of she rstoalas stsstb. UI. sp1dislbts 701 - am -1 psUIsbd by Slim. ssssd 5, sinput. 'he 
Ptlos Osanaas. Ames, Ia sal snob. - 'he Pr) S she mlet stsat naitk ft. obic), - P71 - 
- psbhebs shall he - sespula - Psiss Osmose As.osat (a sad mss,k. No ad)lssal shall 
W nods 'easy Pyic. Osanasa Amosal La ntI.b so 55.505 baa - sob,sitssd date lbs ssbssqssss 
ysth&alios stto. Itri for bbs stosib an chIck lbs Isooka rslaim or .s.y sohesqacat tousle. of III PM wed 
la,achlssota, 

(5) Lack Pr).. Os.taatos P.ys.sal to he stan. by Ow Cooporisits Ibsil Is tim. Is k1a1 lens. of lbs 
Unitsd Souls any S insssdiasdy nsslsbhe b.sdo by slit insafsr to ha (&sasr)t5 bath ocoosss. abet 
Uqm.a shall hen ptniowly dslaassdtotb. Capanios'sa clitIsi parstoal to AnicI. 11.20 hcnot,a 
dignoat b.ab sass,sl: 

taaacity PoSh Nstissil OaaL La Asls 
La Aal.tc Calita,lst7 
Ps, Crsd,I If union, <)a]Cssttysay of Calatasla 
U_Ott Csstpay ,f CitIes). 01saltor7 Acciutl N. t20t.11' 

0.4 *11111155 - AdJSalisSllS 

Is lbs float thsa .l.ay 'ossrO Pate. s.ba ens Usissa., Affjisla of Us' tithe, 11.15 so. 
pacihasr by lap dubs may Rdsataa Cnsde oi'a it lbs Rsptst -. S opplicabls, lb. tsplacma.l 
pshticaths island to to - dtOsitin of Q,aobssd Pstthaa.n. so Qualided Pacrho.a shall 555 Sib I 

psaibis - sits Ittos dl b.Ootia lbs. in siset La any of Sb. thet Rdsrstcs Crtds Os)., no Paslad 
Pci., bated tpn lbs - kdnttts Cttd. 04101,.. hespr spssooia.tdy sqsod 0th. lair masks, ollas of 
EllIs,, Panic., the lbs Cscpsnt,os - Usios si_p. by sstoal u5sInntml. salat a d,fflrat crud. sil a 
dlThais trans - n cM - tots Pets Pr),, sibick a .ppio,i.atdy sqs.l 'ask. (sir stsahst ,sl,as of 
EhjthIs Ptsiducs or, its Itsosts of tack .ssssiissl. 01105 and lb. Coopastic. shall spOol lb. dso.asd of 
olba Lllio.alhe Corporals.. po'.anss so Ants, 11.11(4) bsrnf. rIlls. lbs psoc.darsstAsibcss 11.13 
batof (a lbs psaspiss 51 taloctit; sack s dtlsr.st crud. oil by dulaes nod. oil. psttaa.l to - 

(b) nap Pt)., 04auaaan hymns - by lbs Capsniios slat ha rnbjsct IC sokssq.sa cettleliss 
by a is babel silo Capinslss of tab islatsatlsa any alrs,l.tlsss .smtaissd is lbs t.cmn Idatiso 
-S 

3.5 Cssoanpsan b y SpetwIs by Usa.. 'Tbs abbot, by USe. clay Syscrudbi or lb. - of 
Spsci.ads to a, AJlli.t, otUsita rot esaampslts by union to sock Allots (10015414, by rssslao) a sty 
If ito spnatiaa. 'the than Syscnads to he aassd 'st toy posiof lb. mantIssas Crash Psopsa'hat he 

stoatS by Usin S Pndsn Rawdo - 5 - by lbs diotoiss of Urns. .11.1 ii sasossibis (os lbs 
Pandas, Croak Pttctn n - dhtiss of Us .1kb 1, rapesIk La, the op.nt S .h s.d 
Sysseds stabs memoS a - £2la.s of LI- to otish - Sysotcads a told. Asp web takisi a - 
51011 he deed to he 5 ln0000tisa by U - ma silt, AOliaaa. sisisci to lbs psot4aias of As 
7.11 bait Fordo psarpsnddcs.smIslag lbs N. Ttaa,acoiis tilts her asp Sy.asds so laka by Usner 
sold toss AObate of LIsle, - sdtoaj - pull shall ho dsinslesd bet lb. Iata.dlubsio.ol - ate. 
Asiat. ch.ap S lbs Stosiods so sole mad. by - dl.i.,,. of Ual .hkb Is rstpssalbls he lbs 
Pssstbsts Ct-h Froosso so he di.tsln 01 Uris. 'loch I. twps.aibss (a lbs sporaltoso 1, stick stab 
Spwct'mds 1, to he sn.essd a to lb. AslIota 01 Usios to whIch - lysct'ads S - 

5.6 I,4sasa s( Aaboo,I an Q.sflty SI flds Ptst Trossibon lsnot-y. 'lbs 5_a 
- qsahoy of flstols Ptodon .std to ai. shs Tilts OsansIts A. (a aay	 nation 

51 Tsaaalaiss Iasntay. shot he dsta	 S aesdares - lbs matosslits. stnilsl - 
bobby, In tooth a 315 3.5 has Paso papes of IS Amsa,l. Lllllbss Pt5stt 
mb. Sasia tie - lam asa.tsp .1 lb. Prilsot Fsoll 'boll he deed to ho bet Trossioss 
ha-say, any than Swig - poodsoes by Pbaa. I aed - lbs P.4tt - - enslasit. oats,, of 
such Lhstbss Prslatt - squat. - smeas sfTtsnitin Isnalay, 

£11101

004sAsolizo Lou.' 

hsajss so - Mba..' is a had's. - Oaarsat.sd - 0.1a Dat. dad of sbs foasolso 
to - snasbl. mthela of - Cospsndls. - Capaaoass horshy commit, to n 

- O.a,Inad Las, Oboist Dsi. - Osaneasd Loss AremO. which Apman. sbals lttsspaao. - 
tee. - can,.),., '(lbs Cospss.aiss's 5uonata sib. p.y.tas 51 lbs pssaoipal ci lid .55,514 ,s tb( 
Gsnrnaasd Dabs. sotstoaootty it lbs fast of lcbsale tIA bat's: 

I' I Trss - Ohllssd.n PaftsS. ma stpsnsstaisass sad ..nsin dUsios 
In fail st Art.!. 2 beat an - akr tupsnacatisas - s.anaaa St Owes n Sr. ta ta ntIs 
Gaanaissd Losa Asqss.at a say CoOaaesI Apes also bates.. - so of tls Onnead Los. 

o Dos. Usa. shall bass psdastsd so sSkI.t.sm n lb plot s.qssrsd La he pato.nd nda lbs 
AnsSS Cnusa. - Goonasad Looa Ap.nosa - Colla.asl Alcaaet is a price to lbs 
Osassassad las Obsiso float 

5.2 LassoS., sf Gaarntnd Las. - C.tlatnal Aas,nsss.. ma tools, 515k. Oaar.attS las 
Asrsmesk - Cedlalsoat Aar.sn,sl 5,4 no Oiosaass.sd Ncss shall Is neosably tothIacto.y an lb. 
Capa,lti. Tb. Oaan.aas Lots Apan.sa. - Oaasssasd Nose sod all Cotatsral Alt-eu 'bill 
ban bat a.)7 saiusd. uacso.d and datsaS by all of the psalm Ibana aba this the Cospotoaos 
and shill he in fan an y 'ehsaucs osniotml - no sat tot lbs Ooarnsss Dfltsafaib'n 
6.2 bat's. 

6.) Omsa't Catlassan. ma Caposaoio. skill ban ncol.sd soak sauaets - ostitAcata. dosed 
- Ooars.tssd Los. Osai,g Dale an sisood by - hmIa O&ir a olcot, of Ustos n lbs Capon's 
stay d..,js.to, to - Cospantiss nay rsoasssbly rsqssa, 

6.5 OplSsst Sf C.t ma CapaaSoa shill bait rssslnd sack 'piolosa. dassd - Guaoa,tsd 
L.st, o bits - sddrnacd so - Cosperatios. of spatial ama..! to LImos - - Gawal Cessal of 
Urn... - - Cospaaain may ,n.oaahly stqssa. 

5.1 N. Dtds." Ta1n. Os - Onsoaaiad Las Osaill Ds. thor, tbsJl 
am Oat soy tsar sf baah at say flea chin. - saacsasaps.sfiia,othssb. .05,54 costa,,'. - 
Lisa of Odsa). that shall am han bat., Ab.ada,nel of lbs Atotaastoiss Prtorsa a Pawiood 
Tcnrnntlss sib, Aq..etaaiss Prnm a I Psinittsd Tsoaiaataot sills Ps,s.hes. C.aa Pso.na 
Uolo. shall am hen 5ta nook, to - Casyssstios skit ,. slonios by Un rot to p .gk - 
Aogasmt.dos Pats'... or tan Proton stay hr nadc - *0 fLat shall bats. occtrsod which n-root.. Is 
Ens. sf Capo..aiss Taniaoticm, 

Li Pnso.dI.p sd Ciba Dso-at. All - dan-mu ddinrsd toss Corporal,. 
- bofat - Owniad Las Oosin Dat rsblas to - s,n - ddutc of tbs Osanaaaud 
t,on Aaocaat. - Guanmad Mole - nrb silo Cdbaaasl Ag,nn - an psicssdiass sale - 
a bdisr - Ouonaasd Lao 005). flats vassal,. thasolob thafl he satOay elk. Caspsssis. 
an - Cosposadis shall her. scSi'S a5isal .aoapai, - cssuuA.d copier siall nob basses an 
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dotunonto or - Mdtoce as it oo,y rnaateebtp atq%tao a side to nldeace to. a 'etisoatseles at - tssaasaiora neemephets tha,b0 the able0 at all go.eanatal or corporsele. .etdec by lap Peesa. he coreedte then4lb - oeaeebaae. stab the oocdstte,n - teeth he tIle Ankle b,ed it ciba. ce.ditice& 
- speanstoto reqslmd to be yrefoereod aada me Acecadod Cee.o.'t. the Ossloeloed ieee 

Aporenort - the Cellatenl Atoroaato a he f- sad eob.aeco ,adotecte.y to the Corporation. 

ARIIcLX IA 
Dbaom.enem eju.. Cataicysatot 'as AuTitcauzAncee or Datum.. Leon 

4A. A,theedor at Olaloranto. Ia rth.ea tpoa the oretietoy - ecispeetosees eel the tdommosor Mnen.dtz. sad the t.p.esentaoia. ,tnsatia. orate.'. - ipeast set illons, oode. 
- — to the todoloalia. attb. oorditeees set tonI he Article tbaorto. before me Os.esat.ed Lone 
Oceise Date - at me ooediea see tooth he - Artless IA - cap ar toediolorts tothe Ceepteeoic,os 
cbhso to .00borter Obeb.ne,oats besstsda, the Coeponslee hera7 agoat slab tjeee. to sotbeets. 
D.ohese,eo.etts by forn'dhe, to the Otonecoed Laeda the Coeporleleats .eo'.I at - Dhebwaee* 
Oaqtoato so that it is recda,d by she Gtaor.eored Loader eat poise to she Issi Dashese boy at th, toted.. ttestb totted by seal Diobstesoaces Reqtome (e4 In the a. at the .1.1.0 Diutneecort tequci, so this it 
•dl be retired by - Qo.a.esoed Leeder as the '.1,1.1 Dkthojescaas Dote). The Ceeattee's .ppe.relat 
Disbennsat Reqonts ebals be e,id.ac,d by stints a,tboele.toce by the Cayoraoioe tome Osasesateed Loader to eaSe Dltbttnoeent, he the lana. 'metes he - Dhobsne.eeat R.qsaae sop .r .aeeeat 
- tsp be setbethsdby the Catcnthee. Sorb ,.ietm stile. net .' be tt.e by the Ceepereeles to 
the Oaenotatd Leader by tel.,. tel.cepy or 'beds. doria. He Ditb.cnasesu, shall be stunted - to 
the Dereleporeet Mtlatea. Dote or ate, me Cutoff Oil.. 

as Desh.as..ai Roqaena. The mUll Oheheetesooro Request 'ball edit. to Dith.isseeaoree 'or tbe yeiltd tteat.eeoe$ or hr ellis Dtobon.et.a, Does - sadie, a. the - d.y at me eat tiered,1 
'sloWer mootk Path sobsoqseot Dhsbosseateas Recent that relate to DIbsexteorto (sot raIsed., cash 
- - en - the lohsal at. pretieta Diboei.eees t,ctt or, bethe en. at me taaJ Dlibaneateat Request. to all Aas,emtesios Protest. P.04cM. Cat. 'blab 'baIl hap. - becoored. beet eel pe4 pIlot to tIe Cpeeff M. Saab Disbunreeest l.eqtcroo that idastify me AeqamIedo. P.tpsae Psndabt. Cats re.oraSep souidp.t.d by Ue to be - dm4,1 I, petied esterS by me Dhebetneetsai ReqomL - 'ball

 
too.Dubonoeeatt Ii toad saab Atteeatstlo. Prt*e.tt Fordable Ce.e ceorbetmi '4th Article 

4A.) - OA.4 —. A Dhebanaaae Requor 'hell be he me tat tesaabed .a EeMIO 'Al beet. eased by a lasher OSroc at woo, led, totetbe .qtb raIded detoamt.ela. shill be delltetod to me Caporetior. with. orpy tome Otabetetred Lmd eel botse me. tee La onaSa Dty ahab be or bo o lo, the sheath aiss,, dap at she morel bea.diclely prior to uto pealed es,atd by bbs Dheh.tesneei Roqa (penided me1 me leutal Diabeneeeai Reqemi. haitIoto with rotated 
doc.aniat mel, ha deterS or or pele. tome iltorath t.lt.d., dip pale. to the table] Dhehsreaa,a, Dot.). Medttstloea at Diebeesemea. Reqseeee - ,e aeprosal may be made eedy .4th - 	 . at me 
Co.peeteiee. OSnoaort Reqttat. may lab. ,aboritt.4 nat frsqaortlp this 	 nay asth. 

MA 1	 - to diseases.' G,anoe.ed Dali Detoisadtq, N. Dibeneees. ,uD be aclbesleed., 
fly - it - atthe daze at sad that pales Sect to met DSe.sesons. Is) the apepoe pSdp.l aenat 
at Oseroresed Debi ..taisadbe1 'told .e	 (b) me at me tepsea. palaipel ian 
at Oeeaaeoeed Dabs aiadbe - the mee psaud hetese asqijortorat te me ors - ,. morme or ill Os.esaessd Not eeonadhe 'odd weed the Maeiea La.. Oseosea.. 
LIabitty. or (a) Itimtrolowit,petipel Ian at at Owe-ed Dale oweadbej anuS t5c.S 55% at the - .t at me Aqamte*sa Itrepsa (tether Ow theeesa l'4 - or.nsd by - 

aa Pacent rsa,ad to - Diabereemort 

15,4 F	 1	 No Diabwcnmt .411 be tubajad alley - east. she, ithea Sore to
- OLaaaa 

(.) lIme qpepee pila.feI taae atali Oosnatad Due e.tot.adds Ibeme.12% at - 
- at me Acre...... Pt,psae Fordable taut theestatse. lectured or mta.d by - 
Dobormoret Reqete Sesed to - Ditbeaeaeeot the Aemeawuo. Poopsa Fordable Coat 
emceed by - Otoheesetort Raqumi mill be d .t ben 25% by Castethees Eqeley aid - more - 75% by Owsateed OS or 	 - 

(b) lIme .wepa peheipis ame at at O.ietetss Oils ewae.adle be eqs& to 13% at me 
- ian at the Aqenaseso. Ple..a Fmdahle Cores memts hersered or eeeetel by me Dieboanal Req. Sated to seth Dlabnecosei. - Aeamt.on Pr,nrt Pmd.hle Con 
meted by - Dhebsaseoe,eo Ieqsest 'in be (seded a045% by Conielbeted EquIty sad or wee 
the, 11% by Owiatesd D 

MS SeleSde at Ohobaemae.a. No Daonamt oil, be ..abathad is isp - eats the .t.pee .me- at emS Dbbeet.eeat, tooelbe ttith ether Diaherseanas made doria1 - peeled moteS 
by - eel-semi Fed, kbedtl. that - - sat ,eemdp sepetred by be Ceepoe.flee puetetot to AntI. 1.10 hoC I mc eta, the. lee pntmh senior thia me .................. at pwjors 
Diabeesmeeais sbeoetb - Dith.eteort - 'perils In - Fe- khedesl& telese a sppilrsels. by 
Untholeted tome Corpeestcia a. - IS De ja Doze ytie. to. peepoe dale ata Dlsbertoreet the Cayeneim thee bare 'opened • Diobeesorat thai dEn (roe. th, eate.ate eat bet be - eppeoted Fe- — 

IA.4 Oehe. Ceddee. to Deahee.e.eee,. The Coryontlee 51.11 authorize Diah,eesemeaes oety it - 
laoot.w ead.tsa Ire aat.seed It me tore at .ttthoritalie. escept Foe tbe,a at.tditbeea that tsp bat, been .epereodp -- by - Csepentle. psotsoee to Ankle 

(5) A Dithanooeettr Reqeame 'bill bare - dditeeed .'m Corpoeotk. ' jIb Import to 'cab Dameo a tomptiaace - Anise IA.2 beset 
(by After poio, dIn to ,eab Dhebanor,aft the .epamentotiora - wsrtoatiaatUeiee let (nib 

be pensnph eat the Ohetheotoems Raq,et 'edit Artisl. 2.20), A.tatk 1J(e), me leae 'orient, at Aebal. 2.7(t). Anise. 212(b) aed Antcle 2.2$ beetat shall be len. tab tbe seen dIn as basil ita 
or the thee at .otbait,eas at seat Oioberaoeeel 'ad or me due, at steab Olabejeseteat. 

(C) Alter (isles Seal to saab DIheesorent a. inst shall bin orctrred sod be eoeslardaj ahab I or with eon.. or lipa at t or h 'told bane - Ereae at 0_aft. 
(d) That uhell ate hare to Aheedones at me Aameees Pyop, or a Peosebled Todoalor at - Aelmentasto. Pt..,.. Utno shoD set hare iem 'else, thea.. deiste 'to to pws.d - me Aaaortotao. Prep.. map be mide pane- to Aside t.P b. eat ibiS say ae- be,, ocoers ad be abeetilea ebkh testate tie Eta ed' Ceeponila. Tenietios. 
(.) Ui 'hell bore - to me Ceepaisas me - Gnats... For - the Ple,edas — Fe be - mien - be me - rlq.ioed he Ankle S best 
(0 The Capenuito 'hall bet, 'orated .oidae totiaesy to be at (I) - - depesil he me — Aed Ceetaboted (oil', c_aces to seuly me etqa.reemi. at Article bAA - 5A,4 hat (I) me aael at Aeeuese Ptoee,e Feed.bee Ce,os besets - (II) me 

at me	 at A.ee.eeee..ee Flop,. Feedabbe Cores aaltdteted by Lied - be- -tme — moors by me Dbethworaat. Request 
(I) The Caperoeba men bare rnnd opuabeor at and ala shall etoanably reqt. 
(b) witomi ehall bats (ste-ad to me Corpenoie, cap .aney aepplemeto to me wetpe 

- - tecoen pabSt Sated to he psnpspb (b) at tIlt Ailed. Ml, a .eth bat at Sep be 
usably table so me Ceepentlea be a .anl to - sorb psari. let he. -eel 'moral., - eqs.] to me a.si, ptbedpsl lana at ad O.aasaleud Dale setauaeth.1 the, i'ie effect to

etch D.tbse,etaent, iaeums nat the date at loch Diehsrt,reeet path at late Ceflieeral Atreeeeeett wbl.h peeped to se,at a (no ted prior Lien Ce nil petpeip to be saab lete sad paler Lien. 
(I) All itelnstorete aed d.cst,eet, deleseted to the Cespentloe ad ill see.... o.q,i.ed to St lab, by Untoum berceedi in oath ale 'lees me teat cutberteatior at e Dhebstsanent alan 

prt.ordmo tuba he noente tboretiah shell be .naeeahey satietoctoty to the Ceeperotto.' sad lb. Cerpeestior thaI here 'orated -- teentepart. or re,ihed copies at all - totorsarets ted aeojmnts or e,ber eeIdmae e it may ,esaorahly spaat be order to nat, me at me 
tns_ toeeoaepeated thereby, the tihls atali oaeee aaad by a.) Pates a rtea.ct,00 
tbore,eitb - onpliaae, "lb the roedetme forth he tha Article IA. he tee., ad tel....'. 'steatably tathefottory to me Capeo.ta 

(I) Th. Ceoaeoril Apntoemtt sod sap eebetsd tmeeieg ,tatneats or ssbor hosetroytases aed 
doctorate men bare hem doly rods at sled heal, piatat sat..' to ped.n 'be Lea. scoots 
thee,aoa - dl rotor_a - bhis tan sad - be tenth. there-lb thee bare beta --

4k) Felt. to me t.hiel Ditbs.tee.teet Dote. Usia thai ieee taeethhed Qk Ceoporatiea etch moypere - title beewaece policies attn.7 be reqated by me Ceeporstie. ii toib rats ad issued 
by 'act toter mute,. tompltta tautly be '.eseeably acceptable to the Corporstie, In each senate., 
to tbe Ceeporsties shell rntee,bey .aqtaat, e.sons nat the lailial Diebmarsea. Dee. loch at the CetlitenI Ageere,cste -blab p.eport to p501 s lest - ynor Lies or reel property to be stab, lest - — L 

(I) Flit. so tbe leitid Disbasseetese beta me Cerpaest'ee shill bee .ordeed s eaten Use 
Ceepete * Lybned or olber isdeyndeal dentists totatactory lithe Corporatom dated be Itotlal 
Duabcree.eest Oslo, cnaiae sorb 'stInt sad be loch baste tbe Curpentleet map relasetlp etq,et. 

(It) Prier 10 the Ititiul DlbtMseteoo Dete. Lisleo shell hare either (i) aceed Nenbreaa Pipet,. 
Ce.opeey - Fobbe Smite Ceetpaap at Colasde to dres to the preesa.as at pa.tsrtpb S at Scbedele 1-21 beyeie '4th tispert lithe Dealt Astettletle in effort .:M date beosateet 'bith etch hea 
party, or el teeyieh.d nidecce satist.etory to be Ceepoestlee bet the Ceepceaelee, the G,erae,eed 
Leader. the Tnee,eo asdebee, desiseeor cod aaet;t., lerlsdios ely perrhau,e It s py tok toreebeeie1 me eeaenty tetertet to the Mortps Property, or aayoa.e thee rlalteitt by. thrae;h or esdet the Tows-, tbe Ca.porateoe or Im Oscertitord Lied,., 'itt, apes a. Date at Oataelt. 'itbest penalty or addtttoeil tat. be ettettlrd, - sarrser o.sen or openlore at be hloet.seed Property For 
ateeeepletit5 toe Openittl the Matipled Prtpeety, toa supply atetectticbp ad sateral Des on teen - l0t so ten fapoetbee ba, the unite, aeder 'hId be saase - spillable to Lint. sate serb toailc —tL 

IA.5 Patois A.tborleada Wile., 04 Ceedletees, 
(5) lIme Caponta sboold d.eaeeeiee tbat my attbeoat, Identils ins Dimeteorete Reote. do 

Aepeeetsttee FronTon Faodthte Call, me Co,pe.atsee shelL labet 0 lb. satbet,eiae atass 
at tie allot coedtoaet to me Ceepeeoden's cbeigsas to .ethoeis. Deabo,eameres beretteder. sorethat sotho.ie. 5 Dlabeenornt lore penoo at me reqmcoed Dobenemet will rmport to me a.. idesis he - Dusessas Raml athkh me Ce.peestiee be deeredeed do to.atitat Ascaete. Prep.. Peadebde Coat etmmon, with me Fsadia rates eporeled I Anlebe SA.3 - IA.e beet 

(I) to me neat met say at me -- to me somesiradee at • rtqen.ed Obeh.eseeeo (kIn be - me Ceepaeeie. he In - dtscndoe map 'raise saab tetno - aeahsite a Dtbte,teee. to me san 'agenad or be sap torn soreest plo - 'ale., thee be deemed to esnod to sey fte'e sameelases at Djaeexma,s ..e.. sad to me ezla, etpeelp - pr004ded be 5 attn 'mba - me 
Capendts.o Linen. U- 'baD be aeliled a peempley a ptsetecande at.ay ratsial by me Ceeporedhe. to .atz, • reqeored Dsreao or toy astlne at Is this the eoqona ian, 

Q" t.	 at Ashordn, Itaber saateeld.e • Dheb.eae me Ca'pendes ld that any	 to ems ,,ohe.tiitlem so sbeobor - - molts is me — me la_la me	 or Seethe -	 to be eised. or me. lay Lea at Defrab, say Lena eel Cenpalea Tamiaad.s or lay tea 'bach. with 	 bpne at - or besh. amid	 - Lea at 0_nh or- £,e at Caperealee T5e. has eareetid - be etmdaalaa_ me Canpoeselom may morn. - Oaagorseed L	 to rats to	 ,sy Dehateoree Roqan peesleeeIp stehto(.ad byme Corporeal.. by idea — at oW emits to me Geereeteed Lade.. laae,d papdy pe.einhte by 'tile ns thaqat to Uuloe aid me Osarnited Lad... 

Affnaz, 
GreeeoAL Ceveetoern Op (tone. 

Usa. that daly pederet - obsotea .arh - all atthe anas east .peoresa, beedeshee - bib 
I - Aside y teed me — at th.oa at be Ameodtd Cererset or - - eetor - Is be orheebi presided he eay - moemat or apeeaao. 	 - 

7. 1 Malat,e.oe at EeI.tear,. F.pme.e atTasoç Cweelie.ew - (awe. LIe, Lisle. thee hea - Psmltl,d Tettieatlee at me Prime. - thasofter ke Se he.' U en7 Oweass Dabs he eaeadtao. USes that 

(a) posease ad beep he tell Forte 'ad Sect its eal.tan a eteperetbe. he — saadtai tador sb. late at me State at ill becoeperaties ad Its qtaaltlealhee eed soed sendIs, steltrabp corysrarhen be uS. 
lone at Colorado - say orb.. tease be ebhcb eb, baseaa lrs,aaeead by UsIa. or lbs psopatey weed beaed by 0 reqeirn Uele. lobe qaalites us feral4, capoasthee nape be - stat.. 'bemme (rile., 
sane qualify orbe a — otsadle, aeetld see bare. teateriel Sot... effect o.she Pee.cbee. Crab Fswmm 
M Lime.', ehibty to pate.. it. obliplteea uSer me Aatendsd Cmt,oas. asp Dealt Atreesee to ahab Vale, perposts to be. party, the Gtcnatnd Lees Atreemeee, soy Gsar,nead Mete or toy Coblaaee.l — t. 

(by psi aid hahn4, proepsly .11 thea, oeanh ad ether poee.onelea cherta or belie bottled ape t or ape it. heetme or apt, top at be properties 'blab me t.*jre to ply weld bans or ante , Lea opts toy at me Moeepjs Psopepyp or ,eshd aseetisap adee.dp effect hi Fatarh,e, O.k Fiupea or the sbmhitp at Uuht. to paferet lea eblitsolom ordor me Aeead ColoneL soy BaSe Apormene ho 'blab U.n. parpeen to bet piety, me Dnen.eS Las Avt. lay Oaareatord Nato or top Cefisatil Areoret presides hews,.., - USe shill at be nqSts topsy my - too, 'mane, sharp or ben if me aweee,, ipplleehullty or relldtly sheet be - - aoaied be Usia.. 
- ___.'i _'a"_' - .e .vtae,eaea ,,orsor. nasa e --.-"- -p eaten rsqee,d by lo om y 'orpeed seee.aisse peleelpem - pat een USe 'ball ben — me Corperodo. petepe asian sear. at lay each ate. which. ff sdt'asdy dnet. mould coteb 'intl.] Lie -chirp tooloo, toy at the hdtett.asd Pyepeety, led the todhare topep th$ - an 'Ill at lie. u maitlee edeelt Sn as me Persatee. Cr.a Pesp.a or me sbihty at Lied to porfen 'a elelpelet ad., me Ameded Cete.n, isp - Aporees to at U	 ta so boa pletp, Omnseesd Las Aveorett lay Ob.netord Pds,e or lay Cdhetnil Apane. 

(C) apey - all Fa - nil bederlI. nato - oat l.a. lad all adats j,ad.mmn. doreen, nSa - reqd,titor eel say coi or say hos& ti'e or - pesaatsl or pebik aotboeby or scy lpphntle -it - ete to me hachole Ce,a Prepie. nla me hibore no I. so  oreeial odin. Sect as me Puroehtee Creel Prep... or Lied's ubihty to pain be eblipat me Ameded CeenseL toy Dasi, Aeteetad to ablab Limo. plepeato so be 5 peeqy, he 0eee	 Lea
Apsemme, afl Oee,aeeed Na. or aay Cdlelenl Aeran pnaithd. boa.tn . - Lied shaft at nopeared to rompip - cap	 IQ., -. jstdmea. dla - or neelaele IF - to me nat me or tandliy Ihoreat be - halag ne_I by Li he — fish - he a eantel lessee. mean by .ppopett. pmee.diop aed me False, to comply thetw - ate. .40 em here • eatial ,dense Sort - me Poesetato Ceorh Prep,, or me tththty at Urhis to pate. tot ibliptia ,ador me 
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Aoo.nds Cat,..'. o,y Oak Artoo.ot 00 which Uden puiponi so b.o pony. - 0o.nnt..d Loot 
At.tmono. may Ossoat..d Not. or say Colbsorol Aymaouso 

(d) (I) docrcaaoatohodca.00 lhomys m.caatdy ouceary .ocb.aio oad wnlssalahoaioon..at 
Prornit, whet roquind. soles oh. roll,,., do an 0110 no. hate . .,os.6.1 San.. inca oh. Ponchos. 
Crock Pyoer.rn or Uoioc, ublitty to pools,.. an ehllatkos sod., she Aioo.dS Coo,,.c sop Da.lc 
Atr..toatt to which Um' poop-c. 'oh., pony, oh. Cobol'S La., Attributed, soy Ooax,00ad N.e. 
or say CotIa,.r.0 ",,"nor-4sod (II) san bat dbn'. ..hjai ho it. o'oti.. of oaod besioaljodiaas. 
by nile otoch parent.sot I. hat. coodl,io.n .bat annuall y owoolicloy .dnro.Iy iota oh. Pinch... Crook 
Propom or oh. .hili,y of Oust so p.iroo.o Its ohli.ohoo. 'odor he Aaad.d Casoosco. any Dade 
Agrma000100 than hpoovan000ho county. oh. Guaranteed La,A.rrnto...syo,s.,.,,.sN.e.e,_, 
CaOaoaaI Aroaoait; 

hat at .J1 iota Uoioo it am an Alit.,. of aoy Obraip to.uaoaoaobe lint, th.o.ot 
in .oh.ot toho CorponotO. .och add. nob. Corporoolo. lbo. ol000 soda. may 

tpo000 a order to dootnoda. coapliatco our Anti.!. 7.0(0) haaf; 
(I) eaton that oh. maqeseol cAciaIsofIh. dioIal,s of Usoao thick hooap.anlW. (or the Pabst. 

Cxe.k Poonm dacnhod he clan. (h) dot. doln)oiao of Sailor ODe..,,. duly soohaiosd by ohs Don.! of 
Dirocta. of Umoelotake .ctbas On Shall ,f Uoi,o hosdor oh. Arn.osd.d Cosortoco. - promptly budd, IN 
Carpentaria in IN e'sao ols chap ofu. diollan of U.s.. which Is rmpoodb.fo. ht Faiths!. C,..k 
l°roarom saaapsalod by an Olac.r, Conikaso of soy, S.olor ODcor of Unity sod 

(h) and diod, slo.ld.o. or aehorwup con. to do hoobia 
7.2 D..dopaewt. Desijo. C.ao.ocohe.bad Opattba or the ho..h.,. D..h Pn. 

I Fiba sbacnaok - S,bmoao,da of iaat. conctoly .oda wj - .aioo.lo oh. Pb." I 
P.dhlaboo (nape Oho patio. obeod which will ho ropland by obo A-r-...t-- National) In • aids.!.. 
"Iddir weE -deductible fin. I P.did. oil h. spat.!...! op.. 'he caiploolo. d'ube cctti.. of 
- Asomnen.o. Fedhlian. 

(b) Uwia. that - - 5 Panitad Tonoloadea of th. Prco. (0) foam - .5a by Praloci 
Comamolal Ptnduoaioo Ds* Uda thai (A) psn las rm.o..bty dIh1nt and prodno hanas 
.a. - .p.ermdo. of oh. P0*00. and (5) IN Its hat ancleart,oa postal - nanace of coodidea 
paooho Pormioo,d Tahoad..of Oh. P5*000.0 Enot of Capon.!.. Tad..dc.. - (II) adoal. 
and keop .11 pow...!. stood or SW by It 'ada - onc.oy None Pret It rmaably - topok. 
tooth.. - 'ad bathetic (.rd!ony ant and Na napod). - fr - us - to - all .nid. ninony np.in. r000t,ls - r.phocammo. thaat 
• (0) U.s.a that - -. Pndto.d Taaloaoboa of - Pnjan. 'Sham - .spr wilma 	 tof oh. Capon.!... 0db. 'hall am m.anIally .ap.ad to - .0' pens.. of oh. Pancho.. Cacti FadEd. 

- - - aheraf. boa - daceth.d I. I.coloo 23.' oh. lofocotatba hdma..oda - - 
PhatO FadlIala may be aloasd to - float nan..', to booqono. lb. Aasmmoaoj.. F.o7lt.m - ohs 
Pbno!Fsalboin.Uda thai - I. - in to an. - daIa .r4s..aO.. - .05 w.Jor had Mubyma.. plao .00 aachlo.oy ooaolteda p5,0501 oh. Aopoo.oladeo Fadisim ho he dalood a - 0 
how ap.hohda .aaitin aaoamoy in aces of lb... which .n ama', to nibs. lb. P00100 ho 
abi.,. - prod,aeoloe 01 S1ot. Poothuct a dataibod ho ho bforaaoIoo le.Daa.t.m sod shall an. ill 
- .qodp.ae pin., sad aaobioay by he m1 5.501 atoolal tapano with - dS, opoddadea. 
OtIs that has - a Poomlst.d Tot...!.. of - A.aesao.os,o Foot.... Uda will horay,.,,. oh. 
Asr-.-o-.o. Fosdiola Was - fin. I Padisia p.i.o or in IN - the asrani. doto Aoomao.da 
FadIdos S nmpktsd. 

(d) Uotn. that - - a Mohos T.,mI..dOO Mob. Prod..,. U.k. 'hail door Ca... he - 
.01 ohica .caa.th saw, I, .heaia ad aaiot.io a offc, .11 Del. Ajn.anoa. Propoiany Iljhoy od 

anMoaiOI,y of taos,.! in decoridip - other edison S 'd.qoao. .a.oam us maL ho ardiom slob 
- haloa. postal... - d.oa Iocloadho ha pock dane. of - P.ntiaos Croth Pnna. ho a 
an wha 1,011* ad to. Ill - eIhoa. oosplsco us oh. aercia of band h..!.a kid,mmo. ho cone met 
- Apean.o. Prop.i.oaty Sighs. and soolishiboy an her w(ohm's peooloi.a and am a acts 
coskka - toeS o.,alaIOy 0000to.Iy .doc, the hack's. Crak Poopsa or ohr shioly of Uoka to 
p.ofaoo be cthooua 'ode, IN Ammdsd Coot..", ay - Avteoas ho which 0.1.. ho 5 port,. IN Onnogad Lao Areesms. a, Oeanososd Nato e,ay Cdiooanl Apea.,. 

(.) U.S.a client ha - s PatIo..! Tromiaatlo. of he Prole.,. Oak 'hail Na ace, pat! my 
Pnn ho I N th. Ponchos. Conk F.dlhon for say payn. ether - lbo products.., of syoohook had 
wiobdo lb, mans.. of .e.d.. 112(17) of oh. Act. prosldad - tht fortooio. that am peocol oh. pooldorolo. of bay hy.prodan locidsod to IN pr000aciloed oath sy.sh.dc boti 

7.3 Lbaltodt. a Cab. Doht Pa a tag othoy Coarao.,.d Doto I ooaoaodlos. Ostopt too - 
Osar000 0th. ad Dote oh. poecada of thick ito coad onoirdy us rosin sO of oh. t0000.odlop 
Canon'S Dots. (a) UtM. ohail am pertol ho oils', ad ohat am pooti lay Allias. of USc. hot 
to cal's, ..y Dote which "rats by • [in spo. lay of sb. tsod macho h1 aide, o he ned a toy 
p'.ti.. of - Pancho,e Cacti Pinion (lahodI,i - to. ohs!. deposits dodlasod thaoto) to by - pbode 
or sutoosa, of. nba Lie. Op... say of - amidoaxoos of she Capo.00io. to th. 1(5kb of 05cm 'ada - Amed Cation say of ohs psyanas which may ho p.y.hle by - Coryoosoj.o ada Ibo 
Aaads C0000aL aS (b) lath. 00000 may pods. ,f dad .a.t. baa1 - a ho - nay pot's. of - Pnoch,o. Craw Pooat.m It, onoafocood by Unit, ho a whoilyowad oldoinasy .f Use, III Uooal 
plural to Add. 74(a) haa4 050. Ad am p.owlt - .ab.ldke.y to panit ho - lay Dat 
(wh.tha - am sa,arsa deaths hod.,., (a) of this Anicla 7.2). 

74 Ow.aohj. ef oh. Fanch.ao Crook Poesia sad h4.nwr.S P'.paoy. 
(a) Hams that - - I Pormkotd Ternbasia of oh. Potion, OS.. shin am all, nafer, any 

akonia. däpea of lay of - bets aeosasy ho oh. P.zocbase Crook Prorsrn oray patio. thanf. 
nape - Oak may ocony a5 of 0-ni ho 5 wb000y.owoo.d .ohoidlaoy of Usia a Oat.! If - 
ah.ldlaa'y ho a oth.ono oo',cnoia d.sly oopalssd loader - how, of oh. Uolrcd Seam -. mast ohaeof or - Dh000ko of C000amhla - pdeo ho soy suck ce*nya..t ho - takeld!.,y, (I) USn shal han 5k.. the Capon.!., ambe, of mob ao.y,aa . by in 0&.t', Catidni, of 'a, Scale, ODow of Onla naidyint thor, ho - - (0kb Jo.adpoaa of - Sale, 0Dm. - ninytac. will am aatnldp odva.e.y 'too afl pc00000 of - tenth,.. Cacti Propom, (II) - aabddla,y shall ban al ytod. by

brouramou I. (0000 and .utaoaoc. sslisfa000ry, to to-Coopootolorn dolloors to the C yrpoosolo,. is 
oodchocnt 'no sst500yr0000.ol but .,00.rnt500hkhOy_h'5010_,op.of,and 
under the AooadodCo,00al,lb.Gaao,,o.4ths,A.onmroo the Guaranteed Na_the 
if A.00.o,00no.. and (1,1) Otto. or Ooo.ol. he the cooe osay to, 'bill ha,. .soo.d. boa trill., 

ihopeflocohotn and oharo.11othp catch ,okadisryofoodo.n,_ each sth.ryioyosfcoonand t0r.rro. 0ilWnaaOaotduIra000whlchsocl.sahold,.sjho.1o,00p.of00501 1,111
00000.O of 

soy .mak annaysom to such ooh.idiny, Union.a Oi.s.sl club as oil turner o ne. h000tclslly s,td of -rd.nil oflho oo500adl000 capitol 'inch s.d ony other tq.doy oatiriiio, of slab ouheidiny, Otall 000 ..11.or.,sirr, 
00000y a. e.heroloey di.posa of. an 

mesas,, any of oath 'lock to olh., .atity sorsnla. and 'halt not 
pa*ocboandaaryoo sell. otamf.e.onooyorehcnouM tire, of.,yof0h.,0_ c000.cyod,000ch 
.oihaidosoy or tthrwl.. arqoorod be hock oshnidlsoy Oacuoaty by IN Pooactai. Conk Fr,osm or any 
patl.. ohcoocf No 0000.ys.r. aodcr Ihis Attics. And rolao. Uoloo (root any of I'. 0th0.!,.. sod,, IN Am'S..! Co,or.co and Who ad rto.ait 'sOly bound by oh. tubs nod cadiik.s heroof sod ohtr.of. 

(b) Pa sohard ..ma y Otasn.oeod Dote ho .sisaaodiog. Otios 'toll sot itll. creature, anocy, lasat or 
oeherwa dsp..t of ay of it. Moot..0..! P.operly ancie nt pools's. io.oraosccoi,o dacoibed I. Article 
7.4(0) fir 55 peraiiood be the CttIsloro! Apat..000. 

7.3 trail ibarlol P.ytolo. 
(ol Ooor tofu., It. Iony'(kl. day rollowi,. IS aid of oath Qoiorlrr did,g oh, P00)0 Shod,1 Ptriod. 

U.no shill darter So the Cooporoiioo . Not Sbaiis,0 So.l000.00 to oh. fort of Exhibit li(t) h,,..o a.'d 
sl;ad by sSaoltr Once, of I.I.W. Each isa Proto Shadot 5500,0,150 sloshl ha accoopasied by (I) IN 
l,,odalooa000000s toe Usia dncnhs ii Article Li(t) html (0, osch Quail., and an osphaosoixtor of the he,, (a, and conpsos, a.. of. IN N.! too LEers. (it) ouch otter data 'a the Caporaoioo way y000, little to 
'low nastably ' a

' no otdrj 0. ospyon anc',..ilrw 'be i,forw.oioo, -1 ... and to It. Poodo Sb 
Sssloo,eoo.aod (hI). lf'be Prods Short0 Amoa,o (to 'sot Q.sanoro 00, re, 5 Prods )hono1 Psyo'oto 
psyobi. us It. Corporsiho, Lou oh. ,o.oei000f it, Pratt Shod.1 Aossioo for oath Qusroto or s .r'dooro of to era..for of sooth Prods Shin,0 Poprno.o ho oh. Oar,oeeod Load.,, nih, en. otay ho. 

(hi Should the chat the Prods Slid,0 A000tsoo Oct Conk it '0, FroSt Shin,. 51.0ff, ho i..coorooc to When ant pao' a chat the t.coo,pe.yio1 ioforrnsoio, I. is.deqo.o. 10 coed's, 
Oh. attorney of soy PonfillyariallAoauno, Lou Cooponones than gio, Otto. amoco th.00cf o,d oh. toot.. 
oha.do.. Opoer loath ocelot, oh. Corpooaoio. and U.s.n stool too., trio tad 'alit di.ossoiora.oraiolr.any 
dlaeraweosis mono of oly sack Ismacouromy Of Nationality o ff erfourommin ospponio5 the Prod, A00000L Any .4oioo.oa to the toad. Shanot Poywa. IN anpoco of sooth goon., ,asloi,1 from on 
idoonal of the p...!. ponMoa It ,ach dlncsa.ieo 'hall he 'o.da a p.onpehy Os piacicabi. ihaafotr. 

It) U. i.(am,,lcoo o,d olc,houiors. c000abad bay Prod. flail,5 Stso.owoo a up... thick such 
Pooei Than., Soaotm.ot ho bound coth. smro.opsoyiq intonation m.I.t.d doo-o ad or .aoloc, to 
'shetoeoi un i fication, ad,sdis by or cot Shalt of tho Cooyonlia. 

W) Nctooubanodi,5 say aba pro'isk, of ohio Aor000dmmo, ho etu0stho.s ofU.ioosoo,ok. ?.odi 
Shanos Psymoto. ader 'hi. A,.wdosoto 'hail ooe ta,00i,ao. cc O4aeomd spa oh. ocossrreoc.ofaay font- 
he bay"- - sha) oon4n aewithe050dlo. oh. .aarrooco of so Eono of Defash. 0 Peomhoed Tanoatae. of 'ho AntipollutionPooyart 5 Pomotood Termination of she predict, an by Not of 
Capoesiba Tn*.oso.. 

(.) So Ion;, the Osnao..d Dete S aa,aoados FroSt Shad.j P'y'o'e.ts thai! hi oppho.! topoopsy 
IN frooasilmnia arm pilocipal of IN automatically Dote ho lb. sate order of aaosoisin a "old..! by 
Arts.!. U, haoof to oh. 'pptiadeo of madaocey pnp.yono of O.arsoo..d D.t, noqolrwi by - 
Ar'S.. ThornS.,. P.,0e, Ehatias Psynoots ad braid dirocoly us ih. Cccoocnia, 

(C) Oslo, - am ho toqoind so oak, by pro's Sbau'io0 P.yct.,o to oh. Cayor,ohoo nay - ho 
- nO.00 aft.' tHai Moo ho eich Prods Sham hyatt.', bob (I) ate's Pools Shin., Pspmaos 
(adonis, of soy amass ot say - hymns spoll.g ti .q.pnmo of - O'naoiad Dote paoaaao ho 
psrsa010k I.) d ohs. Ardcb. 73) woos. osad S254	 ad (0!) tht Sal R..o.trod Ancoot a - 
do,. - aced - Red Psi.! damns a math dat. 

(t) If one, sty p00*. of say Prods Stab. Pwpans thai wosbd .oherwh. he roqairod us ho made so 
she Ce.yoo.mloe - oh!. Aaadamo It am wad... s ,ctali of the ,pp005al.. of - looloatin c005deod 
ho paot.nph (0 of - Add. 7.).-? baSe ho tab Phi.! Amount Os kscraaed. 'ha astien ho - 
takniea throb ho soch pnpgh (I) duoa.00lsed 0(0., tHat iroco ho - ocr..... a - day of 00th 
law.. U.la 'hell mob. 5 PndI Thsu'hoi Ptymea So. sac,.I eqal us lb. smoopo. amass. of oil P,odo 
Sheila0 Poycteomo a5 pcedoa thntef which cod.! otbatis, ban - r.qothowd hobo - ada - 
Ammdmao boo which on am m'dt to 5 tails ofoho erpticatin of - Oimioaoia tata.ad in - 
pontoigh (U. 

(h) The Caporsoin asp. am confident.  ,shtoocl (soon say Not Qnnooa Psyoto' 00 he wad. by IN 
Co.ptr.doe bader - Sands Coat..., - .mmsao of sap Prodi Shari.0 Poym.os the toquirod to hr 
made by 0,1cm psnaat to No Amadmao. Upon "oh i.heroabo.., - Corpoosoio. .bat be deemed ho 
hay. m.d.. Pilot Goarooi,e Papoat ho Oak in to stat .aheroond - usmi shin to da.d to 
hen mid,. Poodo Stint; Payo.no S the lanai 'thence.d tot so popeta of ho Ammdod (Cootn,ct. 

(I) OP IN PPI (or soy month reqoind to. IN cotopotailo. of - Prods Shado Amos's for bay 
Qoana he am No Photo any the - the Plods Shodag Poymlot (or sack Quarter S doe. Onion omit 
coap,sho - Prod, Shoots1 Aoewoo fine, sorb Q. oao; as oh. Pt! for n.h wooth to PPt Sr - as, 
rat oath polo, to .acb ooeosoh IN thick IN FF5 - - poshllahad. 

74 Mahoomare of D..k. - maceros Prom. M.n.oamo Pin - 5yt,00. 

(5) Oct's a reare, pan foihotlo; IN and of oh. root of IN A.00.dcd Coocraco, Utit, ohat (I) with 
tapen or IN (orwnio, but o.asoia of bay Poco Rcceodn by Otto,, compile sod rats the 'am. S 
.n,.daaro wiob po,adn'o halo..y p..ctico, scan.! 'clouda sad atoocoris, poor.!.. lad .000s.11y .-v ad 
sroousho pdodpla,.. .ypeicah!w and (5) odOsco - aid lath is N. Eodro.a.od Mcaoaho Pita 
ad aainoio o,oh - ondcr It. rain, thud ohito yosts f00000S tht otd of - on of IN Aaaded 
CaSoic', '0 Poole., Rocords tad., - co,srd of 0,500 shall ho r.oaiadby USc. (or loch pubs of - 

with Otai'o dcc.ano roiaoloo potiry. sroppof which woo dab,on.! to - Co.por.ole, a he 
Cabot Dos.. I. addItion. 0,1.ce obalO coda so Poojan S.c'S, ooda lost anon which ado Worker 
Pagiary do.a, are .ma.o.d 'ode the Eaofro.tuaod Maoitalo POso or that or. incerafhad by IN 
Ceoyoraiioa sad rota.. by .solzceoo.od wcti1 - than pm., bJl.wI be o.d cc the Iota of - 
Anaded Contact, or - loser poled,. Oak but - Capoowoico only apat ape., aid. pci.. 10 
dosrhootim day - Pob Rocorda ohoanflor. USco ad wok. nob Psojort E,00rda .ta'O.hlc 00th. 
Capattic. 

(h) Onusn ad oabwit 00 - Cooporooseos daft of - trade., Mompmsos POao-Desudopolmt 
Phne am sitar ob.a Deroohor 0, lOIS sad IN Proloco Moaq.ot Ph.a-Dontopon, Pb*.. to No 
thoajaaiioy 30, ltd. which Pr*ro Maarrnao Pl.athall in 5 ocope with, Saloon tayeain 
to dooail thai, In Prt hdaaaom.ns P5°a &aotla.-Dsod.pwaot Ph.ac a1 ad ho onohoat with 
Sshedol. 53 baa 

(c) Oak 'hail wabmut to the Corpocaobo, 0 dotS of - Pmejou M.oaa.mms l 0hao Na Iaiooihs. 
ha I. tOte ad Oh. Prcdecl hoeoajoasot Plan am hoc baa Dn.aba I, 5006. which Fotiort 

Msoatootat Plan ad be rco.d.00m Sn - with, but moo. apsooln he deal thaa (I) IN Potieo Mans.wno FOss Otolla. and (1) - .nsit.s of - liforontia Maonadw. addr..1a Ptoana 
Oe.etboa (a dod'S S oh. lobbnnaoia hdarsadoa). - 'bail ho	 .at with 'shaded. Lb hen.. 
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(d) U. .bat (adam a .tt manila] 'epa lb. p.oadasn — ..nb.t ania.d In lb. Pr.lan 
M..qana Pla—Dadoyant Pbn. mad - Pr.eei M.aap..na Pha P06w ma - Put R.lbnmad 
Des. Uric. mba]] ma land icabn nab Vepta Mmaanaa Plaa a may .maaa.a] rapel - .bat — S 
.ay impose mutala] mails ala..,g onsfignmene aa.dar lb. An—dad Cc.t,ea. cbaap the control. lalathg 
- 
session —is. 

 aan.oiap ty.tn. dacaibad a elba mb Press M.naaa.l Pte. .dtt, S — a IN some
—, at lb. Coayor.,icn. mbkb co.oam. mha]t nat br .maa.oaably mltbbdd. .ad. 

abenftrr. USa. iltal — .aa.d .11ba — Viaduct Mansanoat rise or ma cbsa,t. nab .y'tn. a,].". 
j,.i,bnsaa U.!o. lbaat bat.., mails the Capanio. aad .laas tha Ca.pcniaa ma .adaru.edao• IN 
atasta at Saab aaaa.dann or clanat 

7.7 Piojet 0*. - Otba Ants. 

(a) Usta] on. - '(load,; -. - at aba in at lbs Ajmnd.d Coatant Ut.. - pearS. ma lb. 
Coryaa.,a.. mithnaa sb.q., (I) maticabI. table• .cc.nmodatla.. IN in ant shoom penn "labia - 
prrinan a sk .5we at his .ppadar, (.dbai panics nif tiest  P.r-ba. Cr.eb Pectin. b.Iaada; F..m 
elsa alc (.ccnaodaai to - bin pnpla .aaipp.d .,tb iaaadaad van fwSabic0 cab hedab., 
cbs!., a.d IN, ..b..na. and dja.c.]y tad pilaaaa, asi_blo by ld.pb.m. lane ..taid. aba Pancb..a 
Cook Poapa- .aa). mbeb nay anict at... a tea .ca ma Oman may ddn.da apis.. - a. at 
maclabIa aauiaantin mappaa ts1s (mad .n,.aae. nab r ma l (adlitia) doalas .ommal 
heal... bomat (a (A) bamennu P._a Ramada .abmataad mad. tiadebla ma lb. Capastin. p.anaa 
ma - Aan Cation. - (5) cad.coang lb. naam aISle... N-a ntin.platod by - 
Anaads Ca.a Ii) aflnn .bat lb. Ponchos. Croak tr.p. maca-p bathj n ma 
- no bathoona ma - nanap dad mba ampaned by - Capn.ad h-a. bam,nssna 
at-dat-.s7 at - btet. 

(b) Racpaaiaj IN kpaiaa'a mnt at - Coqo.atlon ma lariat. IN p.o'S.- at lb.An-dad

laIn,  
- - at - tan, at 

ma capani. ma canada- a4ob aba aa.baaa. at Mama.... 'dated ibant vaIl] ban yea. hOtel.5 
lb Amaded Conarica. US.. A.O pama Acin g by Dadp_aad Pnmaand -

rasatuba. baa to IN Vmr-bama Ct..b Prop.- .me. PlaIce Phcada ada - cannel at umm ama'
Atbal. at Usuessis Press Fir-seal at Lisa- my Atbaa, at U.ic mad .bat a. it - at.... ma 
at. - pools, Ca. ma peals A by DSpaaS Panned at rna.able tan- ma the y more
one at some Pror.a Contract.. '.151.4 in ab. P.r-bait Cr..k Piopa-, Prca Racat usda amaar.1 of 
macb Praja Catncmar mad F y51,. Pa...aS at nb Pool,, Caara,ta. I. male to mall. IN C..peitnm 
weaken id.ya.da	 a at IN IaaSaL ethnical. afloat". magnena. nl.ea-ataL batab 
- .da.y e5	 - _,adila at IN Pa-aba. Crab Pnp.a mad ma daintier ct.'aulaace -
IN pacrilna at - AntIs Ccman.t lb. 0,aaneaaed La. Asamma.. aba Gmannad Nan ad - 
— — 

(a) Wab.ma btiaS lb. obhgnamna at 0	 aba. pa-S..- at - Aa 7,7. (I) alibis at
day. - - abe. flat. - an S - a.r qala .cnail. tilts lb. palad bqlm.th to day' 
mAn - Ot Omit - N-s	 - ta ob he ma ynai man - Duaa at 1.1St Proam. 
Ui_ .bat man nib Dnpaa.d Pain-dma - macen, rdaaag ma lb. nate at - P.e.cba. 
Ce Va,p.a - nayS 4Sn.aaad by ' gala by - Capm.d Ia U - a meaable - S 
.d,ma at me. .b

 

yession-seesellembeelsoness 	 mose,L-..L,....... 
--p. I--- - -- — — enne-comen a. — ad rS4 

na.nm boa lb. bnaSaa ad - d	 med — mtmea - lb. Pmr-bmaa 
Comb pow ma atr,b I - tmado. bin-nt.	 'a - .pmnicg pb..a - 
.aldts. e,nnj ad	 aaMda - aba anon	 I - it -
Seamalan mabalns by US.. ma - Capaslane - Aad Caian. - It) - lb. Omth 
Dart Dalatvud Pa abut S malts to salad U_n maabby in,,. matiep -. Py5_a 
Conncmon.. Ibabaim C Ptr- danlapnaaa. 115am .bat n nab Py5aa Va.aa.d at U - nay 
Allis.. at U - mba a. Its - rca.. man. - Py e,i Pain-S at may Pr5mca Ccmanna. 
baoicg rapaaibiblta (a and b.edadgabl. mba.t she mall.., dnipats 5 'n - nSm ma salad my 
math — 

(d) Pa plapea at 'bic Alianna .iaa." .bat 
(I) 'lab onep_a tomb. P.r-baa. Ca,a F__u_lb. .ab Sane at 'a.).,. Ccnaaaan naiad 

tbant lb. titba. m.bjn ma - p.o'Saa of Aal]dr 7.7(1) bn4 ma .. ne-epa. -- sea-tat 
aed aba.he. ohm..,, may patS. ats.aab Pmdtlata. macb nab nan. - may itia uaIana tb.a.lm 
ma wb Ui_has lb. Ilobi at a_ 

(a) - rap_a on Pr.)mn Rated. aba then Paaode.ay Out. Sashed a deeMs In 
&b 7.7(d) baits. aba rigS ma a b.p.a. e.a d.pbmaaa cy. - attain - ad 
olbamlom ahoy.. - PaSan Rda (pn.ids - - rigs to d.p&.ae a apy ISIS .1-cbs 
mamnably - .sp by nqnaaic - Ibu Pr- a.aortb.g - Pr.)ma Ramada do ma ad tab. 
lb. dapM a app ma lb. Carpanada abeb rpanaa .bat b. 5 ni. rnaaatd, pnlod at 
be); 

(ba) - rep_a he ProprIntaey Dma h—Its ars 'a &bsdd. 717(4). - rl(* ma 
alma.., make a nb.e. tuba IS. atmad abwiea i_re (be. ma d.pbna. a copy) nab 

On',, 
(I') -. rep_a ma Proj_a Pnmeok lb. n.h., nbj.a ma lb. pa-Id... atAeticl. 7.(m) beet. 

a. aaaa, San.,.. a. qenajom. ad ban lb. napa.a at. Pao).a Veined neeetna may apuca 
at lb. Pmaicb.a. Cr-b 'p.."- watts eta].. lm.an - an.a, at Ura- Said ebnemaama 
lb. Anads Canon,.. Is nab a. *itbla lb. nap. at lb. iap..tiblbule at nab Prqaco Pn.wa.t 
ad

(,,) 11th aepe.' ma nell pr-as data nnpaa - old.. ..tp,al (Stalin nnu]tbl. ma present
Prnnmd. IN It him 

III ma pntdia.ctaa..(Ili), danr aaaltsp mad Ipermaloa attb. Par-bat. 
Cnrh PmSic.e, ma dlr-tly and or aba-ira .h.n. nab ally.... - 'Ida alpa lsal]Iala mad ma 
rn-a.. ape nqia... patina pepb.. abash - aba P,.t Ra.ado n.h 'np_a ibnat 

(a) For yapa at - Apmmnl 0a*aald hnm..r .bat line (I) dir-tan. a. son
apheona at lb. Cnauaics. lacked!.. baa I. lb. Capa.aioa'. Can at hooncmar CanaL - (1) 

aonarl ad ,an,bna, at IN Carpantion. SdvdSa Ibmt at IN Capasalana On.e at laup.,mar 
Caned. mad macb altaicia, ad eaba.at' pn.dpaS. o&aas ad npInyna proaldad IN. may Palom 
rants ma I. din. (I) (aba baa ba Izape,tar Gait.] ad D.poay laep_aa One.]. lb. lmp.aa 
Onait ad fl.pmtj lap_a.. OnaiL notes paa,an 4 11 ArIal. 7,7(a). ha_g dannad ma ma Slbda 
- ISp..) .b.t baa. 'acaad Se qan-na a - - .ata.bs baa... £ak.bia 7,7(m) 'ma ada hr 
— Pnnn ma ha. Ar- ma haprianey Dma Idniakd - abs I. Scbsaua 7.7(4); ad p.t'id.d 
Iheanba — 'a than- atth ms Sated maa. darn. (I). (A) aba Capa.aia .bat bar.patd I 
.elatm peas ma ban.; Anna ted - . at nab P.S. Ar- ad (I) nab Pa,.. aba ma 
S amass sib. dSp a dr,Soa at ra.baolay mbKb at. tal1.a. Prap.iaaiy Dma ma mbicb Ar- I 
bSa .ngb. a I be aies. anaa,a.la ep.rnaln a mmb.anaaa at may plants stale; may nab 
mall].. ma,ba.hy — tbat baa. .nnld mad ddl,gn,4 ma U—ad aba Ca.p...am.a n anidamlatlay — 

.pmmel ma be don mba. a aan. a - rboabed by - Anna .bat S ad - 
dSa by gab Ptt. male. a a. a dicalnala. 'a nanbaSad In nnts by aba Caapaoaaa .ca,q 
puneal ma lb. 0.14dm a, Dl.alnaa. ad  Caadnalalily ad, it macb P.r-n I ma bat. Aaea ma 
P, Dma. SaShed or close.S kbs.la 7.7(d). ..Won mab.aaetialy lb. parl.ton rdatl 
ma Pycy.iattay Dmm onmalas in Rabdot 7.7(r) be,at 

in I. antitag las rl.bl Is A. to IN bcthtSl comelitsale; may pan at the Var-b.,. Canes 
Paa.ao a lb. waS - at Pa.)n Camtn.a.. reIaaae1 ban,. the Capasa,an aball. sham a.aaaal 
dn,antaaa. p.o.id' U. nib m.lcr (moolah tmayb. on) ra.ia) mnatntblyiusna. 'Saab Saab 
acia pin it Sat 24 bnaan I. ndn..a at IN .wmla, at - nfl. ma nab Ar- - S naidas 
mna-abt, baa moSer 5.n lam aba. 24_lan S droaca at onl y antic, abat ma naamaallp she

m.asa.bt. drpndtat my.. ab. 5, N. nd,.an miner at lb. anti. at nab rigba to nab 
Act.. .bat b. r.qeiad I - ..a. at nab nob. ma Ar— I (a lb. paa at mlteaaiee lb. 
meal... mainS. a na.' pr-stan Id farub n Scbad.al. 6 ban. Drnag ab. a.,. at nab nab 
Ascan by lb. C.'pailaae.. U Iball ba.r Ut. nbm It bana U nptayn Isaplay lb. Onip.tiad 
Vain—a ancratla; — nabs at Awn., ad Um mar.. I, aan — ma .euplcyn ma ba mr-labia (a 
— paapoe. ml nil .a.aaabt. ama. Saab aaphya ubal aoaliaa,n a rryrnaaa,i.. dadaaaati ma 'be 
Capa.tn, by Urn. Ia lb. pupa, at rer;ria; IN Capoaa5.&, cnn,a.ica,ma.a at a. raqaust. (a 
Ace-a io Poojal Pea—el pn.aal ma Artist It) band' skes sell 11 war— at lb. Acres by 11 
Carpvanln. ma macb taatbtia a tab m-

(6) Ir aaaci.!ag b. '6gb. at Aca.n I. Projact Pa_,al, lb. Capoaaia. nba]' conm,nicat. (p_lb 
lar nay b. aS) I. reqllaut (a macb Mona brmanb let. at a,. a, law. rarn.'aaaila

dSpalS to IN Corpasain by Ute (a tab psapa. U' aarn local.. such  r.prnamaaln lob. 
mr—table

 
on anita. nab amamec lea. Ii at macable San. I, 'a - insa.riom attb. Ca.pa.Saa Ibel. 

'a maanb.ra its rob' at Acc to poise,Pannamad. lbr C-pa.;,. mdl watt_a, SIerra. ad qanasa 
Pro).,. Pea—ad ideas by Unan b.s,a. anpanibibtia (wad baailadlnble mbag lb. masman apendad 
by - Ca.pa.t!cat ia its .renamtcate. ma some rrwnaiali la. bat, US., span bat m]d IN 
Coapn.alan nIne in nab n—n' lie on antic. I.e light at Ama, to. ranicvlac .aa.ad 'rat_a 
Paamad. U.. nit ma aaaa..aabay some ma Sea — ,aqa—t. 

(b) Au neSts at Ar- planet ma tbic Aniahe 7.7 .bat S eada a a mane na.emwa nib 
U'a .maabl. - amuonty .jçababb. eãty police - pr-n 

7.1 MadIhalan at Aebasea. 

(a) It Umi., gal] mad,. may 0,ba P'eaeaiat Anivaa,r on or tile lb Clan; Dart Omen .bat 
nub.. go day. afin ..cb 0ba P'naada] Aalnae,. may pan!.. tba mbat In b. .nm'.d. beta, ma 
br Capanas . da,jann sees tally da..riba macb Cab.. PS,aada] Asnisimacr, myaalkaty r.adraaoa IN 
lad at&lacictmseisaaaap..alddpane..amalb.Attorddconsnctadnab0tb.rPb.aa.islAnictaaa 
mad maaly.n the ndaqaaay mad mpp..pris'nea at lb. laaadal a.smaa.ca praidal pielaaal I, IN Anuods 
Comnao mad - Oab.a Flnaial A]alalaaca. titan lmy mate] anal asset Paaicba,. Crab Piei..., 
Sc.mr,ad ma dale ad lb. .co..m,ic and!.!... praaiani (a projaas) earIng - Pale. Oenaama Pitied. 
Saab donna. .bat (I) npashaaty amp... a.aiaat (actaa] - roped!.5 an. Scars nab - en 
najnaaa mad n-apSe. epon "blab - Anaded Coma_a S bad, (I) .bat lb. ma. enast ag_a at 
dig_maca bonn nab smala ad mclaal aspaIncc (It) panat .apb.aaloa ad iaaibaatams (a. 
boa analatica - we, some IN dir-a on India_a naiad at U.t.. (it) aaaiy.a IN b	 at nab 
Ciba Ft.aada] Ataan in Omen ad lb. P.r-bat Canub Program. - (I) pe,ida.. 
ma ma Siannals. (may, ma the baadat melaa.ar p_rids panel ma she nineinese, Cs.nan. At 
aaak, macb d.,rman. .bat NAs mappatad - it -1I-, 'boats chmaty Smtl 
Saab	 a1 N.. be ..ampemied by on Oa.at, Cadmama at may ON- (Xisyn, at USa. 

(b) If 0a .bat asS,. may Ciba Pb.a.daa Aaa.n a - mAn - abe. Omi, ad It ., 
by IN CapaaS. - Omit .bat an I — 5th Ire. ._._' at - A	 Ccnta.a made 
- Aint 7J(b). slab - c.)cdn atnat ,nnaraals.m bates ma r -	 at Iat 
pnalds by - Capontlan ada - Aa Cantia ma - ma'S..- at. paid.. tabig - 

. - - pmo)ans Ar-.al.'. Prop.- 11-1 Sal, at P..taen aba. inlet at_a ma IN S(mo at 
,Cmbe I-aSS Aaan - mampaed ma - - projaad AngmmlaSm bapam Rn] Rat at 
I-a.. S.., ptt. e.a ma - Sc_a at - Ciba I-ada] Aaea tbaa rmaidmd. bnnnp. i50 
- ,Sa.tlrt from - .nnalettn - I ma ant ban - ma flea - - pr.)m.ld Aagmmmaaam 
Pangma Sal las. at lana mAn of aIn dan ma - aprIl at - aba fl.sl Aaea ma b. - 
lb.. - 'ta. Cat daitibs S t.. 54.4 01 lb. lat.rreaian Odnead.... 

(C) It 1	 .bat many - nppay P1. a ban. ndt]5 maaad'n may CIba PInascial Aaabaa 
USon abat - pr$ maoa beat ma hi Capanat.. 

(4) Ia - are - - I S —ac S I.aald aaeicaea - - Ccrpn.da per-en ma 
atiba A	 Ccaa_a pmaaaea ma AnSi y.l(b) baits's. lea atiba radp. by USa

atmay CIba PhemeS] AIteai - thmaOle Unit. .bat - - Ooba flaa Ateam a - 
Ciba naN-I AN-se. S . baa man atM a ala aria - aba. mma tuba - 
lesockessionsionsonsesses' - USa may sped baa - Capaaicm an - lathe ._' at - 
Aad C-aa - y	 ma .djna -	 ]	 from - Capena mini 
A	 .n	 many - hnbn cmapalad .bat a. nsdy muse -	 dheaida
at ib. lamalat Dm.at - Corpandn, 

(a) NabS I - AdS 7.5 ibat nq. Oats mashes ma - Capm. any Pita Camera 
Payena - nm. maSts yr.. man .	 at - Aendad Canon panat ma - Aided. tI 

7. En.].mmmmml )dam,tn. 0mb.. abe.. - - a Pamlaiad Tamlad at - Find_as 

(a) PewS - .aadatme aemcy raid.. peas - pralds I - Seadananna McSmaq 
Pit. CSdSlac - S any eat wSbM 330 day, abe - OS Dean. U .bat pony... - do'. ma 
- C.rpa.tis • y. ph. (a ntiammal oasb.,lag at - Vaasth.,. Carat P'.pma wIdth - 
- propand I eadaa. elab IN Ea*onma.aa Malase Call. mad S aaat.a. - IN 
E.,laaamta] hIalnoS aiaa Cdddlam, Th. Capor.aiom - d.tonle. is - 'blab nbaba - 
pctpaed pIaSS .nardaea. .1,5 - Ea,laomnanaal Maoial.j Caba ad S iatpeahh ada - 
attali at aba ta.Iiaam,a] )dtnitalas Pane CoIddIma 'labia do day, at Its r.Spe. 

It) Ia - n—I - lb. Co.panSm teds - propmaed plan dOte's anda A.li,h ?.9(a) bo ma 
ma b. anp.abl.	 - Ea.frammasl Mitala. Pb. CddStaan - Cc,p.naica - ma meaty 115am 
ad Ssa - I	 lbe. ad US aba]] labia ma - Capam.a a nr(es prepimad - hr - 
mombalag raps,ia. ma - n, .aebi. 30 day, (a - tae.err pals ma - C-peal.. may mp 
S In ear ma U.In) - - data at - male. Thu Ccrpaaln mbat dao I pad 'bib nboba 
- IlIad - II sadase, - - Ea.iaS Mom.aaeg a adS abS ada - 
alaS at - Eariaa] bdoadacrlag Plan Cms.h- tib]. 30 day. at 'a rmaqlL a. - ..a. - - 
Ccrpma. doa.5a. lbai — reatms prop aifrat masitait - 5	 — 
- ojarla. - Capaaolia - per at tbaa4 - , mbankr. - - e S .5th - 
mob_s masnalig p an ba amaymabb emmd W31 30 day, - nSpO at - auM 
Ude .bat dab.. (I) mmmd - moiroemeal mania...; - S - man mp.atts b. - ants 
(i).bmaaa .atnab daieSa In shomenhose - - penaumme atAaddm she (it) brat. 

(a) Aay	 to - te,laaa_aal MaSarring Pta - ba I anton - IN
Eenlaaral )dcd.aia Pba Ceddaba.. 

Patis ad nab ba]lb med mate,y misro.n ad aba emaaaan - at. reqolas by Aallda Method It) 
at - (Z"mnan - - aSavamat] maiaile.g - mabmilId by US.. ada - Aa,md.d Ccmtn.a S 
dentlnd by - Captain ma be macepoaba. made 'baa AnImal 7.0 a I dcsaoda.d ma bs aapmabh 'a 
e,,adana - ASae 111(d) bar-I. mar-A.. Uric. .bat pafam, - n,lromnntaI naSalai mad 
aba ne.aa an rmqdas by IN t.,iamaoat Mteiicrie Pie, eaSt - Sn- on ,n .pesh.d 
thai.. U.S. .bat mabnti report .sm.a.iag - maicorlag a nqelnd by Attic, Mbaat. 

(a) Up., a. a.lannaaaa n-t'orS - sabnlalad by Oats isa - Aaad,d Co_a,.. bSg 
datasmed ma S ecapabl. by - Capaaion N- - Aai,l. ).P a bat.g Inn-Is eaelmabh S 
sadan - Aillata Mid) beat Uato, .bat - taInt n-a ma IN Caipa.d.n at IN 

(4) USa. that pnfn - an,iaavrn.a] noebarleg mad aba n-ran ma an "plied by las 
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spptiatmiai Ad ms. a. ma,. now 5n.fclly ml In sInai of thra. npraaat.tlnn lath. Mtailitnng Rr.lsw 
C.mn.itta.. as hail is. .twhom 'ball IN p.ncaaally familiar wIth IN lnramatkn .ad ailalyant I. the assail 
aatinonmantal rqo.ts ..qairtd by Antic]. 14(r) hanoi. which rnp.aaanlaslw. or ntyau.atatl,m .ball 
pat*Ipas. IS such Coatmilul, (or can purposes an rank Ad nh. Canitoamnial Masitodas Plan Oaidallaat. 
A Ca.yartskn rfoma.ttnlnc. it It, Memorial Asntsw Commits-Ann on sa chaicynto., ía .ini 
MonitoringRsSw Con.thna ma Moaltod.tI Paula- Cantatas., shall ma.t at hail cm., sash par within 
Iwo month. it.. -. mann.. Si lhs snnsal snnirnnm.wsal nap.., n.qaiS by AnticS. 5.41.) hanoi. Th. 
Caqarstlon stay cont... up low, sddlnloaal maninsa Any yent of ib. Mcnl,oniw Rarsiaw Commltla At 
tnatlnp 'bill hi hold an .Is.rnatlnj hail. httwom ha .el.aa. an  Caya.tI., .541k. offomof UsIa. 
'alma no Insular sgrssd Itby IN samba, of stack Caa,adits. Tb. Ennint,maotas M...., Plan may 
faiths' niaslsb purpose s5 procadarm Silk. Monitor., Rn,l.w Coawlita which a., cons1 lint tush 
Ad Eanircmm.nt.l Mc.iIcehstl flat Olidalinis m.d his AmId. 7,P(.). 

(1) Onlo, Shill p.nfn.m inch additional .ncnllo.las (IncIndh5 p1s'n. dato coliccoat, data nalysa 
saud other pmisa.w) which — Sal ar.aaoaably intact.,, with lb. Pannchwt. Crab Program as stop in. 
naqanttd frost Ii.,. It tim. by the Cooyoraaion to nut Stppkm.atal Monitor,5 inionanasla. Oslon sb_Is 
p.ntona or nifl lob. pmloroa,d oath .641110.4 moulton5 As attt.dtsc. with —.scnttite ptaclta a. 
In 11w eaton An lb.?. A sin ..lahish.d sci.tttlk prattlee dpondedy, an untair of perfo.mk .aeh 
monisaria, is a m.tna cwnaist.nt 'nih any naaoaahl. procaduann .y.cikd by the Corpons'on saw 
cnnaattation -lb Union. Any aaonplitt r.q.atsd tb_U bs (font hi input and ..tpat Si potlttla coautol 
ottna.a. - deenibad laths Eniroo.rantnl Moniiodns Ouoha.n.sh .. Eaoi,awwa.tml Ma,ltarn• P1.5. itoh 
pta.. tocatlo,t, prooduch, tocationa tamtlkd In It. Ensinosttwtial Manila5 Plan a niher catha,a 
co.ntt.d to by Onion, whseh tenants shalt and hi ,tr.atn.ahly wlthb.ld. The Coopa.tion shall hat, tha 
ilghl,ky.osstiiaof it. tlihssofActaastdmctibadlaArnkl.7.l herself. snh.wsropon,asa,lna 
rspm.ml.tium po.ant darit say nih .tosiao..n5. Union tbat rnpott iks raattn oflap itch nnoskaint to 
sin. Consumption -. if rnq.cnsS by lb. Corporation, delia.. sty —,I. labs. a pan lhaS tO 1k. 
Capoottlon. 

Is) Prior to the .as Si be casorocsl.n of nIt, Aaaa,mtstinn Fsclttln, Union 'bail cant. 
IN Proon patina - .ttin.nnlrs doramsasa. tn.ladiat - ptan.. Ann din.owma, - and .tnaslon 
drwwc sad pipiat And all,..,.' drt.inp, it hi ,naanin.d by in h,d.atsi.l hy1nnilaa — 5 s.t.ay 
profnalooalto id.nsifa ptatnnial haith sad .af.iy bauc and to naommonsd in Union in writisi anionl 
control inch hiatt, After the dato ape, which cosatn,acnlos of tint Am-NM=Facttnia it 00 peromu 
snapS.. and price Is ran initial moral, Si lb. Prsj.rt Padhitle. Union shatl cam. aoh arm Sink. Project 
wubytar. to IN rhiaaulnad by am l ydnirelal byl.nnit 'ada W.,po'Simallnat In tdattifp located Smith And 
WAY hazard, add to rand Is Union As Arnoldi Actions So ronsyd inch halards, 'fl.r, rmaihla, Union 
515.55 sat, stack .nlaw 1111w ,m.mnaaadad try, nor stall cots-itd radio, a tim' nIh. hnith tad Say 
biased. Idatilad W. — Wondered hynmti.a is .Map p.Simaianal, Wbars tact .cSsn And ice fanaibit 
satin that hi peaac'.d by pat.aal pros,c.in'l .qalpm.ai. 

1.10	 ' MaSIsda. aid Mltlaatian. UnIon drach AN — .Psnri,, T.,atioa,i. of 
IN Pn.s.nt. Union shall pafana ill	 m..itodaa Am an..."m.aaa.a rslaaad to IN

Psatobsto Crab Pro ducer.quilr.d by (l) IN Pacanlis. 0) ansnmmta with local tonanatces rasatia,. 
(it) alt.' applicable its 

7.11W.ain finnS,., Cpsla - A.atlabIItlj Ms.hI.,inn Wsnsr SadIe. Onion that - 
NSA s Pmmint.d Termtaatlon Si sin. PrcIct. Union And ptnfam ill n.na duanaon sad nntmpolot 
mcnhodaj tad twIn nadla at fumh is Schadak Lt4(c) ha... - nay .ohar wna diavnioa on 
comampaits monitalno raind by (I) - Petit (4) cIba tptiaau. lsgal r.quinmmwta a (I)) 
.thm.t. by lb. AmisS Cansnct. 

7.12 Atlilosal MonaI.ran. USa. that, baa —. Petlatad Ternmsatlo, of lb. Praison. 0,1.., 
shall yafet or ma... to ha perfamsd — -- mtslioriw (lacladlaj saaptna. — catlanle. data 
snatyice — elba prasdarcn). I. .dditlos sot. monitor.4 it hi perfaw.d pnnaaat to Anicle 7.4, 7.10 
sad III Scat aihict don Sc. aarmasahoy intact.. witS lb. Pncknta Crab P.ona AS he 
iaqwaaad from Ad. nn hy lbs Cosperatios. 'Tb. distil and aaron nato Si ..th additional moahodan 
.bat

 
AS as - .aa Si tha Capa.oh. Union And p.nfo.m a -wd hi ponfomn.d sash addinional 

motasodag In sdaaos with 'mad adults praite. or, it lb. 'tint was the, it no enabli.b.d 'cinch. 
practice 'palms was manaa Si psifaumint acich additional manioc.ia. S a manna mmitat wth fly 
ranamatte praem apsilhad by - Conporatin. Any o'mplit5 .,qtatod .bat ha frtm lb. Spat - 
ennpto Si

 

An retires coning operate, Ad daaib.d I. IN 
Eatisosanaatal Monitcilna Oath.. a lbs 

f.,titasm..tal hlonaoanti Plan, wont ph., cence 'llo saatplhi iscatl.na id.aailad'm tha Sauiswnn,ntal 
pdomsaiag Plan a — station. osmatad to by Um -bath mann than nos he .arm.onaty 
Moh ma Ca'yorsnion And ha.d the tint., by loan" Si it. tigha Si Aiim. AS daceibod is AntIc]. 7.7 
hit-. it ban.a rqwmatati,, a r,p.msntaham p5mb. dialog aay .ash .ddltin.al nooiuomint. Union that 
royal IN malts Si nay tact addaci.al onsaitinlan to the Corporadni and. if rsqana.d by It. Conpanation, 
ddisa say 'amp,. 'bass. - tbarsSi lob. Co,ptratia 

7.13 PS.,.. ntdTscbanl.a. 

Is) U,o. .bat — shall am. its Alia.a is mabs snadabl. the Unisholall Pn,cna. - Unintah C 
Pyorm.. U.Ios'n stoic SI nparadla tscbatioy lad s1 ate Pnap.ierary Rifts and Proj... lannitona 
Owias a onsloollad by Union a sap Si lit Amliana (or nmaaoial and ot a ssn .aot,nin. Sat. wberba 
ponamal in. acm.. a tobn by mposaiblc bird pant.. on macnail, comanisal Add and 
m.lblis nib. netatiaasd in send faith, is shil. - shall nina ha AAtatm a. maiasa.a at, pioc,d.rc 
Sand itS Attics. UI h.r.Si with tapat to — Prccn.a tscbaiol.aj, Prcçci.uary Rinbis 'ad Pnojsc. 
tnnni.m — — taker ytoc.da.a — An ..aa.nahly raqtlrsd it tea... bat MAY Pra.a l.chnolagy. 
Prcpdeasy Rinhia aad Pt*co tnnncionn an .nallahl. (a camatcroial in. an  ton..scltainn bait. wha.hac 
panama. it I bait. a .sho'.ia, by nay reponaibi. this pony on such rams — condidan. 

(It) Nmhing itthiaAnid. 7.t3tbatlh.dan.dorronwsadlor.qcJr.UnionasaiyAd.lalsofUoitn 
it mat. nay Pr.pmittary Riabl. a Prrjsct tanmtnm socailahla it. cosnury lackist • 'p1 nyatsw which 
pronida IN pcootcuiot - sm(ac.m.rn Si lbd rantdcatialiry a ahoy yftyaiera.y napata Si — 
Pnoprwta,y Pjfltsa Puopach l.nnt.onn a. coaa..ry whir. Sb. F rom a. tc..aa '0 and — Ptop.i.taty 
Right a Proj.co Innnatioao A rnold ha poohabii.d by Upand State law. 

(c) bistro as otherwise peo*id.d is Attic]. 7.24 haroof or any Collateral Asinmat tanking S nor 
Am.admeria stat b, damad or coacras to ratted to the Catyorasian a As Usstad hat.. toy III— to 
an. toy Prtpni.aazy Rights a Piojoon tnt.ationt owned a onncrnll.dhy Union., any Amhiats Si Union. 

7.14 Small and Dlaadusatapd Saln. 

(a) To - stInt nnntiaamt with IN aiott p.mfn.aant. of Parachnata Crab Proraoia USa, shalt, 
— sbal asia — Joan tacoma all Pnog.ct Cca.tnaont It. In ms.astlon wIth lb. sn_tins a. 
-Include lbd datnof thin Amndmamn. procide satan 'ad dhadt,tataas Saainaaa ii all — of 
contraction fair and rnaonahla panadyation thath,. Ia lartbnna Si this chhpticn. Utica that 

(I) dainr.aoa. sad a. in baa 'tons it an. ..fl of lb. Major Contracton to dnitaat.. 00 or 
ma,. iadinidaal. it hn rcapontibta IN moaoragiag such panhcipetton by small and disadnstapd 
— sod 

(ll) id.arify. - I... isa — effotu 10 cons. — Si the Major Canada.. to identify, sniat and 
documentationh.ainman with Ada4tabis.y Si pamcimion work in 000a.rtion with lb. Panchaa. 
Conk Pyoao,as tad gin. 'macnab). noaic. <rack to ty periodic ntokm sn trod. pat&atisa) a stick 
hnaiaanm Si apyonaai,la for contracting to pnfarot aaab wont. 

by W.tbia 43 day, M. the Da.ttp.n.at Milmaona Dan, within - months paler it lb. lb.. 
-I—'- Ott. of Initial Puodtction (if sash ibm nolrtatod it potS.. lbs Drcdopmnt Mtaaota 
Own), and within nia months plane 

w -. lbs moiasatad Project Coamarcial Production farr. Otis. .tall 
man. — shall a. its — '(Ions it ama lb. Mtjct Contrac mtt, with the Cotyorthinu to diocta 
man—that ha,e han a will be tabes to andearral yanhdpaslon by small sad dtaadnotopd btaaiocnats it

lht punctilIo Crack Pr,traod sad thataafla, opon ..qsat by ch. Cooyoratioo, OatS, sh.11 mccl bat 
nmnnllptltmorsíreqsoitlythnttwlc.ny.srl. And sballopaitah.nnnont,oraas.aoyMnjorCatrsoico 
It mat (bat 5,'mahly tot niona fr.qaot,ly INS twira • Far). nih the Caryorntlsuu 10 relIno Its 
p,tfonosanon is plans with naipas to otillolog s,tal .sd ditadnancaind b,aolnns.a Islas P...chat. Crab 
Pmtra.t. 

(0) *a sued In thin AntIrl. 7.14. nit. latin "omnaif tad disads.aoagSi )aaIa.aant" .hall'cnclai. both small 
h.aln.addaradcolh.Soaajls.nlnnaAd. 51 U.SC..Iitlt tt Mil .a.,.nodndfro.n time to time .and 
AS rnhau.at rsata,io.a pnt.t.aliat.d porusall lhsrntt '04 'tick dowl bait,..,. (I) that ann It least 31 
pans.. owoad by as a wcrn socially Mods .00scmlonly dbm t.ntapd isdstidtab, on in s cal. Si any 
pobticlymwtadhaainma,nl.athi p.roalsSilbaslocb named hyoa,onmo,nSitaclujndcidlsl,and (II) 
nbamaaaptn.atanddallpbuaioomcpan.tio,Sinhkharsrocsrollniby and ormar..r tach Indinidsol,. 
Oils. is Project Co,iracsirn shill poatiota that sneistly and snonartirally dl.ad,nsrlaand ittdinids.l. 
And. Slscb Amoncan, Hispanic Atmicsna. Mali,'. Amttiraat, A.loo'Pnrioc Amnrirons and llhnt 
o.inoctnia, sod a.) hohtr ,tdjyldoal. rotatd As IN dlstde.ntassd by itch Small Osal,.., Aim'tnlitratiti ( yr 
asysarrmwnthnrlo)ysnaalnttnnnch5malIaasiranaA.LUtii5u4p.oj.lc ..trt.fl,fly.1i,,; 
n.aoonaklraodta Food book "It o, mniltsar.prmo,lationfto.o any arm lbatBoth film i,asma)land 
diaadtaa,tas.d basin... 

(4) AS All is hit AnticI. 7,14 mat), t he nnuun "Proincl Contractor' thaI l,nt include any yr,jnct 
Crntrarlawhn (s)yootsn S croll ors.r,ic,.iotlna ystwcttti. Clock p,otramha.'i,na,aoIti.al,tlso of 
Inatbanlitiat, (Ii) protid,. Foods 10th, Panchats Cress Pnartm utle, sack moods an pntdarnd by.. 
- . (salty slosh 5 d.dtaat,d .aclsni.nly wths Pansahals Crab P",— or (iii) p.o'4.. ernie.. II by 
Paanch,ts

 
Credit P"'—.ttlat itch —1—'.As of tin. —ranplatnins. oy.awticn or t.int.,ince or 

lb. Pa.acbatn Crank Protnam — art protidod by a PsoisrI Coo Insollo mba hot i.dicstrd ernain Si it, 
satplojaam taclailtoly to lb. P.narhatn Crab Program, but ,arh term shot imlads all ProjotConir.rtsn 
•tiaulc.d it mta.nactson satleilin tcrnn.inp on IN Pannchntn Creak Prop.rn si to .sl,ta each acni':iti.. hat. 
AS .anaat taint Si And IN. U0,000. 

7,13 Dwnit.har.a Act, Onson shall, olnb .my.nl to the Parschat. Conk Program. to lb. rltont 
applicibls (a) ccnatplp with, and (b) rms.o lb. DanispacIn Contractors tocomyly wills. it. r.qsirtm.ttltof 
lact thin Si the Act nilatiti to 1k. D.nis'tacon Act hod the tqalaclons p.tmalsot.d th.rntt,dsr, at 
such Act and rogolatto.. an amottods or interpreted by the lacrusry, Si Like, (rat limo Is 

7.11 PrrJ.dCaat.cotn, Umotubsit (alcatntoh.ialadsttatp.hrmm,nt.,ccat.donath.r 
the coca Abdul human Union or any Affifissur by Union and any Is scroll Coal rantor, am All its dart wforsto to 

to hi lacladna in tap apse..atl .cac.tS aft,. the date h.n.cf twelve my proceeds C000tortaea, It 
Suchtea dtr.etty rsiatin1 nIh. Ps.ahat, Crab Program, ON .yy)icablo pron'albtiay,cit.d I, parsgrsybs 
Si I tlzo.a.h 'Si Schedule 2.23 h.n.to. sad in Ito all '(onus sac..,. ha PooiattCottrtc.on to coonylp 
with itch prothlc.tt, - Ihi. with simper, toasty aarabiott, t.acutod on a nhsn ths dat. brt.ofhiuwa.. Ii) 
Union any Att'at,ofUnion sod say Do'is,haco, Contract.. - (II) h.twna any Poojet Contractor sad 
any Ostis,bscot Coatracta. (a) Mae. to AS included In nash atroomall ha pnlalslool ,p.dosd in 
paaerapb I Si Iahsd.l. 2 2 )cirsuac - tack moditc.11o,s tber.Si.. tm approesol by lb. Sern.tary Si Labor 
yornmaot tip CPA. laotian 1.1(a), -ama n.h sack D,nia'aarm. Co.to.ctoo to cont5 with such 
Matta.. and (y) coal, to hi .ttscb.d to say satch 15n,mont In •pptiahhn eq. d.Oaminatlon Si lb. 
Saona.ry tt t,ahnr. (I) catta lob. Incladat on,. heron A. Gttrantad L.a. adder mu, Ito syploabt. 
,d o wn turn Ancestor! IS Scbndnia 2.21 Anne* (abs. than yaralraph 1 Si sash Irhsak) In the ansi. 
addressedis '(set an IN dat. ba.of to which 'Tb, Ralph M, Panons Coma,, 6. num, mInus Union 

Fop - plsyoca heat. - aoand,mtn Si say apumat a he naomi,. Sian cp.is, a aba nIbs and., 
say spammt which cans lb. .onp. Site mnatoriata.pncss, Spumes, "Na tandem A s baked, or bs 
pntld.d han.nd.r sob. th.manft.r dlmtctiy — to ba Aapn.rlatson Pngn, 'bat he onrtsid.oad to ho 
IS, .acation Si — n"ost, 

7.17 Onisan. Naitha USa nor say AOlat.Si Union shatl.is Onion shall not ponds sad that 
coma ha Ash..,. ho sat peal, say oaat a rspramtada.SiUslona ts Aftjlatm to (5) aCne, pit'. lay 
p.rtiala (is th4 — Si .ai.nlaiaeaat, ifts a tolnowi.,) to any dlrncocr. tsar. onpiniwn - tsott of - 
Capo..dos with a — Iowan s.csala' (sandal aaaa p00.0.51 to - Amaod.d Costm.co -0th.. 
flonadal Aala000,, s.caolai fatonatl. onIniat with empat 00 lb.a.aodma• a sannadisi Si ata.b 
tasnctal noinaaan sanats rs.awbm. tntmcnt with rap.cn to lb. pnafcrmaoci Si A. Amtndod 
Co,nnct cofly sm.sdmans beat or (b) gin 'play ponlon Si Sb, taaadal namlsncs yrtald.d noda lb. 
Ammadal C.nwsct a td". tsar or atyloy. Si tim. Co.yo.wtlon a ha agaitaa to iSala At rotsia 
lay saindal manila., tide IN Amad.d Contract. 

7.11 Cas.aaIa.al O,annhtw. Union thall 'a pmmit any matbor Siadnlqat. nib. Conraa Si 
- Usatod taste. a raldat '_' . to he sdrtiltod tosoy nbar, a - Si the Amnd.d Canact, a 
to any had, — may — tbaSirar.. is -- Si any law. 

Ill horse to Uppwdtn1 P.cUIlla. U,tma thaw - — Permitt.d Tetnlnation Sib. Poojscc 
Union that mab. IN snradlna tocillde of she Panrbsl. Cock P.dhtmn anaJIats. An rmaataht. 
mamerdal ntis fir- ,pwndisg S — oil yrodactd by — projects rmnalaa ttaadal aaaaset — 
ho Cayctaicn as may tb.m don, to tIm. S tyaddad b y An Cayantlom paatadnd bats 

(5) a alnionom of 10 Sands per day Si(o.dttock (from whIter,. Iowa) in naihatlo I0O.InO 
O.k tpsndnd dunog ha dan. — apgowdins I hon1 dana (a — ip.cihS p.oj.cn. 

(b) skew it..sma ay.dty at sash opsrtd'al fadlithat — 

(0) Union that nit ho mpo.dbl. IN pr.cmsl.n toy — 'hal. oil nub.., say .tqtlotd 
ycaan.fartnalma bolos rnqnirtd anda the Toslo lab.aaocn Ctntiot Act bin. — nhnsiaad by IN 
poo'ida Si ,adb h,l. Ill, 

7,20 Untathe on 115.4 Pmfsrtina ted Pmameawsian of Ut., .1 C.tsataal Ahea.n.aln. Unbind 
P.m Raairnsnt Owner 

( s ) Union .bat An crate. sat,.., isran AS SAY nr it to id lay tia it rayon Si lb. Mtncassd 
P)'p.oay mba AN the 11.0 Si the Ccttatcrat Atctmaiants is P.ntitted Eaumbmtacm. 

(h) Union shalt polatptly nadaniab. any sad St action sanary (iacladioa antic' IN Cotatowi 
Arsenal. sit t.spylmnnts shannon *11 ' statt is .lt aappl.stosa is Onhar doctmaa 
otaoina ta.to at at tSte lob, rceord rogistacs -1154—tot. hay, rncad.d. taSta,d — hIs In 
— matter m.d a tach pincas as satan,y, ps,ist in teals5 0th, paid it omonary monpp is 
docianat onalaoswlisl satrdits. tint a — inn is rn. and oon.ylyi.a with at stint, and 
rngtal,tton.) is coda italy it coat.. praaua melotsis is prolrrt the La of IN Collateral Astensnats 
• and is prier I.S. IN IN Mtnsagtd Property, ttahjsct oily, to P.nutitt.d Eartmbrsecn. Oslo thai 
ponaw and dofnd ha ittonmi is lb. )datplod Propcny spin.o Lisa, aaaaod by .oy P.onon abc. thai the 
L,iwo Si the Collai.onl Astisosoto sad Pantnito.d Eocuath,wmcm. 

(0) Uslat that — — atlas sad unit. — docawnsts a by S n.ma.a7 a ti ma 
Cerportios may rmaonsbly mama. from — to data, Ia nosa. that IN Conytnataon and dMGt—Nmd  to 
Landd b...s ml is - U... alit... only it Pamlttad toc.mb,aocm. on St p.op.ny cc prnpcny 
itt.mt - and pertonat, which may ha scapdnd by Union is that sit itrlcadad AS - Monpgnd 
Prop.,ny, whither a ma inch pmapany 'Oiamaaly a dninabl. (or vat S nonoortion with tha sna. malta 
a cpaosls. Si lb. Psoocbaa. Crab Pscitlda. 

711 USP,to.st. 

(.) (lois. shall ann. at Oi*omn.masts lob, k.mcdi.tdy daysaitad Ito the Cstcajo, Acoosat 
— thai AN tuna, der d.ponii I - Cccsnroanao. Acna.mt soloty for lb. fayntint Si Aanooatt.tion 
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P,dlitla FusdibI. Cat.. a abs. 0.1..my nibs Paeiot.d lStsals .0 Sash .1_san -m- 
-1 a vele bioisg lb. 1-llly ci the areas.. .isbao - apes. osoSa aao .1 the 
Corpoatis. U- -40 Sos - p.sco.t ci ay D_sel 0. ashes.7 p.y. ci - p.l.elp.i 
._sas it as, Canal'S D 

(h) US uball .a. fly - dab. praata fre. 0..nstad Dot.. directly a Sdfrady, to j, 
- non' ('Shin th. .aain St Rontiolo. 0 tttb. laid at Gown.... ci - Fsnal Ran.. Sy.t. - 
.aad.d, II CPa.. F.n ni) .aymnji. .lork' (a ddn.d Ia - RopSia 0) a 0. rStha - rain 
Isp ied.bisdaa. aisitety bac..nd to 'busy a an'y my ..ch sock 

(5) Vise. skill Ca asks tap DSbsaa,ai R. - the psepes at isoedat lb. 	 s 
Sbordroa .	 wbicb podsea • yield a 050. 5 nttt thu i_tans rapas us - 

7,22 LJltstl. .. Deject!.. '1 C.01,il !tle.dltn. Fran it. Caeo( Dii. sash lb. - ci - 
PyO5i Ibsoits P55. USes .bat a S n-psI_s lay Ada Tea Cash Plow, toast soy C.plt.l 
Eqathtm n-pu - ta-ebb 'eqs_s Is lean n-lassO tilt - papa spiral.. ci - 
Pinch... Crook Pnsnt. i_dadas uaasl roplanal ci - - oqusipaat 

7.23 False.,... 'I Case-S Nudes .IC.tsl. L.. Opal! thu FaD Roleanat Dies, 
(.) Os.s ibiD daly - pastasny pat... S thlip. - still - .0 nip, - .bat - 

.a-sbuy pocasap a. 'a ube naits ci p.dal bwaas Acip.et sOsletis. to ala.. S titt.. ate. 
it. ScSi Ap..enn. - Genasad La. Ago_sea, the Garaslad Na.. - C.sasl Apooae 
sad In ow_san ash Pales. Co..eaa.n. nba sect (silts, is p.otoen a akin .111 Ca Is,. a 
a.tioisl .dat.,. eel o a ,be P.eacb.n Crest Ptap.a a 0'. Slisy a pates I. 
thbpsias ate bit Ca.isaa.. - 0-n.,- Las Aptea. may thsn.sss Na - EnS 
Apanasa a usda say am CoUsIn! Ate_snow at.]! s.c. .siThuct lbs pnt. themo alt its. 
Capacski. A noat, .ini_ste a. a.],, 507 paSSe. cie. sty at its rights .,dsr it. Consoled 
las Air_sata, the Onnatsod Noun a lb. Csil.tnl Ap_sat.. - skill p.c. .ithas - peia 
nIle ante' ci the Caper.'.. sasad. aedoly, no.5.1. awl.. say pat51.. cia Say oil.. rights 
ate it. Eels Ar_scat., alaa is.cb sales tIll tabs'.. sastootil sdnn. ofosa saab. P.ndtst. 
Cml PtO0t. a USes'. .biitp 0. pate. Its cbllptia. seda ibis Caaeitaat, -. Dnnaad (as 
Atnnso.t. thu Osentiat N. lb. CiSc ASI_sa5 a soda soy cit. Cots....] Apanets. 

(b)USa. AiD 0,w petaps etnou suds, a - Caponyss ci say jul.50 a .&5 dcii.!. by 
O. ada - Garsosad La. Ap_saL .b. Ossnated Na.. - Cslhtsnl Ap_susa a lay 
CiSc A'nsau uo whisk Usi..i. piety. a.sy  assail dcissl tianada by oay uthsr pap tins It 
U.k. 'n S-Ms ci say ash dci..]. a It spsielo wtieie a - ate - - -- a lesS by Uses 
wish tape is.., - dcis.t 

7,14	 .ra Abd./V.s As_sn-, Otto! tb. FaD Ea- DOs, 
(ii I. a .bSSr'uiag - r.qS.aals ciASikI. 7,1' bntci. Us.. sbsli at's - - - 

.ddisoes.l sans - Capa..se. asp .a-sMy r.qs.n sea-i - Sb. Cs.pontis.. - Gansad 
L.a. - Tnya. - abs daipan - ioalp,.. SclsSg asp seOasea toy - .dahi. - 

isy Inns is lbs kde,p45 Poopaty, p - dilsots by, .bmfl a a - Tins.. ohs 
Capa. a - GsenuS La. wit - Los ci Dims_S 55 paslty. .ddIthssS an he. 

baSe p.a'id.d a a- cusp Pan. b. ntS. - 	 esowOec upe.tat 
ci - Malppd P,opaty ubi papS ci toapSiop - opa..54 abe kla'tp..d Poopaty, a - 

* ci.c .o ci Usa a .11 Agnnsea 
) I. .ddielc. a cbe*4 lbs usqaleane. ci Anhcl. 7.14 ba,ci. USus shall - - .ddlkis.l

sal.. a lb. Cc.p..tli.. asy rSqo to a.,. tbsl its Capaielas, the Gussnolat Leda 'ad lb. 
Tree.., - ohs, dna- sod .snas i_clad!.. pitbeun, ci.s, - ci - b(ueipasd P,tpaty - 

a spiral... ci - Mi.tppd Poapaty, .* - - Boat ci Dthslt I.. be pap... ci
as,ptotla. - tpsndao lbm None-s Papaly. S nulls 0. - beito ci en Propd.ta Right. - 
Poole l.,stln.. wish.., ..y chirp - rep a .5 Pnpaisosoy Rights ..at by OS.. a my
Aisle. ci US.t - sit Pn1 1 Isoados .5. wish rap_st a - Pr.p.4ns,y mgi... us tans lbs. .s. 
sqsis0.. - so - to_skis lbs. the ins us .bkt - Pr.pdnny mrs aas sushi, a USa., a
thus Ibe e..lt.. ci lb. Na.tppd Pr.paoy as s.O.s. -ltb..t Sampds.. Wise right. o.da Oils 
toss. pun- - UStS lasso pad'S pin- .pplalM M. - abjeets 0 lbs ISa ci my 
Cs,.l Apse..! OSa .40 a Is - en So aS thu 	 ciest rights a pnapSly slat. - 
dillon a - Capsnsis., thu Goes...! L 	 - - Tina.. ad ohsr dalpsa - asp... 
- id.qosl. he. - raneslia ci - Un 'a It. 055 lien Pause - Tnot 0 

(c)USa. thin S - e a sass - Pa.!. baaAa SppOSd - a p.s's. - - 
Ceopasie., the 0.iraasd Lati. Ttwa - thSc dalp.n - alp.. Sub5 .ay pests.... 
ci.sy - ci - Matg.g.d Ptopaty -	 ease a op_st ci - Maims papaty, .40, 
- a 0,_si ci Dcinit, tobs pseby, sdltloa.l as a ci asp Pan. S mialal a - 
baths ib. aal this - .pa.a.. ci - Ma.ppd Prupaiy as s.. .itb.sa SItupS. 
Opua - .s ci a Eoat ci Dci..],. USes Sm Its - 5 a am. act Pasli al. 
•oSinbS 0. Capsnt.. - Gsu...ad L.a. thu Ta- - - dsp.. -	 Scbsdiai
say - psas...., aska p_Il.' a Sdiasl as, a - - sperale ci lb. MS1p5 Poopaty 
- - - 

(d)Nuc.i*bts.dio lb. on-hey ci - fttqait5. - .iibssi bsel.g say right. ci Sb. 
CoeunSo.. the 0.sn.tat Late a lbs Trees. soda aT Catsasi Ago_se. U_s batty 5510]! a 
lb. Cap_sic'. lb. O.anatad lade, it. Inan, lad sIr daipt - asp.. ladudlao as 
punks..'. ci say pa ci the Monppd prop-op - ste_Ia stoat a op.oetees of abs Mate-S 
Propaty fa, the papa, ci amplelo, - opastie5 lbs Menppd Prapaty Spa lbs acaroam cia 

s ci Dc_sIt, a Install.. psid'sp ra.aclelo. tl.mi. tim. .11 P00)_st lusoatan s.d 4 
Pyspriesey mobs. osas a n-ross by Oslo., 

7.13 Tnda. - Am1	 ",r' Aparn. 
(a) Leap. tot .o.-en ants - - citb. 0..1. D..o - died...! a lb. Capastim. Otis. 

skill a dirtaly a badiastly. pp 'a say loan-tea rtbei, a the A.gmna.lsu. Program be 
upa.sia ci 'hr Fount Psal- with - ciba AO]!isa, ale. 

(I) ibu san beat .r.. - koa*l. a 0_s n-aM bsao - sbaies by Usia - 
- neat - ass - a a s,.. Iagtb - 5 Paso. . is Ai!.a ci USe'. 

I'd) Usia .atSa - Capsnsiu. ci - pupuad t'ase - a ALlies as - to 
1	 Dips poise a alaiao .ay - seats,.].., 

(a) pea a - - p.upoad n.0.a potida - i_toast. -. rate a 
- pspa.d tn_icOn a lb. Coepu.e esy ,s-stly r. opa ratpi ci abs nm 
'pails . pots'S as (4). 
Up.. - npmnlia. ci ID Rie Dsp, .A.r d.Ilony ci ft cs.s. spusit.0 'a .tse. (I) a. I thu 

Corpantla .bat r.qtsae my ialsrnali_. pw,a.i a.t.m. (II), aisbis 1. Otelana Days .hit doll.,7 ci 
- Waastia a - Capa'stiao, Ul.s any ale, W. - nasal.. - - San peuetid "-
the Corporation Ohio Is,. sails USe. a  s*s.. m- 

(b) Al - apes ci thu Coopa..ia. Uslie shell Per.ib - Ca.psnsla with - unollata ci 
t.dspadoe ippnlsa, a - Cepa.tos as, 'lay Ia. reqtlr. cad's.. - fair oats nba. (wisbost 
rsaldat. abs Ca'pass S..adsl 'Saint.) cusp ral a pa,...] pupaty a taol,e which "Ill be 
uluSas Ia the Peatsts Crest Pr.gosa a • ireusalu. wish topPer,.. (Schedla so ALlis.. ci ties 
Paius) - - a will So'. a sa.aSlp a psi Stas a - Peskes. Cr.ob Program.

7.24 tisn-... Sstao a say G-,te..d OrbS S o.t.ss.dlag. USa 'bill ant.'.]. anan.ce with 
rapas a be P.nebats Coo.?. Progon - thin be qudisd S - CeSSna! Ap.eel. tt  5arsaa usdawnin, ci ratpdad rapoalb,t,y .sssaay a lb. Capa,sha peetided, bewes, ibsI U.k. 
.bill trot. li_wi. - rat- it. i_moan 'hisS nay!. belsbls m  "lb rap..' ISIS Fab.a. Coat 
Pr.grtn at skull a.lalsi. - iewaa (in Sdlsiaa big sposited Is - CoO.t.nl Agosesusa)ss 
Uoss rain-Up dos.. a he p.eda'. Is addid.. USc. .bat. witbi. 20 dsp. sftr, .aicu - - 
Carpattisa. shah. - San... (I. -- 'ott.. 'p.rtm5.! is its Cillaoonl Arenea) Saab. 
Co.pa.ti.. sly raneaably Mint; ptsold,d. beast... .it),ost Io"i..g 'ho senility ci ib. ptna. 
"ra.a.blp toqosaL 5 - Ode, shin as, S rsqcirid tuetais Stir_sc. bick It So. .ouolsblo to It. Th. Cc41.laal Alpoaawnn ubat petit .bat am pIty ci Isaac. slistalad wi.k meat Is ho P.-Wt. 
Crook Praise skill Sail, 'orb prowiulees - - Capentla asp rn-ably spat!') It stob C.lbo.rd 
Age_sat. Use, ,bill, if a roqaao.d by lbs Caopuntia, diboer to Sb. Coopeostlrn s.igbel .5 
d,pliestr apm cabs leans,, p.lieia ssis,il,ad by 'swish lapel lOtte Psnctst. Creek Prognm - 
........ eaisaau by a npsstbm ksosrsar. beaks, usiider.ay is lbs Corp-al, rculrmisg lbst tb. 
StareWm rtqtlrod soda .1, AnSI. 7,16 S 'a .5.51 'ed 55a,ato ash pabey ci iaaosnseç 'P. isto. ci lbs i_anne. ..dorssiior, lb. is.,. ci 5561115 s.d ponkia ran chains,.. its d.s. ci .sp,ntiss ci pay - poky. lb. prtpatia a rieba a,..] - lay antotiil aadillos. - isdea 

7.27 Aaflnl ci C.otds Ap.onnn. Julep bar - bias FaSits TnlsstnS ci the P.oy_sa, U_s stan gist lbs Corponal.. is - ID balsa. Dip, - aecs bcia. It ala, i_S. • Ink 
Ago_saL list, Capa.11us a rug_st Uses Stall pt.oid. - Capnno.a with. app ci 'ho poapes 
551_sat - tpus br apSsioa cii E.oa_ Dips the br dubesay ci - Sgoals Is - 
CapontIa Usa.. nay seas - .goaaas a ..Saolilly - hera oust..! by thu Cap.ntMs ate - Caepastia skill isa. paused Uses cit. dieippeonl thesE If the Capnti.a - n roqans 5 y ci - 'p_saL Unap easte - ago_sal mts, - II SI_sep D.p. 

Ill 0a-tolls.. Psan ..d iAn it. ISIS Diabsoaw.. Dst..5 'aid lb. C.ta Di,., 
US.. .bat so .0 an.. aihnuiis ti Csretruaar An-so ad d.p.dt ill poaod. ciGss.tsiat Dii. ad .10 C_octets Eq.i.p W. tb. Caosonots, AaoesL ad Usia. Still - .M t..t depaho 'st. 
Co.ns.oictiea Accent 'ahoy tar lb. p.yatau ci As5aatst.a. Fsellltia Fnd.bho Cons (pstid.d lb.. 
US.. .bat bar. the .&'. -M Porttist.d ls,alaet. wisb lack rsnd, psnkaj - eel. 

U0 DOD lrste US.. - - a pelsd cite yn,t re's - sin ciub, Dies ci IStlil Pr.dtanie. a - Gal. Dies - mUltI, a DODi - .n-dss.o - - lane p.. forth 'a the 
Anat,d Casio. ens - np'd a - osaslitb. .ab..eIc 5mb. a funk S AlliS, E ci - Conraa). syinosd, I., dsd Is - CaIn.') at - eds.! adans 51!. hi C_on. 

UI P.yaci Gnn. Dtbe. USc. 'boll duly at pseinfly p., lbs prtusp.l ci. prasla. 
(It esy) at i_tans - - 0sn DubS S an-dna - - u-as ci - Ganead Na.. - 
G.m_s.d lass Apan... at - Anatana, at Still 4*- possesS, p.0km in!.. obOpliuc. - - GaonassS Na. .5Usa's_s Las Ago_sea perids, -' thai Oik.'. 
thOpsS.a is pp - pt_dpi! .0 pant.. (tin y) at ns a. - Oven-ad DOt a its Asddr 7,3! thaI ho 5 a(s) anpipies - ti.blhpol.. !.anb. soy Prim This!.3 Psyano ties dv. ada AS.].

 

73 1  adbctdlp.Sa ate. Mold. 7.29. 11,13 basE (is) toy taste - whet US.. any I. 5.11, abbe ib. ciAr StIll botak I.) Am T"Cash Fl-,y .sa.frg true --
- - - USa. - I pd_sipS a Serns -.4th rsn a Otin DOS a. - ci 
'host 'hat ave as psylal s1 ata - Oas.a.at L.a Apa a - Oar Na.. (4) 
- pans. ci - ldatpgsd Papaty .ad (5) ny .asaIesd pyano ..dpalua a any he .pad aty - at - asasat -.

AfllCfl 
Ea,a.,sc Rinchnasva. 

US ARTICLE OMITTED BY PACE)

ARIWLES 
MILssras. Car HiliMaTil D5V5L0P55V5T bduu,atop.i DATC Tsss.lastto,e at Utsoro 

9,1 Mites.. Can Belles.. Onshepant MIa.a.s D.ts USa. bat - - i Pan!.tsd 
Tasi_stiat ci - Assnasatin. Pteuots, USc. thill, - at A. lb. aaisg Die'. p.tp.o'. is loud 
filth s.d with essanm dllina, lb. MIne.., Cat Faoia.oa Prarq.ty 5pm. at S say s_s alit!. 30 
dsp, Ills,. - aapkahis ci - Esolsti, U sbill sonla - E.aiaatr to - Capa.tloa 'aoaba 
with s_ba (5) - 3-n5.5 lekeestles M.aasadaa - tbieatllaee. .igat by. teSt 0t ci 
Uses at jetS - - cidnssay beat. S - - ci Lshdois 1.1 ban'. - (b) W. PastaS 
Ta-i_tales ci - Asgasiasds. Psopan '5- p1. pisiat a AnSI. 9,2 at UrIs. S d.aa ci 
d.rti.g sa a posed - ku Aqeatata. Potps. S _sua pin-s. a Aoolcls 9,7 birat lbs. - 

any he and. 

9.2 Pa.jo0.d Ta1.a ciths A , ' Pt.a.n Os a Palur a Du,,l.,.,....,, Mites.., 
0.ia Ai .sy - usa peter tilt. Dusstpnai OSInson Oats. Oslo. asp dsol 'a a petaitbib. 
Aegaetasec. Poapee I. unsooship - is toud faith eState tbst. 

(.) - Aqm.stssia. P,nktss Coe.rsctio. Cata will be to .ae ci I2t4 	 a 
(b) ,b. A.gaetsois Pr.grta. Pal Rat. ci Rain woO beta. lb.. Its. 
9.1 Faslat Taalisotu. ci - A.gae.arle. P, Ann Dsn'Sassu MUnsass Die, at 

Pout Is C.seesealas Moat.., Da Al ay its .11a lb. Dndtpotat Pdilnla. Dais - peso. aohe 
Casasrv,thes MOnte.. Ds One, any - Sn to prseat with -o Asgas.tsllaa Prsgna it!. 
'nao'sbly s.d Is - fmh 'Smile bust 

(.) - Aqanssta FseitlsIe Cruetso. Cat. wit be is nan cit. paler ciii) $2t&cS 
a. (ii) 503% ci Ito Maleesr Can Elohas. a 

(t) lb Aee.n-tle POosrslu Rni has. ci Rot.,, aiD be- IbIS ito 'asIa ci (I) 6% a (0) 
95% ci - A -_' P,oaaa Pal Rile ci Rets.a p0)esStbs Sappausatal laseles 
- 
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Uelee a no proceed with - Aagteatula Peopam 
he Beetd ci Die_sat ci U 01 g ets matine 

- 'pee which e.€h .Iectla libeled. No act 5n 
• beet eaciowaly ccoaide,d by - lard ti fibeata 
he - epa whIch - diSc. tab, miS. USa 
not t1a may be made a each date ad than 
a an papered to mit with reprmeaatloa tithe 

SectS. be - Ii shaD be	 5 a bat
01 ActS. LIft). 91') bmed 
act-Dy - at	 30 day. the.eefeat.

EiSate paml a Ai 9.1(b) 
a - Dweelepmne 1de Ott. lb 
a$ that - AxeS. 9.7 eeqedra 

0.4 P_suitS TmIeitIea tEen. Aee.aenloe Prep.. After Cewanedle. Miliete.. 0.t. - 
Fri.. I. Cee.lt Data. Al any lee after the Caeteraoteoe Mumbo. Date as pSi to is emIt D.tt 
unite may elect ate,. prtomd with the Aaemtnniioe Ptsin Wit .waaoeeably - In eod faith else,.. 
thai:

(I) tie Auir_sIatioe PedtltinCatsttectlen Cat. -411 be beotamofihe pa_idO) 32l6. 
- (Ii) 103% ci the Mimi_s cat taaheetc 

(bi the masietam p.r4.c.s A4,ees CATCP wit ii no tie, polo. en Data 31. 901 -ad 
'In

9.0 Pwalltad T.ealaed. .1 the Pteleet Fri.. - End ci Pile C_sat.. Petted. Pole. to - 
al'W Date, 0.1st lay elect net to peonod with it. Pmtleco aly moctoenily wither 'hay a Permittad 
Toomleae tithe Aanaaetatim Prove.,. Alan - at. after the Cntaff Oat. - - to - Si day 
tIthe Pilot Gamete. Paled. Utlia may - at a III -jib ehe Pmolect iii raaoeably - in - 
faith climate that, 	 - 

(01M Poojoct will etC prodete a. aurepil. yodel" After Ta Cat flee. o..a lay pmiod tie 
ra.euele. qtaanen beslimlan with toy Qettea within ma 	 01 tIe dated mtlmatlee 'ad 

(b) the in pre—t 'alt. of After Ta Caat foot ror the remalnuej Q.aslan tithe ocoaceic iteM 
- P5*0 P.ctI,In, with each All., Tat Cash Floe, np.mnd be notate delict as of St. daoe ti_st 

dmate (ccl each After Tat 0.ot Else osprened I. consent dollati net - dale ci - admit. abe 
ak,ablcd by - name method - to aicwaee an Adjmt.d Aftar Tat Cash floe), when dieceee.ed ate 
see. elboW. be - - e. 

9.6 rae-heed Tmeaeeee ci It, Pttj.ct Al- led it Filet C.eoe.be. PeeItd. Al sty - tan 
It. beet day cl the P.lae Oaa.aet.e Period, Oil. may - no to pieces edit the Pripct Wit lmoceatb 
- be - faith t.eermiea that. - It coaldaatloe of the aeeoalc fadhility of the ?tWat (and no 
the tceoemk paa*dte ci UnoceL Uelaanay Aaliate &tithecftbon),a dcduIa Ii etetinee the P5*e 
- no - a peedene 5.5._s dacl.	 - 

ann.. to 
Evans Daflutru Evuct, cc Cajattien. Ths,ewnw Rsseeoem 

(THIS ARTICLE OMITTED BY PACE) 
Annaz 

— — 
(THIS ARTICLE OMITTED BY PACE) 

s—u 

WPICAT1ONS FOR fllGTh(S PR000Cr 

ly.aode mettle. lb. &Ooebeg	 toe .5 in ana	 wIth - Aace Sedeny
1.r Tertlee ham no mesheS VWW below. - - no mates an be aat a eM dale 01 

.._.....a. If ethet etc	 - alt 'pelted below, a ay America leley - Tmae 
Mietiale no method which lea 	 to a no method epedled below. - - ma_ar no method be 

be - a etc del. cI	 r.mml). 'hail	 Itet. Eiitthle Peed_i. 

DSilbeden	 A5114 0.2357 
Rainy it I2rF.% .................... loSe. 
R.ceeayetuO'F% .................... IOta. 
Raaeoyit lP.% ................... 

Gravity .............. ........ .............. 	 jima.	 A3111 0.117 
SeId..wpya

 

	

......... ............... .... .. . Itom	 AlTid 0.1264 
Nitae,wppm

 
........ ........... ..........	 tiSOmea.	 ASTM D.3121 

Cuba 154... Wi% ....................... tIOmet. 	 Aflht 0.114 
A_.c.eppm .............................. bat 	 17111 bIP.?Pt 
Parpa'P .............................. +IOmat. 	 Aim 0.97 
ay. ppm by WI . ........................	 M as.	 UrIc 414.73' 
154 epa	 w - it IWP .............. It at.	 *5Th D.I1l 

USa no notes cepie 01 e a be Itea a. the OeSej Date, Ia.. - dditaed Ia the 
C-

16,5k La 

ReliC AGRWaIEfl 

laid Areeaaeie be dli dot. ted eff.ct 

Oat aatbel p0cc_s. UaIc, tad The Rabyh M. Pate_s. 	 March * 1914	 Yea 
—v 

Sepentha of Ste. 
- anoada .... Uole.ad US tied 	 December *1910	 Y. 

Gas Say ....... . Unto. - ldmlhwne flp.*n	 Onthar Ii 1911	 NoC-., 
Pawtteipçdy	 Unto. - PotilcleewiaCeepeayel 	 Apetib, CII	 No 

Camheaalce 	 UelaaedDmr.Oa.l,ert.oce,co.eed 	 Goethe. lz 1912	 Y.
(biltial sIte-mat 
amaded ad 
Aejimi 5. 1913. at 
dOotcba 21. 
lIlieS ted 
ieeeny It. 1914) 

IL IS. Asia.... eel .dll thee. ad odthei
- -a - - lea lee site.. baatet	 P	 he-Ieee? 

MaiqIol altiecta .................. flat Retbeese. tee. (eratne.,e) 	 Na£e,jjoeeatel Meitabea Plea, beadle. 
- -- data ealtetien ....... . lpecialtad noncote, 	 NoFbM - — 

	

Teeheeaoe.y	 Ahemate It Dotyar.. no 511i4	 Pethahly 

	

Endiemlea	 Aa eeleemtej atpeey	 NM 

1bee 01 CaloM Twit. ei - Gwed teen Apeaat 
- — Did 

USa 
—	 The Ce.paealee 
A	 SLeet	 Upeo U( IM I)l ptdpnt	 (the h4asbeem Ptbedpel 

Naaaeaee lee. Nutbe U.S. no Uatl a.. my Ajilta 01 StOat ci the .0 
have my ebllaiebe. to o'pey theta.. nape a provided be - 
Amed. Acaodleaty. 'thaw ha dtheli. .Sta USe 
no Ueoal any Alllaee dish.. tithe thaI hate a, 
iblipda a apey the - a lien, etawee, mayo Ie.e 
- pads be - Amo.._e II S a eh, its 
Otanesaed Lade that be netted no neater - 1a 

— pmeane a the Capeeelle. Geereela tow al_i 
pioeMS by - tItan.... (et below), - the Ca. 
- -o t. eitls a %Q.a - aeaelty Suit 
paled byUSae. 

— - Cae.eOe. LShOlye i3i7 	 m eedaed M. - a - pee_is a And.
Ii tithe

 
AIIaa(the MasIma I.ae 0_sale U.-

StMfl. 
F.. dCema	 The Ccepeeatlee wit are (t Oans) - peien 

01 pcledpS of - Sinai a 0w 	 Onto. preeSu that 
ID masimme tlehthty - thno eMil no - iS 
Maaiee l.c.. Gao_ia Lbehihty. The Caponiben'. - 
titneaa ohiO hoe tel dlah - andic ehapidea elIte OeM' 
5 - - ehali be oa*Sfly be - dead Schedele 
MA -eree-lm* am#eeed a It the Coepoteda all 
lana - peof pebedpd - Sac_i a - ease.' 
- hit aba - a_s tithe Masemea tea Ga.. 

UmotPr	 To dma - aat% a 	 Pe_im PaSS.
Ca.e Sass by USa 

-t - Oat_iad - III beaamy to - 
Cap - be mehl. eo Sn lee edt_id 
eehe di US Oo.a.aat natealad ehiptlea cite 
metitity. teas -D be payehee qaoaly. 

LeiSbIltyt fl_ - - p.eaamad W. may be data dim. Stir A. 
Divdc,aal Mietoet Date ..dl - CutE Data. A a.. 
- amelIa no - - by ebeQW M. - 
a-

Isa dCe Debt After - Dndcpmno MOnaD.'. mit - - a - 
0,m._i.M fit aeeseeedlea eqmh 03% 5i AV-II 
Prem Padetli Co_s Sate-A — Deli - 
will he - it lcd 75% 01 AegmatoeSt Pie.... P.md.hl. 
Cost. after - - Owente..4 Did	 win b. -
lotted 03% 01 Aeemc.tada P.nm Peadatbe 

Lehadees Rapey	 - Oanai Did tIeD be lepeld Sib .aeeml Saill.
ante (115 Rqayaat) seam_ste. eM matS at 
- -	 Dal. a,e. eM evae S. Pmalted Tembeada 
of_ p -	 Papa. - atttada dP 

- ehree matte ate, the date of act P_silted T 
aSic. The '.30 7 e..a chili be .qe.I In 3% 01 
- cetlalada. pelealpol moat ci Quit-ad Dun - 
Osetff Pete a date of Pmalii Taedeaila tithe Ae' 
ada Peem (the Metbaam Oeataedlan hasoar). - 
said bea.lteat 'hat - ho - no 7%% tithe Mati. 
en Ouaseedbee *aaes ad the is 3 aitmmt III 

be eqal a 10% jibe beetle_i Getmeledlel Aent 
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Masdasoy pyaty.aoe A' po*.ids be tho Amoidmeot, thtioo th.li stoke sosdotot Feet,. Faoilioim sonatad .4th 'ha AtSltatIoiloc Peom, beclodiog: 
pi.paymetto of Ottatantad Dote be an ".ctaot uqoaL foe such totatys Shot. Croshm. Faduieja 
sit uccueth pntod ohs. the CairO Date, to the ce-s of (I) 40% o..tons shot. Coeoh,atoioa 
of Fries Outran.. Fayseenta rotcaliat the Sappkmatol Ad- He. P.otro 
juatteoct net (ii) the Sciudtokd Repayment foe - period po,ne Ousa'atioo 
itch pflpaymealo thajI be syptiod to principal intatmoata is 
ehdeioconnoedatotnattontyaotduorhtoouausochpnpay' THE FOLLOWING EXHIBITS WERE OMITTED 
moo's ie the oonte uqoal 20% of - Maauoom Oeataoaotd-
be;Aaoioalaadthareaha.ahalthea Wad prortl.latho BY PACE 
e.maioiot stotcoitiat Sock prepaymata ahali be a addition to 
those reqairod by the poole attic5 psoin 	 tu of t. Airtad- £jbThlI4)A	 Fn of OathS CauSes.. o(Soutetaoy uadteutiaO3on 
mat. Ethth41 4.23	 -Fetus efOdatu Connate &Sada Othon 

Opqtoaal Fflpapmat Ooatantrrd Na may be proyad Ia oPine or a pant' any Ott.- Eshith 4.4A	 -Fotmofooda5ophoiou u(Spudal Coaaiad foe Usia 

Sandsy foe ha Least Apart from th€ Ooanoruc thy Oconntand Loader shalt hare so EshthiI 4.43	 -FmmofaoaiosOp(oulomofOoocal Coastal (ci Union 
sacority foe Ononotood Doho. -mn	 roe ptioaosaraatoupsymno 

Caltaiaal In, Genotus Poty perfectS taut - on - u0000ely toturutt be tm aita. elton - tahioal	 -Faoao(D4ahroroca, R.qraat 
- ancillary fastlitta more ponrtlarty dacribod on Eshtt A EaWnt 7.5(t)	 -Font of Petit Shatia; Statoutnet 
.ttacbod haroto - a macerrol contract, awed W. by U- E,hth4o 7.7(u)	 -Font of Nandiuokaoan Apainail - Coodllioaa foe Mona 
.0 --me M& the eporarioaa sod ocostnsctioo of at. A05- 
montatioa Focilitia — thy other facilities doacnhod Os Eahib- E11 7"	 "4orm of Mandatesy Pitpspnaac tote-nt 

It A, and, to the eotnt tnsdatlo. so Fuonita. Uma thatI - macotto	 -Ftemt(Ftnditcbudal. 
op.. rn - urns o(foensloso, to tail to - CrevasSe to EóThit '.1	 -Fu,n of OSeofa Caadoat, tee Sopplasoitot Iofnaoiva 
otpt.0 choir - ito mbee be astototo taariont toPtsold. Moncetadam 
feedutoch Foe the ittoot ft. 20 ynro and to opaatu the ,ppad-
msplaottoruioatholoolattnaanahbeashkhtatsbaO THE FOLLOWING SCHEDULES WERE OMITTED 
hietade stonohy cats, agent threct (oslo. aincialod hothead 
ctso,00dsoonmsoordalstoraomofiooaoaacbededbel BY PACE 
at oppeoateiato altoanac. foe inc of nary. p500.20.1 to 'fcc. 
sot' who sot Forth be hr Crltoterat Aoonmoats '.'	 - fol. Prodoct 

Scb.&at.2,3	 -Fmntlto 
Dofaasa - Rt..dtaut lbs a0000noa sod coatbetaoea of the fottersia; ants shall ran' tohadda 2.3	 -at. Apruematla 

stoot. (onto of Dofaott coder - Ouaraatoud Lrua Aua' 
mat Schedat. 2.14(o)	 Wata Dltnia, cad Cosw.aapobe. Moulttelou hdaaaruu sad We—

(a) tlrioa shall fall a otaara	 patent the co-mast to the 0t40ta 

Onaraaaaed Loan Atoanstu ace a amgod the wmnaat Schudalo 2-22	 -Proptittary Lhat 
tans - otodliatato cosonabead be Arsicba 3.2. OA.Z Scbsdoh 2-23	 -Poojoct Cruuraeuoe Pyntiatasa 
a3 (a) - OA.2(b) of iM A.aaadnaut atlthaai at out,	 - Schydale 2.14	 -Trasaaalesa '4th Athtittn 
int of the Oranacutnud Lad Scha&ohy 3.4	 -Meao.aolo& Moal000lo — Taaia Peoceduon foe Syaa'ade - 

(5) tha Crtttioo shall ted in My wha dau cay uo gti4t. Frodtuct 
PSyoble by II pofolatot to Artact. ISM Ge-onto. Pint' Schadula 41	 '-OatJiaa o(Cottaia Tnt ofat Otanato.d Lean Ape-nc - -J of - Oanaaad Lao Ape-nt a ta pasta onm 	 oat otdonsd a tha Oaooaoaoad Not.. 

(0) the thliataao of at cooya.an ada ASIa ISM Schudota &2A	 -Fan of Osanata 

Otaaeanta penriaioa} of the Onsaatad Lean Ape-tao Schadata 7.7(d)	 -Carol. F.opei.taoy Data 
a ito

 
a-aw mdauadca the Gaanatad Noon that Schadabe I.)	 -P..et klsoattsuatt Repent 

It say - a foe any e-. he-a. - of irtalid ho 
whyhcitsm 

(4) the aflta ospeld pelasipil tucotut 0f OtceaatoS Ii 4 [ha - - atarotal. —tof oil tutoreat ...  4 4 
- of at - cement taint paled be e	 of - 
Oaraaa DoS shaM nosed the kdaolmtm Tan Otar' 

If imp Sine of Dufsoott dactthed Is datsun (a) thiouoh (4) 
abc.. that e-f - ho outuirwas, tha Oaarantesd Leader 
may (I) by totes toll- — at Caepceatioa undaata Ito 
oomatitmnt oada at Oaanatuud Lou. Ave-at - (It) 
hy stairs no Union and at Coepeestlea dauber, the Ge-salad 
N. (iootha oath rociroed bttarnt therm.) to he, — - 
Onesatsud N. that the-pc. hmtmo, imaaadtatoty dat 
- psyable '(those ptaatnnt, damaad, petent - Other 50-
nacuof.ayklt4aflofuthlththollho..indhyuainsadat - 
Coepoeatta peoradso that be at an of recupo by at Gate-
satad Lnda of 0 IOta Ira, the Coepceotioa parsaaat In 
Anbeta tft7(.) ofat Amnda.nt '(than aay aouec, to On' 

a at Coporatia	 say tuba sd by tha Otaaeaataad 
Lauder. path romainnant shalt the-pea tomiaat. - at 
Oaa,aatad Noon (to.utha - 'toyed kotutost thereon) 
than he-at imodtotdy dat sad paythia '(cheat pansal. 
soil, dcaa4 psoan a - least of sap bI	 50 of which 
shalt ho — by U	 sod at Coeposatlon. Soot re-dan 
shaM sac be ao.ilahte to - Osotautad Laida aith onpuct to 
any otha ore- of dofaob under at Oioannto faa Apse. 
mat 

&auuy Duosatalodsue Thu One-ems Loss Avoatat ad taqudn saoch taboo anna 
- mtdltloea so may hi torsed to by US	 - Oasnataud 
Lade — the Coeeetdon a to an roqelfod by at Capon' 
- to Imptnsuat - Enajy Sacntity An at to psos	 In 
patiea a I gaonaan of at goaxantad -

Exhad A to 
5—a 

RETORT AND M4OUARV PADUTe- - 

taint.. - a ..dthad to macut mahyata ps.jact)

The opafltau ions, datoihud halo.. togutlea otith uadllaoy fatallat. coaopela, at estira rarer plant: 

Ann 20-Shalt Fnpantlom Fins Rentals Fader. V len' A - I tachediag Fobeh Sertualag 

Ala jO-Isdudlat 
5th Ann 31-aaaoeo 
Sub Am 32-adoetod SIesta Coullaa sad Werdag thea Polo I' 

Arm 40-0(0 sad On Prausudag kuclaslag 
Scab Acm 45-U4ht (ado Crudoasiag ad On Recycle 
Path Ann 42-Slab. Gao Crapeoa - Ahuaeyutou 
5th Atm 43-Salter Plant 
Stat Area 44-Shah Oil Dashiag. taaabioa Haadlint. Off Onde Tank - Ft 
SA Ann 43-Seca1 W. Cdloa 

Airs I0-OIIJt.ia bedudlag 
Sob Aim Il-frees, Fir. Watt. & Trmttd Wstur Saaajt. Fracas - Rofacu Water 

Systom - teller Pus Want Tratani 
Sob Arm 52-team blat Seam Dlatribestioa cod Coadasat. Crltaction 
Sob Arm 33-Cookst We- Spain 
Sob Aim 34.'Air, taatt Oat and taaaaaao, Oeaa.toe Syttoto 
Stat Aim 53-l°laoa Sploas. hap Sal P11th Spat". - Oily Water Trratmeat Spa-
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APPENDIX 
COMMIThIENT TO cuAa.SNTLZ 

THIS COMMITMENT TO OUA*AMTIE ditod ts of 5,ps.s.b,, 3d. 1013. by sod ss°sc 
( I ) Fop.io HIll Cosps,y. 5 T. co.pondos ls0s.I,on..r°): 
ill Otat*4ch Oil Corpendot. a Oilas.ai. nrporstS. lii "Spotarn: ad 
II Usbod Stats Syn'b.dc Parks C,rpc.tslos C hi °C..perado.i. 

wnNusrTM, 
Wtanaa. lb. &n0t..r Ii I .bcdy.tsrs.d isbi.dslty or Tilt. boom 
W,caa*a. 'hi Spoos. (braid - boon, (hr lb. psoposa stco..asoiot. o.rna sad op.rsuas; a 

hairy oil p..dss.o. tsdilt, 
W,as.s lb. loads 51 O4..a,t, or lb. born.., sad lbs Spoaar hat. Ally is'honard lb.,r 

Tafl nipOnboto I. mItt - and pats... - Cornrni.rnrn... to, 1 I) be sssaos at o.ansn. by 
'h Co.pin.ss p,snsss; I. boot 133 it 'hi An .1.1k al1 ya dibi obl(0i.ons imwffcd by lb. 
D.n.a., ,'h.aoso. "oh hi csisusos.amad .oan-sp of loch Imlay,od poad.00T, tsnb.y. 550 Id) 
- aabAa1 it porn w.at.aa psy,.as by Tb. Corponsa. p105511 m y Stoic. L3d of 'ho Aca .4th 
.np.a by ipotb.dc Pat picd.ad ad sold doctag pan of lb. op.rnoiai p.nod at sack b.ac 04 
ptadi 'hthl 

WI.1WA - load °f Dma... of 'hi Ca.vo.sscs boo sad. 'hi datntàsdoo. ,.d.r Sitaicto 133 
aid 124 ad 045,1 spplilabt. Sine.. it - A. ..mnd my Said, by ii p.a.asb. Cosponso,, 

nal	 chic Cosmic.... aid ha. didy .s.bol,a.d 'ha Caracas.. wilts 5. y isa p.nbrs 'his
Co.."..n 

Wlinaas tha 3.01.0.57 ,flt, Thai.y pins, a laid.. 193(51(31 Sf 'ho Ac. his adosid 'hit 
ass(bgn. .aoramb.nd appropoasais .....labs bIb. Eanjy Scanty Rrn.rri cloned It Sinai 
(Pb of - An by .ada4 dii shIlls... at - Cssps,ao, sada - CO,sodTJ,O.0 i'd 

Wiaw. 1. pins.. his... iso.ad ba. di.. Cssnn,uars, 'bath tan .. to pm..', b.o'ty 'SI piad.o,s, 
S 55,45mb.. of - pygop,sc a. tank S.c.o. 11 if hi Act 

Hoer. Tiamairaco. ib. pansa bit..., a .sidd.nda. of ski ,stsal tawsist. tad .rr..m.wo 
m,,sls.d ic lb's Corncis..it sad otbir ioo sad nIcabde rnrn.d.nsrni. lb. p.idpl ad .,scoiicy of 
-hick an bathy scba..hdd. .5.iaaO tad iiaai to fs4i,s 

AKflCLZ I 
Dtnsn,oaoi 

mc oats °haiesC. 'har.or - bnisad.r° ad acids slutadar isi,pon. .4th.., i.tnici a asp 
pamolda, And.. Sinai - Sob...,.. wrar by - Cirnatinipsi as ohil. rata., 1. to any pIniaslar 
And.. SacS. or Sabocdsa honor. All anao,oas aims ss.d hoot g in nprnaly dtOs.d a sb's 
C.assam,no has. - an...p a s.. a tilt.. is anaios.rn .4th psonIly acnoiidd snasatsat 
pnsapla tbaa a .f.cs. All .0k.1 tOtatO sad b. p.s. so. .aprady dads.d ii sbs. C,,.si,a,ni hit d.ds.d 
1. lb. An shall boo. 'hi atlas.;. unShod a thats I. thu An. 71,a tholo.s,s it's, h... y.r said sso 
tapoalixad is 'hi's Cornasno... tad bin ha awl.,.;. at tint b.do 

.ibdodr.an., ThePalosauat alias.. crib. Proj... b7 Tb. lonasir 01 slaps.. rntltsrlscasso or 
ap.t.sa. of ha F,all.y boo pined at 5011. 'ha. sissy awocoll.. aMidst day.. 0,1k. sloblos.,, 
pinod 5i S --a a 'edits by she C..psnso.. -"hots a Icb.dslad a- to, .msapm.s, at 
-	 5. icmnsat actopuaili by dl. C..pssdos. 

Anna ma scsa.ai tot tart La Sos... 3.30(c) berat. 
donation O.i.. looks. ..n pOo. only. Accosts. lid oshar i'dast. or sccsssaso polio..,. 

pp.05th... ad ptocn_ isd.cts isarnata; 5, isaysms; sll oap.,aa sod n.oisa issosorud 
(a-

do, Tb. £aa,p S.r.ricy Aa 42 U.S.0 11711 or a. , aO sn_dad baa dais. d's. 
.d.dsdai.oar the £ooO.i.as.ail Plowed.. 4p.sp Tb. AdrnSdsonrn. .1 ibm IJts.d Slots 

Eas*c..u.ial Pisosata .111.07. he la*sl ar a .550k Adrnirnsoaa,. ad dibaosba a drni iso .1 
- .1404110*010 it 

AffiDaaa Aay Pa... a 0ap or p...... 	 n is at.,.. S 'spec ala duiaad Pino. thai. 
dlny or Sdirlaly. rnnncl. or is aseihid by oct saada tarnato n.ned .4th ink d.sips*t.d P.000. 
P.r - roopoas at - detaida rnanS (Solidho.. .4th nfnlaa.i rnaama	 0ooa °a.sed,d 
by tm -	 na_s a .th°). a - - tarpon a aay Pin., a von or p.n. .hal 

'he pc.a. dkaty or ladbndy. o11k. p.... 5 dIana	 S. discs., stab. .aasp.oas
ad paula 04 ma p.,'... arbosba ihnuab km ia .blp odusda; lasanda - by-a. 

Asnrnaa .da.assr Sadahadin. ma Auto_si Asita Soockhtd.., ad Orat.ioh 00 Coop.. 
flat. datad is or ba 31. 1014. by bad ha-on - Sashaulda., sad - Spoo.or. 

.4k Sst....l.. Paulo Tb. us. ISA. arIse.. .4th 'I schar (basIs, a ho 'hisiond by Via., 
Coobid. pams ii - NA Osns Soapply Apnats.. 

AuSladd. Cs.is, los Joache. Ao - - of lay OS ps.r. -	 ((Ti) Caaslais. T,a
lrn.4a not - - Otsh tan p..,. ...r (hi - stoma .s at - Ions..?, Eshihty (hr 
tbdail larncaa	 roe - Os par sad tattOos inn ndad - tharat (nlcsliad a - n_ar 
.c.tdad UR 3.50* 7.7(c) b_sfl. 

baS..ia. Cad.. Tb. Isakrspty loft... Am of Im as sn_dad 'ho. - a dam, a lay 
innoc 

'spot Pony... Ijidad Slats pb.. aeissnd as s a.a.e. '(00 don. Pibsnbl.. 
3.4, Apw..a.. Tbo 'hISsola; IW....t. sl ay ip.srno a art - Ia,,.,. S tiny 

(by osu.rnaa a.thircise) is.ca.ia; (I) T..odoy Rihts. 0) Iat, .,o,henaid,ndt. baa 
tb. Iu.n.e by a Prsj.n Co.osaa dons; say t.t...as.sb pcnsd .4,4th. aflobcr .41k la y oab,r 
psyasa - sob. naddonts.a barn sba lnn,.. ab 11.0k 1,4... Csa'ana dons( lInt t.sdso.susosb 
p.rwd. as. la.one o1530t000. (iii) 1k. p.otha.a - 1 N- a (Ic) - - or Iladad 0,3. (hI It. 
Otis., Spppdy Co- (c) - P5.1 Osfln S.pply Casna. (d) 51. Coop.rads. T.ck.slo5y 
Avs.shso ad il isp cilia tpnrn.0 edt. lb. lone... I. a pony Ihy laotian, Or soharsto I 
sot a otis, Si 'ha dos honod obiob mop ho asaenal  

hissed OeL CoMe .0 pp.dlrnd baa lb. PuShy boolad5a Ons.is --
,.i-wi Fain Hill Cornpny. a Tmsaa inpaSa. ad .b.dbst .o..ad ashosdiasy at - Sp.ssc.. 

IflD. Sands - abndsr day. 
hshasen Oloc A day -- S a.. 5 S*.arday, bs.day. fudona holiday a ash., day as 'both lb. 

F,da.a Run,, asak ot Moo Y.fl a .nn..tali bash. ise sa.h.tuad 0, iaqtsnd by - s.d., - 
Ia.. .4th. Uu.'ad Soata. - 05th, itCodsahis. 'ha lost. otT..... 'ha lIst. '(IlIdrois a 'ha Stat .f 
Ho Yak or day' 0 obath dahl.p a.. a.. aii,d 0* a - iatnssak Eaoododsr as,bn. 

Ctpi.d £ia.0nsp.. Any apc.dasn .14th 'halos be topuisod osnady soda ha spdasbl. 
500.ca by .ti or - Coda - p.ataily sa,p..d tatssos pnodyda,. Pa p..prna al skIs 
Csaaiss.a.c Oaiaasbd. dodliau ad dtndcpn.., costs sbaa ho assidind aba Copital Eap.,dirsra 
WtUTitW'. of 'ha ma,.. by .sbin'h - Icon.., iisat a tat had. 	 taa Cod,. 
I,,. Canal. O.i,. ma nook, ao00JtMsb. Co,rnmtaam.sotCorn..rdal Pr,dsnc, Ot Datmb,r II. 

Cdaa.a Dsst Ta y - or lions.. at she Cosaitaa.t by ha Co.paaso.. 
C.dt Tb. l.a.nai Rants, Cod, at IPSO, a asotadod barn ii,, a Ins. sissy ss'saaa MIst.. 
ColisosnIArnss,sns mc Dad ,tTnass. - O.anasrnd bat Arm...,,. di. Osanooa.d Not... 

- Debt han_si Fad Anrnas.. - Piodo. A4ona.ai ad the Sobanpoc. An.ist

Ca.anroan. *'Coa.I.rnded Prsdscosaa. Thi isa. dsp stIlt. Oat paid otto 005iOtsIst slitods, 
day, di..; ,hsoh lb. P.cdioy lists h (boa prodsood inns. dsdy On,, Ptodlacdo. or., I.t.t 1.400 
APCO at hodan 

Cms.itho.00,. Ths. Coasts...., by Oso.sis,. by and sns,i hi lcnmnr. 'hi $p400r aod thu 
Coopirndoa. as on_dad baa dais. dais tsco.dsan .4th bios., 17.3 karat. 

C..pk.a,, Ms.ira.a M.otla; ,pnddid '5 'ha Eacdnaw..al Modss.4a5 Pus .bich is 
aqialad by Ibdo psi. nit, a tons p.ntts. .pprocila asts, tn'daaq obtlssdca. 

Co.atacad,. Arias.. Thu in_as at thu lono.i, asoshillobod .4th ha 0,snat,.d (mdi, rot lb. 
d.poat of Coasdbsad Eqsjiy bass Opundas Cab and is. Di,bsna,.ss .. d to, - pays.,, St 
fiphI. Coos aad'hai pont. st'hi 54,1.1 Disbsnma.as son_soy a mean - p.ys.s, csstaaplswd by 
b..t.i dli buriot. 

Csseo.d.eod ia's,., ma Misonl Loosabold P.4th!.. lb. F.. MianI mabs. I. lofts.. Tram, sSi 
p.no,al po.p.r.y tad ftotsoas dnhodo, bohidsl. LID 11,1w. all pnps.oy and otoiposont mooed by 
IbabPoomtsernidsatolypwoaskt.im..o.w.h10nlinsdn_M_,._,,diy,b,Hsmt 
S' Rc.orroc lad abash or. sa.d ia carssa.do. .44, - op.rsds. if - Hania bsad R.nn.i,, sit' 
-'a" Pn.sta so loss_so. lb. assist Oat. - ngba at 11.1 .1.1'hi Cooporssyss 
TachaohonAun.ua.t(iab.onaosnw,,_by3__s.(b,tb__,aor,arwssdaJlofl.p,...5l 
a Sawn. 'hot. o p sndeiu. saboddlano, panats tad A101ata, sib. soytisy Is.. aa.adoas.. is.. at - 
aAaoloy donlaped Ilionoodar) sad - dibi ito. ho. .tsoy.l.y - Tadinalon PJh0 otbpooao,. 

CmnedMnd ((sic. Co.mboi.d E;sity Oi isp dot, of dowrrstiasdo. Ad ho it. irnosat if ill nib 
OciOlbsastoaadibtthalashboldanatholpoissrpoera'h.c,_sDas.ado.d by'h.bpsosa. 

ply EIljblo Costs isconed ydor a - Oasis; Os,a pu the ssos.t of ill cash sidbss.ia ,sdi by 
- Spoa.a. 01 by - PsagysI Seochsoldsn sida - Ssbanp.i., AvousIli. 'ho tqslty or - 
ft slOe's ho Osossa Due nc aM hdsdlau S. dat. otdat.nmssdoi ad ....an hi's. Ins sod,, las. by by stat by - bonen,m ply (1151kb Coos issarr.d o'er sfl.r thu Cola. Daw. 

Cap..siOs. r.rAad,p .dptr,iot Th. Csop.nan Tmbwloy Du'uIsp,o.t Aort.a.st/Piw . 
floodS, far bbaaid ad R.sroory. dosod as stOctobo, It. 504. harmon US. Condo. ad 'hi 
Spa...,. 

Cs.. Laha.sautr I...esas...j C... La.naaa llns,.sa.olL In,.. t Dulirin co.ysnscs. 
Cayonasa. Uissd StaIn by,,bato Pools Co.po.oSo.i (Wont .s.patsdo, its at_sash aid 

a-i.,. 
CnsO.aJMId.nmrnr, mm rndrna.,a to, fnk is PItow 34a Sb. Plod,.. Moao;.,.,s. Pisi. thick 

PI's.a 550 Plod ants. silasoisi ad rulatod cornpi.ass dstn 5, it. sdeswsn it ip.ndod Ii Ibm Mlatsr Sobodule laa.da., 

C.at.dmao,. Tmaha.4a Aist'booadsfoapoay.lr.th.is.oflacdesatlllatao,00wt 
anysntnfiba bprno.so c. tfsb, Oo,ssi 05.. Tb) 00% atoll snits,.. toa tad sober saanodit 
nnyo..oi of - Spotoor is at - Osaiso Os,.. Id 46% or as',. 5uIssi - csrt).r.n at thu 
hoist., Pa sob t*o year Ind slIts. Nm ridS poor thv.w sod IdI 00% sloop is,.,.o.. ISO lid 
sib,. tan audi, nn7onn of - line... to, - isa p.s. aad 51 poan asd,d p pso, 'hinw. Hit 
ipenc.s - s,n7osos1. aid las.s,s,.,t isa as 0.5.., Isa swdit cosy.oson of 'hi bpsoas, oil ha 
dnarnsa,d Ia Ib.afl S. asahI. 150 Sf - Spoosor 'hush iidsto lb. Clatatti Di.e dwed oath. 
Ckass Out, add ha t,sns snook nnysnn lii n.tput,ds, lb. Osasi( Dit.. Nil oponsau to., 
nnp1sn - ..aca..I as lid 'thai ssa o.dit tanyosoti Sd' lb. Sonsa,r ,ol S cslcslat.d a thu 
as... ipiodod is lice.. 7.3(ci battof. In 'ha .ni. basis. Cs. is .smdod so hot - anita.. 
MinI tso tan (hr rntponio,o 6 i0 dot - poet.' h. poa.d nasotsit, - d.dsasoa 
apioopn.ody .,d.a pass ltd pmosyusoscu pm,.. bua.Os if lao ap.noa loss n.o.p.nn. 

tirE Oats. Tb. adserotbs, C .aats.ono,atestofCas,.nal Prodtacuao, a. lbt O,c,snhor II. Is.,.

Ds.ue.haom. IsO. do USC.; S6on arq. as an_dod 55. Is,.. sos,. 
Daiu .Sac.s. Cad,..... A Piolma Coaxao.a -- ttsnaa.o 'oth rosy.., a - 1t.105, 

nansplssi satan_sc. V naaoeodo. 'pair or ahsntisa 'ost - is .5bps, a iso Ilba isadards 
if S. Ditalarna Ant. 

Oa'h'haa. Rao.t All payrods. t.nrda ad iS.' 'diii scud.... nqlsind a ho baiasaia.d by 
'haSco,o.nad Dis..losaiCaaon,inpafli,aaIa3oCPL I b.STib(3Hi).a.omhs.ydad.iaap 
ho aundad barn - a dam, 

bet Assay dat. of dna.iaata lb. 557 looms. 

(aId 'bIgness abida is n_ida... - ifly icrnpwd acoatsadat pdodpdn. shsaM ho 
dssaad.doa ma p,55 balsam As. o. liabdi' as st.sch data (aha lbs. coo,.., Safoida in tie hamad wiy Itasnid is - adoasy a.,,, it baians it ma Pan... dt'hned loon. 
dead attn. pinS.a sad det.ay,d napossado.. mars ta'ssdlpad Situ. ,Oahholdon 
nan - icaarak. ia.maflb 

(hI Passaic. (lnssdiao ai.haa lalajol. obtsss..s sad.. tap Oun.sas lit a parch..... 
San las Woal p.opnuy. pod... assudala a tspptirn, naapoosssa or ionim t.g.sdlam Cf the 
dodoIsry at indthuy mIS. p.opony, p.,d.a. aataks5, .InI4..a s.aacoo.ad.a a sired... (Lo.. hoablaasa.poy onomab or TI) a ask. i Sat ad'saa. by apiS 'sotahod.. a 
Ibt_sr.. a. a woahno..a pass, (bads a a to,. tacos.. Pita. a .a.aa otnibda; tsas'h 
Pa'.. • isasty In .bdlpjo, at ma ..her Inst or to n_n a tidal,.,aa,aby. .abi.g coattail a otha bolasco ub.. coeds., is sop., 0(55 obbpsos at 5555k sear P.r,a*); oodcoarn_a ('i5i. 
- - - Iyayaaaaa at rntathuo is S. adiassy awn sq biadsisa): ad ash., asdIsos., 
( tadsdsso n_a506 oblisda.$) a pay, iitmfleor piachas. Oa 'hIndsm of tinsha P.naa 

cl in mbdip,sa tooand by'.' Los ( s'4MIa Pnsia.d Eaa,bnacal is 'span or say 
p°'pny if - Pinco is.. 'hsuk isch Pits,. has so. sn,a,,d a ho.,., labIa I.. - pays... 
of ma ,bd*sSc tad 

dl asp kib'hoy, a noon stay - ada at lack P.O.. slam., abAsh. is sscs,daoc, sits stoically sci.po.d aat.sao,s ynicpun, ibosdd ho capisolia.d s. ma Panos, bails's. .ha,o, rot ,isb - tan., if the ma.., ad laholgy 4tconadur (as ? scb Ms.. bad - np.saliasd I 
550044 ho dislc.ed is I so,. yascsI b.la.s, as..,. 

too P.aiorsost '.ot mm sad ma data-id ad saiamaisod by ski Fssdhooda pont... ilk. 
Dub. Ito...,., Fad Amos51. 

Did. Ppats.oi. 'sad sort,..,.. The W. 1%tas.cs F.M Aimaon daad not hi Cl.0,1 
Dim inca, the Psatold.,. - lane..,. tha Cs.psnd.s - - Otssn..o.d l..Oda. pt.itaii a 

lot,,., bay -- S. Debt Ptoacdaa Ftad so - Fs.dboldo, a Inst sacs. sot.. Csosaasad On.. 
r Ts*au. Th. Dad if Thso. Moists.. Asd.s..st of Pndsciot. Sanny Aputmost sic Fs.s.osj 5.s.rna., bat. S. Ions.,. a - Tots., to, - )neut sf S. Cotpotssoa tad S. 

0,sons.ad LAMar das.d not - CIa.,; flit.. as sn_dod Iboay air. ass. ta a0*00t.a atis its 

Darspanod P's°_s.d mm ..,os. -t ronb 1, S.tos . 301 d) hanoI. 
Osba..u. 0.1 lad 5 0 be sad a ddsata Ptodsa. Sdsdis5 -1510.51 lissi,tio, by i,i..ac, is.. 'hi 

a.I(boa... so, pan ((di. Psoja as 500 Silly daocnhod is S. lstbrssas, bdumotsodo,. 
Dtthunoa...r A d.sbontsma It pin_cs or Osanatnc Debt is ha Cs.sra,jcoioa Ains.a or ski acne.,. 'ida - Gsssna.,d Losa Aisnrn.st aid - Ooarastetd Not.. 
DIth.nnttar Raa... A .qso.l (0,5 Osib5005oeso sabai..ad by ba,nso, a - Cosyo.s.aa ad 

- Gsas.atnd (s.d., psnsaii a bess.; 31 ottha Cosisiist.st, 
Dist,ildsda 

lay stock rodistp.s.s, 010.05cm. Oroohtt psrcksaas 5, sctsoa1so,, by Is tansy sf its Isst.adiis sash: 
s,y paytotso osffi raps. so StorIes Os soy Dali (osdtsdisu - Tort l.oso ) attach ..tory paid a say 
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siookhold,t ot logo n,oly. lay AlOha,. 'loch .0017 OF 0 n.y .l.slooI. 0$ soy otocojioldo. or 0,5.0 
loom say aylj,y or mod.. p.ya.sa a y ,ac0001du otnock .odny. to ay AmMo. 'ranch nay or a 
lay J$lis.a of lay oachholt, or alo .s4m 00) Iota., od,nal a. Or a,ntla0010 it Ony oagohaIdor 
or ooah only. say Aallao. or - oothy or lay Major. or lay niag000ld.r of loch tally (osds4in 
lsnoaona by 0. (p00.0,4 lo.ro,., ad. ath. as000p.,aiood by Socdoo 1.1(0 b.a boo. by 
III Spa...,, I, - St,ah.l4001 It - loonoonrIt n4 lay loOn ply01010 (badudjas oolañn 1.4 otoor 
'°opn.ailoo) by - nay a lay 0000.14., of a go M. a lay Atoll,,, or logo taily onalay 
Atolao, 'C nay onoboldor or - ooaoy. ,s4a4omr or poya100 p000.00 a - in ga-anita .4th 
W. AçflaoaI 4 .ftt a - Cigna0 Dot. oad oa4aolt. or nlnbon.aoa otto. Sir nab, 'oh, a 
loch italy or goodut appIjod or .00.410 poofonn.d. pmt4.4 ha. W r,quaad, ago nb. tnnl,d a 
to. o.d.tadon or - Co.yon4 

O.*an (.nat - - TJ. LoaM .0000y or 0,0.00.4 S.,at otAa-
tlJgbldn Cn. Sobion a - lntoadoa rank 4 - paolSolal, papapi or - dolooso.. 

Ellabi. Can sOdi 0. - robjon'.aco.o jan04 by to. StiS0, 00 orot'nJsora,y 1, 1183 .04 poor a 
to. Cisoisa faa I, by to. Ion,.,, ono, olin 10. Cgmst Dot. tad yonor a - Coat Doti. - - 
oaraaa' t lila-bk Can on y dan ibiS 0.14.01 a oh. sown,,, lag,,.. ina.,nd rot aogb a-on 
(donniaod 4 ono.dsaa onto ..a..Oy n *0'4 aao.aal p.iadpla) pilo, a lath dolt 

oh an at 1.01110,. donna,k tno,hinl r.a,doagaa...boaria epat. pl,tvat booL 
coaplodal. a,oapsns. - c,oipp.t nth ca.nao.a op.no( - Fjt, o'bath,, Ia ijooso. 
.objs or .a4.coon Ii ladodin alnflOS 0050053 prnd°aoo .5.00 4,cdoo cools. lad 01,, 
'toni. .44 .0Mm,., adopost a4oa ads (or Os. is - P,ole.). ond ,(pl'gao - obaod.jot 
anrnor n,00th bn000 an .prodogocn lad 0.0.00 aSia lot odl 

lb I 0.00 .1° olpilia. nytam I - 'iliad Odilda- I Or dlanb.doa of ooysn onppllid sad,, 
- Gina Sooppoy Coon's - - PEA Ooywa Sopply Agnnalat a .4,on. o'tIo a10001t.( * 
PIfl 0(00. Ftailt3 Oooblaa a any kknd,d Gd lion sao. nIb o,oaorodn a pan or co, 
PO4017 a a,n. Fom*bn ror liandad 01. 0.-ha., ra, - dhaoba,a ,r Dilooso II,. 'ho ln-l. 
OcOos. ror fda-a, atM 1* torathorboatianl 10- Ddo.ao a .01.0704. lana. roalia. ro , 
Ddo.ao - 04.404 Oil load 'Sad Fools.- Forth. 4.00017 at Dd.. - - (liahtia 004 
4.010,17 ,r l5.adad Oij ath. dah,,,y pooch, pa-anon .0, Pnj.a nab and ago., o.rl,a rdn 
anaaoai I O0. at - Ft.ny. as or iS olin, .4oj, aabswy. appha ud 000., aoa.ilIa 
00,. or Scorpttnad -. to. Foamy. adodjao lii ago ro, pacMac a-o.oacs.. aaijb.d... 
yuan.., 'ad aanp allay no.0 ion. Oil a-no It p00004' ootofl sod .atio0oa.aoil p1,0.-dot 
nqoipn.a ad toolIda, 104)00) nsa or oqwpo.., 00 bind Or tmnstngy Inpl.aa.aoo(nuaa.j 
.qapaoaa I naas.a into pooáno ba-lw. pnaoc 

(cicouof lcqaonoa 'Iliad -' iaanoa to nol pnp.ny aooi..d toady for nil 40.-coo, 
..ith to. Faa-1 Loomoom nont)I. I. s..oroag,. rOommo, (In - kgol (an iO*oand 1. 
000rnoo anth logo o'000.aao. di. ala ,tiapinna..a. ion, toads 004 bOth, on agO s.d or 
oral p.opor,y nqoia.d ailSy Or to. P.41117. old a-lana. Out oboadoanno it oat but or nib 
ptop,rny ath. mono tntaaad by too Prtjnn. 

dl	 oroajoanal - 4go .0,0010100.001 aona,y (or - 000n,aa dncnb.d lo 
p*nnpbo ('I md Oil ibool o,..h.r,a. 11, lh d..ogo. coowocila. 554 toaItap at's. Foamy: 

.040.000 a Oaifl,rnd O.bc 
or) to. Can.... Ft. ad mU ron. ago ad na-an acon.d it 001014000 o14 to, noaooaor 

0.aamgod N. I ailcalal do .0a001mn.l (a. oxnt..a001 00. - 000., 400- laaaol 
too Goon_and Load., p.yobh. by l.a..., - th Gnnmad Lad,, ponaia.a - Goinaa,d 
Loss Aornna.l: 

III plop.ny usa ad .p.co.l wonton.. ad 'olo,n.. t.ln. a.. poyrall lad nor.naa clx., 
lapasod op.. to. Oono.'or by rs,ros. am.. aod Isool gonna,.til Ilnola toil .000,010.4 
mi-no.. 

hi - raiaa01 Aoi100 Fa I. tb. tie - np.na a. Train. Out F,ndbaid.r mad 
101 P7.ditold,r. 

0) na or oaaouy - .pp,npolia Isaroaoo ad 0.54* or oii type '050.4 a to. oadc,ns 
dannb,d I poipppbi (oh - 101 Oka.' or .05*40. aload to S.dni naomI - 
aiioapatto F.aiooy, 

lJ) an of p.atn.Mej nod. - Se ,t.ad to Out 0b04 dna-bid I pnwopbs II - 
(b) 000nn, nob.,., S,00d It It dalgit ad aoonp of to. P,dO,) 14.410, 
flamt aalo4al. gapbyoial. n.thi.ani. dola nil lad ocan.dnn roe. 140dm; 
n1.5.o blue. to. - - oadn - F.. Aon..oa tato.nd 45 	 Ifl - Sn - to
anoaa - - loon-n - spot r tad to a-hat I .0.0.040. .0.0 to. a.aohano. ad 
p..prnno. at 04 Caaniano but '1usd .'-.- ad to.	 .0 Abs ad aodoa
o.a*ty a 00455 1 - panlu - a n01t nolan-al npaoa ad d,tti 

(0) of lahon - onpisy,.,' alone. bllo .nn 100045 ad - ply ad taos 
aoaibodoa aon	 pornS rpppoa or ohn .a.rna danbnd a pa000roph* 01.44(00 iOn. 
- o.horja 1. apporn 01 to. 4t. laoailo om ad ronip of to. Foclity. Idodill 
- - pnt4ilao to -1 o' agogod S patoni O'boopoo. n.pania,y. ajannpp. 
o.loiaawj. 1.001 or n-fl.0l (eaocc 

(I) jOe 04 ay,lda ad Sate this 'ii,,. 10. obabada dnaibnd a pan(nph, lob ad too 
obo.. or ..hanto. load a - delpo aao.. ad annp atto, Fookrn 

(a I no of asia-a. abanoanul lad otomsoac doto 00000,4* ad osilyil, nbod a 
- rn.loa dna-bid is pinpopb. Oil - Oil 'boo', or oahanli 'Siad a - duip. 

lad .an.ap of .0. P0014y7 
(II anna of aqbaaa otaoa.ni lad aim, °ba onothed disoly ohio'S to. Foalim i'd 
(II nM' an 5 fly bn .ppn..d by - Conponoos. 

4on.nsaa.dian - knns.5. E1101bI. Ca-a 'hiS is so .na Iodid. lay a poodo.o., toi, 
pa,,,.. a 0144 landis.. nthslaibc Apnaei a odsa hod...; gsa a Oh. 0,0.0 - Iota 
ne d.no,ai..4 by to, Caonan a 0n .im,. Oran loaMy 01 at d,aody ,1iwd It to. ossndn 
danbd I. pnaopbo 40) Out (b) obon oroth.,000 rSat,dato. dnsp, la.adn. an-iso. 004 
a-nip of We Fnalityt say Opinoan com of bur Fiolity ebla On On nobly tImbona000 a to, tan_p 
tolnofl la1a'aara1.aofpoe.4n7 o1 anlaobased ifl,a.nna'.tosny Ponoo.babns.or 
cdl 0n. 0 '-annop or p,00l 0010011 - Poti.n. to top a.., that ago no isa*d tou ron ag,001 
'II., loath pnp.nyor nontan. dbnnoladio, lay po,aa or ago Si, no.5. nojIa n11ch a .toob,oumbI, 
a to, poop.,, at nc.nln, an.aol ...O,OI,c. ad., too Ac lay d.pr.a,00t or ssaoaado. at apal 
apsdinnzn y Store. 000 or iapnod noon. or 0.0.1 tUcoota Oa toad. 'thor than toot, ,of.n.d 
a., poatroph (.1 or 4 0 " uO d.d_ k ja iad.naod tool any .441,0.11 payola - 00141 or 
ontan radon, 0)00. oh. Silo, p to pay altoS. to, - 41000.4 by a 'ado. ii on., a 005.4.. 
a.aai,y dSaaat Or ally, payola' .hall ttO 0. danand a S lain) or iapo.d ilI'i*, or otoor 
sb-nan a. jOadi rot ponpen of 'ha oitaloa say one aiM., .0an 000.. ',tan,d a I rOlaoraPb Ib 
or 4.5 d.taiaon lay, (al lobby,., or oalio, ran or oa*oaoioa land by 000 10,70.., or to. 
Sponaa,a oh..., - commonness goaaoon by oho Ca.p,.,.00 or- 00000.0.4 DobO. Pro.. 
Goon.,.. Piyna, or lay r.d,ni woaailat lay aodi.nU. 100ach.,, mad, or broad 'so. an: by 
Dainboat. by - ls,an.ro, ton Spoaot isy dao,loaoa or may paya.,n a44o 5.400 lay prof, 
gui's 0- or nSa-li, MT00Iaoa a uy of-,,. .aploy.. '(to. Ooffo.n or to. 5.000c by 

at ador plo. a.m.a. (no., to. nd.oion& ro. oboi,o,a.. agnb,do,o at n.a 
boson, or lads, bosba p.o.id.4 a to. Prone.. .,apn It too flint am .0 ooa.nd by to, lorroon, 
or 5 S.ono, in .0*ad's.O .(or. lay 00,1) -bIt non or 000 a S - - to. ptoa.d, or 
(Alloy ialoaoroo,,lort.y hood otto iepno atM Pai.aor to, Foality, bob lay bump  acqIoltat 
or.,, pin alto. Proj.,, or- Faolby by tO' a.,... or - poor orcaad.aaaaa or nntona Iambi, 
or o.k., n.ad.t noby of lay l000taaalai atohaiioy. or sty oil, or rnnylan by oh. Som..,.. hot mt 
mad', nionbi. tasapado. of - os.000..ortCs soy 0th., sob, or dispataoa otto. Pm,n.. so to.

Posdj'y. or -11- to.aol'l or bill to, III po1a,00 at .dat .ay or agO proosods -Ii OF is ocoohabia: say 
anoto - - natbut Spat..,, 00w, (a flood ach.oboay or soy T.cbn.logy RItha alit; thnnoa: 
on lay nasa Or too dnip. ao.orocdo. noioylp or ,p.ndo. otIII Al, S.pandoa Pahlis.s. 

Noo..itosoiadipp oh,,. to (odor to r.alitoo top odajoirnados at hot Coo-woe, 11bnSbi0 Co.. 
ban boa d.lad 0.-ta a ..dod. 2100.011 adlion or Paioct n_a l.a-and by - Spoao, pno, a 
i.no,.y I, 1102.04 ass a,atholmi It boo, bin 0040004 by - Io.p.00r G'j. (i)i,. 0110ibba 
nasa anapla.d by too Aa- oad ISO .'s 0. a.4d,,od .5051145' Caoo - 4.(n.d bud. I lay 
dor,,.jnadoa by - Ca.00n4oa alto, Oo.,00'.t. oonjbo.a onch - pnoo of Satoa I33(a1121 
at - Ac 

Std5 'blon Fo, on 40.4. to. aoah,, of $on.4 at 00,adod CII - (ma - Fatly 
.0or pub - of 14411 Fndoodoa oad nold by tow loon-or do'nn - .0.00. 000,, hi, to any .OaIj,t. 
.r to. lo,oa,or, In (a) - 'nab., or Iao..lo of DUnno p.a.ahi..d a, .0000,11, otql..d by oh, 
boo,..., dnllfl - aoath, ad but 00 10, aab., It limb at P,odoa propody anllbs.sbl. by - 
boo,on, to Ios.000d. onond.. inyolty or 'nO., dlj 'liMo of Pita.., aohu tb too lair,--, (°, - 
neat (Sododiat bash.., IlnOarba. ho -.of loan., of Pladaa - boryla a obIk oh. Don.., 
is oblipada ash, ps_na. I 550000.40. ato,y - ba.Sid. onntd.. royalty or 0001, tOnal. 

£socdna,a-ora(M.4,ar*.g C..M... lbo edit. of .nt,.oaoaal aota.1a - to, Pr4on a,t.cMd 
aSt,dohl.tohnna. 

£ab.a,n,aal Moodn,at Ala. lb. $00 Or osojonataul so.Sodna of - Pp-.a abalad by 
- oon,.r., pwa,no to - (Zoaala,sr hot is d.a.nitad to S aaap.abO, by - Ca,ponooa 
ponlooao to L.a. 7.09 banr. or I daoornS.d a S on_pubi. is .n_,donn odth S.adoo bl.0(cl 

a - - nay 0. .,,tdad boa - ala. a ncanndiaa- .0.00.adool.09000.-nor, 
fnino.00nnd Mord,a.d.o Phg. G.jdoila. lb. Co,ponas'o Eaolaagstd Modoann P75. 

Gojdolae pibilsOod a, 40 FS.osj Rniaar .4474. Ocob., Ii. lOt]... .and,d boa but a - 
Loaw of Caopaeda. Ta,.,ato.. Asy of th,,,no at Moo I S.oto. 11.2 hnnot. 
Looso of Oof.s& Asy otto. ma on (onb 45.040,11.1 b.aot. 
Loan, C.s Mat- 00,0 thy or lay aanth ndlaoa at pn., a to, Cast Doa. 10. 

0040. oloh, 5.0,000 on d.psa, S - Op.nr000 Aagomat ant -'as at IsIto..oa.,, of banna do. 
a S p114°' p ut Tone Lot. donso ago aoah. jos (b) lay -of to. Ian_nfl lagoon poy.bl, 
it.- to. aoaa.,1 noons raaa*bl. Cu 'laos y ow.. or - lona..fl on... toaa-obl, on, 
- loon-or'. sail. ply000.) iiataton 4.y. pLc. am 

Ford4c iaj.so. ad padllajo. cat 1. to. 05.01. Soad 0.-woO, at-oh,, tth .a.dsad 1.14 
.olpan, o.d popn.o 04*0 pncdados at llnd.4 Oil by. Or. loodlo aadiçlaa .0115.. I-.( 
01,0	 °onn.o an. filly dna-hod 15.04.. 2.2. I .1 my lth010a100MnaOn*ad,a. 

F.. Msanol flr*a 11°. Sanl ,pi. onad a-no.,, a is 4.04. dea00ad Oa Scb,dod L7A 
Mona baofl,a - Ipia aba a to. Kim. Load Aa.snlr. 

#1.0,400 damon F.t lbs anaoiag at rank 'a S.adoo 3.4 b.eot 
Pba,o.r S,0,.nat - l.-aoao aiinoa, 'adat 4.04090110. Uafoom Canaaail Cad, a I. 

If.aS to. oppbicohl. )alodiSot 
lit4 ftndn..aI Ca,,. lb. but dx,. iblor - Coat D.a upon obigo a, Gunasand fIb, I 

aoanadln ad IS isonoeOut pi..io.s ad p,,olty if its. tonal boo bat paid by tou long.,, it 
ban; ondntaood 'hot lay pay..,, by to. Conponoon pwiaao a a 17aaio.a. or - Oo,nrnad D.ao 
do., 000 flat III Ooanaad fIb, at It bo .01.0044. 

Fo.SloW.r. lb. P.no.s.to.t,. anon 00*0 boldaofth, DIM Proiosdoo Fad oad.r to, 0,05 
PtoaSo, Food AgonsasaL 

ltd., Srdodok. lb. ithodid, ,.qalond a be o.bbaaad by to, boon., 00, opp000il by - 
Coopo,osa I aoa,dinoo .0411,04..'.). 

On. tb.thad.o lb. .,00n, at Prod,aa prodilad lIe toO Focijoy jilodla, tay Prod,.., t.sod a 
oporato or Pal th. Poolmop ad Prodoc bibiopac ao. Forth, in_oat of on,n orlanbotd. "rod. 
ooyol.y or toO., undo. tOfla 1 to. Prtd'acn. 

Con-otto F, lb. na. at 1014 Ia s,i,in ,.j s.ar. 
Gaa,.ao.oPnd,o. For oaya00000010oahmparlooflorgpo,ogso( Out aabon.rb.nnj,at 

Eli -. Pndua forsook nato to Out ,.taa. - losS,,! l.n.5of Ellabli Frodoc auto., onthob. 
ownoa nobly at b,,nls of 0,45, Prod... Or At - oo.sba. Ibatooso, .',o.I to lOOiliOO. to. 
.anao lub 1501 at-il a 340,10 aSd,Obod by- Goaaaa. Flag Wax ado b I - onput a go or. 
- or - 'onbu at IlIbudy of Wpbl. Pndoa 04.000 aooth to top gain nob olaborof land. 
atIlijbbo P1,440 at-thu onto to. tin_n soomS otIo.nln at 011401. P,odoa Or .50 poor aces 
a pear to,. 100.0Ot too Ifl001 pa land .qn,l a 02730 eoidpllod bytos Oonnaa Pita lad.. 

G.anna PS.. f.d.a For lay tool, oh, osmbor bondS ak, roonh doom.1 plato nb, is 
a-ni • (0) 00. anQad no - too S.dlsaly p.nadln; ainda, sooth diiid,d by- fll Or 
Morn, Ins (cr4.0. a otto, Oot gsa 1214,2). Isa (01 .1033 aoadposd by 10. nob., or 
ao.-M - dun, 0103* nod °do 0.0 aaodla.ly po.o,dlao saat 

CocoonS Dolt fob. 01,5 loon-or nido.ad by- Osao.,4 (dooa ad ga,nnaod by 00, 
Co.paosoioo pin_ia to 104 Go*taaad La,. Agnae. 

C.uas.S dada. Morgos Coil-ny Tocs Coo. pony atN V,d.oaag 00apy daly orn.5.d 
i.d aoa000 ad., toO Ia.. or - Sn,. of (dn von. or a aoo or .sobio. as I00d.r sad., is 
0..xa,nd Lao Apro.a.sL 

Co..n.,ed Lao. Apnnoot Ilto C'tdl, ad Goatasgy Apaao.- dim.d Ii atth. Coda, Don. 
no.1 to. Ooann Lo..dn. is '.0,0... ad to. Co.p.nnon. 

Gomnna.SN.oc lb. p.m000.y 0000' n nondad,; Oazonm,d fob. IraS p07.0,0. ak. 
O.an,a.g La,. ha-en... 

GoId,ta, - Sigma..,,. - Co4ddoards lb. Co"' Obd.11aa up Didawe lad 
Coadd.niiMjty pahti.M4,o44 F.d,rol Paaoan 44104.0+0mb., II. 1051, a onnd.4 boa da. a 
'at

Hurl. 55 toaona,. lb. don. 0004 Fon.,doo loOdodytno (00 but load, aons.d by is Fore, 
Ala ( HanS lad) Um Is dmato.d a is Ija, Aon,.oi da.d laoo,y I. L pkl on-dod I. Volume 
044. Pso. 167 Dad bosoni of Wood Caaty, Too.. - Oat A.rnans ha baa oand.d by 
ia,01an.oa 4s..d Apod 2*. 1944. ha. l. 1944. S.pasb., IS. 1111, 00mb., 21 1111, GaaS, 30. 170. 
DIa,ob.r1. I m. Dsaab'r o, l.a ad Donab,, 19. 19110. nond.d S Vobona 141. Poo 461. 
V.lsao 149. Pop 72. Vol05. 104. Pto. 402. Volta0 709. P.o, 137. V4o,a. 'Ia. Pni. 144, VOL.0,00 700. 
Pat. Old. Vd,s. $02, Pot. II. ad yb0,5 003. Fop (2, Dad boa-Si of Wood Coomony, Tat. ood 
Oil loads anord byad - 00 - boa Map. Ootoa lab., a Cnn-oct Gd Cmotonnan load 
N,o.mb., I. lOIS. o.a,d.d a Vol.0w III, Pop 229, Dad Raa,di of Wad Cosay. Too., 

Isfornoota Mgaoaoathat mm Io(oan,don M.aoroatoaa p,oylad in nap-on of bc P007.0 byrO. 
Bonn, ad - Span.,, a copy of oblco I o'iuoMd ii Och,dol, 2.1 boron. 

1.51.! #0.4,0.,.. 11., tnt dot. ot .040 bali or Ill oto, coal ban a000rot I 01 Satiaticary 
CO. Pmpeo nOill bat. on_nod sad 101 00' Paolioy ohms ban -- tot n a-,oad or 'm 
anon-id ,u al.ad,, day- is onnt. 0.0.. P,odaaoo of. los, .000 OFCD or Prod,... 

h.p-no, C...nL lb. L.op,aor Gnus! ad Dopay iosp.ot., Con.rnj for to. Corna.. is 
'oil as..., of 'aS ape.., G.ariO or Day,ory IooporiorG'ansb. ad lb.. 4a.tans otniath lap-tao, 
G.n,nj. f.p,ty lap.cron Giani or 

/i,oaol Cak Casnoan. Cool toinnod by to' opinIons of to, non_.., p000, a - Coat Di,, 
0 00.0ns of tot Oo.ra.e,'o o1n000 0000 I oadodisi id000.oiroo,. of .00., onnoad ay..na I Sad 
ioaoni .np.a, a - Tone Loin, 

ta.n,oaoos As,` .qa,y tarut so lay P,no., or say o14iaoso of my Neon of bono,.d son., 
or Or too d,ron.d poahiss p.c. of pmpiny ton, I good 0 lor'oao, ad may sao,,t bd'nrnd a osy 
Potion by Dor.00.t. a000dia, lit mann, in_so.. poy,bb. 0.0., 'boo lbr aoh odnoca iad too 
poya'Oa 054" aa,ncn to, too 10.111.; or s-lit o*aola( 0 P10, otis Facolloy 0, ooS.cI. for OS, 
p,Oacssoo

 
., ,I. Pniio.. 

h,roln. A. tn,. to too ran, at tons 10 bh,b,, b.2 bwrora doh'n,od * to. C,'noo, porno., 
a 5.0,0. 4.3151 bornor. 
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Lin. A .,onnqtd..d oft,,.'. plods.. 1.0,1*17 iniorut	 Ill. or stoop .1 n.y 1,114
indadin,arycndIoo.alooMmntr0001 other aidont.00000;min.nt100n,nm.plodp.nao,en.y 

oncombanc.. Ii.. or char ter ii - (on,. °f. km. and a,y alms.,... 00 JIb Ii oathanie oh, 
llinpntAny Fin,odo.S,c..,....t 

Medic Can,ocom. Aoy Proj... Contractor t4.o is a p.zty 001 bail. AISUOIIOL 

M.odea. P,oyo,..mos Pripoyn..,', o(Oaonnand Dob, r.qvind by lotS. 2.9 har.ot 

Moth.c F,.,.. For toy alo.d.r asia *o per 143,11 00'OO.4 a)caJaad by dJ'*dkç 

an amoan. equal ,olli th.awo,nnoltha Not T.. Primsotos 10.5.40*1 Cold 
doom; last maniA by this loan.., (adadini nay 110.ndad 04 saM Nan, sos mOnth 10 
AlauHa nfl. loan-ni. - till di 'w'on°. cmll indadini winsp.nston nil so cia Pnaloy of 
all Dd.inn plaroluad or ndsn.te acqwood by ci. loam-or danat Well .toath: by 

Oh) aiaoani.qo.Jioliith..010bo,o(bordnnfbiond040410lddaai0100hm010byAll 
loan.,., I .adodi*5 lay bicandid Od told danng ,.ah monthl y 01007 AlIliala or ci.. born..,', Imn 
lii - mambu or Santo of Diloonu parctu.d or cohanc. soqolond do'inr nash month by All 

IO1TOroL 

Mona, Coat Ianlin.. ma loan..,, .sdmaio no mink. Conins Dan or ,sqmaad tliabls Coo's of 
-. Fmo)lry .mesioo Anla no.imm and nsba.,*osa 0.4.45 S its Work hr.mkdon Samoon. 14 
loch (OniOlal ma taos S law (4*1the imionniSa M..nonntm. 

Mona Scb.ie in.bn.. Th. boa.,..,. ad.,." soot tho Canto, Dsioo(th. amyln darn f.i 
the Pmjaa in .mecda.a ak 'ho nio,00n AN naba'nnna iadnjod 0 on Work br.andana 
Ssnoaaro. by loch 1410001l0 inn.. tmnb S Fisan. 347 of rho lafnrosS. Ma,t.ofoada, 

Maow.n.r La.. Csatwa iaohl* ml mnimca orjngaue labOity of *4 Carport.., toil. 
pdropaJ .110cm, ot,md baamsn Os Ooanntnd Debt as dmn,iaad isa mordonm .,th Soon.. 3.' o5 
3.2 harlot 

Mona.., 'no, Goa.ana,, Ljah.l41p ml masiattam sUni liability of di. Corponno. 001104 
Pyco Ooaacnaw. Paynan Mntundrn so dmnnoa.d S acardona. .4* 3.cto.o 3.1 'od 3.4 bonot. 

Moaaana F'ocpdAa.o.. ma macian. ang.o. Uabtfiy nut. Ca.poauos 0.rp.y.noni at oh. 
pnndpS 'moan, otGonanaod Dnhr. .a.da,nniis.d to ,sann ciA km.., 3.l and 'a honor. 

MabOo,So F...' mc mcojaos not reals Somion 12.1tholot 

MOanI La,oSd RI". ma Smsc nt tha Ion..., in the noise,,] Lw., ajat., ,1 mach baja. 
A. Harm Sand Ramer-

M

IA. 

Lana. ma miamI lens., ohich an lisnoci, 5.0.4,1, 3.71 boronn. 

M.,nng A....., Cn,.,n. The mambo. no mew., it. .no,sonrwnaoi 004,00.4, crab. 'n.j... 
.itoo.owoob.,nbjp. proadnn.o s.d fr.aaioso n duoib.d 1. he En,nnm.nnal M.mmnoi Nan 
Ga.d.lin.. A. £na.snnowmci Maroon., Plan sad S°.°. SiNai hamor, 

A. moms., Prim, Th. ants.] -o pan po, lanai of blo,d.d Gil (oh. plans n' IL.. dolinnd 
to tho boyar I.,, lay otmpmtlnos a., paid by 'ha bonn..ni. 

Offito.3 C.nticna A ciolidmi. 'nod. and aorS by ho dnirnaiad Sanor Olasor at S.nco. 010mm 
ponlaam a p.n.,aon.n( AN Commiamno I loch p0,0,0,0 ob.J) be np.nd.d as ash ms,o(aao a. da,.d 
All dai, of a d.h'wry nrdaa oohoo'n,n. po.n.d.d hems. and onn'aanao 

ill aaamaa.a the .toa that 

(ii scab coins is daly qa&i0.d. bold, A. ocanoa nail,] S ts.,rndmn s.d in ro.oibar - 
*0, Como'in.,c., - cay noon. lip.,.., nob., dono'nasi titach oath mocha,e ioio aanmp.fl a, 
cite,.,.. tat., so. 

ON' - WUdCa hen PO4003104 p00.40' 10 0010434.0,010.001* *1101001 thai 
to .11.4 arc. by ho Cwpoo.coa a. a bail. norohs Co.pono.o'. iahiog - nnahhoLdl ammo ondit 
- Coamlonat 

(a) allan at cola., ban mad. - .aemnanoe at anionupib.. - rralto .1. 'ark 
omn,'n at allan' opdaloo 'a rnooabty noonsaty en cab). - a.om, at allan,. mill 'to 
0aa All tonS 5,00 n-tOm.. 

51.,) oh. flaaa - 5ft.moSc moaioui he cay - .ompoaa; at 0.0usd doa.ico 
010 0*0 AN mmploaat is sO mats,,.] mspc.0 0..f - CMNAIL All toy - dean-a. donna, 
- a n- coy - nuy so - tha momma. AN itemSon a than coo 
noladlat is any, mn-i.] Arever, is light of - nma. asdo, oblab ahoy .n.ad., 

In - damon, not hrolot - 'toni...., pnn.nc at - Comoliaci. All 

(0	 omanin an,, otto. amisa) - diii liability panidad me is Ooai000 141.13. LU
and 60 .1 it. Am aad 
(I) nay o.hat oocm..c ifl..irS by ipntOc p,ot*aioo at abia C000]c.as. 

AmnaL Tb. lamb. of S. bo.soo.. mnobliah.d ho 'A. dapos of oil of 'ho la.rna.,'. 
op.ntag and coat ipn. sod lot 'ho p.,1 of .0 .1 hr bor'On?a am and anamon. map. 
511.111. Ca 

4idaot bq.aaa A p001,00 cia psinads] ama,., of Debt thai 'a .00n paymam cabadolod a, 
AM - - Oil. ole jammed at . Odiodataty Pnoa,act Oot...] Py.p.yo,na nho]l isdcdo 
paymnom ci' the pimatp& ama,,. at Dot. inlaid.; ho.. 03104.0 4.00! p.n'nb.oat c5o..l d.abld.oep 
psym000 - patthaaa of.ono.dJo5 Ciba hothat p100040001 op.p miotca p coOls. 0004.003411°f 

ala #bisaed .444,1.000 With lupem .0 Ibs Pool.... all kdncL an. - - aonnmoonl 
b.i.o.S iaa indmdloJ post dIjon n,bnidlo. can ohaaw 5500,0m100. TOO mOapi Onaaao and 
Ind Al or caoaoy .31cm rant, pnoid.d that - - on, Am tc.aco.d or iodcdo Onoatol 
cocoacoan from - Catpcaaoo ptanaau 40 Alto Commaa.nt 

Ooygao S0i9 C.oaon, me P.040cm Sop,iy Acne,..., loahrnd f1019bA boron. U..ot 
Ca,t.d. AN - Spomne di.,] Combo, II. 5914. abark - ban aaacrd by thr SyOcsOt 00 ton 
bor,nc.r. pcnnaoo no ohio U,!.. 009.4. be, o.'t no niopply hqaid onyt.. ad oils,., to *4 
lon.t'i., ron the P.olnn - n-mo.,] Incas. fasts. 

Per.a. All ,nno,.nt4) at other .n,400.y p.o.,,.. Ion..,. anthothodoas. arutca.a. appnmab, 
a...nn. mica.t,., coat dodonnoon. i.dadiog nay aoc,dm,oa or mdi&anooa hen,. -took Are or 
CAL) ho nqiaand 0.r- P,nj... 

PanoOarod Esnaenatn. mote Li... and 00c1 €0.4 d.lnO An Pnnmnt.d E.c.n.bnaon in *4 
D'od of That 

blOothered !sr.n.mnso loveim.,, mod, by AM loan.', At On! mactrail). oblipnona A,, 
cm dma obth.nsrs of - lJ.oacd 35,5., or any a,o,cy at rnnmonaalicy of ito Uoii.d Sso,n or 

*05 no. Icily, flcronnnd by the toll tooth - aid], of its Umnld Stola .04 Oh' anod,un of doponit of 
lamb or ,o.4mp a.,] boom 1400004000 O,tamard andar oh. tao, of iko Unia.d Stain Or I but sh.r.,tor 
AM Diana of Colombia - katie; cop.],] noon and ,a.pOac ot an lout 1200.000.000. in cash to. ark 
moi.nta no, by oocmo of IN 4a., 

P.r,oimrS ?aalocoa A .pmir.oioa by - bon*o.r - ho Son..er n( thoir p.n,ap.00n in hr 
Pinion in aoatdaaa till psoSiona of Aatda in baint 

For.... Any imdinld,ai. n,TOfl000,. piotoanbip. .ob.a001y 0010an,o, loin, nod ompany. bcsinita
otcohnSnalooncy 

Pbdrr Arr.. m. Plod. Apoomant di,td not the. Clod,. Omit. 'mans tho be-nor, in, 
Corpootne-. it. Ganatnd I.nd.r and 'ho Pladg.bald.r. pan..,, motochth, Speosor A. plodpd At 
01 thr .001104,.. sep04! nook of the bairn..,. is,] A. ..od to pkdo n.y Debt of 'ha 5*r,con laid 
Cy 04 y 040153. anoO( oil., ahi,. tho Or.un,i..d Dali.

Pbdtrhaldn,. 'Cli. P.,,,. 0, I. lime llMo .. pisdflboId.r and., Ii. P1.11. All....., 
PIt For amy 000*. the ion.,tn,cnaty cd]onad Produm, b y. INC. for 'Plninh.d ,o,dn. 

cidodiop Ibodn° ( or moy icnauor Ida) br nook nionth As pahliabs in Prods,., P.C. odron (or loch 
month lot ..y •looOr pnbla. 	 o lo.) by . Units Stated 

D.pn000.nn of Labor, hr.,. of Labor 
Sianana at At an-nOt p014404 .1tothe IbM lath oda OF Inn-or oil-is dtomo,i.a.4 cm l. 
banh of in abc.,.0 All .i,oida.dy innd]dS. It *anoo.r sod It Co.pomonan nay, by m,an.I 
op.,000i. adapo 0 aplaamao, india at indian OL in Aid 'bacon of nook .5,1000n.!. th I Oo.n.cor a,,,] 
I. Ca,pooadom atoll, apt. he .04can of .othnt. ratio., - pnadar,a at Socton 12,10 linaC rot it. 
p..,end or lot..,]., lash A mnplaamons 1dm 00 indIa. a1000I mosS p,ot.dsms. If,.,] 0 II onIons 
sppooyoaao. any s.Iado. Al - a nplocannoo Idos or SIan may ham. ranoania. of.,.' 

Pnoic,narr PnMt Ac alp den, tho pooled of - pro'*dod ando, SenliOn 547lbOj43lA) orb 
Iaoba'opty Codt 4 or any son-so, 1 00001 p,ior CAlt. Olos of ipon4om "do, Is lonbrayo.y Cod. 
dnolal ohio n.mf.m, mad, hem o debtor An a median, "cash 'a no. no said., In, dodoad in Soan. 
IOIiUlOtthalasitptcyCodsboraoynacm,00rpooti.ionl!, they be..'odi,]if,caSa,mf,,n,hs,aia. 
moo, 'ho comdi,ono no I. ".1.54 no protidid in nook SImian 347 or lay teams.., p400*0°c, I, 

Pmmeo Con,,.. AOrc,.t For Any moos... 'moo,, in donna iq,ol 0 the p.tdtoot obtain,] by 
molQplyiafl All .o,sao.	 b.m namntlacnlno(Ehiooble Puod	 nod, month by II! noottot hom,o,n.	,it 
any, by 'hack MCA a- Pnn rat itch mamA sn-do di. Mackit Paiti tnt ,oth month. 

Par. Ccaa,.o onaa Tbo paytoona, r.qwrod An he mad, by ny. Conpam.don 0 no Ion..,., 
ponl0000 m Iota. I harsof. 

b.c. G.ensa., Fo0*ad no pin.,] tnmmondsO on 'ha 40,1 or jtl]dsI ProdsOon and rndio a. I. 
I'M sthaO 4'on 1100 ynn run, aodla An nook .a.dn, don, no at -tick thu Co..,.. boo 
ma,]. Prim Gonna. Poymno is an .unps. .mo,nn oqoal b y SdO.0.0000. 

t0*orapoO StcnhIaIdan, Oath or Uoio. Cajoid.. Con. L.bnniornn Iaoonnno.al. tN. La., on,] 
CanE],. Co. La.,, 

F.nmtpol Si.chlud.n drones,. no Panopa] 3.o*3nld.n Acrsnacoi. dolt,] At or - Clan,,. 
Doo, 00nn ho Poiodpal Slackhol,].n sod,],. C.,yor.non. 

bath,,.. Cads .11 prod.,.,] hen. oh. Faaliry nadodina Dda.n, lenin. 

JACK' Lb....t Pcap,oh R.qwad P.ynnno ,.qair.,] 1. ho - dusnidy noah. Co,po,otinn panoaaa 
to S.mom 7,0 b.not 

Fr900Ska.noFman& mapniodamamo.ao,onit.Comi Do. Add .adio.onl.,]000.,bicoj lb 
p.... - - Coot D.s.. .onndod byasu doyrer 'n.h day *1 nay pono,] at lb.. Or.., 
mantel,, day, daaioo 'bob in. In,].et is prodam,]; p0,1105,10,00 - n,.noal Co., am., 01* 
mom.a no any day doom, obiab no Pi.dat, A onowneende Stan. 'ho Inaliq oao anporanty too np.olnod 
600nlo p.dorribi mom icAodaiod mao-.... at sitar loan,. nnsntonanc, in lber co.- of non..] 
000t05004. 

bar.,,. (I) ml flpaodOO 004 nadnOmoon of thet FntIity I indadio5 tho dr3lnc or addolna] 
p.odatoca aad '*ern *043. Is mcdibmioc, or-W. oat, And othor am-on "land "I. dntn. 
lopoaO.atamnonona.di00000pof red Pua]l,yLl,ism,00.najc..na,n.snoa,od ntcns..a.nant 
Its PI'ohiy mad I ill - - of Uladod Cd -- boon tha Paa]],y. 

Pmn. Conosatna.. Any ianln0,Or or nahmoi.coor boon awn, iSIS is apOimolli 'ink, at In 
oohnci.o snoapod by, they lane.,., or Ilt ipao.or a poond. or thnah Any tnos.nt,l. .qatpn.no, 
l.tlnodopy baohna. 041,040 (adladiac i000000.nn band.;. iadtpond.oi n-amoco and n.nnl ba-i at 
lobor -to cii... At lay POloOO of the Pin, cod coy moaRnarn a, ,ahnnanctoa 'TO P.cinI 
Cnnot.torr,cnrdla.n(All. 

Pow.,, .Ws.epnia. FOe ma p,o(ad,ms cad method, (or into ds'o.Iopn.n1 maosoann. on,] 
(000,01 Of .0. PInion - the no,doa,o, of oh. oaanm at Prnmt P,nonaoi 'ad P,oinn Co.--. 
onnit,d thnni. i'd,.].5 baa non lina,.,] m oh' p.cmdsrn Sad .,.th.da to, nh• donolop.,an. 
p.odamos scb.dnta and Son,.] and out0.] ap.rniog pn.ndnnn. a,c.anio, p...,, sad qnol.ty 
nonoan ennna. ddiisaod a the Coopattoon p1000000 m boa. 43 b.o.ct. as am..00d hem tan, so 
Ma p Ad 	 7.17 b.s.ot 

ba Moaonai.n. Rn Tb. mann iso rob. In SaSs. iJ bonct' 

bd]t los...' - dir-oat. oalcc. omploy.. - ann of it. lotte-or. it. Spoo,o. at 5 M.jat 
Cto,,met ha - at bco bad soy m..annac .bdiny ron, at *1.1. at - bin ismnb.od omit. 
any	 at.oypan,ofth.Pnas. 

Ftqoo A.mmt board.. bcohu. donna.., tnp000. sonata.,].. nmo mn-cam, pope.. 
dcc. Aomoodog D.c. Oc4.. Ian. R,asida, Yachts,] bits. ccinlaco.c. dsoaissa, 

pn.a., 0.01.0,10. .omrdlam, mimnOla. AN lay mccl, at pot toer sno,ae at mnoodln data or 
SkenoSnAtededood, 0th... Omoano.. mop.., iwecm, a. - he atfloi Of A. loin..,. I, 
Sooco, at say Moire C..aanq. .9 on soy - No	 to the Pnjna the loan.,,,. AM
Spemat at ,blo C.mmaim.at 

btr.a machat., Righa. - raaluooy hinhc dn.Oopad. cat mason,] by oh. Samoa, at 
I. Spostnn Ib, non. tier ocodar at n,nolad Inn 'ho dsd.n. com at oper0000 of tho Pooti.. 

PtSamy bo.n T.abtm] Don, of any Pnn,no ohio bady siad. oman or bon.bo.. - as 
4.4(0 peodain at oohaaq.. thomina n.pn.icoo ci nst.,iola. Om o.oulaos at ptcdlo 
macho,],. p.0. at ano, vdto. toot m.d]OtobO.a thinoc aO 1.111 an 'tans,] .a.osin AN 
mcfltn daat moiaa.o,]Annddnn by - Pnnoco.,] odicront noadaad an roopnlenny - 

- - - 

(a) a,. And, ,,,nlly ha..' at sooth, from cthoo mist odobono oblicatsa nonroos; thai, 
31-

Il Ion lao sady n,..l.w. by - nojat no cot.,, -job... nblipton mn,oniaa 'hats 

Al 

cnaod*n.lh% a,] 

"anon ae4cind by 'ha C.npo.aoo. .,ithots, obllpSo aaatnmaani hair condd.noahay 
hem a Poa.on Oothrf ha ho bono.,om nrA. Spontoel -_ luoRody asqoc.,] od dana. 

lid, Oath .1 Ia In. penis.. 0100 adonpioo ado anocani a ponnol of th. Air S.y.m,nn. 
Patios. 

ha Ooyn Ssap000woo. The PSA Cayaa Pondoaboppiy Arnnnoi. darn,] *° dart hoint 
hanan Uo]oo Coal,]. ad In scion.,.,. pcna.m so oh'S U.]., Coojod. Ia 'nd no Onion 004 
nnao,'cmth. A], Sops,,,,, P.a]]oc. semi,] by Union 01914.0.410 apply op so ISO Tempo, day or 
0070,0010 'hr Pro,.o, oiler oh. omplaioo of 'ha A]. S.yaocao. Foci],.. 

Q,nsrc. A p,a.d of hon. nunosnon. aMa,]., rosnh. bqnnoong O lay Jcaany I. Aped I. 'dy I 
orOstahor I. 

Ron].,., Appooao& Al lone - .oiian nh alt at ad ho m,00l.*d (cc l. P.,1... a,d II! 
0050tnaciad or cohn nO.clan.iy pnmoio, Imoana, a,thninoiooa, aotOatn, oflndfla000 ad dada,,. 
no.,. indedin coy amadc..no on nodthatnmn 5a.m. obath an. at 'iu he r.qoir.d, br or 
nonnioon 'sooth 'ho ,soocnoi. dii]nmy at po*naaan o( ,his Caoonaan,nt *4 Gaar,niatd Loao 
As]Oottaot 'ha Tint Loan, soy 010. Collateral Aonn0000 at coy of her boaac Arm..... 

R,qna,.d Faon.n.a. Poy.ens niqoo,nd m ho nod. "dir .s Mo,da,00y Pp,pnytn.nn or Prod, 
Shut,, P.ynaan. A. Corporatcon ponoomm Son.. 70 Mint 

0.qno,nd 11" &--. A ntatawn, he AM (on., All fob. in LebiS, 7.9 Inn, dabromod 'ho 
Col. ponooatso Samoa y,90b) o..nc 

S,cOco'aooy C.aa,na.oa 11 TIM ocion.,,m atoll of A. tobloaot 

1,1 ,b. Corpora,,, that bin ..,apriis ojooti,]..,, .,aaonably ,a,osilaot, to i, the. hi 
Inca lod 0o,h,r pn.nuosaca000 apn.nrt soot on ad Oit. of CM ISA'S nhotO han, ho., 
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dittid. lot sdtq.ait. hid.., her they Fib.ttaoct tad ittt*ttoioioa stall a .,o of a. P5k ,IttlI lion. 
bits acthoaiaod and tottocoolly itnoatt.d by Utica Ci004da, lad this so psatehu. *rdaa rat 
.qitpcs ttcaioxy to, - tsb,ia.00 s.d ti.ittotda. - hno ha.. otto. ootist.aa 
wbadata p.rmittta .atn*da. at ha On. P5A by ha data toa..optst.d thondthr I the PtA 
Coy'.. SopyEy Avtaaflo 

(b) the Corparadaa had hiu baa aipdId sub nidaaa na.onobty satitictoosy ara that 
Utica Ciasid. hit hoot i.tatnd ii hut 30% at ha ciii nnatat.4 at. her - tabnabo. sad 

at the haa flAa to be Ant aa0505wil, 
lot We p.1iO4 tract - this sat naa.,tti. aths aaaiaiiaa 'hat thu Cats, Ds - 

boat,..., chit ha., .a.a aoy,a inst ha Hiatt. Saad bat...., itt, inns. tat, at ate - isa. 
5diowysy day, and 

0) the .-.of egibla Ca... .ud.idio; s0 Ion.. thaan - upton.. J. ntIS at. In. 
this 517.300.001. 
S,.,atcty V Oona lb. Sacaniary at - Usitad Stint Dapanatsot or Doria... Ut. Iqit aitatalo, 

or	 Saeatoay - dosapsa øy d.,5an. otitath Stantasy as 
S..naatyclLstarna. lb. Sa..a..ay all. U.isad Soot.. Dcpanaaaa at Eaory. ha apt tuattar of 

tooth Savoaa,y sad dat.pt.. at OctopI.. at sooth Saor..a.y tt sounlor. 

Sata.sy Vial.,. lb. SIOstOt OtIS. I.Joiaad Stat.. Cayana.aa., or Labar. ha 1511 statics at 
sooth Soanaay an d.lcp'c or dnisaaas or taos Stanton in 

Scnaay Vtha Tn.ay, The Saniary ct - Ucatad Stint D.patneacot it ha inss.iy. - I.gal 
otpath Swoa.y tad dunn.,. to daspaw at ccci S,a.nyar 

Sanicpiks bahauncthaUossacopartha5ar.e_oo.4y.il,obatnnt..,t*natin 
- than... ath, thictrsatatir. Oat.,. it d.c aas.oit alOt.o haM toot or asy tour oa,panS.a. ha 
host... at tba ba.cd at daantwta. pran.daat, to .... r ytn,t4.tr taut,., an'.war at.aip.a,t 
taoS, that dton.ii at stab its_nasa hansa5 enpcatbtbry ths - toepcntac.s ia.a),.s..t a to. 
p.,- 

Spa.,.. Ceaaautth 00 Coeponttcc. c Ddaoon n.penao,. Of say staanaor thin.. so notatiaad 
tad., Stat. LI b.n,.t 

Sacotsosip. My aochbold.r at bE Sptust. 
Sslxnpas. .dspn.s.ac, lit. S.b.aap.a.n tuna.... dual soot the Ccii.' Data, by tad 5.00$ 

tha Spec... tad Sort-or sad Oa Potops Snhhtid.a yearearems rot await, ,aambann in ha 
Bo.eaose by ha PoaiipsO Soabhctdon. 

Scophat..caj Ohacatuatas Man.aatn1 nptdkd it the Botiso,so.ttoa Mosimnag 'to. ohio I sit 
nt.tand by Ca..pdcao. Mocttaat.t1. 

Sat,t ryan.. no soda u...... - 0000 at stat p.ap.'ny dnoaibod is Stbadtit. 17C thatnt.. 
Tnba.cia Daa. B.oa pd.d atoms.c., flntdJ.aa at Ma. ,.005noa,n.td. ala odaaalocr wasoat 

stain at doojin.aas,ao at tcaaatth. ,ap.tttacataa. dn.thyiitant.t. d.ma .otntoon at tomato,,.; 
nethos talI.cotaaa outhi, at said to duo. snor Pitctii Op ts pto.tn. ptadso.. .00, atsasat. 
oeor,.atsoo.po,.,o, ast..aLaio.ltas tOtacds.ascckiad that dcaa. lb.daaa,ayb. 
antic or pta...) diatcasoc ta ittadia Itch a. drao,,p it pltc,a4enpis. last I. spacOabtac 0e 0,15.04 
not(at,Oaao. On dat,. dotbasta. pcadtoaa. data. labanoary t.alyu. Ot asapwar tab-,,. ,.dtodiaa 
atthtii haul...d nmpatar ptflnas. data bun sad a.tptcce taboo,. doa.aa,.aaa, I. Tocattal 
Dot. tidE... .ttabaat titcaaio. ni.nito. ..ataanoa sad apnat, data. n.s.a.,'.. dnnav lad 
a.acaaad lao. sp.attatiist.a. stasdaads. snond sit.., sinaIn cantos st_an, onto. ada ida... 
hiatus, a.. a.ibysct lid eStatE stain...., 

Tofloa.daa, I/pita. AU pica, lit...... that-Ito' tnOatIon is dtbte rtoyaiatoty flab.. 004itnd 
anita,, ret.. ha Pnoa.. Ott., that bat ososaaobin it OOtOsta!y asts'.hatr --- With 

annad at turner Casts,. To
y

..sin. .5th mud. otly ha punt.. Itataa. ktoa..itoo. 
tab.abagy nalt, and tuba, pooptata.y n.hm soboatoat ba C.tcp.nan. Tnthttotoy karat,.... 

tan ta.,. lb. 53.000,015 $sitps 'soul iaac.onE ntis - .tadm to th. tsc,oaat by ha 
Pthpai Scahhatd.n at the Ctoai,• D.c. batsm latas, p.yabu oi.r.aly, slits, aqaa by ha 
pita, that, .  pabiahtd era. - nitsa by R.pobticbiab Dada, FdA) p0nd a.. poaw. ad payabit 

tat .s.t s.w,saaaa amounted an on.. shoe ha Csooff Data that Prtpayobber on ha 
was, p.c4d.d in 3.S.a p. to sratn. nSdaaad by pasinatry atan or - ital y's. ia ha - at 
Lihib.. to baneto. 

rah. I.. - ii. anna. ot..yan sun has u.thy .tatys., .tbich in pa.... - ion 
dip... 1. tax patiada pa, aqaun - Isadug pinion .ntdd oit'.ya 
asta..atld,tiOrabtot.n, 

Tops Lass. lb. Mq5 Piopany U d.Iaad in - Dad ot Iran 
T,naac,. lb. Pe.aa - Pious.. .aha usa a,,,.. 	 at toss... 'ada ha Data clinic. 
Clii.. C.Mdt union CoatEd. Cor yarada.. . rho Vast at,panns. 
C/alaS Saint lb. UnitS Sat,.. at Aat.rta, 

Vast Jra.*datot Lana,. lb. Batn.o.ars nniham 'oaks atditidiag ha taskd or nab .andan.d 
- waoplataa the titian re hand oaks it n.O thith Al - Iatcnaua. d.noraada,, 

W.rkw SnOtty A ttntl'ka,pin4 sy.a,,. -barb iaatnis difaaaa rypa utaanaua.nd haiti sad 
sit.ry, 'kansas.. 1,0.4100 oath., asp.sa. dame. ..diao .nnasi. d...rapbia di.. a.d jab 
-

Afll S
Baw..ncnoto a.t,Wcasaaaiin 0. nan Io.so,an tats. 

The Boot..... - tb. Sp.s.ar - tnpnuon - out post an the Ciepand.. as Mnaaattas t.s 
fain in his And. 1. 

S.' I,tn.d.. Ma..nn0 Pias..tat S.I. Faa Dbulanr.t C,...Ib,,s Ma... 
Is) ma tnja.ns,a. bd.tporitdstn, a ory at 'inch i it!i.had hon.. on Sdt,di!a LI. oartoay 

do.cnha .5! sic,).! tupaat ha Bores-.,. is. Sputa.. ha Ptio0, hs As, S.yanaa, Paahaas tad 
the Pant.,.. do.. a.o a.taia cay, oat... or aaab.adiai a.at.mn, or say tt.taiia tin .1 4. tao anSi to 
stota sat ha -anon a nab. itt tttte!n.t... tttneyi sad dOslr_.no =saaicti tk.raia art 
.iislaSiai I say assaSal tuota I Tihi at ha hanast.,..derearl shack hay net noda. Alt 
pyapanon - sonata a,taa.ad in in t)iantdcd to put at ha fiedureentroll M.aon.dic net md. 
sN' .aaa,.bla ,anopas. no nn bntdipo. sacanpaso. so , Sonata, 'ad Spc.aar bib.,, in 
etunonbit ssd acobio, an anty.d at .-Sort.., at Snout. to bib.'. ha, 'cob paoja,.ioa. s.d 

--am at toocaflont. to soy .tasasti! anp.a. lb. ataettisbcn Mtttt.nodti. 
tonk it! ataaamttO taintapatsa - to pitponso ha pat.iat - ..taiwa.attoind harm,. Ho 
into.aaito. hat-u.n ha formation or ha Span., paso..., on the Octane, ha Spaaaor. that Piolity. 
lb. Air S.panana Psabut at ha fralon. hat -todd be satins ta a pad.., hood.... pana,a 4.5,1m 
cost., asia ho Coattaattia., or to sasboad. st y Di,bin.tint. baa ho.. attitt,d Ito., ha tttbinetoao, 
.bOatonsdim On a an catty 0.0 oOntsot.ly dbdand in to .toa.tt.b Inputs in ha tsta.n,soa, 
Muaan.da.. 

ho A0 a.aaoa! .a.saont. at It. Spits. 'pisatti ii Ut. tatant.ao , Maoanttdat., bat. bans 
panpand it saaS.,a .1.5 gn.nnbly a_auto acata.smni pnaapin to.ti.uady cypliad )a.apa to 
dbdaad an .5th coatoita ..atatnn, and Ott..., t...ty ha aoa.oiil ctodmaan or On Spattor .40(1k. 
twç.non. data atha bilatsa Sian,. Idladid toni. - ha cmtttiot000aoaoa. a/den Spa,or roe ha 
"1 panada cat.nd by it .55atcsau of it..,. indtod.d hunt,. sod. slat. Ut. data .1 mm tacit 
annus atocb bits a aba has, hso ban. at .bat,, at at, i,ai.as nsdiate,opnbcni, htain,.a 
mandate.p tafatfln atha Opctaoe thus hotel hone a ,st.Stt ui aton ma ha Ptotaa at ha abIlity 
otIS. Satan.., or an Sptaor 1. patton,. in ohti,oia.a i.E., thIs Cas.tattn.at . to. Ta,at Loot, any at 
ha. 'sass Aaana.ato at cay or ha Cad!ito.i Aunt..sto. Poise a th. Coot0 let.. that Iceetorap

...,ad to an boatas or aranbots tad h.d in 550050 at ll.bilia,.. lb. Caatambs,.d Asolts hat, boat 
aaoa/ttaid by ha Spout, to ha Sort'.. Or tacksags for as top...) nob or the Basso-., aod ohs 
Cottatbitad inca Idsu. alt aaaaamis! '000.4 oo,.d by ha Spas.,, attnadiataly pad, to that di.. honot 
"0th sen tat....., to ha Pt,)nn, Tha Sit-asia to,, SOCWT.d by ha tponso, for thu Cottetbi.id Ass.. 
bass - oh.. 5I0.Ofl nUlls, pu, ha anion. or Eiipbl. Cost. ocha Count Dirt ma toreoo.r baa 
at Sibitaba sat aba-ta on ha hiatus cm. alit. So's-,, Oaniabad pninat.t to Satioa 1.1 It hi bosiat. 

or -bath ant,, at ha Pstj.a In the ha Ccsthbatcd Maca,, 0,10th nat i saw., anqalcod to he 
disdaa.d than, a iaa.dina our a,narsoy tcnpt.d a.uiaaaa psiacpha.. Siaas ha dam or the son 
stat, balsa. sin, or - Span.,, ttotioad in ha tati,miba. Moaaeaodoo. the., ha ha. .5 
.ata,aa adetna uha.p all ha t.aaal.t ndltio., poapan at pnpasaa otha Sort-.,as asp.rtd to 
ha toatatal ad-., - Spa.. is naac,ad in - b,iona 'thai has 'aatd so., . macriot 04,.,., 
When a. ha Panjaa or that ibaiay at the boom.,., a, ha so- to inner. to abtipaaa sod., thin 
Ccnnaaa.ol ha hams !sat, say at ha Bitt, At-same. or say at that Caltitani Arnntiaats 

(C) A Mandate add amorman on of in admi -it nommummen to rommon Om the dam 
hanoi pietaslo; to the .op.aas, - moditaashia at that F.Sh.y - S tunpian lad titanor 
d.atpnaoo at- ps).h0ed tan has hint immurement by or.. bahalt otha nat...., or ba Spasor 
thai sodadia the duito been atha Foahay ban. y ou oad. .,.dib!a to ha Ccrpan,o, 

(d) Natha, ha Sort.,,, 0.' On Spanorbistan or say peopoaid tisoints any hd.r.!. stat. or 
- a,. Star antlstos Or a my Ptaauo obtaiaad by aria brba!tatha lana.., at ha,, a, 
or pant, at ha do.. b.a.at, 'bUsh thasso, me .dopt.d. satid bins .tatariot ,dtcr.. .kao. ha Put.
or ha obdity at ha lore..,, ap is. Scout, to paadthan itt obtissat,a c.d.t thin Cot.ataua.aa, ha Tarn 
Lot,, Any of the Stoic Amaimana 0, soy.' ha CoO....,! 150a.m..., 

12 O..aain.tha. and Asth.duy. 
(it lb. Sant.o., I a capon... and has bust dily orpai..d - I ntjidty .siosaa in good 

nindt,, ada ha haom at ha Stat. or To.,, and lath., the baitaito toona.n,d at pthpan,d 5 ho 
waa.a.tad by tat. Bottos.r ate ha paop.ny santE a Iaaaad or p.aps..d to ha oaad or laud by ohs 
Boston, raqanow hi Sortnr a it. qsaiO.d sot tacnp asrponasb in ssyjao)adioina. lb. iapitsot 
tb. 1,00.. at tacapoea.aa sad ha Byiso'. at ha Sort's, dalie.and to ha Cospatobot as ha Coats 
Dos. 'a, it.. sad a, pit,.. 

(h) lb. Spout, is atponana dily aetaa.ad sad 'dd5y os..oa. 1usd oondf,a sods, ha laid 
otha Sta. at Datan,.at - italy qttilidad aod is 5.00 aiodia. aol toa.op as_nat, in-Sot, at 
Taaaa. sad aitha, ha baiiaa,a tnaaaoad a. pt,.paud a ha ..sao.ad by ha Spat.,, asp de. panpoeny 
oa'a,d a, u.s.a,t mounted to betrothed  or In. by tat. Spotsar epaeai.a thu tpouaorat he qauiO.dao 
• tnag, napos000.i, ioyaba.y.n,diao. )aao.pi jandtaou inS,iaktbs were an toqaab& aaold 
so, baa. 5 'suns .dtana tinn a. ha Ptai.at or me nerna, at h. Spoaap to parsons in cbli,.Soa 
ito, thU. Ca,ai.naia. I. ml apt.. at ha Ca.tdoa.. at taasyansaa - ht By'li-. or oh. Spot,., 
d.boasad to ha Coepars.a.o on ha Coist Dot. a. Ira aId conpiat,. 

tnt lb. Son-., had the pa-os sad tithoat.y mao., laaaur at bald to. P,d!i.y, to a.dsc. its 
saa, b	 so so, toodactad, at any ot ISs Panian at rememberedin ha tolanto.os td.toonadam. to 

cant,.. nod dab,., ha Casatasa.. ad aich Otha Ciil..anb Arnta.ata sad ha BaIt A.n.,.ataoo 
'htrh ha tot.,.., to a puny ad that iaaoatsataaa .tlidct000 On in Los', tad to any at., its 
ahllotas.. bansad.r aid ha,taada, s.d to p.rta.tt in ,blipaaaa .i.d.rth. Toso Lois ad lb. Mia.tsl 
t,caaaa. lba .sa.aua and dabo.ry by the Sort-., at ala Co.,aiam.ai sad 'lii .1 hat Collot.nl 
Ion.,.... sad tots Bun Arnanian to Stick the Sort-oat p.ny 0.4 ha attn..,,. .tndataon ha 
1.,.. Lot., aad that lana's,', p.otasn.aos haantiad.e and hae.aad., tad ttda, her Mi.trtl Lasoaa. 
ha,. bios dity staaiopu,d by 'ii .anaa.y icit, onha psi, all. Ban,-,,, sod and - acn.m.ot 

boys!, ,.11d - b.adl.a ahli,saa, or the Sara.... ..tatcahm ap j.ao ha toni.., to 
iaaads.a -ath I. ntn aaapa 0 ao0 satatt,tbt!tty s.y ha )iatc.d by bitknap.ay. ia,oloatc'tt. 
l,orttcsaa., ntonatnto. I. a.b.c aiatdsr Ian, atcia, ha 'ito....., at and),..,. tnt. ana.n!p 
sad .aape to he a.tcas the ha ailoan.a.a, ataqoitabin n.tidi.. ,ay In liii.,... h' sppltoaas. at 
.qtoibba pansopu., 

lOt 'ma Sp..ao. hut ha pon, tad aahantyatuaadaa Sac to.ia.s us a.. nsdoaa.d, taco...,. 
aid otto'., ha C..-.... a. at tat. Caltacnb AItntn.a, a ohi. itoo .ini a.ot to nary has 
its ahbpdoac has,oadn aid hanaod.t. Tha ocacans - d.titt.ty by haSpoasyotha Coosiana 
- 0.0 at ha Cdllact.) Aan.,as. at 'hh. ha Spaa.r ins pasty - ha Span.', panfatns,a 
bnaaadap - ha,aa,4.p. bit. ban dSp .abohi.d by so .aa.aaay u5.d ao ha pin .1 may Spsatoo. 
- sack sin iausooa aaadsaat taps. noted and bOadl ahb.sas by the Span.... .slba.saaia 
,pbaa ha Spoae in a.to,. Solo too'., nap, at at/aa.abbaay say be both.d by ba,bripwy, 
iaaodnn.cy, s.trpsitaot,.w.toha,Eooaa,men elected ha atan.mcst at andlatn' dais 
paoaby and amps so the	 hat hant.easato at aqatiotbe mareadmard atsy be paj.a at ha
sppit.usan at ooabde pa)adsda 

2.3 A.h.atnansa., A1wt't ad Po. 
(it A ',plat tad nanas hi, at so .aaanal Panb. sod Rapsaa.ay Appnatstc 'hick 'ads, 

.aba..,I.. .aa b y .0l hear son maapOa.d at b y nqabs to. ha Pr,j.a in in, torah in Scb.dsta 2.3 

(h) An at tic.. Pnm. and Rntdnaasy AppiatSa Mad I Sobsdtd. U bn - Shad,!a 
Wa.ada .c.antcip he or theda. h..aotIt) ho.. p.t.a. ad R.a,bany Apata'a)n ha, bonn - 
ah.aia.d by a, as hshsalat ha bait...., - ha S005aa.. bthay - Puma. - R..atoy Apponla 
ta, baits aaoco.d a,. ha bsn bianhads. at ha Bose.-., ad h* Spon.os. •he.h., sap soon 
haan.t inar - - hnnnad ad rtbshar 5)1 petidi p.tndd.d to, in say tp0diabs. ta-at titsaa. 
tar aoi.,. a thabotnin hand ban ..4nt tO) - hanla ad R.pisoaty Appranaa hat bitt bitt 
'aphid too b's on for .h,oaa.d and tmorman - sppoiudsa ion h, nwaa.d .r. at ha had 
bso.sdp at ha lnnon.., cad ha Sae. nttts.tha cay is,... hono,

a 
by  has bans hnsata,d. ad 

bit 'ha. hernia ad Raytd.aory Aapsaetin ha, .n 5 he oppdad for 
itt All P..a.1 - bntsaatt, Appants hat an r'oala,d a. baa, - oboabasd pow. so ha data 

ba-ct Ito'. hs.n tb.aj.ad 'otIS. .capo U ..a.d Os Shads. 5.3 btstto, bare beta sdtipd by ha 
Spat,, to the Sortn, if cut oatito5!y iboaiaad by the Sort's, ad - toni, ad Rco,alOat.y 
Appnn!s, sad 0 ad,,, Pa.aio and Rn.dnattp Ap000t,aas ab,abs.d pitt, to ha dna h.nct ('saps 
has, obici bonn .ap.nd by - lana ad.hiah in at loyn, ttat.ay hit ha Paint, nmhain Pats 
tots. ad .3*,. - ha'. - madu at.dibty a ha Caspandoi toes. at .ach lImb, a, Raaalato,y 
Appestat a.stian a.ditooa ha, maid astanslty 'dinty sit.. ha Petjaaor ha ability at ha 
Bans-., or ha Spat, at patton its oblt,'do.i toads. - Coa,atao,nt, on istm .0.,a a.y at on 
Colta.anl A_an..s or an of the Baa). Atn.m..oa, In tap.,., ha P.m., sand Os bobS.!. 2.3 
baa,tou sat han.i - uoao5oad by thu St uart- a ha toni's,, - P.smaa at, so. an aatd.d by 
the lootheramr. 

(it) lb. Barton - Spaaa, no n.ao.ssy heal'.e has ha. PanS. - R.a.to,n.p 
Appaoetla Stink ban. - bass ab,sia.d psiarat ha dna bnot tO by aboaiasd -baa nsdsd sad hat 
- Ptrto. - Rortaty Appsnit sib to, ban. .aodidau thai oaald nat.t)oaay .dnan.Iy, sita ha 
Pney.ct or hi sbdity at ha Boston, as ha Span's pottata he obtt,t.aaa asdas hi, C.sniataaw, ha 
Tuna t.00s, sop .1 that Cottat.,ii Avtas.sta in any at ha Bait Ar,.,.,, 

at Soap. .. pta0ad to Shadod. 2.3 ban, .pon ha oat's., at a. Beta, or Dnt.td. at it 
5e,a.atCttpa.taoa ia,a.saoo. ha T,aato,. ha Ca'panaaa, ad say, ptaathst., a, aaa.aa.a otha ins 
Bas..a. or try... - daaatt. by, th.atfl 0 nda ha inaton or ha Coppssaasa. 0))!, biha,. pasahy. 
sddtato.ad an a, ant.., at say Putt, ha ..Sd.d, roe time pttspcta of is..pt,ca s.d ap,nai5 'ha 
Ptoat at anna,, a.,,e to apanoun olth. Peoi.a. to ha brsaBsot..h P.ntit to his that Pioj.,. an 
a5ntIa sihait inctri000,. 

Its Woo tenput to ha Psesaila .,did.d from on nptn.ostatoa baud It Si,.int 1.30.1 ba,at. he 
Borto.'and Scout, - tntao.tb)y the hs ipan an Eeau, or Dntaals at Er.., or Ca.panoo, 
i.aatsnas, han T.tnata,. ha Corparatana sad my oamtaloa Or tiab(aan at hi its., Baits,, or sayo.a 
slot daitu, by tbnttab Or .oda, ha ilfiatten it the Coty.rotoaa, iolald an shI, to p,tnpdy ob,tis. for 
ha perpasan or oantpt.soa 'ad apna.s oh. Pmi.m to sounto, a-tan op spot.,. at ha P,aiacnt to 
that the Ptot.a,.00aa,ia n'thoasinaorttjpolaia. Order )i) hi nodded atthe inpnptiit.aaptasry 
body .o 51 to ha .asd.d at On bn.Ota at lb. Punt., 'taodod a. Schadtd. 2.3 Santo us Oadioo It.. 
'Sc!, aiho.taaasa he to" it stoob body us tO) a anp)'r.ott., pstatt rat 'cob Psrontt he 
sih.00toamtty patios... otto. 
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2.4 C.n.l. Club tat No Colabot. 
Cal rd.ithop th..aasute.ndd.11.erybylh. lortonrorthesponaororthi.Co.sniin.s.ortsyor 
rsIIa,00 pal Air.en.ro or hue Ar.en.tIts or .1,11th 'he lorr.nr or the Sparc, it. P507 Cr 'he 
as.msetl4.scap the Torn Iasa. (,*j.rt is the weotoissie 011(11 .(this Zeta.. let,) 
lent-or 01,0.1.. Pronit. tCt P51 oiinaed 50 or - do.. benofl - osswmasslos or th. 

Prt..tsos Fad Aoneaest - Pint. p.are.t 'ad tor Fri-sited tesonbilace 'porn Is, of is 
prop.nl ttth. tent-ore, the lhneI a. or he loon... 

1,) The le.To..n tad the 3!po.sot bar. nnphed -- rna...* belie... 'hat, sill bo lbs to 
La nu.pIis.a .11th all P.roisr.. 4 Rerslawry Aplteonit eu td.n or... sld bxW Ii.' s.d .111

05110. i*Srâia0000. ordun. Jrodt,so.lr or dana .tsay odoni. 11010 or brood tottetnesisi tsthoornn or 
demos Ipplitoble a Ilbet or then or le the PmJ.a .bat the r,il,,p. to o.spiy .0514 nainisly 
adoenely iCes. the Pni.ct a lb. barr....'. or Spoosafl adIcy pnls,a I. obbt.itees lade, this 
Cann,mes - Trot Lass .54 ts, tt she Coitreni Ap..no.o 0r 'ho toe., Alneautu 0 .hkh Iii. 
C pIrty. 

Li halo A.ene.n. 
(ii Annplo,easd acrsoatelislotsiip.uss..ad. oh' ba1heotiodoeottooeoornsad51.o1. 

Piwn lasso Atlanta, 6 so, troth it Sahed,l. Li Si-n. sad itoh Idsodul. 4.a,s(a .arsrti.ly se or 
the date hereof (I) thee. lao!. Aln.nnn that t,t it toll tort. - of... it'hsdito as, tnotdit,sL 
o.odiom.os 51 .sppie.e.o otay 'beran;, a, thou lesS, Arnn.s. port.isssu 5 Tochnoloty P.14k,, 
or Pnj.a T.saolo.j Citbo 'ad (W) the.. Suit Apsnmo.us shin lie n..t - lorr.nr .sg..y 
it l's MilitIa. 

I b ) Ause.sdoonple.t.pooro.th Bowe Atrponno,hsuitia .thc'oe,S It. h.,.trumt000t 
.5th. do. benot K. hoes Psetsol,ed a the Corporation. Nss• .1 tan liii. A.0tot ,sa,.ies sry 
pltrttoo• ittewsole.. rolls - Coosnitmo., so. 0 007 Otatenli 000P.a. totS - lstbntsto. M'ito. 

4ntbor ph. lon..er moo - Sonnor his ores or u.a.iad -nt_A or 0,4 rots. 91 rho 
or the Spotter. ,etttt. or - i5105505 ottoy oiler p000710l0 - II... Ar-most 0 

tamosate to sand nsay matinal lap... Itch stnrne.t or or ssy sitits or doissli thorwsdor sod.,r 
the bat heorotedte or the borneo,' 504 the Spossor oner eloatabi. iarndp.ot. Ph.,. ha boos as 
dam or grunt theottoder. ma lent-n sad is Sot..., Itch r.t.00.hly 53!.'., 'hot the boast.. 
tad eon other pasty to osch losS, Aonrnnt is 'Sic to 1. dot tertof .0111 he 11,1.10 any 01st in 
shtiottioas is ocs. 	 thernith. 

ci The senator sod is. Sp.eo, rash r.soo,ahly belinsa that ill lasso Atbnos.ato hot sn iso, it 
.dhe 0.5k. di.. tremor .4th.'. of... ott.. 'aeded - toil soi costs!. teSts thst p5.14 nstonslly 
idemnely iCes. - P,.. Cr - sbili,y of - lana-er or 'he ip.o.orn po,isn is 
othi,..na. iaay. 'ada this Coanioasett. the Too. Lilt say or thu Cslltter,J Amass, so say stir.. 
lasso .oneme,. 

LO Pr.o..dt.o.. 
Iii Thor. ax. as pesdiot a. 10th. bus baosiede or is loonter .s4 is Spore.,. thotteted 

lo..osso rrjtdjdel or sdmsoitasse OColadI pwaediar. a ttt - tort_to, or the 5potoa it I a a 
a thnste.ed pr.ceodtap. it ihmsn.d .0 ho mono I parry hoth. It tdsen.ey, dnertrind. 00,114 
neiroisily ad .drorely sib.. - P.r13.a. - (attn'S c.adidoo. op.raeioos. bisons or poospan of is 
lortt-.r or - 5posior a - ability of is lent-., or - Op..,., to peofoon is oblipsen soda hit 
Coanitmet - Torn Lam or my of - CoOao.,1 Anaett or toeS, Apittot.. a -t it it a 
Pu". 

(b) To 5. - heooOode of - bont-rr - - Spots.,. hon .n poids or thenoned 
ansi, or Judidsi - .dniainsso	 p.nndisp no sent5 the Ion..., or Sooner (51,0 

thenas p..aodle. 500 thasond 'a herd,. - loon-, or - Spoon, I .14th. it 
desanited. - asian, - .dnsoiy 'tin - Ptt.c. the - sodids. opendeas -. 
- p	 of - l.o.n.r the Spoosor or - abolity .t is lent-n a - Sp.eor pctsn ía 
obdioaasn toolm - Camt - Torn Loot a is, of - Cailnesi Ananoar to lidc 

or	 it fl pOfly. 
(Cl To - - Soed.dp of is beta., - S potter, then .n as podia0 a 'hroasoted lsn.thn 

or j.didu , .dmsinosr .a Ppno.ditn .'hin. it Idsendy detoenjeod. -aid soasisily - 
d.wdy . - abday of.sy other pesty .sy of the tots, A..eemann poitorn asth .oba patty's 

.Wlpn ode toy opnoo. 
L7 flies SSed.l. L7A botero .D darde odor slits - Ions,., ons updtnsl uoba is tee 

- S.dse 2.31 borne - inland tot a *14th loam-a own us em The I.on.to - 
- - dobabi. di. 10th. F.. ldit.ni Plan - - Solon.' LeuohSd Pl In todd.,, or 
1t7 P.m aba 'ha - (jot of - Deed of Ton ad Puniod tac.shoan ma &dtnosl Lnta. 
inoAruth.y Mann. Itootia Sad tan'.!.. - ill atba lass atteSt 10 the Pr.jea ode-bin 
the lent.. it ale. an .slid and .theitdle ad 'hn. its dofloli ordain ordeass 'ode say tr rash 
boom. Snodsal. L7C he,.'. - si seems. son' Ia whith the lent.., own Is ia.otnt is r., The 
Ion..., bat tood .a4 delhmihle nthe Sousa Ti-a ton - dan oils, (Sea 0th,, that - tIe. 

- - Lisa of the DoS tf hess, - is Pnd Eannheeastt.
Li 0..'a. Ceaonda - Op.ntua .ttbe Pitilley. 

is Prop. .0.54 nadoss. w he 00000nity eisble thnegb 2007. that it a rtshoSnoy rnoiblo ror is 
Ft_by to  d$usad rout. atply n.h sppllcable .sritt.aealai Ian - - r.slsitoss itsIl 
maoial oupois lad .0 tritU the thor. ,pediateo.o .sd ptdsnoo Lips's dabed a the 
latornada. Monorrodni. sad thtt he daiet spocthcto.s tad peodaca. captain an - thatbe 
Fadlia, sill be 'bee or ada.,. Got's Prodoado. as to. foil is Table 2411 of is learnt's.. 
bdnto,ssdss.. 

IS) The ntor 'lens of ospuaa rOast sad mechiesey crsoopgtsi pan or is Fiat,1 an no 
4.0110504 to ha,r apabdiot. or apoam satoyuaily a non or the.. .5th is lent-, tad the 
Spotter oath roatoeably hois'en sor eeenuey 10 .tshle 'ho Faoiirp or tobi.,. Onto Pmdadoo a toe 
tooth is Tahoe 2-Illatthe latoormstos M.nonadsa 1. smossti of laido, ii teals or iosot.*n it n.j 
property a teowoels .rqt.ind by is lent-n Os or P1'O,te is dale berm'. to. statoteilly is etnst or 
that ,rbith - ion..'., sod - Spoesar etch .e,00oably boss,,.,, tommy a noble - Fsaipy 10 

Gets Pttdtbat asset tooth or 151.2.111°f the litseetar.. .'dooIattd,a.

It! Alp 'sesspoleslns Isdhlty bich toll ter.tiist. pan tribe F.alry sod toy tiatoc pot., pits, 
rood Is. or tacloy raoJity thigh .4 ctosoitste pot, or - F'stbty. .st .ontssty N, 
- Pr.3 tod tm liar is esdosa.. aoed - P,,4oct. 

(dl ma Ions.'er.sdisilpos,00r.och mtao.shlyb.II.,nthtcth.4,,eorl.idal PItdtscit,t.rlt 
-. ph.. nor bert.. Sopeemh, 20, 916; he dsue otCtnenco,se,, of Csstmtedsl Pndscets .41 
- PIlO seer bet... - 30. liP: s.d - rots tno,.t otbiloble Costs oss the Coat Dna alto. 
'no.4 532.I53.000. 

Li Repepsoth Each of the boettt.r sod Spo.00r eenoaably holism that the O,onrtaed D 
- T. tat, ad earn. then.. 555 be - by the lentnroo lot.	 - 

2.10 N. &.b.od.sl.e. ma loot.., - no totttd 4th say P,r.o. or subo.dis.e it flthl Sr 
P.P.aI is Onnasos Debt to W ether Dobo or the looteor t oed to 55th P.nss aid the 
G,saisa.utd Dok it no sprasly tabosissuod is sob, or par_nt IO sly tthe 0th' of - Sort...,. 

1,11 AnIlhshIhly or N.ousl G. El.ttdoloy, Wale, ad 01bps UtOlolee. The lonenor ad 'hr 
Spot-a o.ch reasoosbly belie, that tiara! ott .Iathdr ella. .-o .a. tod oiler o,1idn sill be 
tadible n adoqsite tonsot aad 00 timely bess, o n.e. - roqaiees,na itdtdit1 path 
seqanans. .on'tsxy hr is m.ns,ow ns.sn.Soe. hemp, operotos tad otis F.snlity 
Nor it enrol its 

LI] Ul tIre The loon.., sod - Spotsor rash tr.eo.abiy belie,,, that is veho ste or 'hr 
Pithy to. sole .11e5 auomplsad atistoosee. cs.eo-eoily ts*oaoied .4th *1.111,, .pon.eea. it 
lot tnt this 23 Sft 

Lii mommy - Snot. or Oor_s Soapply. The loot.., s.d - Spostor oath teao,shly 
h.le... - fUss. Coats. hails, tbllpsts ,s.dn the Genes Sopply Co. loch ito.lt '.1111 
pmwde • .siltdnt or '--W ad esslity or Iqad ooy.a to . andy - 10 tnt - mqsioen.eo. 
itdssilst pmh r.qtieoosoto, nenaaay ON the Pai.a .otl - Air Seyoeaas F,slisln an opndosaJ, 
Th.rnher. is barr..., sod - Spotter - re0000ably bole... list 1 Units Ctothids Mills it. 
ebiot.oeiadn - NA Ory,ts Sapply Apoesost .15th son.nnr ul po.sid. d,eiat thu ott 0(5° 
Co.. t toallisa, q'sao.y - qsollly or oqet, as a timely b.eis soon, the teqttaenot, 
isdsdlot p.ok nqainnoteo, sotassay no - Projem, - Air Sepensaoo F.ali,ien toll putoide ap a 30 
Tots - ày of my. to is Pa,.. tad 'hi Air Sopiradoa Foal... silt piolide a taio..s osesdty 
- qsalloy of ttflle it S tmeOy b.eit - reel the roqawnetm isdudit; path nqtoxrno.t. Olmeery 
ror - opoatso. or - Foathy to ichiose Gin. Pndostoe or .1 tons. TahI. 1.111 ot,b. l.rtrmsaor 
Montemadom.	 - 

Li t Nsde..l Drf.ne C.e,sota,eat ma Spooser NO nes,sl,ed 4th- Sot-lazy .t mt. it 
oRbit to instry theta seuitoaO deNote tool .ap$y roqoipossise itoisdise hotter limited a idraülsa.os 
of ,.chsisol .pesidcaa.n for pssmicrsiar lies,. -, n.M he .ats(ed by SI.td.d Oil and Foss Noeished the 
Capooadeo enS	 .ad cmpl.ew mpi.o of as rot.., anntaint.00 ri,h ape. thereto. 

2.13 tulnea.stst C.ar.lua,Iea. The Spitter No nesolrrd noth the S.cottm or Ioeeyy. No 
Aela,sitseran, or - Esrinsn.ntal P,osocoes Agotcy i54 is 7o1ssni liostoeta. WI,.1, sod 
Etrs.ttnettol Sotsos of is Olin of is Coroner .r - Silt. of Toni ottndisr is ossirossoontal 

ises to, is'Pct 
• Lit ta,itelaoett.l Msailara The E,tnsaomou Mossaoao Otu jiso. 'thick it tet roots's 
Schothas Lie hereto. sot thomb o. osoliso - ill .aS,nemoetsl monsanto .,nsoon tor is Proj.a the,. 
sir ooqoe.d by apphahte a.. is Permit 1. he Earmos000s,al Mos,ons5 M. Goidoliaa 

2.17 leratoese Coap.sy: 1055(1'. Carpoati Pbolo IJOlOry. $thser is loon.., i0r the 
Spitte, it

si as 'lornootest tsrpaoy' Sr is 10507 'mrttdi.d° by is 'ioratnnr ar.pesy' or as 
'aOlsatld poteos' trot 'ItrottlIont .0npary or ton elms see 6.41_a rho ton..., Coonpssy 
.Ocotil$di.a sa.,o.i let?. rote...... 

hI • 'boldi.t aotpa.r. or. 'stoi.id'orp tonpasy' oft 'besdiat ..np.oy'. a as sotiie 
ota'oopwod heldite ponpeay' er of, 't.h.idisey amptay' 0(5 'noeornd hohelso e.oaposy'. 
or Ste oar dadaod it - Fobs uaa, RoedsaoConptay And lou. aand.d. 11111 

ae adelS tee bean. .'th US mlii otis Pttjeta.. 
P.C. 'moor .d)il	 ieoytadatee.rajtesoris it- or lay U5.0 bats, Isoisdlcisa

et, is Project - sonS. - lam-or, is Spte.or ot is Proj., a .shie, a tn,iodos or 
.sp.mdoe by lay p.hli. letmtor or ohmy ma a dabs body, nap. bet it it 'ead 
.hoe is lOose.., it .ohiem otetleno by is T.ass tedrosd Conaiteios. eidsb is loom.a 
- no oa14n - he a Pooh, ia%ms - aihey atsone or dole, body. 
LII Census. t.a. N	 a. loom'., no is Spots, ha employed or ntsissd lay Pto,oa - 

.ollS -	 - C	 pint. o Is Ipana oneaetan a osdn,a,ditr - the 
Foymmrbf.bboboro lsan. p.nea.ee. h.oheeep • widsent lb., ad	 is loon-, no is 
5	 - p.tje.d any ASIl.a pith, loom... Spoeaeo to lay aene Sr nprn.asr,o of is
tao,..., or is Spots, .s$oy or - lay hoot to. - poopse. 

LIP Gi-tada. tIdes, 'hi looms, taisSpotter ha of.r,d so pen patton 01- ito. of 
ito Ic o.hnsae I say dint.. oil,.,, employee - sent ot is Coopondee Ia 

a.noaase of lb. Cee.doe'. Frahoy ii Siitdaad. of Coodon. ad . is leer.,., - is 
5.acc hts pe,nlod toy Assliato otis lent..,., So or say aine 5, r.p.'aaa'e of eay of 
isa - nets, itt., - -dey. 

2.20 C..a..nit.iu Oas.,bdp, No ach. ofa delope. • Ceepen mid.at ts---a- las 
h.os sdmd by is loo.eesor or Spoao, - toy those or pan of 'hit Coaaimns. Sr 0 tay hoot. the, 
soy - honfrea it ,ioladaa of toy a-. 

2.20 Tnascdea Sb Aullaun. Sn,dole LII be,.te sat troth an	 eteated isle or
naoenpta..d or he sastd it'. by is boone, took tay ofia Atlison. ma loire.., hot no dinetly 

tadlntty .tpted is toy roaae005 - lay, of I. Milton so the, it heheon inSole tootrabls 
- is loot'., - - hop. - oteaio.d by is bone, had - anon. hon .s.,.d - 
05 Os Leo. .50th bela. .11th i Proroa ass to (Also, af - loomser. 

2.21 0th,, Aeoulnaots Nulh.r is leer..,, so, is Scan, ha dincdy Cr itdoenriy naiad dr 
t.,ts.obnaod or ned. lay totemom etith toy ots, spplinas is Oeaodal eaoitoaac. bem is 
Corporate - up., a 'hr nsa of is - ,e,it.a buso aertoord nh the Cscpoea,aes hr 
is papae. or nut is e0 of tes.idst oaapeidoe to, - - .aaa.aaaa. ad 010*01 is 
loon.,, so, the Spots, - ptosoed tap AdIlilo or is Soon.., or Spots., or my spat or 
np,ua.o.dre or .sy or them - opt, or my 10th sot_v. 

LI] P,.l.et Moa.5ae Pita C.eooec. teNthS. - Aenssuite Syleon. 
lot The ?ooj.a Moa.pmoss Pies aiD material upon ieee mets is pt000den. - nails, by 

o,hich is Dent-sr ir,.sd. a .aaee. aid osool is Poti.ot sad is woodiaaitoo of Potion C000esmoe. 
isatord isnia. itdadito the not tehodi, ad 'uetaoee stead. ,eponoe sod qs.lity aasrsn .sd 
at-taste tyste., ist is Ions.,, itsond. 0 apseneto hr telL 

lb) ma loans., - is Sp.eeor - oosao,ablp bdioem - the odnrota tet tons is is 
dater Schodlie boadiar as be me. otis non .et roots itth. Matter Cs leoelae for Itoh nslneooa. 

ccl Ilte Ctidrah Mle.oaoee ten roth thea. tslnwsn. 1001mb., .4th 'ho nmpstoa date. is,ofor 
tot rout tithe Mass., Sobedoit is.ohia thick is loots., .ad is Spots, - anoo,bly hsd0000 
In of - tiee.lena othe P,o,.a that it sh.y do - an, by path sonpeesom dan. is shiloy of is 
lone.., a scbten is nsleso.m rototnd sit Senit. Lied) hen! -elI ha ateopaly - sd'onoty 

Id, The itto.e,edoo ohs., 5 is Wets lnohdas.s 5aaer. a.. rook is .ona,r. lords .1 detail 
isa e,bith is leentor 555 dlrtded is Prcima. 

L14 Plued Y,er .04 Ta Y.ar. The Osao tell ad is isa ye., of both is boot.., osd is 
Spoe.or so. loamy I raroesltt D.c.mher al. 

(a) The lo.n.r.r asd - Spots, no .niosehly boSton that is P,tje, it oct00 .ricilly rnsible 
it tirhI of - dsatdal aaiotaot. ooeuanpeo.ed 10 be prmrid.d beoet,ad.r. that it rowe, otsarols .td 
opondse tear., pt-it. ho .sniteeao -oh the be.e Case' toe roar. is - tatoenetts Moaooadtos.
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2,13 Prujsau C.ansotn pt.rIis.. taoh sussoasuuissioot oa - das. bitnt bars.., abs 
lOOT..., aid say Mawr Ca,usao,. Osnutstoa Canes,., or Prsi.a CaanatCat dosfibad 'a Sacs.. 
727(4) bosoM isdodn matson - ua-babW pia905ioaaipanl.dia 5oct14. 2.21 soon Cacao. (or the 
Caap.n,n Tuoboololy AonuCaent - us,000 (Ot lay - Ifisa,.'. .0* Paiatps Ssotkbaidn 
thu nsa. abs. auth ponisa..n 114.4.4 is - Poi.thp.I 5.ocbhdldsos Astaaalot - tony. Car fly 
utah Iorn.at b.as.ia oh. 00(705050 - ma Spoasac Ca - flail that - pOnsIsOo. las -- (a 
th. Cans,.. of - Spo...' is this Ca,aicm.asl. 

2.21 Taibisiso 1109., uS Plai, Tnba&a l5. 
It) Th,i. gnt. no is is .auapat.4 thai that alt ba. 'TsO..loy PJfls nob., thIs that. -q 

angabs. - ton.-., ras.isu a - Coop.ntiva Tomb11 Apunass. 
(by Ups. thi ofluellen or in Eons .f D.f0usit Of bait OtCaiponuoa Tooainio. ma 'ms-s.. 

- Cooimnisaa. - Gatanind (sad., asd say p.,cbu. - satiate or - True 1.0,0.. or say... - 
dsiamg by. hiaatk if Cad., - Turn-. - Oaoyon4a Cc - Gsin.ind Load.,. .dll. ssoohsoi 
pailiy, tddiS.ail or CasIno at lay ha S atildod. us sn-ic, a-tn - opan,.. of the 
P.*ct tar ma y.a,pctao(amptaoa5 - pnasg - pm(aa.a - boast, of the kiinn'a 'fit is 
eta Tackoolon Risks sad Pmisa Tunlao Right a -1 the Pisj.a ais CaCaos 'dma,. 
isCarmpdot 

2.27 Na Eons .t Dalsislu - Co.p.nd.aTnlndn. $0 E's or D.fu.b of bait atCayoeaas 
Tonsiasuos. or. - - kaa-ssdg. or tho loom-n ad Sponsor - ,aao.abse is..nphat mat 
ab.0. - n.m at - lip.. of - or both, nald anoau.. an En., of Dorsal. - Eons or 
Corponne Tcia.assa - a,ounod sad I naossm Ti - bet h100kd.. or - Ion.... sad 
Spoo.ar itlor .na000bla 'antpS.. so loft Of sot of - that asold pat. - booyon, 00 lbs 

oak. ocmof 'ha daicosiosdous s.tan.d 	 Ssnoou 10.1 of 0.2 baa oneoed sri is 

2.2* Tni'i slain Canral On.ls.isu' ToadS.. sash ma macmy Aol. No.. of - otis-booM 
so bi poofoosted by lb. laeeon sad., this Cannisitasa sill anal' a a tiolacto by thu 

lotion, of osy or ma Conan asson (afloat stulaaoaa of - Joist Os-so Daywnsn of - Tnuiuy. 
II CF.,.. Salads I. flapaor V (isdosdiss, -(the,, lots'S. - Fona. Allen Caoanl Rrulauooi. 
- Cubes Aiit CaavS Rapist... - she Foam toads Cola-I RodsSas flats sad - said 
Chlpoar VI. Is sn-did.., say Sssa sosod olseo.aades truly .0.0554 knliaia or P,s,i4.aaal 
Encase. 0.45, rasoso athoatoy thozofor. ma Ide,.-.., is in aa 'ally of .a oo.ny° 'bass 0,0 
sesst at SasS. 3 at - Tredia. - - Ea.cmy Am 

3.29 Soasolsk. All osussaladiat i.aasiiin as tind a thu Eseandi, An of 933. us amassed. 
I) USC. 9 flu - s.q.l of - Son..., - - Sp.nar ban bats sea's. Istat - - d.Iira.ead by 
tham is coaaliaaa -ioL or psnsuas Ca osaspsofl from. all .ppilaibis tsa,sI - Ill.. lao, - ma 
sppiiosbla atm rr4 sapoliSas at at (odaiss - sass. anraneaul of psablis authentic asd agana 
ganaaia; - oil. .54 d14iao of 

2.10 U. .(Fana.du. Na.aMtha Oman... cotuaplaad by - Geaneestoad L.aaAtnisoi000, 
thu Too. Is-a (lad.' Casbon li..tsss. the dinaa at tadlesa it. of the p,ocsads be, ma ha's-ac. 
otGaa.ssaecd N. or - Toss. U. 5.9 solar. a, intl. .ao.ola.se at Sac... y,( ha ka.4an 
hiatt. Ago at lfla, inasdad. 53 USC.' 'tan esq. at soy ,soiladosj 0.0.5.4 pants., tharto, io 
my sgaladoa of loud at Got.iaon of the PSosil Ros.m Syaaaa idudis.. tothos, 4.5.1.0.. 
Raa,jla,aora 0. t U - lb of - 155am a1 G.aaaao.. 

2.11 Ps,ts.dsa at Lain. 5.eanty I..nn.. 
(a I ma Lisa of ma D,a4 at Tom nasa- load. ii. ufur..cq.and p.apuny. osber this ala..-

iaqsiad 1.51 p.flarty - .e0900is - p.9$fliy. Cads nssistsi. 110.114 - k9s11p oilcan ins l.a is 
(soar at - Tans.. Ca, - Soot' or 'ha Coopoesiso. - ma Gansao.d Lend., 0 ill .1 ma Toni 
Es.as. du,cnbad I. psnrspbs Ill thmafl SC) of thu d's-. of ma Daed or Trait s-aobsr .ith 
ill of sA. lam..,. nIaL - lad Is..... (ally Cad all osacasts l.d (lana aflss 0.4. aim toopog. 
on - ,a,aiad.rat ma Tone Es.t.. sossow.a 5 atlid ass lephly Satan tnt lIes Ca ma osiest - Cu 
..uyba posfsn.d by (lag usd0, mu! pa.p.ny lion ma U.slorn Cmamamol Coos is 5405.55 is 1. 
Ssu.o alTos-st. .sthiaao sty Ca P00.5.54 Esoaa,bnacn. 

lbs ma Doad t Trait - "I .-II Siasonsan Our. baa. oatoedad or d is ma mu... sad 
plan eaqaised Ca nabili - p.,f.a mu LI.a 0.10 of 'ho Tom Es's.. dafl.d is pan100phs so 
thsustk In of thu anal. Cane of thu Dasd of Tons (and. oh aspi, ama .snuisds, at the Tong 
Ens. a 'slid - Igsfly dkn Mn lit. Ca - anal s.tb im sty ha p.atnd by last 
.44a enS psapsaY la,,n - Ulilo. CaaaoSaI Cad. us sdtp.d is - Is.. of Ta's) landed Ca ba 
asatud mateby. labia, oily m Pnd Iaa.,bean.. and so took. aa. 5soo .sq'sind Ca 
.ai.ala tad poao. - ofaaioidy in - p.edm - at - L 

( c ) 44 s-nt - nba4 (so is nn - - n-ate - d.IMoy ad .tdlai - ti ofma 
DoS at Trot 57 a.h CatsansI Apa_an ad - PIsadeg Sao.cman blond Ca is 5I 
2.35(b) b.,lof ba's bpile. 

242 Onba,°. Cadsa.ue - 0*. 0..as flu as-moan ad aim'S. nasoia.d is lay 
Onm'a CaaiIa cm .0k. sap... - daaamnt dilinood bynas Shalt of ha Iota.'., - ma Spa..., 
pseoaaai - - Cannon.. do en ccmiiia asy sam.. - sisladla. .a 	 of say 'ceomial h ad 
- en - Ca flit flay tan tsqai.d Ca Sanid thank - safy a ntis. -	 n ad
isfoanado. no Sulcidlfl lily antis-I loaa a - also ma tha.an ass., - may oust 

243 Aasb,atsd nae - ad Oonaadoae fla 

('I ma ..sbtfa asphal saOof ma lana-n toads. of 50.000.000 skin of 'ant. sod. 555 
pa, 'sit, pa ski's, of hlch 500.000 usa ..aflasdlet. All of she lot's-an asn.adhaa aphul bock is 
duly a.aabosd. oathdiy s. sway paid sad na-sn-alit, ad 5 nd at mnsd ad bdthally by 
the Spoenc. Thee sit sos apsas. Caseatea. .505.. aa,c,bl. sucasan .c .ibn acns a3h1 Of 
ma Imasat at lay addisosel shin of ma I.t.t..?. ap..al - map. (of ma Sabsaipsa 
A.na.st lb's. sit so .atma 005. 'sea. aça_cmn - tab., tna.an gonnia 00 isaut ama 

a .t ma loeavsmo5i .aoaadis. atoll sen. Cad! ha o-sd nap. ho ma Plods 
Afliatsa. 

Ca) Thead,. aoaoboaotdapi.il oath alma laaaocaodsaof l3.p.0flsien orcaaCaoa tacO. 
pa 'elsa. 5.01 p50 shIn, of bith 3.049447 shasta - oo.nisdiso. AS Of ma Spain?. aaosiodiai 
aspoil hack - busa d'ly sathosd ad 'solidly hosad sad is Sally paid sad s.e'niaa*M.. Th 
oasi.adin shin ofoha lp...oe'. api's! - as. a-s.d of said ad a ma - basol.dp or ma 
Spowar. baa.sailty. ad apos - aaa of anal. soploy,. - ,PSCa ad o ifiaa Cat (oak 
is lgbsdS. 243 bet..., .oll beo"asd of stood 15450 ma - baa-led., of Ike Sr...,, bentailly. 'a 
sot toni is - Sakodul. ma,. an so opiam. nina. nfl... oaonable samejin or soar 
sroo" albaa (or ma lam., of oty 5415,51 main of ma Sooner, ,oS ,ecb ayay, .5.., 
tooth is Sab.daila 1.21 ban'. lad oaaps au p.a.tlsd is ma SeiSaibiao Agn.a.aL Ta ma boa 
lao-last. of me Sposiof lIke otasasabi. (an 1st.. moat ala pa .00.0*05. sOot $00,051.0 or 
0,5., .pnu.asa oatsmiso af stied's o ma masan is - ma Sp.aaoah otagesdise ooass aoako.. 
oils S 'saud .enp, to, ma AlInntiI Anon SCadktId.n, 

521101 3
Gases-n. Mslastmc Fan 

3.1 Mt,	 LIsSusy at - Coopaea.ssus. 

(as Nandthicaatist say o.k., pua'sisa 0(0.. C' sosadas .bat ma uuoeesa laissity 
of - Coepoaeaoa tar lola tans.. ld Oiot pins b.r.oaadar ii aaapoaad is aoaodsn 14i,h 
Sacsos 112 of ma A, aantd SdO.000.500. 

lbs ma Munmsm Foiaapal Anton isiSally gall S 122.410.000, pabja, 0 .diasoa.att is 
pa.tatad is 55,5, 1.2. 

cl lb. Mills.,, Lois Gauss-s. Liabibay isudely shill ha S24.dO0. labIa, a udjaugasas. us. 
p,.'aoded is Samoa 1.3. 

4! lb. Mailman Pd's. Coasts's. Lisbdi.y labially sAss! s )2).Otoa .abiaa a sdlnon.., as 
ptoiid.d is lotte. 3,4.

12 AdlOalCa150a a Mismasa Piboespil Aaos,.. 

il Os - Ca.I Dna. ma Masisia Pitsaysl Anasai itsill S radsfad Ca ths anna, pllscpal 
aaoasaetadoaa,aaaa.dD.bbasotisdlalas ma Case D.. aeia,psoistoffsctoa any Diabnss.00s 
abaibCaiys,ad.o.maCaOaIDtta. 

Sb) Ma' ma Cane Data, ma Maains, Poadpal Aneana .iNI) ba r.duc.d by to oat,., at ma 
pojaispil santo of Owas'sod 0.69 pad by - lonaan Esth sash sodas-ba is aba Ms-iota, 
Fojapiol Anoam - ha ass, itsthn so - day (ala-oat ma npinSa of ma Patrons. ?.oad 
Ca. 'a asma daze orma p.y000t of the pnsnpal 000sa.no.ad Dab, v'isg - ,,.ok ascent; 
pn.dtd ba-son. - no r.d.cSa abill is sad. it • poOioa is baskripooy 00th esopen 01 aba 
loon.sn - - tIed 05 0, Sf0,. ma .spiaeoao 01 05th Patlbstia 0054. 

34 A41s..au 5. MaslatCa L.a,, Gasraaoa. Llabihay 

(5) Wh.000n ma Macnasa Pejadyal As-nsa is Staid by toss. slis adios-most panaase to 
Sado. 21 binaf. - Manna, Lass Gasasate Liubdiry aball ho adocad Os ass ian.. 

(b) Ot ma day toll..t ma .spioios at ma Poatnat. Faust aaaaosu.a as ma Fat Rsona.foo 
Dst., ma Massnoam l.a.. O.ana.ca Liaboboy - S rotund Ca an pratidod. Ion's., that so 
545,1405 thila S aId. it a poises is bsthnp.cy Sob mops... ma Ion..., - boa. alas at a, Starr 
ma apStnaa at - Pootn.os FoSS. 

(as From - Ca dna .1., ma Cat! Dan, tha koran, soy appiy in Canoal a ma Coapsndoa 
(or 5. addbias.l radonsia is ma Mats-oat Lass Os-nato. Uabili.y is as flutist .qoal to ma samoa of 
52,000.000 itn asy peso, nd.aataios .S& nay bat. - sppraosd by sAt Co,p.eodaa 0lWi5i is this 
loam 3410) sin ma prajoned a-sm (as-mo aqaisoacost rer ma fcssss( - 
so.ths p.Oof to ma FoIl Rattan-s Doss. ill Gaensoo.d Dna ma. satsuaadloi. Any dons-s a. 
app.#n or disspp.00. sam. aquas sAsS is ,,d. is ma. diw.nea or ma Cafpenaa. baud ape. 
is sooIsai. of - aaslaasa p'oyoo.od loran., nq005aelt aid lay o.k., taco, Cabifi th. C,rpasoaca 
do... eppnpns.a sad a 'such spp,anl mall s na, ,(moot ma pros' fits.., of ha Osaroatiod 
Usdir. If - Ca IS eat... app,.,.4 by ibt Co,pondeo, aay itdataos is me Manna, Lao. 
0- Liabdloy appb.d tsp ponoaa, to ,bis Samoa 3J(.) 555 ba 'Solon so ma d's apalotsd As 
- up_ 

3.. slssals.aas. a b4aaisauu Polo. Csooans.a Jabiasy, bbaa.ror ma Mnamss, Lou, Coasts,.. 
Lieisliay I s.doud psunsu150 0 Sagea, 3.1 Actor. lbs Moasme, Pats. Gooxoim. Liabdisy thai S 
isasend by tha anton, at - 04.440. Ia a. Sons mail ma Macna, £0150 Oicnsse Lisbob.y 

2.5 Cs.niseso F.. The lao's.., ann a roy Ca aba Compost... a (sans.. to. Pole Gairua,ot 
Pu*) us ma naaroea'balrsra.. p.ec.a.lShatlO.l pa,oaas,otma Inns. dssly pistabyal us.o,aaaaf 
maoainasa.dD,60taas.an. m.os.000nsdiso- P.y.anaotmaoesna,n Fotailllaotadisas,i' 
aaa.illy a alone, toe asob ailuad., balt.y.0 or p.,... maroo(o. a, is(o,a ma aasl lisaaoy 3m sal 
lily 11th, s-ma nsa say booed a. ma Foil Radeamata Di... Calnosladeos sr for Giarosoea to. shall 
ba -. sa ma - or 5 243' or 309.day your. is ma s-so otay S. Tb. Santa-,, absI Paoo.ab a - 
Caeyaesoo.. same as. Macb p.yre.s, slob. Gasesso, no, a Omit's Coral.., orsa4 by soy 
S.aisr GOOfo of a. lomra.ir -.1 rant oos,po'saoso is lassos-bIt Salad nb-ass ba assnat at IN 
Gaanss.a F. 'has .qisrod Cab. pod. 

1.6 Piaoaoh.l 55.15.5°. tao. 'nsa lam.., oft. a pay a ma Cs,psndea a Ostassial aslas,sun 
(us S ma 'PImaul Ass-amos Fm') is maao.o.a. or t,00.000, lii. Fotasoll Assisusca Ets assil ha 
paid Os the Oo,a. Di, 

2,7 Masks at Paya of C.an.ssa Fend Flauscisl Anb.usue. faa. Pay,.., elm. Osansis. 
F. ad thu Plasial Aaalsaasas F. shill S nadi is ioasdlaoely anilable bias, by - roast., n.h. 
Usand Satan Tnssaoy, as Milan 

Uoiad Soaoa T,ssao.y 
IfeCa York, Na- Yost 
025030004 
Tmaaey $YC/(20.tl-0099) 
For Cask a 'ha US.4 S.,.. Syath.le FsS Cooponams 
Ama.o samba 31X4117 (ts.r p.mathy baton) 
Roan 326 Tansy Ann No. t 
Pan Lisa Owns. Pn-Faeni HIll Poal.sa is 'ho a.e of pay,oa. ofma G.snaa. 

P..l 
P.et l9amaiiah A,sn Fus-Poata liii Patti, (is ba as. .1 paynson of the 

Pla.siil Aassc. "l 
1.1 R.b.nas,na at me CatsooS.. ma Ices.., i. a ..,b,ao,. ma Caapsnso, ap.a 

d..aad - asy anosana - by thu Coepandia psa000aao ass- p.ns.a or say 0..naa.d Dna sad 
to, lay Pun a, nsa iaosond is mabia, - pay-na 0,1 oaktcia or Sadan (4km I '  ,W 

 a ada' tho Codas...! An,n., lb. anon- poytbb. by ma loom-n n ma Carpoeooa. sdoa - 
San_c, 3.5 slalI - - - h. d's - sans sat puld byma CaeponSea ama dsa of 
Snbw,s.ne is Pill by the lien-.,. s.sa adl.aoabb. ma .q.al - all dma a aa bad,td busis psi.. 
aba,, ma basso by ma no., standy sacS's St-day Tmnouay Sill a nepa. .qsonkat b.ais, 
An-at p.ysbaa 's, this Sacs.. 3.0 shill S a addlde, a fly (I, pay,bla pasojeal a Staas 14 
sad 34 Srsot ma 001(4.5.. of oh. loan.., Ca combs,, ma Cseponaa. poaness Ca - S,Sos 3.1 
- S aboala, and saaadiSl.t - - so. S 'sW.n Ca any Sobs of ..o.ot ao.satoedaln, 
stu'apea sofa'. sba.auac dat..,.! of o,dsn-s, otheaboo - mop., a ma Gsasnsta.4 (sades. 
say bow., of lay Gsanaat.d Nate, ma Cofp.nao., ma 'mass.. at any nob.. Pane. Any Son... 
sawS by ma Co.poesio. asnas, 'a this Sacs, 3,5.or by aflo Os' saoaaps.a poneasaa Ca SacS, 
I .6 bonatcs aob.n'is,, shall S applied ama ablnaoe. - a-(a4 by oh, aaoioaa a - Corpoos.iss 
is me sod., -- ma Ca.penos. is is- ado da,.So, mall daaaoaia. 

1.9 a.poee.sdu. at ma Ceaoruolua. ma Ca.poeaioa spaness so ma Ion..,rad malpoaso, 
ma., saks., ha bdll2ans of ma Casdlioa a.. Oath is Mid. 4 Snot. - Co,mitm.s, tal 

a 55.1, solid and bi.dis on-a to, tonal saoa.asca at ma Carpoetio. asd.r Sadois 
Iliad 134ofmaAm.ssdedamab.,.iastsunsoaa 135l.laad(dlatthaAa,sadlbllss,st.o. 
cannon upes -blob Cdopoqoaos labilIty say S bs.ad. 

ASIICLI I
COm09r I TO lav,,nca a, too Gzsa.esnn 

Saks., Ca the too,. - mali,.,, or - Ca..ss000sL ma Corponaoa b.nby .oaaiss a ma 
1°c...'., Ca pansm the rayon, .1 ma polsispal of ad isa...., as ma Guanss.d Dab. by t,aanss 
ma Ge.n.sa.d (sea An..s, Os ma CTaiae Dos.. 'This coossitoota at ma Caoans. a. t,iunas.. 
ma pe4.apol of and istnno .5 Gasnoind Deli, pasts.,, 0 ma An by as-coast ha Osaaoasnd Lisa 
Asian_as, ant isis s000iaotasi Ca Oska Pros Gus-mao. Paya.ae. sad maoako, sIll,aaaaa ofma 
Co.ponao. banoad.r. a,. usbisso Ca the bsibllm.o. as Of b.ta.. do Cto,isg Di's of sith o(tha (ollotost 
asdidom.. ma tuotactios of ma Csfa000ss. 

41 Ro.rasa,.aS.. Tot, sod Obts.tlia.a F.afan.S. ma u.pauassassoaa ad naraa.tn o(ma 
lananr - ma Spomsor 5a toed is Anal. 2 Snot. at .50 FriatipsI Stoalboido, Ca. tooth is ma 
Pinipel Socikild., Arsanaso ad - 0th., l.ps000eaaon 55 .aenain Otma Ioerao'ar. th. 
Spaaoor ad ma P.tanpal Satlhold.a, atof Ia ma Csls,erti Air..,.., ad Soy athe, aoenco.o,. 
dscsnes of .Osdssl, dula,and p.nsa,a Cath. Coonas.s..n. shill S arIa an nod as or ho Daa,,i 
Da, Eta at 'ha lotion, ad ma Sponar 'ball ba's parfa,eS 04sf psoOf a sbso Clasisg Dat. ala 
osblspaoms salt p55' aqasfot aS p,aiissnrd 055' p.s., Ca- COatas Da. easer - Ca,ai,a..oa 
.54 ma Cosleocs A,nasa,.s. 
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42 NOD.tsalri &40.noSo.ir...fOrhnco.dIt000.. NonooaushoIlloau.acnlrud;ndb..tni,00in; 
tints. Clot,.5 Dii. moish S. to soth ann,. trOops, oft., or both mould bacon.. a, Eo.at or Dorsull Or 
E',.tt at Co,portto. t.notitorio,. 

4.JIttn.uSoMaatn.dsslPisl.m,Mis.s.ais, Ft., 0000ho Mr. by. Cloala000uu,b. 
Spo..o' shall ban d.11nr.d - Iaronnao, M.mo,.ndtao tad Pm$,n M.t.to .ttai Plot Is lb. 
Corponrio, S itch is.. S Cons tad ..ob,toac. tatfaciory no - Co'pors,io.. tad a. Co. Clods; Dais, 
.5. Spa..., 'hail h.w d.dinnd anionS copla of .oth Pnjcoa Msosg.m.aa Pt., 

4.4 Orosajoad.. .4 Son..,,. Tn_toni Contains 6mb. moRon,... thoU hoc'. S.., duly 
oto.n.d 'ad Coo Cassoborod Auto .1415 boll. boga duly coany.d. 1i4aS Or cCo.rsi. ciasalbnod is 
- Sn,,..., is .5401.5.. by - stator by tba lonom., a id nitol 'sobs - Spots.,. Is sddiüo.. 
Coo Sganoar 'boil haco oo.mbosi.d sCot nyu's! or Co. bonn,. sod Coo Sour.,.., shall ban dipiolad It 
- Cota.nmo.s Accost; - - taunts. of 53.000000 l.a. Coo ascot. or Elliablo Ca.a paid prio, is 
Co. Oboist 0.... m. Iguan, toil ho boon.., shall pin...,.uld.aa .adotsoory is Co• Cuipot.tios of 
soch aconyon, oalsaatl. acoor.n sad .-b.-.tad lay naIaD or toy P.1*0.0 r.qoind nib 
Ftp.,. Coasts. 

4.3 P56 O.y, Soapply Apcos.a., ma PSA Oayps Supply Agn.m.a' shall has, has. .aacst.d 
snddolidbyaflCo.p.nnIhoron,b dhr,ra and abort a.4 shall bnad,fsoo,y5Corn 
sad .00bs..a.. is Coa Carporsoat 

Al. Roysb,kS.oh Dab, R.tS.aa.i. Frnmtno,y stan irlidosoino Co. Tarn LalCo SCot tar. at 
Ealiibio 4.6 bonn to - osp,pr. snouts. 0152.000.000 usiA! ha. -a duly .nctr.d sad d.ho.r.d by 
ha Ion..., - Co. Tins Lass shall ho is had runt, tad otni, ma psta.da crib. Tita, Lass shill 

haw ham dlabsoo,d is or for Cot hanoi of try. So.,.,,, sad droll haw hon sad In dais county by rht 
arns.r. agatha, soCo a p04.0* or Co. aidS DSbunomoa, harosidn,ra p.yattdo Coo oawa,dls. 

p.,,tpd 'moos., at sad trod ao.nso .54 pnnlua. if s.y. 00 Coo w ri- o-1 baa mad, by 
Rnpthl,obsnh Dallas. Nouoo.sl A4000kosg is - Spas.., sad ill mono.,. or	 doormas 
toth Iota shall ho.. baa 

t
wo nb.wd sad dladra,S. 

..y E..'otba.fAn.an..b P.rf.ois.s.fLl..a. hibutrho D yad atTnathat Otontinod Lass 
Avam.nt Coo P0.414 Ar.omtsi. Co. bobs Prarnisos Fond Antn.5L - Sab.arpdoa Agn.ar.st  sad 
had Posalpol S,achhaldon Agnnis.at droll horn honm duly astha.tnd. nn*bad and dabonrod by all of 
rho parson Coartno cohn Cot. - Carynnuao. - ahall ha sadstatsry is runs - sabsran. is to. 
Ca,portdan 1. band aCTnon oh.IJ has, ban, daly rncoidad. aad any Fisaads. S'sros.sis shall horn 
-. duly 015. at so p0.0om sanary ispoala - IS- r.s,S sod., Coo D..d .(T-, or Coo cob., 
Co...., Agrnor.su tad all rnn.dlst sad 051s, s,an saoi ronor shill horn - paulo sad Coo (parlor 
thoU bin 4thnnd is Coo PI,donnldn osad., - P0.4g. An..s, Cot oon!an 0_i_a all o( ha 
os.as,adlsj shins alCoa aspItIl loath aruba Ion.,,. istonhor 'lab amok pouts duly oanst,d is blast 

4.5 Ot.Vn C.nlAts,n. no Coapo,tsns Coal ho,. mound 0 condos.. dt,.d th. Onital Os,. 
tad island by s Sonso, Clan, of Co. logs,.,, sad Coo Spots., in Co Cons sisthad bans to Eohuboa 
iSA sod 435. mnp.cdsnly. 

4.9 O$Son of Coc.soa F., I. ban.,.,. rhO 590,00, IS dr. Pnla.iiol S,00bk.dd,n. m. 
Corponuoa droll ha,r. ,nnoind L. oponlans. tad Cot ClasS.'5 Ott.. sddr,oaod is Coo CO..-.. at 
mampoasa (sghL i.d.pn.dost ca'oo.d Car rho Snroo.nr asd ho Soanao,. in Cot to.l y o.rata.d bom.00 
so gaaS,, 4.9. atmounpsn * 4.151.. isdisasdoso counal 'on Son .., .,,a rotpna is 44. luabtIrtit 
ron sad .abnasc. sana(tcoOfl sCot Corponsaoa tad ofoossaul ton itch Pn.dpal Ssnchhoid., is Con, 
lad sosb.n.nc. sadolScoo'y is Coo CaryotiOaa. 

10 0910100 o4 5,.da, Cu, The Corponuos .bat bar. ,.o.iutd hi apisicor. do. Cog 
Claus. Do,.. odd,n..d is Coo Coopon.cs. atSobaff Htndis& Wob.. synod ccusaoi is Coo Ca.panrS,. 
is to,. Ssd sabnusat. sotiatonnoys - Carpo...... 

4.11 5.5.... Shams,. 

lu I DO 
Or bali,.. Cot Coal,. D.O. oh. Spas.., shill boo. *asish.d is Coo Corpocorso, rho Sponsor's 

'coat asduablo soaColy hiltao. Con,, bIas in say Inst IS sri dir. no. sort tori, ad diyt ao., to 
Coa Clouso bat.. andcd by a InS., OlIn, or boong - patp.bnd S .noOaaa nih n.sa'slly 

pod aa.uada pluanpIon, naoiaoady spdiod I toapa as dSdao.d Stash hilsata abc.' or say 
Coon's 0. - 

Oh I Os - Oboist Otis. dash of Co. non.,., - the Spo.ao, shill bar. Conhsasd is Coo 
Corponcoa. balsa - as of £ - 0O .sioi,, - Sa.dicsty shn - coanylsis a Co. 
Cosro*hoad Auaaa 5l.a.-.,. soilctbaaoa of Con condOS's. a., tans S S.Sns 4.4 hono 's oath 
a.. anotand by by rapand.. Iota., 05w to hoaS has prnpasS 10 .ao.doaa ada gnaonCop 
.a.yns .sa.su4 panaOm. nnst.ady sppoh asp, .5 dSd.a.4 a - b	 sbnaa an 

4.12 Asan.iso& l..uoa'. The Caoy.nS. ohsil Sr. naindaapyof. Stan han F,.. 
Warnb.so.s Ca is Co. Spa..... da,d - -ing Data. - S Co. - ansadad hn.aia tshlhiod.r2. 

4.11 Plaaadal Lust.... F.. ma Cn.p.nso* shill bar. ,.nnnd ysymoac at - Plossdai 
65.0101st. P.. is pis dad 'a Scat. 34 honor. 

0.14 Pr..n.dln5n - 0th,. D.n.a..'.. 60 inumancrods tad dotassos, dollnnd is - 
Caipin 'an Saab.. Coo Coda. Dais noons. a - .a.aados - ddhany at - Cnisainn nch 
of Coo CnlIoa,nl Ao,..nno. - Prtadp,l Ssahnld,n Anna... sad ooth of - Rails Anna..,. 
- S codas. and ad p,saodlag. sb.a 00 bottom - Osdag Do- shall ha .onAao'y is - 
Casnn.n. a.d a. Corpiosiss. shall 'a,, r.cisnd .dal asa.o,pas'm a, anudad osois or .11 such 
raroaa.0 - doeoscais or tab.? nnd..a so is say misa.aahly .tqsas 10 oSot is oudona Coo 

of Coo ooa	 aaisospIaad Coonby. - lISts otto 000tsa.a.al  00 aoyooaid 
by' Proud. a isaas. Coan'ai,Co tad oos94oao. -'Co Coo aadl.on is. Co. S Coos AiCod' 4 

- math 511 tab., candid..,. msaaas - an....'. r.q,ast.d is Or pnfonand .adn Co's Caa-
.aiasnL - CdIa,anl Apiomonos - - Pnantil Sssbb.11d.o, Ansom sd S t., - sIns 
t.00tscis.y is - Cioponsca. 

4.11 No Molmanol AAron., Eras,. Ott, pnnis CooCln.iai Dsstaaanst.CoslIhano.nand.sod 
b y coads'san shill also. -bosh is Co. Co.yn,aassa r.tioaiblo ladsisonl mdl sotoanollo adnosy, stta 
Cog Ossacol p.o.pn. or Coo Projon,

ASTICLE I
Drsscss.n.n.n suon Cs.osgnou. on AInlooaozonoo or Du.uisoa000n 

1.1 A.ib.04nd.. of Obbanarso.s. In r.hans. apt. Coo 'annoy sad nsnlnr.sns of Cot 
Eaton.,..' ydamnnndam - oS r,pn_s.055ss .atnssot cotton'. - a$rnm.ois too tort, han.. 
ad sohna Oath. anton... of lb. isndhaod an forth is - And. I - soy sobor, condicans ad Con 
Co,po,stoss'. ohlj000n a onhoiso Dlahomsoa, honcuodor. rho Co.... honhy son. siCo Co. 
bont,n is assh..ss Dlsh,on.moa. by too'.s,dlsg by the Goannta,d Lo.do, Coo Co,ponoow'. oppoorsI 
at sash Diahlusmsan R.s.. 0.01., I'S ncnsod by that Cuinoand Load., a. on pta, is - Onus 
bsaa,as Day of. island., aetnA connd by ready Oibant yb.oi bnq.st so,. a Cos nit or Coo 0usd 
Dnbsno,o.a Aoqrana. is Coo, o nIl ho mn,r.d by Cot Claanata.d Load., on 1. Oats. Do. I. Thn 
Coryansos, approd at DulbIartonso,, Rnqoas shall to .nd.ss.d by 'noon .s.b.,ras,ss by lb. 
Coryonnos is - Oaonssrnd Ltodn .5 ma,,. Dahonjacn,s.a I. Cot taos's, ,09sn,.d is such 
D.obaaso,sisso 5aoaan or any Into, toss.., Cost an., ho ss.holoaod by Co Co,po.srs.o, (itch or.,00 
ss,hnnsston n.y b y pan by Coo Corpora's, math. Osan,r.nd (s'odn by tint. raidapy ortasda, 
4w,... No OSban.m.as shall to lsdronotd iris, Cot Cost boat. 

31 Dlas,noa.n 5.ants She isioll On.banontootr Laqan, shall talc.. is Disba,t.is.ssa for Coo 
period am.onoai Os oh. ClauOt baw tsd.,dist a. Coo in, day Of or on, Mirri ciltadar 
mouth. Each sabooqo.,, Drsbsinom,n, Rnqans arad. r.lo, a Ddhaan.rn.nu  (0,1 colondor anna th., 
has is1 ho's rho 'shoot. ofl pr,00cos Dlsbs',sorrrsn. R.waas 0! 

to lb. coat or Cog Obs,l Duhariort.., 
Roqsna. on sAl Ebanhi. Coin shich shill has. hot. ,sotrr.d. ha, no pail p.o. a 'ho Ca,ol Dora. Each

D,chsnonorr Rits' shall identify Co. El,'sbl. Cs,'. ,sios.bly aosapsbnd by ho bonus.,. hi ps'd 
dsnosth, period sorl,,ndbyto. D'.bsrs.a.st Rod llo.;004,haljr,o,o.o, Di.hs loI\ndodclr 
EllaIhI. Co.'. ssoa505, 'orb ('aloe 1,4 boast. sad if. insat Dlobaouo,r,nsr Roqlon, two .1.0 lnqlsotr 15 
.nas'an'nsosryis.i,soalCoopran.d.orCooT,,or Low 5 abort . yoymos, cnss.npIa,,oby 
5.c,aosd.db.nnot. Abobsnososlb0000st to" boln try tonns,uca.d'. "bit l) ii-to .nn,nd 

Cc,yonno, noah. copy is Co. Osntr..d Land.,, cot sr., Coat PIG La. tea sss,a Dsy*h,oh, 
as or hart., that tfl.,oCo alnada, day at 5. month imsr.diltoly, pro, is the yonod snin,d by Coa 
Dihasasms Roson (prasidS Coat - ial,lS Diohuasosost R.qsas osithos 05th rnlo,sd dooss.sro. 
oat ebaO ho 4.0,0,5 at on polo,. Co Clubs Ditty. blodidc,saas srbubsnomoa, Psqan'. ynor is 
spp'ard sty ho sad. osly siCo - ssaaal or b y Cooponsoon. Doahanas... Roqanata sky nor to 
osbs,n.d ma,. fraqsnady Co.n nan o r.oy mont 

$.1 Lladio so,. ,bsosta of G,aosa,nd D.Io Ou,stsadlat No Diabano,r., 'ill ho ssCoo,ioad
say .... It. .1st - data or sad aba, a,,s, .1.'., .5th b'sban..n.or. lob Co aa000sspnoop.l 

otOsaasa,00d Dab. oIab.a.adlno mould n'tnd Co. Msijnsa, Fran ..I Amos's, Orb hi lb. isa at 
- stan..'ob pnsnyal aatcua, of Oaanatnnd NO soos,adiai - Co. atsiasm pnj..n.d stoma, 
nqnamna to, Cos rtooao a a. corn...,w ao.,haoa oil Gsa,',ar.od b,bs ou500adis5 soulduros 
(I) - MaScots Lass Guano... Uah,llry 0,141 75% or - 5s' at (A) 919b11 Con'. Coororornr, 
lapacrid lads to sound dtoag - sooth sib 'ha spot. is .bich - baboons.., R.qcat S ondi 
- ISIS bl.O21,. 

5.5 PosdO.s gadn. rinOiabsoissan,.dbnsosborta4so'ayJnol.,g)ihsCard haw 
- Coad,d. is - sonata nit's onsasil., by I.r.nol 1.1 Gorwndos, - (hI sO.. O toti attn is 
.5001 Doib,a,son*.sc 

(II Tb. Ins 5410),000 of 1110*10 Coo,, is nor.. of that smoat, of ElinobI. Cost flotdod by 
.Ior.ndCa.hG...nao. buw ho,. hosed., Inst. 10% by Cior,rhor.d Eqor,ny sad sonar. dma 
10% by Osssna,nd D.bc and 

ill El050bb.Co.'sI.o.gnnaf,h.,sr, st(slSbS,lI5.0000sd lyl,h.s.oins.fEIlgohl.Caso 
Paad.d by bs,.nal Cl- Os.noo, has. Son Paadod 00 sor. Cots dd.d7% by Oaa,orrnd bib' 
.ad II -, 13.11% by Co,mho,,d Equbry, 

1.3 Sob.aalo of Diahsnaaoaas. No Diohsnoa.., '.11 ho oarynnaod by asy don 'sins Coo 
artIst. .anaaa of 'sob Ouhoasosoc.. s,orho, an 0th., Dishanisnwa,s mod. 4550. Co. prod 
.s..od by - isai'aaasal Fuss lohodul. Cos' - has sos, annoy appras.d by - Cooporatsis 
psonssas is 1.c.o. 9.2 honor. 'at rsn Coo. os pot..., Ennotno Coin the cranabsd,n s,,u,u.0 
pao(sn.d D.S'anosn,a boson oaoh Olsbsn.sso data ap.nO.4 Is .iS Fiat SshSsIa onlosotao, 
spplsaaos by - ion,,., 4.l,onr.d a - Corpor.runo at St., IS Russ.. boys pnor isa pr000,.d 
dat, of s Dr.h.ruo,ast, Coo Cnrp*as.a, shill hi,. a11mss.4 a Dithurtiosont Cosr Colon lOt, aba 

is Eart, 10 suck .pporn.nd Ponds Sohadol.. 
5.0 0th.. CoadId.,. 0 Dhhon.oso.s, The Carpunthon 'ball alCott.. Diohuouoa,.mrs uoly it Co 

kIln.,,; coodo,ssn aar n.00dad at Con b,n or o,ahnits,ss. nosy, to, ho.. rosdisoons Coat say baa. 
Sna o.pnoaly flung by rh. Ca,paooat pinsas, 5 (n.S.a 5.7: 

al A Dhhscsa,r.n, R.qron. bAsIl hs,, ho's dolinr.d lb Cor Co,_ soCo I., 0 ssalr 
Dosboonoano, I. aspbiaoo. s,,b (noon 5.1 hnr,nfl 

ISI Th. r.p.noa.tatoss old sour.ntn oliot. aiim.., sad Spooso, nor tonh in Anrd. I h,,001. 
ot uth Pnitp.l Sisckj,obdon 'so Co. Pnacpil Stockhadun Atin.anoo sad at Co. Sons., a, Coo 
Spa.., Ii Co, Callssnl Aton.m.a,a 'hill ho isa s'Co - tin, .Coc,u Coas.h ('fla oath, di.. or 
asohosoass or such Dothaosn.a, sad os th dots of 'sob Doabraou.m.o; soaps is no at.,, of 
do.a.n naaod by o.00aoto,s boor.. sssspl.,,d by ih.nis ons.rtat in - o,di.a,y than, or 
basoosa.00a.nt.51a,haoboarsrnnallyadrsrat 

lcll1dnorsrnnhallbs,nocnaaindsadh.anoatja.00paCois,,,nCois,,.00,,p_or,i3O0, 
hooh .5514 baa,., os Er,,. of DrIatolo. 

141 Th.,. Ihidlonbon two s. Ahasdbnntst aoirho, Coo Innao, an, Coalpuao..hiiI haw 
d.o.d tan,.. muon,.,. of - Fanhay 0tdo ain540is psnopsoaa I. - 1501,0 psoisin, is 
Auid. SO hatuto. a., droll any ..no ho.. oanar.d - ho ssa000bn ahich thn500ou .a Eon,, of 
Cnapomd.a Tt,aiaoas. 

ni Tbia ban,..., this haw paid is - Cncpa,sssn - Csonn.o. F. - - Piaandol 
Aasd.oaaa F.. to Cot stInt - so - nun oaind S AnUs S ho,ist 

In Tb. Cnspanao. thoU han. oocol'and ,osdo.ca .adstoaovy isis Li) - EIljhS Con hon 
- 00045. 5 - moain,an si da y- bln. by sons! Cub Onns.om 0 anidncod by - 
oasiS, - - Op ..t Lasso, is Cot Ca.aos Ann,., or- Lana. Opnn,n. Cash I. 00) 
hub - 'a Coan,his.d loamy saga., a sa.ofp - r.qognmoaootlaadoa 1.4 b.ont tad LOIb of 
- asosao otolanho. Ca'. iacsa,.d - n,dMs - na..obio,ona oath. anna. of Silsibdo Coo'. 
annoyoo.d by - hono.., is 55 - dma; the ralada, sosob corns by - Dhhooanmos, 
Rat 

wTho Cay,..,,. shoAl haw ,.oibs.d - oniaaoa. otnuaoal to at shall oraio.ahby ,tqonL 

Ihi All 'sroamn - docanot'. ddlr.nd stho Csponna ssd oIl asard r,qsh,d is or 
'skis by - la,ron or Spaaao, hnnadn. a - as. - - In, anh.madoo of. 
Osshan,m.m sd all r'oisndlao. hat. 'a moanalca Cosr..,oh .bat ho astfaaa.y, is - 
Caoyoroaan. - Coo Coopsntson Coat ha. nc.irnd nottisol msasoflaou .. anulod os94a otall 
- iaaonan.s.. - doaanoo 000.01., osidsan so I nay, rn.sotably m.q.no I. -n is orid.oan 
- sanuaaadoo 01*00.105.0011 'a'isisplssd Cooroby. 'so u01aa. or oIl poosoonhlporoo.poa. 
not, by say Proud. 'a oaaaona.. ConnosCo sad ismplaooc. "Co - ooadldcn sat bath S this 

Auddo (ad - tad 'shale .asatiaany a Co. Carparan.. 

5.7 Psodal £aCoao,som W.n.or of Coadld.aa. 

'I ('ha Cuoopansas .hosld dornmiaa that say otCo. costa ldos.l.d in. Dbahoas000n.o Roqsn, do 
is, coolant,. glipso, Coo.. - Caaynr,asa shall. sihrna is - satttac,sos 51 oil of Con sob., sidlnons 
do Cot Cboyaossan's ohboaadsa is oa,hon,a D'.hsnnocooars hoonado,. onnnlr.lin aoohona 0 Do. 
bsnoa..s ro, . yo.aoa or Co. rnqsno.d Draboncows. two rnyoa, Con a,,. 40551,4 is 'sob 
Obtbc'.as,.ono Roqona 'bask - C,,ponda, - dnornia.d do maasosis EOi,lhl. Cs,ot cotsoa000I niCo 
- Coadln roan 'pooLS i. Soot's S.d hoist, 

5blbC000rn.Cootayar or. aflmdnooaisth.saCoonoaoanotancs.,sd Diohon.s.n, not .oho 
an. - Corpsncoa a is - dhado sl ., y ads. .soh tulnor aad aodonam. D'obmn.a.n, bars. 
imooao nqunood at to say toot, saduat. No 'sob s.S,r, 'ball ho doonod to corond .5 .,y Oaosn 
soth.nnas. or babon.ssas odno - 0- naot .apnsoly no p.05,404105 .ntisa tad.. from - 
Csiyanuo, is - Esnos..,, ma lonyos., ahaB ho .os,,d a, P.O." Os ponothln allay r,Oaaad by 
- Cospornosas is souboomn. r.qsna.4 Dsbnnosras Or .ay .o,honoaao. atlas thaa Cot ,.qnsoad 

5,! ama..,,.. of Los.hs,d.a,ioa. It sIb,, ass3,onoc bi'bsnns,sr, Coc Ca,yondo. '010044 
do'.ntsoisaoaaym.thkscis,schsaoso,aa,aossoonolth.,snrsa,,.da,s,0,h, 
aahonaaouo oaprnootCoon.o0i,b.ao.,soa45ho,a.5osd,nrhs, to, E,0'.o(o,raoItlayg,0t,of 
Cooysnoss T.omrsoton. or soy ir000 atoch. 00th 50000 Or lap,. elsa, oo hoto. atoll Wars. an Er.., 
a bofasbs or on Ennso at Curytritsos Tonnonaton has occ,aor.d lad 'sotasono. Cot Cs,psntho nay 

- O,aasa,nod Lana,, to rollosa to hosor try Disbon.s.sa  Roqa.,' prsnoraly am.horo.d by - 
Cbapsn000bypnn,,nnoa,,nslou,anbnCo. Oianaa.dLasunotosW,odapmsrdyn 
pnos'sbbi by aunts acan Coartoi is that Bonn.., lad rho Cslaaanocd Loud.,. 
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AETICLIO
Psaca Gist-asia Pinion

-

- 

di `,led at Pita C,an.saa Pay's, maCas-nsa - at ho oatp,tsd a oat, say Pm 
Gains,, Psysasa a no baayaaat saps - nn- a ElilbI Piadaa - Faa. no Paatiay dan 
no Pain Canasta P,tiad. 

i_i Pu-.— F- - Paysaso .4 P-a Canaan Pssssa. 

I a Far - ala-dat sosat - ls,iaaar stat satan aa Inca a - Ca.paniat abs-Its - 
Pita Gi,a.nna. Asasat (as , scat. lath saab stain stat ha is - - mn-I )aasa sa 
tai,aba di. as-gd by * S.o.s Oscar at - bans-as sad at's Sa anapaiiad by It, appassas 
doctaastssaa nqaaiaad by latabi 1.2 ban,. sad ant - Oa salt' Caspanaso say ASS an. a 
ass, naaatabdy aaat I aa,aaa a 0,4?. appon - mans - iska.aaas aaaaiaad is no tatais. 
All nasaa at Diaaans 5.4 l!aadad 01st-i Si oaaand I acrdaacs - - pnndasa ass taatt a 
Staid_s di basat. 

bI Upaa rn-pa siam made - .cnso*ayiaj Ifaasaaco dassisbad is I.S.o ditat knot. 
- Caspanaca asia! asataa no C.i.a - ant aapsayng isbn-isa. tot at, puspaaa at 
a*troisg 'he adtqa.acy at ascb albrsaaaa sad ha saniaty at lbs P,a Caanlaan Asoana. Os It. 
- at - saaaaaaoa. abs Csepaassa. stall ask, a Pain Gtan.aaa P,yaa-a - as sn, aqaal a 
'ha Pita Gsana.t Aaas- a ha_a sa — baa_i. - - asaso 'hanat. any. abiak a n-asabby 
dssrsaa.d by - Caspanaca a ho asoana sad alqasedy aaats.d by - anapaa.$ 
istaaastaa. Stat P,Ia Giant-ta Psysaaa shin ho aids as Sr baton na-act di, that sass by 
no Caaanoa. at - sine. 

ca Sbacdd no Casis.aaa asaiosabdy lain_as. 'has - Pita Cans., Asic! - sian 's 
ans laa.a at any san 'hataat ian-na at a iaadaqaanay appal by 'ha ak..ana 
an-nasa,.. rat seas. a abaa sooty - bra-aria so. a pnrabho at san dean-sass. sad 
no lan 'hear. Upoa hasp, at - at. 'ha lan-an that a piaaseaaa pascataa. 'baa 
at sadiaaaaa an-ayaa,.ag atna,., tdtaaaa a saps-' 	 C.i.a by .bat aappaaassta 
at.s,aaaa a no Caspanas thin nsaaaaba, nsa . a - lath addaaaaal aparaa 
.atasmanos aabsassat by - lana-at pa.atsaaa a - S_a. ailta shall ba 'abase a no pavunsa at 
SaadJ.bi banal Ilanydspaaaaanopnca,anas-atnopnaGan.assasn,aa,raa.sa 
a. made. 'na ia-land oh. act-al .aadhasa atno Coasonosa sad - lana-sr lthas no sag a 
'bath 55th las oacs a na-nd a ho paal. no. as apiasanaa 'divas... as. aahoaqaata Iatoaa shall ho 
aada be 'ha macat. it any. 'halo dat - In_as, at at, Capstan.. ia - as. asp bat. 

III lbs toaSt. ft. can oasis - be sabsaittad a 'ha CatponMoa star bat,a ho itasaaah 
laaaaaa Day at ho todasS seat It 'ha P'S - as - pahaithod as'ha - - sawn Pat any 
saab is Is. - lan'n shall asapasa - Pile. Osast-asa eaan ha - 5.5,5 basal s-a - 
PM - - a aat aaaah - ab 'ha PM - ban pahaltad aid ant a as aaaah at's be 
apapSsaay anal os - bi 

a) East PaIa Canaan, Paysn- a ho sat. by - C.syanaa - ho 'had. a aapl soda? at 
- Ulad S_a - is iaaadisssay asadshia rant by sas .asa a - bank daaaad by 
- lasts-, a - Caaaras is 

to A	 - ________ 
(a) Aay Ptia Caanaa. Pay_a sad, a - brs- absa ho aandaa a ahaaqaaaa aegis by - as 

b.hdtat - Cspanda is - a aiaity - lasts. aaaa Ia - naSa Sata* 'hat.,. Tb, 
Ira., thai! tan - - a nv's, an an a- 'ad aay It-so s,isaa na at - tadho akin. 
- no nsa at 'ha Cas,anoaa - loans.,. ho ba.dMl is rda.a 'lab - pascalta, 
at Saidas aLtO i_at - an adjnaaa.a asIa an a inSt haiti a - aan at an Pain 
Osnaaa Pay_a stan ho ballad is aada.a - S,sdaa 2.0 baat 

ba Fda set_ac. at-a ho sad. a aay Pt_i Oaaanaa Payss- - a 's.d at an all a,daaad 
paaaa a Seas 1.44.5 hoaaat alas 'ha Caatsdaa aSIa - lass-sat at ho dale be - 
.dlasaa by - - at Its aM amId, yast - - ala-ga, - is'bisb - ,tas .aanad 
- rap a -_ - dale be an adjasasna a baaad. 

di! M at Aasasa at DaIa,aa - ISa-dad OIL lbs sass-at Oilsast - ilaadad 045 
- a aalcaiaaa - P,Is. Ossnaass Asatac tar an a.aah at-la ho d.aaasianaisaaa,daaca slat no 
aasrnaa - saastsa tn-las daasbad is Sibadda 0.3 ban,.. Tb, Casyansas stall hon Its 
s4ha a isn a nyaaanaaisaa pass- is sack saa.anlaa aol satan..	 - 

ARTICLE 7
Gcaas& Conassan as Inane., 

lain,, gall sly patio and shots,, a-in and in II t a,raitu bninshs, act bit ii 
'ha Asdada sad - - at at. a's atatia C-asaaa-a 5t ash aba as. as is act-raise pta-dad 
ii an ant anna,. 

a C.,., bias. Padsaad Agnoddas Papsaaa at Oaths. 

a a Lisa! no Fall ta-nsa-s On, - 'han-ha - a Paisaal Tasa. - loans.. shall 
pasaata. and aaaaia is aaisaa.a- a a alpanata is - an-dana aada* no baa at a. ta-ti at Taaa 
and is qaaaaaaaaa and goad andla U £ 'hats. aapaaasoa a any ais is adA abs baa..... 
annead by - kin-n at no paspany asad at Sand by - lain,,, nqaits - bcnaaar a is 
q.alilad Il a thnaaa aapaaann 

b  fla lasnanr shall a..,., a an basiaa at acaauy cat,, at-a sM,a abisada no Pnyaa ad 
shall 'data Saab sat as-sass lay baa', -. Faa_st astat aba - racily.

cc, Wnbasa - — sails, s.aa- sousa at no Caapasaaat no lana,,, sbaai sac 
SI) dhoasaa. SadIsts - sat-na. cci. at Iaiiaaaa alan a pansiaad hint,, 
Ii) aa,ttaad.aa a, ssbaa alas say Pans.: 
(dl) as-ps as InitIal is Dad at Trait ilL nails,, a-any, l.aa at atheists. 'hare.. at 

an pan itt' ass. 
(b')ataaa,nqanataana. any aabaldla,3 
(it asain all arasssa_anially aim ajaba asian atsay satar Pans. 	 - 
si) baa paaoat a say paasanhlp ass Panapaat Ian' fasat ,assast 
ti) sassilafly aspand at )aadsaastaly slam, lii Psajac rat. has danidbad I. Satan. list 

- -la--s M,sanadiaat a, 
ins) aaad. asdity, - as ray..! a Mdclan at baiyan050 or. a any atonal anise. I, 

I-
(4) ma lanss, aba! at ass a, patois say Pains a an. - Ft-Clay tar any pats-as star 'has 

- paadaast at sysbad, fad sat-s - si-Sal at Sat a 13117) at - Ac. pta-dad this at. 
ba,asaa st's at ,sat - pngaasa at say by.pa-daa eacoal a - pradaca. at ,yssbaat 'hat 

I s ) lb. lana-a stall daly and painy ap - palaapal at. psnaaa It sara - baa,.., as 
- Cataaaad Psaan - - las Lan an-adaan sick - misaim at_a and - Gassasaad 
Lao Apis-an. and daly tad s-sanity pastas.. at is ao'hpaasa ahanaad,r, 

7.2 Caadas aad Opaasdaa at F,adlay. 
a! U - - 'hsa bat - a Pa.sjisd Tsioiaanat no lana,, this A_andy pans. 

no Pnaaa tad as a baa. sgaaa a a- no gas, at laths! P,aaana, a is, paaa aa - Idea. 
Sapaaaba, 20. PU. a nasa no daaa at Caaasaasa,.aaa at Cssaataal Pndssanss a sal, plan ass? 
batan tasa 30. 147, a as, no Pacthy a actiana Gsaas Pndaasa a. tat tans is labia 1-1111 
Eatsa.aaoa Masarsadsan and a case no aaal ta-isa, at Illabla Caaa as - Cia.! Daa as an 
ad IiLaiI.000, 

i I Iba lana-a, ahat a,. a - s!ana a Ijan, Clas, is - sawsa,. asd at - calisy sad 
pita,, a, sassassla 'h Marks, Pn,a tar lla.dad Cal. iaitas 'ha In-cat at apansatal tacaat, and 
asia! apse, sand canals 54.1 - Caspan,aa tat sapan isa., pant-nc as Saaaaa 9.1 - ti) ba,aat. 

Is! ma loan', shalt at ho baa aS,, a nsa. - lasss apadiasea far an aa$t a at 
aqapant. plans and asaanaay saaaaaa1 pans at eta Faslisy a ho daasaad ta a ant a bat. 
apsbsllaa at a-pathos -inlay isis, at shaa. -bit) 5ra an-ny a at-baa no Ft-i,7 a act-an 
Gasa PsI_a. aa Fasts is lass i-au ata. stan-ass Maaanadsa, ma Ion.,,, stall nsa, 
all - a_ass plans - aary a ho ananoaa a at asaa,al anpcco ala - ecis-

ma loans, shall - ass-s. say ass paap,ny, siaanls a a-an- a - pnpany On 
aiaanls is an- at'has abash a aaasaaabay an_sal, a 'able - Ft-lays aaats Cans Pndsaaa 
a as 'hack is lobe. Till at - a,lsnsacaa Massatadsa. 

7.2 UadaSaa Us-se Paaiacdaa - P,sarasslaa at Lia-a at Cstasaa.l Aa,asaaa. 
ad ma lana-at shall at Ca-It, alas,, art, a ala, a - an tin is spat, at no Tans 

last. aa 'ha - baa 5t - One at Tans - Psi-aa,g Costa be_a. 
(ba Vail - Fan Ra-nnsa Oasa, - Ion...,, stall paaapdy ,adsnaka any - all aaaaa 

I ladaaiaa nasas - Dad at Titan. an asaplsaa-anl Daada at lists, a'h Pt*iaaaa Sanaaaaaas 
sad ad .appasssaa sad satan daaaaasa ,aaaoa non, as las aaan a be lacosdad. sallasaa,d sad dIed 
sad aba bay, naadad. nisasand - alal a sash sasar sad isasat posan a aataairy. pays,5 a 
caana aba - all asaaaasy aaaagsaa lad ddoraa.aa httaunsa. is-alias. dbpa aa st 'sass and 
ha-. - cardensa 55th all aassa, - aniaanas is sass, MU a ataaa. 955am. sasasaaa - 
pnaaa - ba-stat. Dial atlsrass a. a drss lad pd.r Isa as - Titasa La-an. sabjas aaiy a Pacassad 
lnnabssaas. ma ban.,, stall paaas - datssd is isaaaa. is - Teas Isa-a assiass ban 
,aaasd by a.y Pans. askan non - baa .5 at. Dad at Tens sad Patsisod laaabss.an. 

let (/td - Fan Pidsann, Osa. - basis-ar st-Il a-ht sath a_a sad an as daoaaass 
a aip ho annaly a a no Ci,p,sSaa 55) Itta,a tao sot a one a aan at,, the C,epaasasa 
- - Gaans'hsd La-Ia. ian a ass sad — L Mite asdy a Paisisad Costobns at 
pass-si a paapss, issasa, isa sag paasal. 'bitt say is antand by laa.aaa, tad stat at, 
isdadad I - Tn. Isa,. alsiba at a, - paspasy a an,7 a In-able Pa, as isoaaaaaa 

- st-lb. ,__._...,... a apatas atno Pa_my a no Pat..	 - 
7.4 P5d las-as, ma loans., stall at all,. asqodsa aaani. aay ls.	 data, 

- — — 
74 Lds.s last ')sbaa no pa,.. anpa si_a	 ataba Csaymds. - lass-n

a'haO at -. as_a. a - a cabana bawaa a is Sable be an Daba. - that 
a) — Oabc 

lb )noTans Las. - 
In) sans As. no Spaaat a, baa a Saakad, -- Sa Ii) alt and alsa no sotas 

otConabaad Eqdsy is psata Ihaaaaaal a Sda ad) do an b,a,isa,s. ('h) at, 
sand by an ase. nasbta at In-nba.. at aba bans-aa. (ii) an a.boadlaaasd is ta at 
pays's. a no paysaa stan pataispal at aad laaraa am - Oasis-sad Dab' is aaatdiaa slab 
- as.. ama tant at Snadsi, y,J Mat,. 'I as, asIdad by mnaocaaa, pdad5sd aish no 
Plad,sho(dar coda' - Pt'dp Asnasast - (III an aaia,,a. a- scsi sppaand is adia by 
no Cams-as,,. paw a no isansta 'h,aat. 
7.4 isa at Pnca.S, 

st ma lasts_a, shall aai. at D.baasasa.a a ho i,aadaasaly dapasasad aoa no Csaasnadas 
An-ass - shad an. anassa Ca das-asa is 'ha Cas.vaaaoa An-as.. saaly Ii) lbs no paysasa,at 
Oipbaa Coast - it) a aba a-tea. s.anaa,y a saaaas no s_asIa at no las Lsaa. ''fast no 
pay_as aanpaaaad by S_at dl bataat. a-epa no! no baaasn say sat, Pan-sad taaaasaaac 
p.51_i - g. ib'atasc lao., aba an,nllay arno banaaaa. aa,haa no _as- -a_a an. at 
no Coryansa. am. Os,.,.,, sill a, a, t p,aanda St sty Dttinanasn - nasa aay payod'hs slit-
ptisdal a.aaa at say Ocatsasad Dab.. 

Sb) FM lanaaar shill at any pan at abs psaltada Ass Ossasasad Dna. dissny - 
Idlnaly. a 'psat-an - aaiy' (attn no saassatRslaaaa C atno land atGatataan atata 
Padsa,a 5ans. Spaasa as baa-dad. Ii CP,L. Pan 107) say sans n-ny a- daises a - 
Raga*sasa Ctcra radian a, nan any adatadsas saipsaity sacanad a panbaa, - i-ar an - 

ti It, loan,, shah a. sib, say Oabaaa.aas A.q,aaa (a, ha pasyasa at iswaaas no 
paoaa* nontns is a sar ab,ah p,adsan.s sad aano lan-sat a can, 51- iaaars, acpaslo 
a- - Dsbsnasaat 

7.y Uaiaadas a Otaaaaiaa. 

Iii The lain.., stat as ladaa Sr assk, aby Dsanb.aaa at saks say Opaoaal Prayaya.t, 'ash 
span a 'ha Tan' Loan pro, a- no daa at Cocnsaaaaa,sa at Cnssaansal Pradaactat 

lb I Os - that no las. at Caaaa.a-aass at Caasnsrnai Pitdeaa, no Ion.,,, altIb as 
dada.. a, sat. any Olsatbssaa - .551. an Opaiasci Pnpayaaan as's lb. Tan Las, salata. 
star pta-a slat, an - Daanbstaa a, On-sal Pnpaysa-s. .asb at no tadhoa,ai ctsdiaasa Isaac 

a lass at Dalaals a, lana at Ca,panss. Taataasa. stants abact .tst oat, St 
lap,, at ass a bath. anal bans, a Inst at 0_stat - ban n_and - ho aaaaasa - 
an	 'salt bin - ana by 'ha Csspasssa. paaaan stan-a 5,2 banal 

Sabjata a 'ha sppliabia situ and 
o a - Ira.., a sat. Pica Gasaaai. 

IS soodat Idsasatsi-adlai *n scat, 
ba aklipaad a sass any P Ccitt-an 

stat p'a. also a ant P7_i Canaan 
Y. aid. by - Carpasaass a - 
adhyaa saath - - I!) t,h lt-Pat a 

dat ahar pins sian a tank Pita 
- Paysasa sal, by at. C.pandaa a 
- Q. - ajasad at- — at 

Ui Pt Cans., Paysani -- baa far 
- by - Cnapaniiaa a - Itsa-, tat 
• lana-sr - say ba sat a a - 

Cans-na Paytaai - sat - is
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lii is iota psisseaa w SetSe 1 0.3 bernet thai be', bee. tOte, is the Csepars.loe tie. a 
detereelasee. a., be seals by the Specie,. - lana-er er g. Nmnapal Sssnbhald.n a connate 
p*itOdp.aon 0. the prajen 

ii) ill depeelia Oaio - Dab, Freiecao. Fead - all Froth ShIM. Psiennis - Msedaeer, 
Prep.yeeae .eui,ed be asle plansaai - Corn_tees. ee 51 peat a - dii. it each 
dedanaa.. Dsenbeasi by 0aM flepsy_ta; isalsilne thai. recalled a, a_ti,. at ceth 
Dlaeibe.a.. a, Opisail Prepay_ta 'ball bare bee. eedc 

(Ic) my isa Olsolbedee is be - been clash dieideadc and 
(vi - wan.o lana utah. lee,eaer )esth.dlae the Dabs Peee.So. F'a4) steed I. aneai 

ilabljisee tatllae eeuwtd at Oe.seaeed Dada sad the T. Lee.. echediled Sale ibis 4 
teacm alter the den .1 tao Dlamb.eloaae Opus,.t P,epsyeeeae by a. sees.. nina eqaal is 
Sl.000 esluplied by • leaden the hanoI er..bkk is - FF1 lit - peetedla; teeth - 
the deeeelaaar at tbith 'sth.P?' lit Mateb. less. 
ci Neee4ehansdlas pnenpt (a) elthiaseaiea 7.7.b.ea peaelded - ahersaitea, effete each 

dlrpldeed. - eadldenotSeadeas 7.7ibHi) s.d (B) beeeatare Sa 'he lattice, thin be peeaieed is 
p., - daldeeda I, say tax tei lithe tat, thai - lenin?. hebelisy Sbt lidetas 1a.m. lean hr 
- patr.eeyea, )nictdelid Is - link hda.} is is la_s tithe ieee,. at the AvaIlable Camels.. 
Tea lease so the - etiech pale. lea per aisbeeae - dieldeada bile sealdered Dkmbedan req the 
pita-en et Seadoaa 7.7(b)(th). 7.7( b 1(. I. 7.1 - 7.5 beret. Tha levee...?. lebisy ret (ideal 
1a.m. lean shed be njcalei.d bc eny Is. ye.. - beech ike been-es a ice a a..mber elsa athbaeed 
peep alahia - aflame otS.cdao 170145) tIthe Code tb. a ceeaeddaied eta. palate a Scale. 
$01 51 ba Coda lit tetnl sane tea pasta-sea, b's' 'ao.e,d that. "penis re_tn. 

(di Ta the a-al 101 peebiblsed by 'a-slabs. In. lad aeeeltheeesdle. the peeclaloas oldean (II. 
(U) aid Cr) e(Sewee ''al beaned'. 54 the lea, lila... Day atAperl oteach yeas liDeela - 'e.g a 
-both the Gsneeeed Debe S apel. 'a 0.0 - -r a the eel alibi Peite TheAae hail, the lenteer 
ahiU ask. a Decibels. a ee seeee,e tbieh. iseeesn eleb en Fre4e Sbenae P.yeea, re,l.xed be 
tide a the Carpeeeaea as. aisle thereat punasse is Saile. 734cc bernet. is acas a - n_ta at 

II) theucnaotth. lerraeereeeneae aaee.a.erii,esernllebdldcsbothue.thelaaldeyat 
'ha irnatedlseesy p,ler yes.. seer 

Ii) the ian it 

IA)	 nadmatal eapeeted be reqaired hose the tsneal pea. lie Carnal
Eepeadlsaee peeeeiated by Seaca 7.11 bernet sad 

(II O.000a esIlpiled by • rrecdee the e.m.eue. at 'blab ithe FF1 - Deteenber at 
- ImmedIately poet yeae lid-the daeenleeis, 01 chub is the Of lir Mitch. loss. 

(II rtaeiehiee.dln panleepto lbs. (t) 'ad (dl of this Sane., the los_tee, .bat not be 
remained is eeebe soy Diedbeesaa seal cob al5 as sty re.eeeisa,saa teqslred by Settee 7Sl0 Steal 
bss - eaepdeisd. 

7.1 Debt F,eeeetbee Feat Uel the Fedi Ret.eae.s DII. 
(5) On the date Se etbicb any Daa.ebeeeee or Opeseel Fr,p.ymeet it the Team Las.. iseli by 

the lereoeer (-. my  0,5mb.... ned., - lien its nab djr,de.d I. - ia_tel creased I. 
the tee, eat_tn cite y.yIc I beast), the lana-er .bsll deli's, tech. Fteadbslder 0.r depeeei 
W the Dabe Fraoe F'.d a, an_tn. at ass ec el a teen the ieee., eq nssch Diaseebenee it 
(ipeaaael Frepeyneet peeseded. scent. thaI .a lads depase 'bill be required is the Sole., thsi is 
scald awe the baleen in - Debt Preenee, head a extol the stem 51 

Ii) the .isetieee anoe.l stall pvajeaed 'awn, peyeeea. a.etpsbad as the heel. of the 
nasa. male at swens the Geena,eed Na- estig nil be 'coasted is be aide diem. - 
'.1.1 aaeth peteed (sdlcslai - dale Se sO Osenened M. eessss.dlae lob -. .51 

III) .asnauaaeqesl is I0%stthe aunst.eolthe pasceal aae,eistcsset.seed O.k 
0.ie.edioead isa 4.1., 

lb 0 The lena-er may W. - P5.45th., is sept, enais, a - Dabs ).anea Feed 
eaSy lit - lillaesiej peepea-- 

1) - Fienleed lanesmata it 

(II) a eels eahedesed pay...- el peiadpel ieee Scene - coy Ote.eesseed Debt - 
- IL - NO - spas tha the lena-er - -e athenSa ban esOmes. 

- it - eçAeeleaea a - is take tech penn. pieS.ed. ba,eeer. - - 
lse,a-n thall sat be nuided is ash. eay ad the lina.ae	 V (Is a Its 
Deftest it anti ci Cempaeedea TenSeS., erie teen 'beth. - loan a, ape. 51 
beth. aereld bane en Stint at Defteda. shill beta n*d sad be aasetelaa - eel. ebsil 
hatie bee. pen by - Coepant. pn_ia a Scala. Ill beeeeter (1) panes.. 
5a 0.1 hereof shin ban ban d- a be Cetpseslee thsa. de.mis. say be eade 
by - Scans,. - lena-it it - hrialpel Sisebbeldee a isnSs peedapalia a - 

(C) Ia - ewes thea a-ac a the Ones Peea Fad ate appled by - F.adbasder 

Ii) a take Fecebad lainaaeae - lea, i.e beaned theeebp a. 

(5) a tab. psyane a .naedsan elsiSealea 7.14b)e) bcaC 
- lee,eeer shell depels law - Debt hrewe head Ia 5	 eqeel is - sn_sat slash
kaddo wdaftsby nne.00dabodbabbaybo.bbibba-1-a, Ileethit ibeaeee, 

(4) Ia - cane that - bile.. a - Debe Fee P.54 awed. - as. at the 'asset 
ipelaed 'a Settee 7.Ile)(lb (5) betel. - Iaeeee,er may Serea - headhaideree tenet is 
- Immeer - a 

73 Reqefred Paye.ies, 

(.0 Coenneedy aSk nab Decibel.. made by - leneeer dsslaa - Pecan Sbeebee Paled, - 
lenten - - I Iseqelaed F.yaes. los, sees.. aeeeniaed I. tslloe.t 

(i) It - a(peesa Inane at so D.nebelen 'bOth hive - aade by - beaeee't, 
lodsdlae she peepesed Dieeeebees., 'a eel be at S2l.000, - lena-er .bat sen - 
ebeisaa is mate Reqslred Psynsoet 

II) II' - ,weee,e a_tea. f in DSetbsa,eo ithig ban beet eel. by the laereeei, 
abdoaddit - loolaboad Olsibesla, S Pisie, - S23.,000 - a as be a at 537400.000. 
- lenten, abin take. Required Peynea. isa ames.. equal istl% etch, ma-side se, ef 
- eeaaa etthe peopeeed Diacebalae psss - .we'ta a_tale Oat Dl. bssdan 'big beeb 
beet petealy tale by - lana-er evit - pester at (A) the eueeesae anaae ad' in 
Dlaaibela.. preulsally aade by - lee_tier, sq (l)	 sad 

00) It - sjpeaaa leal .1 all Dieelbedoe. -- ben - eat 
by 

the lena-er. 
ladadiag - petyseed Olbedee. a pence thea 3374(0.000. - Settee's, shill aehe a Requited 
Peyteeae be 'a anseanieqasl is A) tOteIthe eeaeaaatthe lam o(thssce.ae tithe pica-led 
Dbeenbseiea pen be sspfleaa a_tate stall Oiaenbud.aa eabl.b bin - preseo,aiy Cit by - 
lena-er en, the stetteg ed ((I - 5555e151e a_teal at all Diseabeala peseloe.sy aide by - 

• leeeeest. a,))) 537400.000. pbs (I) (the senate.. amces.a al all Dlnthbtsessa peetieseely asIa 
by - bseeoe,ere - - S,7,,coa21% st - ta_s st537400.000 ate, scab awe,iw 

(Mat - Geaeaereed Debt is - it Ml, sal. Reqeired Pay_ta. - be eel, by - peepayeeees by the 
leeroamertisa sspevte pelalpes ._teea tithe Gaana.eed Debe steel a am i_tea, st isa Reqalsed 
F.yaeen. his leash peepayeeaa shill be applied a the anew ease, at - sespeeida at - Gosnaeed 

- Debt After - date.. - Gisesmeed Dew baa - - be Oat Req,ared Paytnests chill be ned. is 
Fred; Shaaiae Psynese pead dixealy a - Corparaeae i, s_t,desn etth Sense 7,0) ci beret.

I be Ceetateenity 1th isy DIawibsilee aside by the Satanic, hurls; the Feast Sh.Mt Period, the 
lena-er 'hill peepeern - heUser is the Carperatiaa • P.eqsieel Payne.,. Staeeeat a the rare of 
lekibli 7,0 bee..., hgaed by a Sealer 00w, at - Satiate,. E.g - Staseetebs heel) abet eey 
Requited Peyieeaa thai ala be ilds eaeeetrisdy tith sty Decibels.. alndesed a. prealded a 
psnpspb (a) at - Seals, 7,0. 

(0) The Peeds SbeeIas Plane ibell be - a the Caiperedo. by - neater is the (alsealee 
nasa

Uaieed lee... Tteeseeet 
Net Verb, Net Yseb 01103000d 
Tn.aaey )5YC'(20.iS00Ps) 
Pit Credle a - Uel.ed Stein Sy's'hedr Fsela Caryneehca 
Arcane aember 32Xd0l7 I Ealet Set'aely, Races) 
test Ud. The..,7 Asses (da, 

-. Fat F. HID Peaieet-F.edi SbeA.5 Psymeai 

era - ether Inane.. - Csepe.'ado. - ben daipeted by noda is the ft, e eeaedssc, 
'jab taSe. lii bernet.	 - 

(d) The ablielde. of - lenient a etbe Re5aleed P.yee.e thin at rarmisee epse - 
eeasaeeastaay rem Se ii say - nape- tes torch a- 'a this laden 7.t tpeceaJly, but aithest 
Ueais.du., - sbllpuiea 'baa eel seals... ape. esyeea, is Ml of the Geenoieed Del, at ape, - 
a-ieee.. at 55 !eeal ad Detaale, Akeado ma- , er - Eras' at Cerpetaise. Tersilaadea. 

(c) Fit puee at - Seals, 7.0, - lenient thin bedeeeedabaee 'idea Dlmibada. an 
- I.e dsp .tthe Peel, Slredsg Peeled a isassai than atether - - a_tess ens Feast Shine 
Payne., 'bOth eli be pepeble ill malt at seth darned Dissibedae, is .,al a (I) the eta- el - 
leeaaen aeon) aaaen aver Ie cane., hebdldn. na it)) (.000.000. 

in hay ash daldead permitted by- aol .eanea. stIeS.. 7.7)0) beeeefah,Jl sea be tae.ltred 
Disseibedoc far - peep.- at Seedee 7.5(e) bernet. It be aey wee oiler a - lee oesr SI - - et 

-- Aesalsbse Csecleloe Ta least.. an we. Ill aey Fames ssq.aleee as eqteiey lassie.. 'a Sn 
Speeaee - - Ieee,.., at. - .sledno a petal.... peeey a lIe a sanasdasad tedsrel -ta lea 

adba^a bd  

- allid. sacep aSh ebjab - l500eee lie. a neaadidsad bessel beac,. ma terse. - thee sap 
heellable Cem,sle Ta. lassIe ale - a elan the aaaeaidscid tee lebllley it isib .s5lieted 5cep 
thee the PieS, ShIM. Parses, pra'eiekee 'aSaidae 7.5 shad be ,eeeeedaeed - - Ceepeesde. C 
- Ian c_tIes - -- taaedlise DatAbaSe a. Atlelebda Csetuelsdee Tee leieee a ia-b Pee.., or oee 

7.10 Dpeleeal Peeneynecis tIed the Fin Redreree., Date. thi lana-sr - ice sake say 
Opdsael Fre'eye.eeea as n_es, at say Debi lie baneeed aeeay saber that - 0. Debt 
peereded that 'Aeg Is. Csa.t Osac lbo leera'er may asS Opelseal Frepayteise ceah eespnee a - 
Teen Ladd is - cereal p.s_teed by Semite y,7lh) beret. 

7.11 LJaa,aeseeaeeCsodealtepaadnre. *eaatheCea(DIe,saalthsasdofebepr.etsbae,,, 
Faded, the Ianv'asr .bat ask. so Capa,si Eepeadl psn. Crete thee. .eaaeesbly 'squired a lose,' 
eedas.d isle - peeper .paetist a- Feosan ladedlag aaeensl aepe.aa.as  sI pleat - eqeipea.et 

7.12 Fates_ease 0 Cs.nssei Meals. - Ca-be Less.. U,,J - Fall Reileeae,s Due led 
theeeatisr sees a Fianitasd Teraleedeat  

al The leeeeaer then duly iad pannailsy psatsen let obli;aaea. aid ebes eke .5 ape as 
that be rcsiseebdy e.awsey a.l, the stains n(peedeos beaiaa.. eldiniat edneble a eetssa 
In dehe sad., - Mlsens Lass... lasia Ape.eeea - Csdlseaael Aleeeaeae. ie sveeesae osth 
Presser Cseseectaee - - Term Lees, sale. - title a psnbero eq ealbeen -ee cea hatea 
nseh,sl eden.. sfsa as - leeeener as - Peejea or - lseea-e?. abdBey.a perlire is 
obliplees tad.. - Ceanlsaeae it eadee .ay tithe Cellawel Asgeeee.az shill at e,,Sea abe 
plar eon. sea_to sits Ceepenalee, ciseod, madl, termiaaaa or ealle ssy proelala. ale, say 
at ha nfla cadet - Callatitel Aveea.en Sr the Team teen - Ibis ISO. -ithosa - pals. 
-alas meant at the Csepseaadoa. anal, .eddy. eeealae,e it tale. aey pqoelale. et a, en ad lea 
eifla ..de, - eta. Atssnc it the Miaenl Lee..., veins - last ea as hi's I menial 
.de.s eleaac th. Peejeca sq lseea-'er'. ablu,y a perteres a sbde,aan eader - Csnnaaneeiar 
lade 107 ci the Caoaca,el Apeenne. W,thase Inidae - aeaenllty Br - lieeiieae, - 
IseTseer ala as theaae - Sammy at soy Oeniaeed Dsbs it eke Teen L.a at - tat - 
peycas at lay peeadpsl theseel'at season or psenlwa, It say, thaeee, 

ib) The lena-er nbat 5K. peenpe 'neat nsa a - Coepeeedee of coy deftab se sOaped 
detad, by - leeei-e ade, - Mlaseel (as.., 'ha Collaeeeal At,eeaete, sly lisle Anleaeas 
a ebich - loosen a I pony it - Teen Lass lr say aesedel dshsb ibnaahaa by aay sm 
pesey Sea, Itabe lsaeeeerl seen ata,y saab details me itapsak neon. steal .en - ben 
need a med by - leeeeaer 'jab mupec - a, as ditals. 

7.13 Malsseaa.e 11-00M usIan cad mdl then S I Pernlsacd Termioase., - lse,oeey Ibid 
,alaeaie ad Sad- FeclIsy be goad reps.,. tinsel sedan ad aadldea - Aca - a - asks in 
lea-My - plea-p tepee, a sad rita-es. sad aeplese_tae at - pispaeena seben is - 
lana-tee hIke is cee, tants - dispaee ntageee pates at - Ties. Estate as pea-del a - OnE 
of Tact 

7.14 Fneee it Tas a.d Oth Gala., The lana-er sheD, a e lady esean. ale in ss. 
ad epe... ,S S ceqalred is lIe ,ad nbill pay cad dlechee5e peter a dellaqanay all d.c eed 

peyehle sin, - saber gonnenensal aerial at (neat that see mmpesed ea bce.. ate.. 
a. c ends penpesey. tall, pesaa.l a. eased, at spee a, pass the,nt, a. eel) as say diSks ala, 
Sad (beelndlsa dslns tog labor. aelenala - espylla) sblth/t eapaid, nell by In benee a Un 
esay at's peepesey. psaseded this - lerras'es shall lie riquslnd a pay a, each ma, lasesmeal, 
alert. it boy at d.sm it 

Is) - I_tea.. applicabIlity a, seidimy thereat .150 eneedy be aesn,al 'utgood talth by 
sppseceiete an_ca praapily is seed sad dililtetly asadided. 

4 b - lseeaemcg chill eal.esla adeqaete rentavea 'sib rnpea the.a, 

('I - lane.,, - bee. sleet the Coepereeee peatys cares ala at sap mm aelne 
'beth. I sdesnely dssnnsaed, -aeld atsae a oetertal Lies or geqe tspea a pecysny. aId 

(hIts rinenapay daeiae eath team; edl 50 benao..eaial adsee,. sleet at aba Feejetter 
- abd.y at - bseeee,er a peetsen ie ablioaasa. n lbs. Catalina, a, a, Br the Csdlaeral 
Apeamee.. 
7.)) Cea,ee.es Aislonsbl&Ceasa, Ae'neeeels U..) the Pall P.edneea, w-  

1-i Is sddisimt a abaenjna the ,eqelesaeeaa ot Seettac yu hes'ist. - leette,et 'bill si all 
'ma eke - sddide,el sn_a - - Carparees. may nqsp, a asian thai tb. Ceeper,,an. - 
Gasnssued Leader. - Ts'saee. sad thesrdnaettee sod aasiaes. iadsdeaa say peethitee, at say ale 
(letdes,oe abs eee.n,y 'la-a at lbs Tease Satire. a, aapae sIne dsaasth( by. theeslb 5, sodet - 
Tss,ee. - Ceapsnsa, at lb. 0.-steed L.tder alL epa, an Erect at Default at lent of 
Csrperassn Teamaeasa, etthssee peaeliy. sddl.seal ass tar. aaaecaeeeasl hersae peeesdrd or the 
.- .1-1 Panes, be encOded, at nan_net a-sees or spseaaes ins Pro$a lit 'ha purpose of 
rempleesa - ipens,e - Pnojere. Is the anSi of all nIh's at - tone'., sad., all But 
Aleesseeste. 

apIi tddaee a sbsersl.( the raqsasseena at Seeclec 7,23 limit.. lena-er thai) nbc 
- sddiSmel sates. th. Csrparseee nay eeqw, a ass,,. a. tha Ceepata,an. - Goattaised 
Leader and the Tuusass. sad their deeleogn aed snips. i.th.dlme perth_tn at sty yen St 'hi Truss 
Lassie as san_eat Salem. it spersae, 51 Priest.. -alt 'pea an Enees it Detsslis,n. Lime, SI' 
C,sryara.oe Tereee,eeae., tam - psrps.e al seaaql.rsn5 sad loo".., F,01sce. .-.m to aba 
beasts at all Tacltaelaey ROth.. tithes, ee ycltsrle *0th ettpsa to Plelece Tee)eelesy e.l(hts sad. 
-tIs 'apsa as saber Taahalay Rl,hta. a; ieee's thea ass eq.ssbla I.. Input. is Techealogy 
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Rifle ansi] by - lana-ar ala., joins do. caanid.nano 0 lanai allay paymana di. 
- Cn.p.neoal - no lass (atonal. - ike inn-a a. said. - T.thaolnp hf. 
india]. - anna-ar. john - Piaj.a en adaaa tnalaoan alisfispaCt hoist tad.naaod 
.bat that. s.c shinto.. haioend.r a anise third pane a Kansas at athar.ole pina aft 
- Tnbn.haiy Rirka aba	 list ash - ysne ask. andlabi. on - Caaa.S., - 
Goaianaid (ada. - Treat - kid. ada-n - ii.].... ladiadia. seth p.arthasua. - 
aaibi.a aaaar of - TadinoloLa hf.. dlsay or indlntdy. in - flit at pods - senses an 
.ouossbia arts - a.dld.aa ad a eta - tadidasl - Ira .olat (nossobi. than thee 
acard.d - loot.... Wb.n sishe sadar Uaiad Sine paine - USed Sane r.tdIn paNts 
applindse ha., haan tabjead a. - Lisa o1 - Dad 04' Tarn. - lana-a '.111 a. ha bat 
atoet - ass. the a-la .4' if's a. patapdy atase - tln'or a ha Carpoisda. - 
Donated lander - - Taoaat, and - dsdLaat tad saps. I daoaoea ataai. rot - 
an,dsdaa of Lie i - Uaind Santa Feats - Trodatsuk Ote. 

(C) Eatapa 'dab an-wa - Fan-in hanadilod at kh.dida LI beast oa ado ynaaaa,iiy 
.aaasaskha. - lana-a aba ian. S - 'Sire at.. - Rind' a patti]. - - Caopaaaaa. 
- Conanaiad Lads,. - Treat - tSr dniano ad aaaa. iad'adiaa lay p.aathu.n stony 
pan of abs Tarn lane asaa.ataogiairoyaataarao(iha piij.a sill, apaaa Eta. at Dorsal, 
or an Eras it Coopanoaa Tun-aasaaa. shaken pal.1.?. addisias at a afloat at any Pan.. ha 
.aodad jo abs b.a.te natal on alIas. - - Ficoin an aaadaaa siah.aaa inca.. up.. abs 

at - Sims or Dorsal. a so Eves at Carpandsa T.aaia.sa . - Baa_ta tall ate 
— stain a nasa - Fund. ha aotdsbaa - Carp.adaa aba Donated (ada. - 
Teas. - he dpat ad asaipa. iad.diaj any - pastaa.n. aokaaa psaslay a addit.tal 
eon. - - Fatin anaa 'dna. saran-spa.. 

Id) Edao.altkna.adiat abs ga.anliry or - (oaatom, - sdaba,aa Unidal lay alaha at - 
Coon-an.... - Damns..] (ada or - Trnona ada 'ha Dud at 1a abs lorotarar hanky 
vane .a abs Corp.naaa. - Gs.nnaad Laadar. abs Titan - - daiptia ad anaiaoa0 
hadediag say psonnat at any pSLa slab. T. tat... as adasiar 00.1110 Ci Opaflinat at - 
Pajea far - yope. at aneina.t and acandat - Pr'dae apes - aceanna at an Lataa tt 
Dstanh a an rant or Cgin-andaa Tarniansia an hawoaabk, paid-np aa-adeta lena. a ii. 
all Pyajaa Taha&nty Rifle ad all TaabeKofl hahn- a-nd or anasilad by - lana-oat 
padat ba-ant. hat - espa. a Talan Puke bith am in — Fati.n T.thnelon 
Piahia. ha Finan ba_ada. ntis] a abe henCe or abs T.nn.Iaor Right .1k. lana-ar - 
ha atIpasda ask. poynata - - balder urea aifla (.ak.r ban - Ion..'.. at - Spa-nil 
ma a-add ha rattind ha - by - lnaat.a mi - TnbnaI.al Rift at Tacknalso 
Rifle -am bsiaa - .dslnbl. - Uoaya-a. 

1. 1. Tnnaad.- alIt Athaano at S.ebkstaa; ladandma A.anha.n. 
Cal !eapt tar aaraaan ntsrad - - arabs Oasis. Dais ad diii.,.] - - Caipanda. ad 

asapo tar immaaaad asman hasea aba SCotia ad ake Sp.ua I - tAils an. - aassd.ad 
- fink ha data Ii) haa-l. aba l.sta-ar that dl.ociya hadiaocdlp. aga5l Is any aanaaena - 
.ay.t.nAMfllain. .a.am 

Ill aba -tn-n atcast sat a. laos... lhvanatiha an. ln.at.ar  as troald ban baa, abtainad by 
- laaa-ar bad	 alseatol baa .ni.aod ha.. a. an ama kattk ham - I Fan., - an 

• Allaa stab. a.iata.r. ad 
UI - Iaaan mate the C.apoaaa.n of n.h pa,paasd asaa.o. sIt I. AIKltaa as hays. 

It day. pn.r - ante; at. any stab atus.a. 
lbs Al - apes. slab. Coapandon. - lana-ar shall flank at. Coapansa 'dab iamb 

anatenan ar isdapasdana a pprise., - 'ha Cn.panda say at any as. ataaa. talon-tat at. 'hat 
aonhaa -- I'dak.ss asaidam,. - Coip.aaiaaa daaadal a..saanl of any aai a a.n.s.I palpany 
a a.naan a.S.b -i ha sataniC (a - Paacaa ha * naaand.a sob say Part, I tdadlaa an Aililmas i( 
iamb Fuses •ha - a -dl bars, a. a-.aaajp a p..ia Saint ha - Pmjaa 

7.'7 Fnkaa Maaaaaa Piano C....]. aas.nist ad Aasaaaahaa Inane. 
101 V.04! a Pasat Tan-haada. - lana-a that flUe.. In nil aaaaisl anpea abe p.tad.an  

-	 t aatained ha - Pupa Maapa.n Na 	 - 
(hi USI - Fat latin-na Dae. - lana's. aba joe 

(I) a_nd - Fajon kla.apett plan ha any aaseial a11 
- (U) p any alike an - at that hath. Meter 5S.dein Sandia.. - Maaaa 
Cnnl. - Onta Mona,.. a 

(at) slay auin aa	 a 'a "aa.sat abliptan —  
und. rapaidat. a.sesdn award and akay asanat aynn dnaibad ha - Pp.4.. 
— Na 

aoaba.. ha - tat - alpaw — eta.. anna of the Caapnd... 
(i) Albu - Fall R.S' 	 Doe. In abe pta - - 'asian anon]. - F,sjaa Manapnana 

Nan ha say sandal nop, a. ha lay an-p.o nnnolai ha aapata anilpdan ada - 
r_a.__ annn - ca.tah. aepoatat nenaIda. ay 	 - qvnlq anaaaaaa 
deasbad ha - Fa.4aa Mnaaaae.aa Flas, S akin am - C..paaean - ants ike Cain-cads. ha 
ndaliandla* -	 cC and med_n, a than... 

7.11 PInes Yaa - Taa Ta.. 
fla Inn-ar aba inp ha lit] year a an - a. lath ha Sun 2.24 b.net'(nhoun rho 

spat psi.. oil_n an_s .1 - Cnapasnd.a. -b masse shall - be ..a.aanakiy laiobbald. 
7.5' Eafr.nei Ma04	 Unoli PasSed Tamha.aiscs 
(a) latitbia 270 days .hs. - Demos Dais, ad falla-ina - stalest aatary ia'd.. poane a 

partdad fir ha us Enn-nana.al Macann; Ph5 Goddamn. - lana-ar akin ddlaaan- a p.apaad 
atiaa.enaiJ aaiaaaia plan aback - - pa.p.nd ha aaaardaaa v.4th - Enin..eaaai 
Mnainria( Gail. at lath is Sobedal. LII bait - ha .usrdaaca - abs Lnsiiaan.staj 
Manars Pina Gaidalis Th. Caspasna. ahall dtt.aaain. ahaika - papa..4 mvtto.s.ani 
anaitana, - S paabl. aada - aaamn slab. En,aaaiasanaai Mnia.ana Plaa Gaadthnt stakes 
60 diva at S asia. 

lbl In - rota ahia - Carpaa.haa daanlan thai abs pnp.nd asiaaan.nad aanaaaiai - 
ddbaa.d and., kale. 7.19(11 ha in anripanbit ada - Lntnaaanal Macedna Plan Qaid.ban. 
us Cain-anise .b atm - Sonata ad Ibis] add.,.. aba niansl bent., - - Sat...... thaI 
dalita aba Caayaaai.. a to-has] ptipned .athaaaaaal noaaa.oaa pta. .mpaesa. sash 
'itS. 20 days (C. - haajar purled as us Coap.nd.s say .pac is ran a.a a. - lana-ar I fast 
the data at at 104a. lb. Cetponao. sh.ia daa.mn-ia. ehahat tomb a-load paop..ad a.oraaa.aial 
aesitathas - ha aaapiabla .ada - oats.,. ap.and in aba L.anaoce.ntnl Moaaanani Plan God dine 
.1mm SO days at ha ratip. in usasnt ban - Catparaan daaa.as.a. that arab .atiied ptapaaed 
annaannoil a.aia.int plan ha aaawtanbha ada asS alicia. abs Coipainol akaal -. ma., 
th.iaat. - tuna usastar. ad - asosat to oSrb sack .aoia.aatail enasaaa.5 piaa an Is 
aacapanblp aa.nd.d. WIthin SO day, aCts, a...'. or saa ant. at. la.ant isa]' that I a a stead aacb 
.asiateaatl saaama,n; - in - anaaar apaaead ha - a.aa a, dl abanin taidanass a( sock 
d.ocn-anaa. ha aenadant. tab - praaiadots at Satan IlIad harat Abs. lb. Coapanana baa 
dao.mn-in.d .bat - pnpnad ans,aaaaaaat .na.ahaaa plan S .aapaab soy amndaaat aba,... ahnal 
ha ha xeardnaca - us Eaa,itam.nmnl Maa.aann; Plan Dsid.baa 

laO lb. lenratras aba p.riara - a..asaan aura aooahad by aba Eau.irannatal Satiation 
Gadan. aoal the atonneanial aaaaonn. plan is damnaia.d by us C,tporia.n be aa.po.k(e aada 
- Satin. IlL or ha daisrostad on ha aeapanbha in aaardaaa tab Sacooa hun beast, and. 
abantr. abs l.anaa aba pails... a.th aa.aaaa. I5 lit nqamod by sack Eaoir.rannel Moaak055( 
Plyn for - dana.. apaad.d that... 'Tb. lnnt'aar aba aaatma ion-ann titan,.; aacb oanar.aaaal as 
tutu] by Sea.. 9.4 bunt.

(d) Upon the toqaus. sIts Cnryandaa. - lInear.. - ask.. at - C.rpatadnn .pans.. 
sddiaian.i aspic as say ha ananalbap edansary (or - paf- or oa,tiiaa Sappiasantal Maaiannl 
Int.aaaaa. ad shall silica - 'unpin a - Caiparoia. Sash maspla abnil ha inks. ha anard.aai 
'dab aaabbala.d asisasila pna at - (Ian, aba. aba. San cnblhaked a_n.e. pIne oasis. 
abs alma of indIa oath aanpasn. si Sinai, aaamaa,ni - any aruannbha p.saadoan a. spoiled by 
us Caapandoa. A Cnayaad.n a.y.maadn say ha pans don1 - saspliat 

(a) Tha lana-ar shall paatbopta ha abdoanetina ReS Caaa,iaea bith thai] ha Sian-ad rat us 
adoiioa7 pan-mae at tank ha the Enoinamnail Mnai.aan Plan Dadilina Upa. - Cupand.a'a 
dcaatsnia - a papaad nadrasneaal aouimaiai - nbama.d by - lana-a 'a aa.pnbaa 
ada this Sad.. 719. a S datatihaid a ha .cap.abha ha antmdaaa - Seth.. 11.1(i) hanaf. - 
lInen shin jta 'attn aahaaa a us C..paroiaa of ha danianata or a - ala. - in man - 
abarn aoprata.ndoaa a - Mnaaanoa RaIse Cnaminms, an anal (as at that ha ha pan..nlly 
fandla. - - hataaaadaa ad annlyun lab. anaaal aatiooaacaoal atpast raaiaod by Sethna 9.6(c) 
hano(. A Caip.na.a aep.saaashat, on aba Moaana( Ravia- Canaiem okail sat La asian-anna ra 
ark Coamiaet Any anhar at - bd.oimnnj Rsoi. Canada... any cake .onnandad.al - - 
Ce.yanaoa lbs M.aiaan-t Rasda.. Canotina. aba an a - an. - year habit aa teats 
aba - haansaatthe assail e,iaaanna.l apan aq.ind by Suds. 9.5(o) honor. ma Corp.nd.a 
say a.00na Op a awn- addlaleaii andan, pa - Cr - Moait.atnn Ravia- Caaaitiat. An aadnp 
tall be bald - an alaaania — bans.. - — stabs CarpooaaSa ad - — at - lana-a. 
ales aabnda apad a by - aesbes or at Caatiaa ma Envaiatsaoii kda.i.os,aa Nan any 
taaoba eaabalab pa	 ad p.sada.n- afab. MoleSt Rasdat Cnamaoaa orkith an taciasarn 
- Ln,ittaatd bdnlaajat Plan Graidalinc ad - Saa 7.111.). 

(fl ma Senator aba danlat ha cap.ndan v.4th Inn] n.dlal .aa5tay atddc, an .anipsrr 
a.dlal nip_n - nabS MaSse - aaac a parid. anon-sty aedlni actn. a - Paollay 
daidaa aanaja ad opa_aat ad aba dadtaar - plan a — Coon-and.. - a - of - 
Enrp,.na.atl MoaitnrIo( Plan. 

7.20 S..,I_.,_.....l. M.aliaalae. lila] 	 yea., - - CsaJ Dais asIc, than bin km. 
Faatttnd T.an-isaSas 

(al me laaraaa akall aa.lar aaail oa alas aba bra - tar ta tict, - an patIna 
humor. 

(ha 'The lana-a - -- ton-am mesa. abs moaieda. aeqaind by S.tat 710(a) honor 
a. anardun — Setna 9.7 bun-C 

711 Wan Maatoaalaa. U.il a Fa.n-iad Tciaaais.. - Sans-a shall sailer as -ar 
'dthdnanl, tanspa.a ad ara.labdhay Ca. - etadar Rn' pain.. abaaaf aeceasy is -. - 

lapin aalln Sands 1.1 banal'. 

710 AMtaMaat Malaaalat, U.al a Fnaiaaad Tanistanat 

Ish Aaabecpesaatah. Co.pa.aa.a.abe lana-sr aay ham aba in__p_a) p.ofore a 
nasa - ho patlamn-.d at sddltinaaI aataanfl (hadodia. aaaplao(. dan tllaada. data anatr'c ad 
aahar patrsdaaa I as - Capandse nay rata n in addiaa a - aeaaisaan; atqaia.d - ho paiframed 
pa.a.anaa a Sanda y.a9. 7,20-tfl hanoI. A Corpanas an-maton say ha preen dunn at 
e.aiadni. Cr at addisa.nl sat_sn; in a patfattad. - loan-a - parfait or an. a ha 
par(ata.d at addialennl atalaaini a a anna, alasan alIb @rabliaked ndmoar prima. a a - 

usra ha a. aaababfred ani.aacc puns]., ataadias - nnnaar at para.adna pat addidenal 
isoaiinla. ha aaaadaaa - anan.ahla yioadaas pats] by - Cnapamnt.. 'Tb. State-ar nail 
an-oat aba anala af at nears; a - Cain-otto.. ad aqaasnd by - Coin-ama.... - dalinr 
say alapin ab.n pu.anoaaa a lath aaaaa.o.( a - Caapara.a.. 

(bait - l.neaat dallac a pertain - addaa..l sa.ianag p.svoded ro, ha Iota. y.22Ial 
kant. - Cnapanaa. say, apa. naaocbn. aum a - l.a,..,, parfasm a nsa a ha paifamas 
at addlilnal aailadnt prauaodad tin at patfaramaro tatamas a smabb aaf.sp amq.lna.an  
ad as at Stat... tab tan-al apart], at - Factity. lb. laero*.a say dngeam a rtpmaaaSt. 
a ha pun-sn. dasan at aaua.nai ad any a.aia- - - tabS ,ada from at saaam.ia 

710 Pn4nt Cennotar Pn.Sa. Usd1 - Fall Satan-at Di,., - boraes.m akit 
alma. - ha ada].] in any aça.ana naaad usa aSia - dam beat hanra. - loos-a 

ad any Ma$. Cos.ant. Daota'laaa Ce.a.ner - Pa.ion C..anar data.] Is Satan 717(d) 
b.a.aC - appllnhha paandae apadlad Ia Scbadasla 2.23 been (_npa tar any at an-aat - 
Fdndpai Satbalda - - me. that at pa'niaaa Ia. odad a - Pnisipe) SsghhSdno 
Aca.aan- and .oapo - lay at .sana haaaaae.ab. lot,a-u ad us Spaser a - me at 
paarialc.a tao Indadnd ha - mon-an at - Spot., ha - resa) 

(hI ala aba at.o.d - any aaa.aana tasted byus bcaae'a a. a din ta dam boretat 
a Da.t.Iaa. C..amear. ad at. a ho aaiSad - any arena. a.aad a. - shin the dna beret 
button £ bit).. Cnahne. ad a Datia.kan C.satnaa. us appainbta -age dsnadea of us 
Saa.aaq Of Lnk.c ad	 - 

(rl a - data a aSian - appidabl. panham spade.] 'a Sth.doha 2.23 bass 
7.24 man	 - 
(ma Usd1 - Pal Sedaaaao Dam ad thaeaust aadl a Prtdad Tun-Inadna. us lane-ia - 

ailaeln Ia.aaaaa as ip.daed ha Sat.dtd. 7.24(a) hat's - haaaraaa a.daedati of aeapinse 
.paaadblllsy aaSfaaay - us Cn.paonac pastIes], ba-at... - us lane-a - b.a — a - 
nods, us imanna - any be atalilabne - Ia .40k pan a us Pasdam ad sk.11 saltS 
Papanne. ha addidaa a that rpaclad in Sabedala 7.24451 basal a. us Santa-, aanaaaboy dune 
ha pat].,. ma addS.., lb. Iatotoaat abail. alaS. 20 days alma ann. (.0. aba Ca.patie.. abaSe - 
haaoai.a ((a addldaa a that spades] ha Schodald 7,241.1 banal nabe Cnmeroioa may anmaaahiy 
..qr p.ar.idad. boot,n. eoab..a llaana( us 'aooaathy Of ba pabao.e nan.aba. a.aa.' us 
la.atrar - at ha aeqalead a etonia _neiaca a.' Saoaa,oiiable - 

lbS lath panby or insnnna .ilaailntd paaioan. a Sit.. 7.244 a) boner shall paid]. than 
Ii) thai - ha a an-are accost abs Caepand.a. tha Gaatanaaad Linda a aba Treats far 

payleaa at ptoatatns or adaa anonant aSk rn-pan basis.. 
('dl Caapannoa ad ha Gaamano.ad Leader that anita at Sn.. SO days paler aria. and., 

or hapt. rr-4---station ttovdorttt at v,earotart, bra. 
UI I anSi us F.fl Rat_n,' Do... aba lana-ar - ha I aaoad lava.] ad us Carpatndot, us 

Gaann.ad (ada ad us Tpaaass aba ha addii.anl as- arads - - ante appaoz and., all 

(ml

..y 

at pal aba at. ha hatpmlldnaad by lena-aria ba.aag aisirad haa,oaot pnamaa baa 
any a sO rifle of story apian any atha Foaa for any Isaac ta.am.d by at polIcy. 

'I a.y - ohab 'a paynbl. a aba Ta'saa. In, - banana data Ceapornan. ad us G,aannaad 
Lead.,. - ho a payable aaeiakaaandiaa any at., akaaa alany ah.r halo. a.ba aaapaaa a 
ant abs Tan line t., parpsna sass h.nednaa - pain-na] by aba asrta of us paliry - tab, 
mash ha ropusa.a at at Sara... ad	 - 

(vi) adlaks Foil Raaaa..anaDav.,ha thata.r'castoasathsm.aaaa alaaaardasaparth. 
Trait Lan... us praca.da honor skill ha paid a ar Ia us dianleCa ot abs lana,a .ninia IM abs 
peecoode abar.st an 'n oat at 52&000. ha this nsa, - paaca.ds ailS labs, be .np.ndad taake 
rapaarofas.aialdaaafprap.nyebiak'dta.nlsaaapo.danatthaTr.a Eana.aaillhac.d a us 
saenadco,haal a dsael II arabi, sahanta. all) is Evaai at Dstaali a a. gt'aaaalCerporesec 
T.an-daaa. has storm] ad S tadoadsa, ha any 01 v.bldi nasa asp pnatds at at iaaannt skich 
nay ha payabha shall ha - dirardy is the holdaao of us Gaarinaaod Nose. pit an ha i.e-dan., .11th 
abaaapaad.a priacapal instil, stab. Gaaanaamd Na... is ha applid a us pay..... ofus Gaaraaad 
Dabt

lb. larasa.- this. it so .aqat,.d by us Compassion, deli,., is at C.rpoenalo. oraisal and 
dtpdSnre apt of at isinanom panidsa am.ataaoad by 04 ad an nasal andaoa by a repoaabha 
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iruuruao. bight' tgin(ocw'y to thu C."....a.s0.-ug thai tho Irosroruto. .uirs4 usd.r bat. 714 
ID.,'io off.., mad uuoiat, oh,. too poigy or IusnOa. thu tomb or thu lone..!. u.d.rnitir. thu 
Dais orblilty - prs10lUa ella orhos.n.n. ohs di,. of .ap,nsou or soy .5th pinty. th' puopta.. 

rimEb coneS sb fly uralortli modidoas - .aduuous 

4'! Vol thu Foil R.dmmnt Do,. ,,'h ..h policy oZiusunros ohail ho oalontbl. bo that up.. - 
of 'a (mi of DdIOi. dries.. or Corporadsu Tonousodso. ma poD', - bu tnhlabt 

- Corpononu. D. Oana,nd USsr sad - host.. Sbr thu b.o.d' or thu Carpondot - 
Go.aua,ad La.dor sad mayo.. - duiaiao by. tha000h Or sador - Tynon. - Corpondu. or - 
Ggsns,nd L.udut .ithoor. puasloy. .ddldoaaI an (ouhur - ftr pnigsau hot annp sad., loath 
polky irabiuqoust mo thu dse. or any uSIA lisDpmuao) 0? rn.buao of say Pen.. 

7.22 Tuobluluc 105th,, Palo, Turhu.Iuuy Riohor Peso,.. Wsao.uu 

4,) flu bouyot'n .hali Ila..0 .r cOurt,.. pat ,lfl,u oil Tnhsolooy Ploho - Psai.a 
To.AocIooy Riflo onud or aunoil,d by thu lononr to' sarnurdal so. I. 0 a..odss.n bulu. by 
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any Soathboida, I. a -ia-lana alit, Pnp.a '.54 a- be a pisdai. b.ann, dcii. 

10.3 D.ininiM. - Ta-jail's P,nsi,n. 
il lb. ho.ec,,a, and Isa-a, itay cisc a nialat. that, panapi qo. a be Pnj.n oily aba 

cIa Sioctjoidun bats lIdS. spa. SM aiIn,iun 'Os. otSiatbbold.a haiti I. lm,ii ,t.a'iha,di of th. 
cccii 'barn if - Span., ii a aana alit. Saitbold,, daily allid ad bald I.. lad p.,pu.t as. UI 
SMdiatianasonn1bnijain5.ai@al0.li , 10.2, 

b y A dawnoaiia by - anTi-si, ad Spa-a' a -sin-ian - piianptne as go P,.,sc 
paniin n lena- 10.1 at 02 besot 
i,.. .eeaa-	

tay 'so be aad. o pitapaly aba, - ta- - 
d	 is Its anida-d i.4o.dy by SM loin..,. - Spa-i, it - PnadpaI Onitbaldan. biao 
tea - the, 30 daym p.6.' a go .,aa it go Icthhiad.n and a is Sadin 10.3111 u-skid a 
dananaa-. pan-sat a Ins. 10.1 at 102 is aid., go Spa-i, a SM Ins-u, thin U. p..a 
anna a-a a - Canons,. thai - a d.n.a-tao. may be aid. an - - ad thai 
ap,a-ansea if - Spa-at, SM loon.., ad - PSiS Sadhddn. so, p,,pand an a-c .6th 
,ep,civaic. if thi Ca.punite a dii,. the posIts, tad. Sat bad b d.isatou ad th Spout 
- Mon-n - baa binitid - Ca.paaiisa aid litmus.. 'a-stahl. distil anadlis go 
pintsk basis is, and £ tnnaaaaia, ansapsand by a Oltsc't CatS's. .ip.d by any Sian, 
Oaw it it. Spimao, lad any Sal, Olban sills lan...,. I. ati lay d.ataaatho. a nmaala 
punayasit I SM Pritac. go Onthhilda go Spa.., - honata gol in is - (ama - thaI 
aa-da tap isitanassa Iaa,iit.d a than by the Ca,pa,na. In go sivat Ibis I dn,nlssao. by SM 
lint.., - Spou, a a.l.an pmndpa.u. in lb. Pnanc paaauao a SIan 10.1 a 0.2 bane! is 
ii, mad. s,bi' 60 days - go - - aba aqisad abe i.e a go Carpae*. pa-san a - 
5a 0.35k) is 'maid by go Casotnasa, I0 nb da-nnaaon nay d-nba, be aad. ala- - 
Ions'.,, go Spa-a, - the POisilpal Snthhotdcs spa. aaply - go as-na.,. Cf to Sadi. 
10.31 b I. 

it) Ups. - aaiii .1 any dalm'nisais,i pain-am a S,ds,. 10.1 a 0,2 ba-id a n,nisaa. 
pa.nispaaia is - Pyijac. go Stonair than d.b'.t a go Canocani. aSAS ,inl,n it the 
Sathhildan id	 - da.nlaaaan, anta till any afoantian apt. bith - dnae.laaaat 

band a go isoas ii, pn..a-ly p'o-sld,d a SM Ca,p.ntsa pain-as a Mom. 0,34 bI bayer. 

AX2IC'51 21 
Eat.,, op Damsn.,i E. op C. Toa.nsabon ass Roampoin 

AITICLI II 
bdawaios.a 

OMITTED BY PACE

CDRIOL4T2ON	 (Juan Sm,,. Onimr.c Pun. Coatctanaa 

Iy/a/Eiu.annf,,Noi..a , 

VS.	 Cbiiaiaa

Sat-i. LX 
LIST OF SVRIACI "SAM 

T,nsi 0., 
AL thaI scala nan a pato or - slaaiad is na I. Suit Sunny. A'337, Wood Caiscy. Tiaaa 

bIn tea of thai 'sail SOS.a. saw dapoebad a Dud daad ba. 917, ,nsdad is vol- ,30. 
14411. Dad Ra-it if Wood Conys. T. mad blat a-. padcalasuy da-sb.d - Mu.. 

I001NNINO ama .all iii be a,w d-a-d at go anasla ea Peblis 30.4. bIn on - CO. id
 5514 50.0 .c can. - bInS Qi II'! 61I.V to. - NE ii,e.t iI'taid $0.0 a is's 

7_alicE 50' '2'! - laid	 iis. djo. a a - at-ia, 
noo.a S ir dlt W HOSt a. 9' - - at boa-_c 
THENCE N Qi II' W IfS' a a 9' na pipenos beasr 
ThR0Q N IV $30.0' ago pta- if beiaa-i 'saunas 2,293 tan. 

Tani Ti. 
AL - scala can at lid, Sf land aT_and is go Jcbn Rainy S'are.y. A-4941. Wad Canaay. 

Tins bess - of - cal. 4930 leo can dactb.d is Dad a-Sad is Vol... 100, has 191. 
Dad Raa.di 04' Wail Coen. Ta.'. ad but mao. piatcalaity gonabed as Sail... 

bEGINNING ml b - lie bean, Stand mm - ana- ifs Pull Road. tai.t a - WEL 
if - Ranay Say and 10.50 man a_c ad bes N 0. 0, W M., ben go NW a-rota 
2.00 ci i_c lad bess Mouth £54.99 - N no? w 300.2' Ma - SW of aid 'C" lance's 

THENCE NO' or W - 'aId 'siadin. 3'O# , a tad - be a-soc 
THU4Q N IV 5' tO .0' a a 9' Ii. ply. a- is, 
THENCE S 0' 011330& .. tom - ptp. iai (5e na_c 
THENCE S or $3' Of iaS a SM pta's if bidaain nts,lnjae 3,937 a 

Ta-cnn. 
All - scala ian. pad, 51 laud -- is SM I. Suit Sa,ny. 1337. Wood Cam7. Tan 

hs a-tftha, ansaa ru. Toaa 14114 saul dacth,d is Daad daad Maca-ba. It?!. nscd.d,n 
V.0a-. Ill. Pap 44$, D.td Alas. it Wad Cmusa,y. Visas ad buss ails ptnc,slady danbud Ii 
(5-

bEGINNiNG as a II' Ii. - a- be an,, Ssiasnd 5 1' E 244.0' faa - SE a-snot go 
IbId T.ia 'twa t.aab.l In - Diet 
THENCE N U' 3200.0° a i to' - pwi lii be a-ac 
THENCE 510 $0' 300.0' at kr - ptp.at a-_c 
THENCE S 10' 40' W 300.0' a a to' Is. PIP 'Ii Sat al_c 
THENCE N 1' 00' W 200.0' a - plan or b.paalsa a-sstaitt 2,066 ann. 

Tint F.., 
Mi thai anala ion ot pus's! afraid ulaaad is SM Jabs Samny Saniy, Mall, Wood Catap. 

Ttau bIn' S's .(goa ansia 2,073 an. 'Sn dacobad in Dad dand imaoa,y, g al. na-dad is Vila,ts 24. pop 63. Dad Ranids '1 Wood Cm.n,y Toast ad beng .me. pastic,aiaaiy daubed a 
Muon 

bEGINNING atgo a-stew a-so, at 2.173 act in 
'noE?aa 559' 03' Of with SM SIL.otsaid 1073 act saa-120.03' aSM SEC ala Situ 
THENCE N dI,t'IlIV 03' W-202.1'1 N 1- 31, W 20I,9' a - NEC of taid .569 act 

THENCE N OOi IA £ tilt go beat ROW irltass blito 37292,5l' is go NEC 'ufasid 3.370 ac_c 
THENCE OP 10' E_090.3I' an go plan or b,psasi a.tasalat 2.5,50 Iou.

Sbla 0.31 

STOCK DWINSESHIP IN 570(6503 

lbs,a'' - -i - Tuna 
3, L, A..wi.; 13.196 . $394 W. 3. AMiga 2,000 2,000 3, Of, lOut I0. 
Can Labeanda taia.ado.al, lac. .,.,.,_ i,17t17a 406.503 1.041,09, 
Euadld Pan-in 414247 434247 V. £ Pual,, 26.024 5,300	 132,711 140.141 V. 100s.iid 031511 lilaC	 443,002 403,000 Cased,. W. La- 43.000

,
63,000 T. N, Las 10334 20,534 it N. - Ciaste. Law 193.302 327.732 120S54 Lsbojad Emapana. las. -	 111.134 111.134 W. P. Saab 6.300 6.200 W. P. Styda,	 ........._ 6.405 2,005 0.000 C. W. 71l. 4. 

UaoaCaa.4.Ca.nnst,__,_,,,,,,,,, .900.732 1.205.113 3.204.617 Li. Wan.' 600	 30,474 11474 Oct14 Wbal.y. Jr. 	 .,-s_,.,...._ 6.000 
Tsaai 3.045,247 7.100	 647.173 2,460,430 0,044.090 
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SCHEDULES AND EXHIBITS OMITTED BY PACE
SCHEDULLS 
IahSuJ. LI bThrmstn Muotuadum 
Sch.dl. 2.2 tjno(M.mn4.t PanS, tad R.t4*Ior Ap9urtl, 
ScMd,4. 2.3 tIn ot ISa Atnuean 
kMI'di 2.7A Un .(D..4. Valor W7dck Iono't'n On, is lawn, I, Mistral Rifla 
3a9.d,I. 2.Th tin utOU. On .,41om Miusni Lean a Wich ISo-n 0-mi is stunt 
iaMbi. 2.70 Un intent. Potion! Ptu'y 
SCMII. 2." bSoean,,i M.oliad.o G,nit.t 
ScMdato

 
L21 U9 '(Thanguota, — Allis,. 

SrMdvSui Ptoj.a Coscuin h 
ScSI.!. Li Ftondon, - M.nsñs medal 00 aol Obsa. 
!chod&o 7,3 turns otitiaoodaoaoo. it last. n thu io..eo.r Ms thu S0000 or. SnclSoidor 
ScSI.!. 7.244 t ) 3.duJs it luo.nn 
IaMbi!. 7.2$ R.nn RunS. SaMba. it - iam"n — Spo.00t 
Icisdi!. 9.3 Sc.dls it Pto$an Moosotsea Rnorm 

lxii tIfl' 
taS.&t 4,4 han .(Thm Lou. Non 
EshIWttM PornotionnuOsaflCn,sat. 
Esitibit 4.11 Form tfIpoosotOffaroC,tain,. 
laitibti to Porn orOpiaios or Ionn.fl '*1 Spo.or½ Coo.,.! 
Esb,bls 4.12 Form o(Aunoonm Latin 
Cah.bla 5.2 Form .tDtiau,rm.o. R.q.n. 
t.habit 1.3 Formotboa.o 
IaMbi. 7.9 Form at R.oin4 P.ym.sa Sastoano 
IaMbi. 7.2044 I UtInd Ito.., Syath.,. Fad. Co.pora. No.4od.no  A7nei 
IaMbi. 0.2 Peanut P.04, SaSdi!. 
laoS. 9.4	 . Firm utSoisast Qao,io.t Olian', C.oi!Inn 
-- 0,7 Foeaot'-	 Rap..', 
lasSos Form it W.wr I,.ppiy Mowot.au upon
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